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Notice.

Foreign Societies who fav^our the Asiatic Society of Bens:al
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to the address of the Society at Calcuttn, or to the Agent of tlie
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New Bond Sti^eet.

Avis.

Les Societes etrangeres qui honorent la Societe Asiatique de
Bengale de ses publications, Bont prices de les envojer ou directe-
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I'agent de la Societe k Londres, Mr. Bernard Quaritch, 11,

Grafton Street, New Bond Street.
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Auslandische Gesellschaften welche die Asiatische Gesell-

schaft von Bengalen mit ihren Publicationen beehren, werden
hierdurch ersucht dieselben entweder direkt an die Adresse dei

GeselLschaft, 57, Park Street, Calcutta, oder an den Agenten in

London, Mr. Bernard Quaritch, 11, Grafton Street, New Bond
Street, zu senden.
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ERRATA.

Page 29, for description of figure read .-—Skull of Felis tristis (young male),
X 1, with anterior prtemolar, x 3*

line 8, for Falisneria read ValUsneria,
line 9 from bottom, for Simla Hill State s.—Bashahr. read

G ha mb a.

line 1, for choronology read chronology,
line 26, /or 1227 read V, Sam 1217.
line 30, for 1446 read A.D. 1442.
line 9, for 1574 read saka 1514.
line 42, for 1630 read saka 1530.
Vine 31, /or 1698 read A.D. 1718.
line 9 and 10, for part of the larger circumference read larger

part of the circumference.
last line, and p. 463, first line, for out world-aide, read world out-

side.

line l,/o;' amalgum ?ead amalgam.
last line above footnote, /or Changthua read Chaungthns.
line 4 from top, /or Shephard read Shepherd,

9i 85,

rt 165,

Jt 205,

J» 206,

)9 208,

II 214,

>J 214,

ii 219,

99 437,

}i 462,

if 540,

1) 565,

M 579,



DIRECTIONS FOR BINDING.

The pages of the Journal should be bound first : thev are

SHdex^nnlJ-^''
paged consecutively in reman numerafs.ine index is paged m continuation of the Proceedings.

Plate i. to face page 39.
Plate ii. to follow the blank page 94.
Plates 111. and iv. to face pao-e 192.
Plate V. to face page 148. °

Plate vi. to face the blank page 592.
Plate vii. to face page 470.
Plates viii. ix. and x. to follow page 594.

or all to be placed at the end of the volume.
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The, 173.

Blind Thief, The story of the, 647.
^Kio-ldan-ses-rub, the Tibetan monk
and interpreter, 248, 249, 252, 544
546. '

Bodhisattva Manju Sri, 221 222
Boreava, 560. /
Bose, G. C, and I. H. Burkill :^0n
an abnormal branch of the Mango
{Mangijera indica), 427.

Bourdiilon, SirJ.A.r^On Coins of
Ala-ud-dm of ^warizm, 64 65

Bradley.Birt, P. B :^0n SherrinVs
Western Tibet, " Ixxxii.

553.

((

Brasr,

Brahmagiri, The Edict of, 4.
Brahman Bhadra Palita of Orisa,

Brahman Maksika, 222,
Brahman Mufctaknmbba, author of

K:9ana-bhanga-siddhi-vyakhya,250.
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Brabman S'ankarananda, anthor of
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parlksa-un-
sara, 242.
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Apohasiddhi,
251, 252.

Brahman Yasobhuti, 126.

Brahma-pramathana-yukti-hetu-sid-
dhi, by Arya Deva, 548.

Brassica sp., value of seed as food,
105.

Breynia australasise, 145, 146, 147,
148.

,, carinata, 147.
multituberculata^ 147.

„ Exhibition of

specimens
of, Ixx.

Exhibition of

specimens
of, Ixx.

An undescrib-
ed Echinoid
fi-om the In-

dian Ocean,
145, 147,
148.

Brown, Lieut.-Col. E. H. :—Exhibits
by, XXX*

Baam-yas, the holy monastery of,

244-

Bubo hengalensis, attacked by Lagar
Falcons, 40.

Buddhism in Orisa, 221 225.
Bulbul, 173, 175, 176.
Burhan I, Coin of, 52.
Burkill, I. H. :-

559.
On a Fish-trap from Northern
Arakan, 44L

On Gentiana coronata^ 149.
On Imjpatiens halsamina, Linn., as
a Dye-plant, 565,

On the Pollination of Cotton in
India, 517.

On Sxvertia tongluensis and Sn-ertia

purpurascens, 33.

On a Variety of Ducrosia anethi-
folia, Boiss., from Baluchistan,
563.

Burkill, I. H., and G C. Bose :—On
an abnormal branch of the Man-
go {Mangifera indica)^ 427.

Burkill, I. H., and E. S. Finlow:
On the varieties of Corchonis cap-
sularis, Linn., which are eaten,
633.

Bnrn, R. :—A New Mediaeval Gold
coin, 51.

On Anguillicarpus,

Burn, R. :—On Coins of the later
Mnghal Emperors of Delhi, 591.

On Coins of the Pathan Emperors
of Delhi, and the Kings of
Bengal, 587.

On the Classification of the coins
of the Bahmani Kin^s, 53.

On a Coin of Shnh Jahan III, 64.

On Coins of Ala-ud-dTn of Khwa-
rizm, 64.

Butler, Dr. E. J :—On Double para-
sitism in Mistletoes, Ixxxvii.

Bntimar, 553.
Byan-chub-ses-rab, the Tibetan in-

terpreter, 545.

C

Caddy, Dr. A. :—On injury to the
Knee-joint, Ixxviii,

Cajanus indicusj grown with cotton
517.

,, M value of seed as
food, 104.

Calamus, in a fish trap, 441.
Calcutta, Sponges from^ 15.

Calepina, 560.

Calvert, Major J. T., Exhibits by,
xciii.

Camptonotus sericeus, 520, 522.

Candra Gami, the author of Candra
Vyakarana,22l,222.

„ the author of Nyaya-
aloka-siddhi, 245.

„ Works by, 121.

Candra PalTta, King of Orisa, 221.

Candra Vyakarana-Sutra-nama, a
work by Candra Gami, 121.

Caraway, Nutritive matter in, 105.

Cardamine hirsuta, 560,

Carterius^ 22.

Car Thala, in Northern Shin-ning,
109.

Caste System, Note on the History
of the, 509, lx>x.

Catopsilia crocale, 520, 522.

Cemetery in Haiderabad, An Old
Christian, 595, Ixxxii.

Cephonodes hylas, 520, 522.

Ceratina, 526.

„ hieroglyphica, 519, 521,

„ viridissima^ 519, 520, 521,
522, 523.

Ceratium Jcuinaonense, 24.

„ longicorne, 24.

Cerceris albopicta, 519, 520, 521.

Champaneri (section), 513.

Cbandul, 602.

Cliandur, 602.

Chargh, 39, 41, 44, 113,179.
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Char]a, 179, 184.

Chatgaon, Conquest of, 1666 A.D.,
405.

„ Doings of the Pirates of,

422.

New Government of,

416.

Old, described, 420.

in Magh hands, 421,

Chatta Mukund Das, Description of,

583.

Chando-ratnakara, a treatise on
metres, 130.

Chando-ratnakara-nimabySarrajiia-
ratnlkara Santiplda, 130.

Cheetas, Ibn Kushajim on, 49.
Cherrag Falcon, Note on the, 179.
Chilam, 553.

Chilang,553.
Chilomenes sp., 520, 522,

CLinghis Khan, Invasion of Tibet
by, 109.

Chins, A fish-trap used by, 441.
Chital Chargh, 114, 180.

Choikyi-hod, I^ma, his improve-
ment on the square-shaped Mon-
golian characters, 111.

Choi-kyi-brfcson-ljgras, the Tibetan
author, 547.

Christian Cemetery in Haiderabad,
An Old, 595.

Chronology of Indian Authors, by
Nilmani Chakravarti,
205.

„ of Mughal Emnerors, 57.
Chufcki Cotton, 518.
Chuz, 40, 187.
Chyngiemgo, Ixxiv.

Cissa chinensis, 398.

)» sinensis^ 398.
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Clay tablets from Malayan Peninsula,
Notes on, 459.

Code-langnage amongst the Per-
sians, Note on, 619.

Coins of Ala-ud-din of Khwarizm
64, 65.

„ Bahmani Kings, 53.

„ Nizam Shahi Dynasty, 51.
„ Shah Jahan III, 64.

„ Siddha Raja Jaya Simha
Chanlukya of Anhilvada,
51.

„ „ the Later Mughal Emperors
of Delhi, 591.

Connor, Captain P. P. :—On Recur-
rent Elephantiasis, xcvi.

Coolies in Upper Assam, On the Diet
of, 103,

Coracias garrula, preyed on by Mer-
lins, 396.
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( Coracias t'ndica, preyed on by Mer-
lins, 396.

Corby, Indian, 115,

Corchorus aciitanguluSy 625,

„ caps^ilariSj On three varie-

ties of, which are eaten,

633,

marxia, 633.

olitorhis, 625, 637, 638.

Coriander, Nutritive matter in, 105.
Corvus cora^Vt Habits of, 115.

„ spleyideiis, 398.

Cotton in Behar, Pollination of, 517.

Cruciferaj, A new genus of the, 559.
Cunningham, J. A., and Satis Chan-

dra Mnkerji ;—The Electrical state

of Nascent Gases, 193.

D

DaemonoropSf in a fish-trap, 441,

Dana S'rila, Pandit, 250.

Das, S. C, Rai Bahadar :—Onthe "In-
troduction of written language
into Mongolia in the Thirteenth
Century," 109.

Delhi, Coins of the later Mughal
Emperors of, 591.

Desmodium pulcherrimum, 625.
Devendrabhadra, the Indian sage,

575.

Devendx-abodhi, the Tibetan teacher,
542.

Dgah-wahi-rdo-rje, the Tibetan in-
terpreter monk, 242.

Dge-wahi-blos-gro3, the Tibetan in-
terpreter monk, 542.

Dge-wahi-bses-gnen-tog-^in-dpon-po,
Tibefcnn translator, 124.

Dhanabhadra Kirti, 128.

Dhanya Kataka, the Great Caitya
temple of, 221.

Dharma Dhata Mandala, the Mys-
tic Spiritual Circle, 225,

Dharmaklrti, Works of, 98.
Dharmapala, Work by, 123.
Dliarmottara, author of many works

on Logic, 247, 250.
"Works of, 100.
Annotator of Pramtina
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Yiniscaya, 546.

Dhodhar or raven, 135.
Diet of the Tea Garden coolies in
Upper Assam, 103.

Dignaga, Mediaeval painting of, xcv.
„ Nyava Pravesa of, 609.
„ Works of, 96.

Dignaga's *' Wheel of Eeasons," 627.
Diijnaga, the Tarka Pungava (chief

logician), 222.
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Dipankara-S'rijnanaj the Indian sage,
549.

Doga, Ibn Kushajira on Hunting-,
47.

Donald, D. :—Some Pushto Folk-
tales, 471.

Dpal-brtsags-rak^ita, Tibetan inter-

preter monk, 246.

Ppal-gnss-po-che, Monastery of, 126.

DpaUldan-blo-gros-brtan-pa, the Ti-

betan interpreter, 255.

PpaKldan-hbras-spnns, the Tibetan
name of Cattack, 227.

Ppal-mchog-dan-pohi-rdo-rje, Tibe-
tan interpreter, 254,

Ppal-rtsegs-raksita, the Tibetan in-

terpreter of Shu-chen, 550.

PpaKthar-pa-g]in, Monastery of, 122.

Ducrosia anethifolia from Baluchis-
tan, A variety of, 563.

I, fiabellifoUay 563.
Durga Simha, Work by, 125,

Dye-plant, Imjpatiens lalsamina as a,

565-

Eagles attacking hawks, 181.
Eagle, Eing-tailed fish-, attacking

barak-falcon, 44.

Electrical state of Nascent gases,
193.

Mis, 523, 525, 526.

„ thoracica, 519,
Ephydatia, 22, 25,

[523.
520, 621, 522,

„ crateriformis
J
20.

„ fluviatiliSy 25,

„ indica, 20, 26.

„ mulleri, var. meyenti^ 26,

» plumosa, 26,

„ robusta, 24, 25, 26.
Ericala margtnata, 149, 157.
Erucarxa. 560.

Eurythalia carinata^ 149, 155.

„ coronata, 149, 153, 155.
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Falco atriceps, 389, 391.

iahylonicuSy 389,
harbarus, 389.
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cherrug, 39, 41, 113, 114, 179.
Habit of, 184.

„ Weight of, 182.
hendersoni.

n

jugger, 39.
118, 114, 180, 182.
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Breeding of, 40.

Distribation of, 39.

keeping near villages,
42.
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Falco juggerg Migration of, 41, 42.

„ Prey of, 39.

milvipes, 182.

peregrinatoVy 39, 389.

Falcon, Shahin, Note on the, 389,

Shnnqar, 113.

Farhad Khan, the Moghal Thanadar
of Noakhali, 408, 425.

Fasiq, i.e., Evil-doer = the Eaven, 11 5.

Fats of Gareinia species, 257,

Felis marmorata, 29, 30, 31.

planicepSj 30,

tristis, 29, 31.

Feringi-bandar, a village, 413,

Feringi Pirates, 424,

Fertilisation of Cotton flowers, 518,

Fig tree, Indian, Drink from, 204.

Finlow, R. S., and I. H. Burkill :—On
three varieties of Corchorus cap^

sularis, Linn., which are eaten, 633.

Finlow, R. S., and C. J. Bergthiel :—
On a method of producing germi-

nation of " Hard-coated " seeds,

625.

Fish-trap from Northern Arakan, 441.

Firoz Shah, Coins of, 54.

Folk-tales from Hazramaut, 645,

,, Pashta, 471-

Framjee Jamasjee :—Some rare Cop-
r coins of the Nizam Sbahi or

Ahmadnagar Dynasty of the
Dakhan, 51,

Francke, Rev. A. H. :—On the Pala-

dins of the Kesar Saga, 67, 261,

381.

Fraser, His Honour Sir Andrew,
Presidental address, xx.

G

Gajar (section), 513.
Gajar-ganga cotton, 518.

Gage, A. T. :—On lateral floral prolifi-

cation of the Inflorescence of the
Pineapple, 593.

Galerida criatata^ preyed on by Mer-
lins, 602.

Gareinia camhogia^ 257-

echinocarpa, 257.
indica, 257, 258, 259.
morella, 257, 258, 259,
picioria, 257-

toniinensisj 257.
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19

99

99 The fats of, 257.

Gases, The Electrical State of Nas-
cent, 193.

Gelong Byan-Chnb-rtse-mo, Tibetan
poet, 132.

Gelong ljphag3-pa-5es-rab, Tibetan
interpreter, 551.
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Gelong Lha-bla Shi-va-hod, Tibetan
interpreter, 574. [ter, 129.

Gelong Son'Ston, Tibetan interpre-
Oentiana argentea^ 155.

ewpitata^ 155,

carinata, 149, 153, 154^ 155.
cosrulea, 150.
contorta^ 155.

coronata^ 149, 154, 1 5, 165.

decemfida, 155.

Hugelii, 149, 157, 161, 167.

marginata, 149, 155, 161*

„ pedicellata, 155.

Germination of '' Hard-coated*'
seeds, A method for producing im-
mediate, 625.

Geronticus papillosuSy preyed on by
Palco Cherrug, 189.

Gesture-language amongst the Per-
sians, 619.

Ghurab or raven, 116.

Ghnrab nl Baya or ** Kaven of Separ-
ation," 115.

Gongma Bnthsa's boy and rGyalsa
Dkarpo, The tale of, 322.

GossyphiTn herbaceurn^ 526,
',, inferTnediuniy 518.

5, neglectum^ 518.
Grags-hbyor-^es-rab, Tibetan inter-

preter, 250. •

Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan, Tibetan
translator, 129, 131,

Gridhra Kuta Parvata, 225.

Guitar-player, The Story of Yahya
*Umar, the, 650. [574.

Gunakar Snbhadra, Indian Pandit,
Gurgi or Oarcinia inovella^ 258.
Gnrgimra (yellow gum tree), 258.
Gutan and Guyug, grandsons of
Chnghia Khan, 109.

Gyo-theng oi* lagar falcon, 39.

H
Hadhramaut, Arabia, Well-waters
from the, 169. [See Hazramaut],

Haiat Khan, 410.
Haig, Major T. W. :—'* An Old Chris-

tian Cemetery in Haidarabad," 595.
Hakim Muhammad Husain, mansab-

dar, 407.
Halisetus letucoryphus attacking

barak falcon, 44.
senescens, 519, 520, 521,
523.

„ ap., 519. 521, 526.
Haraprasad S'astri, M. M. :—On a let-

ter of Mohesh Chandra, Ixxv.
' Hard-coated ' seeds, Method of

producing immediate germination
of, 625.
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Hare, Indian, Weight of, 39*

Hares killed by ravens, 116,

Hares preyed on by Falco cherrug^

185.

Hari-hari'hari-vahanodbhana - lokes-

vara, Description of, 466.

Harmad, tribe, 425.

Harriers following horsemen, 42.

Harsola fsecfcion) 513.

Haunted Mountain Pass, The story
of the, 652.

Haveza, 5534

Hawk-bells, Note on Indian, 557,
Hawking-gloves, Indian, 603.
Hawks, Things which the owners of

should avoid, 401.

Hazramaut, Some Folk-tales from,
645. [See Hadramaut]."

Hbro-sin-dkar, 244.

Heron-catching ia Kashmir, 437.
Heron, Note on the Blue or Common,

553.

,, vomiting fish, 554.

Heteromeyeniay 22.

Hetu biiidu-namaprakarana by Dhar-
makirti, 100.

Hetubindu-tika, by Vinitadeva, 100,
101.

Hetubiodu-vivarana, by Brahman
Acita, 101,

Hetu-cakra-hamaru, by Dignaga, 97.

» „ Review of, 627.
Hetu-tattva-upadesa,by Jetari, 253.
Hibiscus ficulneuSf 625.

„ fanduraforrnis, 625.
Himalaya, Sponges from the, 15.
Hirst, R. J. :—On the Bidri Ware of
Purneah, 539.

Hislopia, 83, 85,

„ lacustris, 83, 85, 93.
History of the Caste System, Note on

the, 509.

Hooper, D. :—The fats of Qarcima
species, 257.

On Well-waters from the Hadra-
mant, Arabia, 169.

Hosten, Rev. H.:-On St. Xavier's
possible knowledge of Tibet, Ixxiv,

Hukara, 553.
Hnmayun Shah, Coins of, 55.
Hunting Dogs, On, 599.

,1 andCheetas, Ibu Ku-
shajin on, 47.

Huqar, 553.

Hurla, Creek of, 412.
Hurr Farsi, 179.

Hurr Shami,l79..
Eussonia^ 560.
Hyalinella, 85, 87.
Eydra, not found in Bhim Tal, 24.
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dicecia, 27, 28,

fusca, 27, 28.

grisea, 28,

orient alis during the rains,

27.
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Ibn Hasain, Darogka, 409.

Ibrahim Shah, The tomb of, 584,

Ikhtisas Khan, 409.

Im'patiens halsamina as a dje-plant,

565.

» griffithii, 566-

Indian Hawk-bells, Note on, 557.

Indian Hawking Gloves, 603.

Indian Logic as preserved in Tibet,

241, 541.

Indian Mathematics, Note on, 475.

Indian Ocean, An undescribed Echi-
noid from the, 145.

Indigofera arredaj 625.

„ stimatrana^ 625.

Indra-Dntta, Work bj, 128.

Induction in Spheroids, Magnetic,
443,

Inflorescence of Pineapple, Lateral
floral Prolification of the, 593.

Inscripcions, Maurya, of Sarnath,
Kopnath, Sahasram and Brahma-
giri compared, 1. X

lodo-chlorides. Aliphatic, 229.
Iodoform, Nitro-ethaue as a sol rent

of, 135.

Irene ceylonensis] from the Ganges
Delta, 79, Ixxv.

,, ITydroid stage of,

79.

Irvine, Wm. :—On the Mughal Mint
Towns, 56.

Ismail Khan Taxin, 405.
I:5vara-bhanga-karika, by Knsbala

rak^ita, 246.

Itaign, 113, 114.
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J

Jackson, A, M. T. : Notes on the
History of Caste-System, 509.

Jadunath Snrkar : On the Con-
quest of Chatgaon, 1666,
A.D 405.

On thej Feringi Pirates
of Chatgaon, 1675, A.D.,
419.

Jageria cotton, 518,

Jamal Khan Dilzaq, 417.

JamSri, annotator of Pramanavarti-
kalankara, 545.
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Jami-chihil-kalid, Description of a,

as referred to in Lane's Modern
Egyptians, 623.

Jaynnanta, the KalmTri Pnndit, 548.

Jaya Simha Chalukya, Siddha Raja,
Coins of, 61.

Jetakarna, Nepalese Pandit, 122, 123.
Jetari, the author of Iletu-tattva-

apadesa. 253.
Jhagar, 39.

Jharola or Jhilora (section), 513.
Jijhotiya (sub-caste), 512,

Jina-mitra of Kasmira, Tibetan
translator, 246.

„ „ Works of, 100.

Jinendrabodhi, Works of, 97.

Jnaua, Work by, 128.

Jnana gurbha, the Indian sage, 241,

548. [551.

Jnuna-Sri, the Ku^mTrian Pandit, 547,

Jnana-Sri-mitra, the author of Karya-
karana-bhava-siddhi, 255.

K
Kabarsh. 389.

Kftbud, 553.

Kabut, 553.

Kachela (section), 513.

Kala Cakra Mula Tantra, The Bud-
dhii-delivered, 225.

Kila Cakra system of Buddhism
wiiich originated in Orisa, On the,

225,

Kalapa, Works by, 124.

Kalupa-sutra, The Aphorism of Kala- ^
pa, 124. 125.

Vrttit a commentary by
Durga-Simha, 125.

,, „ S^ia-hita-iidma by
Yaaobhuti, 125.

Kalidftsa, Work by, 132.

Kalkalah (GnlgidT) in the Bijapnr
district, 57.

Kumalasila, Works of. 100.

Kamalasiila, \he author of Tattra-
samgrHha-pniijikft, 574.

Kaniska, king of Jvalandhra, 221,

Karnfnli river, 413, 420, 421.

Karpatia, Hock-drawings of, 568.

Karya-knrana-bhava aiddhijby Jiiana-

8rI-Mitra, 255.

Kashmir, Ueron-catching in, 437.

Kathulia, Creek of, 412.

Knnsambi version of the Maurya
Inscription at Sarnath, 4.

Kdvyddarsa, by Dandi, 129.

Kawa-dpal-brtsags, the Tibetan ia-

terpreter, 548.

Kaye, G. R, :— On Indian Avithmeti-

ca! Notation, 475.
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Kerman, Falcon of, 391.

Kesar-saga, The Paladins of, 67, 261,

321, 381.

Kestril hawks preyed on by Pere-

grineSj 39.

Khadayata (section), 513.

Khain, in Tibet, under Mongol rule,

109.

Kharaaria, Creek of, 411.

Khambati (section), 513. •

Khan Khanan [Mir Jamla], 419.

Khan Sarwar, Description of, 641.

Khedaval (snb-caste), 512, 513.

Khu-ffido-sde-dpal, the Tibetan in-

terpreter, 548.

KTrti-candra, Pandita, 129.

Klog-skya-^as-rab-lirtsegs, the Ti-

betan translator, 253.

Kohela, 389.

Kohi, 389.

Kon^ Phrarn, the Brahmins of Siam,
462.

Kosala, kings of, Charter of, xxix.

Ksana-bhanga-siddhi, by Dharmot-
tava, 250.

M .. M vyakhya, by
Bra hman
Muktakum-
bha, 250.

Kulagh, (the hooded crow), 115.

Kulagh-i-sTyah, or raven, 115.

Kumura-kalasa, Indian sage, 253,

the translator of

Karya-karana-bhava
siddhi into Tibetan,
255.

Kiimara &i-i, a wise Pandit, 544.

Kumara Sri-bhudra, the Indian sage,

551.

the Tibetan in-
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monk, 244.

Kumar Kirti, 128.
Kungah Gyal-tahan, Sakya Pandit,

110, 111.

Kurbi, The story of the, 656.
Kuria Kund, Rock-drawings of, 567.
Kusala-rak§ita, author of Vahyartha-

siddhi-karika, 245.
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Labina, 41.

Labrang, Monastery of, 541.
Lachin, 389.

Lad fsub-caste), 512.
Ladder, the Flute and the Cat, The

story of the, 659.

Ladhafc, Lower, S^ga from, 67.

Ladhikol, a port near Dacca, 407.

Lagar, falcon, 39, 179, 185, 190, 397.

Laghar, 39.

Lalltapattana, a town in Tibet, 124.

Larks preyed on by Merlins, 602,

Lateral floral Prolification of the

Inflorescence of the Pineapple, A
case of, 593.

Leicester, Captain H. :—On Appendi-

citis, Ixxii.

Lemna, harbouring Polyzoa, 92.

Leucas, 522.

aspera^ 522.

linifolia, 522.

Lens esculenta, value of seed as food,

104.

Lepidium, 560.

Lha-bela-ma-shi-wa-had, Tibetan
translator, 126,

Linstow, Dr. von :—On Ascaris lobu-

lata, 37.

List of Indian Spongilliv^j 26.

Locusts eaten by Falco cherrug, 186,

„ preyed on by hawks, 39.

Logic, Hindu, preserved in Tibetan

works, 95.

„ Indian, as preserved in Tibet^

241.

Lophopodella^ Ixxx.

Lophopus, 24, 83 87, 92, 93.

crystallinuSy 92.

himalayanus. 92.

lendenfeldi, 92, 93.

Loranthus vestitus^ host plant of Vis-

cum articulatunij Ixxsvii.

Loveniaj 145.

M
Macacus arctoides, Distribution of, 119,^

r7iesMS,ll9.

robusta, 24, 25.

Madhyamaka-hrdaya-v r 1 1 i-t a r k a-

joala, by Bhavya, 549,

Magnetic Induction in Spheroids, 448.

Mahadpur, A find of coins at, 591.

Mahapadma, the grandson of Emperor
Asoka, 221.

Mahesh Chandra, Letter of, Ixxv.

Mahikhnr, 553.

d Beg, 406.

Mainaa preyed on by Merlins, 396.

Maithil fsub-caste), 512.

Malay Peninsula, On Clay-Tableta
of, 459.

Mallik, D. N. :—On Magnetic Indue*
tion in Spheroids, 4^3.

Malvastnim trieuspidatumy 625.

Malwa, Rock-drawings in, 567.

Mangifera indica, Abnormal branch
of, 427.

Mango, Abnormal branch of, 427.
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Manju Kirfci, Work by, 126.
Mann, Dr. H. H. :—On the Diet of Tea
Garden Coolies in Upper Assam,
103.

Manoratlia,
252.

Knsmirian Pandit.
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McCay, Captain D. :-

fever, xcvi.

,, On Urinary excretions, Ixzxix.

Medhakirti, Work by, 127.

Mednsa of Irene ceylonensis in a
Brackish Pool, 79.

Megaw, Captain J, W. D. :-"0n trans-

fusion 111 Cholern, xcvii.

„ Exhibits by, Ixxviii.

Megha-duta-nama by Kalidasa, 132.

Melilotus alha^ 625.

Melochia covchorifolia, 625.
Memlraiiipora, 84.

bengalensis in the
Ganges Delta, 79,83,
85, 93.

Mercarous Iodide, A new method
of preparing, 133.

Merlin^Note on the Common, 601.

„ Note on the Red-headed, 395.
Methods of catching wild fowl,

herons, etc.,' in the Panjah, Sindh
and Kashmir. 433.

Metridium schillerianum from the
Ganges Delta, Ixxv.

Mevada (section), 514.

Meyeniay 22.

„ crateriformis, 20.

Miana Khan, 416.

Milvus govinda, ISO, 397.
Mints of the Mnghals, 56.
Mir Abnl Path, 409.

Mir Jumla, Viceroy of Bengal, 405.
Mir Murtaza, 409.

Modh (section), 514.
Moir, Major D. M.

:

tt )» »»

Exhibits by,

lixviii.

On Tetanus, kxii.

Manuscripts, Search for, xix.
Maru (section), 514.

Masuri or Lens escule^ita^ value of
seed as food, 104.

Mathematics, Indian, 475.
Mathur (sub-caste), 512.
Maurya Inscription at Sarnath, 1.

Maynard, Major F. P. :—Exhibits by,
Ixxii.

„ On Abdominal Nephrec-
tomy, ii.

On Adeno-sarcoma, ii.

On Clinical Cases, xciii.

On Cystofidenoma, Ixxviii.

On Fracture of the Patella,

Ixxxviii,
I

—On Black-water
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Mongolia, Introduction of written
language into, 109.

Monkey, The story of the, 652.
Moor, Captain, the Feringi leader,

408.

Mughal Emperors of Delhi, Coins of

the later, 591.

M ), Some dates relat-

ing to the, 57.

Mints, 56.

Rupees, Fonr rare, 588.
Mohammad Beg Abakash, 407*

Kazim Shirazi, on words
adopted into Persian, 9.

Klialil, 409,
Maqiin, 407.

Sliah, Coins of, 56.

Sharif, Faujdarof Hugh-
Ii, 407.

Munawwar Khun, zemindar, 405.
Mundari Poetry, Music and Dances,

Ixxzii.

Mung-khe, a Tibetan ruler, 110.
Mniijashi, Shrine of, 223.
Murga [Garcinia), 258-

Murtaza I, Coin of, 52.

Mufilla analis, 519, 520, 521.
Myllocerus maciilosus, 520, 522.
Myrmecocysius setipeSj 520, 522.

N

Nafhatu '1-Yaman, Seven stories from
the, 527.

NIgar (section), 514,

Naga-Eakshita, Indian sage, 254.
Nagarjuna, the reputed founder of

the Mahayana School
of Buddhism, 221.

„ author of Yakti-?a?thika
fearika, 547.

,, „ Vigraha-vya-
vartani-kari *

ka and Vptti,

548.

Nam-mkhah-bzan-po, Tibetan inter-

preter, 128,' 132.

Nandora (section), 514.
Nari, 553.

Narnaul and its buildings, 581, 639.

„ Accounts of, 639.
Nascent Gases, The electrical state

of, 193.

Negro Slave, The story of the, 651.

Neophron percnopternSj 397.

Nets for bird-catching, 433.

Newspapers, European words in

Persian, 9.

Newt, Exhibition of eggs of Ander-
son's, Ixxxvii,
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Nilmani Chakrabarti, on Chrono-
logy of Indian Authors, 205.

Nitro-ethane as a solvent of Iodo-
form, 135.

Nizam Shah, Coins of, 56.
Nizam Shahi Dynasty, Coins of, 51.
Norodonia camhodiensis, 85.
Numerals, Origin of Indian, 475.
Nyagrodha tree, Drink from, 204.
Nyaja-aloka-slddhi, by Candro Garni,

245.

Nyayabindu . nam a - prakarana, by
Dharmaklrti, 99.

Nyajabiudu-pindartha, by Jinamitra,
100.

Nyayabindu - purvapakse - SamksTpta
by Kamala Sila, 100.

Nyayabindu-tlka, by Vinltadeva, 99.

» „ ,, Dharmottara, 100.
Nyaya-pravesa, by Diguaga, Review

of, 609.
Nyaya - prave^o - nama-pramana-pra-

karana, by Dignaga, 97.
^ycticoraz griseus, Trapping of, 396.

O

Ochayana, Shrine of, 223.
Oga-te, son of Chinghis Khan, 111.
O'Kinealy, Major, Exhibits by, xxx.
Oko-te, son of Chinghis Khan^ 111.
Olgli-thu, Emperor, 111.
Onions, Nutritive value of. 106.
Ophelia^ 33.

Opiintia Dillenii, Halictus in flowers
of, 523.

Orisa, Notices of, in the early records
of Tibet, 221.

Otis macqiieenii, preyed on by Hawks,
185,

Owl, Rock-horned, or Bubo bengal-
ensts attacked by Lagar falcons,
40.

p
Pa-dam, 188.
Pal-chog-dang-po, a Tantrik workm Tibetan, 223.
Paludicella, 83, 84, 85, 93,

M ehreiihergii, 84.

n imdleriy 84.
Paludina, 85.

Panchanan Neogi, On a new method
of preparing Mercur-
ous Iodide, 133.

On Nitro-ethane
solvent of
135.

Papilio sp., 520, 522. [242.
Parahita, the great Indian Pandit,

if as a
Iodoform.

Paraloka-Siddhi, by Dharmottara,
249.

Partridges, preyed on by Merlins,
396.

Patani (section), 514,
Pathan Coins, 587.

Pathans of Delhi, Some rare Copper
coins of the, 51,

Peciinatellay 92.

,5 carteri, 92, 93, Ixxx.
Pentapetes phcenicea, 625.
Pepper, Black, Nutritive matter in,

105.

Persians, A note on Sign-gesture-,
Code-, and Secret- language
amongst the, 619.

Phng-pa-lha, Lama, invented the
square-shaped Mongolian charac-
ters, 110.

Phaseohis calcaratiis, 522,
Phillott, Lieut.-Col. D. C. :—Des-

cription of a Jam-i-chihil Kalid,
snch as that referred to in Lane's
Modern Egyptians, 623.

On Methods of catching wild fowl,
herons etc., in the Panjab, Sind
and Kashmir, 433.

On Indian Hawk-bells, 557.
On the Eed-headed Merlin, 395.
On the Saker or Cherrug Falcon,

{Falco eherrrug), 179.
On the Shahin Falcons {F. pere-

grinator and F. harharus), 389.
On the Blue or Common Heron,

553.

On the Common Merlin (^salon
regulus), 601.

On the Common Raven {Corvus
corax)^ 115.

On the Lager Falcon, 39.
On the Shanqar Falcon, 11^,
On Indian Hawking gloves, 603.
On Sign-, Gesture-, Code-, and

Secret-language amongst the
Persians, 619.

Phiilott, Lient.-Col. D.C., and E. F.
Azoo:—On Hunting Dogs and
Cheetas, 47-

On a passage regarding Hunting
Dogs, 599.

On Seven Stories from the
Nafhabu *1-Yaman, 527.

On some birds and other animals
that have been metamorpliosed,
139- [645.

On Folk-tales from Hazramaut,
The Birds' Complaint before Solo-
mon, 173.

On Things which the owners of
hawks should avoid, 401.
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Phya-gaa, ncpbcw of Sakya Pandita,
110.

Pinda-mvartfcana-nirdesa-karika, ver-

sos on the piinciplea of Sandhi,
127.

Pinda-nivartfcana-nirdesa-karika-var-

tika, by Nividliarma, 127*

Pineapple, A case of lateral floral

proHfication of the inflorescence of
the, 593.\

Pistia stra\tiotes, 88.

Platanista gangetica^ An Ascaris
parasitic in, 37.

Plumatella , 24, 83, 85, 86, 93.

>» allmani, 90, 91,93.

J) henedeni, 88, 89.

» CQ'phydea. 87.

M cor^dloides, 88, 89.

>i di/Msa, 90, 91.

!? dumovtely 90.

JJ elegans, 90, 91.

a emarc/mafa, 87,88, 89, 90,

91, 93.

if jugalis, 90.

)» philippinensis, 86, 87, 88,

90.

>t polymorpha, 86, 87, 88, 90.

»> princeps, 86, 87, 89. 90.

]) punctata, 86, 87, 88, 91,

93.

>» repens, 88, 89, 90, 91, 93.

>> strictay 89.

a vesicularts, 87.

„ vitrea, 87.

Polistes hebrcBus, 520, 521.

Pollination of Cotton in Behar,
517.

Polyzoa, List of species recorded
from internal waters of India, 93.

Potatoes, Nutritive value of, 106.

Prahita Bhadra, the KaSmiriau Pan-
dit, 646.

Frakasa Candra, king of Bangala,
223.

Pramana-parlksi, by Dbarmottara,
247, 248

Pramana-Samnccaya, by Dignaga, 95.
„' Vrtti „ „ 90, 97.

Pramanffc-Sastra-pravesa, by Dignaga,

97.

Pramana-vartikalankara, by Prajna-
kara Gupt8, 544.

Pramana-vartikalankara Tiki, 544,

545, b^rQ,

Pramana-vartika-karika, by Dharma-
kirti, 98.

Pramana-vartika-paiijika, by Devon-
drabodhi, 542.

Pramana-v;irtika-Tika, by
bodhi, 642, 543.

Pramaria-varfcika Vrtti, by Dliarina-

klrti, 98.

u n »» by Ravi Gup-
ta, 551.

Pramana-viniscaya, by Dharmaklrti,
98.

„ „ Tika, by Dbarmot-
tara, 546, 547,

551.
Pratibaudha-Biddhi, by S'ankarauan-

da, 252.

Prayoga-mukha-vrtti, 127.

Presidency College, Notes from the
Chemical Laboratory of the, 133,

J35, 137, 193, 229, IxxL
Priests in Vedic Ceremonials, 203,
ProHfication of the Inflorescence of

the Pineapple, A case of lateral
floral, 593.

Parneah, Note on the Bidri Ware of,

539.

Puahfco Folk Tales, 471.
Pnstaka-pathopaya, by Dana-S'rlla,

250.

Q
Qarawwal Khan, 409. ^
Qazi Samn, 407.

Q^uercus incana^ host plant of Vi&cuin
articulattim , Ixxxvii.

Qnii Khan, Shah, The tomb of, 643.
Qazqim or quzghun or raven, 115,

E

Das Banarji •.—On Clay
from Malay Peninsula,

^'"kyaoa

Rakhal
Tablets
459.

Eambn Port taken and abandoned,
416

Ramdeshi (section), 514.

Ra-sa-hphrul-shan, The monastery
of, 549.

Ra-sa-va, Tibetan translator, 131,

Batnasambhava-S'Tva, author of Vij-
iiaptimatratn-Hiddhi, 253.

Eatnavajra, the Great Brahman sage
of Kasmira, 254.

Eaveri, Note on the Common, 115.

Ravens as decoys in hawk-catchiog,
116.

Eavi-gTipta, author of Pramana-varti-
ka-vrfcti, 561.

Rayak^val (section), 514,

Ray, Dr. P. C, :—On Silver-Meicu-
roso- Mercuric-Nitrate, 137.

Reactions at low teraperacures with
aliphatic lodn-chlorides, 229.

Eed-headed Merlin {^salon chic*

quera), 395*
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Begi, 601.

Report, Annual, iv-

Eetal Turumti, 601.

Kgyal-wa-cuu, the Tibetan teaclierj

544, 54,5.

Rhinosporidium Kinealyi, exhibited,

Sambandhoddesai
124.

by Caka-dasa,

Bhynchium metallicum^ 519, 520, 521.

Eice, kazla and kalchitu, Values of,

as food, 104.

Eigo de Righi, on Tibetan curiosi-

ties, xcvi.

Big-zing-champo, Eajkumar of Sik-
kim, 541.

Eock-drawingsin the Banda District,

567.

lagers, Major L. :—On Cirrhosis of

the liver, ii.

On Heat-stroke, xciii.

On transfusion in cholera, xcvii.

Eupnath, The edict of, 4,

S

Sacrifices, Vedic, Classifi-cation of,

199.

Sagartia schilleriana in the Ganges
Delta, 79.

Sahasram, The edict of, 4.

Sahavalambha-inscaya, by S'ri—praj-

na-Sambhava Gupta, 251.
Saker Falcon (Chargh), 39, 41, 113,

179,

Saksena (section), 512.
S'akya-bhiksu Nima-rgyal-mtshan-

dpal-bzahj Tibetan translator,
122, 123.

3'akyabodhi, The Tibetan teacher,
542, 543.

^akya-bzan-po, Lama, 129,

S'akya-gelong Grag^-hbyor-ses-rab,
Tibetan interpreter, 575,

S'akya-gelong- Nima - rgyal - mtshan-
flpal-bzan-po, Tibetan interpreter,
123.

Sakya-hod, Tibetan interpreter-
monk, 251, 253. 255.

^akya Pandit, The first series of
letters designed by, 110.

Saluis_flavus, 519, 520, 521, 526.
Saluc^i, a hunting dog, 47.

Sambandha-pariksanusara, by Brah-
mana Sankarananda, 242.

Sambandha - pariksa - prakararia, by
Dharmakirbi, 102.

Sambandha parik§a-tika, by Yinlta-
deva, 241.

Sambandha parlk§a-vrtti, by Dharma
kirti, 102.

Sayneraria, 560.

Samgramnagar, town, 407.

Sam-ye, The sacred monastery of,

551.

Sanchi, Version of the Maurya in-

scription at Sarnath, 4.

Sang-sang, a variety of Falco cher-

rug, 114, 180.

S'ankarananda, 545.

Sankhya Philosophy in the land of

the Lamas, 571.

Santanantara-siddhi, by Dharmakirti,
102.

Santanantara-siddhi Tika, by Vinita-
deva, 549.

S'anta-raksita, the author of Tattva-
samgraha karika, 571,

574.
Vada-

ji

the author of

nylya- vrtti -

tartha, 551.

the author of

vipanci-

Yada-
nyaya - vipanci - tar -

tha, 243.

ffantibhadra, Nepalese Pandit, 251,
253.

Sanyal, Eam Brahma, Eai Bahadur

:

—On the distribution of Macacits

arctoideSf 119.

Saqar, 179.

Sarandaz Khan, 409.

Sarat Chandra Das, Rai Bahadur :

—Notices of Orisa in the early

records of Tibet, 221.

On the Kala cakra system of Bud-
dhism which originated in Orisa,
225.

On the introduction of written lan-

guage into Mongolia, 109,

Sarhafc, Rock-drawings of, 567.

Sarnath, The Maurya Inscription

at, 1.

Sarva-bhlsa -pravartana - vyakarana
S^astra, by Subhasa-kirti, 126.

Sarva - bhasa - pravartana - Vrtti, by
Snbhasa-kirti, 121.

Sarvadhara, Work by, 131.

Sarvajna-rafcnakara Santideva, Work
by, 131.

Sarvajna-siddhi-kariku, by
gnpta, 245.

Satis Chandra Mukerji and
Cunningham :—Electrical

of Nascent Gases, 193.
Satis Chandra Vidyabhasana, Maha-

niahopfidhyaya :—'Indian
as preserved in Tibet, 95, 241,
54L

Vag.

J. A.
state

Logic
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Satis Chandra Vidyabhasanaj Maha-
mahopadhyaya :

—

On Sanskrit

works on Literature, Grammar
etc., preserved in Tibet, 121.

On Hetu-cakra-hamaru, 627»

Nyaya Pravesa, 609.

Painting of Dignaga, xcv.

Sankhya Philosophy in the Land
of the Lamas, 571.

Sechen Khablai, the younger brother

of Mang-Khe, 110.

Secret-language amongst the Per-

sians, Note on, 619.

Sen-dkar, the Tibetan interpreter of

Hbro, 551.

Senebieraf 560.

S'as-rub, the Tibetan interpreter

monk, 244.

Seven Stories from the '* Naflmt^
n-Yaman," 527.

Shahin, 180, 185. 188, 389.

Shahina, 390, 391.

Sahincha, 389.

Shahin Falcons, Note on the, 889.

Shahin Falcon, 39.

Shah Jnhan III, A coin of, 64.

Shah Nizam, The tomb of, 639.

Quli Khan, The tomb of, 643.

,, Wilayat, „ „ „ 639.

Shaikh Mubarak, 410.

Ziiaddln Yuaaf, Darogha of

Ludhikol, 407.

Shaista Khan, his resolve to suppress
piracy, 406.

his new Flotilla, 407.

Shaykh and his daughter, The story
of the, 649.

Shelli Bnzhung, The tale of, 261.

Shephard, Col. E. :—On some of

the Sari Dynasty coins, 579.

Shikra or Astur ladius, 39, 40, 395,
397.

Shirazi, Muhammad Kazim, List of

European Words that occur in

Modern Persian Newspapers, 9.

Shrimali (sub-caste), 512.

Shrivastav (sub-castej, 512.

Shunghar, 179, 180.

Shunqar Falcon, On the, 113.

Sida humilis^ 625.

rhomhifolia J 625.

Sidkyong-tul-ku, the Maharaj Kumar
of Sikkim, 541.

Sign-language amongst the Persians,
Note on, 619.

Sikkim, Two Swertias of, 33.

Silberrad, C.A.:—On Rock-Drawings
in the Banda District, 567,

Siiver-mercuroso - mercuric - nitrate,

137.
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Skyaba Rgodpo, The tale of, 67.

Solomonj the Birds' complaint before,

173.

Soma Sacrifices, 204.

Sonam-tse-mo, Lama, 110.

Sondip island, 408.

Son-§ton-rdo-rje-rgjal-mtshan, Tibe-
tan interpreter, 124, 131.

Sorathia (sub-caste), 512.

Soiathia (section), 514.

Sparrows, Catching of, 44,

Spheroids, Magnetic Indaction in,

443.

Sphex, 526,

„ lohatus, 520, 521.

Spirorhynchus sabulosuSf 559,

Sponges from Calcutta, 15.

„ List of Indian Freshwater,
26.

Spongilla alha, 17, 26.

„ iomhayensis, 26.
carteri, 15, 24, 25, 26, 88, 89.
cerehellata, 17, 26.
cinereaj 26.

crassissirna^ 17, 26, 88.
decvpiens, 15, 19, 26.

fragilis, 19.

lacustrisvar, lengalensi8,2f}»

proliferens, 15, 26.

Spongillinse, List of the Indian, 26.

Sqar (the Saker falcon), 648.

S'ridhanya kataka, a holy place in

the country of Dhnn Sri, 221, 227.
S'ri-Dipankara-rak?ita, the Indian

Pandit of Vikramaslla, 545.

S'rl Gnpta, author of Tattvavatara-
vpfcti, 575.

S^ri-Laksmikara, Indian sage, 129.

Srimali (section), 514.

Sri Manju-kirti (Dpal-ldan-Kjam-
pahi-grag3-pa), Tibetan sage, i26.

S'ri-prajna-sambhava Gnpta, the
author of Sahava-lambhaniscaya,
251.

&ri-Sitaprabha, Pandit, the inter-

preter-monk of Vairoc&na, 245.
S'ri-snnaya-Sri mitra, the Great Wise

Pandit, 544.

S'ruti-pariksa-karika, by Knshala
Rak^ita, 246.

Starlings preyed on by hawks, 39.
Stevens, Major C. R, Exhibits by

xcui.

stories from the Nafhat^ 'UYamanj
Seven, 527.

Story of Abn Nu*as and his Brother,
654, 658.

the Knrbi. 656.
Ladder, Flute and the

Cat, 659. .
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Story of the Monkey, 652.

„ '„ Negro Slave, 651.

„ ,, Unscrupulous Liar, 645.

5,Yahya * Umar, the guitar-

1 player, 650.

Subal Singh Sisodia, Raja^ 409.

Subhuti Chandra, Work by, 129.

Subhuti Palita, 223.

Subhuti S'rl, the great Indian sage,

542.

Suburjaya the Famous Logician,
222.

Sumati, a great Pnndifc, 544.

Surati (section), 514.

Suri Dynasty coins, Proposed correc-
tion of the readings of some of the,
579.

Swertia chirata^ 33.

,, dilatato,, 33,

„ purpurascenSj 33.

tonghtensis^ 33.

Syadyanta-prakriya by Manjkirti

,

126.

t9

5?

T

Taj Miana, 416.
Tarinak, 40.

Tarka-bhasa, Tibetan translation of,

255.
Tarka - nyaya- nama - prakarana, by

Dharmakirti, 101,

Tattva-samgralia-kirika, by S'anta-
raksita, 571.

Tattva-samgraha-Paiijika, by Kamala
S'rila, 574, 575.

Tattavatara-vrtti, by S'rigupta, 575.
Taylor^ Geo. P. :—Some dates relat-

ing to the Mughal Emperors
of India, 57.

On Bare Mughal Rupees,
588.

Things which owners of hawks should
avoid, 401.

Tho-lin-gser, Monastery of, 126.
Tibet, Early Records of Orisa from,

221.

referred to by St. Xavler,
Ixxiv,

Tinanta, A work on
124.

Toragal, A Mnghal Mint town, 66.
Torfca, the sixth younger brother of

the Great Khan (Emperor Khu-
blai), 110.

Travers, Dr. ^Morris W. :—On absorp-
tion of gases, 235.

Trikala-pariksa, by Dignaga, 102.
Triratra Dasa, The Buddhist sage,

222.

If

Conjugation,

1

»j

Trochospongilla latouchiana, 21, 22,

26.

ledyi^2l,22,

„ phillottiana, 22, 26.

Tshab-ni-ma-grags, Tibetan inter-

preter-monk, 250.

Tsliul-khrims-rgya-wa, the Tibetan
interpreter-monk, 549.

Tiihella, 22.

Turumta, 395, 601.

Turumtay, 395.

Turumti, 40, 42, 395, 396, 397.

Tyadyantasya - kriya • viracita-nama,

by Sarvadhara, 131.

Tylototriton verrucosus^ Exhibition

of eggs of, Ixxxvii.

U

Udapapar, 398.
Umraed Khan Buzrug, 409.

Unscrupulous Liar, The story of the,

645.

Upasarga-laksana-bha^ita, by Indra-
Dattf., 128.

*Uqar, 553.
Urenaj 625.
TJromastix, 39, 139, 185.

V

Vacanamukhayudhopama-nama, by
Medhaklrti, 127.

Vacanamukhayndhopama-nama Vftti,
by Juana, 128.

Vada-nyaya-vipancitartha, by S'anta-
raksita, 243.

Yada-njaya-Trtti- vipaiicitartha, by
S'anta-raksita, 550.

Vada-nyay a-vyakhja,by Vinita Deva

,

242.

Vag-Gnpta, author of Sarvajna-sid-
dhi-karika, 245.

Vahyartha-giddhi-karika, by Kusala-
raksita, 245.

Vajradhatn, The Ideal Absolute, 223.

Vajrasambhava, the Tantrik work
of Anandagarbha, 223.

Vallisneria spiralisy 85.

Vande-dpal-brtsegs, the Tibetan in-

terpreter of Shu-chen, 549.

Vande-nam-mkhas, Tibetan interpre-
ter, 241.

Vanda-vana-raksita, Tibetan inter-
preter, 548.

Varna-sutra-nama, a work by Can-
dra Garni, 122.

Varna-sutra-vrbti-nama, by Dbarma-
pala, 123.



Lidex. cxv

I verses

Vasuinitra, The sage, 222.

Vaughau, Major J. C. :—On Small-
pox in Calcutta, Ixxvii,

Vayada (section), 514.

Vedic sacrifices, Some notes on,
199.

Venis, Ai'tbur : -On the Maurya In-
scription at Sarnath, 1.

Vibhakti-karika, Memoi'able
on Declension, 124

Vktorella^ 81, 85.

,, pavida, 84, 93.

Vigraha-vjavartanl-karika, by Nagar-
juna, 548.

» ,j Vrtti, by Na-
garjunaj
548.

ViipsatyupasargQ-vrtti-nama, a work
by Candra Gami, 122.

Vijfiaptimatrata-siddhi, by Eatna-
sambhava, 253.

Vinayaka, Indian sage, 250.

Vinita Deva, The great teacher and
author, 241, 242, 244.

„ M the author of Santa-
nantara siddhi, 550.

,j n works of, 100.

VisalaraalavatI • nama - pramiina -sa •

muccayatika, by Jinendrabodhi,
97.

Viscurn articnlatian ou Loranthus ves-

tituSj Ixxxvii.

Visaddhafiiipha, the Indian sage,
550.

Vredenburg, E. :—On Logan's " Old
Chipped Stones of India," Ixxxiv.

Vftta-mala, a treatise on metres, 131.

W
Wachari, 179.

Wachari jarudi, 179.
Well-waters from the Hadhramaut,
Arabia, 169.

Wilayat Shah, The tomb of, 639.
Wom:in who had a lover, The story

of the, 647.

X
Xavier, St., mentions Tibet, 1

XylocopUj 522.

Mutilans, 522.

fenestrata^ 519, 521,

XXIV.

3) 527

y

Yahya *Umar. Tiie story of, 650.
Yan-rtse, Monastery of, 131.
Ynsobhuti, Work by, 125.
Yazdani, G. :—On Narnaul and its

Buildings, 581, 639.
Yogesa Chandra S'asfcri, on Laksml, i.

Yukti-prayoga, by Ratnavajra, 254.
Yakti-sasthika-knrika, by Nagarjuna,

547.

Z

Zozimia anethifolta, 563.
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I. Some notes on the Maurya Inscription at Sarnath
-

By Arthur Venis.

This inscription is carefully discussed by Mr. J. Ph. Vogel
in a recent issue of the Epigraphia Indica, Vol. viii., pp. 166—-71,

I have to make a few remarks on points which seem open to

farther inquiry. Consideration of the last lines of the Sarnath
text and of the context at Rupnath, where these recur though
slightly modified, leads me to re-open that much debated question

as to the significance of the numerical expression, 256, which is

found at Rupnath, Sahasram and Brahmagiri. And the sugges-
tion I make is—and it is no more than a suggestion—that this 256
is a date, namely, the year of Asoka's Coronation reckoned from
the year of Buddha*s Illumination,

V
r^

^^

\

TEXT.
1 Deva
2 Ela
a Pata

e chum kho
+ n pi samghe bhetare

4 Bhikhtt va bhikhuni va samgliam bhikhati se odatani

dusani samnamdhapayiya anavasasi

5 Avasayiye hevam iyam sasane bhikhusamghasi ca bhi-

khunisamghasi ca vimnapayitaviye

6 Hevam devanampiye aha hedisa ca ika lipi tuphakamti-
kam huva ti samsalanasi nikhita

7 Ikam ca lipim hedisameva upasakanamtikam nikhipatha
tepi ca Tipasaka anuposatham yavu

8 Etameva sasanam visvamsayitave anuposatliam ca
dhuvaye ikike mahamate posathaje
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9 Yati etameva sasanam visvariisayitave Ajanitave ca

avatake ca tupliakam ahale
.

10 Savata vivasayatha tuphe etena viyaifijaiiena hemeva
savesu kotavisavesu etena

11 Viyariijanena vivasapayatha

TRANSLATION.

His Majesty • • • _ - «

»

in

The Church is not to be divided. But whoever will break up
the Church, be it monk or nun, must be made to put on white
dress and live in a phice which is not a formal residence. Thus
must this edict be announced to the Order of Monks and to the

Order of Nuns.
Thus His Majesty commands. One such writing was inscribed

for you at the place-of-assembly, that there it should remain.

And just such another writing you must inscribe for the laity.

The laity also should come on the Posathadays to be inspired with
confidence in this edict. And on the Posatha days in all months,
every officer is to come for the Posatha service to be inspired with

confidence in this edict and to learn it.

And throughout your district you must everywhere make
known the edict according to the letter of it. So, too, in all quar-

ters where strongholds are, you must cause it to be made known
according to the letter of it.

REMARKS
Short as it is, our inscription may be conveniently dividej

paragra
paragrap

Church must be

dress

of convent or monastery. Temporary suspension, if not expul-

sion, from the Order is to be the penalty for schism. A similar

injunction in almost the same words is found in the so-called

Kosambi Edict at Allahabad and again at Sanchi (Biihler's

Papers, Indian Antiquary, Vol. XIX and E.I., pp. 'S66—67).

Unfortunately, the opening portion of each of the three
tions is too badly injured to admit of certain restoration. Some
remarks on this point will be made below. We must wait for

more light epigraphical to know the special circumstances that

called forth this edict aerainst RchisTnatina.

inscr

traditio
it certainly confirms

-h heretical practices
in some churches of his time. ^And all the collateral evidence

author of this edictpoints to Asoka and to no other as the
speaking with the undisputed authority of the Head of the Bud-
dhist Church.

Paragi^ph 2 conveys instructions to the King's ofl&cers. They
are informed that a Upi, or writing, to the tenor of the cited
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injunction had been inscribed for their benefit at a certain place

(—a Head Quarters Office or Circuit House of the District may be
meant by the word tamsalanasi—see beloAv). And they are ordered

to have a similar writing inscribed for the benefit of the laity.

This inscription must have been placed within the boundaries of

the monastery at Samath ; for the District Officers and laity are

told to come on every Uposatha day and look at it. A reason

appears for these repeated visits to the inscription : to see the

edict of the King is to have one's faith in it confirmed, visvamsa-

yitave.

The last paragraph contains a formula to which reference has

already been made as found at Rupnath (Biihler I, A., Vol.

XXII), aud which reads as the usual ending of a Government
r Order, dem.anding attention in set phrase to the very letter of the

edict. The word which I translate ' strongholds ' is not found in

the Rupnath inscription. If this word can mean the garrisons of

a district or province, and if these were not under the direct con-

trol of the mahamatas as civil officers, we can understand why
the latter should be told " to cause the edict to be made known "

in places beyond their jurisdiction.

NOTES ON THE TEXT.

Line 3.—Mr. Vogel reads ye-hena-pi^ by joining together the

fragments ^ c and i d (see facsimile in E. I.) in what he has no
- doubt was their original position. I cannot even after handling
• the fragments persuade myself that they belong together ; nor
can I locate the aksaras ye Ice, The thii^d aksara may be i^ead

no. *

Line 4.—Mr. Vogel reads hhikhati ^ and anavasasi. I read
hhnhhiiti ( = Skr. bhanksyati) which accords with bhetave of 1 ,1,

and is confirmed by the aksaras in L 4. of the Sanchi edict, I also

read a^avasast^ which is clearly the word in 1. 5 at Sanchi. Cf.

Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XVII, p. 388, for the technical sense

of this word as a place which is fonnally declared to be not-a-

residence.

Lines 6, 7.

—

NikJiita^ nikhipatha^ samscdanasi hang together.

The two verbal forms I understand in the technical sense, which
the Vacaspatya assigns to the word mA;5ej5a = silpihaste samska-
rartharii dravyaderarpane ca. At any rate, before a lipi or in-

scription can be placed on a site, it must be passed through the
engraver's hands to be inscribed. Samsalanasi^ in grammatical
relation with nikhita, should denote a concrete thing or place; and
I have taken it as = Skr. saiiisarana. Some of the meanings of this

'• word in the dictionary are ;—highway ; resting place outside the
gates of a city ; meeting or junction (samgati^samgama). In Pali

i Mr. Vogel in a letter to me accepts my reading and interpretation of
'hhdJchati, He is kind enongb to explain that the proof-copy of text and
translation, which I had set up daring last winter, arrived too late for notice

in his official contribution to the Epigraphia Indica.
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the word can mean a wheel or circuit; cf. S.B.E. Yol. XX, p. 176,

note*-SaihsaranakItiko iifima cakalayutto kitiko. And as suggested

by the word anusamyana of the edicts I attempt to render it by
* place of assembly. ' If, however, it is to be taken as = Skr.

Sariismarana, .we shall be reduced to the expedient of giving

figurative ineaning to nikhita, namely, 'deposited in your
memory,' and literal meaning to nikhijpatha in the very next line.

The V place of assembly ' may have been at Pataliputra or at

Kausambi.
Line 10.—I read Kofavisavesu doubtfully : the aksara after vi

is sufficiently unlike the signs for dental sa which occur so fre-

quently in our inscription.

Lines 11, 12.— Vivnsayatha and mvnsdpayntha I derive from the

root vas to shine : cf. Professor Oldenberg, Z.D.M. G., Vol. XXXV,
p. 475, and my discussion below of other derivations proposed for

these words.

THE VERSIONS AT SANCHI AND KAUSAMBI.
T

Biihler took the mage hate oi the Sanchi version (E.I. Vol.

II, p. 367) as something material. But is not the path of paths,

the path of Dharma, more appropriate to the entire context of the

three versions of this edict ? In lines 2 (end) and 3 1 think these

aksaras are legible :—otapa + vutike bhamte madhuriyake ; and
the last two words are seemingly adjectives agreeing with mage
in a figurative sense. In the Kausambi impression (LA. Vol.

XIX,) 1. 4, the aksaras a v s y y would represent avasayiye of 1. 5

at Sarnath. The Kausambi edict ends with this word, which the

reader will note is the final word of the S'asana proper. If (as

I have suggested) this is the Upi meant in paragraph 2 of the

Sarnath record, it is of further interest as bearing on the proposed
identifications of the ancient city of Kausambi.

THE EDICT OF RUPNATH, SAHASRAM AND BRAHxMA-
GIRL

For an excellent su^mmary of the various interpretations of

the numerals 256, which occur in these edicts, the reader should
tvLm to Mr. Fleet's article in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic
Society, 1904. He states his own view at pp. 21—26. Mr. Vin-
cent Smith concurs and writes in his " Early History of India "

(1904) :
—" These Minor Rock Edicts are dated expressly 256 years

after the death of Buddha, and thus fix that event as having
occurred in or about the year 487 B.C., according to the belief
current at the Court of Pataliputra, only two centuries and a half
after its occurrence '* (p. 149). The opposite pole of opinion is
reached by M. Senart who holds that the alleged date in the era
of the Nirvaua at Rupnath rests on an illusion and a mistake.

The new edict at Sarnath would seem to throw lio-ht on these
conflicting opinions. With the Rupnath inscription i't shares the
formula which 1 have described as the ending of a Government
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Order—avatake tuphabaTn aliale, etc. But Rupnath has, in ad-
dition, the words vyuthena and vivasa, and the indication 256
expressed in words and in figures. The points I desire to make
are first, that in hoth edicts the formula yields the most satisfac-

tory meaning when its verbal forms are dei^ived fz'oni the root vas
to shine ; second, that at Rupnath the words vyutha and vivasa
may be derived from the same root and furnish good sense as
The Illumined One and Illumination respectively ; and. third,

that this derivation may help to the better understanding of

the number 256.

As to my first point, let us see wliat meaning can be got out
of the formula by deriving its verbal forms from the root vas, to

dtvell, and the composite vivas— to depart from home. This is

what Mr. Fleet does at p. 22, and after making certain corrections

in the Rupnath text he adds—' the meaning is then plain enough :

" And by this same suggestion, intimation, (it is directed that)

to whatsoever extent (there may be) an employing, a deputation,

of you, (to that extent) you should with active exertion, energeti-

cally, depart from home*'; namely, to travel abroad either to

engrave the edict in other places also, or, in a general way, to

propagate the teaching of it.' Mr. Fleet's rendering of ahale

and restoration of samvara do not concern us here. His version

you should depart from home—gives no plain sense at Saniath.

At Rupnath it has to be eked out with an explanatory clause of

Mr. Fleet's own making— ' or, in a general way, to propagate the

teaclung of the edict/ But this clanse is unnecessary, if the

verbal form vivasetaviye be deiived from vas to shine and mean
to be made bright, made hiotvn. To supj)ort his derivation of vivas

from vas to dicell, Mr. Fleet quotes a passage from the Pali:

namassamano vivasemi i^attim
—'worshipping I spend the night'

(p. 20). But as Professor Kielhom points out in the same num-
ber of the J.R.A.S. (p. 364) the i-oot of the verb is vas to shine,

and the literal translation of the sentence is— * worshipping 1

cause the night to grow light/ M. Senart is among those who
accept the derivation from vas to dicell. And this is his rendering

at Rupnath r *' And with those instructions set ye forth

on your mission to all the world." But this again liardly fits into

the context of the edict at Sarnath.

Then, in regard to my second point, it is sufficient for me to

accept^ for example, Mr. Fleet's lucid translation of the last

w^ords of the Rupnath text (p. 26) making the necessary sub-

stitutions ior his wanderer and ri'andering^ thus:—*And this same
precept was composed by the Illumined One : of centuries two
hundred and fifty and six years have elapsed since his Illumina-

tion.' This gives clear and good sense. I am not here bound to

deal with the grammatical difficulties presented in the text. But
the explanation I now propose does, of course, commit me to the

view that Asoka refers to Buddha and his great Illuraination.

And noAV I have to face the obvious objection that, so far as our

knowledge goes, Indian sects always date from the death of their

founders, and that this was the case with Buddhists in India and
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in Ceylon and elsewhere. Mr. Fleet lias even anticipated my pres^^

ent suggestion and rejected it for tlie reason just stated. He
says (p. 17) that he can detect nothing to indicate that Buddha's

first appearance as a teacher at the age of thirty-five (according

to tradition) was ever employed in Buddhist chronology, though

he is prepared to admit that it would be much more likely to have

served as an epoch-making event than the ahhimskramnna, or

depai'ture from home, at the age of twenty-nine, to which Profes-

sor Rhys Davids called attention as the event alluded to in the

records under discussion. I must reply to the objection in as few

words as possible. Asoka's ideas of chronology are unknown to

us. We are dealing merely with probabilities. Are my points

such in number and in circumstance as to warrant a probable

conclusion in regard to Asoka s mode of dating his docu-

ments ?
_

In the third place, then, attention must be drawn to two

special features in the edict at Rupnath, Sahasram and Brahma-
giri. It is the only edict that contains any numerical indication of

the kind 256. It is the only edict in which Asoka mentions

events in his life without dating them in regnal years. This

second peculiarity has, I believe, escaped the notice of scholars.

Elsewhere Asoka invariably dates these events from the year of

his coronation (abhi§eka) ; and, to leave no doubt as to the point,

of reckoning, he uses the words ahhisita ahhzsitena^ etc. Looking
then to his invariable practice in this respect, we can hardly
suppose that the omission of any reference to the regnal year, in

the case of an edict which exists in several recensions and records
important events in Asoka's life, is a matter of pure accident.
On the other hand, if the R.-S.-B. edict is exceptional as being
the only one that leaves us in doubt as to whether events recorded
in it took place before or after the coronation, we may suppose, if

not stopped by clear proof to the contrary, that the edict was
issued in the coronation year and recorded events in Asoka's life

prior to that great occasion: we may even indulge in the conjec-
ture that the numerical expression 256 served the definite purpose
of recording the coronation in years to be reckoned (as our preced-
ing paragraph suggested) irom the year of the great Illumina-
tion, And we may round oH the argument by explaining that
only a single announcement of this date 256 is made, because sub-
sequent indications in regnal years would be sufficient. Of
course, I assume among other things that Asoka desired to assign
a date to what woiild thus be his First Edict. But even so, I can-
not pretend to know why he should prefer to reckon from the
Illumination rather than from the Death of the Buddha. I might
say— if here it has pleased Asoka to associate his own solemn con-
secration as king with the first year of the Buddha's ministry, the
spirit is akin to that regal piety which at Bhabra published an
official summary of the Good Law for use in the churches. And
more might b© said along these vague a priori lines.

But it is time to deal with figures. I don't mean to enter on
that terrible question of the date of Buddha's death, I can prove
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nothing. But I can produce a coincidence to show that my
hypothesis is not hopelessly barred at the outset by limits of
chronology. For this pui^pose I take two dates which are beyond
suspicion in the sense that neither is the result of a calculation
based on the evidence of the R.-S.-B. edict itself. I find 480 B.C.

and 269 b.c. among the many dates respectively assigned to the
Death of Buddha and the Coronation of Asoka. These dates I

manipulate thus

:

B.C. 480 ... Buddha's Death according to tradition

... Lensrth of his life accordinsr to tradition.+ 80

B.C. 560
35

B.C. 525
256

*

*

?5 '9 »

>9 ) J)

< «

His Birth
Intervening period

His Illumination.

Number of years lapsed, accord i ng to

R.-S.-B. Edict.

B.C. 269 ... Asoka^s Coronation,

This arithmetic proves nothing ; and, in the words of Max
Miiller, I am quite aware of the danger of unexpected confirnia-
X- s ._ _»

views. But the coincidence as I term it is notown
without significance. I really base my chronological table on the

date 2t)9 b.c, for Asoka*s coronation. And this date Mr. Vincent
Smith has placed beyond reasonable doubt (J.R.A.S. 1901). If

then Mr. Vincent Smith's evidence for the date 269 B.C. is, as

I understand it is, independent of Buddhist traditional dates for

the events of Buddha's life, and also of the R.-S.-B. edict itself,

it must be held to lend support to the tradition and to my
hypothesis of an Asoka era (to use a phrase) dating from the

Illumination, so far of course as these may accord with that evi-

dence. On the other hand, the hypothesis may stand even if

these two dates are proved incorrect in the end. It certainly falls

to the ground, if any clear and distinct statement in the inscrip-

tions of Asoka can be found to prove that the events in his life,

which are recorded in the Rupnath-Sahasram-Brahmagiri Edict,

took place after his coronation. Be this as it inay, the verbal

Samath
still demand elucidation.
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2. A list of 138 new words^ chiefly European^ that con-
stantly occur in modern Persian newspapers ; collected
from the newspapers of the past six months*

By Muhammad Kazim Suiukzi^ Persian Instructor to the Board of

'Exa7}i{ners,

Communicated by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

*i^( F. AhonnSj but used in the sense of '* sub-

crj

scription.
»•>

-^f E. Address.

Al^JHii E. Electricity.

fj^^^\ F

.

Academie.

9^^\ F. Sscalier^ jetty

JS^;I F. Article.

JbjyotJi F. Atctomo bile.

)^}j^ It' Infiperatore.

F. ^cossai^.

Yjyl F. Europe,

^iCwtl R, Bank-note

^ ^
E. Ipecacuanlia.

F. Ea^posttiaUf Exliibitioi

Bjjfpif E. Influenza.

F. Ultimatum.

^j^4^ »ijl F. EaU'de-Seltzer,

\i)d^\ E. lodiniu^n.

ei^b F. Ballon.

i^Li«»b F. Bastion.

c-uJb F. BtZZeL Ticket.

^U E. Bank.

J^^ ^t? B- Bicycle.

i^^i^r? ^' Brilliant^ Diamond.

j^^> F. Bi(dget,

Jb F. jRaZ, Ball, dauce.
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ec^U F. Batterie.

F. Batallion.

K. Banian.

E. Park.

,ja:fi3 F. Tactique.
^

cr^ E. Ton (weight).

e,ai3 F. telephone.

E. Trains (Railway).

E. Tariff. (Originally from Arabic **^?^)

P, Theatre.

jA*-* F. Timbre, Postage-stamp.
* cil/iJ F. Tilegraphe.

O^J^ o«y To toast, to drink the health of

ih^ T. Fire brigade.

(iiJy F. TorpiUe, Torpedo.

t^Ja^ly F. Tragedie.

Jj>J E. Tuunel.

•^^^^ P. Paquet, Envelope.

•Mkvt>

=jjyJ
E. or F. Parliament, Parlement,

It. Post, Mail

41 J'

E. Police.

U-J^ F . Prirince.

^^ F. Politiques.

F. Professewr,

F. Paletot^ great-coat.

(•L^fiT;? F. Programme,

^:>J Aiilja^ Pre^'^ffr, to introduce. - v^

E. Gumea.
«;'^ F. Cigarette [but ;«t*.s-iyor, cigar"!.

P. Geoyraphie.

liiJj^ E. Gelatine.

JL«i^ F. General.

F. Gilet, waist coat.
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i^Vj^ F. Geologte.

^JiS F. or E. Diplo7natte, Diplomacy..( V- 1

«

»

F. Docteur,

*'^'«»j> R. Droskey.

^^«^ F. Biplomafe^ Diplomatist.

b r

^^^liJsj Ui^ Diabetes:

Jli*3^jc Digitalis.

. ))}d E. Dollar.
4

j»>ij:; F. Dijplomey Diploma.

^^*^ F. Dynamite.

u(;i E. Dock.
^

t<<i R. Duma.

^->^^b F. Bapport.

^^J!) F. Romariy Novel.

Jiyj F. G^/^^/raZ (Mil. rank).

(*J'^*j F. 6rew6' d^arm^y Police.

J^ J V ^* Journal.

j'jU-a R. Samooar.

^Kx** E. Cigar.

*J>^ F. Sotiper^ Supper.

,** ^

1

y

*i

--I _ V

^J

i

4.

iSj^j^^ E. Secretary.

jrJUjjU F. Charge d'Affaire.«.

<J^ F. Chenille^ Moiiiing-gown.

^9^ F. Cliaussee.

IciJU R. Soldat, Soldier.

c^!;U^^ B. Turpentine.

^\ji F. I'ranc.

^^li F, Fabrique.

e^iS*»lJi ^ E, Phenacetin.

Ji-J F. Fossile.

{^^Loy F, Franc-mayon

.

(J-i^ F. or E. Consul. ; •

1 .

Jlyua. JUj^ F, or E. Consul General.

jj^ i^yiif F. Conference.

)y^j t**^^ F. Conservateurs.

ji^jjj^ F. Croisi^re, cruisers • .

JUlf p. Colonel.

c^li^ F. or E. Oapitaine^ Captain.

^i-iV
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F. Commune.

*^ **f Quinine.

^:)JiAx^ F. Gommission

LS<^ h\ Coniedie.
*

^' A F. or E. Companj

t/ E. Cup.

3'f F. orE. Gas.

iSy^ F. Galerie.

^J''^ F. Gase^e.

V E. Glass.

F. i^'fl'e, Opera-box

*^3I F. or E. Lamp.
o5f E. Lot.

Jlj*^ E. Liberals.

\^^^ F. Lot&rie.

«-^ii«3l F. orE. Elastic.

yy^^jr F. Locomotive.

hir It. JfiVa.

<iy E. Lord,

t^ F. MeiMei, Furuiture.

*0^ E. Mark.
^yU F. Manoevre.

e),^ F. or E. Million.

j,l±c F. Milliard.

i:f^^ F. Machine.

J.»"ft--« F. Monneur
j^-^ E. Mister.

;>yty* F. Mitrailleuse, Gatling-guii.
Ji«^ F. Medaille.

<-^* F. or E. Mile.

V.;/^ F. Microbe.

Jj^ F. Majeur.

F. Merci.

La Manche, English Channel
^so;!.^ E. Manager.

j!>^ E. Man of War.

»3r« F. Jl,i,ti,,^ Mu.eum.

'Xile F
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A list of 138 ven- ivords in rev

E.

F.

E.

T.

sum

Malachite.

Magusin, shop.

Musique.

Wagon,

Visa

.

Hurrah !

America (lit. " New World ")

1 3

J From the Arabic MaMiznn.
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3 Notes on the Freshwater Fauna of India* No* IX.

Descriptions of new Freshwater Sponges from Calcutta^

with a record of two known species from the Himalayas
and a list. of the Indian forms.

By N. Annandale, D.Sc.

All the forms described below have been found within the
last few months in the Museum tank, Calcutta, Spmigilla carteri^

Bowerbank, and S. decipiens, Weber, also occur in this tank,
favourable

brates. Indeed, I know of no habitat in the neighbourhood of
Calcutta so favourable. I hope to publish later an account of
observations on the biolo

Sponges,
gy of several of these Freshwater

Spongilla proliferbns, sp. uov. (Fig, 1.)

Diagnosis.

Sponge encrusting, thin, surrounding or spreading over the
roots, leaves and stems of water-plants, and often matting them
together, leaf-green (when exposed to light), rai^ely extending for

more than about 2 square inches ; the sui^face frequently covered
with minute, rounded branches not more than 3 mm.
which separate as buds from the parent at an early stage.

long,

Der-
mal membrane delicate, often widely separated from the underly-
ing parts and forming conspicuous, flask-shaped collars round the

oscula, which are congregated
;
pores few and inconspicuous ; deep

channels covered only by the dermal membrane frequently occur

on the surface. Skeleton spicules slender, smooth amphioxi,

generally crescentic but sometimes almost straight, 25—30 times

as long as their greatest transverse diameter, gradually pointed.

They are loosely bound together' in strands which form an irre-

gularly reticulated skeleton, and on the surface project vertically

upwards through the dermal membrane. Flesh spicules short,

slender, cylindrical amphioxi or, more commonly, amphistrongyli,

which are profusely and evenly microspined, the spines being
straight and conical; the spicules about 9 times as long as broad.
Gemmule spicules often identical with the flesh spicules, but
less frequently amphioxous and on an average stouter and shorter.

Gemmules separate, subspherical or spherical, often slightly

flattened on one face ; the single aperture lateral ; the chitinous

coating rather stout, surrounded by a layer of microcell substance
of variable thickness in which the gemmule spicules are arranged
tangentially and vertically, crossing one another irregularly

;

the apertui'e provided with a stoiit foraminal tubule, which is
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constricted near the middle, projects beyond the mierocell coatinf'-
and opens by means of a heart-shaped aperture distally.

Average diameter of gemmule
J)

?5

J»

leni^th of skeleton spicule

9>

)?

»9

J»

flesh spicule

gemmule

* 4 «

« • t

• •

0-55

0-36

0'085

0075

mm.
M

3J

?>

c

t I

f

"tiifiifi^yi^

D

A
Fia. 1. Bpongilla proliferens.

sleton spicule, >c 200. B = gemmale spicule x 5-^0 C fla^K
spionle, X530. D =gemmule iu optical ai'ion,' 55.

^^
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Remarh
I

>ongUl

central India. It may l)e

Its most remarkable

regards origin

recognized by the structure of its gemmules.
feature, however, is its prolific production of buds, which as

-
. J <- ^^'® nothing more than branches that become

separated from the parent by the ingrowth of the dermal mem-
brane round their bases. I hope to discuss their structure on
another occasion. The flesh spicules are very numerous in the
dermal membrane, in which they lie pointing in all directions
parallel to the surface of the Sponge. They also occur scattered
irregularly m the sarcode. The skeleton is feebly coherent owin^
to the small amount of spongin present.

'^

Diagnosis.
Sl'ONGILLA CRASSISSIMA, sp. nov. (Figs, 2, 3.)

Sponge massive, spherical or spindle-shaped, primarily
encrusting, very hard, dark leaden-grey, smooth on the surface

with spicules prptruding throuigh the delicate
as a

a slanting direction ; oseula groupedexternal membrane
star-shaped areas, which are often approaqhed on the surface of
the sponge by radiating channels covered only;, by the . derm al

Fig. 2. Spongilla crassisaima.

Spicules, X 260.

membrane for a considerable

strai

distance. Skeleton spicules smooth
. . ,

lindrical, as a rule rounded at the
extremities but bearing a minute conical terminal projection (which
contains the end of the axial thread), occasionally pointed ab-
ruptly, from 11 to 18 times as long as broad ; immature skeleton
spicules always slender and amphioxous. Skeleton formed of very
firm spicule fasciae and extensive spongin webs. No flesh .spicules.n 1. __-__.i-_ _i^ _ . cylindrical, irregularly, somewhat sparsely

or curved, rounded or abruptly pointed
at tne enas, anout, i.i times as long as broad. Gemmul. > small,
spherical, covered with a thick layer of large air-cells and
bound together in en*ant groups of from four to eight; each
gemmule provided with a stout, bent foraminal tubule, which is

microspined, straig
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enlarged at the distant extremity and projects outwards tkrougli

the air-cells ; each group bears a single external layer of gem-

mule spicules, whicli lie along its suirface ; each gemmule has a

denser layer of similar spicules immediately outside its chitinous

coat, to which they are parallel or tangential ; subsidiary

apertures sometimes occur.

Var. hiyemmulata.

form : its sui

more or less ridged; colour dull green. Skeleton containing less

spongin although very firm. Gemmules arranged both in errant

base

than insupport, Gemmule spicules generally more slender

typical form ; those in the errant gemmule groups slightlj

slender (in the variety) than those on the pavement layer,
r

Average diameter of the gemmule *... 0*28 mm.
5* length of the skeletx)n spicule 0*3

(Typical formV average length of the
gemmule spicule „. ,.. 0'1275 „

(Var. higeTnmuUittf) average length of

the gemmule spicule (fixed gemmule) O'l

(Var. hiijemmuhita) average length of

the gemmule spicule (errant) ... 0'105

17

71

Fig, 3. S'pongilla crassissiina^

Node of skeleton, ebowing spongin web.
r

Hemarks.

The skeleton in these Sponges is constructed of stout fascia? of
spicules very firmly bound together by spongin, which also occuism the form of extensive, sometimes perforate webs at the nodes
of the skeleton and occasionnlly as delicate filaments between the
fasciae I'he fascia are arranged in a close reticulation somewhat
irregular as regards its meshes, which are crossed diagonally by
fiingk spicules and fascige composed of two or three spicules.
J he inesh-work surrounds the canals, which radiate outwards
trom the fiupport of the Sponge and are relatively narrow
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f
ted and
form

Weber ; but i

skeleton fascia. Manj of tW amphioxi are\s° loC br ,^^^^^^^^^as long as the skeleton spicules, into which they develop as is

hfbod"? thr
'''^'' Intermediate stages) b/a thSiLg othe bodj of the spicule which does not affect its extreme ends

ton"spicui:''; ttr"''^ '^^l
^^^^^^^^^ ''-^ cha-acteHsti"Metton spicule of the species. I was at first inclined to regard the

rX''T; micrffcr'^'" '^^''"^T^ ^^ «^'«^-*- mic^^Setlatliei as microscleres varying from extremely minute filamprif

rWererBlVtf^"'^^ ^^^^^-^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^ th^k'asThelue ascieres. ±}ut this view is precluded by the fact that intpv

tlie one hand and between the amphioxi as a whole and tlia

taXn's inTf'r tf
'"' "-'"^-jy "een in°c:.;:;i£5tue skeleton, on the other, occur frequently and th-Lt ih^amphioxi are most abundant in parts of^he Sponge in th

S

either active firrowth or acfcivfi,.>..r,.l,-o —.^ „„:j_^_x ^ , ., ^, "either active growth or act.ve .han^rr^o^t vidTntTwhilelh:;:
TF}:.rr7,''-t °=<^-

l-^
neithe/of these re.ion. -oeri it I !reu'ions generally lie

err ' '"
r'

"^•^^^'^
«V*'^

skeleton, ready to be affixed to it by thesecretion of spongin when thej shall be mature. That growth sactiye on the external surface of the Sponge is proved bfZ factthat snail-shells which chance to come in contact with Tt arerapidlj overgrown by it
; while that considerable chancres t^keplace in the neighbourhood of the gemmules is eyident from thestructure of these bodies. The amphioxi near the surface ar^ notin the dermal membrane but below it. In spite of JhrWcamount of spongin present in the skeleton, the membrane con
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Ephydatia indica, sp. nov. (Figr. 4.)

^nosis

Sponge encrusting, flat, flimj, thin, matting together the
roots of floating plants, almost colourless even in a bright light

;

the surface smooth
;
pores and oscula scattered, inconspicuous

;

external membrane delicate. Skeleton spicules subcylindrical,
rounded at the extremities, somewhat irrecrular in outline, often

. >

Fig. 4. Ephydatia indica.

Spicules, X about 350.

thicker at one end than at the other, smooth or sparsely spined,^^—^5 times as long as broad. (Irregularly shaped aniphloxi
'

•/
—'i^^^V/ «^^4.^^ J.At^_/-

coherent fasciae. Ko flesh

occur among them occasionally.) Skeleton of Very loose arid irre-
gular texture, formed of feeblj ' . -

•' .

spicules. Birotulates with a long, stout shaft covered, espe-
cially towards the ends, with straight, slender spines, which are
mostly set at right angles to the main axis; rotulse somewliat
teebly developed consisting of circles of similar spines; one
rotula often shghtly larger than the other ; diameter of rotula)not gi^eatly exceeding that of the shaft, which is about 10 timesas long as broad. Gemmules small, spherical, scattered in the
interior ot the Sponge, each surrounded by a thick layer of

rmbedd id 'fl^'^'i!'
^\7^i«^ ^ «i°gle layer of birotuktes is

mTnence
""^"^''"^^^^

'
*^^ «^^g^^ ^P^^ture on a conical pro-

Average diameter of gemmule

Remark

>>

5?

5»

, , ^ ... 013
length of skeleton spicule 0258
M ,» birotulate spicule 0-065

diameter of rotulse

mm

s.
0-00875

?9

J?

5>

This Sponge is perhaps related Meyenia craterifi
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of the genus which have hitherto been recorded from India. It is

-common in Calcutta.

Trochospongilla LATogcHiAXA. sp. nov. (Fig. 5.)

Sponge forming small, shallow, cushion-shaped masses on the
stems and roots of water-plants, pale, yellowish-brown in colour

;

surface minutely hispid
;
pores and oscula inconspicuous ; older

specimens divided into two transverse layei's by a definite mem-

FlG. 5. Trochosponyilla latouchiana.

Spicules, X about 200.

brane, the gemmules being confined to the lower layer. Skeleton

spicules smooth, stout amphioxi about 15 times as long as bx'oad

in the middle, subfusiform, often with one or several irregular

( Stout amphistrongyli, often dilated in the middle,

them occasionally)- Skeleton verv loose and
projections.

occur among
iiTegular. No flesh spicules.

occasionally),

Birotulates of

very
simple structure

;

the rotulse circular, flat or nearly flat, sometimes not quite equal

;

•diameter of rotulas 4i to 5 times that of the shaft, which is about

2i times as long as broad. Gemmules small, scattered, non-

adherent, spherical, covei'ed with a thin layei' of miorocell sub-

stance ; the apei'ture on a slight prominence.

Avei'age diameter of gemmule
length of skeleton spicule

ji „ birotulate spicule

diameter of x-otula * *

0-2

0-28

00175
0-02

mm
)»

J?

»»

MeniarJc
w

This form is related to the N. Amencan species Trochospongilla

leidyi ( Bowerbaiik ), from which it is differentiated by its more
slender skeleton spicules and the flat or nearly flat discs of its

birotulates. Possibly it is no more th

species. I have not seen a specimen
long and a quarter of an inch deep.

and elongate, owing to tlie fact that they Avere on

mencan

heen

more
All

narrow
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the slender stems and roots of Avater-plants. In spite of their
small size, some of tliem tad evidently persisted long enougli for
a new layer of skeleton and sarcode to he formed on the top of
one in which numbers of gemmules had been produced. Each
gemmule. is enclosed in an irregular basket-work of skeleton
spicules.

As regards the generic position of this and the succeeding form
some doubt may be expressed. ^Trochosporiyilla, as accepted by
Weltner, is differentiated from Tuhella, by the fact that the discs
of the birotulates are both equal and entire. In the present
instance they are often both equal and entire; but at least as
often the outer disc is distinctly, if yery slightly, smaller than the
inner. In Trochospongilla Indyi, lioweTer, which, as I agree with
Weltner, is a trne Trochospcngilla, this is also the case, so far as
can be judged from Pott's figures (]'roc. Acad. Set. PMladephia,
xxxiv., pi. xi., fig 1.) In Yejdovesky's original definition of
the genus, the birotulates are described as having discs which
are "smooth with entire margins "; no mention is made of their
equality or inequality. As regards most of the genera into Avhich
the " sub-family " SpongiUinae has been divided, it is difficult to
draw exact lines of demarcation ; indeed, in most cases, one
geniis merges gradually into another. It might be well to

regard Ephydutia, Trocho-p.nyiUa, Tube' la, Heferomeymia, and
possibly Oa^tertus as no more than sub-genera of the genus
Mei/ema; but the bpongiUinae, as a whole including all the fresh-
water genera ) form a group so ill-defined that great difference of
opinion IS inevitable as to their sub-division.

No species of the genus TrocliospomnUa has hitherto been
Recorded from Asia. I name T. latonchuma after Mr. T. Latouche,
ot the Geological Survey of India.

TrOCIIOSPONGILLA PfllLLOTTIANA, sp. nov. (Fig. 6.)

ovpv^flr^^ f?*'
encrasting, very thin, spreading in large patchesover flat surfaces, almost colourless ; surface minutely hispi*,

Fig. G. TrocJiospovgilla phillottiana.

Spienles, x about 370.
I

pores and oscula inconspicuous Slcplpfnn a,.;^ i

gilt or almost straight, 16 to 18 times
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as^ long as broad. Skeleton foi^ming a close reticulation with
triangular or subtriangular meshes. No flesh spicules, Birotu-
lates with the edge of the outer disc turned inwards and the
lower disc flat, the dinmeter of the discs about five times that
of the shaft, which is about half as broad as long. The gemmules
separate, cylindrical, with a thin microcell layer, in which the
birotulates are embedded vertically, their upper discs forming
prominences on its external surface ; the aperture infundibular

;

each gemmule enclosed in a dense basket-work of skeleton spi-
cules; the gemmules forming irregular, one-layered patches in the
base of the sponge, not distributed uniformly over its support.

Average diameter of gemmule .,, 0"18 mm.
„ length of skeleton spicules ... 0'1775 „

M „ „ birotulate spicules ... 0'015 ,,

„ diameter of amphidisc ... 0*0225 „

BemarJc^.

This Sponge is readily distinguishable from the preceding
species by the form of Its skeleton spicules. It often extends for

at least 60 square inches over the surface of brickwork at the

edo-e of the tank, but is never more than four or five millimetresO -

thick. The patches of gemmules at its base are of very irregular

outline, and often form almost a reticulated pattern ; they are a
striking feature in living specimens, in which they are of a bright

golden-yellow colour. Owing to the situations it affects, T.

phdlotti<inti is more liable to desiccation than the majority of the

Freshwater Sponges found in Calcutta. When it dries up the

gemmules remain attached 1*^0 its support on acount of the firm

receptacle of skeleton spicules in which each is held. The
aflBnites of the species are probably with the preceding form.

T. philloftinna is named after Lieut-Col. D. C. Phillott,

Secretary to the Board of Examiners, Calcutta, and Honorary
General Secretary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

11-

The following note refers to the lake named Bhim Tal^

which is situated at an altitude of 4,500 feet in the outer range of

the central Himalayas, and to a smaller tarn, one of those known
as the Seven Lakes ( Sath Tal), at a distance of about three miles

from Bhim Tal and at a slighty lower altitude Naini Tal

(6,400 feet) was also searched for Sponges, but in vain.

At the end of the rains (the time of my visit) Bhim Tal is

rather over a mile in length and about a quarter of a mile broad.

lis depth has been artifically increased during the last few years

for purposes of irrigation, and varies at present at different spotB

from about 15 to over 100 feet. Such water-weeds as grow in it

were entirely or almost entirely submerged, and the water was tliick

and plightly malodorous, apparently owing to the growth of a
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Perty, was abundant.

Protozoon Ceratinm long

tarn

gnl

this was the case also as regards sevei^al other lakes at about the

same altitude which I had not time to visit. Naini Tal is somewhat

smaller than Bhim Tal and now not quite so deep. Its water

was by no means clear, and the leaves of the numerous water-

plants in it were covered with a hard mineral deposit, possibly due

to the large amount of lime which exists in the neighbouring rocks.

So far as I have been able to discover, the only lower

Invertebi^te hitherto recorded from the lakes has been Ceratinm

humaonense^ which was described by Carter as long ago as 1871,

in the Annals and Magazive of Natural History^ vol. VII, p. 229.

This organism multiplies greatly from time to time, giving

the water, according to Carter's informant, a "rusty brown"
colour. Mr, R. K. Ruxton, of Bhim Tal, tells me that when this

occurs, or at any rate w^hen the water "turns like blood,*' the

natives of the district believe that the god of the lake is angry
and demanding a human sacrifice.

Collections of Protozoa, Oligochseta, Rotifers and Entomo-
stracous Crustacea were made both in Bhim Tal and in

Naini Tal ; but these will be submitted to specialists in Europe
who have been kind enough to undertake their description.

Several forms of Polyzoa (Lophopus and Plumatella)^ with which
I hope to deal later, w^ere also found in Bhim Tal. I was
disappointed not to find in any of the lakes, or in smaller pools in

spots were examined.
Hydra, although many likely

Spongilla carteki, Bowerbank.

Probably the only growing Sponge taken in Bhim Tal (a
minute specimen attached to a floating water-plant) should
be referred to this species ; but its immature condition and the
total absence of gemmules renders the identification a little

doubtful. There can be no doubt, however, as regards the
numerous gemmules of S. carteri, which were found floating on
the surface both of the lake itself and of other bodies of w^ater
in its vicinity. These gemmules were quite normal and agreed
in every particular with those produced in the Calcutta tanks.
The consistency of this Sponge differs very greatly in different
pools even in the same vicinity. It appears to be, so far as can
be said at present, the most widely distributed in India of the
Indian species.

Ephydatia robusta (Potts). (Fig^ 7.)

•^!^ool^ ^^^^,^*^ ^^i^f i^ ^^«c. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia,
xxxix. (1887), p 225 pi. ix., fig. 5. Ephydatia robusta (Potts)
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Among tlie gemmules of Spongilla carteH from Bhim Tal,

there are a few belonging to the genus EpJiydatta, These I have
little hesitation in identifying with Potts' Meyenia rohtista^ which,
as Potts himself says, may he a variety of EpJiydatta flttviatilis.

The original definition of the form is as follows

:

" Sponge massive, encrusting. Skeleton spicules subfusiform
pointed, smooth.
generally " monstrous

Gemmules scarce, birotnlates of large size and
irregularly shaped, shaftsforai

;

abounding in spiiies as long as rays of the I'otulfe, cylindrical of

conical.
"

.

Potts' description of the gemmule spicules applies exactly

to those from Bhim Tal, except that among the latter thei'e are a

The average length of the bii'otu-

diameter of the rotulaeaverage
few which have smooth shafts.

lates is 047 mm ; and the

0027 mm. In Californian specimens the equivalent measure-

ments are approximately 0*0237 mm. and 0*02 mm. It would
appear, therefore, that in Kumaon specimens the gemmule spicules

are slightly larger than in those fx*om America. A few of the

jPjg. 7. Ephydatia rohusta.

Spicules of gemmules from Kamaon, x about 340.

gemmules from the former locality had skeleton spicules adhering

to them wh;ch were " subfusiform, pointed, smooth. " Unfortu-

nately they were either bzx)ken or so small as to suggest that they

w^ere immature. The larger spicules of this class, however, must
have had when complete approximatelv the same actual and rela-

tive dimensions as those rohmta. The gem-

mules were spherical, with a single, deeply depressed aperture,

which was not provided with a foraminal tubule. There was
only one layer of gemmule spicules, ^vhich were quite vertical in

their cellular coating. They varied considerably in size.

Ephydatia rohusta has only been recoi'ded hitherto fi^om

"California ; so that its occuirence in Kumaon is of considerable

interest. The material at my disposal is not sufficient for it to be
possible to decide whether or no the Indian form should be regard-

ed as a subspecies or variety of the Araej-ican.
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III.
h

LIST OF THE INDIAN SPONGILLIN^.
r

-^

^ -
^

m

The list of the Freshwater SpoDges recorded from India noNV

stands as follows

:

Genus Spongilla.

S, lacustris var. hengalensisy AnnaTidale, " Lower Bengal

(bi'ackish water).

8. alba^ Carter. Bombay,

„ cerehellataj^ Bowerhank. Anrangabad in central India

(Nizam's dominions); Lower Bengal (brackish water).

S. jproUferensiy Annandale. Calcutta.

S. carterif Bowerbank Bombay; Kumaon ^4,500 feet)
;

Chota Nagpnr ; Calcutta ; cen-

tral India.

S> homhayennSy Cartel". Bombay.
„ cinerea^ Carter. „
„ decipien^, Weber. Calcutta.

„ crassissimay Annandale
J9

?» 95 var., biyemrmdatay Annandale. Calcutta,

Genus Ephtdatia.

J0. mulleri var. meyem (Carter.) Bombay.
„ Tohusta (Potts) Kumaon (4,500 feet)

„ indica, Annandale. Calcutta.

,5 jplumosa (Carter) Bombay.

Genus Trochospongilla.

T* latoucManay Annandale. Calcutta.

„ phiUotttana, „ ^^

VI have lately (Ortober, 1906) tonnd 8, eerehellata ^rowins l^xntlouBlj
in canals of braikiah wat**r ne^r Calru'ta, while Mr C. Paiva obrained speci-
]iaens in the present month in brackish pools -^t Port C'lnning. I strongly
SBspect that both this form and 8 dha will bo found to be no more than
ranetiea or phases of S. lacwstm.—N, A., 21-xi-06.
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Hydra ovlentnlis during the Rains.

By N. Anxandale, D.Sc.

In nij recent account of the Bengal Hydra (Mem. Asiat, Soc.

Bengal^ i., No* 16, pp. 339-359; I was able to say very little about
that part of the life history which is completed during the rains,

z.e., between June and November. During the present year, how-
ever, the discovery of a particularly deep and densely shaded corner
of the Museum tank to which the polyps migrate during the hot
weather, and in which tliey remain until the beginning of winter,

has made it possible to study them in their natural surroundings at

this season. No individuals which show any sign of sexual

niafcui'ity have been found. All have had four tentacles and have
been small, attenuated and practically colourless ; but the

majority have borne either one or tAvo four-tentacled buds. I had
not previously seen a four-tentacled polyp budding. It thus be-

comes clear that what may be called the summer phase of //.

orientalU has habitually four tentacles and that after undergoing
a period of rest in June it produces buds like itself, which are

coloirrless and with four tentacles. I have been unable to obtain

any evidence that the polyp produces additional tentacles after

fiving rise to a bud, and it is probable that the individuals which
become densely pigmented at the end of October or in November,
grow two additional tentacles and bear buds, are the offspring of

the individuals which ai^ise asexually in May or June.
'1 he life cycle of H. orientalis affords an example of what

may perhaps be regarded as an extremely simple form of alterna-

tion of generations. The four-tentacled summer phase gives rise

asexually to the six-tentficled winter phase, which is potentially

sexual. The latter phase, however, gives rise to the former again

asexually as a rule, possibly by sexual reproduction occasionally.

'J'here are intermediate generations which are intermediate ia

structure as well as time, and the whole cycle has evidently been

influenced if not produced by degeneration due to an nnfavoui'al)le

climate. It seems probable that the genus has reached tropical Asia

from more temperate latitudes, in which it exhibits far great ta^

vigour in several directions.

When I wrote the paper alluded to above I had not seen

Prof. Br- Hertwig's recent account ^ of his experiments on H, fusca^

Afhich was only published on August 1st, almost exactly at the

same date as my paper. Prof. Hertwig proves by direct experi-

ment that in the cavse of the species with which hede:»l8, seemingly
hermaphrodite individuals may, under certain conditions, become
apparently dioecious. He therefore rejects Downing's H, dicpcui

as a distinct species, apparently with justice. My H. orientalis

certainly bears (or boie in the earlier stages of its erolution) a

1 " Ueber Knospntig and Geschlechtsentwickelnn^ von Hydra fnsoa," In-

Biologisches Centralblatt^ nxvi., yo. 16 (Ancrnst Ist, 1906).
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relationsliip to H. grisea similar to tliat which H. dicacia "bears to

H.fiisca ; "but there is this difference : while H, fasca and H, dicecia

occur together, H. orientally has not been recorded from the same
localities as fl", grisea and undoubtedly occurs apart from it.

Whether it is a constant race or only a phase produced by the

direct effect of climate on the individual could only be proved by
It would be interesting to hatch eggs of the

European H. grisea in Bengal, or to do the same with eggs of

S. orientalis in Europe. The former experiment would probably
bemoi'e easy to carry out than the latter, because of the rarity of
the eggs of H, orientalis and their feeble vitality. It is to be
hoped that it may be possible to make arrangements for such
attempt.

experiment.

t

1



S. Note on a spzcimzn oi Feli.s trlstis^ Milnc-Edwards^
in the Indian Museum.

4 ^

By N. A^'NANDALE, D.Sc.

Felis tristis was described by Milne-Edwards ' in 1872 from a
very badly preserved skin, which had been purchased in Pekin
and was said to have come from the interior of China. Elliott

refigured the type in his Monograph of the Felidce (1883), but no
further specimens appear to have been recorded and the skull has
not been described. Among a number of mammals received at

the Indian Museum from the Calcutta Zoological Gardens, I have

Page

Errata.

For description oF figure read

Skull of Fel'k tristis (youog male ), x 1, with anterior

prtemolar, x 3.

Gesull of Felin ^'^Hi^ {joung male), x 1, write anterior praemolar.

recently discovered a skin and skull of this rare cat. The spe-

cimen was originally obtained from the late Mr. Rontledge, a well-

known dealer, and appears to have come to Calcutta by sea ; but
no further information is available regarding it- It represents a
young male apparently not quite adult.- Unfortunately, no
measurements were taken on the body; but it is evident that

the animal was of stouter habit than F. marmorata and had a

I Recher^ des Mamm, p, 223, pL XXXI
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* By N. Annandale, D.Sc.

Felts tristis was described by Milne-Edwards ^ in 1872 from a
Tery badly preserved skin, which had been purchased in Pekin
and was said to have come from the interior of China. Elliott

refigured the type in his Monograph of the Felidce (1883), but no
further specimens appear to have been recorded and the skull has
not been described. Among a number of mammals received at

the Indian Museum from the Calcutta Zoological Garden?, I have

Gesnll of Felis trxsti^ (young naaJe), x 1, write anterior praemolar.

recently discovered a skin and skull of this rare cat. The spe-

cimen was originally obtained from the late Mr. Routledge, a well-

known dealer, and appears to have come to Calcutta by sea ; but
no further information is available regarding it. It represents a

young male apparently not quite adult. Unfortunately, no
measurements were taken on the body ; but it is evident that
the animal was of stouter habit than F. "marmorata and had a

i Recher. des Mamm, p. 223, pi. XXXL
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relatively larger head. The tail is long and of almost uniform width

throughout. The followincr measurements are from the skin

Head and body ... ,.. *•- 48*2 cm.
... ... 0\J' iTaili

Ear
bind foot

4-0
?>

5>

4'2

Except in certain minor points the coloration agrees well

with that of Elliott's plate ; but the spots on the sides are less

..distinct than they are in that figure, while the upper surface of

the tail is gi'eyer and there are indications of several vertical grey
bars on each side of the body, owing to the tips of the liaira in the

tracks they mark being paler than elsewhere. The fur is rather
long, very close and soft. . .

The skull closely resembles that of F. 7)iarmorata^ but is some-
what less massive as well as being smaller. The dentition is

•characterized by the fact that the anterior upper praemolar, as in

F, planiceps, has two roots and is unusually well developed. The
inner cusp of the fii'st true molar is distinctly marked off from
the rest of the teeth ; while the second molar is minute and bus
its two roots closely pressed, and partially fused together.

The following are the measurements of the skull

:

Maximum length '

Zygomatic breadth
• t • * *

• • a

94
G7

Length of palate (to apex of notch) ... 32
Breadth of palate between canines "... 13
Breadth of palate between caraassials (inner

roots) ... .,. .., 19
Interorbital breadth ... ... 16
Greatest breadth of brain-case ... ... 45

mm.
i»

?»

?5

1?

??

55

measuj?
are given for comparison; but two of these skulls (B and C)
represent older animals :

A B C
Sex <7 ^ (J
Maximum length ... 100 mm. 102 mm. 112
Zygomatic breadth ... 73 „ 77 „ 77
Length of palate (to

T. ''^^^v.''^
.''''*'?'

^
-' ^* - 38 „ (approxO 41

Breadth of palate be-
tween canines ... 15 17

Breadth of palate be-
tween camassials
(inner roots) ... 23 „ 22

mm
»»

59

5y 15

Interorbital breadtli ... 19 „ 19
Ijrejitest breadth of

rain-case ... 44 ^^ 45

^^ ,» 23
19 „ IS

TT

1)

b
?9" 46

shonefr„Z head .Td b^/;
""' "" '"' "" '""""' « '= -" -"^^'^
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In none of these specimens is there any trace of the first

upper praemolar, although A is a young specimen of appi'oxiniutely
the same age as that of F, tristis.

FeLis trzstis, therefore, agrees with F, marmorata in type of
coloration, in the form of the tail and in the majority of the
cranial characters. Its tail, however, is perhaps relatiyely longer
and its colours are darker, its habit is more robust, its size probably
smaller, its fur longer, and its anterior praemolar better developed,
having two roots. The last is the only certain character of any
great importance. But for it—and it is just possible that it may
be an individual variation

—

F. tristis might be regarded as a
jnelanoid race of F, marmorata probably from a cold climate.



f
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6, A note on Swertia tongluensis and on a new variety of
Swcrtia purpurasccns.

F

By I. H. BURKILL,

new
Since Swe'tia to7i<jluen4s^ was described in this Journal Vol. ii.

by a ftecond visit to Tonglu, in the Sikkim Himalayn, where the
plant grows. It is not uncommon on the sides of Tonglu south
east and north— between 8,500 ft. and the summit at 10,074 ffc.

and it occurs to the north of that mountain on the slope that faces
it un'l« r Kalipokri. It grows with Swertia Glnrata^ Ham,, rerj
often, a d always in similar places, i.e., steep banks at the edge
of an opening.

There is never any difficulty in di'^tinguishing at a glance
full-groun S. tfmilueasi<^ with is winged stem and
capsules, from 8. Ohirata with its round stem and short capsules.

S, tou'jI'Uensis is just as bitber as S, Vhiruta and might be gathered
for Chiretta; but I could not find any of it in the Darjeeling
bazaav^ where only the commoner and locally abundant S. Chirata

elongated

was on sale.

When the buds open, both on S. tonylnen

the flowers face obliquely downwards and are shortly carapHnulate

with stronjrly recur*ved n "
directed straight forward

ather parallel stamens
but tlie flowers of S. tongluensts are a

little smaller than the flowers of S- Chirata^ and the livid patch

<m th^ petals just above the ne- taries is not quite so marked
When the capsules enlarge, there is seen to be a great difference

between the two. As the flowers die, in both they turn upwards
ike cap

same loumey

cens. Wall.

I gathered close to the Jorpokri dak-
Luogalow a Swertia that I at fiz'st thought to be a new species,

I very distinct variety of S. pnrptiras-

: it extends the known range of S. ywr-
puruicens eastward considerably. My plants trrew in an open glade
together with 5. dilutatuy G, B. Clarke ; and on the bank at tlie

edtre of the glade was S. Chirata^ Ham. The stem of S. Chirata

is seldom vertical : the habitat of the plant, i.e., banks, means
that the sunlight is unevenly distributed, and tfie plant leans

out to seek it. u^nsis. But 8. diltitftta and
this new variety of S- jpurpnmscens (var. rar/io^a) are to be found on
more -even ground, and their main stem is vertical except in its

lowest inch where it is always cui^ved. Most Swertias of the

section Ophelia seem to be de^^umbent as seedlings, and the conse-

quence of this persisting is a bend at the base of the stem.

The tallest nlant found was 80 cm. hi^h. The lowest third
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-or half of the stem was unbranched and had lost its leaves. The
upper half or two-thbds bore very numeious paired decussate
branches,_ a.sce..ding at an angle of 40°. In the number of the
branches is the first difference between variety and type,

Thp stem is of a very dark claret- eolonr : the branches of
first, second and third rank are successively lighter until we come
to the capillary pedicels which are straw-colouied. From the
bases of the leaves run down the stem or branches the narrowest
of wings which bear minute purple papilla?: papillse of the same
character are also distributed round the stems below the nodes •

they, however, do not distinguish the variety from the type • f.r it
also has them. The second difference is in the leavas which in
the variety are smaller than in t-^e type, though otherwise simi-
lar: the papillae extend from the wings of the stem just on to the
half-mdhmetre long petiole. Ti.e flowers nod at opening they
are smaller than in the type, and herein is the third d iff. rence
:and further, I believe, that they do not ..pen quite so widely • the
gland I found to 1 e single with its very marked marsrin developed
ahnve into nnairow membranous hood, and beL-w connected with
the and.ophore by an elevated frenum-like ridge, so that round
the andvophore are developed five shallow pits : these too may bepresent in the type. But a fifth and very marked difference is inthe capsule

;
for, in the va^, ty, it is very n.u.-h shorter than that

fJ}li^^^-:^^'' ^ r* *^^*^ ±'^ °"'^ -i^^* ^^««rted at its maturityfrom the withered flower. The seeds are roundish-ovoid, clear yel

r;;'tliff: in t^r ^^ ^ ^^^^^' ^^*^^^^-^^- ^^p^ -^—

W

I conclude with a brief latin description of the new form.

Su-ertia purpurascmis, Yur., ravwsa. Herha rigida, ad 80 cm
il>-

'°pP^'''" .'"P"™" **^^ ^* 'tei™ ramosa, r^mis densi^'

X^mta^^St^^^ ^-^ aonta, apice

infi. conspicuis, ir.ter:oa'ir:,lt:^^^^^^^^^

f aTitST' ll\T
^' ' ""IX^ P^-^^- niulto mCT 7eti:'

bus et TnilW^ '

'^^'^'f^'''
»>««' i^ alas CHulinas transenn-tious et papiUas mHrginHJes gerentibus: stipula vera adest info.ma^ ImesB fimbriate petiolof rnT,inc,.„f.o ^iul^""^..^^^^^

.'''
petiolns conjugeiites numerosis

lati, a'utissimi. cSinat Co-//- V\ '
^''^'' ^"^""^^^ ^^^^^^

acutiusculi,4mm?wt2mrtH '-'^ ^.^' longus
:
lobi

unifoveolHti ; foveok diti?.?-; *
"'"''^'"^ ^^^^^^ denticulati,

cucullata e m:Z^^suttS"'Z'^\ crat-riformis sed anguste
freno cnjuncta". ^Somr n^"^ " ^''\^^ androphorum

infra minutissime aspe^^ anfhpJ^ V^^'
connata, 2-5 mm. longa,

purpurea Q.u..„Ta^th:l^ro.rs"' Tl^^'^M "'"^v'°°^^'
1 m.. icga, tarda divergentia Vc"u:;anS- ^^ t^fdt
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5 mm. longa, pauUulo evsprta, viridi-straminea. Semiva lutea,
ovoideo-globosa, laevia, 7 mm, longa.

CoUegi in loco aeri aperto in silvfs montosis baud pi-ocul al>
hospitio Jorpokri, in districtu Darjeeling, alt. 8,000 ped .sub
numeris 27746, 27747, 27748.

• ° f
>

Habitu ramosa, et foliis parvis, et floribus paivis, et capnuJis
parvis facile di.stinguitur.





AscaHs lobulata, Schneidci*, cin Parasit
von Platanista aa.n.npMf%n.

Von Dr. v. LmsTOW.
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)/ the Fur-seal ; Wash

Schneider beschrieb die Ai*fc niit wenlgen Worten : Krabbe
-gab die Lippenbildung, die ich etwas anders sehe : Tagerskiold

fand die blinddarmartige Verlangerung des Damis iiach vom:
Stossich, Stiles und Hassall briu^en nichts neues,

Cuticula quergeringelt: Lippen langer als breit, mit Neben-
lippen, die vom abgerundet sind und schrage Querstreifen tragen

;

sie haben |- der Lange der Hauptlippen; letztere sind vorn an
'der Innenseite reehts und links in zwei Vorspriinge verlangert,

welche aussen eckig sind : Papillen kleiii, an der Grenze vom 2

und 3 Drittel : Dorsallippe 0'21 mm. laug und 0*17 mm. breit;

Schwanzende in beiden Geschlecliten breit abgerundet, dorsal mit

-einer kegelformigen Verlangerutig: der Darm ist nach vom in

einen langen Blinddarm fortgesetzt: der Oesophagus nimmt -^
der Korperlange ein.

Mannchen 30 mm. lang und I'l mm. breit; das Schwanzende
.nimmt y^ der GesammtlSnge ein : die Spicula sind 2*37 mm.
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lang: am Schwanzende sehr zahlreiche Papillen: die prgeanalen
stehen in 2 Langsreihen.

Das Weibchen hat eine Lange vom 36 mm. bei einer Breite
von 1"15 mm: das Schwanzende niisst -^ der ganzen Lange: die

Vulva liegt an der Grenze vom 1 und 2 Viertel des Korpers: die

Eier sind 0'052 mm. lang und 0'042 mm. breit; die diinne Eihaut
steht weit vom Dotter ab.

Die Art lebt in der Mnndhohle, im Magen, im Diinn-und
Dick-Darm von PlataniHa yamjetica. Sie scheint sich zunachst
einige Zeit in dei* Mnndhohle aufzuhalten. Die liier gefundenen
Exemplare enthalten aber noch keine reifen Geschlechtsproducte,
welche sich erst im Darm bilden.

y J -^



8, Notes on the Lagar Falcon (Falco j^tgffer).

By Lii'.UT.-COLONEL D. C. Phillott, Secretary, Board of ^

,

Examiners.

(Plate No. I.)
I

In Hindnstani the female of this very common falcon is called
lagar *^T luyh'r, and the male jh'uiar. Jei-don gives the weight of a
female as 1-lb. 4 oz. The lightest weight, however, recorded by
me is 1-lb. 6| oz , and the heaviest 1-lb. 8 oz.

This common Indian falcon is unknown to the falconers of
Baghdad or of Persia. Blanford says it occurs in Baluchistan
about Khelat and Quetta, but has not been met with farther
west, I do not recollect liaving seen one jmywhere between Fort
Munro and Kingri in Mritish Baluchistan.' Blanford further says
that F. jug-jer has not been observed in Assam and liurma. How-
ever in Vol XVII, No. 2, of the Journal of the Bombay Natural
History Society, 1906 (p. 495), under a "List of Birds found
in the Myingyan District of Burma," by K C. Macdonald, the
author writes :

'^ Falco Juyger, the Lugger Falcon, local name
' Gyo-theing '—the only true falcon I have observed in the dis-

trict. It is however, common and breeds freely on the high cotton

trees near the river and elsewhere from January to March." The
late Sardar Sher Ali, once Wali of Kandahar, told me that the

lagar was not found in Afghanistan. I, however, frequently ob-

served it, one year, between November and February, in the

little hill-station of Parichinar, close to the Paiwar Kotal,

In a wild state this f;ilcon preys on small birds, such as quails

starlings,^ parroquets, house pigeons, Hnd also on soTia lizards ( Uro-

'inasttxi, bats, locusts ^ and perhaps, like the Saker falcon,* on field-

rats. Unlike Shahins and Peregrines it will carry off chickens.

Probably it also preys on See-see Partridges, and in the spring

on the Short-eared

India.

Owls {Aszo accip'frinus) migrating out of

Under a lagafs eyrie in a cliff I have found the fea-

1 have seen athers of numerous kestrels, ^ and of a few shikran

pair of these plucky falcons drive away f-om their hunting ground

a female Saker Falcon {chargh) that had intruded, and another pair

stoop at and harass a fox ; and I have trustworthy information

of a wild layafs stooping repeatedly at a hare. Villagers have

sometimes told me that lagars kill ® hares. Lieut.-Colonel S,

I
r

A I, however, frequently observed Shahins ne^ir these placoR throughout

the breediinf season.
^ It is generally supposed th^t hawks do not prey on starlino's a« the

flesh is bitter. 1 have seen wild Sakers (F. Cherrng) wg well as lagarfi stoop

and break up a flock of starlings 1 have, too seen wHd Shaliins (F. pere-

grinator, etc.) fly at them, hujr^ing the ground till underueaith the flock, and

then sndilenly «hootri'g np into its midst.

3 In Tttdirt. all hawks feed on lof^nsta.

* F <'herrag, the Saker or Cherrug Falcon; called Charf/h in India and

Charkh in Afghanisfcj'n.

^ Triuned peregrin'^s will sometimes fly at kestrilg. I once lost a saker

for some twenty minntes and found that she had killed and earon a wild

shikra (AbIuv badins).
« The Indian hare of the plains rarely, if ever, exceeds SJlbs. in weights
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Biddulph told me that he once put up a Rock Horned-Owl

[B7th» ben a^ensi^ , which was then chased and buffeted by a

pair of wild la- ar : he galloped after it, and after two or three

flights secured it with the aid of the Lngnr.s

When trained this falcon is persevering and plucky, but though

it also * waits on * well, it dofS not ' ring up ' well. The ' haggard '

{tarinfik) and the young immature bird {chvz) are both trained,

never the * yess. The best birds are, I think, 'haggaids' of

one moult, or young biids caught not earlier than the end of

November. When ' aigrette" feathers were the rage, many bii^-

catchers in the Kapurthala State and elsewhere (JW/vcAAfv. Jhivorsj

and Musf'lli^j and certain other castes) kept lagir^ during the

rains, and flew them at Paddy-Birds,* The special quaiTy of

this falcon when trained is Paddy- Birds, Common Crows, Night-

Herons, and hares. When flown at hares, natives cast off more than

one falcon, and slip a dog or two as welL A female la<jar will

sometimes, however, take a hare single-handed by biu'ting' to

its head. The lagar has been trained to take the Houbara Bus-

tard, but it seems too slow for this flight: it can only kill on
the ground. In the Kapurthala State, it U sail to have been

trained to take the Large White V
both birds are easy quarry, especially the Liter. Lieut.-Tolonei

S. Biddulph had a 'tiercel' that used to take teal. An old
Nawab of Hyderabad, Deccau, tellis me he has trained it to take
the Common Heron.* H.H. the late Mir 'Ali Murad of Sindh
used, at one time, to tram it to *' ravine deer," but, I fancy, with
indifferent success.

The lagar is local in its habits. Tt remains paired throughout
the year, and hunts in pairs. Lieut. Colonel E. Delme Radcliffe
in his pamphlet on Ealc<'nry states that it *' does not assume its per-
fect adulr, plumage till the third year." Year after year a pair may
be obseived hunting in the same spot. If the pair kill some large
quarry, snch as a pigeon, they feed on it together; but if the
quarry is a small bird, ouehawk bears it off. It is an early breeder.
According to Captain G. F. L. Marshall (^' Bird Nesting in
India") the nest is to be found in Upper India throughout the
month of January. At Zam, near Tonk, in the Derajat, I found
on the 1 7th of March a nest with four egg:s in a ti-ee, the young birds
just issuing out of two of the eggs. In 1905 a paii- nested in the trees
near the church in Wellesley Square, Calcutta, and I frequently

'6

Falcons do not upoally take a bnre by flying ^trajgl^t at it and seizing it
like a proshawk; they stoop at it repeatedly and knock it abont till it is
exhausted

i With tV)e exception of the Eed-hended Merlin f/«.-./r>,f?, nnd the ^luk-
ra. thH lurif IS tW^ only hawk th^t c^n be flown during the .ains. Moultin^j
peresrnn^s nre flown at Paady-Hird^ in 8..nie districrs, just to keep them in
exerciR**. No hawk can h^ flown in th« hot weather proper.

8 Notu I e'-pect. ''on the pnssape."
8 The Ameer of Hurt o 's - Falconry in fh^ Volley of th. Indus " He wasH keen ^ ^^^iO er

^;^<l
k.pt np a large old-fashioned establishment of hawksfor every kind of flight.
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oLserved a pair, probably the same, in the MaidauJ Some layars
appear to be partially migratory. A native falconer and experi-
enced hawk-catcher, in n.y sevice, told me that he once in the
autumn came across some twenty or thirty layarn hawking grass-
hoppers Mn one place. My informant also told me that he had
in the plain of Gandi 'Umar Khan, about 25 miles from Dem
Ismail Khan and opposite the Takht-i Suhtymnn, caught as many
as eight l^ynr^ in one day, during the in-migration : he farther
stated that these migratory or **hill lagnrs"' arrive a little before
the saker falcons, but that one or two early sakers generally h:mg
on their wake, and live by robbing them. Other h^iwk-catchers
have told me that these "hill laijafs'^ are, on the in-migration
always single, never paired.

lUanford writes :

'^* * F, juyger is exactly intermediate in

structure, as it is in plumage, betueen the Peregrine group and
F. cherriuj.'' The Inyar is to the peregrine what the country-
bred horse is to the English thorough-bred.

^
In habits, however,

it is nearer the Saker; for, like it, it beare extremes of heat
and cold, has a coarse digestion, frequents sandy deserts, probably
seldom diinks, and seldom, if ever, bathes in water.^ Like the
Saker it too moults easily and quickly. To the touch, its flight-

feathers have a hard and dry feeling something liketho-e of theflight-

feathers of a kite : they have not the softness of a Saker's nor the
s pringiness of a Peregrine's, Unlike the Saker, the la<jar does not
dislike the flesh of Paddy Bixds. Possibly, too, it can be fed without
risk on the flesh of ducks and other water birds ; not so the chargh,.

Does it, during the moult, eat small stones ("rangle"), as do
peregrines and shahins ? I think not ; but as Avild lagars can be

caught at any time of the year and bought for perhaps as little

as two pence,* they are seldom kept dmnng the moult, hence infor-

mation on this point is scanty.

Once when Houbara-hawking in the desert undei* the hills

neai^ Dera Ghazi Khan, I noticed a pair of wild luyars ' waiting on'

high up over some village children, who kept beating out a

small bird from the bushes. As the bird made a dash for the

shelter of the next bush, one of the layar? would make a deter-

niined stoop; but the bushes were too close to each other for the

hawk to be successful. Sometimes the bird got lost, w^hen the

htgars^ tired of * waiting on,' sailed away to some distance; but

i I have hIso seen a large falcon near HowraVi Bridge, aad another roosting

in the Erien Gardens. They appeared to be Shahins or Peregriiif^s, hut it was
not light enonjrh for me to identify them.

2 Gilbert White remarks that birds of prpy occaRionally feed on itiRpcts.

I once saw a pair of vultnres in the hills picking np flying nuts that were

issuinsr out of the ground. That all hawks ett locn^ts is a fact well known
to Indian falconers and hauk-catchers, but I Im^e never seen one hawking
gras^-hoppers. A bird-catcher tells me that if a shikra is loo conning to be

entic*^d by a quail or a fparrow, it can be caught in a hal-chhatrJ wiih a

lahdnfi (an insect like a mole cricket) a? a bait.

S It probably takes dust b^iths.

4 The first hawk the writer ever bought was a trained lanar that killed

Paddy-Birds. It was bought for about Sis. 6d,
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when the children found another "bird and cried, " Hoo hoo, ha

ha," ^ they returned and resumed their * waiting on\ My falcon-

ers told me that this kind of natural hawking was a common

pastime of village children in the Panjab.

On another occasion, in the desert near Dtra Ghazi Khan, I

came across a small island of low tamarisk trees, on which some

crows and a pair of wild Iagars were resting. My orderly and

I galloped in and out of the trees to try and keep the crow?^

on the wing, while the lagars, * waiting on' low down, stooped

at the crows as they wei-e flushed. The crows could not be-

inductd to leave their cover, though the hawks did not stoop

as though in earnest. Although tiained layars take crows, I

have never seen wild ones do so. An eyas Ingar I had 'flying

at hack '^ used, in play, to stoop at roosting crows, but when it was

seated on a tree-top the crows used to stoop at it.

That a pair of lacars so frequently haunts the vicinity of a

village may be due to the assistance the birds derive from cattle

and children, who, as they move about, distui^b and flush the

prey.^

Amongst falconers the lagar occupies an inferior position,

but amongst hawk-catchers or ' harakis ^ it is highly prized, for

it makes, as is detailed below, a better harak^ than any other

kind of hawk.^
ration

gre

passes, rivers, and coast-lines, is a fact that has long been known
to, and made use of, by Indian hawk-catchers; as also the fact

that hawks are jealous birds and love robbing their kind. So,

when the hawk-catching season approaches, the hnraku take their
accustomed posts ; for saker-catching in certain open plains, e&pe-

^ I«1enri«*al or nearly so, with the old European hfiwking cry.

2 * Flying at hack' is keeping nesclinga in a state of liberty to enable
them to develop their flight- mnscles.

3 When mHnoeuvrntc with my squadron in the long grass in the bed of

the river at Dern Ghazi Khm, we wern Hlway« closely followed by two or
three harriers that CH;.sed tiie bla<'k partridges a>» they wer« flushed.

Gilbert White writf*s : *' Horsemen on wide downs are often closely at-
ten<ied by a little party of sw^llowa for miles tog»^ther, whit-h jil ly before and
behind them, BW^^eping ar'>atid and colle*'ting all the skulking insects that are
roused by tlie trampling of the hoi sea' fet-t."

Similuly I once had as many as five or six excellent fliirhts after a lark
with a wild Mei lin, the lurk, after ringing up, dropping and hiding nnder a clod.
The M*^rlin, nnsaccesKf al, at last got tired ont.

* Bdrakl K Hindns.) " one that flies a hdralc " -' harak urava ** to fly Idrahs,
to catch i^awks by means of a bdrak,'' Next to the ia^ror, the best baraik
for a chur^ i« a kite. For a Merlin, a Keslril can be used." A bird-catcher
tella me that about two inches should be cutoff the end of the Kesrril's
tail. On one occasion a Peregrine tiercel was taktnW a hdrak of a ttirmnf^
or " red-headed meilin."

^ Some hawk-catrhers aSirm that a tarinaikj/iagar (or ' haggard tiercel'
of F jugger} is better than the bird in the immature plnmnge, and that wild
hawks Will som^^times come cl(?8e to a y^nng lagnr a-d then sheer ofE with-

perhap
with
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cially those opposite the passes, for Peregi'ine-catching on the
hanks of the rivei-s : each Idmkl has, of conrse, at least one harctk,

probably a layar, which is prepared as follows:

—

Three or even four of the flight-feathers of each wing are
tied together to impede the flight, the ends of the strings that
hind the feathei's being knotted with some of the small feathers
under the wings to prevent the strings slipping down and coming;
off over the ends of the feathers. To close the beak, a piece of
string is donbled and knotted twice in the middle, the two knots
being about a finger'' s breadtli apart. The small loop between
the two knots is passed over the beak, the doubled end of the
string lying on the ci'own of the hawk' s head. A third knot is

made under tlie chin, and the loose ends, one on each side of the
neck, are brought up and tied to the doubled end on the crown.
To render the feet powerless, the hind claw of each foot is bound'
back to the shank, and the legs are then hobbled together witli

stout string. To the centre of the hobble and on the top of the

feet is bound what is in Panjabi called a Jclntddu^ that is a
stuffed ball garnished with feathers to simulate a small bird,

and furnished with nooses. The kJuiddu is two or three inches in

diameter and weighs about two ounces ; it is usually made of the

coarse native cloth called in Panjabi Jchadar and is stuffed either

with soft hair or better with feathers : if stuffed with the latter, it

should be lined with cotton-wool to prevent the egress of the feather&

through the coarse cloth. In the ball are long, coarse stitches of

twine, and to these stitches are firmly fastened horse-haii* nooses

made of three or four horsehairs knotted and twisted togethei-

when wet. Small pieces of the skin and feathers t f a small bird

are pushed in under the stitches so as to conceal the ball, ?md
many borukts add a small piece of scarlet cloth to represent blood.

Through the underside of the ball a piece of string is stitched,

and by its means the hJinddu is tied fii-mly to the centre of the

hobble : it must be so tied that, when the harak settles, the nooses

project outwards and upwards, so that a stooping hawk gets its

feet entangled. Before use, the baraJci fills his mouth with water,

and then blows it out in a forcible spray, so as to well wet the

khuddu. The nooses are then opened and an^anged and the feathers

pulled into place, and the whole put in the sun to dry. When dry

the khuddu is again examined, and, if necessary, re-ari-anged.

Finally the thread with which the eyes are seeled is loosened, so

that about a third to a half of the eyes is opened.*

The hawk, thus prepared, is thrown into the air. At the

first flight it will fly perhaps a hundred yards ; after that perhaps

three hundred, flying not more than fifteen feet from the graund.

After casting it off, the hawk-catcher squats and watches. If

there is a hawk anywhere in the vicinity, it will at least come

up and have a look : it may make a snatch at the supposed quariy

1 If the buraJc has been caught and a«<ed for some days, it is kept on

its perch with its eyes ' unsealed/ the seeling threads being drawn together

when it is taken up to be flown.
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while the hnralc is in the air, in wMcli case both bir*^ fall

togetlier to the ground ; or, reacting the spot after the^ harak feas

settled, it may make one or two stoops and so eventually get

entangled

-

If, aftei appearance

catcher approaches the 6/7 raAr and secures it by means of a stick,

whicb he stretches out and inserts between its legs, over the

hobble. If the stick is not used, or if the eyes of the hnrak are

not seeled, it will probably rise and fly off a few hundred yards

y tune its owner gets withm a tew leei

The hnrak is flown repeatedly in th

and hawks and other birds

tUl the sun

gets too bot
gilt in >ler atmosphere. It is also flown again in the

late afternoon till dusk. The lagar being a hardy bird bears all

this fatigue.

Besides clwrghs a good deal of rubbish is also caught, harri-

ers, kites, buzzards, small eagles, and other lugafs. On these

the haraki feeds, not only bis bamks, but also the falcons he
catches.

Whether large eagles are ever secured by a bnrak, I cannot
say. The first time I flew a hdrak^ a Ring-tailed Fisb Eagle
[Haliaetus letucornphu v Blan.)J swooped down on the harak
when it was in the air, got entangled in the nooses, and trium-
phantly bore off the whole. Improvidently, I liad not provided
myself witb a second haraky but Ah picW^^e kya hot hai jnh
chiryon chug ya'^ln Jchet, ''What is the good of crying when the
birds have eaten the field?" Abu Fazl in his queer Persian
writes of the lagar

chargh
tiercel. Nooses ai^e suspended from it, and birds' feathers ai^
tied to its claws, and it is then made to fly. Birds of prey, mis-
taking the bunch of feathers for some quart^^ attempt to. snatcb
it away : one of them gets entanpled, and becoming suspended,
both birds fall to the ground. " ^

It remains to be said that the usual bait for a Ziu/ar is a
span^ow.

Row do you catch sparrows ? Nothing easier. Go after dai-k
into any out-house in any village. Get a man to stand in a
comer, face to the wall, with a lighted candle, and make him
cover himself with a sheet Then poke about in the roof and
disturb the span^ows. As they flutter out they AviU make for the
lighted corner, where all your assistant has to do is to stoop and
pick them up.

Another, perhaps even better bait, is a quail, and a quail

I Called kurl iu the Punjab from its wild and not uamuaical T,ote. The

Valle
^^ '^ '^ """^^^^ '"^ Kaslimir, is one of the familiar sounds of the

»!

At Bebal, a stage :.nd a half from Bhakkar on the Sind-Sa^r Line
I found a nest o. 24th February, 1899, with two young birds able to^^ w^lT.

\ ^f
"^-^ ^fc'"'" •• A^un-i bist u Jutflam ; duftavi duvvam. Blochman

"

translation as regards this and other hawking matters is inaccurate.
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does not die of cold. As however, hawks are attracted by move-

ment, the qnail should be tethered bj the neck. If tethered by the-

legs, it will indeed flutter at first ; but as the hawk approaches it,

it will squat and become a clod of earth, and the hawk will then,-

for some reason, ignore it.

4>



^>



9.

-

Chapters on Hunting: Dogs and Chcctas, hzing an
extract from the '' Kit^b'^l-Bazyarah:' a treatise on
Falconry^ by
Tenth Centui

Kushnj an Arab writer of the

Azoo

On Hunting Dogs.

eGood dogs should be light-coloured aud black-eyed, for th
dight-coloured endure the heat b^^st, while the dark-coloured with-
stand the cold best.

.
It is the nature of dogs to follow up foot-

tracks, and to follow up ascent, and to welcome joyfully any one that

has been kind to them : no animal is so attached to its master. The
best-bred discover, on frosty days, the earths of hares,* since the

.breath of the hares thaws the frost at th,e entrances. The dog is

a light sleeper, a keen watcher. When it sights a herd of wild

asses, it selects the male, even though it knows that the male is

^swifter and more enduring ; for it also knows that the male, after

^ne or two spurts, loses its head and so gets overtaken. If several

dogs are slipped and one seizes the quarry and the other fails, the

latter does not dispute possession, but seeks another quarry ; and
the d 'g acts thus in all else it does. The points of a good dog
are that it should be long between the forelegs and the hind legs

;

short in the back ; small in the head ; long in the neck
;
pendant-

eared, with breadth between the ears ; that it should have large

prominent eyes ; a long slender muzzle, and be dec^p-moiithed.^ It

should have a loud and fierce bark ; a prominent and bi^oad for-ehead :

and there should be a few coarse hairs under the cliin and on the

cheeks. It should be long in the thighs and in the second tliighs,*

and short in the forelegs. The dog reaches maturity and pr-opagates

in a year. The salvql ^ (which comes from the village of Salvq in

Yemen) propagates at eight months old. The female becomes

pregnant by one covering, and carries her young 61 days ; and she

-admits the male the third day after parturition.

r
r

1 The anthor was a c«1ebratpd poet and philola^er, and Mmon^st Wb
poems are ser»*ra] fardiyydt^ or po-ma <m snort. One of his works 13 Rtyled

^ifa^»7-^^J^a^d wa-Z- Jf'i.^tfW'? or ''Snares Mnd Quarn^-s/' which i^ said to bn
^ ^ 11 • __ * J.: — ^A..^^r^ TX^ ^^e^lA^A ;» Vr^w'^t- Villi" MTO <

a collection of sportinff anecdotes.

Rand
He resided in bigypt, but was a DHiive of

'yamtart. in x-ainsf^int?.

Wb ar« indebted to the cniir^esy of the Gotha Library for the loan of

che MS. from which this extraot is copied.

2 In the Krtst hHr**H go to ^mnnd,
S t c„ h'lve a "Heep laughing month."
Presumably th^s is the author's meaning. The word sSq, however,

properly means the tardus of a hawk, the shank of a man, or tlie cannon

bone of n foreleg t>f a horse.

B Colloquially slnyl masc. and Blngtya fem., the greyboo nd^
u
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Al'Jahiz * has said tliattlie largest numlier of pups at a birth-

is twelve, but that ordinarily not more than five to seven are pro-

duced. Occasionally only one is horn, and if such he the case the

pup will he better than its sii'e. Should one dog and one hitch

he produced, the dog will be the better of the two. If three pups

be bom, one being a bitch resembling the mother, then the bitch

pup will he the best. If several pups he produced, only one being

a bitch, then that bitch will be the worst of its species.*

,^*J| ^y-'^S U^5IT \^lx^ i^A jliiu : 4^i^Jf w5l' ^ (J«^

<• X C*» i0^ O 5

^Z t^O>

9 ,^ , 9^ ^ ^9
^i^' r^ c;' * V^';^' S^^**^ i^' C?-^ W^ ^ »;'j^t J Aj.0 ^j^l-aj Ua.

<# --o

llj^^ J,W|, 6 1^ o^l *uf Ajr ^ X^LL 5 ^wjf i^ ^LflJi ^u f^[

f
jTif^ iuij /f lilj ^ A^I,/p ^£^1 '^^^'^ [;^| ;i^:

1 ^l-Jtf^^z, "The Promment-eyed," died about 870 A D. He was a
sciei.tifio a..(l Ipamed writer. He is the author of a boot on an?....!.
Si/ihu

2 In the^»«» 7 ifal^, an Arabic treatise on sport hy ilulmmmad IhnMangaU An-Nmn, a wnter of the 14th century, it is stated that' there is a

j^y
i)^}

Fide Note 2, Eng. Trnne.

6 laMS. jAilt « InMS. \j^ 7 i^ MS aJyo

« Error for 3^Uij Lo Jf . J,

r;/
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99^^^ ^ .t^ 9^^, £. _^ 9^^^ r.t^ ^^ .. ^.m9i,9^ ^9^99^

\ '^ ^ ^ ^^^^9 f ^^ ^ •• o^c ^ij9^ c, ^x X -^o-'-* ^c^o** Zi99^

i£i)>5j JpUi ii^fii^ e>|j»^ ^^^ «^^ e>* c)^i ^ii'j W^> ^c^^*' y^^ J

^ ^ 99o 9^^0^^ tt^^u^^u ^ c^*i» ^ Ox •c«»^c» X 9^9^^ fi#^^ ^^

•or ^x '& X > -'^ O -^O-^ XXU-* /-^o-- -^o-^ • ^ ^A' o-^5i ^ o -^^.^^

Acy ^^ J^sJ <^Jflj^t A^^Ui) j3v e^'^y o^^ <J^h 5J^i
^ ^ ^ p

r

f^n^^ fi^ ^ fi^u^ ^ ^o9Q^r ^o X •• ^itf* 9 ^^ ^ 9^i^^ 9

-w^"* ^^^ Q^^^ ^ ^ ox o xxox <••• 1^^ x«-x^ ^ 9 ^^ \^^

-'tf O XXX o X -^xO'' X X 'S^9^9 ^9 ^(^9 ^Q 4, ^ ^^- x ^ x -'x^ /x $ ^'

|J^ 0.»J^ e^fj »yf t|y«» (•il? *A^ tS^I W^ *i^^' OA^j C>' ^ »r^f y -iJ^

-^ ^

On Cheetas.
tL'

The Cheeta is the ofPspring of a lioness, by a leopard * that
coerces her, and, for this reason, cheetas are sterile like mules and
all other hybrids. No animal of the same size is as weighty as
the cheeta. It is the most somnolent animal on earth. The best

are those that are * hollow-bellied/ ^ roachbacked, ^ and have
deep black spots on a dark tawny * ground, the spots on the back
being close to each other 7 ; that have the eyes^ blood-shot, small,

tiger.

[n MS. ^^^iUiifl .
2 Yide Note 4, Eng. Trang. 3 In MS. ^| .

Namir or nimr, any spotted anim&I ; in modern Arabic applied to the

^imdsu-l'haiun : a^man is " the belly beln^af hollow from hunger *' (the

opposit*^ of aq'fhh). Might also mean '* wuh the flHnkfi drawn in."

8 Ainm the colour of Ad^m or of mankind (the Arabs),

1 Arqnah *' peppf^r and ^alt coloured/' means that the dark and light

spots must be olose to each other.

8 lfu*g ^5^ P^' omdq^ properly the ** inner corner of the eye," is often

Mo. BOT.GAriDEiN
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til * deep and laughing^; broad foreheads
;

thick necks ; the black line from the eyes long ; and the fangs * far

matureapart from each other,

for sporting purposes than the cub ; and the females are better at

huntino- than are the males/and such is the case with all beasts

and birds of pi^ey.

P9

^^^ L^ "J-^

i,_^| t^j \j^; i^iU
»*

c^ »5

9

i .>—J^Jt

/^g' ?
i^ i^*wji J - jjijVl ^ &j)i (•yt^*j> - i^ ^))\ .>.^)|j Hf A^i ^^

/^ J" Ou^ >'of* >^ -P

^yUt JJJ\ taJf if^^ ^IJ.^1 j^UJ) ^i»\ j^i ^flJi ^^faJi ^UiJi

fb'
^l3p| wiiil xUaJl ^t^t ^Jt^Dt

)>..f

Ci^l
c,5 >» ^,.^

O;t Hi ;>iJl cJl-oi/i ^-^^l

9 ^ '§9 ^ c

>
* t^'>^'

*^*^ «-^i <^j ;/<^f cr^ »^t^^ ^->t^^'

ias here, used for the eye itself : so also ahddq, pi. of hadaqah the '* ball of
^^^ ^r% .^4 .^i^ -^r^m ^^k V Vtt8 eye

1 JMzar is applied to the eyes of Turks and TarcomanB.

AiJU

Uiy

meaning doubtful: can this be a copyist's error for

the fangs prominent" Or "long and jutting downwards" ?

Ndh (pi. nnyab) properly au ** eye-tooth, a tusk," etc.. is in modern colloquial,
in the plural, applied to all the teeth of animals. In either case the article

*% should be inserted.

5 Musinn^ pi. masdnn, means '* of advanced
mature."



10. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. VII.
I

Note*—The numbering of the articles is continued from
p» 274 of the Journal and Proceedings for 1905,

II. MEDIAEVAL.
I

47. A New Medieval Gold Coin.

Obverse and reverse identical ^ %^
•

Two specimens "were found at Pandwaha.in the Jhansi Dis-
trict, United Provinces. They weigh 65 and 6Q grains respective-

ly. One is fairly round with a diameter of "8 ", and the other is

irregularly shaped and measures '8 " to "9 " inches. The full

inscription does not appear on either coin, but is fairly certain.

In addition to the letters given above there appear to be two
symbols at the end of each line, but I cannot read them as

letters or fiorures. Similar marks occur at the end of the

inscription on the coins of Gobind Chandra of Kanauj.
I would identify the king who struck these coins with

was a great

Tasovarman).

Siddha Raja Jaya Sirhha Chaulukya of Anhilvada, who succeetied

l)is father in 109S and reigned till 1143. He
warrior and conquered the ruler of Malwa (Naravarman or

Some inscriptions referring to him have been
published in Ind. Ant. VI, 186; X, 158; and Ep. Ind., I, 295.

Much more information has, however, been derived fi'om literary

works, and is condensed in the Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I. Early
History of Gujarat, from notes by the late Dr. Bhagvanlal
Indraji. For present purposes the most interesting item is

his contest with Madanavarman Chandel of Malioba (1130— 11G4),

the issue of which was doubtful. The two rulers appear to

have become friendly in the end.

A peculiar feature of the coins

presentation of a deity, such as is

period. Siddha Raja was a S'aiva,

is that they bear

usual

but
on

also

corns

had

no
of

i-e-

the

leanings

towards Jainism.
R. Burn.

III. PATHANS OF DELHI, &c., &c.

48. Some rare Coppkh Coins of the Nizam ShahI or Ahmad-
NAGAR Dynasty op the Dakhan.

No. 1.

Burhnn T,

Weighty 158 grains.

Mint
J
Nagar.

Date, 929 A. H.
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Reverse,

'J

srs

Murtaza L
••

No. 2. Weight, 243 grains.

Size, -9"

Mint, Murtazanagar.
Date, 993 A.H.

Obverse. *Tir^

*nr

In spite of the absence of the names of the kings, from the-

date and mints on these coins, there is no hesitation in saying

—

until full specimens are found,—that they were issued by
Burhan I. and Murtaza I., respectively.

Burhan 7/ or Burhan II?.

Nos. 3, 4 and 5. Weighty 146, 148 and 150 grains, respec

tively.

Size, -75/' -7" and -75'', respectively.

Mint^ Daulatabad.

Obverse. ^Uai e^U^

Reverse. ^ JJt^

Prom the upper halves of the obverses of each of these three
Daulatabad coins, "we can, with certainty, read that the name of
the king is Burhan Nizom^ The legends on the lower halves of
the obverses are a great puzzle to me, and I hope that some well-
experienced numismatists might throw some additional light on
these coins.

As these coins are dateless, we cannot say positively whether
they were issued by Burhon Nizom IT.

All the five (5)

of this place.

friend Mr

That well-known numismatist, the late Mr. C. J. Rodgers^
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has described and figured two copper coins (among ofchers) No. 1
and No. 2 in his interesting article on *' Rare Mutrhal Coins,"
published in Journal A S. Bengal, Part I, Vol. LXV., 1896, from
Burhanabad Mint, as coins of j\k-har nf fho itpqv 1001

What
A.H. Mr.

Is it

,Uf toUj ?
1>

The style and lettering of these coins very closely resemble
those of the three Daulatabad Barhan Nizam's coins, and
ussurainLT Burhannhnd to have been founded by one of tbe two
Burhan Jfizams, could it not be possible that tliey may have
been issued by Burhan IT, a contemporary with Akbar the great
^n A.H. 1001 instead of by Akbar himself.

In order to have a close comparison of Burbanabad coins vritli

the Daulatabad coins (Nos. 3, 4 & 5) the following coin No. 6
from my cabinet, will, I think, prove usefal, as it is a complete
•coin : —

No. 6. WeigJit, 220 grains.

Szze, -85'.

Date, both in words and in figures, 1001.
^

. Obverse, cXil c;!^^

h^vi*«0

Meverse, kS^I j

9

Framjee Jama.sjee

49. The BahmanI Kings.

Dr. Codrington has given a valuable summary of wliat is

tnown regiirdiug the numismatic history of the Bahmani

dynasty in an article published in the Numismatic Chronicle for

1898 (p. 259). A more recent study by Major Haig, entitled

Some Notes on the Bahmani Dynasty, which appeared in our

Journal for 1904 (extra number, p. 1.) is chit-fly concerned with

the genealogy of the line. A few additions can be made to

Dr. Codrington'.s list, and some conclusions of ^[ajor Haig's

confirmed, from a find of coins which was recently discovered

in a village called Bedidhana, in the Betul District, Central

Provinces.

The coins, which are all of copper, and numbers 869, may
lie roughly classified as follows .—Firoz Shah {22), Ahmad
Shah I. (29 , Ahmad Shah III (363), Hnmayiin Shah (36),

Kizam Shah (26),' Muhammad Shall (375-, and Ma^mfid Shah

(13). The remaining five were illegible. Almost all the coins'

were in excellent condition, neither worn nor corroded. A
complete description has been recorded in ilS. as Report
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No. 21 B. of 1906, from wliicli the following notes are extracted

as they refer to novelties. In quoting Dr, Codrington's paper,

the initial O.O., with the page of the Numismatic Chronicle and

the numbers of the coin-type there quoted, will be used. The

British Museum Catalogue, Muhammadan States, is referred

to as B.M.C.

FiRoz Shah, 8th King.

The type B.M.C. No. 453 is represented by 22 specimens.

The B.M.C. notes that the reverse has traces of a marginal

inscription. O.G. No. 1, p. 266, does not refer to tliis. One of

the coins now found reads... j^ *>^f and the other... j*»^

It is uncertain whether these dates should be read as (8)11 and

(8)15 or as (8)21 and (8)25.

Ahmad Shah I, 9th Kixa.

(a) The parentage of this ting is discussed by Major
Haig (p. 8), who refers to a copper coin hearing the inscription

'Ahrnad Shah bin Ahimad Shah bin Bahman Shah.' Unfortu-
nately that coin is not dated, and tlie Kunya (not quoted) is

said to differ from that on coins which can certainly be attri-

buted to Ahmad Shah L Dr. Codrington publishes a coin with
the following inscription:

AfA

He ascribes it to A!^mad Shah II, bnt gives no grounds
for this assumption (No. I, p, 267). A coin in the find now
being described bears exactly the same inscription, but is dated
(8) 33. The new date is fairly conclusive that both these
coins should be assigned to Ahmad Shah I, while other evidence
confirms this ascription. In the first place, the coins are of
what is known as the first size (weight about 245 grains), but
their inscription differs completely from that of the coins of
this size, which can positively be assigned to Ahmad Shah II
(O.C. No. 2, p. 268; B.M.C. No. 461), and I cannot trace
another example of such a variation in the Bahmani coins of
a given standard during the reign of a single king. Secondly,
Major Haig pointed out that the ascription of his coin to Ahmad
Shah I. was rendered doubtful by the fact that this king was
apparently the son of Ahmad Khan. The latter never asc'ended
the throne, and it was improbable that he would be described
as *Shah' on his son*8 coin. The two coins, which I now^
propose to assign to Ahmad Shah I, purport to be of Ahmad
Shah, son of Ahmad, the fathers name having no title, either
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Kb Dr, Codrington's coin seems to
have no room for such a title, and the specimen now described
has even less, though it is not so valuable for thi's purpose
as the other is. I have some doubt whether the last line of
the reverse should read ^*4ii\ tr~*Jf c^ or fjl^M^i] ^^^aJf^l
Dr. Codrington's remark that this type is common is hardly
borne out by the Betul find, which had only one specimen.

(6), In describing another type of the copper coinage
of Abmad Shah I (O.C. No. 1, p. 267; B.M.C. No. 454),
Dr. Codrington refers to two doubtful matters. His reading
of the third line of the obverse as tyUsJj «J11J| is confirmed
hj some of the specimens now found. The words on the top
of the reverse are also now read with certainty as cj^^ij, the
coin being held upside down for this purpose. To the dates
read hy Dr. Codrington (886—8) may be added 832. I also
read 827 on one coin of this type, but the mint is not legible.

r ^^

Ahmad Shah IT, lOtli King.
I b

(a) A single coin like O.C. ^No. 2, p. 268 (B.M.C.
Ko. 461 ) confirms the reading of Jliit^ for tlie top line of the
obverse, but is not absolutely free from doubt.

(6) To the dates given by Dr. Codvington for B.M.C.
^o. 462 (0.0. 1^0. 4, p. 268j may be added 842, 845, 848,
850, 852—3, 859 and 860.

(c) Neither by Dr. Codrington (O.C. No. 3, No. 268),
nor in the B.M.C. is it noted that No. 467 in the Litter

has a mnrginal inscriptiou on the obverse. This is not complete
on any one of the 76 coins of this type now found, but it

certainly includes ^bj ^^:suq ci#^3u w^. Two words remain.

the first of wliich is probably ai-axA^ the second being quite

uncertain. New dates for this type are 850—2, 856 and 860,

(d)

M
gton (No. 5, p. 268)

Htjmayun Shah.

(a) Dr. Codrington describes a new type of Humayun's

coins in No. 2, p. 2«i9. He has not been able to complete the

reading' of the obverse, and describes the reveise as himilar to

that on B.M.C. IS^o. 472. Ten coins in the Betul find give

the following reading :

«l^f f,jf Jc

(6) I first read the coin described

Hum
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A^e

The unit figure is, however, doubtful (possibly 9), and

there is almost certainly a line above the name, s-x) that the

coin is probably one of Nizam Sliah or Muhammad Shah.
i

Nizam Shah, 12th King.

(a) Dr. Codrington gives only the date 866 for his type

No. 3, p. 269. To this can be added 867 (reversed on the

coin— 768).

Muhammad Shah, 13th King,

To the dates given by Dr, Codring^ton for the type B.M C,

No. 474, can be added 869, 884 ai»d 886 in the first size, 873

m the 2nd size, 807 (? 870) and 882 in the 3rd size.
^

'Specimens of all the varieties referi^ed to in this note

will be acquired for the Indian Museun 1

R. Burn.

IV. ilUGHALS,

50. Mughal Mint Towns.

Toragal.

r

JnPartlof the Journal, Vol. LXXIII (,1904), Numismatic
Supplement, pp. 240-241, Mr. H. N, Wright identities a mint
town of Auran<^zeb, Kam Bakhsh, and Fairukhsiyar, as Nurkal
or Nurgal, " the chief town of a sarkar in the province of Bijapur."
He relies on entries upon pp. Ixxxix., xci., aud 154 of Mr. Jadnnath
Sarkar's " India of Aurai^gzeb.'* It is hardly necessary, perhaps,
to point out that Mr. Sarkar was working from Persian manu-
scripts only; and that the correct decipherment fi'om them of

personal and place names is exceedin*ily diflScult, and the result
in obscure cases is nearly always open to question. The manu-
scripts of the (Jhahar Qidshan^ the work which Mr. Sarkar was
using, are more than usually corrupt and indecipherable. Thus
no great reliance can be placed on the reading Nurgal until
^eritied by independent evidence. So far this identification
on paper has not been followed by any attempt to locate the
town upon the map. This farther stage, I think, I can now
supply, coupled with an emendation of the reading by substituting
l^oragal for NurgaL

Jn the Ma.nsir-ul'iimara, I, 288, line 11 (biography of Amanat
Sban No. 2), there is the following passage : " When in the end
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•of year 33" [First Ramazan 1100 to 30 Sha^ban 1101 H., Juue
20th, 1689 to Juue 7th, 1690] " the victory-bearing standards were
•** set in motion from Qasbah Badari, seventeen kos to the north
"" of Bijapur, the victorious tents were erected in the vicinity of
" Kalkalah in the division of Toragiil [vana^it, Nurgal], which
*' is situated to the south of Bijapur, at a distance of twelve
"*'A:o5and on the banks of the river Kishna, the said Khan
(C 3>

This Kalkalah is evidently identicnl with the Galgali of Sl»eet

Ifo. 41 of the Indian Atlas, a,place on the right banlc of the Kishna
(or Kisfcna) river, and in the present Bijapur district. It was more
than once the site of 'Alamgir's camp, and, on one occasion, he
remained there for more than four years—See the Ma^^sir-i-

^AlaTngtrV pp. H35 (arrival in year 33 1,388 (departure for Bijapur
forfoui^th time in year 34), 345 (leaves Bijapur for Galgali in year

•35), 370 (departure for Bijapur for fifth time in year 39), It was
^t Galgali that the N'eapolitan traveller, Gemelli Careri, paid
his visit to the emperor's camp.

If Kalkalah (Galgali) in the S.-W. comer of the Bijapur
district was within the division of Toragal (Nuragal). it

follows that the latter place cannot be very distant. Turning
to the maps in Vol. XX III (Bijapur) and Vol. XXI (Belgaum) of

the ** Bombay Gazetteer," we find on the south-western boundary
of the one and the eastern boundary of the other a name
*' Toragal," having Mudhol on the north and Ramdurg on the

south of it. These are the names of two southern Mahrattah
native states, aud an account of tliem will be found in Vol. I,

Part IIj of the " Bombay Gazetteer."

Referring next to Sheet No. 41 of the Indian Atlas, we find

in the Ramdurg state a town Toragal on the Malprabha river,

an affluent of the Kishna. It is situated in 75°17' long.

15°57' lat. (approximately), and about 36 miles as the crow

flies to the south of Galgali The dt^Iineation on the maps showB

it to have been an extensive place, and, apparently, it was at one

time fortified. It is a town of consideraUe antiquity, the head

of the Toragal " six-thousand " [villages ?] ii» the Kalyanl

kingdom of the Western Chalukyas, and is mentioned in 1 187 and

1222 A.D. ('' Bo. Gaz." I, Part 2, pp. 4:31, 465, 523).

I submit that tl.is Toragal is the Mughal mint town we are

in search of, and thnt ihv reading of Nurgal should be abandoned

for that of Toragal. As the Mughals did not occupy the Bijapur

kingdom until IU97 H (1686), in ti.e 30th year of Aurangzeb, none

of their coins cnn have been issued at Toragal before that year.

5L Some Datks rklating to the Mughal Emperoks of India.
r

The following two Lists embody the results of a recent

endeavour to ascertain, as accurately as may be, all dates that go

to determine the periods, during which coins were issued by the
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several Mughal Emperors of India or by tlie Claimants to the

Imperial throne. The lists hitherto published are not only

extremely meagre but inconsistent in at least some of their

details, and lience one feels a natural hesitation in accepting any
of the figures they contain. In preparing the List A now sub-

mitted, I have consulted various authorities, which, in order to

facilitate verification, have, in every cj»se, been duly recorded. The
dates entered are given first according to Hijri reckoning, but,

with the aid of Sir A- Cunningham's well-known " Tables," they
have all been converted into the corresponding dates of the

Christian era.

will name of each Mughal
Emperor or Claimant, the period during which he may be held to

have caused coins to be struck, and next, on separate lines, are

given the dates of the earliest, and of the latest, known specimens
in gold or silver or copper, of each reign. In order to discover in

every case which were the earliest and which the latest coins

known, I laid under contribution the published catalogues of the
British, the Indian (Calcutta), and the Labor Museums, but for

the puT^oses of my search quite the most valuable material consisted

of certain MS- ''returns " kindly supplied me by the following
gentlemen, to all of whom I desire to tender hearty thanks

:

Messrs. G. B. Bleazby, R. Burn, Framji J. Thanawala, L. White

\ Wright.
[^Abbreviation :

—

E.D. — Elliot's " History of India as told by its own Histo-^

rians,'' edited by Dowson, 8 vols.

Ersk, = Erskine's " History of India under Baber and Huma-
yun," 2 vols.

Beale = Beale's "Oriental Biographical Dictionary," revised
by Keene,

-A-A. = *' Ain-i-Akbari, " translated byBlochmann and Jarrett,
3 vols.

A/Vhen three separate figures are employed to express a date^.

the first represents the day, the second the month, and
the third the year ; thus :

29 : X: 1627 A.D. = 29th of October, 1627 A.D.

;

26: VIII: 1076 A.H. = -26th of Raiab. 1076 A.FI 1

List A.
1. Babar:

Accession, 15 : VIII : 932 A.H., Fri., 27 : IV : 1526 A.D.

;

Death, 5 : V : 937 A.H., Sun., 25 : XII : 1530 A.D.
See Ersk. I -. 437, 5L7 ; E. U. IV. 257 ; V. 1 18.

ism

Accession, 9 : V : 937 A.H., Thur., 29 : XII : 1530
Defeat, 10 : 1 : 947 A.H , Mon., 17 : V : 1540 A D

See B. D. Y : 118 ; Ersk. II : 187.
(h) Second Keiern :
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Victory, 4 : 7X : 962 A.H., Tues., 23 : VII : 1555 A.D.

;

Death, 15 : III : 963 A.H., Tues , 28 : 1 : 1556 A. D.
See Ersk, II. 520 ; E.D. V. 240.

3. Akbar I

:

Accessi-Qn, 2 : IV : 963 A.H., Fri., 14 : II : 1556 A.D •

Death, 12 : VI : 1U14 A.H., Tues., 15 : X : 1605 A.D
See E.D. V. 241, 247 ; VI. 115.

H

4. Jahang-Ir :

Accession, 20 : VI : 1014 A.H., Wed., 23 : X : 1605 A.D. •

Death, 28 : II : 1037 A.H., Mon., 29: X : 1627 A.D.
See E.D. VI, 284, with correction in A. A. T. 2(2, 213 : E.D

VI. 435.

Dawar Bakhsh :

Accession, circa 28 ; II : 1037 A.H., Mon., 29 : X : 1627 A.D -^

Deposition, 2 : V: 1037 A.H., Sim., 30: XII: 1627 A.D. ; '

Death, 26 : V : 1037 A.H., Wed., 23 : 1 : 1628 A.D.
See E.D. VI. 435, 436, 438 and note 2.

5. Shah Jahan I :

Accession, 18 : VI : 1037 A.H., Thur., 14 : TI : 1628 A.D.

;

Deposition, 17 : IX : 106S A.H., Tues., 8 : VI : 1658 A.D.

;

Death, 26 : VII : 1076 A.H., Mon., 22 : 1 : 1666 A.D.
Coins continued to be stiuck in the name of Shah Jahan I.

till 4 : IX : 1069 A.H„ Mon., 16 : V : 1659 A.D.
See E.D. VII. 6, 226, 229, 241, 275.

Shuja'

.

Rebelled early in 1068 A.H., which year began on Tues., 29 :

IX: 1657 A.D.;
Defeated, circa 1 : IX: 1070 A H., Tues., 1 : V : 1660 A.D.

;

Died in 1071 A.H., which year lasted from 27 : VIII : 1660
till 16: VIII: 1661 A.D.
See E.D. VIL 213, 214, 241, 253, 254 ; Beale, 392.

L

L

Murad Bakhsh

:

4

Rebelled early in 1068 A.H., which year began on Tues. 29 t

IX : 1657 A.D. ;

Arrested, 4 : X : 1068 A.H., Eri., 25 : VI : 1658 A.D.
;

Died, 21 : IV : 1072 A.H., Wed., 4 : XII : 1661 A.D.

See E.D. VII. 132, 213, 214, 229.

6« Aurangzeb 'Alamgir I

:

We
Death, 28 : XI : 1118 A.H., Thur., 20 : II : 1707 A.I).

Aurangzeb deferred the issuing of coins struck in his own
name till 4: IX : 1069 A.H., Mon., 16 : V : 1659 A.D.

See E.D. VII. 229, 241, 386.
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A'zam Shall

:

Accession, 10: XII: 1118 A,H., Tues., 4: III : 1707 A.D.

;

Defeat and death, 18 : 111 : 1119 A. H., Sun., 8 : Vi : 1707 A.D
See E.U. VII. 387, 391, 398—400.

Kam Bakhsh :

Assumed imperial power soon after tlie death of Aurangzeb,

q.v.
;

Defeated and killed, circa 1 : XI: 1119 A.H., Tues.. 13: I :

1708 A.D.
See E.D. VII. 389, 390, 406—408.

r

7. Shah 'Alam I., Bahadur:

Accession, 30: 1 : 1119 A.H., Tues., 22 : IV : 1707 A.D.
Death, 21 : 1 : 1124 A.H., Mon., 18: II: 1712 A.D.

See E.D. VII. 392, 556.

"8, Jahandar:

Accession, 14 : HI : 1124 A.H., Thur., 10 : IV : 1712 A.D.

;

Deposition, 16: Xll : 1124 A.H., Sat., 3:1: 1713 A.D. ;

Death, 17 : I : 11^5 A.H.. Mon., 2 : II : 1713 A.D.
See E.D. VII. 437, 438, 445 ; Beale 190.

9. Farrukh-siyar

:

Accession, 23 : XII : 1124 A.H., Sat., 10: 1: 1713 A.D.
;

Deposition, 8 : IV : 1131 A.H., Tues, 17: II: 1719 A.D.

:

Death, 9 : VII : 1131 A.H , Sun., 17 : V : 1719 A.D.
Farrukh-.siyar antedated his reign from 1 : III : 1124 AH

Fri.. 28: 111: 1712 A D.
' "'

See Beale, 130, 131 ; E.D. VII. 446.

10. Hafi 'al daiajat

:

Accession, 9 : IV : 1131 A.H., Wed., 18 : II : 1719 A D. •

Death, 23: VII : 1131 A.H., Sun., 31 : V: 1719 A.D
See E.D. VII. 479, 482.

X

11. Shah Jahan II. (Rafi'al daulat)

:

Accession, 20: VII: 1131 AH., Thur., 28 : V : 1719 A D •

Death, 22: X: 1131 A.H., Thur., 27: VIII: 1719 A.D.
See E.D. VII. 482, 485.

L

^iku-siyar:

Accession, 9: VI: 1131 A.H., Sat., 18: IV: 1719 A.D.;
Deposition, 27: IX: 1131 A.H., Sun., 2 : VIII: 1719 A D. •

Death, ?
'

Grave doubt attaches to the attribution to Niku-siyar of
the coins commonly as.signed to him *

See E.D. VII. 482. 484.

*JVfiZ' ^'J^n
^""^^'^ '"^ Coins of Muhammad Shah, Proceedings, A.S.B.,April 1899. —B. B.
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Ibrahim :
r

Aocession, 9 : XII : 1132 A..H., Sat., I : X : 1720 A.U.

:

Defeat, 18 : 1 : 1133 A.BT., Taes., 8 : XI : 1720 A.D.
See E.D. VII. 50^, 512, 515.

32. Mul]iammad :

.Accession, 15 : XI : 1131 AH., PH., 18 : IX : 1719 A.U.
;

Death, 27: FV: 1161 A.H., Kri,15:IV: 1743 A.D.
See E.D. VII. 485 ; Vlil. 111.

13. Ahmad Shah Bahadur:

. Accession, 2; V: 1161 A.H., Taes., 19: IV: 1748 A.D. ;

Deposition, 11: VFIl : 1167 A.H., Mon., 3 : VI : 1754 A.D.
;

Death, 28 : X : 1183 A.H , Sun., 1:1: 1775 A.D.
See E.D. VIII. 141 ; Beale, 42.

14. * ^lamglr II

:

Accessiou. II: VIII t 1167 A.H., Moa., 3: VI: 1754 AD.;
Death, 20: IV: 1173 AH., Taes., 11: XII: 1759 A.D.

See E.D. VIII. 141, 243.

Shah Jahan III

:

Accession, 20: IV: 1173 AH., Taes., 11 : Xlt: 175) A.D.
;

Deposition, 29: II: 1174 A.H., PH., 10: X: 1760 AD.
Death, ?

See E.D. VIII. 243, 278.

15. Shah 'Alam II

:

Accession, 5: V: 1173 AH., Tues., 25: XII: 1759 AD. ;

Death, 7: IX : 1221 A.H., Tues., 18 : XI: 1806 A.D.
See E.D. VIII. 172 ; Beale, 361,

Bldar Baldit

:

Accession, 27: XI: 1202 A.H., PH., 29: VIII, 178S A.D..

Flight, 8:1: 120 J A.H., Thur., 9 : X: 1788 A.D.

Death, ?

See Beale, 106.

16. Atbar II:

Accession, 7: IX: 1221 A.H., Taes., 18: XI: 1806 A.D.

Death, 28: VI: 1253 A.H., PH., 29: IX: J837 A.D.

See Beale, 46.

17. Bahadar Shah Tl

:

[ We liere retain the commonly accepted designation of this

sovereign. Before his time, however, three of the Emp *rora,

Aiirangzeb, Shah 'Alam I, and Ahmad Shah, had all, as

evidenced by their coin^, borne the name of Bahadur.]

Accession, 23: Vf: 1253 AH., PH.. 29: TX: 1837 A.O.;

n««r^=,-finT, 1:^. Virr- 1274 A.H.. Mon.. 29: III: 1858 A.O.
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Death. 14 : V : 1279 A.H., Fri., 7 : XI : 1862 A.D.
See Beale, 95 ; Holmes' " History of the Ind an M

p. 387.

List B.

X Babar: 932—937 AH. ; 1526—1530 A.D.

Earliest known : G.— ; S. 933 ; C. 936.

Latest known : G— ; S. 938 (Lahor) ; G. 937.

-5. Humayun: First Reign: 937—947 A.H. ; 1530—15-tO .V.D.

Earliest: G.— ; S. 937 C. 937.

Latest : G.—; S. 946 ; C. 947 (BJeazby).
Second Reign : 962—963 A.H. ; 1555—1556 A.D.

Earliest : G.—; S. 960 (Bleazby) ; C.
Latest : G.— ; S. 962 ; C.

S. Akbarl: 963—1014 A.H. ; 1556—1605 A.D.

fEarUest Hijri : G. 96r; ; S. 963 ; 0. 962 (Lahor).
\ Latest Hijri : G. 1000 ; S. 1008 (King)

; C. 1006 a^aylor).
( Earliest Ilahi : G. 32 ; S 30 ; C. 31.

(Latest IIaM : G. 51 (^British) ; S. 50; C. 50.
f - '

4. Jahanglr : 1014—1037 A.H. ; 1605—1627 A.D.

Earliest: G. 1014; S. 1014; C. 1014.
Latest: G. 1C37 ; 1037; C. 1034.
Dawar Bakhsh : [28: II—2: V] 1037 A.H.

; [29:X—30:X[I] 1627 A.D.
: Earliest: G.— ; S. 1037 ; C.

Latest: G.— ; S. 1037; C.

5. Shah JahanI: 1037—1069 A.H. ; 1628—1659 A.D.
Earliest: G. 1037 ; S. 1037 ; C. 1037.

,
Latest: G. 1069 ; S. 1069 ; C. 29 Julus.

Shuja*: 1068—1070 A.H.; 1657—1660 A.D.
Earliest : G.— ; S. 1068 ; C.
Latest: G.— ; S. 1068; C.

Murad Bakhsh'- circa [1 : I—4 : X] 1068 AH- 1657
1658 A.D.

-• ^ ^"-'

Earliest; G. 1068 ; S. 1068; C. 1 Julns.
Latest

: G. 1068 ; S. 1068; C. ]. Julns.

•6. Anrangzeh 'Alamglr 1 : 1069—1118 A.H. ; 1659-1707 A D
Eatliest: G. 1072; S. 1068; 0. 1068.

(T
A'zam Shah

: 1118-1119 A.H.
; [4 : I1I-8 : VL] 1707 A.D

Earliest

Latest: G. 1119; S. 1119 ;C.
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Kam Bakhsh : 1118-1119 A.H. ; 1707—1708 A.D.

Earliest : G. 1120 (British); S. 1119 ; C.
Latest : G. 1120 (British); S. 1120 (British); C.

7. Shah 'Alam I., Bahadur : 1119—1124 A.H. ; 1707—1712 A.U.

Earliest: G. 1119 ; S. 1119; C. 1122.
Latest: G. 1123; S. 1124; C. 1J24.

8. Jahandar: [14: III.—J6 : XII.] 1124 A.H. ; 1712—1713 A.D.

Earliest: G. 1124; S. 1124; C. 1124.

Latest: G. 1124; S. 1124; C. 1124.

^. Farrukh-sijar : 1124—1131 A.H. ; 1713—1719 A.D.

Earliest: G. 1124; S. 1124 ; C. 1125.

Latest: G. 1131; S. 1131; C. 1128.

10. Rafi
' al darajat : [9: iy.--23 : VIL] 1131 A.H.

;
[18:11

31 : v.] 1719 A.D.

Earliest: G. 1131; S. 1131; C.

Latest : G. 1131 ; S. 1131 ; C.

11. Shah Jahan II (Rafi' al daulat): [20: VII—22 : X.] 1131

A.H.
; [28 : v.—27 : VIIL] 1719 A.D.

Earliest: G. 1131; S. 1131; C.

Latest: G. 1131 ; S. 1131; C.

J^iku-siyar: [9: VI—27 : IX.] 1131 A.H.
; [18: IV.— "i: VIII.]

1719 A.D.

Earliest : G. 1 Julus ; S. 1131 ; C.

Latest: G. 1 Julas; S. 1132 ; C-
Ibrahim : 1132—1133 A.H.

; [ 1 : X.—8 X.]

Earliest : G. 1 132 ; S. 11:^3 ; C.

Latest: G. 1132; S. 1133; C.

12. Muhammad: 1131-1161 A.H. ; 1719—1748 A.D.

Earliest : G. 1131 ; S. 1131 ; C. 1132.

Latest : G. 31 Julus; S. 1161; C. 1150.

13. Ahmad Shah Bahadur : 1161—1167^A.H. ; 174s -1754 A.D

Earliest: G. 1161 ; S. 1161 ; C. 116L
Latest : G. 1167; S. 1167 ; C. 1161.

14. 'ilamgir H : 1167—1173 A. H. ; 1754—1759 A.D.

Earliest : G. 1 Julus; S. 1167 ; C. 1 Julas.

Latest : G. 1171; S. 1180 (Taylor) ; C 1172.

Shah Jahan III: 1173-1174 A.H. ; 1759-1760 A.D.

Earliest: G. 1173; S. 1173; C.

Latest: G. 1174; S. 118 x. (Taylor); C.
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15. Shah 'Alam II: 1173—1221 A.H. ; 1759-1806 A.D.

Earliest : G. 1174; S. 1174 ; C. 1175.

Latest : G. 1221 ; S. 1225 (British); C. 1219.

BldarBakht: 1202—1203 A.H.
; [29: VHl—9: X.] 1788 A.D..

Earliest : G. 1202 ; S. 1202 ; C—

.

Latest : G. 1203 ; S. 1202 ; C—

.

16. Akbarll; 1221—1253 A.H.; 1806—1837 A.D.

Earliest: G. 1221 ; S. 1221 ; C. 1221..

Latest : G. 19 Julus; S. 36 Julus; 0. 1251.

17. Bahadur Shah II: 1253—1274 A. H.; 1837—1858 A.D.

Earliest; G. 1273 ; S. 1254; C. 1263.

Latest: G. 1273 ; S. 1274 ; C. 1265.

Gko. P, '".I'avlor

52. Shah JahSn TIL

A find of 26 silver coins from Muhammadpur, thnva Maha-
rani, District Saran, consisted of coins of the 'Azimabad mint of
Mahammad Shah, Ahm^»d Shah, 'Alamgir II, and Shah Jahan
IIL The coin of the last-mentioned is unpublished and hears
the following inscription:

—

Obverse Beverse

(II) vr ( ^jk^ ) «<^ ^^u ,z^^iA>

(trefoil) *>A.| (^^

R. Burn

Y. MISCELLANEOUS

[53. Coins of 'ALi-uD-om op Khwarizm.

At p. 484 of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for
1900, Mr. H. Felson Wright published a coin of 'Ala-ud-din of
Khwarizm. He pointed out that the word J.i* appeared on
the body of the bull, and suggested that Mr. C. J. Rodgers was
wrong m reading *-^ on coins Nos. 36-40, Punjab Catalogue,
fait ii, p. 7d—74. The reading on the coin figured by Mr.
Wright is clearly Ja. , but some coins in my collection bear
letter.s which are certainly not ^^ and may, perhaps, be read
as *aAj.

.1. '^h^'^fS'"'^^
^^"''''' "'*' ^'^^^^^^ ^^^ *^e final « is also clear

though the letter preceding it, if ifc is meant for ^ , is amalga-
mated with A . ^ ^

^
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54 A COIN OF 'Ala-ud-din op Khwarixm,

Eai^ly in 1905, a friend in Bangalore who went to Kabul ou a
•commercial mission, brouglit me back a good many coins of various
kinds. Among tliem was a gold coin whicli I could not read.
I showed it to one or two friends who were equally puzzled, but,
on sending it tf> Dr. 0, Codiington, he identified it and returned
it with the following note:

*'Yonr coin is one of the Khwarizmi Shah *Ala-ud din
Muhammad bin Takash (A.H. 596—617) ; mint Tirmi^h ; un-
dated. It is similar, I think, to No. 49 of Hoernle's '' Central
Asiatic Coins*' published in J.A.S.B, for 1889, and to No. 9358
of Rodgers' Catalogue of the Coins of the Indian Musrum,
Part I, p. 22.

The word on top of the reverse is read by both Hoernle and
Rodgers doubtfully as iJ^ or iJ^ but on your coin I read

)h doubt J^y . i.e. Tirmidh or Termez. This place is

Bukhara town
the time of the Abbasid Kbalifs to that of the Timurids, but
this is the first time that I have seen the name on a Khwarizm
Shah com.

Muhammad
father Takash by subduing' Bukhara, Samarkand, Oran and
Afghanistan: it is quite i^easonable, therefore, that he should have
Termez as one of his mint towns."

It will be seen that the coin in the I.M. Catalogue weiglis

only47'81 grains instead of 7i grains as mine does; the dimensions
of the former are not given In the Catalogue, but my coin

measures 9 of an inch.

J. A. BOUBDILLON.
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JANUARY, 1907

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 2nd January, 1907, at 9-15 p.m.

The Mr UT
D.L., Vice-President, in the chair.

M

The following members were present:

Mr. L. 1

Maynard
lott, Mr.

Burn
M M;

i Sharma, Lt.-CoL D. C. Phil-

Sharo. Pandit Yofiresa Cliandra

aratna

Mahamahopadhyay

Visitors

:

—Major H. Robertson, and Mr. B. Vieux.
b

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Fifty-six presentations were announced.
y

The General Secretary announced that the Hon. Mr, John
Hooper had expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary reported the death of Mr. J. Macfar-
lane, an Ordinary Member of the Society.

The Chairman announced the appointment of Babu Surendra
Nath Kumar as First Library Assistant of the Society.

Khan Bahadur Nasir Ali^ Salt Department, Sultanpur, Gur-
gaon, proposed by Lt.-CoL D. C. Phillott. seconde<l hj Dr. N"^

Annandale ; Lieut, H, G. Pulley, 12th Pioneers, Jhansi, proposed

by Lfc.-CoL D. C. Phillotfc, seconded by Dr. N. Awmudale ; Babu
Bakhal Bas Banerji, Student in Archaeology, proposed by Dr. N.

Annandale, seconded by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri

;

and S. Naseer Hosein Khan, Landholder, Calcutta, proposed by

M. M. Masoo
dra

Pandit Yogesa Chandra Sastree-Sankhyaratna-Yedatirtha

exhibited pictures and images of Lakshmi (the goddess of

wealth and beauty), and read a note on them.

The following papers were read :

1 Ohronology of Indian authors: a supplement to Miss 3f.

Buff's Chronology of India.—By Niim^i CHAKiiAVAHTr, M.A., Re-

search Scholar. Oommunicated by Mahamahopadhyaya Harapra-

SAD Shastri.
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2. Gentiana coronata, Royle.—By I. H. BuRKiLt..

.3, In^rodtidioii' of tvritten layiguages in Mongolia in the 13tJi

century, AJ).~By Rai Sarat Chandra Das, Bahadur.

4. Note on the Diet of Tea Garden Coolies in Tipper Assam

and its nutritive value.—By Du. Harold H. Mann.

5. Sanskrit worTc^ on literature^ grammar, rhetoric^ and lexico-

graphy as preserved in Tibet.—By Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chan-

dra Vidyabhusana.
i -

'

6. On the^ Cheetah,—By Lr.-CoL. D. C. Phillott and, R.

F. Azoo.

Thef=5e papers will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Society (Medical
Wedne 19U6, at 9-15 p.m.

Major W. J. Buchanan, f.M.S-, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. A, S. Allan, Miss Flora Batcher, M.D., Dr. Adrian d
Dr. Arnold Caddy, Major F. J. Drury, T.M.S., Dr. H. Finck, L
CoL a, F. A Harris, I.M.S., Dr. W. C. Hossack, Dr. W. Ken:
Dr. M, M. Masoom, Captain J. W. Megaw, I.M.S. , Capt. D. M(
Major D. M, Moir, I M.S., Captain J. Mnlvany, I.M.S., Maj

M

M.S., Major L. Rosrers, I.M.S., Captain J.W
Maj

Mi^

Vtsitors :—Major T. H. McDermott, Captain D. Mnnro, I.M.S.,
3 Nicol, Dr. T. F. Pearse, Mr. J. Hardy Taylor.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Major Maynard, I.M.S., showed a case of adeno-sarcoma of
the neck, and one of abdominal nephrectomy for malignant renal
tumour.

Major Rogers showed a specimen of cirrhosis of the liver due
to Leishman-Donovan bodies.

The discussion on Major Rogers' "Demonstration of the
Temperature Curves of the Short Fevers '* was continued, and
Messrs. Megaw, Ai'nold Caddy, Hai^is, Moir, Hossack, Buchanan,
Kennedy, iMcCay, Pearse, Vaughan, andRc^rs, took part.
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II* Thfe

from Lower Ladakh* Talc No
-r

By Rev. A. H. Francke.

A collection of Sag'as

THE TALE OP SKYABA RGODPO.

Abstract of Contents.
k

Agn Skyaha rgodpo of gLing went a-hunting and met with
the great king of GroyuL They became friends and arranged
that their children were to marry each other. Both their wives
were with child, and, one d^iy, when Skyaba rgodpo fonnd a golden
bow and arrow, and the king of Groyul a mother-o-pearl spindle,
they knew thnt the formf^r was to get a baby-boy, and the latter a
babv-girl. Tliey agreed that the names of their children were to

be Gromo so dkar (black brown with white teeth) for the girl, and
Skynha dkarpo (white ladle) for the boy. Then they played at dice
for seven days about their children, to find ont who of the two
was to become the master of the house.^ The result whs that

Skyaba rgodp6*s boy was to be master, and that the girl was to

accept him, even if he should be very poor. Then the whole con-

tract was written by Skyaha rgodjpo with his own blood and hid-

den beneath his saddle. On his way home, Skyaba rgodpo was
swallowed by a wild yak, and the horse arrived in the stable

alone.

When Skyaba rgodpo^s hoy was born and gro^n up, he

decided to leave his home and go to find his father. He saddled his

horse arid discovered the marriage contract. From a high hill he

saw a yak gr^azing and asked him what kind of food he liked best.

The yak replied that he liked the flesh of men and animals heai

of ail, and thnt he would not eat grass unless he could not get

the former. Next morning the hoy killed the yak with seven

aiTows and opened his belly. Oat of it came a number of men
whom the yak had devoured, and also the boy's father. The

latter, however, died soon. His corpse was burnt over three

arrows
Then

received

Qroyul

to accompany the boy, dPalle rgodpon khrai myo khrai thung^ Ang-

gar Itsnng^pa ; ^Mt ynlla medpat] Qrodpa che ; Lag lag rings;

rkang rhmg rings. Before arriving in Groyul, they came to a

great lake. A^ra dPnlle made a great dumpling of one bushel of

flour and sat down on a boulder to eat it. 'Then a beautiful girl

1 The queation is whet»ier fche boy is to be a hagpo who providei a wife

for himself or a magfa who is asked bj the girl, whilst she remaios tnaater

in her father's house-
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with a golden water-pot appeared on tlie opposite shore, and Agu
dPalle asked her where tbe castle of the king of Groyul was, and

whether the expected daughter had been bom io him or not.

The girl asked in return what he wanted to do with the king and

his daughter and advised him to flj across the water or to swim
through it. dPalle went wading through it, but a short distance

before reaching the shore, he pretended to be carried away by the

current, and the girl ran to his assistance. She said that she was
the daughter of the kingf of Groyul^ but that she was not willing

to show the way to the Castle, as she was afraid he would revenge

himself on her (for having been unkind to him). dPalle spent

the night in the house of two field labourers, and when all the

Agus had arrived, he went with them before the kingf of Groyul,

and demanded his dautrhter as bride for Skyaba ryodpo. The
king said that he would give her to him who was able to point her

out, when she was in the company of one hundi^ed other girls.

Agu dPalle was able to do that, for Ane hkiir dmanmo, the Queen
of Heaven, who had taken the shape of a golden fly, descended
on the forehead of the king*s daughter, thus showing whom he
must point out. The king of Groyul, however, was not yet ready
to part with his daughter, and said, he would give her to him who
could eat one hundred carcasses at a sit down. This feat was

r

performed by Agu Grodpa cJie (great stomach) who even ate the
bones of the animals. Then the king said, he would give his

daughter to him who was able to carry one hundred jugs of water
from the sea to the castle within a day. This was done by the
Agus Lag lag rings (Long hand) and rkang rkang rings (Long
leg). Then there was still a delay ; for the wedding was post-
poned, until the uncle of the bride had arrived and the Nyopas ^

were brought together. The uncle arrived after thirty days and
the Nyopas spent seven days with singing the Ritual and three
days with singing the Drinking Song.^

Before the Agus started with the bride, Agu dPalle, in a song,
Remanded the bridal presents which were presented. Also the
treasures of the castle followed after the bride, but a portion of

them was returned to her relations. In the desert, Agu dPalle
provided the party with water, which he dug out of a moist spot.
Agu hhrai mgo khrai thtmg was sent in advance, to prepare the
people of ginng for the event. They came with many Nyopas to
meet the bride. Then there was a second wedding feast, and the
country remained in a happy state.

I Nyopas are the honorary buyers of the bride : see ' A Lower Ladakh

J

Alarriage iiitual,' Indian Antiquary, 1901.

2901*
^^^ ' "^'^^ Drinking Songs of Khalutse,' Tibetan Text, printed at Leh,

*^

V . J-

^ ^ ^ t

1
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Vocabulary and Notes. '. -^
.

ra*^
I

hliropa^ the same as hhrodpa^ comrade.
w

C'3;j r ^ama, a ball of woollen thread.

:%

^'^
[
gromo, not only ' reddish grej,' but also ' dark brotvn.'

-^'m^ f sogar^ the same as so dlcar^ white teeth.

J J _

'"^'^^^'^
I

sTcijaha dharpo, ' white Ladle
' ; name of Skyaha

'
' rgodjpo^s son.

3Sr f ^^<^j the same as zaed or zaad^ eat, present tense.

5J'y^ClJ'f2^'5;jr'q(a-rn^'CJ'<5 |
^^' yy^Uo. medpm grod pa che, ' Big

^ '
-^ 1 • stomach, as there is none in the land

of men.* The name of an Agn who as well as several others
reminds us of such tales as * Sechse kommen durch die eranze
Welt.'

\

•cm:^ f cJiu dkavy or chtt^ har^ water jug,

r

^^Q^^:^^ mtJiamos by the use of the instrumental case, the
' word ' along ' is expressed ;

* along the shore.*

'CJ T ^^^^P^j labourers who irrigate the fields.

^^^'^ f djpalba, forehead.

nraj^T ? walen, forming a chain to transport Water quickly, as in
^ J ' the case of a conflagration.

rde yangs or sde yangs, a heap of clothes which are

given to a bride as a wedding present.
^'^c^

I

^1 rdm, occurs here in the sense of *heap.
*

tqxcn 1 kha tag, a piece of white linen which is worn on the hat
I / 1 1 at the occasion of a wedding.

yr^^ ! y^ ^^9^ ^^^ perhaps yyd Icags), brass vessels.

I

^J^ f shar, a moist spot on the ground,

^•« f r'C^ I nya zha, nga tang, we. A prolonged research, with
^ ' ^ ' regard to the use of the two Ladakhi woixis, has

shown me that ngatang means *we/ inclusive of the ad-

ressed person, and nga zha mpans * we' exclusive of the

addressed person. As I am told by the natives, the different

use of the classical words nged cag and 7iga rag, we, rests on

the same principle.
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|c:'§j-|-q-gj^'q'S^'g'cS'ai
I

g^$^Ta^-<3j^'^g3j'gai-Hrc\'

g-^-qcT|'^-^-gc;-qQ^-gc:^-j<<3j
]

^"Si"^ !

ac:-cg'^'g'|'q-^^-q'^-(^=T]'S^*q'-^-q'aic:^

NO "^
X»

^^5^•5^S|•^(3j•q•g•^]•|•S^•y^^•q•l^c:
]

^(Saigq'S^J'^Cq^
\d V3 S^ ^ ^

9"^'
^^'i'^^'^^'^^l ^'<54'g-^g'^q|-|'S;^'C^a^'Q^^

I
l^IC

5iy^c;-§]-g'Src;Q^'g'^'q'qsT]-^'q-'^-q] ;^c:'(3j-c;S^-g-cSy

asC^-Sj-g-Sff^'3qq|-q-q'qi5c;'5;T5j*i^^*q
]
^S^j-gq-q^'i^^

|

c;-t5q-q]t:-q^q'"^q'<^a^c;
| I^ afq!5c;'y53j'a^-ypc:*eT||^-'T]^'5'

gp%fq^'q"^•g-^q-qs^l'sq-q-'^'ITc: i

^-aji^pc:'^^'

g'aS'^^cg-sf^f^Tj-q-I^Q-i^Tc^-^-^-q^cil^-^rc;
I

^'S^'3<^

q o^-g-sq-q-qj-sq- ;^-:^rT|^-q^m^
J

g,^^.^j^.-g-gj.g.^.q.|.q.
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^

XMc;-ajq^c;-q^c:-^-:^3j
[

e-qj'li-qj'-iSJt-^jQ^C-qi^q-^'qS'

f^I j^'^C-'^^-^j-jg'^-^^'^c^-q^
[

|-'^-^«^'Hj^-fa^^'5^*'^

"ys'<35
1

p^'^'qsc?i'3^'^^'
I

c;^-li-gc;-li*a^'5^-2'5^ajc\

;\^aj'i^y§^-?r[ ^-q^g-^a;':^-:^-- 1 p^g£*^=ii'^c-|'g'q-

q Sj-g-^'-gaj-if^6v|
I

pi^N'5^''5^'a^^''^
I

^'^'o^\

g'a^gc:-5aj'p3;i'q'«;c^-(2i-5^-q
[

N3

N^ N5

<^-m-a^=^^-^qT5-W=iT-) I
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12. Notes No
Preliminary Note on the Occurrence of a Medusa
(Irene ceylonensis, Browne) ia a. Brackish Pool in
the Ganges Delta and oa. the Hydroid Stage of the
Species. (Plate II.fflg,5.)

By N. Annandale, D,Sc.

Among other interesting specimens collected last month
(Novemher) in brackish pools at Port Canning, Lower Bengal,
by Mr. C. A. Paiva, Entomological Assistant in the Indian
Museum, are three examples of a Medusa belor ^
LeptomedusEe. The pool in which they were taken belongs to the
group in which Stoliczka^ discovered the Polyzoon Membrampora
henyalensis and the Actinian Sagartia 5c^i7Zmana thirty-eight years

ago. In Stoliczka's time the water of these pools was found by ana-

lysis to contain a proportion of about one-third of the amount of the
salts ordinarily present in sea water. There is no reason to believe

that any permament change in this respect has taken place since

seasons.
y great,

mixture

and freshwater characters, with which I hope to deal more fully

on another occasion.

As regards the identity of the Medusa, I have no hesitation in

assigning it to Mr. E. T. Browne's * recently described species,

Irene ceylonensis^ which was taken by Prof- Herdman^ off^ the

coast of Ceylon. The original diagnosis of this species is as

follows :
—" Umbrella probably watchglass-shaped, much broader

than high, with thin walls. Velum narrow. Stomach short,

situated upon a long cylindrical peduncle. Mouth with four^ lips,

which have a folded margin. Fonr radial canals. Gonads linear,

extending from the base of the peduncle to near the margin

of the umbrella. Tentacles about 100. Cirri absent.^ Sensory

vesicles, one between every two tentacles, each vesicle with a

single otolith/'

In one respect the Port Canning specimens differed from this

description very noticeably, or rather appeared to do so, mz.^ in

the proportions of the umbrella. When I first examined them, they

had been in 5 per cent, formol for about twenty-four hours and were

in a very perfect state of preservation. In this condition the walla

its height. fro

greater th

ever soon began to show changes in these respects, and came

1 Journ, Asiat. 8oc. Bengal, part n.^ 1869, pp. 53, 61.
^

t Tn Herdmau's Ceylon Pearl Fisheries and Marine Biology, iv., I90o^

140
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to agree "witli the diagnosis after a few days. In eacli of the

specimens several of the vesicles tore two otoliths; but this

was also the case in some of the specimens examined by the

^anthor of the species, who susrcrested that the phenomenon was

due to twinning. Such vesicles are considerably larger than

those which bear one otolith. I also found the " warts or tuber-

cles " noted by Mr. Browne between some of the tentacles and

have no doubt that they are, as he suggests, young tentacles in

the course of development. Not only does their structure sup-

port this view, but the spaces in which they occur are also dis-

tinctly greater than*those usually occurring between two tentacles.

Although one of Mr. Paiva's specimens measures about 20mm.
in diameter, none of them are sexually mature, the gonads being

represented in the youngest specimen (pi. II- fig. 5) by a linear

swelling on tlie upper part of the radial canals. In an older

specimen they extend further down towards the margin.

Since the above was written I have had an oppoiiiunity of visit-

ing Port Canning (on December 3rd), accompanied by Mr. Paiva.

We found the Medusae in large numbers in the pool in which tliey

had already been taken, the individuals measuring from less than

a millimetre to about twenty millemetres in diameter, but none
being sexually mature. In life they were colourless and somewhat
more globular than the specimen figured, owing to the umbrella

being contracted at the base
;
younger individuals being slightly

deeper in the bell than older ones. They were sluggish in their

movements and their umbrellas only contracted at intervals, gen-

erally doing so several times over before a period of quiescence.

They were most abundant in the centre of the tank, which was
there free from weeds. An interesting discovery due to this visit

was that of the hydroid stage of Irene, which was found growing
on weeds at the edge of the pool. There could be little doubt
as to its identity with the Medusa, as the pool was a small one and
no other Hydroid could be found ; but it has not yet been possible

to trace the life history. A single Medusa was taken which had
just been liberated. It had four stout, tapering tentacles, a feebly

developed umbrella and a relatively large manubrium. Unfor-
tunately it died and disintegrated before a complete examination
could be made It agreed in every respect with perfect Medusse
in the gonotheese which had not yeb been set free, and was found
moving slowly by means of its tentacles among the weeds. The
following is a description of the hydroid :

—

Colony minute, barely visible to the naked eye ; hydrothiza
delicate, recumbent, closely adhering, branching in a horisKontal
plane, giving rise at considerable intervals to upright hydrotheciBB
and gonothecse

; the whole exoskeleton transparent and colourless.
Hydrothecje with short, irregularly ringed pedicels, which are
about one-seventh as long as the cup

; the cup cylindrical or broader
above, three times as long as broad, closed above by an operculum
formed of a number of convergent pieces. Gonothecse larger than
hydrotheca? and with a much longer pedicel, club-shaped, opening
above by a single aperture. Polyps, when fully expanded, at least
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three times as long as the hydrothecse. Gonophore consisting of an

almost cylindrical upright axis, which hears a single Medusa at

its apex.

Length of cup of hydrotheca ... ••• 0'45 mm.
Breadth ,, „
Length of pedicel

Breadth

»

99
. . «

99 » "

Z 0-075 ",

... 0-06 „



n - »

» «



23« Notes

The I

Pools. (Plate II. figs. 1-4O

. No, XII.

and Brackish

By N. Annandale, D.Sc.

Almost as little is known of the Freshwater Polyzoa of India
as of any other group oecurring in stagnant pools. Carter^ has
described the curious Ctenostome Hislojpia lacustris from N'agpur
and has recorded from Bombay two varieties of Plumatella^^ a
Paludicella^ and a form said to belong to the genus ZopJiopus,^
a species of which has also been reported from Madras.^ In a
former note, belonging to the present series, further particulars re-

garding Hzslopia^have been given, while in respect to essentially

marine genex*a which stray into brackish water near the estuaries
of rivers, Stoliczka^ has described Membramjpora hengalensis from
the Ganges delta. The object of the present note is to bring to-

gether the published information, scanty as it is, regarding the
Indian forms and to add thereto the result of observations made
during the last two years in the neighbourhood of Calcutta and in

the outer Himalayas. The works, of which the greatest use has
been made, are Allman's Monograph of the Freshwater Polyzoa

(London, 1856) and Kraepelin's Deutsche Susswasser-Bryozoen

(Hamburg, 1887). Jullien's monograph of the group (Bull.

Sac. Zool. France^ 1885, p. 89) although useful in certain respects

is in others capricious ; while Harmer s chapter in the Oamhrzdge

Natural History (vol. 11, p. 493, 1896) affords a valuable summary
of the subject. Within the last few years several papers, especi-

ally on the American and African species, have been published,

but most of them have no very direct bearing on the Indian forms.

References to some of the more important will be found in the

Zoological Bec<yrd for 1887, 1890, 1893 and 1896.

CHEILOSTOMATA,

Membranipora bengalensis, Stoliczka.

estuary ofxne species was orgmnnj^ luuixu xu, j.^^^ '^ ^x^^ couixa,xjr ut

the .]\Iatla River and in pools containing from one^hird to one-

>

1 Ann, Mag. NaL HisL (Series 3), i, 1858, p. 169, pi. vu.

Z Hid, (Serie8 3),in, 1859, pp. 333, 335,341. ^^

5 Mitchell in QiiarL Journ. Micr. 8ci. (Series 3), 11, lc62, p. tl.

4 Journ. Asiat Soc. Bengal, 1906, p, 59.

6 Ibid., part ii, 1869, p. 55, pi. xii.
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fifth of sea-water, ^^e., in water which contained from one-third to

one-fifth of the percentage of the salts present in ordinary sea-

water. Both Mr. C. Paiva and I have recently searched in vain

for it in the same pools ; but I have found what I take to be dead

and worn specimens on bricks in the Matla estuary. The types

are in the collection of the Indian Museum, but appear to be in very

bad condition, having been preserved in glycerine. They have been

submitted, together with the whole collection of marine species,

to Miss Thomley, of Liverpool, for examination.

MemhranipoTa is one of the few Cheilostomous genera, which
inhabits brackish water. One species is common in ditches on
parts of the English coast ; but no form has as yet been found in

pure fresh water. The genus is cosmopolitan and essentially

littoral.

CTENOSTOMATA.

Paludicella.

Carter has recorded an indeterminate species from Bombay
(brackish water) and what may be the same or another form of the

genus occurs in brackish pools and canals in the Ganges delta.

I have not yet had an opportunity of examining it critically.

Kraepelin (ojp, cit.^ p. 159, foot-note) recognized two species, P.
ehrenherguj van Beneden, and P. mulleri^ Kraepelin, as occurring
in Germany, the former having a wide distribution in Europe and
North America in brackish aud even fresh water near the mouths
of large rivers. P. TnuUeri is very close to the genus Victorella,

inorui

latter the zooecia do uot stand upright, while in Victorella^ al-

though direct buddincr of new zooecia from old ones take place, the
older zooecia are vertical and not adherent to the stolon, which
Is more distinct than in PaUidicella. Probably the Indian form, if

it is distinct from Victorella^ is identical with one of the European
species.

Victorella pavida, Kent.

This species has only been recorded hitherto from a few local-
ities in England and Germany, its small size and plant-like appear-
ance probably having caused it to be overlooked. It is common on
sticks and water-plants in brackish pools and canals at Dhappa
in the neighbourhood of Calcutta, and also in tanks at Port Can-

salt. very
proportion

the zooecia arise close to one another, but I do not find anj
structural difference from the English form such as would justifj
the creation of a new species.
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HrsLOPiA LACII8TIUS, Carter.

This is by far fhe most strictly lacustrine of theCteuostome's,
being found in perennial pools of fresli water in the centre of

(

Memb
sis; but I have only been able to find it on two occasions, or rather
two series of occasions (January and February), and in one pool.
Carter's specimens were attached to shells of Paludina; mine were
on the leaves of Yalisneria spiralis and were growing in a pool
without the slightest shade. Inrnj former note I neglected to say
that the tentacles were of uniform length when fully extended.
The stolon, which occasionally joins two zooeciaj is quite rudiment-
ary and is no more than a narrow^ed posterior portion of the
anterior zooecium. It is most apparent at the growing extremities
of young colonies, but can occasionally be detected in other in-

stances.

Hislopia is distinguished from Paludicella and Vtctorella
by the possession of a well-developed gizzard, as well as by
the curious structure of the aperture and the absence of a funiculus.
If I am right in regarding Norodonia, JuUien, as synonymous, the
genus ranges from Central India to Southern China. I have seen
a form^ in the Malay Peninsula which belongs to the Indian
species.

PHYLACTOL^MATA

Plumatella.

Including Plumatella and Alcyonella according to Allrnan

(1878) ; Plumatella and Hyalinella siccovding to JuJlien (1885 j ; and
Plumatella according to Kraepelin (1887),

This genus is probably the most difficult among those repro-

sented,in fresh water, because of its great variability both as re-

gards individual colonies and as legards races or sub-species and
more or less constant varieties. There can be no doubt that the

massive agglutinated forms once known as Alcyonella are simply

phases, produced by envii*onment, of the same genus, from w^hich

they arise and into which they may lapse; but little infoi^mation

is available regarding variations produced by external conditions

in other respects. The study is further complicated by the fact

that although many of the form are probably cosmopolitan, they

1 By the kindness of Miss L. Thornley, of Liverpool, I have been able to

examine specitaens collected by Mr. H. C. Robinson and mf9e]f in auturnn

in a small lake near Jalor in the Siamese Malay States. The spirit In wlaoh

thev were preserved having dried up, they agree closely with JuUien's de-

scription of Narodonia cajnbodiensis, differing from Indian Bpoclmenu found

iu January and Febrnary in the ab-*ence of spines at the corn^rn ot the

aperture, I cannot regard this as more than a varietal diff*^rence.—N. A.,

12-1^07.
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have been little worked at outside Europe and temperate North
America. Kraepelin recognizes four species of the genus,^

P.princepsy P. pMlippinensis^ P. jpolymorpha and P.j>unctata. The
last of these has only been recorded fromEurope andNorth America,
on neither of which continents has it been taken in many localities

;

but I have recently found it in Calcutta. P. jphiUpjpinensis has only

been found in the archipelago from which its name is derived ; while

forms which may be included in the remaining "species'* have
been recorded from most parts of Europe, from many localities

in North and South America, from temperate and tropical Asia,

and from several parts of Africa and Australasia.

As Kraepelin*s monograph is in many respects the most com-
plete as yet available, it may be taken as a basis for a discussion of

the classification of Plumatella ; but any such discussion is bound
to have results which are rather negative than positive, until not

only the European and North American but also the South Ameri-
can, Asiatic and African forms have been more thoroughly col-

lected, described, figured and compared. What is said at present

is said in a tentative manner, merely to prepare the way for

further investigations. I hope to have an opportunity of figuring

Indian examples on another occasion.

The following are translations of Kraepelin's diagnosis of

P. jprinceps and P. polymorjphay the two " species" in w^hich he
grouped together the whole of the Holarctic forms not included in

P. punctata.

P. princeps :— ** Stem tubular, branching continuously, with
creeping and upright lateral offshoots. The latter either simple,
branched like a stag's antlers, or compacted together like turf, or,

in extreme instances, agglutinated into massive clumps. Ectocyst
generally with solid walls, of a deep brown colour and thickly
encrusted, with a more or less prominent keel, which usually pas-
ses through a broad delta-like area into a very sharply separated
soft zone surrounding the aperture. The statoblasts (on a firm
support) of two kinds; those surrounded by a riug of air cells

elongate, 0*36—0'57 mm. long and 0*2—5"3 mm. broad ; the relative
proportions of breath and length as 1 to 1-53—as 1 to 1'28
The sessile form generally larger and broader (O^^-O'Smm. long
and 0'3—0'4mm. broad), very variable in form, with a delicate
serrated margin. Number of tentacles, 42 to 48 (so far as it is at
present investigated)," {Beutche Silsswasser Bryozoen, i, p. 319).

P. polymorpha :
—'' Stem tubular, with creeping and upright

lateral offshoots. The latter either simple, branched like a stag's
antlers, or compacted together like turf, or agglutinated into
massive clumps. Ectocyst generally with deUcate walls, often
quite hyaline (especially in the younger offshoots), or straw-
coloured, more seldom of a deep brown colour with a sharply
separated hyaline zone surrounding the aperture. Keel generally
absent, sometimes, however, prominent even in hyaline forms.

1 For a recent account of the distribution of Plumatella see Zykoff in
Zool. Anz. xxv.. d. 181.
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Statoblasts on firmer supports often of two forms (on leaves gener-
ally onlj of one). Floating statoHast roundish oval, medallion-
shaped, 0-214 to 0-53 mm. long and 0-2 to 0-4 13 mm. broad ; relative
proportions of breadth and length as 1 to 1—as 10 to 1-5 ; the
sessile form often with reticulated markings on its margin, not

fundamentally »>

{ihid., p. 122.)

The form described by the same author under the name of
Plumatella phzUppmensis is diagnosed as follows :

—" Colony
branched like a stag's antlers, only -with horizontal creeping
branches, very stout. The ramifications frequently afford a character-
istic representation of a " Dichasium," inasmuch as the main axis
apparently ends in seven short unbranched little tubes between
two approximately equal stout lateral axes. Tubes almost uni-
form, dark reddish brown (generally even the youngest), some-
what burnished, not encrusted, strongly keeled, but with the
region round the aperture not hyaline. This region level (inspirit
specimens), closing the aperture like the lid of a box. Statoblasts
which are provided with a ring of air-cells resembling those of
P- emarginata, of a deep brown colour; length 0'4 to 0*471 mm.,
breadth t)"2 to 0'255 mm. Relative proportions of breadth and
length as 1 to 1*7—as 1 to 2'07, Number of tentacles uncertain.

Fundus of the stomach conical, tapering to a point." (ibtd.^ p. 118,
n ote.

)

P. punctata is easily distinguished from any of the above by
its thickened hyaline ectocyst, which causes it to resemble ZophO"
pus to some extent. The forms (punctata, Hancock ; vesicularisy

Leidy ; vttrea, Hyatt, and copJii/dea, Kafka) included in this spe-

cies by Kraepelin appear to be synonymous, P. vesicularis and
P. vitrea constitute JuUien's genus Hyaltnella^ which is unnecessary.

The diagnosis of P* philippinensis is clear enough
; but those

of P. princeps and P. polyTnorpha are so full of qualifying words
that they are useless in tlie determination of specimens. Granted

that Plumatella punctata and P. philippinensis are distinct species,

only two courses seem at all permissable as regards the remainder

of the forms which have been described in the genus and in

Alcyonella, viz., either to regard them for the present as one ex-

tremely variable species with a number of more or less constant

subspecies and varieties, and liable to undergo a number of tempo-

rary chano^es owing to the effect of environment on the^ individual

colony ; or to treat every adequately described form which has not

actually been proved to be a temporary phase as a distinct species.

Even granted that Kraepelin's diagnoses of his
^
two species are

sufficiently exact, it does not seem legitimate (especially when well-

known names are concerned) to give nev> names to previously de-

forms, however ereat the confusion

recognizable descript rae

cep^ as cc

Tnorpha as

ynomony. Moreover, he refers to Mis i . prtn-

>f the " Emarginata-Eeihe *' and to his P. poly-

r of the " BepenS'Beihe"* of the genus. So far
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as the forms in India are concerned, it is not impossible that only
.two species, both rather variable, occnr, in addition to P. punctata,
but m aay case it would be preferable to name them P. emar-
ginata,^ Allman and R repens (Unn.), As a matter of opinion,
1 think It probable that at least three species distinct from
J-, punctata and P. pMltppmensis, are found. That all of these
forms can be Identified with Em^opean "species" is a powerful
argument for their being regarded as specifically distinct.

Plumatella repens (Linn.)

P. repens and coralloides, Allman, pp. 93 and 103, pi. v and
pi. vii, figs. 1-4; Alcyonella fungosa, ibid., p. 87, pi iii, figs.

/3. (partim) K
123, pi.vi; 4s. n2, 119; pi. .,Hf^:'^.^i^r\ML^.

Carter, folloAvmg Allman in his identification, recorded
P. repens from Bombay, and several phases of the same species occurcommon y m Calcutta. The most abundant of these is identical
with Allman s P repens var. ^. In this form the zooecia are
frequently not adherent, the surface is but feebly .encrustedand has only a famt tinge of colour ; there is no keel or furrow,and the free zooecia are^qnite cylindrical without a clearly defined
distal zone. The statohlnsfc pt-o ^zor^^r ^„v„-„i.i„ mi -.*'., ^distal zone. The statoblasts are very variable. Those adapted for
floating resemble Allman's fig. 7 on his plate v, or Kraepelin's fig.
139 on his plate ni Sometimes, however, the zooecia are recum-

fwT ^°/"^^^« ^a^- ? Under certain conditions either of
these two phases may pass into the forms referred to by Allman as

statohil ^^'.7''^ '^''''^^"iS"^^"^"'
^^^' i^ ^^^^ '^^^^^^ floating

andt If+^ T' "^".v^"^
^^ ^°^* *^°^g^ -o* i^^ll instancesand have the irregular outline of Kraepelin's fig. 140 on pi. vii

1.U JT''^"''^^- }
^^^^ ^^^^^ specimens in which different

parts of the same co ony could be assigned to the three differenttorms, while intermediate staaes wprp Tint oT.co^+

occurrence»ii_ , , ,
-

—

^^ ^xi^ viiiLcxciit uiiases is mieresting.

on wV I ir- ° ^ ^""^^
.^r^'^ °^ *^« ^^^^^ S^rf^CeS of bricks

orblwi, I'"'"^ If considerable area but very little space above

whiwT' '""''
*?i!

^?^^' °^ ^^^^^^ ^^'^^ °^ the shells of Paludina,^

here oi.T'v^'fl^"^' "If* ^' ^^^'^^ ^^ commoner in Calcutta,here occurs chiefly on the stems of water-plants, especially ofgrasses grow
roots of Pifiii

Snonler^.Tv;'^'"'''^^'"'' ^1^1^^^% ^rm the support of the

SponSs atd Se kr '^
^"f.i

'^•. ^^^^^'^^^^^ ^^d it is^ when the

foS to und/riff
''''''

!?*i^'
^°^^^ *«^^*^^^ *l^^t tl^e latter is

.^«1 ^,„!?1'T.
'^'^ ,^^odifications which change it into the

fungosa and coralloides. As the ws rou

» Never on th^srorXS^'Thich^Tf '^ -a.p.n„,a.
are naove frequently carried Cr the'SoHu oot o^lT watTr''""''

"'"' '"'
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base of thezooeciatlie latter are pressed together and become elon-
gated in proportion to the extent to which thej are buried. If
the aperture were not on the external surface of the Sponge, the
polypide would be unable to expand its tentacles and so would
perish for want of food. The relationship between the Sponge and
the Polyzoon, although it occurs very commonly, is a casual one,
probably beneficial rather to the Sponge, as giving it additional
support, than to the other organism. Some of the largest examples
of Spongilla carteri I have found have been permeated by colonies
of P. repens (coralloides) , the zooecia oi which had reached a gi'eat
length before undergoing division, but had bifurcated many times
over on the outside of the sponge without ever extending much
beyond it. In smaller specimens the tubes are frequently simple
or have only branched to a slight extent.

P, repens, as far as Calcutta is concerned, occurs most com-
monly, if not only during the rains and in winter. Under natural
conditions it does" not appear to be very prolific of statoblasts in

this locality; but if a colony is kept in a glass of water it soon
produces both floating and sessile forms in considerable abundance.
In the tanks these bodies appear to be more numerous towards the

end of the rains and at the beginning of the hot weather than
during the intervening cool season. I have often found P. repens

and P. emaratnata orowinor tos^ether on the same brick or plant.

Plumatella E3IARGINATA, Allman-

P. emarginata and stricta, Allman, pp. 99, 104, pi. yii^ figs.

5-10 ; P. princeps mr, emarginata, Kraepelin, p. 120, pi. iv, figs.

108; pi. V, fig. 123; Alcyonella benedeni, id., p. 119, pi, iv, fig.

113.

The only difference between P. emarginata and P. stricta is that

the latter has no furrow and keel on the zooecia. 1 find every vai-ia-

tion between a well developed furrow and keel and complete absence

of both these features in specimens from Calcutta ;
indeed, they are

not equally developed, in some cases, on all the zooecia of the

same colonj. Eegarding the two forms as identical, P. emar-

ginata may be recognized by its densely pigmented zooecia with

their pale distal zone, and by the more or less elongated form of

its statoblasts. The diameter of the tubes is generally smaller

than is the case with P. repens, but their walls are stouter. When
the two species are groyning together the contrast between them is

very striking even to the naked eye. Agglutinated colonies with

parallel, vertical tubes (Alcyonella henedenh^ .Ulman) often occur

together with the more diffuse phase during the winter months.

Carter has recorded P. stricta from Bombay Both forms are

common in the Calcutta tanks on floating sticks and submerged

bricks. I have found statoblasts closely resembling those of the

Plumatella
A otncciy speaking t/ne Hpu^^iut? <««*...« »»-

Alcyonella beiiedeni waa described hetote Plumatella emarginata.
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species floating on the surface of small artificial reservoirs in Maj
at Kurseongin tl»e Eastern Himalayas (alt, 5,000 feet). P. einar-

ginata has also been recorded from the Malay Peninsula, Japan,

Australia and South America, as well as as from Europe and North

America.

My remarks as to seasonal occurrence and the production of

statoblasts in P. repens apply also to this form.

Plumatella allmaxi, Hancock,

P, allmani, P. diffusa, P. jugalis, P. dumortei and ( ?) P. elegans,

Allman, pp. 105, 106, 107, 108, pi. vi, figs. 1, 2 ;
pL viii. P. princeps

(part,) and P. polymorpha {part,), Kraepelin, pp. 199, 122.

It is very difficult to draw up an exact definition of the forms

I have grouped under the name P. allmani ; indeed, it is even

possihle that they are not specifically distinct from those grouped
together as P. emargznata; hut in India, at any rate, the former
not only merge into one another, hut have certain characters in

common hy which they may be distinguished from the latter.

In the first place, the pigmentation of the zooecia, which is more
intense in older than in younger colonies, is less intense, if it is

present, in what I call P. allmani than in what I call P. emqrgi-

nata^ and is more translucent even when it is definitely present

;

in the second, the zooecia are irregular in outline and are more or

less contracted at their hases, unless the colony is actually under
tension ; while, in the third, although the free statoblasts are

always elongated as a whole, with rounded ends, the central

capsule, which varies greatly in shape, is small as compared with
the ring of air cells. Kraepelin considers the proportions of the
statoblast a very important character in differentiating F. prin-
ceps from P. polymorpha, although this is not a specific feature
in P, philippinensis. I find, however, that in certain cases they
are by no means constant, and the limits of variation given by
Kraepelin himself are considerable.

The forms referred to by me no.

September attached to the leaves and stems of various water-
plants floating on the surface and growing at the edge of the lake
Bhim Tal in Kumaon (altitude 4,500 feet). A large number of
specimens were obtained, some being apparently much younger than
others, although all the colonies were small, covering less than a
square inch in area. It seemed possible at first sight to separate
them into two lots, the extreme phase of one of which agreed
exactly with HancocVs figure of P, allmani, while that of the other
closely approached AUman's P. elegans, A closer examination,
however, showed a large number of intermediate stages not only
as regards colonies but also as regards individual zooecia. All
the colonies agreed in being adherent to their supports so far as
the proximal and middle parts of the zooecia were concerned ; but
m those which were attached to plants with divided Jeayes, the
zooecia often extended across the space between two leaflets. This
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JS what I mean when T talk of the colony being under tension.
In such cases the zooecia were elongated, slender, cylindrical and
•often sinuous, while their keels, probably owing to the necessity
for strength, were well developed throughout; the degree of
f)igmentation varied somewhat, but was never great. In colonies
^^rowing on comparatively broad leaves, however, the zooecia were
-stouter and shorter and were all more or less swollen at their
-distal extremity, the degree to which the keel was developed vary-
ing considerably even as regards different zooecia of the same
colony. A further difference in ^uch colonies could also be ob-
^served in reference to their apparent age. In some of them no
;^rowing or perfect statoblasts were present, and the valves of the
^statoblast from which the colony had originated still adhered to

-it. In such colonies practically no pigment was present in the
zooecia, which were very little distorted and had the form of those
•of P. diffusa. In other colonies, growing under the same condi-

,
tions, almost every polypide bore a considerable number of stato-

J>lasts. In such colonies the zooecia were pigmented at the base

of thft frpp nrirfinn to fl, variable extent and often had a more or

irm

forms

less ''clavif , - . ^
-'distorted. The proximal, adherent part of each zooecia was always

devoid of pigment and was often so distinct as to have almost the

^appearance of a stolon.

There was no difference between the statoblasts of

-which resembled P. elegans and of those which agreed

m^ani. In both, sessile statoblasts were present as well as free

ones. The latter were very little smaller than the former, but

their air cells occupied a considerable, although very variable,

porportion of their bulk; the margins of the sessile ones were

efciculated and entire. greed (

Allman's figure (pi. viii, fig. 9) of that of P. elegam, having a

-circular or almost circular capsule but a moderately elongated

outline as a whole. In others the capsule was distinctly oval and

-occupied a greater part of the statoblast. Such statoblasts were

innate in side view.

Plumatella punctata, Hancock.

P. punctata, Kraepelin, p. 126, pi. iv, figs. 110, 115, 116

;

pi. V, figs. J24, 125; pi. vii, figs. 153, 154.

During the present month (January 1907) 1 have found this

very distinct species growing luxuriantly, together with P r^n*
:and P emarqinata, on the leaves and stems of water-plants in a

i;ank in the Calcutta Zoological Gardens. My speci.nens agree

•with Kraepelin 's var. densa. The statoblasts are large and of

-the same author's "autumn form." The name of the s|)ecios is

derived from the spotted appearance of the colonies due to the

Hiark stomachs of the polypides seen through the transparent

-ecfcocyst.
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LOPHOPUSi

Forms wMch may belong to this genus have been recorded oa
two occasions from India, from Bombay by Carter (oi?. cit.)^d from Madras by Mitcbell (op. cit.). Regarding the examples-
from Madras no information is available, while Hyatt, relying on
tarter s description of the Bombay form, placed this form in the
genus Pectinatella. As no further specimens have been examined,,
the generic^ position of " Pectmafella carteri;' as Hyatt called it,,
must remain doubtful. The form here noted has already been
described from Queensland and is very closely related to the
common Lophojpus crystalKmis, which is widely distributed ii*
tiurope and North America. Another form, having an almost cir-
cular statoblast, has been described from Brazil. i The genus is--

easily recognized on account of its large, simple statoblasts and
swollen, hyaline ectocyst. From PectinateUa it is distinguished!
by the absence of hooks on the statoblasts.

LopHOPus LEDENFELDi,2 Ridley. (Plate ii. figs. 1-4).

L. ledenfeldi, Ridley in Journ. Linn. Soc. sx, p. 64, pi. 2, 1890.
IJifierentiated from L. crystallinus ( Pallas) by the shape of its^

statoblasts, which are distinctly truncated at one or both ends and
are_ devoid of the pointed prolongations of the two extremities-
which occur m those of the northern species. The tentacles are
also longer and more slender.

Habitat: Bhim Tal (lake), Kumaon : alt. 4,500 feet. On root*
of Lemna and stems of other water-plants. September, 1906.

Bemarhs
:
The form of the colonies and polypides agrees very

closely with that of European specimens, so far as it is possible to

ii f?
^itl^out actual comparison of living specimens ; but I think:

that both polypides and colonies are smaller than those which com-
monly occur m northern latitudes and that the tentacles (whicb-
numberfrom 20 to 30, are distinctly longer in proportion to their girth.
JNo colony was seen which measured more than about 3 mm. in-
length and 2 mm m breadtl,

; but such colonies contained a large-number of polypides. The development of the ectocyst was fullT

T^ fV ^°™«^ly found in L. arystallinus, each colony when^
retracted resembling a small mound of transparent jelly, in which

vLl\lr ^ ^"^^'^^
^^. *>" polypides could be detected. Tb^

on wMph .r^""'! ^T"^""^
'" palmate formation. The statoblasts.

from L 1 f n'^
^ '"" regarding this form as specifically distinct-

on an avl^t T''
identical with L. ledenfeldi, measuredon an average 1 mm. by 06 mm., and were fair v unif. rni-

« fnl^rZtL - fr""'^^.
Berlin, 1893, p. 260, fig.. 1 and 2.

new specie" an^d^ca1lt7-7V"^\^^
"^,^ ^ r^K-^vAe6^ the KumaoS Lophop^is as »

error-N A 27 i
"7 '^"««'«1/«"««. I now think that this was an^
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m size. Some colonies contained only a few, and those mostly
not yet fully developed ; otters contained a considerable num-
T^^'

^^^^^^^^^'^ statoblasts, which were easily distinguished from
those of Plumatella by their large size, were found on the surface
of the lake. Their margins were generally broken and therefore
irregular. (Plate II, fig. 2).

List of Polyzoa becorded from Fresh and Brackish Water
IN India.

Cheilostomata

Memhrampora hengalensis^ Stoliezka. Ganges delta (brackish
water).

Ctenostomata

Victorella jpavida J Kent ... Ganges delta (brackish
water).

? I^aludzceUa, sp. ... ... Bomhay and Ganges delta

(brackish water).

Hislopia laciistris, Carter ... Nagpur and Calcutta.

(fresh water).

Phylactol^mata

Phimatella repens (Linn.) ... Bombay and Calcutta.

. emargmataj Allman ... ^ « ?>

allmani, Hancock ... Bhira ThI, Kumaon (4,500

feet).

,5 punctata^ Hancock ... Calcutta.

Lophoptis ledenfeldi, Ridley ... BhimTal, Kumaon (4,500
feet),

? Lophoptis, sp. ... ... Madras.

Pectinatella ? carferi, Hyatt ... Bombay.

Explanation of Plate IL

Figs. 1—4. Statoblasts of Lophoptis ledenfeldi, Ridley, all

^^'gtlj magnified.

Pig. 1
;
perfect statoblast.

Fig. 2 ; broken statoblast from surface of lake.

Fig. 3; central portion of a single valve of statoblast, from

within.

Fig. 4; edge of statoblasts more highly magnified.

Fig. 5. Young example of Ireiie ceylmiensts Browne, from a

specimen recently preserved in formaline, x 6.





14. Indian Logic as preserved in Tibet.

By MAHAMAHOPlDHYlrA SatIS ChANDRA VidtIbHUSANA
M.A., M.E.A.S. •

'

On an examination of some volumes of the Tibetan Block
Prints bronght down to Calcutta hy the late Tibet Mission, and of
two volumes of the Hodgson collection, graciously lent to me
by Mr, F. W. Thomas of the India Office, London, I have come
across twenty-five Indian Buddhist works on Logic in faithful
Tibetan translations. The following pages give a short account
of these twenty-five works that were composed in India between
400—1200 A.D, With the exception of Ifos. 11 and 13, the
Sanskrit originals of which were, under unique circumstances,
discovered among the palm-leaf manuscripts preserved in the
Jain temple of S'antinath, Cambay, these works are no longer
available in India or Nepal and were probably destroyed
on the decline of Buddhism here. But they have been care-

fully preserved in Tibet in literal translations. These transla-

tions, of which I have appended a brief notice, are most valuable,

as they will throw a flood of light on the development of Logic in .

India and serve as connecnng between the ancient

Nyaya of Gotama about 500 B.C. and the modem Nyaya of

Gangesa Upadhyaya in 1400 a.d. They, moreover, show that

Logic was cultivated not in Mithila and Nadia alone, but also as

far as in Kasmira in the north, in Andhra in the south and
Nalanda in Madhyadesa.

1. Pramana-samuccaya ^ (Tibetan: Tshad-ma-kun-las-btus-pa,

meaning "a collection of proofs" in verse) by Dignaga (Tib.:

Phyogs-kyi-glaii-po).

The work which consists of 13 leaves (leaf 1—13) of the

Tangynr, mdo, ce, begins with an invocation to Buddha and is

divided into six chapters which are named, respectively, as

follows:—(1) pratyaksa, Tib.: ^non-sum, or sense-perception
;

(2) svarthanumana, Tib.: ran-don-gyi-rje-dpag, or inference

for one's own self
; (3) pararthanumana, Tib.: gshan-gyi-don-

gyi-lje-dpag, or inference for the sake of others
; (4) tri-rupa-

hetn, Tib.: tshul-sum-gtan-tshigs, or three phases of the

middle term, and upamana-khandana, Tib.: dpe-dan-dpe-ltar-
' "'

of a thing from the

perception of a similar thing, is no separate proof "
; (5) ^abda-

nnmana-nirasa, Tib.: sgivi-rje-dpag-min, that is, " word or testi-

mony is no separate proof " ; and (6) nyayavayava, Tib,
:
ngs^

pahi-yan-lag, or parts of a syllogism.

recocrnition

1 Probably the same as "The S'aetra on the groapccl inferences."

Vide I-teing edited by Takaknsa p. 187.
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Dignaga, who compiled tliis work named samuccaya, is de-

scribed in the concluding lines to be the vanquisher of opponents in

all quarters and to be as strong as an elephant.^

The work was translated into Tibetan by an Indian sage named
Svarnayudha, Tib. : Gser-gyi-go-cha, of the monastery of S'es-pahi-

dge-gnas (place of knowledge and virtue) and a Tibetan interpret-

er named Dad-pahi-ses-rab (of faithful wisdom),

2. Pramana'Samuccaya-vrtti (Tib. : Tshad-ma-kun-las-btus

pahi-hgrel-wa)—a commentary in prose on work No. 1 by Dig-

naga himself. It extends over 83 leaves (leaf 13-96) of the Tan-

gyur, mdoj ce, and is divided into six chapters corresponding to

those of the original text. Led on by the command of Manju-
natha (the god of learning) Dignaga, the great disputant of

sharp intellect, wrote this commentary. His sastra is as deep as

the ocean .^
-w

The commentary was translated into Tibetan, at the. com-

mand of the king Rigs-ldan-rgyal-po, by the famous Indian sage

Vasudhara-raksita, who was, as it w^ere, the crest-gem of logicians,

and the Tibetan interpreter Sha-nxa-dge-bsnen-sen-rgyal.^

L

g=q^'<^5^^^5j'g-:^^-!3':^r4-q-^5|^
H

qR5^'q^-g:^'a^-g]Cqa\'^q^''^5j'q
]]

(Tangjiir, mdo, ce, leaf 13).

V3

(Tangvur, mdo, ce, leaf 96).

t

^^'^3j-gq''qQ;-qrT|^-qa^q'^'Q^t5;-qgc:-q'

(Tangyur, mdo, ce, leaf 96).
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^ 3. Pramana-mmuccaya-vrtti (Tib.: Tshad-ma-kun-las-btus-
yahi-hgrel-wa)—a commentaty in prose on No. 1 bj Dfgna^a
liimself. It seems that the Sanskrit originals ofNos. 2 and 8 were
identical though the Tibetan versions are different. It extends
•over 84 leaves of the Tangyur, indo, ce (leaf 96—180) and begins
with an invocation to Buddha. At the end of the 6th chapter it
is stated that the commentary was translated into Tibetan by the
Indian sage S\^arnayudha, Tib : Gser-gyi-go cha (in the monastery
of S'i-wahi-dge-gnas) and the Tibetan interpreter Dad-pa-ses-
rab.

4. Visaldmalavati-ndvia'pramana-samuccaya-tikS (Tib. : Talis
•pa-daii-dri-ma-med-pa-daa-ldan-pa-shes-bya-wahi-tshad- ma -kan"
las-btus-pahi-hgrel-bsad)—a comprehensive commentary in prose
on No. 1 by Jinendrabodhi (Tib: Rgyal-dwao-blo-gros). It ex-
tends over 359 leaves of the Tangyur constituting the volume re
®f section mdo. It begins with an invocation to Buddha and ends
with stating that Jinendi-abodhi, the commentator, was a vener-
able countryman of the Bodhisattva. The commentary was trans-
lated into Tibetan by the Tibetan interpreter Rdo-rje-rgyal-
mtshan with the assistance of the interpreter Pge-aloa-dpal-ldan-
iblo-gros.

5. Nyaya-praveso-ndma-pramdna-prakarana ^ (Tib. : Tshad-
ma-rigs-par-hjug-pahi-sgo-shes-bya-wahi-rab-tu-byed-pa)^a trea-

tise on proofs in verse named " an entrance to logic " by Dignaga.
It extends over five leaves of the Tangyur, mdo, ce (leaf 183—188),
and begins with an invocation to Mafiju-sri-kumara-bhata, It

was
a-sri-raksita (Tib, : Thams-cad-mkhyen-dpal-Jjsrua) and the

famous g'akya Bhiksu Rgyal-mtshan-dpal-^zan, in the great Sa-
skya monastery.

6. Pramdna-sastra-pravesa (Chinese: Ga-yen-miri-gshah-cin-

lihi-lun, Tib. :

' Tshad-mahi __ _ _ _ ^ -. ^ , ,

•entrance to the science of proofs " in verse by Dignaga. It con-

-fiists of five leaves (leaf 188—193j of the Tangyur, mdo, ce, and
begins with an invocation to Maaju-ghosa. The original text,

which had been written in Sanskrit verse by Dignaga, was trans-

lated into Chinese by the Chinese interpreter Thasam-tsan.
The Chinese version was translated into Tibetan by the Chinese

scholar Dge-^es-sia-gyaii and the Tibetan monk gton-gshon, in

"the Sa-skya monastery.

7. HetU'Cakra-hamaru * ( Tib : Gtan-tshigs-kyi-hkhor-lo-

gtan-la-dwab-pa)—" establishment of the wheel of reasons '* in

verse by Dignaga. It consists of only one leaf of the Tangyur,

Gido, ce (leaf 193—194) and begins with an invocation to Mafiju-

^ri-kumarabhuta, as well as to the Omniscient Buddha, the de-

stroyer of the net of errors. The subject of the treatise is the

1 Probably the same as Nyaya-dvara-Sistra (Bunjia Nanjio, No8. 1223,

1224). Vide I-fcsing, edited by Takakusu, p. 186.

A Probably the same as Frajtiapti-heta-aaipj^aha ftstra. Vide I-Utog,

-edited by Takakaaa, p. 187.
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ninefold relation tliat exists between the middle termand the major-

term. It was translated into Tibetan by the sage Bodhisattva oT

Za-hor and the Bhiksu Dharmasoka.
8- Pramana-vartiha-hariTcSL (Tib.: Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel-gyi

tshig)—"meraorial verses on the explanation of proofs," by
DharmaMrti. It extends over 64 leaves (1945—258b) of the-

Tangyur, nido, ce, and begins with an invocation to Manju-sri-

knmarabhnta. The four chapters, into which the work is divi-

ded, are styled as follows :—(1) svarthanumana,Tib. : ran-gi-don-

rjes-su-dpag-pa, or inference for one's own self; (2) pramana-
siddhi, Tib. : tshad-ma-grub-pa, or establishment of proofs ; (3)
pratyaksa, Tib.: mnon-sum, or sense-perception; and (4) parar-

thanumana, Tib : gshan-gyis-don-gyi-tshig, or words for tlie sake^

of others. The work concludes by stating that it was written by
the great sage S'ri-Dharmakirti ^ who was unrivalled and whose-

fame and renown filled the earth.^ It was translated into Tibetan

by the Indian sage Subhiiti-sri-santi and the Tibetan interpreter

Dge-wahi-blo-gros.

9. PramanavartiTca^vrtti (Tib. : Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel-gyi-
hgrel-wa)^an explanatory commentary on Pramana-vartika
(No. 8) by Dharmakirti. It extends over 115 leaves (leaf 420

535) of the Tangyur, mdo, ce, and begins with an invocation to-

the Omniscient Buddha. In the concluding lines ^ Dharmakirti
is described as a great teacher and dialectician, whose fame filled

all quarters and on the earth who was, as it were, a lion pressing^

down the head of elenhant-like debaters.

10. Pramana-vtniscaya (Tib. : Tshad-ma-rnam-par-nes-pa)
determination It extends over

88 leaves (leaf 259—347) of the Tangj^ur, mdo, ce, and begins-

with an invocation to Maiiju-sri-kumarabhuta. The three chap*
ters into which it is divided are named respectively as follows

:

(1) Pratyaksa-sthapana, Tib.: muon-sum-gtan-la-dwab-pa, or

1 Dharmakirti is further described in the concluding lines of the
Pramanavartikakarika to have been born in TuLlho-phyogSt or Southeri*
In dia.

(Tangyar, ffido, ce, leaf 258).

8

^=^^'q'S3fq^^^^-|q-5^'{^^-q-5;-«'z:a^'g|cq'iS^-

(Tangyur, uado, ce, leaf 535 n).
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establishment of sense-perception
; (2) svarthanumana, Tih. ; ran-

gi-doG-gyi-rjeg-su^dpag-pa, or inference for one's own self; and
(3) parartha-nnmana, Tib

: gshan-gyi-don-gjri-rjes-su-dpag-pa
or inference for the sake of others. In the concluding lines
Dharmakirti is described as a great sage of unrivalled fame. >

The work was ti^nslated into Tibetan by the Kasmlrian Pandita
Parahitabhadra(Tib.

: Gshan-la-phan-pa-bzan-po) and the Tibet-
an interpreter Blo-ldan-ses-rab in the matchless city of Kasmira;

11. mj (Tib.
: Rigs-pahi-thigs-pa-

shes-bya-wahi-rab-tu-byed-pa)—" a treatise named a drop of
logic " by Dharmakirti. It consists of eight leaves (leaf ;^47 ^55)
of the Tangyur, mdo, she, and begins with an invocfition to
Manju-sii-kumarabhuta. The three chapters into whnh it is

divided are named, respectively, as follows ;—(1) pratyaksa, Tib.

;

mnon-sum, or sense-perception ; (2) svarthanumana, Tib. : bdao"*
gi-don-gyi rjes-su-dpag-pa, or iaaference for one's own selfj and
(3) pararthanumana, Tib.: gshan-gyi-don -rjes-su-dpag-pa, or
inference for the sake of others. In the concluding lines it is

stated that "Dharmakirti vanquished the Tirthikas without excep-
tion in the manner as S'akyamnni had subdued the large army
of Mara; and as the sun dispels darkness, the Nyayabindu has
exterminated the Atmaka theory (that is, the Tirthika doctrine)
Wonderful !"»

12. Nyayahindu'tika (Tib. : Rigs-pahi-thigs-pa-rgya-cher-

hgrel-wa)— ** a detailed explanation of Nyayabindu (No. 11) " by
Vinitadeva (Tib. : Dul-wahi-lha). It extends over 48 leaves (leaf
1—43a) of the Tangyur, mdo, she, and begins with an invoca-

tion to Manju-sri-kumarabhuta. The work was translated into

I Dharmakirti was born in Southern India

2

r^ ^ ^1 -Or\ >c

(Tangyar, ipdo, she, leaf 43).

The reading ^^^1 ^^ ^^® third liue of the above verse reproduced hi

tlie excellent Eassian edition of the Tibetan Nyayabinda (by F. J. Sher-

batski) seenia to be a mistake for grn I
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Tibetan by the Indian sage Jinamitra and the interpreter of Shn-

<!hen named Vande-ye-ses-sde.

13. Nynyahindutika^ (Tib. : Rigs pahi-thigs-pahi-rgya-cher-

hgr6l"wa)—" a detailed explanation o£ Nyavabindu (No 11) " by

Dharmottara (Ti»K : Chos-mchog). It extends over 63 leaves

(leaf 43—106) of the Tangyur, mdo, she, and begins with an

invocation to Manjn-sri-kumarabhuta. It was translated into

Tibetan first by the Indian sage Jnana^jarbha and the interpreter

of Shu-chen named .Gelong Dharmaloka, and afterwards neatly

by the Indian sage Snmati-kirti and the Tibetan interpreter

belong Blo-ldan-ses-rab, who obtained a copy of the work from
the Middle Country (that is, Magadha).

14. Nydyahindu-piiTvapakse-sarnksipta (Tib, : Rigs-pahi-

thigs pahi-phyogs-sna-ma-indor-bsdus-pa)—a Bummary of the

objertions to (or criticisms on) Ifyavabindu, by Kamala-sila of

wide fame. It extends over nine leaves (leaf 106—115) of the

Tangynr, mdo, she, and begins with an obeisance to the Supreme
Blessed one. It was translated into Tibetan by the Indian SJ^ge

Visnddha-sifi and the interpreter of Shu-chen named Gelong Dpal-

rtsegs-raksita.

15. Nynyahindu-fnmlnrtha^ (Tib. : Rigs-pahi-fhigs-pahi-don-

bsdus-pa)—** the purpoit of Nyayahindu '* by Jinamitra. It con-

sists of one leaf only (leaf 115—116) of the Tangynr, jpdo, she,

^nd begins with an invocation to Manjn-^ri-kumarabhQta. It

was translated into Tibetan by the Indian Teacher Snrendra-
bodhi and the interpreter of Shu-chen named Vande-ye-ses-sde.

16. lletuhmdu-nnma-prakarana (Tib. : Gtan-tshigs-kyi-
thigs-pa-shes-bya-wahi-i-ab-tu-byed-pa)—"a treatise on a drop of

reason *' by Dharmakirti. It extends over 20 leaves (leaf

355—375) of the Tangyur, mdo, ce, and begins with an invocation
to Buddha. The three chapters, into whhih it i^' divided, treat

i-espectively of the following:

—

(I) svabhava, Tib.: ran-bshin-
gyi-gtan-fshig-kyi skabs, or the relation of identity between the
reason (that is, middle term) and the major term; (iJ) karya,
Tib. : hbras-buhigtan-tsfdgs, or the relation of effect and cause
between the middle t^rm and the major term; and (3) anupa-
labdhi, Tib.: rai-dmigs-pahi-gtan-tshigs, or the relation of non-
perception between' the middle term and the (heterogeneous)
major term.

17. Hetuhindu'tlka (Tih. : Gtan-tsliigs-kyi-thigs pa-rgya-oher-
hgrel-wa)—" a detailed explanation of Hetubindu'' by Vinlta-

i Tbe Tibetan version of Nyayabindutika bv Dharmottara, together with
tlift Nyayabimiu by Dhartnnkirri has b^en edireri by F. J Sherbat*?ki and
pnblishefi in the St. Peterabure Hibliother.a Bu<ldhica series. 1904.

Ti.e Sanskrit vemnn of m e Nyay;tbntdntika by I )harmottarji, together
with KvayaiSndn. wns edited by Prof. P, Peterson and publislied in the Bib-
liothecji Indica series, Calcutta, IRHQ "

,

2 ThH<»riginH.l readinpr is :
•' Nyayabindu-pandirrha/' which may also be

restored as ''Kyayubindu-plndartha or Nylyabindu-pindirartha." 'the
ineaniritf. according to the Tibetan version, is:— ' the abridged meaning of
^yayabindu*

"
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*deva (Tib. : Dal-wahi-Ilia). It extends over 89 leaves (leaf
116—205) of the Tangyur, mdo, she, and begins with an invoca-
tion to Buddha. It is divided into three chapters, correspondin"'
i;o those of the original No. 16.^ It was transkted into Tibetan
I)y the Indian teacher Prajna-varraa and the interpreter of Shu-
chen named Gelong Dpal brtsegs-raksita.

18. Hetubindu'Vivar*tnft (Tib.: Gtaii tshigs-thigs-pahi-
"hgrel-wa)^" an exposition* of the Hetubindu" by the Brahman
Acita.> It extends over 170 leaves (leaf ;i05—375) of the Tan-
gyur, mdo, she, and begins with an invocation to Bhagavan
Vajradhara (Tib : Bcom-ldan-hdas-rdo-rje-hchan-wa), It is divi-
ded into four chapters treating respectively of :

—

(1) svabliava
'Tib,; rari-bshin, or relation of identity; (2) karya, Tib.:
hbras-bu, or relation of effect and cause; (3) aniij^alabdhi, Tib. :

mi- dmigs-pa, or relation of non-perception; and (4) Sad-laksana-
vyakhya, Tib : mtshan-nid drug-bsad-pa, or explanation of six

-charat^tet istics. The work concludes thu-^ :
" In the city of

Kasmira, the pith of Jambadvipa, the commentary of Dhai-ma-
kirti who was the best of sages, was translated. From this trans-

lation of Pramana, the pith of holy doctrines, let the unlearned
xierive wisdom." ^

19. Tarka-nynya-nama-pralcarana ^ (Tib. : Rtsod-pahi-ri<jrs-

pa-shes-bya-wa-r:»b-tu byed pa)—" a treatise on logical disputa-

tion " by Dharmakirti, It extends over 32 h aves (leaf 384—416)
of thp Tangyur, ujdo, ce, and begins with an iitvocation to Mafiju-

vajra (Tib : Hjam-pahi-rdo-rjV). It was translated into Tibetan

first by the great Indian sage .Inana-sii-bliadra * and the Tibetan

interpreter Gelong Dge-wahi-blo-gros. Subsequently, the transla-

tion was retouched by the great Panclita Dipankara «.nd the inter-

preter Gelong Dar-ma-grags
20. Ilttmah ^nit-parfhsn ^ {'Y\h. : Dmig.s-pa-brtag-pa)—" an

examination of the objects of thougi.t" in verse by Dfgnaga. It

^consists of one leaf only (leaf 180) of the Tangyur, mdo, ce, find

begins with an invocation tx) Buddha and all Bodhisa tvas.

i Written varionsly as *' ArJia. " " At'^ata " and *' Ataata."

2 q^5J*|c:'|c:-Hfp'^'2.'gh-g^-^

c- -

•q'SN^^'-^'Jj^^^rj-^Tc:-:;'^-^^
[

fTMiigynr mr^o, she, hwif 375(n)),

3 The orifcinal rend«: Taoti tor Tarka. The Tibetm equiv.dcnt is rtsfni-

pa, Tneaniiiff " di-pntatioti
"

For bhadra the original rejwla : hadha. Probaby same M No. 117^

•{Bnnyin Vjiiiji-*).

Alatnbunactt Arambana.
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21. Alamhana-parilsa-vrttJ, (Tib.: Dmigs-pa-brtag-pahi-
commentary on Alambana-pariksa (:No. 20)," by

himself. 'J'he work consists of two leaves only (leaf
180—lb2) of the Tangyur, mdo, ce.

22. Trihala-paviksa (Tib.: Dus-gsum-brtag-pa)—** an ex-
amination of three times " by Dignaga. It consists of one leaf

• ! m ?^"~"^^^^^ ^^ *^® Tangyur, ujdo, ce, and was translated
mto Tibetan by the great. Pan^ita S'antakara-gupta and the inter-
preter Gelong Tshul-khrims-rtryal-iritshan.

2.3.^ Santanantara-siddhi (Tfb. : Rgyud-§shan-grub-pa)

—

'_' establishment of the continuity of succession (of momentary
ideas) by Dharmakirti. It consists of four leaves (leaf 416—
420) of

,
tlie Tangyur, mdo, ce, and begins with an invocation to

Manju-sri-kumarabhuta.
24. SamhandJinpariksa-prakarana

pahi-rab- tu.-byed-pa)
(Tib. : Hbrel-wa-brtag-

a treatise on connection (of the sense-
organs with the objects of sense) " by Dharmakirti. It consists
of two leaves only (leaf 375&~377a) of the Tangyur, mdo, ce,
and begins with an invocation to Maiiju-sri-Knma.abhma. It
was translated mto Tibetan by the Indian teacher Jnanagarbha
and the interpreter Vande-nam-mkhas.

25. Samhandhaparlhsn-vrtti
hgrel

(Tib. : Hgrel-wa-brtag-pahi-
_
a commentary on Samba..dhapaiiksa (No. 24) " by

JJharmakirti. It extends over seven leaves (leaf 377a-
the Tangyur, mdo, ce, and begins with an invocation to Mafiiu-
"hosa. "'

384a) of



75» Note on the Diet of Tea Garden Coolies in Upper
Assam and its Nutritive Value.

By Hakold H, Mann, D.Sc.

In the past tew years quite a large number of investigations
liave been undertaken bj Church, Leather, Hooper and others
with regard to the composition of the foods commonly used by
the people of India. Little, if anything, however, has been done
to ascertain, not the value of individual foodstuffs, but that of
the diet of which they form a part, except with regard to the
minimum required. This last has been worked out with consider-
able thoroughness in connection firstly with jails, and secondly
with famine conditions. It seems, however, that a knowledo-e of
the food value of Indian diets, not under special conditions like
those of famine or scarcity, but in tlie regular course of daily
life, will be of considerable value, and the present is a preliminary
note designed to introduce tlie subject to the notice of those who
^are interested in the question, and to enable me to ask for copera-
tion in extending dietary studies to a large number of the I'aces

*<?astes, and groups living in India.

The fact tliat I have been able to get together the details
which follow is due to the system uuder which the coolies are
employed in Upper Assam. It is very important that every
coolie who can work should be kept in condition for woi'k, and
hence it is customary when any man or woman is noticed to be
becoming weak, anaemic, and unfit to do the regular daily task,

to provide, under the supervision of the garden doctor, propwly
cooked food for them at what is called a 'hotel/ to which they
go, obtain and eat their rations before going to work in the

morning and after i^eturning from work in the evening. The
^existence of this so-called 'hotel' enabled me to obtain exact

information as to the natni'e of the diet, which was regarded as

sufficient and suitable hy the coolies, and which was closely

similar to that which they provided for themselves under normal
conditions. It has been found that the coolies usually improve
in health under the diet of which T now give the amount and
composition.

pi-opert

Sadiya Eoad in Upper Assam. The figures are, however, so

closely similar that one set of figures will be quite enough to re-

present the facts. It must be noticed, howev^er, that the amount
of food calculated for men and women is the sanuv whureas in

Europe and America it is customary in «imilar sfu.liei? to only

allow a woman four-fifths of the quantity provided for wmu
ed bv the fact

-of the vear. both similar work, nml
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hence will require the same nutritive material. A child is-

reckoned, on the average, as consuming half the food required

for a man,
F

This being the case, the ration allowed per adult man or

woman per day is as follows :

Rice ... 14 chitaks or 815 grammes,
Dal .,,2 „ „ 115 „
oaitp •• ^ 15 91 ^^ ?»

opices . . . yg ?? >» *-^ ?>

Oil ^ 7^

Potatoes ..,2 „ ,,115 „
Onions , , . f „ „ 14| „

The elements of this diet, as used, need some description.

E^ce,—The rice normally employed is that knovvn on the

Calcutta market as coolie rice of the quality ' Kazla No, 1.'

Occasionally, and on some gardens, the lower priced ' Kazla No. .2
'

is employed, but this is not usual in Upper Assam. It is a brown
or red rice, containing a considerable proportion of the inner

coats of the husk attached to the grain, and is hence richer as a

nutritive material than if polished white* One occurrence which
has conae under my notice illustrates this. A tea company recently

obtained a higher type of rice, known on the Calcutta market
as ' Jhabra/ for their cooUes. This was white and polished, but
shortly afterward the coolies complained of it as not being as

satisfying as the commoner grade. A higher grade rice is employ-
ed in the hospitals kijown as * Kalchitu/ Analysis of samples
of Kazla No. 1 and Kalcliita

Kazla No. 1. Kalchitu Uice

7« 7o
Moisture « * • 7-75 5-75

Oil • • • 1-11 1-53
*Albuminoids *•• 8-25 10-06

Carbohydrates, &c. 81-22 81-46
Crude Fibre « « « •15 •10

tAsh • • • 1-52 1-10

100 00 100 00
*Contamiug Nitrogen 1.32 1.62
fContainlng Sand -56 'll

so

above given

J>aZ.—The DaL food
of the people ot Eastern Bengal and Assam, in the present case
consisted of equal proportions of ArTiar (Cajanus indicaa) and
Masuri (Lens esenlenta). Bt)th of these are leguminous seeds
of very considerable nutritive value. Both are grown, in smalt
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. 1 05

oarhood of the garden

srave
iported from Bens:al. On

• ^

Arhar Dal. Masuri I

Moisture ... ;^-50 5-66
Oil ... 3 03 1-02
*Albnminoids ... 24*69 25*12
Carbohydrates, &c. 6257 65-87
Crude Fibre ... 179 -39

tAsh ... 4-42 - 2-44

100-00 100-00
*Containing Nitrogen 3-95 4-02

tContaining Sand '21 -29

During the present season (1906) the prices of both rice and
dal have been extraordinjirilj high, ranging in Maj, when these
data were obtained, from five to six rupees per maund for rice, and
from four to five rupees per maund for either of the above dais.
In the present inatance, however, rice was always supplied at
Rs, 3 per maund under the Inland Emigration Act under which
the coolies are taken to Assam.

bpices.—These consist of a mixture of Black pepper, Caraway
and Coriander, which gave on analysis the following figures :

—

Black pepper. Caraway. Coriandeiv

Jo 10 \ /o

Moisture ... 6-76 6-48 4-21

Oil ... 7-86 14-35 17 68
Albuminoids ... 13-69 19'25 15*19

Carbohydrates ... 5666 40*54 37*31

Crude Fibre ... 9*77 7 55 14 63

Ash ... 5-26 11*83 1098

10000 100-00 100-00

Containing Nitrogeii 2*19 2*67 318
Containing Sand ... "20 308 2-42

Miisiard Ml the fatty matter employed in cooking and
rations is in the form of oil from Mustard or Rape

(Brasstca sp.^^

valley, Ghi or clarified butter is not used there.
I

Vegetables.—The garde

ssam

:oeH are gmw
quantities. The onions shown in the ratM»n are rejJaced as neces-

sary hj other vegetables, potherbs and whatever is obtainable of a
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similar sort. potatoes or onions

!in.
* In calculatingto analysis au ine time, ana x couiu uot Ktjep tucm.

nutritive value of the diet I have, therefore, used the following

flexures, which will be certainlv verv close to the act

Oil

Potatoes. Onions

/o : /o

•15 15

Albuminoids ... ... 1*99 1*60

Carbohydrates, etc. ... 20-86 ll'OO

Combining all the analyses given it will be seen that the

daily ration as set out will contain the following maximum
weights of nutritive materials :

Albuminoids. Fat. Carbohydrates. Fuel Value
Grammes. Grammes. Grammes. Calories.

Rice 67-2 ... 90 ... 661-9 ... 3073
Dal 28-7 ... 2-3 ... 736
Spices -6 ... -5 ... IB
Uli ... ... t'u ••• ...

Potatoes 2-3 ... "2 ... 24'1

Onions -2 ... 2 ... 16

441
14
70
110
8

Total -QQ-O ... 19-52 ... 762-8 ... 3716

In Eui^ope the minimum food value of the diet necessary for

the maintenance of physical health and efficiency has been laid

down by numerous observers, and in recent years a very close

agreement has been reached among investigators in Europe and
America. The best figures are, undoubtedly, those of Atwater in
Aipertca ' which follow. In accordance with modern ideas of the
replaceability of various food constituents, only the albuminoids
(protein) and Fuel-value are indicated, it being considered of
minor importance whether the latter be obtained from albu-

carbohydrates

Man
Man

Albuminoids. Fuel value.

Grammes. Calories.

ise 100 2700 .

112 3000
Man at moderate physical work 125 3500
Man at active, hard physical work 150 4500

The figure obtained for the diet under discussion is, it will
be seen, equivalent in albuminoids to that of Atwater's standard
of a man with little physical exercise only. In the present

1 Investigations in the Chemistry and Economy of Food by W. O
Afcwater
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instance tlie work done would be comparable at least with At-
water's ' moderate work ' standard, and is probably bigber- If we
argue direct from tbese figures, the standard of our Assam coolie
•diet is very deficient in albuminoids, but not otherwise a low one.

But it seems that we are not justified in so calculating. On
the whole a man of the coolie classes, which in the district we
are considering are chiefly composed of Mundas, Oraons and
•other Chota-Nagpui* tribes, is considerably lighter in weight
than a European or an American. Hence the amount necessary
for maintenance, as distinguished from energy expended in work,
will be less than that required in America. What correction
should be, however, introduced on this account is nnknowu. The
correction, in terms of food, necessary to bring the food value
under the higher temperature conditions of India into relation-

ship with that of America or Europe is also quite unknown.
' I have explained that this is a diet which is given to coolies

who are weakly, and it does not hence quite represent that

normally consumed hy the people. In the fii-st place the

amount of rice is greater; a coolie in full work in Assam eats

normally about 12 chitaks of rice per day only, or 22 seers

8 chitaks per month of thirty days. In other respects the diet

is fairly closely followed except that potatoes are only used at

certain times of the year, their place being much moi*e normally

taken by jjotherbs, or other vegetables whicli are often available.

Thus it may be said that the above dietary represents, except in

the matter of rice, almost the normal standand of food for a

coolie in Upper Assam in respect to quantity. Under usual con-

-dirions, however, in their own houses, the coolies only eat one

cooked meal each day, this being in the evening. In the moz^ning

only parched rice is consumed.

There is only one seriously doubtful factor in the above diet

as applied to Upper Assam coolies. This is the amount of fish

which may be obtained. I am assured, however, that among tea

o-arden coolies, for by far the greater part of the year, the amount

is negligible. Milk is not used, nor ghz\

The actual cost of the diet I have given above per head per

month will alter very considerably with the time of year and the

circumstances. The present year has, even apart from rice (which

as I have said is by law supplied at Rs. 3 per maund), been one

of notoriously high prices. Though not perhaps of the same

permanent value as the remainder of the figures, it may be interest*

ing" to ^ve the prices at which the materials were actually bought

in the bazar at the time the present notes were made. They were

^s follows:
Rs. A. P.

Dal (both kinds) ... 4 12 per maund.

Salt ... ... 3 13 „
Spices ... ... 6 per seer.

Mustard Oil '... 18 per maund.

Potatoes ... . *

.

3 ^ „

Onions ... ... 3 13 „
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At these prices and rice at Rs. 3 per tnaund, the cast of a
man's diet per month in May 1906 would be :

Rice
Dal
Salt

Spices

Mustard Oil

Potatoes

Onions

« •

• «

Rs. A. P
1 15 6

7 2
X

1

2

5 3 r

8

Total ... 3 7

A family of man, wife and three children, which is usually
considered a normal one, will require for the ' hotel ' diet here de-
scribed, a minimum of Rs. lO-lO-O per month in order to provide it,

under the conditions of prices prevailing during the early summer
of 1906.

^ _rf ^ .^ ^^^ ^_^ "^^ % ^ -> > V,-/ V^ '^^'-'



i6. Introduction of written language in Mongolia in the

Thirteenth Century.
r

r

By Rai Sahat Ciiandba Das, Bahadur, CLE.

The Tartai* Conqueroz^, Chinghis Khan, at the age of 45, in-
vaded Tibet with his hordes iu the year 1202-3 A.D. At this time
Tibet was divided into several petty independent states under
rulers called Desrid and chiefs called JDeha. There were also a
few Buddhist hierai-chies in U and Tsang which flourished under

protect When
try

did not unite together in a body to oppose the invader, but on the

contrary welcomed him, Desrid Jogah of U and Kundor of the
province of Tshal-wa received him with royal honours. So,
practically the Tibetans presented their country ^ to the con-
queror Chinghis Khan, who after fully establishing his supre-
macy over Tibet, is said to have returned to Monerolia. He hent

n
hierarch

Mongol
troducing the religion of Buddha in Mongolia. Although the
Lama had not obtained a personal interview with the Conqueror
during his stay in Tibet, yei^ it is stated, that a kind of spiritual

relation had been established between the two parties from a

distance ; and revenues of Tibet wexe appropriated to religious

services and to the support of the Buddhist clergy of U and Tsang
by the permission of the Conqueror,

Prom this cii'cumstance, the Tibetan historians have thought

it fit to give Chinghis Khan a place among the Dharma Raja

(Buddhist kings), though it is doubtful if the Conqueror himself

ever cared for it.

After Chinghis's death, his grandsons, princes Guyug and

Gutan, at their mother's advice, proceeded with their followers to

par Thala in northern Shin-Aing and at first ruled there. From
Car Thala they extended their dominions down to Kham. While

they were reigning at Lanchau within the great wall, they sent

I It then comprised of l^ahri Koreiun ^C;Q^"^^?r|^'^3^
f;

Cr ^5|; Tsang ^3fc
[

. Eu-bslai ^'^^
I

^^^ ^^^^ divisiona ; South'
J

H

Kham gT33*I^I
| ; ^ortli Kliani and the three Gang Jj^'^jQ^ ]

•
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messengers to Tibet to bring the celebrated Sakya Pandita Kuu-
gali Gyal-tsian to Hor. This hierarch of Sakya bad, abont tbis

time, defeated several Brabminical disputants ^vbo bad cballenged

liim to prove that Buddhism was superior to the Brabminical

cteed. Sakya Pandita was' versed in tbe five divisions of Arts-

Mo
•on

prediction

Sakya Pandita had

sors, to the effect that an invitation would come to one of his suc-

cessors, from the Hor, a people that wore hawk-shaped caps and

shoes resembling pig's snout. Accordingly, he proceeded to Hor,

accompanied by his nephews Phya-gna and Phag-pa. In the year

{Fire'sheep) the Lamas came to the Mongolian Court where they

had an audience of king Gutan and received royal favours- Sakya
Pandita became the king's spiritual tutor, and is said to have per-

formed many miracles and magical exhibition of his occult powers.

At tlie wish of the king to introduce writing for the use of his people,

and particularly that they might be trained in the Buddhist
religion, Sakya Pandita designed the Mongolian character, to suit

the tongue of the Hor people. He shaped the new chai-acter aftei

the teeth of a saw, and taught his pupils to write them from top

to bottom in the manner of the Chinese writinor. The MonsrolianO' ---"^ ^^^—

o

tongue was not capable of producing the peculiar tones, half-tones,

and quarter-tones which were peculiar to the Chinese. The Mon-
gols, however, were able to pronounce fully all poUysyllabic words.

The first series of letters, comprising vowels and consonants
;and their compounds, which Sakya Pandita had designed, were the
following, aiTanged in groups of thi*ee

;

A, e, i ; na, ne, ni
;

pa, pe, pi ; ka, ke, khi
;

ga, ge, gi

ine, mi ; la, le, li ; ra, re, ri ; ta, te, ti ; tha, the, thi ; tsa, tse, tsi

;

tsha, tshe, tshi
;
ya, ye, yi ; wa, we, wi. Tliese were afterwards

.inci'eased to 148 letters.

Some Tibetan historians say that the sixth youngei- brother of

the Great Khan (Emperor Khublai) named Torta visited Tibet, at

^;he head of a large army, to consolidate tlie Emperor's authority
over the country. Being struck with the elaborate, religious cere-

monies of the Tibetan Lamas, and also being impressed with the

importance of the literature of Tibet, he took with him Lama
Sakya Pandita to Hor fur teaching tbe Lamaic cult to the
Mongols.

During the reign of ]Mung-khe, in Hor, the Karmajja Lamas,
<under Bakshi, who had established spiritual relations with that
monarch, attempted to improve the newly-formed Avritten language
*of the Mongols, but no appi^ciable success attended their efforts.

It wa^ Lama Phag-pa Lha, the spiritual tutor of Emperor Khablai,
who in the year Iron-horse framed the square-shaped Mongolian
.character. After Mung-khe's death, his younger brother, Secheu
Khublai (the Great Khan of Marco Polo), who was bom in the year
Tree-dog, succeeded to the throne in the year iToU'monkey. He
conqnei-ed the Jang country, and within the year Iron-sheep,
^stablislied his authority over the whole of China, Mongolia and
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Tibet. He builfc tlie great fortified cities of Peking, Cliuhan, Khura
and Thuling-thing. When these great Avorks were done, he in-

vited Lama Phag-pa Lha (Hpliags-pa Lodoi Gyal-tshan, in Chinese,
called Bash-pa) of Sabja, and appointed him his spiritual tutor.

The Empress received the Tantrik initiation of He Vajra from him.
In consequence of this encouragement the Lamaism of Tibet
became introduced in China. The Buddliism of Tibet henceforth
came to be known linder the name of Lama, which was thereby distin-

guished from, the olderBuddhism of China followed by the Hoshangs,
During the reign of Emperor Olgai-thu. Lama Choi Kyi-hotZ of

Sakya, then resident at Peking, findin^^ the square-shaped characters

quite unsuited For practical purposes of correspondence, etc., made
improvements In the saw-shaped characters by adding tails and
diaresis and other marks to the existing letters and thereby adding
to their number and giving more powers to them. He, in fact, com-
pleted the written language of Mongolia, and taught his pupils to

translate religious books in the same from the Chinese and Tibetan.

It is stated that Chlnghis, during his lifetime, had appointed his

son Oko-te (also written Oga-te) as Viceroy over his Mongi)l-Chinese

Empire with Chu-tsha, a chief of the tribe of Khitan, as prime

minister. After the Conqueror s death Oko-te reigned forslxyea-rs

from the Earth-moitse year. He was succeeded by his son Gu-yug,

who was born in the year Tree-ox, and died after a reign of six

months, in the year Water-serpent. He was succeeded by his

younger brother Gotan ( who was born in the year Ftre4iger) in

the year Tree-horse. In the following year, when he Avas attacked

with leprosy, Go-tan sent for Sakya Pandit Kungah Gyal-tshan.

He responded to the Khan's call, and is said to have cured him of

the loathsome disease, by the efficacy of some Buddhist charms,

chiefly by reciting the simhanada-sutra. Both the kmg and his

Lama died in the year Iron-hog. Though It is stated that the two

brothers Go-yug and Go-tan had succeeded to thei.- father s throne,

they only reigned over a part of the empire, havmg gone towards

Thala in the east and extended their sway down to Kham, but

the real succession to the Mongol-Chinese Empire had passed

to Mung-khe, the eldest of the four sons of Tholo, born m the

year Fire-hare. He reigned from the year Water^moic^e to tbe year

Harth-sJieep.





17. Note on the Shwtiqar Falcon^

Bj LiEDT.-CoLONEL D. C. Phillott, Secretary, Board of Examiners.

That the Shnnqar of old Persian manuscripts was a species
of Jerfalcon, there can, I tliiiik, be little Wouht. Jerdon
13 n ' quoting
Pallas, flays that the word is taken from tl»e Baschkir Tartar
name of the Jerfalcon,

"We
A footnote in Falconry in the British

hare been informed bv travellers that someIsles runs :

few large white falcon
'Caoght annually on their pjL8sin<r over the Caspian Sea, and that
ihey are hiorhjy prized by the falconers of Syria and Persia/*

In the Shdhhnz-Navia ' it is stafpd that- the Shunqarin merely
the mountain variety of the Saker Fnlrori (itnlgu) which, by long
residence in the hills and snows, has increased in size, and that it

bears the same relation to the Saker that the sturdy hill-man does
to the inhabitant of the plains.

The Emperor Jehangir in his chatty memoirs writes : '*0n
:Sunday the 18th [in the year 1028 A.H., or J618 A.D.] we
marched. At this time the Kinir of Persia ha«l sent by Pari Beg,
'the Mtr-Shikar^^ a Qr^e^shunq^r f-dco?!. Another, too, had been
given to us by ^nn-i ^Alnm,^ The latter with his falcon died on
the way. The Koyal falcon too, through tlie carelessness of the

MtT'shik^r^ was mauled by a cat. Although ifc was bronglit alive

to Our Court, yet ifc lived no more tlian a week. How shall I

describe the beauty and colouration of this hawk? * It had very

handsome, black, luarkings on eacrh wing, ^ and on the back, and
on the sides. As it was something out of ihe common I orilered

Mansvry the painter, who is dignifie«l bv the title N/idir^ ^l-Hsr^ to

paint and preserve its likeness. I gave a thousand rupees to the

Mir-shikar and dismissed him."

In Courteille^s ' Dfctlonaire Turk- Orient'ile,' we find :
—

*^lflJ

[shunq^rl, falcon, proprernenfc le gerfaut.'* D'-. Scnily, however,

in his Tarki vocabulaiy of birds stu(»s tl»at shunq^r is the n>ime

•of "Paico Hendersoni." and itnlgu ^L>il of its female. Now
amongst fhe Tuiks of Persia itnlgu or ait^lgu is the name of the

Saker Falcon (P. Clierrnir), the Ghnrah of India. Further in

1 Shdh'baZ'Ndma *vide' Ethe's cat*logne of PersiMn M8?>. iti the India

Office Library, Vol, I., p. 15u8. The Aftiatic Society of Bengal possesses

a MS. copy,
2 Mir shikar h, in India, a courtesy title given to any common bird-catcher,

sr, ;i8ai8t infc filconer, etc. In Persia the word signiiien a kind of h*»ad

ganie-kppper or ' shikari*

3 Kh^ft-i 'Al'trr was sent as nmhassHd<»r to Persia ;
* vide * " TdrlM-i ^n-

•dustdn,' Vol VI., by Manlavi Muh tuimnd Zuka *I!ah.

trappe

f^f^^ vv^i- T**f - '^ — -- --•--—- - ~ ---- -_,___ ^ _j-

Jdnwar, "animal/' in falconers' lin.,'ua^e means ' falcon or hawk.*

6 Bdl, as here ^* wing," but also ** flight-feather."
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Lahore to Yar^and^ there is a coloured figure of " Falco Hender-
soni," which, for some reason, Mr. Huriie assumed to be " the-

Shanghar of Eastern falconers." If one may judge from the
coloured figure, the falcon represented is merely an old bird of the
kestril-like variety of Saker, a variety well known to Panjab
falconers.^ In the immature plumage the red markings would
be white, and the bird merely a striking example of that variety

or race distinguished by falconers of the Kapurtliala State as c/;.zfa^

chargk and supposed by them to be soft and lacking in courage.
The late Sirdar Sher *Ali, once Wall of Kandahar, told the

writer that he had kept sJitmqSrs in Afghanistan and that he had
one that was " puie white like snow "

; and Sirdar F. Muhammad
Khan of Kabul, who has accompanied H.M. the Amir of Afghanis-
tan on a visit to India, states tliat ^^ shunqars are a very large

species of charkh and that some of them are white.'*

Dr. Scully has, I think, been misled as regards the names
sJiunqSr and italgu. However, the term shunqdr has been fre-

quently misapplied by some Eastern writers that write from-
hearsay and are assisted by a fine imagination.

For further iiiformation on the subject the reader is referred
to Harting's ''' BihUotheca Accipitrarza^^* pages 187 and 191.

1 The falcon described by Hume was '* feathered in front for three-fifthn
of its length." There appears to be an undescribed variety of F. Cherrag,
which has feafcbers on the tarsus and feet. Amongst Pindi Gheb falconers
this variety is known by the nnme of Sang-Sang ; while by Derajat falconers
it is distinguished by the epifchet ^gd-moz <= booted], an epithet applied to-

pigeons with feathered legs. I have myself never met with this rare variety-



i8. Note on the Common Ra^vcn—Corvus Coraoc

'Examiners.
>/

This bird, so common in the Panjab, is known to Panjabi
falconers by the nnme of dho^har. In the Murree hills it is
called 5arn qogh, a name perhaps also applied to the Indian
Corby,^ with which it is confused. Amongst Persians it is
commonly known as kulagh-i siyah or "' black crow,"^ but amongst
Persian falconers by its Turki name of guzqun or quzgj^nn. Rang
dodhar ka mir n&m^Mahtab^^ "black as a raven and her name
' Moon/" isa Hindustani proverb for an ugly woman that gives her-
self airs, or for things that are inconiiruous. Arabs call the raven
Qhurab^ 'l-Bayn or the " Raven of Separation " because it
^' separated 'V itself fz^om Ji'oah and failed to return. Then Noah
cursed ifc for its disobedience, and its colour was changed from
white to black, and " its throat was pierced" ; * its feet became
'deformed ^ and fear of men entered Into its heart. Its epithet is

Fdsiq or "Evil-doer," one of the epithets of Satan. This bird
of ill-omen alights on the deserted habitations of men ; it

mourns like one afflicted : when it sees friends together, it croaks
and its croaking foietells "separation "; and when it sees well-
peopled habitations, ifc announces their ruin and desolation. If
it croaks thrice, the omen is evil, but if twice, it is good. Ibn
^Abbas^ the Prophet's cousin, when he heard it croak, used, in order
to avert the ill-omen, to exclaim, " God ! there is no bird but it

is Thine ; there is no good but Thy good ; and there is no God but
Thee." Moder-n Arabs avert the omen by exclaiming, " Khajr^

khair^ Good, good."

The raven is, in winter, found in Inrge flocks in the deserts of

the North- Western Frontier. It breeds largely in the Sulaiman
Range, near Dera Ghazi Khan and Dera Ismail Khan, and
of course elsewhere. I have observed the nest in the plains

close to Dera Ismail Khan city, but resident falconers have
told me that only within late years has it taken to breed-

ing there. On a 23rd February I found a nest at Bhakkar

1 The Indian Corby, the gTiagri kdnw of the Derajat. By the Hindna of

Bengal it is considered a messenger of death ;
" Situ R^m" they say when

they hear it croak,
2 Kulagh is the hooded crow, tlie common crow in southern Persia.

3 The same aa Likhd na pafhd nirn Muhammad Fdzil, The opposite

is Shakl churel ki aur mizdj pariyon Xra, "» witch in face and a fairy in

nature."
A well-known Arab snying, the meaning of which is obscure.

6 'Jf^aHs a disease in camels* feet: as the raven hops and does aoi

walk, it is supposed to saffer from their disease
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with, ttree half-grown young ones and three addled eggs. In
May I obtained a young one from the cavalry grass-rai^ at

Kohat, which two months later took to killing full-grown house-

pigeons. I have several times seen a wild raven cbase and injure

a house-pigeon, the pigeon only saving itself by dashing into the

bungalow ; and I have known one enter a servant's hut by the low
door and carry off a pigeon's eggs, I have, too, trustworthy
information of three ravens hunting and killing a wild hare.

Oates writes :
*' Blanford infoims me that the Sind raven

[utters a most peculiar bell-like note besides the usual guttural

cry." This clear bell-like cry is usually uttered on the wing.
'In the winter, iii the plains of the Panjab, this metallic cry is

Seldom heard. During the spring and hot heather, at Fort
Munro iii the Sulairaan Range, it is very marked, being there fre-

quent and exceptionally clear : it may be imagination, but the note
seemed to me to be there clearer and more metallic than else-

where.
The author of the Baz-Nama-yi-hasiri^ a modern Persian

work on falconry, includes it amongst the birds of prey ; "I
have myself/* he writes, " seen it catch a chukor and have
taken the quarry from its ^ hands." The same writer states that if

it be blinded by having its eye pierced by a needle and be then
kept in the dark for twenty-four hours, it will recover its s

'He adds that Arab fowlers catch ravens in traps, and train the
common kestrils ^ are trained in the Dashtistan ^ of Fars to act as

corroborated
falconers of Basrah and Mithammarali.

Muhammad ibn Mangali An-Nasirt i

Wahsh ft tury
writes:—"The lai^e black ^wra6 which is generally known as

tidaf^ and which is styled hj the Egyptians An-Nuhi ^ on
account of its longevity, and is also called Al-Kabir (a name
given to the Kite too), is the only one of the crow-kind that is

trained for sport. It is trained to take hares. If two or three
fc^V*

1 In the A^iin^i'Akbari, Aiin 28, it; is recorded that " The crow (raven ?)

is trained to take the sparrow, the quail and the maina." (Blochmann's
translafcion is here incorrect).

2 *Yide' Journal and Proceedings^ Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. H,
No. 10 of 1906.

^
^ A warra. region of Persia on the coast : Bnshire is about the centre

of its coast line,
^

* The Arabic text with a French translation was published in Paris
in 1880 under the title of " Traite de Venerie : traduix de VArale 'par Florian
Pharaon avee un Introduction 'par M. Le Marquis G. de Cherville."

Unfortanately the Arabic text is corrupt, so much so that it is frequently
u'nintelh'gible. Further the French translator, not being a falconer, has
fallen into serious errors.

*' Thou wilt not lire eternally though thou Uvest to the age of Noah.
Arah saying.
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combine in tlie desert to attack a hare, they kill it with ease,
while a single one will kill a middle-sized owl. # # # * *^ j^g

grasp is very powerful. It is lured, as falcons are lured, for it

is long-winded and will pursue its prey for a whole day till

successful. So strong is it in the baijk that it can tread the
female while both are flying. It should not be lured to meat, but
to the skin of a gazelle or of ahare as gazelle-sakers are lured,

or failing such skins to a lure of crane's ^ wings."

w o>

1 ij^jr 1 pi'ij^^j^t " a crane^ " perhaps the Demoiselle Crane, called in

Jf ^o^
India \JJ qarqara. Classically the Common Crane is ^^j0 ghumu

^ ^ --^





19 Macacus arctoides, Geoff.

By Rai Ram Brahma Sakyal, Bahaduk.

The following facts, relating to the distribution of the Brown
stnmp-tailed monkey {Macacus arctoides) may throw further
light on the subject which, according to Blanford, is not well
ascertained. Sirice 1878, a number of live examples of this
species have, from time to time, been exhibited in the Zoological
Garden, Calcutta, affording me opportunities of taking careful
notes of their habitat and habits. It appears that the first speci-
men that came into the possession of the Garden from a well*
ascertained source was the one presented by the late Mr. McCabe,
for many years Deputy Commissioner of the Xaga hills. As far as
it is now remembered, this particular animal was owned as a pet
by one of the Angami N'agas, who were brought to Calcutta during
the International Exhibition of 1883-84, and whose clay model, I
presume, still adorns the Ethnological gallery of the Indian
Museum, In 1885, Surgeon-Major MuUane, then Superintendent
of the Gowhafi Jail, presented an exceptionally fine specimen of
M, arctoides, which he had procured from the Naga hills when
still very joung. The Garo hills and Sadya have also contributed
examples of this species to the Garden. Several specimens
captured within his own jurisdiction were presented by the Raja
of Tippex-ah.

In 1880, a young monkey was purchased from a Tibetan, a
typical member of the nomadic tribe inhabiting Eastern Tibet,

wlio came in charge of a couple of Yaks, which Sir Ashley Eden
had obtained for presentation to the Zoological Society's Garden,
London. It was quite a baby when it came, and was carried in the

ample folds of its nomadic owner's garments; and it grew to be
a remarkably fine animal. In form and habits it resembled a

Macacus arctoides from Assam, Cachar or Tipperah in almost

every detail, although it never assumed the reddish flesh colour

of the face said to be characteristic of the species. Perhaps it is

this absence of the red colour of the face in the northern form of

the species which led older zoologists to separate it from the

Indian form.

Besides these we have had examples of this species from the

Malayan Peninsula and Borneo, the_ latter being generally lighter

in colour, and less amiable in disposition.

With regard to the colouration of the face and buttocks,

Blanford describes them as bright red, and Forbes as reddish flesh

colour. All that can be said on this point after a personal ex-

perience extending over many years dui-ing which a large number

of live examples of this species, young andadult* have come nnder

the observation of the writer of these notes, is that this character

is by no means constant. The colour of the face and buttocks,

specially of the former, is as changeable in this species as in

Macacus rhesus.



^



20. Sanskrit works on Literature, Grammar^ Rhetoric and
a Lexicography as preserved in Tibet,

Bj Satis Chandra Vidtabhusana, M.A.

The materials of the present paper are derived from two
volumes of the Tangyur (section mdo), viz., Le and S'e, the first

of which was brought down to Calcutta from Gyantse during the
Tibet expedition of 1903, and the second was deposited in the
India Office, London, by the late Mr. Hodgson. The paper gives a
short account of 28 secular Sanskrit works that were translated
into Tibetan duinng the Buddhistic age, and of which the transla-

tions were preserved in the Tangyur collection by the foremost
Tibetan scholar Bu-ston, at the end of the 13th century a.d. Thp
originals of some of these works such as jVIeghaduta, Kavyadansa,
Amarakosa, Kalapa-vyakarana and Candra-vyakarana still exist

in India, while those of the remaining works have been lost here.

It is a matter of congratulation that the Lamas, taking advantage
of tlie printing system that prevailed in Tibet very extensively

in the 12th century a.d., have also in some cases preserved the

Sanskrit originals side by side with the Tibetan ti'anslations.

Thus, for instance, the Chando-ratnakara, which has been noticed

in this paper, has been preserved in Tibet both in its Sanskrit

original and Tibetan version. The translations were made largely

in the Saskya monastery of Tibet.

L ^«3^3miT5r^'^^T?T, Candra-vyakarana-sutra-nama (Tib.

gCS^'^aj-q-5-5;-qQ^-5^«^-(3j^2-q )-The aphorisms

of the Candra-vyakarana, by Candra-gomi. I

1 There is a Sanskrit manascripC of the Candra-vyakarana in the

Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Govt, collection No. 3823. It is

written in Newari and begins thas :—

T^ ^riirej ^pIw ^^?^* ^^m ^^H i

It consists of six chapters and ends thas ;
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It extends over leaves 1—35a of the Tangjur, mdo, Le, and

begins with a salutation to the god of speech ( ^^'^'^^^'5^ )

and to the Omniscient One
(
^^^'^^'5J|^c3I

J,
It is divided into

six chapters ( ^^ ) of four feet each
(
^CI'^

) and was written

by the great venerable teacher Candra-gomi. It was translated

into Tibetan by the interpreter S'akya-bhiksu Ni-ma-rgyal-mtshan-

dpal-bzan, with the help of* the great Nepalese Brahman-
h

pandita Jetakarna, the crest gem of all linguists. The translation
B 3

was made in the monastery of the Dpal-thar pa-glifi ('I'har-pa

being a place near Dong-tse in Tibet). Tt ends thus :
—" May

this continue on the earth as the sun and moon

!

f>

2. f^'JTrEni^JT^fTTiniT, Viipsatyupasarga-vrtti-nama (Tib,

mentary on the twenty prefixes, by Candra-gomi.

Tt extends over leaves 356—39?> of the Tangyur, uido, Le, and
begins with an obeisance to Manjusri-Kuniara-bhiita. The author
of the work was Candra-gomi._ It was translated into Tibetan by
the interpreter S'akya-bhiksu Ni-ma-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan, with
the help of the great linguist Pandita Jetakarna. The translation

was completed in the monastery of Dpal-thar-pa-glin. It ends
thus :

" May this continue on the earth like the sun and moon !

"

3. W^^^iim, Varna-sutra-nama (Tib. ^ ' ^f3^ ' 51^*(^^
*

t

^'^ \—The aphorisms on the alphabet by Candra-

gomi.

^
It extends over leaves 40a— 41a of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, and

begins with an obeisance to Mafijusii-Kumarabbuta. ~
•

This work, which had originally been compiled bj Candra-
gonii, was translated into Tibetan by the interpreter S'akya-bhiksu
^ :gyal « M

F* J

*

In tbe Society there is nlso a manuscript of the commentary on
Candia-vyakaranft, named Paiijika. by Ratnamati.
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4. ^iSi^«.ffITTW, Varna-sutra-vrtti-nama (Tib. ^*^'^'"

^^ ^'^^'^'^*(^^'S*^)-Commentary on the Var-

na-sutra by Dliarmapala.

r

It extends over leaves 41a—46a of the Tangjur mdo, Le

and begins with an invocation to Manjulri-Kumarabhuta. The

work, which consists of 119 stanzas, was compiled bj the teacher

Dharmapala ( cB^'gC ). It was translated into Tibetan by the
r

interpi^eter S'akja-Gelong Ni-ma-rgyal-intshan-dpal-bzan-po, with

the help of the great Nepalese Pandita JetraVarna of the town of

Yambu. The translation was completed in the monastery of

Ppal-thar-pahi-glin. It ends thus :
" May this continue on the

earth like the snn and moon !"

5. ^fV=frR^??'^*lW, Adhikara-samgraha-nama (Tib. ^^

qt^C-q-y^C'^qi-q^-qSI^'q'lSj^'g'qj^A collection

of governing rules (of ia-kara or case-eiiilings).

It extends over leaves 46a—556 of the Tangyur mdo, Le,

and begins tlius
: STI^^'g'^^^Y^^'^S^'^'^^T'^^^'S^^

q]q-CI-rT]aj-5I|3^'ni3j-q'2^5j
] [

c\g^^^-gW3^'<:\<saj-=5iI

•^•<^3q'^ai-W^=T|'|'CT|^||

" Salutation to the lord of speech, tlie tca(*her of non-

duality.

Bowin<^ to the perfect, omniscient and beneh'f^fnt teacher of

the world, I compile (this giummar which is) small but plain/*

The work is divided into six chapters of four sections each,

and was translated into Tibetan by Bhiksu I)pal-ldan-blo-gr'H.
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l^rtan-pa In the town of Lalitapattana (
V^'^C^' \ in Nepal. It

ends thus :
*' Maj this be for the benefit of many."

6. f^Hfffi^Tf^^, Vibhakti-karika (Tib. ^^'^3^'^^

'^^^ S^'^ )—^^^oi'^^le verses on declension.

It extends over leaves 56a—78& of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, and

begins with an invocation to the lord of speech and Manjughosa.

It was delivered (translated) (S^'^) ^^ intervals by Dpal-ldan-

blo-gros-brtan-pa.

7. ^^, Tihanta (Tib. ^C;Q^'5jqa^)_Conjugation,

It extends over leaves 786—836 of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, and

begins with an invocation to the lord of speech and to the Bodhi-

sattva the ocean of merits. It was translated into Tibetan by the

Tibetan interpreter Grelong Dpal-ldan-blo-gros-brtan-pa in Lalita-

pura ( ^^'qO^-gC-g^ ) in Ifepal.

8. ^»5il5lft5;^, Sambandlioddesa (Tib. C;^ga^ '
q

' ?J^^'

^5 1
H )—Statement of the connection between bases

and endings by Kayastha CakS-dasa.

It extends over leaves 836—866 of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, and

begins with an invocation to the lord of speech and Sngata. It

was compiled (S^K'^'g^Tj^'^
^ by Kayastha Caka-dasa, and

was translated into Tibetan by Dpal-ldan-blo-gi'os-brtan-pa, Pge-

wahi-bses-gnen-tog-sia-dpon-po Bde-wa-chos-kyi-bzan-po and

others, with the help of the explanatory notes of the Lest of bi-

lingual speakers named S'on-ston-rdo-rje-rgyal-mtshan.

9. ^Sr«nq^^, Kalapa-sutra (Tib-T^^'^^'^J*^ ) —The

aphorism of Kalapa^
*"
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It extends over leaves 866 rar.

and begins with an invocation to Buddha, the propounder of the

non-dualistic doctrine •(^^'g'^«^'2lJ^-q]gC;-q':^C;5^'g^ It

was translated into Tibetan by Blo-gros-brtan-pa (the third), with

the help of the commentary of Durga-simha.
4

10- ^^m^^*fT??^ffI, Kalapa-sntra-na ^R^

^^•J'S^r^ (^'P^gf^'^'^^'^)-A commentary on the

Kalapa-siitra, by Durga-siixiha.

It extends over leaves 1046—118?> of the Tangyur, uido, Le,
and begins with an invocation to the lord of speech and Buddha
thus :

—

r7S?i'^aj'Q^5^^'2T|gc:-§]':^qc;'gq]'Qj-grT|-Q^<^q
] |

^<gj*3^g<3j*iq5^^-5=^'ST|aq]:^q'q

*' Salutation to the blessed loi'd of speech.

Bowing to the god of gods—the all-knowing and the seer of

all—I shall set forth the explanation of the Katantra (Kalapa) of

S'arva-varma."

Durgasimha was the author of the work. It was translated

into Tibetan by Bhiksu Dpal-ldan-blos-gros-^rtan-pa with the help

of the Panjika (^^'^"^^'^ = explanation of difficulties) by

Trilocana-dasa. The translation was completed in the monastery

of Ppal-gnas-po-che.
r

11. ^QinT^^^fT^fspifVcT'nJT, Kalapa-lagliu-vrtti-sisu-hita-

• Cy^l^^'S^\—A light commentary on Kalapa for the

use of children, by Yasobhuti.
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It extends over leaves 118&—152a of the Tangyur, mdo, Le,

and begins witli an invocation to the lord of speech. It was

written hj the Brahmana Yasobh uti
(
^5^ '

3'^^^ '^3^ ) ^^^

the use of pupils, and was translated into Tibetan bj Lha-bla-ma-

shi-wa-hod in the monastery of Tho-lin-gser in the province of

Shaa-shufi (Western Tibet).

12. ^T^^rrsi^^TT, Syadjanta-prakriya (Tib. Ij'faj'^^^'

CJf3^'?J^(2^'^'^)—The operation of the ease-endings

s^, etc., by Manjukirti.
r

It extends over leaves 1526—2126 of the Tangyur, mdo, Le,

and begins with an invocation to Bhagavan Manjunatha. It was
composed by the sage S'ri-Manju-kirti (Dpal-ldan-hjam-pahi-grags-
pa) and was translated into Tibetan by Gelong Dpal-ldan-blo-
gros-brtan-pa. The translation was completed in the monastery
of Ppal-gnas-po-che.

13. ^^Hl^T^'^xt^l^T^^fli^IT^, Sarva - bhasa - pravarttana -

vyakai^na-sastra (Tib. g'T^^' '^'f^l^' ^^

'

m p

^^(5'CJ5?^ )—The science of grammar introductory

to all languages by Subha^aklrti.

It consists of the leaves 2126—2136 of the Tangyur, mdo, Le

and begins with an invocation to Sarvajna (^^'^R^ )• The au-

thor of the work was the great teacher Subhasa-kirti,

14. ^t»fT'^ig^5I5IT5ff^?:^iIT^^i;fT|:, Sarva-bhasa-pravart-

tana-vyakarana-sastrasya-vfttib (Tib.: 5}^*^*^*^^

<^|=T[q5^'§q^'q^a^-q6^'5'a^g^^ commen-

tary on the Sarva -bhasa - pravarttana - vyakarana-

#'^

sastra.
r

It extends over leaves 2136—222n of the Tangyur, mdo, Le^

and begins witTi an invocation to Sarvajna (^5|^'-S^'5|p<3;'CJ
^

It was compiled by tbe great teacher Subha?a-kirti.
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15. SriftJig^^fTT, Prayoga-mukha-vrtti (Tib. ^^'I^-^^'

^f^'^ ^''^^'^''^ )-A commentary (named) the

door of application.

It extends over leaves 2226—230a of tlie Tangyur, mdo,
Le, and begins with an invocation to the Lord of the world

16. tWfl^TR^^HSfilf^^jPinda-nivarttana-nirdesa-karika

(Tib. ^'^•q-^^^-q'^^<^'qa^'($sTfai(J^'g^-q

)

Memorable verses on the principles of mutual combi-

nation (sandi).

It extends over leaves 2306—234a of the Tangyur, mdo, Le,

and begins with an invocation to Maiijusri-natha (K^^'^R *^^(!1J'

spjs)!
i';.

17. firi!|fWTTi5lfsi^?i;^lf%^, Pinda-nivnrttana-nirde^a-vart-
-

tika (Tit. ^* q* qg^* q* q^^5j-qS^-^5TC\^ai

)

T

A commentary on the Pinda-nivarttana-nirdesa by

Nividharma.

It extends over leaves 234a—2606 of the Tangyur, Jiido, Le,

and begins with an invocation to Manjusrinatha, the blessed lord

of speech. It was compiled by teacher JJividharma for the use of

learners of small intellect.

18. ^T^*rg^T*5?ft^5R*fT??', Vacanamukhayudhopama-nama

(Tib. g-i:iS^-|j's^c&5i'5'^'g(^^-g'^)^ door

of speech comparable to a weapon," by Medhakirti.

It extends over leaves 2606—2656 of the Tangyur, mdo, Le,

begins with an invocation to Sarvajfia the foremost of spealcers

qS^'a^^(S^'^?|^'5^'^g^'^). It was published with anno-

Medhakirtf (5<3rq'vV'-^^'g^^rq
\ ^ ]
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" Memory-knowledge—fame") under instructions from his guru

Dhanabliadrakirti ( ^'^3^^=^^'^ ) for the sake of his pupil

Kumarakirti ( ^^'^*^^^'^ ) 1

19. ^=9T^^T^'?ftTnT'i'W^f%, Vacana-mukhajudhopama-nama-

vrtti (Tib. §'^5,-^5^^-c5'^'g-^^ *3'^^'<^^f^*

^\—^A commentary on the Vacanamukhayudhopama

by Jnana.

It extends over leaves 266a—291a of the Tangyur, mdo, Le,

and begins with an invocation to Sarvajna, the foremost of

speakers. It was published with annotations by the Indian sage

Jnana (^M'^^'^ = ^aj'^'U^V^^'^^^^'q = Medhakirti), under

instructions from his grwrw Dhanabhadrakirti ('^'^'^3C^'^^^'^)

for the sake of his pupil Kumarakirti
(
^i^^*^'^^^'^

) |

20, ^^TRTJl^^^BHTf^^, Upasarga-laksana-bhasita (Tib. ^

characters of prefixes " by Indra-datta.

It extends over leaves 291a—306a of the Tangyur, mdo, Le,
and begins with salutation to Sarvajna. It was composed by the
teacher Indra-datta of Ghatapa and was translated into Tibetan
by the interpreter Nam-uikhah-bzaQ-po. It ends thus :

*' May this
be profitable to many sentient beings !

*'

21, -^JT^^rt^m, Amarakosa-nama (Tib. O^^^'SI^^'^E^^'^^'

3 ^ )—Immortal treasury ( of words ), by Amara-

Simlia.

It extends over leaves 1-58& of the Tangyur, mdo, S'e ( *^ ),

and begins with an invocation to Sai-vajiia
(
^^^'5^'^g^'^ ).

_ CV -N CV -N "N
It was composed by Amarasiipha ( f-\cB'^'^^'^Q^*'^C^ ) and
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was translated into Tibetan by Grags-pa-rgjal-mtshan of Tar-luSsm the presence of the great Pandita Klrti-candra in the town of
Yambu in Nepal.

22. ^Ifl-?^^ — ^HT^irg'ITJT, Amaratlka-kamadhenu-nania

( Tib. 0^'^^ ' q^'^^^ •

I'g*
^^' a^^Q\- q- (^i^^'

(\E. Q^'q-Sq* (^^'g-q^—The milch-cow of extensile

commentarj on the Amarakosa hy Subhuti-candra.

It extends over leaves 586

—

7Sh of the Tangyur, mdo, S'e

(•A) and begins Tvith an invocation to the blessed lord of

speech. It was composed by teaclier Subhnti-candra ( ^^'

'^S^'f^'^ }' ^^^ having been abridged a little in the laudatory

part, it was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage Kii'ti-

candra and Grags-pa-rgyal-mtslian of Yar-luns, in the town of

Yambu in Nepal,

. 23. mm^W, Kavjadarsa (Tib. ^^-^^Cqi^'JJ'^Tt^C^'j.—A

mirror of poetics by Dandi.

It extends over 786—1036 of the Tang^-ur, mdo, S'e {-f^)^ and

begins with an invocation to Manjusri-Kuraarabhuta (0^^?^*^^^*

cn«i'^;^-q]^'CJ \ It is divided into three chapters ((^^'^'^'

q^^s'q = pariccheda) , and was composed by teacher Dandi

cr|'2:f^<3f ) It was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage

—S'ri-Laksmikara—who was versed in poetics, and the Tibetan

interpreter Gelong S'on-ston, by order of the accomplished and

holy Lama, the master S-akya-bzan-po, who was a precious,

devout lord of immeasurable merits. The tmnslation was com-

pleted in the great blessed monastery of Saskya. By the kind

order of -ffofi-ston himself, the famous interpreter Dpal-hlau-
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blo-gros-brtan-pa, in conformity with the commentary of the gi*eat

teacher Ratna^ri, pablished this revised translation with suitable

^mnotations.

24, ^^t;^T^^5 Chando-ratnakara (Tib. ^^'g^'^^j'cB^

Q^C'ST]^^ )—The ocean of metres.

It extends over leaves 104a—114a of the Tangyur, njdo, S'e

("R) and begins with an in

opening lines run as follows :

The

q'q-^-q-j-5j-3j|

|lc;'q-^^q|-=T]-qs^cT|-^:;^'^
1

h

The Sanskrit version, which is given side by side, rnns as

follows

:

25, '^s^ CSl^^*i liT, Chando-ratnakara-nama (Tib. ^^'§^

^^*<$^'C;^*=T]^^ )—The ocean of metr
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It extends over leaves 114a—1376 of the Tangyur, mdo, S'e

(^'^) and begins with an invocation to Marijusri-Kumarabhuta,

the lord of speech.
4

It was compiled by SarvajSa-ratnakara S'antipada ( S^^'^^'

^g-^'^^^^'^^^'^S^'^^^'^'^S'^^^^ )
and was translated into

Tibetan by the pious Ra-sa-va and Grags-pa rgyal-uitshan of Yar-

luns. Subsequently the translation was recast by Gelong Nam-

michah-bzan-po in the presence of Byan-chub-rtse-mo.

26. ^^trTTT^, Yrttamala (Tib. : ^^'g^'g'^C:'qa^-q^t:^'q^

A garland of metres.

It consists of the leaves 138 —150a of the Tangyur, mdo, l^e

l'^) and begins with an invocation to Manju-natha, It was

translated into Tibetan under the supervision of Son-ston-rdo-rje-

rgyal mtshan, the incomparable sage and the crest-gem of bi-lingual

speakers. The translation was recast and put in order by Lotsava

Gelong Ppal-ldan-blo-gi'os-brtan-pa, the chief of the pupils of the

mentary

S'akya-i^ksita.

27. arr^^^ f^^rf^^l^^T'IW, Tyadyantasya-kriya-viracita-

nama (Tib. yai-JT^^'^S^'^^i^S^'g'^

^^"^'3'^)—Composition of verbs by adding the

endings ti, etc^ by Sarvadhara.

It extends over leaves 150a—3076 of the Tangyur, mdo, S'e

(3 ) and begins \^ath an invocation to White Tara, the great mis-

tress of speech, and holdress of sciences {
^qt^'C^2T[-i^qcgCI|

^^Trc^^j'Saj'^^oi-^'s^'T]^'^ ) 1

Saravadhara

It was translated into Tibetan in the monastery of Yan-rtse in
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Nam-rin by the great Pandita S'ri-Manika and tbe Tibetan inter-

preter Rdo-rje-rgyal-uatshan.

%H^cTilTJT, Meg!iadntanama(Tib. g^'5'^5'§^'3'^

The cloud-messenger by Kalidasa.

It extends over leaves 3076 Tangyur.

( -^ ) and begins with an invocation to Buddha, the Lord of speech.

The work was composed by the great poet Kalidasa ^^'^ ^
M

Rf^
) I

Tt was translated into Tibetan by the Kasmirian Pandita

the great poet Sumana-sri, the famous Lotsava of Shu-chen named

Gelong Byan-chnb-rtse-mo and the interpreter Nam-mkhah-bzan-

po, in the blessed monastery of Saskya, 1

1 The volume La of the Tangyiir, mflb, that has heen need by me in the
I V

preparation of this paper, waa brought down to Calcutta from Gjantse, during

the late Tibet Mission, while volume S'e ("^ ) of the Tangyur, mdo, which

also I have used in the paper, was given me as a loan by the India Office,

Jjondon, through the kind recommendation of Mr. F, W. Thomas.
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21. Notes from the Chemical
College. Note No. i.—A new method of preparing
Merc

xn

By Panchanan Neogt, M.A., Premchand Roychand Scholar,
mid Govervment of Bengal Research Scholar.

Yvon (Comptes rendus, 76, 1607) obtained mercurous iodide
by heating mercury and iodine in a retort on a sand-bath to 250®.
Stroman (Berichte, 20, 2818) also got it on a large scale by heat-
ing a strong solution of HgNO^ containing a little nitric acid
with excess of iodine. Rny (Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, Ixix. pt,
ii., 1900, p. 477) has prepared it by the interaction of ethyl iodide
on mercurous nitrite. In all these cases the mercurous ioide
obtained was of a distinct yellow colour.

Experimental.

A sample of isopropyl iodide prepared from glycei'in, iodine
and phosphorus was left with a globule of mercury in order to

keep it colourless. The iodide remained with the globule of mer-
cury for nearly eight months in a dark room unobserved, at the
end of which time it was taken out. I was surprised to find

beautiful, yellow, shining crystals at the neck of the flask instead of
isopropyl iodide in it. Another layer of red crystals of mercuric
iodide was found above the layer of the yellow crystals. The
isopropyl iodide being very unstable even in the dark evidently

liberated iodine, which in the nascent state combined with the
mercuiy present forming mercurous iodide, which sublimed gradu-

ally during the long interval on the neck of the flask forming large,

beautiful, yellow crystals, while a portion of the mercurous iodide

was oxidised to mercuric iodide forming the layer of red crystals.

The experiment was repeated with metliyl, ethyl and iso-

propyl iodides in presence of sunlight, in order to expedite the

liberation of iodine by the actinic action of sunlight. In this

manner a larger yield of mercurous iodide was secured. The
experiment was conducted in the following manner. The iodide

was taken along with mercury in a round-bottomed flask, which
was corked wit^ a rubber-cork and exposed io strong diffused

sunlight. The cork was occasionally removed in order to

allow the gaseous products of decomposition to pass away and

the contents of the flask were occasionally shaken. As the

reaction went on, a yellow deposit was continuously formed, and

when the whole of the iodide was used up. fresh iodide was poured

in until the whole of the mercury was converted into the yellow

compound. The yellow deposit was then transferred into a small
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Erlenmeyer flask, and mercurotis iodide was sublimed off in an
atmospliere of carbon dioxide by partially immersing the flask in

a glycerin batli. In this way beautiful, yellow crystals of raercu-

reus ioide were obtained. Any accompanying mercuric iodide was
removed by alcohol in which it is soluble.

Analysis: 0*112g. of the substance gave 0'0789g, of Agl by
Carius' method, whence the percentage of iodine is 38"1, that

required by theory for mercurous iodide being 38'8.

The present investigation confirms the observation of Yvon,
Stroman and Rg^y that pure mercurous iodide is bright yellow^

while the so-called green variety of mercurous iodide is evidently

a mixture.



Notes from the Chemical Laboratory of the Presidency
College. Note No. 2.—Nitro-ethane as a Solvent of

Iodoform.

By Panchaxan Neogi, M.A.

W
on the alkaline salts of ethjl sulphuric acid (Kaj and T^eogi,

in Trans. Cheni. Soc, Decern., 1906) the distillate obtained consisted
of a mixture of alcohol and nitro-ethane. It was then found that
the iodoform test of alcohol failed with the liquid obtained, though
alcohol was distilled off at its usual boiling point. Known mix-
tures of pure

odoform test of alcohol. Two explanations

seemed to account for this singular behaviour:— first, that a com-
pound was formed by the interaction of iodoform with nitro-ethane

;

and second, that iodoform was soluble in nitro-ethane. In order

to decide between the two, pure iodoform was repeatedly shaken up
in excess with pure nitro-ethane in a test-tube, and the tube was
immersed in water in the dark room in order to keep the tempera-

ture constant. After several hours the supernatant, clear liquid

was drawn up by means of a pipette and weighed. It was then

kept in a vacuum desiccator over caustic potash and soda lime,

when nitro-ethane evaporated and yellow crystals remained which

were weighed. The melting point of the substance as well as its

peculiar odour proved it to be iodoform.

Exp, I-—203l6g. of a saturated solution of iodoform in nitro-

ethane at 23*^ gave •1002g. of iodoform on evapoxution, whence

100 vols, of nitro-ethane dissolve 5*4g. of iodoform at 23'

Exp. II.—2'4452g. of a saturated solution at 23° gave, on

evaporation, •12I7g, of iodoform ; hence 100 vols, of nitro-ethane

dissolve 5*5g. of iodoform at 2.T
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23. Notes from the Chemical
College* Note No. 3.

•i«

Mercuroso-Mercu
ric Nitrate.

By P. 0. R\y,

It has already been shown that mercurous nitrite when
treated with water, undergoes partial dissociation. But however
much the solution may be diluted, about 22 per cent of the salt
dissolves without decomposition.* The explanation of this anoma-
lous behaviour lies in the fact that in solution a pretty stable
compound 4Hg (1^02)2 + 2 (Hg NO^) is formed. If, however,
an alkaline nitrite or even silver nitrite be added to the above
solution, the mercurous nitrite is completely dissociated into
mercury and mercuric nitrite (vide Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal^
Ixix., pt ii, 1900, p. 413).

Recently I have been engaged in a systematic investigation of
this subject. A large excess of mercurous nitrite was triturated

in a mortar with silver nitrite, and water was added from time to

time. The liquid, which looks dirty grey due to the suspension
of metallic mercury in a fine state of division, on filtration gave a
clear, pale-yellow solution- It was then allowed to evaporate
under diminished pressure over sulphuric acid. After a few days
a bright yellow, crystalline powder was obtained. The compound
proved to be silver-mercuroso-mercuric nitrate. The analysis of

a typical preparation is given below :

Mercuric mercury Hg''

Mercurous mercury Hg'
Silver A^r

Nitrogen N

• • •

• « »

26-23-=-200=01312
45-81-T-200= 0-2290

j

4J5-r-108 = 0-

3-60-=- 14= 0-2570

0-2670.

The simplest ratio is Hg" : (Hg'+Ag): N-1: 2: 2.

Hence the formula of the componnd would be Hg" (Hg', Ag)^

It has already been shown that when the solution of mercu-

roso nitrite is allowed to porate

basic mercuroso-mercuric nitrate m the shape of a yellow crystal-

line powder is obtained (Trans. Chera. Soc, 87, 1905, 174), the

nitrite undergoing decomposition thus,

3Hg N02=Hg,0 +HgNOg+ 2NO.

I Joura, Asiatic Soc. Bengal, Iit. pt. ii- (1896), p. 1,
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In tbe present instance a basic mercnroso-mercuric nitrate

has been formed, in wbicb a part of the mercurous itiercury has

been replaced by silver. Evidently we have here a remarkable

case of isomorphism. I am not aware of any instance in which
univalent mercury is isomorphously replaced by silver.

:fS



24* Some Birds and other animals that have been metamor-
phosed [being an extract from the KitTihiiU-Jam-
fiavaJiJi HlniVl'Ba^yavah^^ an Arabic manuscript^
No- S65^ in the Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal].

By LiEUT.-CoLONEL D, C, PfiiLLOTT and Mr. R. P, Azoo.

Amongst traditions handed down to us from trustworthy
sources is one that the Prophet (on whom be the Peace and
Blessing of God) once said : " The metamorphosed beings in this
world are seven hundred, and these rebelled against the Vicars
of the Prophets after the death of the latter. Four hundred of
them took to the land and three hundred to the sea," He then
repeated this sacred verse :

" And we made them the subject of
stories and we scattered them utterly."^ Of them, too, a poet has
said :^

*' Those that opposed the Guides in i^ligion were changed on
the spot and were utterly scattered."

Muhammad, son of Ahu Hbd* 'Uah, has rein ted to us on tlie

authority of Muhammad son of Ahmady who heard it from Muham-
€

H
ait^ the son of Al-Humyn, the son of Mi^ the son of Ahu TSlib
(peace be on them) that he {HH) said: *' The Apostle of God
(blessings on Him and on his Family and on his Companionfl) once
said, * The metamorphosed beings that people can see and have
seen are nineteen. These are, the elephant, the bear, the scorpion,

the * spiny-tailed lizard'^ {?(^bb)^ the spider, the du^mus^ the
eel, the swallow {walical^)^ the pig, Venus, Canopus, the ape.

A This work is in two volnraes, of which only the second is io the
Lihrary of the Asiatic Society. The name of the author is not given, nor is

the work mentioned in Brockelmann or in Hdjl Ki^nlfa. From the colophon at

the eud of the volume it appears that the book was written in 797 A.U. (1394
A.D.). This is followed by these words: " May God for^iye the own#^r who
helped in the composition of it," from which it appears that the MS, was the
author's original copy.

2 Quran, Chapter XXXIV., Verse 18.

3 The spiny-tailed lizard {Uromastix) canght and eaten by the Arabs as

well as by certain tribes of India. The flesh is white and rich/and in ap-

pearance resembles chicken's flesh. The verb i^j^ sig

lizard.

* The o^*'*^ du'wittf is probably the mopquito larva.

Arab authors as * a worm with two hpads lx\'iiig in stagnant water/

6 The plural word ahSbil^ primarily meaning in Arabic, *' flocks of birdfl,"

is the name of the '' birds " (metaphorically emall-poi) that attacked thft army

X%f 18 deFcrlbed by
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tlie hare (according to some), the bat, the mouse, ' the mosquito,

the human louse (according to some), the gecko, the parrot, and
the peacock (accordincr to some).'

The author continues:

The Apostle of God being questioned as to the reason for

their metamorphosis replied: ''The elephant was once a man of

oppression, who took all, sparing neither gi^een nor dry. The
bear was a man, vicious and efEeminate, who solicited men. The
scorpion was a scaudal-mongei*, from whose tongue none was safe.

The spiny-tailed lizard was a Bedouin that used to steal from the

pilgrims on their way to Mecca. The spider was a woman, who
exercised witchcraft over her husband.^ The du^miis was a tale-

bearer, who caused dissension amongst friends. The eel was a

cuckold, a pander to his own wife. The swallow was a thief, who
stole ripe dates from the tree-tops of his neighbours. Pigs were
those Christians that asked Jesus for a table from Heaven, but
afterfits descent denied Him ^ all the more. Now Venus was a

woman named JSind^ and it was she by whom Marut and Marut^
were fascinated and so sinned.^ Canopns was a publican* of
Yemen, Apes were those Jews that broke the Sabbath, The
hare is said to have been a filthy woman, who never bathed after

her courses—or at any other time ; but. God knows best. The bat
was a woman, who practised witchcraft on a rival-wife and so

Allah changed her into a bat. The mouse was a patriarch of
the Jews with whom God was wrath, and so He transformed him
into a mouse. The mosquito was a man who was wont to deride

the Prophets and revile them, making grimaces in their faces,

and clappincf his hands'^; so God metamorphosed him into a
mosquito, l^ow the story about the body-louse is that a certain

prophet of the Children of Israel was once standing in prayer,,

when one of the foolish ones of the Children of Israel came to

him and began to mock him, pulling faces at him and making
disgustinjr noises witli his mouth ^ ; so he moved not from that
spot before God Almighty metamorphosed him into a louse. As

of Ahrakah with clay pellets {Quran, Chapter CV., verse 3) ; bat in Persian and
in Urdu the word is sinfjular and means " swallow."

1 Far, a singalar and a collective noun includes mice and rats,

* Presumably while she received the attentions of her paramour.
8 Quran, Chapter V,, 112.
Sdrut and Marut^ two fallen angels, now suspended head downwards in

a well in Babylon. They were tempted and fell, and chose present punish-
ment to punishment hereafter. They are supposed to be teachers of magic.

5 Iftatan* signifies " to be enamoured, to fall and to suffer panishmenfc
from the fall."

9 'Ashshdr^ a publican or tax-gatherer in the Biblical sense.
1 Arab children clap the hands in mockery or derision. There appears

to be some connection between the clapping of the hands and the beating of
the mosquito's wings.

' V ^J^ colloquial and literary " Imiter le pet par un certain mouve-

mBnt des Zet;re«."
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to the gecko, ^ there once were tvsro tribes of the Children of Israel
and these God changed into geckos. Now the parrot was meta-
morphosed ^ for disobedience to God."

Ahmad ibn Jdns has told us that he heard from Ahmad ibn
Muhammnd, who heard it from AUHiisavn ibn 'Ahd^ 'link wlin

Hi
Ja^ar Al-Ja^'fi

morphosed bird and was formerly a handsome man who enticed
the wife of a Believer, and seduced her, and then sent her awaj

;

so God on High changed him into a pair of pea-fowl, male and
female '*—and Praise be to God the Lord of the Universe.

^ -

i.^ .99
^yih^^ ^J^ '^y^yy^

<W3x>c ^ o^,^\ t^ *iX*».x! lijl:s. JU iDt *>W> ^^t j^ iX^^L^ tiijA. J(i

J^ cr* .''^ c^ C5^ c:r^ uri-**^' erf t#^ ^^ J"^ t5>^' Jt^L-f ^t

aUf JU ^! J^^; J15 Jli *>t ^lUf^ v^JlA <^'» c^ 4/^ erf ui-*^» i:H>

1 fS the gecko honse-Hzftrd called also u^' T^t and colloqaiallj

u^y^-'f

« Apparently from a woman. There appeara to be an omifiaion In the

text.
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» /

f

iP ... . g-

iU^ ^l J—jiJf U| ^—JL-^ ^ii^ AUf C5^ Jlft^ ^i i^ V^»

J' Jf^yi j^^i £^S-W; c;*^ v^l t^f J - L^^i 3/j 1$^; ^*^ 5* »y

iU^ ^to ^j.^f Uf, . c^^\ ^LLo ^Uj ijljUA'k^^ ^ u^^flJl U|, ^ a-iii

i>i s»

Ul J
l^jj ^:^JSK^ gl^^l o^<<i o^^*'^' '^Ij - a5^»^»>J j^=P^' <3;^ 'iflj^t

%i^ ^j o^' <j>?Jf i^b - **^i^' u^? ic^! ^"^ ^; O^* U^->^*^'

j^jji o^ li^u ai^^ ^lii; j:i^yi ui, . A-Jb')u ji ju^f ..Jtu

>
l4|,3i .ij«j \^» gjJUl 1^1-- 4i^.a. j^jUftiJli^ji^l Let, (Jiio)| ;_^5,;

^'O

-P,

l<jj 4?,ii3r J^l ydj AiA ^i-3 Jyi oJl<i |^4>Jt Ulj . Uji^j tyK U j!k|

CJi^ »5>W^* <>;^t '^fj - t^^'^ f;'-*^ ^; vy^ iJtt** ^^ ~
"^."J^'"^ "^^^

U^isJf ^K JLIAj 2/ y^ji ^l^^l y^Ji ^\J'^ v-4;^l Ufj - o^faJf <y' fj*>i^f

^5» ^ ^ oj

V »/i 0;»- »f;^f ^^^ (jS^iJl Mj - ^f ^Wlj v£Ui ^ ^^ 3/j

!
^ ^ .. w

Ai^^^i aJx iiJt ^_,,^ ^^^f^ it^ ^\j; ^li)l U|^ . Uilii. l^^.-^ aJJt e;l?
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^Xff aL3^.^i cSAJi oju l%i.^j\ ^i I4J ^^i (^^ cUj »|;«l i>j(^ ^ifj iU^^ lU;
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±he 6th February, 1907, at 9-15 p.m
Wednesday

His Honour Sir Andrew Fraser, M.A., LL.D., K.C.S.L,
President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Babu Muralidhar Banerji, Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, Major
W. J. Buchanan, LM.S., Mr. I. H. Burkill, Babu Manmohan Cha-
ki^avarti, Mr. J. A. Chapman, Mr, J. N. Das- Gupta, Mr. Hari
Jfath De, Mr. A. Earle, Mr. L. L. Fermor, Rev. E. Francotte, S.J.,

Babu Aniulya Charan Ghosh Vidyabhusana, Mr. H. G. Graves,
Mr. H H. Hayden, Mr. D. Hooper, Mr. W/W. Hornell, Mr. H. E.
Kempthorne, Mr. E. D. Maclagan, Dr. H. H. Mann, Mr. E. Mars-
den, Babu Panchanan Mukhopadhyaya, Major F. O'Kinealy, I.M.S.,

Rev. A. H. Phillips, Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott, Mr. C. S, Price, Dr.
P. K. Ray. Rai Ram Brahma Sanyal, Bahadui', Mahamaho-
padhyaya Harapiasad Shastri, Babu Girindra Kumar Sen, Pandit
Yogesa Chandra S'astri-Sankhyaratna-Vedatirtha Mahamaho-
padhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg, Mr.
E. R. Watson, and Rev. A. W. Young.

Visitors:—Mr. G. B. Abbott, Babu Gopal Chandra Banerji,

Babu Sorojanarain Banerji, Babu Sarat Chandra Chatterji, Mr.
W. A. K. Christie, Babu Hem Chandra Das Gupta, Lord Radstock
and Mr. S. K. Ratcliffe.

According to tlie Rules of the Society, the President directed

the voting papers to be distributed for the election of Officers and
Members of the Council for 1907, and appointed Messrs. L. L, Fer-
mor and W. W. Hornell to be scrutineers-

The President announced that the Elliott Prize for Scientific

Research for the year 1906 would not be awarded, as none of the

essays received in competition was of sufficient merit to justify

the award of the pi'ize.

The President also announced that the Bai'clay Memorial
Medal for the year 1907 had been offered to Lt.-Col. A. W. Alcock,

LL.a, CLE., F.R.S.

The President called upon the Secretary to read the Annual
Report.
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Annual REPORT FOR IQO9 6.

The Council of the Society tas tlie honour to submit the

following report on the state of the Society's affairs during the

year ending 31st December, 1906.

Member List.

It is satisfactory to note that there has been an extraoi'dinary

increase in the list of Ordinary Members.
During the yeai vinder revieAv, 71 Ordinary Members were

elected, 14 withdrew, 4 died, and 3 were removed from the list

under Rule 40, being more than three years absent from India. The
total number of members at the close of 1906, w^as thus 407 against

357 in the preceding year. Of these 173 were Resident, 147 Non-
Resident, 15 Foreign, 20 Life and 51 absent from India, and one
Special K"on-Subscribing Member, as will be seen from the follow-

ing table, which also shows the fluctuations in the number of

Ordinary Members during the past six years :

—

Yeae.

1901 ...

1902

1903

1904

* 4

*

1905

1906

• * •

' »

* *

V *

a 9 9

• « «

Paying.

[

NoN.Paying,

c:

1

1

1

-t3 ^J> tc %

0; c «» &c IE o •§ =J = ^^

.'5 o .-2 -5 c GQ
^

For

\

J p£2

< QQ 5 o

123 133

126 ' 126

13

14

127 I - 126

132

144

173

130

269

266

15

133

147

14

12

26 S

276

15

288

335

four Ordinary

Total.

22
1

36 1 59

21 46 1 68

21 45 1 67

21 45 1
J

67

20 47
^

1 68

20 51 ' 1 72

328

334

335

343

357

407

M
Kyayaratna, Mr. AYomes Chandra Bonnerji, Moung Hla Oung
and Mr. John Macfarlane.

There w^as one vacancy in the list of Honorary Members and
this was filled up by the election of the Right Hon, Baron Curzon,
of Kedleston.

The List of Special Centenary Members continued unaltered,

the number standing at 4.
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Amon^ the Associate Members there lias been one death, viz.^

Maulavi Abdul Hai. The number now stands at 12, leaving three
vacancies to fill up.

No members compounded for their subscriptions durino^ the
year.

Indian Museum,

During the year, there have been two vacancies amongst the
Trustees caused by the retirement of Sir Alexander Pedler and
the death of Mr. J. Macfarlane ; Mr E. P. Ashtou and Lt.-Col, D. C,
Phillott were appointed to fill them. The other Trustees who
represent the Society are ;

G. W, Kiichler, Esq., M.A.
T. H, Holland, Esq., P.G S., F.R.S.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya,
M.A., D.L.

Finance.

The Accounts of the Society are shown in the Appendix under
the usual heads. Statement No. 10 contains the Balance Sheet

of the Society, and of the different funds administered through
it.

The credit balance of the Society at the close of the year

was Rs. 1,79,519-3-3 against Rs. 1,93,143-1-9 in the preceding

year.

The Budget for 1906 was estimated at the following

fionires :—Receipts Rs. 18,700 ; Expenditure Rs. 26,656 (Ordi-

nary Rs. 18,683 ; Extraordinary Rs. 7,973). Besides these

estimates of expenditure, it was stated in the last Annual Report

that there would be a heavy expenditure on account of repairs and

structural improvements in the Society's building.

The actual receipts for the year, exclusive of entrance fees,

have amounted to Rs. 23,687-1-0, or about Rs. 6,000 in excess of

the estimate. The sum of Rs. 1,792 has been received as entrance

fees and of this the sum of Rs. 1,750 has been credited to the

Reserve Fund, which now stands at Rs. 1,52,950. The receipts

have exceeded the estimate under the heads of " Subscriptions,"

"Sale of Publications," " Interest," and '* Rent for Rooms," the

increases being, respectively, Rs. 2,266-10-0, Rs. 2,162-15-9,

Rs. 530-13-1 and Rs. 50.
. :. t>

The Ordinary expenditure was estimated at Rs. 18,683, and

the actual expenditure has been Rs. 19,717-14-11 or about

Rs 1 000 in excess of the estimate. The expenditure has exceeded

the estimate under the heads of " Salaries, ' '' Commission,

"Stationery," "Lights and Fans," "Taxes," '* Postage," "Freight"

and " Printing," and has been less than the estimato under the

heads of "Contingencies" and *' Insurance." "Salaries" have

been higher owing to the payment of grain compensation allowances,

and to the payment of a higher salaiy to one of the staff. " Taxes"
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have been higlier owing to the payment during the year of the

taxes for the last quarter of the preceding year. The other

increases, which ai*e not large in any case, have been due to the

greater volume of woi^k done during the year.

The Extraordinary expenditui*e for the year was estimated
afc Rs. mcui Under
these heads the expenditure has amounted to Rs. 8,656-2-5 or

about Rs. 700 in excess of the estimate. The sum of Rs. 2,300

was budgeted for printing the Jonmal and Proceedings and
Memoirs during 1905. The sum of Rs, 2,875-2-0 has been spent
uja The sum of Rs. 1,000 was budgeted for the

new Library Catalogue, and the sum of Rs. 1,600 has been spent
under this head. The sum of Rs. 288 was budgeted for picture

rods, but has not been spent.

The sum of Rs, 7,758-3-9 has been spent on repairs to the

Society's building. No definite amount was budgeted for under
this head. The sum of Rs. 2,232-9-9 has been paid for printing

the " Materials for a Flora of the Malayan Peninsula. " This was
not budgeted for. There was a loss of Rs. 453-7-0 on Govern-
ment paper sold duinng the year.

The year's expenditure has exceeded the receipts by Rs.
15,231-4-10, and the Temporary Reserve has been drawn on to

the extent of Rs. 11,600. The Temporary Reserve now stands at

Rs. 31,750 (face value), against Rs. 45,100 at the close of the
preceding year, the sum of Rs. 1,750, the amount credited to the
Permanent Reserve out of receipts from entrance fees, having

transfei

lum were held at the close of the year on
account of the different funds administered through the Society :

Rs. As. P,

Oriental Publication Fund ... ... 1,335 14 9
Sanskrit MSS. Fund ,.. ... 3,643 8 11
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund ... 1,985 8 9
Bardic Chronicles MSS. Fund ... 2,400

Total ... 9,365 5

The Budget estimate of Receipts and Disbursements for

1907 has been fixed as follows :—Receipts Rs. 21,150, Expendi-
ture, Rs. 20.675.

The Budget estimate of Receipts is about Rs. 2,500
less than the actuals of 1906. " Publications '* are not expected
to jueld so much, three especially large orders having been
received last year. '' Interest '' will be less than in 1906, as a
smaller amount of Government Paper is now held. The estimate
of "Subscriptions" is less than the actuals of 1906. It will
probably be exceeded.

The Budget estimate of Expenditure is about Rs, 4,400 less
than the actuals, Ordinary and Extraordinary, of 1906, after
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deducting from the latter the extraordinary expenditure on
"Repairs," "Materials for a Flom of tlie Malayan Peninsula/'
and "Library Catalogue." As last year was the second year in
succession in which the Society's expenditure exceeded its income,
it has been necessary to estimate the expenditure on a reduced
scale. Some of the items, however, vshow increases. "Salaries'*
are Rs. 1,000 more, in view of the appointment of an Assistant
for the Library, and the increased salaries payable to members of
the staff in terms of their agreements. " Printing " is Rs. 800
more, sheets printed in 1906 havmg still to be paid for. Amonty
the heads which show a decrease are Journal and Proceedings and
Memoirs, and "Books." It is possible to budget for a smaller
expenditure on Journal and Proceedings and Memoirs as fewer
bills were outstanding at the close of 190G than was the case
a year ago. " Books " are Rs. 1,000 less. If the revenue comes
in better than is expected, it will be possible, if necessary, to pass
a supplementary estimate. "Lights and Fans," "Taxes," "Pos-
tage" (as a set-ofE "Freight" is higher), and "Contingencies"
are less ; and it is hoped it will be possible to keep the expen-
diture within the estimate,

Extraoi'dinary Receipts and Expenditure have been fixed as

follows:— Receipts, Rs. 1,200 ; Expenditm-e, Rs. 3,G50.

The item on the Receipt side is the sale proceeds of old beams
and joists. The amount has already been received.

Seven items appear under the head of Extraordinary Expen-
diture. Rs. 1,255 have been budgeted for repairs to the Society's

building, etc., Rs. 2,00i» provided for the new Library Catalogue

;

Rs. 235 for a Magic Lantern Installafion, and Rs. 160 for the

Society's subscription to the fund in honour of Professor De
Goeje's services in the cause of Arabic learning.

It should be possible to meet the excess of Extraordinary

Expenditure over receipts out of the cash balance, and not to

have recourse to a further sale of securities.

The expenditure on the Royal Society*s Catalogue (including

subscription sent to the Central Bureau) ]ias been Rs. (>,2o8-14-4,

while the receipts under this head from subscriptions received on

behalf of the Central Bureau (including the grant of Rs. 1,000

from the Government of India) have been Rs. 6,886-2-0. A sura

of Rs. 5,494-4-4 has been remitted to the Central Bureau, and

Rs. 628-8 10 is still due to them.

On the 24th of April, the Honoui^ble -Mr. Justice Asutosh

Mukhopadhyaya resigned the Treasurership ar*d Mr. J. A. Chap-

man was appointed.
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BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR 1907

Eeceipts.

Subscriptions

Sale of Publications

Interest on Investments

Rent for Room^ ...

Government Allowances
Miscellaneous

Total

1906. 1906. 1907.

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate

Rs.

« m

800
6,200
600

3,000

100

Rs.

8,000 10,267

2,963

6,7^1
650

3,000
76

Rs.

9,000

2,000

6,450
600

3,000
100

18,700 23,687 21,150

•

Extraordinary Receipts.
w

Building.

Sale of old beams and joists * « « 1,200

Expenditure.

> « #

* • «

Salaries

Commission
Pension '

Stationery

Lights and Fans
Municipal Taxes
Postage
Freight
Meetings
Contingencies
Books
Binding
" Journal and Proceedings

"

and "Memoirs"
Printing Circulars, etc.

Auditor's Pee
Petty Repairs
Insurance

m *

4 * •

Rs.

4,000
450
240
120
320

1,465

525
100
100
650

2,000

700

7,300

200
100
100
313

Rs.

4,243

556
240
166
593

1,610

876
143
97

618
2,000
700

7,300
280
100

8
188

Rs.

5,200

500
240
150
320

1,465

600
250

500
2,000
1,000

7,500
600
100
50
200

Total * •

#

18,683 19,718 20,675
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Extraordinary Expenditure.

• •

* 4

* «

Library Catalogue
Furniture

Illumination

Books
Binding
" Journal and Proceedings

"

and '^ Memoirs *'

Printing '^HajiBaba*' ...

Lantern
Renewal of wiring for Elec-

tric Lights and Fans for

Automobile Association of

Bengal
Pictiu'e Bods
Loss on Government Paper

* • «

sold during tlie year * « «

Magic Lantern Installation

Building

Building

Arches
Iron pipes, bends, etc.

Boundary wall

Tin filtered water-supply
Donation

Total

1906. 1906. 1907.
Estimate. Actuals. Estimate.

Rs.

1,000

330
100

1,000

500

Ra.

1,600

484
94

1,062

244

Rs.

2,000

2,800

1,800

500

5,108

1,794

448
• • •

155
288

155 *

« * *

453 • •

235
7,758

» * *

9 *

* «

« •

* » *

• « «

450
670
70
65
160

7,973 19,200 3,810

Agencies-
)

i

1

The Agencies are still in the hands of Messrs. Bernard Qua-

ritch and Otto HaiTassowitz.
^

The number of the copies of the Journal and Proceedings

and Memoirs sent to Mr. Quariteh, during the year 1906, was

1312 valued at £199-8-8, and of the Bibliotheca^ Indica 1,142,

valued at Es. 698-8, of which £54-1-4 and Rs. 143-8 worth have

been sold.

Twenty invoices of books purchased, and of publications of

various Societies sent in exchange, have been received during the

year, the value of the boots purchased amounting to £64-14-9. 1

The number of copies of the Jourual and Proceedings

and Memoirs sent to Mr. Harrassowitz, during 1906, for sale,

was 534 valued at £61-15-4, and of the Bihliotheca hidica 1,153

valued at Rs. 707. The sale proceeds have been £33-12-9 and ?
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Rs. 685-14 respective!J, but the accounts submitted, representing

these amounts, have been returned for verification and have not

yet been received back.

Library.

The total number of volumes and parts of magazines added
to the Library" during the year was 2,507, of which 484 were
purchased and 2,023 presented or received in exchange for the

Society's publications.

The setting up in type of the new edition of the Society's

Library Catalogue is completed, ilr. Hari !Nath De is engaged
in reading the proofs and passincf the Catalogue through the press,

and, before the close of the year, the Catalogue will be published.

The examination of the Library for the purpose of binding all

the books and periodicals in the Society and removing ail the

periodicals and reports to the ground floor of the building has not

yet been completed.
In continuation of the Council order, the Imperial Library

has been allowed to borrow books and MSS. from the Society for

the use of its readers until further notice.

The Council approved the proposal of the Publication

Committee to print the lists of new books added to the Library^

twice yearly, instead of monthly, and to issue them separately,

instead of with the Proceedings.
Mr, J, H. Elliott has continued Assistant Secretary and Lib-

rarian throughout the year.

Boyal Society's Regional Bureau for India and Ceylon.

By no means the least important work that the Society
carries on is that of Regional Bureau for India and Ceylon in the
preparation of the International Catalogue of Scientific Literature.
This great scheme has ripened and is bearing good fiaiit.

The Regional Bureau is now worked by a strengthened Committee
of twenty- tlu*ee of our members and has received, from the
Government of India, a welcome but necessax'V grant-in-aid of
Rs, 1,000.

Elliott Prize for Scientific Research.

The subject selected for the Elliott Gold Medal for the year
1906 was Natural Science, and only two essays have been received
in competition which have been referred to the Trustees for report.

Barclay Memorial Medal.

• In order to award the Barclay Memorial Medal for 1907, the
following members were appointed to form a *' Special Com-
mittee " to record theii^ recommendations for the consideration of
the Council : Mr. L H. BurkiU, Mr. E. Vredenburg, Rai Bahadiu'
Ram Brahma Sanyal, Captain A, T. Gage, LM.S., and Lt.-CoL
Gi F. A. Hanis. LM.S.
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Society's Premises and Property.

Messrs. Mackintosh Bum & Co. liave substituted steel joists
for all the wooden beams on the ground floor. Tlie proposed
thorough repairs and structural improvements in the building
have been postponed for the present, but repairs to cracks in the.
walls of the main building caused bj changing the beams, and
removing earthen roof-spouts and substituting iron pipes have
been sanctioned.

At the request of the Calcutta Corporation, certain altera-
tions, in connection with re-modelling the outside latrine arrange-
ments for the menial servants, have been cai-i-ied out.

In order to make the Society's General Meetings more in-

teresting, a lantern has been purchased which will be woiked bv
electricity.

Exchange of Publications.

During 1906 the Council accepted thirteen applications for
exchange of publications, viz :

—(1) From the Australian Museum,
Sydney, the Society's Journal and Proceeding!? and Memoirs in

exchnnge of their Records. Journal
Tropical Veterinary Science, Lahore, the Society's Journal nnd
Proceedings and Memoirs for his Journal. i3) From the Director

of " Anthropos," (Modling, Austria), the Society *s Jourfial and
Proceedings and Memoirs for his Periodicnl. (4) From the Missouri

Botanical Gardens, St. Louis, the Society's Journal and Proceediiiys

for their Reports. (5) From the Editor of '' Dr. A. Petermann's
Geographische Mitheilungen," (Gotha), the Society's Jottn^aZ and
Proceedings and Memoirs for his Periodical. (6) From the Faraday
Society, London, the Society's Joiiriial and Proceedings \n\d Memoirs
for their Transactions. (7) From the Universitats-Bibliothek in

Basel, the Society's Journal and Proceedings ^ud Memoirs for their

Verhandlungen. (8) From l5cole Speciale des Langnes Orientales

vivantes, Paris, the Society's Journal and Proceedings and Memoirs

iov the publication of their School. (9) From the ilining and

Geological Institute of India, the Society's Jonrnal and Proceedingg

and Memoirs for their Transactions. (10) From the Queen's

College, Belfast, the Society's Jaiirwa? and Proceedings nnd Memoirs

for the publications of their College. (11) From the United States

National Museum, Washington, the Society's Journal *au(\ Proceed-

inoH and Memoirs for the publication of the Museum. (12) From
Wi

Memoi

ten. (13) From the Univei^sity of California, the Society's Journal

and Proceedings and Memoi

sity.

Publications.

There were published during the year tliirtpon numbers of

the Journal and Proceedings (Journal and Proceedings Nos. 9 to 10

and Extra Number of 1905 and Journal and Proceedings Nos. 1 to 10

1906) containing 1,100 pages and 11 plates.
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Of tlie Mennoirs fourteen numbers were published (Vol. 1.,

Nos. 6, 8 to J 9 and Supplement L) containing 350 pages and
14 plates.

The Numismatic Supplement No. 6 has been published in the

Journal and Proceedm'j^, Vol. I., No. 10 of 1905, under the editor-

ship of the Numismatic Seci^etary.

There were also published the Index to Journal and Proceed-

ings^ N.S. Vol. I., and a reprint of the Rules of the Society toc^ether

with revised regulations regarding the submission of communica-
tions drawn up by the Sub-Committee appointed for the purpose.

The size of the volume of the Journal and Froceedimjs from
1906 has been changed from demy octavo to royal octavo, and, from
the present year, 800 copies of each issue of the Jour^ial and Pro-

ceedings and Memoirs will be printed instead of 700.

The exchange copies of the Society's publications are now
forwarded to the various Societies, <fec , through the Society's

London and Continental Agents instead of by post.

In February 1906, Mr. J. Macfarlane resigned the General

Secretaryship and Lieut-Col. D. C. Phillott was appointed in

his place. Dr. E. D. Ross, the Philological Secretary, was absent

fi'om Calcutta for seven months, when Mahamahopadhyaya
Hai^aprasad Shastri carried on the duties and edited the Philo-

logical Section of the Journal. The Coin Cabinet was in charge

of Mr. H. Nelson Wright for the first; two months of the year,

and, for the remainder, by Mr. R. Burn, who also reported on all

Treasure Trove Coins sent to the Society. Mahamahopadhyaya
Haraprasad Sastri was in charge of Bihliotheca Indica and the

work of collecting Sanskrit Manuscripts. Dr. E. D. Ross was
in charge of the Search for Arabic and Persian MSS. The
Natural History Section of the Journal was edited by Mr.
I. H, Burkill and the Anthropological Section b}- Dr. N. An-
nandale. A new section, called the ** Medical Section," was
added to the Society, and Major F. P. Maynard, I M.S., was
appointed its Secretary.

Philology, etc.

The only historical papers in the Memoirs are those on the

Asrafpur copper plate grants of Devakhadga and the cup-mark.ed
inscription in the Chumbi Valley. The former brings to light

a local dynasty of four kings in East Bengal in the 8th or 9th

century ad., ^.e., before the supremacy of the Pal Kings was
established. The records speak of the organisation of several
Buddhist Monasteries under one supreme hend, and gives details

about the products of certain plots of land. The Epigraphist,
Babu Gangamohan Laskar, was appointed Deputy Magistrate by
an appreciative Government, but, unfortunately, his career was cut
short by his untimely death. There are also several historical

papers in the Journal. One of these by Babu Satya Ranjan Roy
is entitled " Hajo and his Grandsons," which deals with the history
of Kamrup, shortly after the overthrow of the Khen dynasty of
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Kamtapur, by Husen Shah of Bengal. Babu Jadu Nath Sarkar
has written two papers, one on the revenue regulations of
Aurangzeb and the other on Shaista Khan. In the former paper
he has translated two rare farmans of tlie Emperor Aurangzeb
obtained in a Persian MS. in the Berlin Royal Library. The
second paper has been maiuly based on the Bodleian Library
MS. of the continuation of Shihabuddin Talesh's Fathiyyah-i*
ibriyyah. The paper gives an analysis of the continuation
and a history of Shaista Khan's civil administration. Babu
Rakhal Das Banerji writes an account of the Gurpa Hill in
the District of Gaya, which he attempts to identify with the
Kukkutapadagiri of the Buddhists. The rock and tlie pillar

inscriptions of Asoka contain many references to animals. Babu
Monmohan Chakravarti, in a paper in the Memoirs^ has at-

tempted to identify these animals. The Umga Hill inscription

deciphered by Babu Parameshwar Doyal give the history of

local dynasty in the 13th and the 14fch century in the
southern portion of the Gaya district. The information sup-
plied by tliis inscription corroborates that given by Captain
Kittoe in the Journal of the Asiatic Society in the year 1847.

Babu Monmohan Chakravarti has also written two other papers,

one on the poet Dhoika who flourished at the court of the

last Hindu king of Bengal, Lakshmanasena, and the other on the

Sanskrit Literature of Bengal daring the Sena Kings. In a
paper entitled *' Some notes on the Mahipala inscription

of Sarnath," Mr, Yenis controverts the meanings ascribed

to some of the words in the inscription by Mr, J, Ph. Vogel.

Especially valuable are contributions made to the Journal and
Memoirs during the past year by Lt. Col. D. C. Phillott, dealing

with the spoken language of Persia. The study of Persian

dialects is a subject which is daily receiving more attention from

European scholars, and Col. Phillott's papers—such as "Some
Street Cries collected in Persia," '^ Some Persian Kiddles col-

lected from dervishes in the South of Persia/' *' Persian Saws
and Proverbs," and "Some Cun^ent Persian Tales'* must prove of

the utmost value and interest to all students of modern Persian

as well as to students of Indian Philoh^gy. Tlie articles must

also be of considerable interest to folklorists and anthropologists.

Col. Phillott also published with the efficient aid of Mr. Azoo

a set of stories in the dialect of Hazramaut, forming a valuable

addition to a subject which has received the attention of eminent

Arabic scholars in Europe. It is a matter for congratulation

that we find such a marked revival in our publications of

interest in the languages of Islam, which, in comparison with

Sanskrit, have been sadly neglected in recent years. Among
the papers contributed during the year on Tibetan Litera-

ture, mention may be made of two read by ^Nlahamahopa-

dhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana on '* Dignaga^ and his

Pramanasamuccaya " and •* Indian Locric as preserved in Tibet'*

in which he has noticed twenty-five Buddhist Sanskrit works to

IiO<^ic. These works are valuable, as they form connecting links
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between ancient Hindu Logic of the pre-Christian era and the

modern schools of Logic. Kai Sarat Chandra Das, Bahadur,
C-I.E., in his paper on " The Origin of mankind according to

the Lamaic mythology," traces the origin of men from the fallen

angels who used to live on contemplation, but, having acquired an
appetite for animal food, were gradually divided into distinct

classes. The Rev. A. H, Francke in his Memoir on '^ The Dards
at Khalatse on Western Tibet," shows that Khalatse had been a

Dard colony before it was conquered and made into a Tibetan
village by the West Tibetan King of Ladak about 1150 a.t>. The
curious beliefs and customs of the Tibetans of the present day are

illustratedin the paper on tlie '^Tibetan Almanac " by Mahamaho-
padhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A. The curiosity

aroused in Tibetan matters by the British Mission to Tibet of

1903-04 has brought forth several intei*esting papers such as the

Memoir on '* A cup-mark inscription" and the paper on '' An old

form of elective Government in the Chumbi Valley " by Mr. E. H. C.

Walsh, I.C.S., and also the paper on " Gyantse Rock Inscription

by Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana. Mr. Walsh,
who visited the Chumbi Valley, in connection with the Tibet Mis-
sion, discovers cup-mark inscriptions in a part of the world in whicl

they have not hitherto been known to exist. In his second paper,

Mr. Walsh attempts to prove that, in ancient times, the Chumbi
Valley formed practically an independent republic, whose leader

derived his authority from the presiding deity of the place, and
that the people of the valley, called the Tromowas, do not belong
to the same stock as the Tibetans. Mahamahopadhyaya Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana's paper on the " Gyantse Rock Inscrip-

tion " is compiled from an inscription on a piece of rock brought
from the Gyantse Jong by the late Tibet Mission. It describes

Gyantse as a splendid dominion and gives some account of its

King Choigyal-rab-ten, who founded the fort and monastery there
in the 14th century \A).

At the suggestion of Dr. Ross, the Council has sanctioned
ten guineas to the fund that is being raised in honour of Professor
M J. De Goeje for his brilliant services in the cause of Arabic
learning.

1

Natural History, etc.

The Society has exhibited renewed vigour as regards zoology
during theyear. This has been owing to two causes, firstly, that seve-
ral distinguished authorities in Europe have allowed their papers to
be printed in the Society's Jonmal, and, secondly, that the intimate
relations which have always existed between the Society and the
Indian Museum have been fully maintained. Out of twenty-nine
zoological papers published in the Journal twenty-three (as well
as the three zoological Memoirs issued) have either been the result
of work done in the Museum or else have dealt with specimens in
the Museum ; three zoological papers have been contributed by our
General Secretary, one by the scientific officers of a commercial
institution, and only one by a native of India. This means to say
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that the zoological work of the Society is very largely in the hands
of professional and official zoologists who may, at any time, be
called upon to publish their researches departmentally. In India,
where there are so few professional zoologists, this state of affairs
is not satisfactory as it would be in Europe or America, where
every university and biological institution has its zoological staif,

and it is quite possible that the Society will be obliged to fall back,
as far as this branc)i of its activities is concerned, on amateui* sup-
port in the future. The majority of the papers pul>lished during
the year have dealt with Indian representative of group of animals
little studied in India hitherto. Dr. von Linstow of Gottingen
has written several short papers on parasitic wonris (two of which
represent new genera) sent him by the Indian Museum; Mr. G.
A. Boulenger, F.K.S., and Mr. Tate Began, both of the British

Museum, have described new frogs and fishes from the same source

;

Mr. M, Burr has annotated a' collection of earwigs belonging to

the Museum, and Mr. R. Gnrney one of Entomostracous
Crustacea ; Mr, C. A. Paiva, Assistant to the Museum, has written

notes on other families of insects, and Captain F. Wall, J.MS.,
Las published a descriptive Catalogue of the sea-snakes in the

Collection, Mr. A. T. Aiyar, an assistant in the Pusa Agricultural

Institute, having also contributed bionomical notes on the same
group. Dr, H. Mann has worked out the varying numerical pro-

portions of the sexes, under different conditions, in the cases of the

"Mosquito Blight" of tea. Dr. N. Annandale, offg. Superinten-

dent of the Indian Museum, has contributed to the Journal a
series of short papers and one longer one on investigations concern-

ing the freshwaters of India, especially the Calcutta tanks, «« well

as a Memoir on the fauna of a desert tract in Southern India,

while Lieut, Col. D. C, Phillott has commenced a sexier of notes

dealing with the animals and birds used in hunting in the East.

Thirteen botanical papers have been read befoi-e the Society

during the year, and two botanical exhibits made In addition. By
the date of the Annual Meeting all the thirteen pnpers will have

been published. Anioijg these papers and exhibits is one hy ]\Ir,

Jogesh Chandra Ray on the Hindu method of manufacturing Rice

spirit, which adds "to our knowledge of fermentation by means of

mould-fungi. From an examination of the wort taken at different

seasons the author prepared tables giving the yield of alcohol

and volatile acids, and conclnded by summarising the best

conditions under which rice fermentation may be conducted in

this country. Mr. Hooper's two contributions turn on industrial

uses of plants ; one call attention to the use of a wild Indian Nut-

meg for the manufactnre of candles, the other to the use of a vege-

table pulp for the making of vessels for holding water, ghi, etc.

A contribution by Mr. I. H. Burkill discusses cafiefi of the

parasitism of one mistletoe upon another. Three of the remain-

ino- papers deal with flower-fertilisation, annojig which is one

upon the flower of the Jute plant—a part of investigations

in progress in India for the improvement of the Jute crop.

Lastly, ° there are seven papers on Systematic Botnny, two c;f
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them being by Captain A. T. Gage and two of them coming to

the Society from England: together tbej^ add to the flora of

British India 17 species, to the flora of Thibet 9 species, to the

flora of China 12 species and to the flora of Japan 2 species.

Our contributors across the sea were Dr. O. Stapf of Kew
and Mr, Spencer Moore of the British Museum of ^Natural

History, South Kensington. Under the section of Chemistry
three papers have been contributed by members. In a paper
on Silver dioxide and silver peroxynite, Prof. E. R. Watson, of

Sibpur, deals with the composition of the black crystalline

substance found at the anode during the electrolysis of aqueous

solutions of silver nitrate. The author explains the formation

of the compound and gives analyses of the salt obtained under

varying conditions. The milk of the Indian buffalo has also been
the subject of an investigation by Prof. Watson. The nature of

the milk-sugar and the constitution of the butter-fat were the

main points of the enquiry, and the results are not only of

importance to scientific agriculture, but will enable the analyst,

in future, to differentiate between buffalo's and cow's milk. The
third paper is that of Mr. J. C. Ray, mentioned above. In the

Memoirs an article has appeared on the remarkable habit of earth-

eating in India, written by Messrs. Hooper and Mann. Although
this subject is of anthropological interest, the authors have taken the

trouble to chemically analyse thirty-two samples of the material

usually resorted to by mud- eaters in all parts of the country. The
specimens were all of mineral origin and contained large quanti-

ties of silica, and were, as a consequence, devoid of the usual ele-

ments of nutrition found in ordinary human food-

At the suggestion of Major L. Rogers, I. M.S., a new section,

<3alled the " Medical Section," was added to the Society, and Major
F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., was appointed its Secretary. The reason

for the addition is that Medical Members have no organization

permitting their meeting to discuss subjects of special medical
interest. The recommendations approved by the Council are as

follows

:

1. " That there be created a new section to be called the
' Medical Section.'

2. " That a sectional Secretaiy be appointed by the Council

under Rule 51, who shall be an ex-officio member of

the Publication Committee.

3. *' That all business connected with papers of the Medical
Section be submitted, in the first instance, to the Pub-
lication Committee.

i. " That papers of a purely technical nature, which are un-

suitable for a General Meetins:, be read at an adjourn-
ed meeting. Neither these papers nor their authors
shall be mentioned by name in the Society's circulars,

but shall be duly announced from the chair ''at the

time of adjournment.'*
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Anthropology, etc.

A considerable number of etlinogi^apliical papers has been
published in the Jotirnal and the Memoirs of the Society. The
majority have been primarily of local interest and there is unfor-
tunately still a tendency, so far as the Society is concerned to
regard all branches of anthropology except the purely physical,
which has not been represented during the year, as being within
the range of intelligent observation unattended by library re-

search. It is impossible for the Secretary to sci'utinize every
detail in every paper submitted to him, and it is undesirable that
he should do so ; but it is to be feared that much of the material
published by the Society is not new in the sense of being hitherto
unpublished ; not because the authors are conscious plagiarists,

but because they take it for granted that they are the first workers
in the fields they exploit. Little a=J we know of Indian anthio-

pology, repetition of authentic observation tends to obscure I'athei^

than to elucidate the points at issue. If anthropology is a science,

it is just as impossible to write a scientific ethnoi^raphical paper
without previous study as it would be to write one on chemistry

or botany. These remarks fortunately do not refer to all the

papers issued recently by the Society, for, hi some few, a wide?'

survey has been taken than is in the immediate sight of a man
whose knowledge is merely local, but it would be invidious to

sinorle out individual instances. The project referred to in last

year's report of issuing figures and desciiptions of Indian and
other weapons, implements and the like, has so far borne fruit

that a short supplement to the Memoirs has been issued with

three plates, and another is in the press ; but the stress of official

work has prevented the Anthropological Secretary from paying

as much attention to the matter as he would have wishe<l, and no

other member of the Society, except the Reporter on Economic

Products, OLir Natural History Secretary, has as yet shown any

interest in the matter*

Coins.

During 1906 the number of coins presented to the Society was

7 gold, 74 silver and 10 copper, which may be briefly clasftified as

shown below

:

A^ M M
Mediseval India ... Gadhaiya coins ... 4

South Indian ... I

Indepei^dent Bengal ... Rukn-ud-din Kaikaus ... 1

Bahmani ... Taj-ud-din Firoz ... 1

Malwa
Qutb f:

Mugha

4
Abdullah Tzana) Sl'uh :i

Akbar ... ,.. 2 4

Shah Jahan •.. 12 1

Murad Bakhsh ... 1

Carried over ... 1 25 8
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Brouglit forward ... 1 25 8
Mughal—co?jfd. Aurangzeb ... 1 7 1

Shah Alam Bahadur ... 1 2
Farrukh Siyar ... 2
Jahandar ... ... 1

Muhammad Shah ... 1 8
Alaingir II ... 14
Ahmad Shah Bahadur 10
Shah Alam II ... 12
Doubtful Muijhal ... 1

Hyderabad
Sikh
Ottoman Sultans ... Murad III ... 1

1

12

7 74, 10
The most important of these is a gold coin of Anrangzeb of

the Zafarabad mint, which appears to be unpublished. The
copper coins of the last Qutb Shahi ruler, though said to be
common, have not been fully described.

The post of N'umismatic Secretary was held, for the first two
months of the year, by Mr. Nelson Wright, and, for the remainder,
by Mr. R. Burn. The number of coins examined as Treasure
Trove was 8,060, and with the exception of a few cases, which had
not been disposed of before the appointment of a special Numis-
matic Secretary, this branch of the Society's work is now up to
date. Notes have been kept of the more important finds, and
will be published in the Numismatic Supplement to the Journal.

Indica
Want of funds prevented the publications of even normal

number of fasciculi during the year under review. While 42
numbers were issued in 1904, 36 in 1905, only 14 have been issued
during the year under review,

_
The activity of previous years has been followed by the inacti-

vity of the present year, No new work has been commenced.
The only work that Ijas been finished is the edition of the Aitareya
Brahmana by Acharya Satyavrata SamMsrami, with Sayaracarya's
commentary, in four volumes. The three fasc. issued during the
year under review contain the preface to the whole work. It is not
what IS ordinarily termed preface, but is an independent treatise on
the history, bibliography, scope and object of Aitareya., which is
regarded by European scholars as second only in antiquity to the
Kigveda. AU that could be possibly done with limited means has
nfiPTi nnno onH 4-l.« CI. i i- -r-. ... . _ . -Govemment
grant of Rs 3,000 j.ur conmnmng the translation of the Akbarna-
ma. An application has also been made to the Government of India
for a special gi-aut for the publication of a translation of the
Maasir-ul-Umara The supervision of the Bibliotheca publicationwas m the hands of Mahamahopadhyaya Ha.aprasad Shastri, Joint
Fhilological Secretary to the Society.
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The Council approved new rules for remunerating Editors and
Translators in the BibliotLeca Indica framed by the Philological
Committee.

i

Under Council order, the coj^yright of a number of Biblio-
theca Indica was registered.

Search for Sanskrit Manuscripts.

A Catalogue of palm leaf and selected paper manuscripts,
belonging to the Durbar Library, Nepal, was publislied by
the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1905. In 1906, Sir Andrew
Fraser, as President of the Society, presented copies of the
work to the Nepal Durbar. The Durbar has responded to this
act of courtesy by sending a list of new collections in its

library. The Council of the Asiatic Society of Bengal have
resolved to publish this list as an appendix to the 3rd
volume of the Notices of Sanskrit MSS. about to be issued.

The new collection at Nepal contains the names of some unique
MSS, An examination of tliis by an expert would be of great
value. During the year under review there has been printed, and
all but published, a volume of Notices of Sanskrit MSS. containinir

descriptions of 366 MSS examined, mostly in Benares and Behar.
Some very rare works of the Madhvya sect have been described,

but the most noticeable feature of the volume consists of the
notices of a large number of Jaina MSS, The number of MSS.
acquired during the year is 2Q, Of these the Muktav;ili Prakash,
a work on Nyaya, is unique. The Sudarsana Sataka is known
only by name. A lar^re portion of the Sabdannshasana Vritti,

by the Jaina Pandit Hemachandra of the 12th century, with some
of its subsidiary works, has been acquired. A medical work
entitled Bhishakchakrachittotsava known from Kashinath's list

has been purchased. The search for Sanskrit MSS. in Bengal is

being kept up with its former vigour. Professor Hillebrandt of

Breslau writing under date, 2nd December, 1906, congratulates

Shastri, who is in charge, on his successful work,

A report on the sean^i of Sanskrit MSS for the years 1001

—

1902 to 1905—06 was submitted to the Government of Bengal, and,

in reply, the Government has sanctioned the continuance of the

annual grant of Rs. 3,200, in aid of the operation in search of

Sanskrit MSS. in Bengal, for a further period of five years from
18th Apiil 1906.

Search for Arabic and Persian MSS.

During the year under review, the search has been conducted

hj Dr. Ross, and many valuable additions Lave been made to

the collection of Arabic and Persian Manuscripts. The total

number of MSS. purchased for the Society was n])\vard8 of 400,

and the collection in representative of almost every branch of

literature. The most important feature of the recent ncquisition

is a collection of about 100 works dealing with the Imamite
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traditions and law, by sucb old and modern authors as Ibn Bab-
waih, Ibn Ta'us, Mir Baqir Da mad and Muhammad Baqir Majlisi.

Many of these manuscripts represent works of great importance in

the history of Muhammadan dogma, which have hitherto been
unknown to scholars. The oldest manuscript in point of date,

which had recently been purchased, is tLe Musir al bhiram as Sa-

kni ila ashraf al amakni by Ibn Towzi ; this bears the date of A.H,
578 (A.D. 1182). About 80 MSS. date between the 13th and 16th

centuries of our era. Eleven of them are autograph copies, among
which may be cited the following: Qiyam al Layi, by Abul 'Abbas
Ahmad bin' Ali al-Maqrizi (died A.H. 845, A.D. 1442) dated
A.H. 807 A.D. 1404, and Aswaqalashwaq fi masari' al ushshaq by
Bushan ud Dm Abul Hasan Ibrahim bin 'umar al Biqa'i ash-Shafi*i

(died A.H, 885, A.D. 1480) which is dated A.H. 824 (A.D. 1421).

In response to an application made by the Society, the Govern-
ment of India has agreed to place at the immediate disposal of

the Society the sum of Ks. 5,000 for the purchase of Arabic and
Persian MSS. instead of in tlie fifth year of the grant. The
second annual report for the oificial year 1905-06 was submitted

to Government and published in the Proceedings for April J 906.

Bardic Chronicles.

The work of instituting a search for MSS. of Rajput and
other Bardic Chronicles and making a preliminary survey, for

which the Government of India has t<raiited a sum of Rs. 2,400

for the first year, has not yet begun. The N'agari-pracharini

Sabha has been asked if it is willing to undertake the work under
the supervision of Major 0. B. Baldock, 44th Marwara Infantry.

The Report having been read, and some copies having been
distributed, His Honour Sir Andrew Fraser, K.C.S.I., President
of the Society, delivered the following Address.

Annual Address, 1906,

I desire first of all to thank you very heartily for the honour
which you conferred upon me two years ago in electing me to be
the President of the Society. The life of the Lieutenant-Gover-
nor of Bengal is undoubtedly one full of occupation ; and it is

not a life which can be characterised to any extent by the exalted
pleasures of study and research. Many of his hours are occu-
pied with petty details of business, and some with serious and
sometimes anxious affairs of State ; and many of them are occu-
pied with engagements which, even when they appear to be of
a pleasant or perhaps somewhat frivolous character, are never-
theless entirely obligatory and unavoidable. These latter some-
times seem to make as great a demand on the vigour and time
of tlie Lieutenant-Governor, as do the duties which appear more
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responsible and onerous. It has not been easy, therefore, for ine
to give that attention which I should have liked to have given
to the work of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. I have been able
to attend with pleasure and profit a good number of the meet-
ings

; but I have not been able to do, either in this respect or
in some other respects, what I should have liked to have done.
I was courteously invited the other day to remain, in some
capacity or other, an officer of the Society ; but I have felt it my
duty to decline that further honour, not because I have no in-
terest in the work of the Society, but because my interest in it

is too real to allow me to sacrifice it to my own gratification.

There are others who can better perform the duties attaching to

office in connection with this Society; and I am very willin^^ to

nour
my interest in the Society's welfare will not be considered the

less on that account. I remain a member of the Society; and if

concerns, I trust that

you will command me. Again I thank you for the honour confer-

red on me in bestowing on me the office which I have this

evening to vacate- Although 1 cannot claim to have discharged

its duties even in any degree to my own satisfaction, yet I shall

always look back upon my tenure of this office with pride and
pleasure, and with a sense of gratitude for the consideration

shown to me by the members of the Society.

Last year I was unable to be present at the Annual Meeting
owing to my absence from Calcutta on a tour in Bihar with His
Excellency the Viceroy. As you are aware, the rules of tlie

Society have fixed the date of the Annual Meeting ; and it was
impossible for me to be present in Calcutta on tliat date. My
learned friend, the Hon'ble Mr. Justice AsLutosh Mukerji, kindly

took my place and delivered the annual address. I am in one

respect not quite so happy this year. Last yea r the fi rst

Wednesday in February found me in restful and hopeful expecta-

tion of reading the interesting and able address which was being

delivered on my behalf in Calcutta. This year 1 have to speak

for myself. I do not, however, intend to detain you with a

long address- There has now been in existence for several years

an excellent arrangement, that the report should be prepared by
the Secretaries of each section who are well fitted to explain

what has been done in the various departments of the Society's

work. This relieves the President of the serious responsibility

of endeavouring to expound to experts in the various branches

of the work of the Society, matters in respect of at least many
of which he must, under the most favourable circumstances, be

only an amateur. It is an arrangement of which I shall certain-

ly take full advantage ; for I feel quite unable to discuss effect-

ively before this audience the work of the year. The i-eport

prepared by the General Secretary from the reports of the

Secretaries of sections has been placea before you, and is in your

hands. I shall leave it to speak for itself.

The report records the death of four Ordinary ^Nft^nibera and
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one Associate. One of these, Mr. J. Macfaz'lane, was tlie Honorary
Secretary of the Society. As Librarian of the Imperial Library,

Mr. Macfarlane had shown an unfailing coui-tesy, a deep interest

in his Avork, a ^ense of duty and a desire to help the public in

every way possible, which had earned for him widespread popu-

larity. In this Society also, as Secretary, he had shown himself

most painstnting and considerate ; he did good work for us
;

and his advice in regard to library matters was especially valu-

able. T am sure, gentlemen, that you would desire me to give

expression to our great regret at Mr. Macfarlane's early death,

and oiu* deep sympathy with his young wife in her sore bereave-

ment. .

I conofratulate the Societv on the marked increase in its

membership during the last two years. In 1901 the total

number of paying members was 269. In 1904: it was 276

;

during the same period the non-paying membership rose from 59

to 67. In 1905 the paying membership had risen to 288, and in

1906 to 335—the total membership having risen from 343 in

1904 to 407 in 1906, the net actual increase during the year 1906

itself being 50 members. This is surely very satisfactory. At
the same time I cannot help feeling that there are men who
ought to be members of this Society and are not. A very large

number of those who come to India or who are employed in this

country, are educated men who ought to be interested in such subjects

as engage the attention of this Society. More than that, their

work is of such a character that it would be greatly improved if

they gave themselves to the study of such subjects.

Take for example my own service. Surely a member of

that service may be expected to be deeply interested in the differ-

entiation of races, and in the study of their languages, of their

history and antiquities, and even more of their present customs
and characteristics. Surely such study must be of the gxeatest

interest; and surely it would be of great profit to any man of

education destined either for judicial or executive work in this

country. I most certainly do not think that proficiency in Indian
languages alone ought to be regarded as an adequate claim to

advancement in the public service. It is a serious blunder to

promote men with a turn for study and a facility for passing ex-

aminations to situations for which they are otherwise unfit. But
I most certainly do think that a knowledge of the language of the
people is essential for that free intercourse with them by which
alone can be acquired that knowledge of their customs, charac-
teristics and feelings, the importance of which cannot be over-
stated. We hear a great deal at the present time about the
power of sympathy in government and in the intercourse between
races. I believe that power to be incalculable. But sympathy,
if partly a quality of the heart, is also an attribute of the mind.
It is at least partly informed. To put myself in another's place,
and so to be in a position to treat him as I should like to be
treated if in his place, I must understand him. I must know
something about his history, about his environment, about what
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he is. Anything that advances this knouledge is svovth encour-

• } ^'^ ^i'^''"*^,
*" ""^y therefore that it is somewhat disappoint-

ing to find that the Asiatic Society of Bengal has enrolled anionnits members so few officers of my own and other services It
a great pleasure to me to find among the members severalOf mvown officers in the Imperial and Provincial Services, and to find
tl.at some of these are doing work which is noticed in our reportsBut they are far too few. I think that it is not altogether the
fault of the officers themselves. I think it is partly due to the
fact that the Society does not sufficiently make itself known
I am inclined to think that the enlistini^ of a large number of
enthusiastic workmen in the various branches of Indian work as
members of this Society is an object well Avoith aiming at. It
woald not only be an advantage to the Society, and perhaps it
might not always be even an unmixed advantage ; but it would
certainly be a great advantage to such enthusiastic workers them-
selves to belong to a Society like this. Now I know from my
own experience that a young man may come to this country very
anxious indeed to learn something about the people he meets
the places he works in, and the things he sees. When he is
young and fresh to the country, if he is also enthusiastic, he
marks and notices the special features of the life and surroundings
into which he is brought. If he could be encouraged to record
these, to study them scientifically and to assimilate them in a
heajthy way, it would be of great advantage. And I cannot help
thinking that membership of a society like this might tend to
much advantage in this respect. On the other hand It is aho a
mere matter of memory that the advantage of membership of
this Society was denied to me, simply because the objects, if not
also the very existence, of the Society were practically unknown
in the province to which I belonged. Often and often customs
had to be enquired into in the oi'dinary course of business.
Mythological tales and religious legends wei'e reheaised by priests
at remote shrines, q--- ^ ^ - - ^ i^^ .-, >. •.

.
-.,

tire. Beautiful or curions family or caste observances were witnessed
These and many other interesting experiences made their impres-
sion on one's heart and mind. But I cannot help feeling that that
impression would have been less vague, and often less ephemeral
and more useful, if there had been encouragement systematically
to record and scientifically to consider such experiences.

I observe in the report that in the Anthropolot^ical section
Dr, Annandale animadverts on the tendency *^to regaid all
brnnches of anthropology,^ except the purely physical, as being
within the range of intellisrent observation unattended by library
research.*' I am prepared to admit that if every enthubia^tic
observer were to record every observation that he made in the
course of work and of tours in the interior of the country he
would produce a mass of material, which, however interesting to
himself and interesting to many others, would not be scientific-
ally new, and might not elucidate points at issue among scientific
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men. And I am quite prepared to admit that tlie Secretary in

this department cannot be expected to scrutinise every detail in

the papei's submitted to him, and that it is not desirable that he
should do so. But I am sure that the influence of this Society

ought to be used to encourage such work, and that such encour-

agement would be of enormous advantage to the students them-
selves. At the same time I think that a great deal of interest-

ing and even valuable material is lost, because the interest of

men in the interior is not enlisted by this Society on behalf of

scientific research. I think it might be possible to do something
in this direction.

It seems to me that it might be possible for the Government
and this Society to co-operate in regard to this matter. It "will

undoubtedly be admitted that it is the interest of the Society to

encourage observation and research, to make some effort to direct

and stimulate any man of inquisitive and acquisitive mind in the

pursuit of such knowledge as I have indicated. It is not less in

the interest of Government. Knowledge of this kind acquired
by petsonal intercourse with the people, assisted bey study of

the literature on the subject, would be of great benefit to our
officers.

I confess that it is a cause of great regret to me to find that

the study of the vernacular and the cultivation of intimate per-

sonal relations with the people of the country seem to be less

common and effective now than formerly. I cerbiinly do not
expect to find at the present time the widespread enthusiasm
about the acquisition of knowledge on Indian subjects which we
had in the olden d>iys. Circumstances have very greatly changed.
The Indian world is not so strange and unknown a world as it

was. There are still features and chaiacteristics of Indian life

as strange as ever; but they are not so

the surface as they used to be. "We have brought a great deal

of the life of the West to the East. There are many men who
spend a lifetime in India and yet know as little of what is purely
oriental as if they had lived all their time in London. The fact

that this is possible decreases the sense of necessity of acquiring
a real knowledge of the people.

If one tulks of carrying on the business of a Local Board in

vernacular, he is told at once that, though some of the Indian
gentlemen who are members of the Board would no doubt under-
stand the business better if it were carried on in vernacular, the
majority would probably regard it as anything but a compliment
to be asked to conduct it in any language but English. A
fact like that explains how the necessity for mastering the verna-
cular is not so strongly felt now as it once was. When I came
to the country we had to conduct our municipal work in vema-
cuhir: few young Assistants could do it now. And this is only
one instance of the operation of forces which affect the whole life

of the country. In regard to customs and manners it is very
murh the same. We may desire to show respect to the old
customs; but we find perhaps that the man whose customs we

obtru
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desire to respect would rather that we would show him our own
so that he might adopt tliem.

I believe no doubt that there are other causes at work.
Men perhaps stand more aloof owing to the prevalence of mere
officialism. They know less of the people, because they are so
much confined to tlieir offices. They have also been brought by
the improvement of communication too near Englatid to settle

down in India among the people as they used to do. Again, on
the one hand they have in India their English home and their
English club ; and on the other hand the Indians nearest to them
have acquired the English language and much of the English
way of thinking and of English manners. All these causes and
many others undoubtedly tend to what I believe to be a fact,

namely that there is less knowledge of the veinaculars and of the
customs of the people on the part of our officers than there used
to be. But I believe that perhaps the principal cause is, that in

the ordinary work of the Government official lie has to do with

a class of people who, by their education and training, have, as

far as at least their outer life is concerned, dra^^Ti much nearer

to the West. It is possible to get through one's office work
without much knowledge of either the language or customs

of the people. All the same (however one may explain thc^e

concerned
true that, as far as the great

out a knowledge of the vernacular and a knowledge of their

customs and chai^acteristics which personal intei^conrse accom-

panied by intelligent study alone will give, I think that it

would be well worth while for Government to co-opeiJit^ with

this Society in endeavouring to encourage such knowledge.

The consequences of ignorance of or indifference to the cus-

toms of the people have often in our histoiy been must serious.

We in Bengal know how ignorance of Santhal history and
customs led to gi-eat disaster. Only the other day I found in

Ranchi that a complete indifference to the customs of the Mundas
was leading to universal discontent among them. It was not

until the Judicial Commissioner (an officer whose high legal

reputation made it safe for him to express a belief in equity)

secured the co-opei-ation of the Courts with the Settlement

Department in the endeavour to ascertain these customs, that the

people began to get their rights. These extreme cases are only

very clear illustrations of what goes on everywhere. Ignorance

of the people, wherever it exists among jurlicial and executive

officers, leads to misunderstanding and wrong. I feel that it ig

the interest of Government to encourage among its officers such

work as is done by this Society.

I do not pi'opose at the present time to show how this might

best be done. But I think that it might be possible to work out

pract in this direction. The
Society has now one or two members at least in most parts unt

only of this province but also of those other pixjvinces which

ight c Bengal
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Grovernment lias at tlie time officers engaged in sucli enquiries

and researches as are within the scope o£ this Society, We have
educational officers engaged in the study of the languages of India,

archaeological officers engaged in the study of its antiquities,

'Scientific officers concerned in its natural history, botany and
cognate subjects, Superintendents of Ethnogi^aphy concerned with

Anthropology, and the like. Xow, if some of these were enlisted

as members of the Society, they miglit become, as it were, agents

to assist the Society in directing and encouraging research among
enthusiastic officers of enquiring mind, who might be recruited

young to our membership. I should be very glad, if it were
possible, to devise some system for improvement in this respect.

If the Society would appoint a Committee to consider the matter
it would no doubt find some of its members in the service of the

Government of India, like my distinguished friend Sir Hei'bert

Risley, ready to repi'esent Government on such a Committee;
and there might perhaps be some definite and appi^eciable result.

I should like to see many of our officers enlisted as members of

the Society, and some arrangement made to give them local

guidance in their researches.

What I have said has been mainly concerned with my own
service and with European officers. This is due to the fact that

one speaks best of what he knows best. But I am far from
confining my observations to my own service or to my own
I'ace. Any one who has studied the subject knows that my
lemarks are of the widest application. The evil resulting

from ignorance of the people in those who work among them
is as much seen among other services and occupations as in my
service ; and it is seen among Indians as well as among Euro-
peans. In the Ranchi case, to which I have just referred, the

officers who ignored the customs of the Mundas were for the most
part Indians, There are many Indian gentlemen who might be
encouraged in the course of their duties, whether official or non-
official, to take up some interesting subject of enquiry and
research in regard to their own people and their own country. I

believe that this is very desirable. There are causes in operation

which tend to prevent men. from devoting themselves to such
researches and anything that can be done to encourage them to

overcome the operation of these obstructive forces would be of

great advantage.
Gentlemen, I have said that I shall leave the report of the

year's work to speak for itself. I have already occupied your
time as long as I ought to do; and I do not think that there is

anything to be gained by my endeavouring to say over again
what the report has said, briefly enough but clearly and much
better than I can say it, under each section of the Society's
work. I congratulate the Society on a fair record of woik; I

congratulate you on the formation of a medical section during
the year

; I congratulate you also, on the whole, on the financial
position ; and there is one thing which has struck me in connec-
tion with what I have seen of the work of the Society during my
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two years of office upon which I congratulate you still moi-e,

that is the earnestness and zeal which characteiises your office

bearers generally and not a few of tlie members of the Society*
I may also mention as a special subject of congr'atulation the
completion of our Library Catalogue, the publication of which
is eagerly awaited. Again I thank you for calling me to the
honourable office which I now hand over to my learned friend

Mr. Justice Ashutosh Mukerji, whom you have chosen to l?e my
successor. I have only to repeat that I am glad that my resigna-

tion of office does not mean that I cease to be a member of the

Society; and I trust that if at any time I can advance its

interests you will command me*

o

The President announced that the scrutineers reported the

result of the election of Officers and Members of Council to be as

follows :

President.
T

1

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A., D.L.,

F.R.S.E.

Vice-Presidents,

T. H. Holland, Esq., F.G.S., F.R.S.

Dr. 0. Thibaut, Ph.D.
Mahamahopadhyaya Harniirasad Shastri, M.A.

Secretary and Treasurer,

General Secretary

:

—Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Pliillott

Treasurer :—J. A. Chapman, Esq.

Additional Secretaries-,

Philoloijical Secretary

:

—Lient.-Colonel I). 0. Pliillott.

Natural History Secretary :—1. H. Burkill, Esq., M.A.

Anthropological Secretary :—N. Annandale, Esq., D,Sc.,

C.M.Z.S.

Joint Philological Secretary

:

—MMhamaliopadhyaya S'atis

Chandra V'idyabhusana, M.A.

Medical Secretary .-—Major F. P. Maynard, I. M.S.

Other Mtnhers of Council

W. K. Dods, Esq.

H. H. Hayden, Esq., B.A,, K.(J.S.

C. Little, Esq., M.A.
Hari Xath De, Esq., M..V.

J. A. Cunninsfham, Esq., B.A.
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Meeting.

Major W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S.

H. G, Graves, Esq.
Lt.-Col. G. F. A. Harris, M.D., F.R.C.P., LM.S.
Babu Monraohan Chakravarti, M^., B.L.,

The Meeting was then resolved into the Ordinary General

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A., D.L.,

President, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-three presentations were announced.

The following ten gentlemen were ballotted for as Ordinary
Members

:

The Hon, Mr. Lancelot Hare, C.S.L, C.I.E., Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor of Eastern Bengal and Assam, proposed by His Hononr Sir

Andrew Eraser, K.C.S.I., seconded by the Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh
Mukhopadhyaya ; Major G, A, Hohertson, 15th Lancers, Depy. Secy..

Military Supply Dept., proposed by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott, seconded
by Dr. N. Annandale ; Dr, Edward A. Houseman^ B.A., M.B., B.C.,

(CantabO, Medical Officer, E. T. Railway, proposed by Major F. P.

Maynard, LM.S., seconded by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott ; Mr, 0. A.
Bell, I.C.S., pioposed by Captain W. F. O'Connor, R.A., seconded
by Lt.-Col, D. C. Phillott ; Mr. J. B. Barrmv^ Inspector of Schools,

Jorhat, proposed by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott, seconded by Dr. N*
Annandale ; Mr. M. W. Tr^ven^j F.R S., Director of Indian Insti-

tute of Science, Bangalore, proposed by Mr. H, E. Stapleton,

seconded by Lt.-CoL D. C. Phillott ; Mr. D. Petrze, Punjab Police,

HungTi, proposed by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott, seconded by Dr. N.
Annandale; Gaptam J, B. White, D.S.O-, Gordon Highlanders^
Peshawar, proposed by Lt.-CoL D, C. Phillott, seconded by Dr. N.

Annandale ; JDr. /. _E. Pamoty, L.R.C.P. (Lond.), L.R.C P. and S.

CEdin.), proposed by Major F. O'Kinealy, I.M.S.. seconded by
Mr. St* John Stephen ; and Maulavi 8. Khuda Bakhsh, M.A.,
(Oxon.), Bar.-at-law, proposed by Babu Manmohan Chakravarti,
seconded by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott.

The following papers were read :
—

1. The Exact Determination of the Fastness of the more Cotn-

mo7i, Indigenous Dyes of Bengal and comparii^on with typical Synthe-
tic Dye-stuffs. Part I.—Dyeing on Cotton.—By E. R. Watson, M.A.,
B.Sc,

This paper will be published in the Memoirs,

2. Breynia Vredenburgi, an undescribed Echinoid from the

Indian Ocean.—By Major A. R. S. A:!CDERson, B.A., C.M.Z.S.,
LM.S.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the
Jotirnal.
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3. Note on the Common Raven (Corvus corax).

—

By Lt,*Col.
D. C. Phillott.

4 /^

Kings of

Copper-Plate Charters of

u In Vol. I., No 1 of 1905, of your Journal, there is an account
"of four plates from the Patna State which were sent b} me.
Will

" those villages named that can be identified from their present
names.

*'N^o. of Plate.

"I A.
" II G.

*'II G.

" VI H.

*' VI H.

Name
of Village.

Bemakks.

Leisrnora
• o

Loisrnofa

These both are one and same village

now spelt as Loisinga, the head-quar-
ters of a zeniindary some 11 miles
north of the capital Bolanger, on the
main road to Sambalpnr.

Randa Is probably Randa, some six miles east

from the capital on the main road to

Tosha and Sonpur.

Talakajja Is probably Tolagaj on the eastern

boundary of the State, some 12 miles

south-east of the capital Bolanger.

Jalajadda Is the modem Jaljodo, about a mile
north of Tolagaj mentioned above.
Between Talakajja and Talajadda is

a small stream/*

o-

Meeting of the Society (Medical Section),

W.

Major W. J. Buchanan, LM S-, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Lieut.-CoL E. H- Brown, I.M.S., Dr. Adrian Caddy, Dr.

Arnold Caddy, Lieui-Col.F. J. Drury, LMS., Dr. H. C. Garth,
Dr. W. W. Kennedy, Dr. M ^L Masoom, Captain D. McCay, Major
D. M. Moir, LM S., ilajor J. Mulvany, LM.S., Captain J. G. R
Murray, I.M S,, Major F. O'Kinealy, I.M.S., Captain J. J. Urwin,^

I.M.S., Major J. C. Vanghan, T.M.S.. and Major F. P. Maynard^
T.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitor :—Mr. A. H. :M. Mitchell.

The minutoj! of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Major Moir aijd Capt. Urwin showed Kome skfafframs.
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Major O'Kinealy showed specimens of Rliinosporidium
Kinealyi and read notes on "Membranous tonsillitis in a case of

plague " and on '^Unilateral fibrinous rhinitis.
"

Lt,-Col. E. Harold Bro^v'n read a paper on *' Cerebrospinal
meningitis,"

meeting.
The discussion on the last paper to be continued at the next
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OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL
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President

:

His Honour Sir A. H. L. Fraser^ M.A., LL,D.,

Jl..L'.o,l»

Vice-Presidents :

The Hon'ble Mr, Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya,
M.A., D.L., F.R.S.K

T. H. Holland, Esq., F.G.S., F.R.S.
A. Earle, Esq., I.C.S.

Secretary and Treasurer^

Honorary General Secretary : Lieut.-Colonel D. G
Phillott.

J, A. Chapman, Esq.

Additional Secretaries.

Philological Secretary : E. D. Ross, Esq., Ph.D.
Natural History Secretary : L H. Burkill, Esq., M»A.
Anthropological Secretary: N. Annandale, Esq.,

D.Sc, C.M.Z.S.
Joint Philological Secretary : Mahamahopadhyaya

Haraprasad Shastri, M.A,
Medical Secretary : Major F. P. Maynard, LM,S.

Other Members of CounciL

W. K. Dods, Esq.
H. H. Hayden, Esq., B.A., F.G.S.
E. Thornton, Esq., F.R.I.B.A.
Mahamahopadhyaya, Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,
M

M
M

J. A. Cunningham, Esq., B.A
Major W. J. Buchanan, I.Mi
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N^B,—Members who have changed their residence aince the list was
drawn up are requested to give ititiraali(m of such a change to the Honorary
General Secretnry, in order that t!ie necessary alteration may be made in the
subsequent edition. Errors or omissions iti the following list should also be
communicated to the Honorary General Secretary.

Members who are about to leave India and do not intend to return are
particularly requested to notify to the HonorMry General Secretary whether
it is their desire to continue Members of the Society ; otlierwine, in accord-
ance with Rule 40 of the rules, their names will be removed from the list at
the expiration of three years from the time of their leaving Indin.

Date of Election.

1903 Feb. 4.

1894 Sept. 27.

1895 May 1.

1901 April 3.

1903 April 1.

1901 Aug. 7.

19U4 Sept. 28.

1888 April 4.

1898 Nov. 2.

1835 Mar. 4.

N.R,

R.

Abdul Alim, Sayyad. Bririkura.

Abdul Wall, Maulavi, Special Sub-Regisfcrar.

Ranchi.

Abdus Salam, Maulavi, m.a., Presidency

N.R
Magistrate, Calcutta.

A.
KR.
R.

Maeristrate

Deputy Collector. Chittagong.

Ms
Adams, Margaret. Enropr.

Ahmad Hasain Khan, Mimshi.

Pntna Gity.

JheluTTi,

N.R
L.M

1899 Jan. 4
J903 Oct. 28.

Ahmud, Shams-ul-Ulama Maulavi. Z^Maulvts
Lane^ Calcutla.

Akshaja Kumar Maitra, b,a., b.l, Rajshahi,

AH Bilgrani, Sayid, B.A., a.b.s.m., f.g.s.

Chudderghantj Hyderabad.
N-R. All Hussain Khan, Nawab. Lucknow

1900 Aug. L

R.

1902 Feb. 5.

1874 June 3.

1893 Feb. 2.

B.

N.R.

A.

1897 Jan. 6.

R.

I

R.

Allan, Dr. A. S., M.B. 9, DaLhotide Square^
Calcutta,

Allen, The Hon'ble Mr. Charles George Hil-
lersden, i.c.s., Chaiiman to the Cuipora-
tion. C'dciitta.

Ambica Churan Sen, i.c.s., District and Ses-
sions Judge. li<ij\^hahi.

Ameer Ali, m.a., c.i.e., Barrister-at-Law.
Europe.

Amrita Lai Bose, Dramatist. 9-2, Jiam
Ghuudra Maitra^a Lai$€y Calcutta,

Amrita Li.1 Sircar, Dr., F.c.s. 51, Sankari-
toVa Lane. Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1905 July 5. R. Anmlya CLaraii Gliosli Vidjabhusana, 66,

Manicktolla Street, Calcutta.

1893 Aug. 31. X.R, Andersou, Major Adam Rivers Steele^ B A.,

M.B,, D.P.H., c.M.z.s. [.M.S., Civil Surgeon.

1884 Sept. 3.

1897 June 2.

1904 Sept. 28.

1904 Jan. 6.

1886 May 5.

1902 Aug. 27.

1904 July 6.

1870 Feb, 2.

1901 Jan. 2

1898 K'ov. 2.

1891 Mar. 4.

1900 Aug. 29.

1891 Feb. 4.

1893 Sept. 28.

1869 Dec. 1.

1898 Mar. 2

1902 May 7

1895 July 3

A.

R

R.

A
R

R.

N.R

L.M

A

A.

N,R

R.

N.R.
R.

L.M.

KR.

1906 Nov, 7.

1876 Is^oY. 15

1903 Feb. 4.

1893 Mnr. 1.

A.
L.M.

N.R.
F.M.

N.R.

N.R.

Rajshahi.

Anderson, J. A, Hurope,

Annada Prasad Bose, m.a., Deputy Magistrate

and DeiHity Collector. Serampore.

Aniiandale, Nelson, D.sc, C.M.z.s., Officiating

Superintendent, Indian Museum. Calcutta.

Ashton, R. P. Europe.

Asutosli Mukhopadhyaya, The Hon'ble Mr.
Justice, M.A., D.L., F.R.A.S., P.E.S.E., Judge,

High Court. Calcutta,

Ashutosh Chaudhuii, Barrister-at-Law. 39,

Old Ballygunge^ Calcutta.

Aulad Hasan, Sayid, Inspector of Registra-

tion. Shillong,

Baden-Powell, Baden Henry, M.A., c.t.e.

Ferlys Lodge^ 29, Banbury Boad^ Oxford^

England,
Badshah, Kavasjee Jamasjee, b.a., i.c.s,

Europe.

Bailey, The Revd. Thomas Grahame, m.a., b.d.

Europe

.

Baillie, Duncan Colvin, i.C.s., Commissioner.
Benares.

Baker, The Hon. Mr. Edward Norman, c.s.i.,

I.C.S., Finance Member, Govt, of India.

Calcutta.

Ban Beliari Kapur, Raja, c.s.i. Burdtvan.

Banawari Lala Chaudhuri, B.sc, Edin. 120,

Lower Circular Road., Calcutta.

Barker, Robert Arnold, M.D., f.g.S. Fairfield^

Oxford Boad^ Beading^ BerJcshire^ England.
Barnes, Herbert Charles, M.A., I.C.S., Magistrate

and Collector, Shillatig.

Bartlett, E. W. J. Europe,
Beatson-Bell, Nicholas Dodd, b.a., CJ-e.,

I.C.S., Director of Land Records and Agri-
culture, Eastern Bengal and Assam. Shil-

long,

Bergtheil, Cyril. Sirsiah^ Mozafferpur,
Beveridge, Henry, i.c.s. (retired) . Pitfold^

Shottermill^ Sashhiere^ Surrey^ England.
Bhagawan Das, Rai Bahadur, m.a. Srinagar^

Kashnnir.

Bharat Singh, Maharaja Kumara Sirdar, i.c.s.

( retired) . Ghazipur.
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Date of Klt'clioii.
I

» «

1889 Mar. 6.

1902 Mar. 5.

R.

1898 June 1.

1880 April 7.

1897 Feb. 3.

1893 Feb. 1.

R.

N.R.

1885 Mar. 4.

1895 July 3.

1895 April 3.

1906 Sept. 19.

1904 July 6.

1906 IS^ov. 7.

1860 Mar. 7.

N.R.
A.

N.R.

iihupendra Sii Glioslia, B.A., h.l., Afctunicy-.-ifc-

Law. 26, Haruushee Ghose Street, GalcuUa.
Biuoy Krisliua Dob, Rflja

106-1, Grey Street, Calcutta.

Baluid\ir.

A.

N.R.

V .M

R.

R.

N.R
L.M

1906 July 4.

1905 Mar. 1.

R.

Bejjiii Behari Gupta, Itavenshaiv College^

Cuttack. !

Bcpiu Cliuuelra Rai. Gindih^ Chota Nagpur.
Bloeli, Theodor, ru.o. Euntpe,

Bodding, The Revd. P. 0. Mahalpahari, rid

Uampore Haut, Sontal Pargana^.

Bolton, Charles AValter, c.s.i., i.c.s. (retired).

Europe,

Bonham-Carter, Norman, i.c.s., Inspector-

General of Bulice, Eastern Bengal and
Assam. Shillong,

BoTirdilhm, Sir James Austin, K.c.s.l., c.s.i.,

I.c.s. (retired). C/o Messrs. Ricliard^un &
Co, 25: Suffolk Street, Pull Mall, London,

Bradley-Birt, Francis Bradley, I.c.s., Joint

Mag'isti-ate, 24-Parganas, Calc atta,

Brajendra Nath, De, M,A., i.c.s., Magistrate

and Collector. Chinsura.

Bramley, Percy, Sn])dt. of Police, Agra,

B dis, Sir Dietrich, k.c.i.e., imi.d., f.l.s., f.h.s.

Ki

KR

1901 Sept. 25.

4

1901 June 5.

R.

R.

1896 Jan. 8.

1900 May 2.

1904 Aucr. 3.

Brown, Lieut.-Col. Edwin Harold, m.d,, i.m.s.

2, Alipnr Road, GaJcutta.

Brow^n, William Barclay, i.e. 8,, District Judge.

CorniUah.

Buchanan, Major Walter James, i.M.s., Ins-

pector-Gener-al of Jails. Calcutta,

Burkill, Isaac Henry, M.A., Reporter on Eco-

nomic Products to the Govt, of India.

R.
Calcutta,

R.

,1898Sepi-30.

1906 Dec. 5.

1906 July 4.

1901 Jan. 2.

R.

R.

R.

R.

A.

urn I z ( »t-

Mission.
teer, Cnlcntta.

Butcher, Flox-a, m . l>.. Medical

31, Free School Street, Calcutta.

Bythell, Major William John, R.E., Survey of

India. Bengal Gluh, Calcutta.

Cahle, Sir Ernest, KL 101-1, Clive Street,

Calcufta,

Caddy, Dr. Ailtinn, m.d, (Lend.), F.R.C.s.

{Kng.), n.p.H., n.c.P.s. (Lond.). 2-2, Unr-

rington Street, Calcutta. ,

Caddy, Dr. Amohl, M.o., F.B.C.s. 2-2, TTtT"

rington Street, Calcutta,

Campbf'U, Duncan. Europe,
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1901 Mar. 6.
1.

Campbell, William Edgar Marmaduke, i.C.s.,

1895 July 3.

1906 Mar. 7.

1899 June- 7.

1901 Aug. 7

1901 June 5

A.

R.

1906 Jan. 3

1904 July 6
1906 Nov. 7

1905 Aug. 2.

KR.

R.

A.
N.R

A.

1906 July 4. R

1903 Aug. 26

1898 June 1.

R.

F.M

1901 June 5.

1876 Mar. 1.

R.

1887 Aug. 25

1895 July 3.

1905 July 5.

F.M

R.

A.
R.

1885 Nov. 4

1905 July 5
1873 Dec. 3

R.

Magistrate and Collector. Samirpur.
Carlyle, The Hon. Mr. Robert Warrand, C.I.E.,

I.C.s. , Chief Secretary to the Government of

Bengal. Calcutta.

Chandima, Phra Maha. Hurope.
Chandra Kumar Sarkar. Katvkamk, Moul-
mem

.

Chandra Narayan Singh, Rai Bahadur. 16,

Theatre Hoad, Calcutta.

Chapman, Edmund Pelly, i.c.S. District and
Sessions Judge. Mozafferpur.

Chapman, John Alexander, Presidency Col-

lege. Calcutta.

Charles, Albert Pendrill, b.a., i.C.s. Europe.
Clarke, Geoffrey Roth, i.C.s, Postmaster-Gen-

eral. Madras.
Clemesha, Captain William Wesley, m,b., i.m.s.

Europe.
Connor, Captain Frank Powell, F R.c.s. (Eng.),

L.K.c.p. (Loud.), I.M.S., 13th Rajputs. Ali-

pur, Calcutta.

Copleston, The Most Revd. Dr. Reginald
Stephen, d.d. Lord Bishop of Calcutta.

Cordier, Dr. Palmyr. 2, Boulvard Gombeltar,

2, Hanoi (Tonkin), French Tndo- China.
Crawford, Lieut.-Col. Dirom Grey, i.M.S., Civil

Surgeon. Huyhli, Chinsura.
Crawfurd, James, b.a., i.c.s. (retired). Thorn-

wood, Uddington, Lanarkshire, Scotland,
Griper, William Risdon, p.c.s., p.i.c, a.r.S.m,

Konnayar.
Gumming, John Ghest, i.c.s. Europe.
Cunningham, John Arthur, b.a , Alipur Obser-

vatory, Calcutta.

1906 Dec. 5

N.R.
F.M.

N.R

1904 Sept. 28
1895 Dec. 4.

1906 Dec. 5

N.R.
N.R

R.

Damodar Das Barman, 55, Glive Street, Cal-

cutta.

Das, J. N. Danlatpur P.O., Khtilna.

Dames, Mansel Longworth, i.c.s, Algeria,

Eiijield, Middlesex^ England.
Deare, Major Benjamin Hobbs, M. r.c.s. (Eng.),

L.R c.p. (Lond.), D.p.H. (Canb.), l.M.s. Banki-
pur.

DeGonrcy, W. B. Silcari P,0., Cachar.
Delmerick, Charles Swift, Sub-Depy. Opium

Agent. Bareilly,

Dentith, Arthur William, i.c.s., Asstt. Comp-
ti'oUer of India Treasuries. Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1898 Jan. 5. R.

1906 Dec. 5.

1902 July 2.

1886 June 2.

1902 Jan. 8.

1892 Sept. 22
r

1889 Jan. 2.

1905 April 5.

1879 Feb. 5.

R.

R.
R.

A.
R.

A.
N.R,

P.M

1905 May 3. R.

1900 April 4. N.R

1906 N'ov. 7.

Dods, W. K., Agent, HongTcong and Shanghai
Banking Corpoi-afcion. Calcutta.

Donnan, Major Willi im. Indian Army, Ex-
aminer of Oi'dnance Factory Accounts in

Inilia. Calcutta.

Do\ey, F. 12, Store "Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Doyle, Patrick, c.E . p.r.a.s., f.g.s., Editor and
Proprietor, "Indian EngineeringJ' Calcutta.

Drummond, J. R., i.c.s. Europe.

Drury, Lieut.-Col. Francis James, I.M.S., Civil

Surgeon. Howrah.
Dudgeon, Gerald Cecil. Europe.

Dunnett, James Macdonald, i.c.s., Settlement

Officer. Rawalpindi.
Duthie, John F., B.A., p.l.s. Royal Botanic

Gardens, Keu\ Surrey, England.

Dwarkanath Chakravarti, M.A., B.L., Vakil,

High Court. Qalcu'ta.

Dyson, Lt.-Cv,l. Herbert Jekyl, F.R.C.8., l.M.s.

Civil Surgeon, Hazarihagh.

R.1900 July 4

1903 Oct. 28.

1903 May 6. N.R

N.R

A.

1900 Mar. 7.

1900 Aug. 29.

1901 Mar. 6.

1904 Aug. 3.

A.

Eadie, Lieut. John Inglis, 97, Beccan In-

fantry, Ba'aram.
Earle, Archdale, i.c.s., Director of Public

Instruction, Bengal. Calcutta.

Edelston, T. D. Europe.

Edwards, Walter Noel. Sootea P.O., Tezpur,

Assam.

A
A
R,

1906 Dec. 5.

1906 Oct. 31.

R.

N.R

1898 Sept. 30. R.

1906 Dec. 5. R.

1905 Jan. 4. R.

Fanshawe, Sir Arthur Upton, o.s i., k.c.i.k.,

I.C.S. Etimpe.
Fansliawe, H. C, c.SJ., i.c.s. Europe,

Fergusson, J. C. Unrope.

Fermor, Lewis Leigh, a.r.s.m., f.g.s., A^sstt.

Supdt., Geological Survey of -Lidia. Cal-

cutta.

Finck, Dr. H., m.d., Surgeon to the Consolate-

Gerieral for Germany. Calcutta.

FiDlow,Ro1>ert Steel, Fibre Expert to the Govt,

of Eastern Bengal and Assam. Shdlonij.

Firminger,The Revd. Walter Kelly, m.a., Chap-
lain, St. Stephen's Church. Kidderpore^

Ooicutta.

Foster, Captain Heury Bertram, LM.8. Eden
Hospital^ Calcutta.

Fraser, His Honour Sir Andrew Henderson

1902 April 2 A.

Calcutta,

Lieutenant-Leith, M.A., LL.D,,

Governor of Bengal
Fuller, Sir Joseph Bampfylde, K.C.s.i. Europe,
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>Me of Election.

1903 Mar. 4. R.

IS9'S Jan. 11.

1899 Aug. 30.

N.R.

R
1906 Sept. 19. N.R

Grage, Captain Andrew Thomas, M.A., M.B., B.sc,

P.L.S., l.M.s. Royal Botanic Garden^ Sibpur^

Howrah.
Gait, Edward Albert, c.i.k., i.c.S. Commis-

sioner, Chota Nagpur Division. Ranchi,

Garth, Dr. H. C. 4, Uttle Russell Street, Cal-

cutta.

Gauri Dutta Misra Vidyabhusana, Pandit,

1902 June 4.

1906 Feb. 7.

1892 Jan. 6.

N.R
R.

M.R.A.s. Gauhati.

Ghuznavi, A. A. Mymensini

N.n.

1902 Feb. 5.

1889 June 5.

1861 Feb. 5.

1905 Aug. 2.

R.

Girindra Kumar Sen. Presidency Collefje,

Calcutta.

Girindra Nath Dutt, B.A., M.R.A.s., m.s.a.

Hi

N.R.
N.S.

N.R.

1901 Aug. 28.

1897 July 7.

1905 May 3.

1876 Nov. 15.

N.R
A.

R.

A.

Chandra 13, Bose-

para Lane, Calcutta.

irianath Rov. Mahar Dinagepore.

Godwin-Austen, Lieut.-Colonel Henry Haver-
sham, P.R.S., F.Z.S., p.R.G.s. Nore, Godal-

miiig, Surrey, England.
Gourlay, Captain Charles Aikman, r.M.s., De-
puty Sanitary Commissioner, Eastern Ben-
gal and Assam. Shillong.

Govinda Das. Durgakund^ Benares City.

Grant, M ajor John Wemyss Europe.

1900 Dec. 5. L.M.

1904 Jan. 6. N.R.

Graves, H. G., a.b.s.m. United Service Oluby

Calcutta.

Grierson, George Abraham, PH.D., d.litt.,

ci.E., I.c.S. (retired), Rothfamham,
Camberly, Surrey, England.

Grieve, J. W. A., Depy. Conservator of

Forests. Chaiba sa.

Sharma Puch-

1901 Mar. 6. N.R

1892 Jan. 6.

1904 Sept. 28.

1889 Mar. 6.

1885 Feb. 4.

1899 April 5.

1904 Jan. 6.

N.R

badra.

A.
N.R

R.

A.

1903 June 3.

R.

R.
!

Habibur Kahman Khan, Maulavi, Kaees.
Bhikanpur^ Dt, AUgarh.

Haig, Major Wolseley, Inilian Army, 1st Asstt.

to the Resident. Hyderabad^ Deccan.

Hallward, Norman Leslie^ Europe.
Hanuman Prasad, Raees and Zemindar.

Chunar,
*

Haraprasad Shastri, Mabamahopadhyaya,
M.A., Principal, Sanskrit College. Calcufta.

Hare, Lieut-Col. Edward Cbristian, i.M.s,

Europe.
Harendra Krisbna Mnkerjee, m.A. 54, San*

horipara lioad^ Calcutta,
Hari Nath De, m.a,, Hughlt College, GUn-

sura.
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Date of iiitiction,

1902 ^ec. 3.

1906 Dec. 5.

1906 July 4.

1906 Dec. 5.

1884 Mar. 5

N.R.
R.

R.

amaram Bin
Inf. Hangu

.

L.M.

1897 Feb. 3

1906 Dec. 5

1905 July 5

1905 May 3

R.

R.

' 1904 June 1.

N.R.
X.R.

F.M.

' 1904 Dec. 7. N.R.

1906 Dec. 6.

^ 1891 July 1.

R.

1872 Dec. 5

R.

A.

1898 Feb. 2

1906 Oct. 31

R.

Harris, Lt.-Col. Geo ^
14, Jluasell Street^ Calcutta,

Harvey, Captain D., k.a.m.c. Station HoS'
pitaly Calcutta. i

Hassan Ali Mirza, Sir Wala Qadr Sayid,

G.C.I.E. Murshidahad. \

Hayden, Henry Herbert, 15.a., b.e., F.G.S.,

Supdt., Geological Survey of India. CaU
cutta,

Hayward, Major William Davey, M.B., i.M.s.,

Police Surgeon. Calcutta,

Hemchandra Goswami. Chuagacha, Jessore,

Hemetidra Prasad Ghose, Zemindar and
Litterateur, Frasad Lodge^ Ohangalhha

P.O.J Jessort".

Hewett, J. F., i.c.s., (retired). Holton Cot-

tage^ Oxford, England.
Hill, Ernest George. Muir Central College^

Allahabad'

Hirst, Reginald John, Bengal Police. 15-2,

Strand lload, Calcutta.

Holland, Thomas Henry, A.E.C.S., P.G.s., F.E.S.,

Director, Geological Suirvey of India.

Calcutta,

Poemle, Dr. Augustus Frederick Rudolf,

PH.D.. CLE. 8,

England.
Oxfi

Hooper, David, f.c.s. 1, Sadder Street^ Gal-

B.

1901 Dec. 4.

cutta.

William Woodward AfisiHtant

1873 Jan. 2.

1906 May 2

1905 July 5.

1890 Dec. 3.

R.

Director of Public Instruction, Bengal,

Calcutta

W. C. 47, Park Street, Gal-

L.M.

F.M.

cutta.

N.R.

A.

Houstoun, George L., f.g.s., Johnstone Castle^

Benfrewshire^ Scotland.

Hort^ell, Evelyn Berkeley, B.A., [.c.s. 16, St.

James Sqnare^ Lmidon.
>hries, Edgar de Montfort, b.a., i.c.S.,um

^ 1903 Sep, 23

1866 Mar. 7

1906 Dec. 5

KR.
F.M.

Settlement Officer. Banda,
j-de, The Revd. Henry Barry Eurojp^

K.R.

Ito, C. Engineering College^ Tokyo, Japan.
Irvine, William, i.c.S. (retired). HoUescro/t,

Castelnatiy Barnes^ London, S.W.

Jack, James Charles, i.c.s., Magistrate and
Collector. Backergunge,
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Date 01 h^eutiori.

1905^0V. 1.

1904 Jan. 6,

1898 Mar. 2.

1885 April!

1903 July 1.

1895 Mar. 6.

^.R.

A.
KR.
R.

>-

Be Igaum.
M. T., i.c.s., District Magistrate

R.

R.

Jackson, Victor Herbert, m.a, Europe,

Jadunath Sarkar. Patna College^ Bankipun
Jadoonath Sen, Civil Engineer. 35, Sib
Naram Das^ La7Z€^ Calcutta.

Jagadindranath R07, Maha
Lansdoivne Boad^ Calcutta,

Bahadur

1905 Julj 5. Is\R.

1895 Ang. 29

1889 Jan, 2

KR.

Chandra M.A., D.SC, C.I.E., Fre-

1902 May 7.

1896 Mai'. 4.

1868 June 3.

R.

R.

R.

R.

1899 Sep. 29.

1906 July 4.

1904 Mar. 4.

1905 May 3.

190f. Dec. 5.

1877 Aug. 30.

1899 April 5.

1906 Aug. 1.

1882 Mar. 1.

R.

R.

N.R.

N.R.
N.R.

1906 Sept. 19.

1867 Dec. 4.

R.

R.

R.

N.R

R.

A.

sidency College, Calcutta.

Jain Vaidya. Jdhari Bazar, Jaipur, Baj-
putana.

Jatindranath Rai ChaudLuri, ma,, k.l. Takij

Jesaorf.

Jogendi-a Chandra Ghose, The Hon. Mr., m.A„
B.L., Pleader, High Court. Calcutta.

Jogendra Nath Sen Vidyabliusana, m.a. 347,

Upper CMtpur Rond, Calcutta.

Jogendra Nath Das-Gupta, B.A., (Oxon,),

Barrister-at-Law, Presidency College. Cal-

cutta

.

Mah
dur. K.G.s.i. Fathur iagha tta , Calcutta.

Jotindra Natli Makharji, B.A., Solicitor. 8,

Old Po4 Office Street, Calcutta.

Jones, Major John Lloyd, m.b. (Dub.), m.b.C.s.

(Lond. D.P.H. \ Cantb.), F.c.A., i.M.s

United Service Cluh, Calcutta.

Kamlanand Singh, Kumar. Srinagar JStajj

Srinngar P.O.^ Purneah DtHtric^.

Kashi Pr*asad Jajaswal. NargKit^ Mirsapur.
Kaje, George Rusbj, Officer in charsje of the
'Bureau f»£ Education. Simla,

r

Kedar Nath Dutt. 1, Sikdarpara LanCy Cal-

cutta,

TF.

fiome, H. B. 27, Dalhousie Sqttare^

Kennedy, Dr. W, W., m,a., m.d., m b.c s.,

L.H.C.P., D P.H. 9, Russell Street, Galrutta,

Kennedy, Pringle, m.a., b.l., Vakil. Mozaffer-
pur,

Kesteven, Charles Heniy, Offg. Solicitor to
Government. Calcutta.

King, Sir George, M,B., K.c.s.i., ll.d., f.l.s.,

F.E.S., I.M.s. (retired). Gjo Messrs. Grindlay

8f Go,^ 55, ParliaTnent i^treef. London^
S. W.
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Date of biiectioD

1895 Sept, 19.[ N.R.
j
Kirau Chandra De, B.A., i.cs., Registrax* of

Co-operative Credit Societies, Eastern Ben-

1904 May 4.

1905 Aug. 2.

I

1906 April 4.

1898 April 6.

1896 July 1.

1894 July 4

1895 Aug. 29.

1901 June 5.

N.R.

KR.

R.

N.R.
N.R,

R.

1887 May 4.

1889 Mar. 6.

N.R.

L.M.

1900 Sep. 19.

1906 Aug. 1.

1902 July 2.

R.

A

R

1889 Nov, 6.

1906 Dec. 5.

KR.

R.
R.

1903 July 1.

1900 May 2,

1902 Oct. 29.

1889 Feb. 6.

1906 Feb, 7,

1906 Oct. 31.

1902 July 2.

1905 Aug. 2.

X.R

A
R

R.

A.
N.R

R.

R.

gal and Assam. Shillong.

Knox, Kenneth Neville, i.cs.. Magistrate
and Collector. Banda.

Kripamaya Ananga Bliimkishore Gajapati
Maharaj Dev. Sri. Madras.

Krisbriamacliariar, M. Madras.
Krislma Govinda Gupta, i.C.s., Barrister-at-

Law, 6, Store Road^ Ballygunge^ Calcutta,

Kiichler, George William, M.A., Bhagalpur.
Kuslial Pal Singh, Raja, M.a. Narki.

Lachmi Narayan Singh, m.a., b.l., Pleader,

High Court, GalciUta.

Lajpat Rai, Lala, Pleader, Chief Coui^t.

lialiore^

Lanman, Charles Rockwill, 9, Farrat Street^

Gambridge^ Mttssachufietts, U.8 Ainerica,

La Touche, Thomas Henry Digges, b.a., f.g.s.,

Supdt., Geological Suxn^ey of India. Cnl-

cutta.

Law, The Hon. Sir Edwai^l F. G., K.C.M.G.,

C.S.I. Europe.

Leake, Dr. A. M., Medical Officer, Bengal-
Nagpur Railway. (Jalcutta.

Leake, Henry Martin, m.a., f.l.s., Economic
Botanist to Govt, of United Provinces.

Caicnpur.

Lee, VV. A., f.k.m.s. 38, Strand Eoad^ Calcutta.

Leicester, Captain John Cyril Holdich, m.d.,

B.S., B.sc, F.R.c s. (ICng.), M.R.c.p. (Lond.),

I.M.S., Presidency General Hospital f Calcutta^

Lefit)y, Haitjld Maxwell, M.A., f.Ks., Impe-
rial Kntomologist. Puna,

Leistikow, P. R. Europe.

Lewes, A. H., Chartered Accountant, 25,

Mangoe Lane, Calcutta.

Tiittle, Charles, m.a., Reglsti^ar of the Univei'-

sity. Calcutta.

Logan, A. C, l.C.s, Europe.
Luard, Captain Charles Eckford, m.a. (Oxon.).

Residency^ Indore.

Luke, James, Journalist. 98, Clive Street^

Calcutta,

Lukis, Lt-CoL Charles Pardey, M.i?., P.R.C.i^.,

l.M.S. Medlral College^ Calcutta^

1869 July 7-
j

A. l>yall, Sir Charles, m.a., k.c.s.i., CLE., ll.d.

82, Cornwall Gardfn^y London^ SAV.



kill

.ection.
n

1870 April 7,.

1906 Nov. 7

1896 Mar. 4

1902 July 2

1891 Feb. 4

1906 April 4

1893 Jan. 11

1902 April 2.

1893 Jan. 11.

1895 Aug. 29

1906 June 6.

L.M

1890 June 4

1901 Aug. 28

1899 Mar. 1.

1901 June 5

R.

N.R.

Lyman, B. Smith. 708, Locust Street, Phila-

delphia, U.8. America.

MacCabe, William Bernard, m.inst.c.k., f.i.C,

Chief Engineer to the Corporation. Cal-

cutta.

MacBla Frederick, i.C.s., District and

A.
Sessions Judge. Saran.
acdonald. Dr. William R Europe,

KR.
*

L.M.

A.
L.M.

R.

Macpherson, Duncan James, M
Commissioner. Bhagu^pur.

Mackenzie, Evan, Church of Scotland

C- L,K«^ I,CS.y

Mis
sion. Kalirnpong

Maclagan, Tlie Hon. Mr. Edward Douglas,
M.A., I.C.S., Chief Secretary to the Govt, of

the Punjab. Lahore.

Maddox, Major Ralph Henry, i.M.s. Europe.
Madlio Rao Scindia Alijah, Bahadur, Colonel

His Highness Maharajah Sir, G.c.s.i.,

G.cv.o., A.D.c, LL.D., Maharajah of Gwalior.
Jai Bllas^ Qxcalior.

Mahmud Gilani, Shanis-ul-Ulama Shaikh.

R.

R.

23, Lower Ghitpur Roadj Calcutta,

R.

1899 Feb. 1. KR.

KR.

R.

Manmatha I^ath Mitra, Kumar. 34, Sham-
puktir Street^ Calcutta.

Manmohan Chakravarti, m.a,, b.l., Deputy
Magistrate and Deputy Collector, Howrah,

McLeod, Norman. 31, Dalhmtsze Square^
South, Calcutta,

^VlcMahon. Major Sir Arthur Henry, k.c.i.e.,

the
J

to

1905 Dec. 6. F.M

1902 May 7

1892 April 6

1905 Aug. 2.

1905 Feb. 1,

N.R.

C.S.I., C.I.E., Indian Army, Agent
Governor-General and Chief Commissioner
in Baluchistan. Quetta,

McMinn, Charles W., b.a., i.c.s. (retired).

Mussoorle.

Mann, Dr. Harold Hart, D.sc, M.sc, p.l.s. 1,

M
Sudder Street^ Calcutta.

House
Edmund, b.a., f.h.g.s, Pembroke

R.

Marshall, John Hubert, Director- General of

Archaeology. Simla.

R.

1903 Aug. 5.

R.

Ma}
Profes

Major Frederick Pinsent, i.m.s.

Medica
}

R.

\

' of Ophthalmic Surgery.
College, Calcutta. \ ..

McCay, Captain David, M.B., i.m.s., Professor
of Physiology. Medical College, Calcutta,

Megaw, Captain John Wallace Dick, i.M.s.

Medical College, Calcutta.
Meerza Mohammad Masoom, Dr. 8, PeteA

Lane, Calcutta,



Ill

i>ate i»t !^lection.

l895Tuly 3.

1886 Mar. 3.

1900 Jan. 19.

1884 Nov. 5.

F.M.

L.M.

1905 Dec. 6.

1884 Sep 3.

1904 April 6.

Melitus, Paul Gregory, c.i.E., i.c.s. Notting
Mill, London.

Metha, Rustomjee Dhunjeebhoy, c.r.E. 55>^

Canning Street, Calcutta.

R. Michie, Charles. 8, Mission Bow, Calcutta.

R. Middlemiss, Charles Stewart, B.A., F.G.s,, Supdt.,.

KR
R.

KR.

1898 April 6. KR.

1906 Mar. 7.

1874 May 6.

1885 June 3.

1880 Aug. 4.

R.

F.M.

KR.
KR.

1906 Mar. 7. N.R.
1906 July 4. R.

Geological Survey of India, Calcutta.

Midhut Mohamed Hossain Khan. Simla.
Miles, William Harry. 7, Church Lane, Cal-

cutta.

Miller, The Hon. Mr. John Ontario, C.s.i., i.c.S.,

Chief Commissioner, Central Provinces,.

Naffpur.
Milne, Captain Charles John Robertson, M.5,,

I.M.S., Civil Surgeon. Berhampur.
Milsted, W. P. S. Armenian College, Cal-

cutta. I

Minchin, F. J. V. C/o Messrs. F. J. V. Min^
chin <fc Co. Gopalpore, Ganjam.

Mohammad Naemullah, Maulavi. Bijnnr.

Mohanlall Vishnulall Pandia, Pandit, p.t.s.

r

Miittra. [wan.

1901 Aug. 7.

1899 Aug. 30.

1895 July 3.

1906 Dec. 5.

N.R.

KR.
KR.

N.R.

1906 Dec. 5. K.R.

1894 June 6. N.R.

1905 Jan. 4.

1906 July 4.

1905 Mar. 1

.

R.

MohinimolianMitra, M.A., B.L., Pleader. Burdi
Moir, Major David Macbeth, M.A., m.d., i.m.s.

8, Middleton Street, Calcutta. i

Molony, Edmund Alexander, i.C.s. Govt.^

Farm, Oawnpur.
Mannu Lai, Dr. Banda.
Monohan, Francis John, i.c.s,. Commissioner^
Assam Valley District. Shillong.

More, Lieut. James Carmichael, 51st Sikhs,

F.F. Bannu.
Morton, Captain Sidney, 24th Punjabis. Dil'

khusha, Lucknow.
Muhammad Shibli Nomani. Shams-ul-tTlama

1906 Dec. 5.

R.

R.

1906 Dec. 5.

R.

R.

1894 Sep. 27.
i

190-il)ec. 7,

R.

Maulavi. AUgarh.
Muksoodan Das. 13, Shumbhoo Nath MuU

lick^s Lane, Calcutta.

Mulvany, Major, John, l M.S., Sopdt,, Presi-

dencj Jail. Calcutta.

Maralidhar Banerjee, Sanskrit College^

Calcutta,

Murphy, Captain C. C. R , The Suffolk Regi-

ment^ 42, Choivrmghee Road, Calcutta,

Murray, Captain John George Patrick, l.Bf 8*,.

Presidency Oenerai Hospital, Calcutta.

\

A,

Nagendra Nath Basu. 14 Telepara Lana,
Shampnker, Calcutta.

Nathan, R., i.c.s. Europe.
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1901 Mar. 6. KR.

1889 Aug. 29. L.M.

1887 Mav 4.

1906 Dec. 6.

1901 June 5.

R.

KR
N.R,

1899 Jan. 7.

1900 Dec. 5.

1906 Dec. 5.

A
R

R

1880 Dec. 1.

1905 MaJ 3

.

1905 I^ov. 1.

A.
KR

N^.R.

1892 Mar. 2.

1906 Aug. 1.

L.M.

N.R.

1892 Dec. 7.

1904 Jan. 6.

JyTevill, Henry Rivers, i.c.s., Editor, District

Gazetteers, United Provinces, Allahabad.

Nimmo, Jolin Duncan. 21, Canning Street,

C'dcutta.

Nobinchand Rural, Solicitor. 10, Old Post

Officff Street, Calcutta.

Norman, H. C. Queen's College, Benares.

Nundolal Day, Subordinate Judge. Bkagul-

pur,

O'Brien, P. H., i.c.s. Eurojpe.

O'Connor, Captain, W. F., c.i.E,, R.A. Bengal

C7m6, Calcutta.

O'Kinealy, Major Fredriok, M R.C.S., (Eng.),

L.R.c.P (Lond.), i.M.s. 15, London Street^

C*dcutta,

Oldham, R. D., a.r.s.m., f.G.S. Europe.

OUenbachj A. J., i.c.s. Kh&iidmalsy Phulhart,

Oriasa,

O'Malley, Lewis Sydney Steward, b.a., i,c,s.,

Supdt , Imperial Gazetteer, Bengal,

DarjeeHng.
Ooday Pratab Singh, Raja, C.s,l., Raja of

Bhinga. Bhinga.
Osbum, Lieut. Arthur C, r,a.m.c., m.r.c.s.,

L.R.C.P. (Lond.). Agra,

R.

A,
1901 Aug. 28,1 A.
1904 Aug. 3.

1902 Jan. 8.

1901 June 5.

1899 Aug. 2.

1906 Dec. 5.

N.R
A.
R.

R.

1906 July 4.

1881 Aug. 25.

KR

R

R

1877 Aug. 1 KR
1906 April 4.

1888 June 6.

R.

L.M

Panchanan Mukhopadhyaya. 45, Bechoo
Ghatterjis Street^ Ualcutta.

Panna Lai, M.A., B.sc. Europe.
Panton, E. B. H., i.c.s. Europe,
Parasnis, D, B. Satara.

Parmeshwara Lall. Ettrope.

Parsons, W., Secretary, Bengal Chamber of

Commerce. Calcutta,

Peake, C. W., m.a., Meteorological Reporter
to the Govt, of Bengal. Calcutta.

Peart, Captain C. L., 106^^ Hazara Pioneers^

Quetta.

Peck, Lieut.-Col. Francis Samuel, i.M.s. 6,

Harrmgton StreH, Calcutta.

Percival, Hugh Melvile, M.A., Presidency Col-

lege. Calcutta,

Peters, Lieut.-Col. C. T., M.B., i.M.s. (re-

tire* \ . ) Dinajpur.
Petrocochino, Leonidar. 226, Lower Circular

lioad^ Calcutta.

Pennell, Aubray Percival, b.a., Barrister-at-
Law. Bangoon,
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l>ate of Election,

1900"May 2.

1906 April 4

1889 JJ^ov. 6

1904 June 1.

1904 Mar. 4. A.
1906 May 2. N.R.

1899 Aug. 29, KR.

1890 Mar. 5.

1887 May 4

1898 April 6.

1889 Mar. 6.

R.

1901 April 3.

1905 July 5.

1880 Nov. 3.

R.

1869 Feb. 3.

1892 Aug. 3.

1906 Aug. 1.

1906 Mar. 7.

1893 Aug. 31

R. Phani Bliusan Mukerji, B.sc, Inspector of

Schools, Presy. Divn. Calcutta,

R. Phillips, Rev. A. H., Church Afisszo?iary

Society. 70, Diamond Harbour Boad^ Cal-

cutta.

R. Phillott, Lieut.-Colonel Douglas Craven, 23rd
Cavalry, F.F., Secretary, Board of Exami-
ner^i. Calcutta.

P.M. Pilgrim, G. EUcock. G/o Mes,rs. H. S. King
^ Go , Pall Mallf London.

Pim, Arthur W., i.C.s. Europe.

Prabhat Chnndra Borua, Raja. Gauripur^
Assam.

Prabbu Narain Singh, Bahadur, H. H. The
Maharaja Sir, g.c.i.k., Maharaja of Benares.

Ramnayar Forty Benares,

Prafulla Chandra Ray, D.sc, Professor, Pre-

sidency College. Calcutta,

Prasanna. Kumar Ray, D.sc (Lond.andEdin,),

7, Ballygunge Circular Road, Calcutta,

Prodyat Coomar Tagore, Maharaj Coomar
Sir, Kt. Pathuringhattay Calcutta,

Prain, Lieut.-Col. David, M.A., m^.b., ll.d.,

l.M.s. Europe,
Pramatha Nath^ Mullick. 7, Prasonno Kumar

Tagore^s Street^ Calcutta,

Pinmatha Nath Th i*kabhu?ana, Sa^iskril

College^ Calcutta,

Pramatha Nath Bose, b.sc, f.g.s. 86, Bhur-

rumtollah Streel ^ Calcutta,

Pratapa Chandra Ghosha, B.A. Vtndyochal,

Pratap Narain Singh, Maharaja. Ajodhya^

Oudh.
Price, C.Stanley. 5, WeUesley Square^ South,

Calcutta

,

Puran Chand Nahar, Azimgunj\ Murshida-

bad,

PurmeshAvar Naraiii Mahatha. Muzafferpnr,

R.

A

R.

R.

R.

N.R.
N.R

R.

N.R.

N.R.

1877 Jan. 17,

1902 April 2.

1902 Mar. 5.

1905 July 5.

1898 May 4.

N.R

R

R

R

R

Radhakishor Dev Barman, H. H. The Maha-
raja Tipperah,

Rajchunder Chunder, Atturney-ftt-Law. 5,

Hastiny^s Street^ Calcutta.

Rajendi-a Chandra Sastri, Rai Bahadur, m.a.,

Libi^rian, Bengal Libraiy. Calcutta.

Rajendra Nath Vidyabhusana, Sanskrit Col-

lege, Calcutta,

Rajendra Nath Mookerjee, 20, Beadon Str(*L

VnJrutta,



XIvi

Date ot Election.

igooTprii 4.

1893 May 3.

1901 Jan. 2.

A.
]sr.R

1889 Nov. 6

1889 Jan. 2.

1879 April 7.

1905 Jan. 4.

1904 Mar. 4.

1905 May 3.

1906 Aug. 1.

1884 Mar. 5.

N.R.

KB.

R.

N.R.

N.R.

F.M
R.

R

1903 Mar. 4.

1900 April 4.

1900 Aug. 29.

1901 Dec. 4.

R

N.R

R.

1906 Feb. 7

N.R

R.

N.R

1906 May 2. N.R.

1896 Aug. 27. A.
1905 Mar. 1.

1897 Nov. 3.

R.

1905 Mar. 1.

1900 May 2.

1896 Mar. 4.

R.

R.

N.R.

1902 JtiTie 4.

KR.

R.

Raleigt, Thomas. Europe. * *

Ram CliaiidraBhanj Deb, Maharaja Sri, Chief
of Maurbhanj. Bartpada P.O.y Balasore.

Ramavatar Pande, b.a., i.C.S,, Judge. Main-
puri.

Rameshwara Singh, H, H. The Hon. Maha-
raja Bahadur. Durbhanga.

Ramessur Maliah, Kumar. 6, Cidlen Place,

Howrdh,
Ram Saran Das, Rai Bahadur, m.a. Manager^
Oudh Commercial BankLd, Fyzahad,

Rankin, James Thomas, i.c.s., Secy., Board
of Revenue, Eastern Bengal and Assam.
SMllong.

Rapson, E. J. British Mttseum^ London.
Richardson, The Hon. Mr. Thomas William,

I.c.s., Secretary, Govt, of Bengal, General

Dept. Calcutta.

Riddick, Captain G. B., r.a.m.C, Garrison

Surgeon, Fort William. Calcutta.

Rislej, Sir Herbert Hope, B.A., ci.e., k.c.i.e.,

I.C.S., Secretary, Government of India,

Home Dept. Calcutta.

Rogers, Charles Gilbert, f.l.s., f.c.h,. Forest
Department. Port Blair^ Anda'mans.

Rogers, Major Leonard, m.d., b.s., f.r.C.p.,

F.K.C.S., I. M.S. 47, Park Street^ Calcutta.

Rose, Horace Arthur, T.C.S., Supdt., Gazetteer
Revision, Punjab. Multan.

Ross, Dr. Edward Denison, PH.D., Officer in

charge of the Records, Govt, of India>

Calcutta.

Russell, Charles, m.a., Patna College^ Banki-
po7^e,

Sakhawat Hosain, Maulavi, b.a.. Inspector of
Schools. Moradabad,

Samman, Herbert Frederick, i.c.s. Europe.
Sanjib Chandra Sanial. 1, Dthi Boad^ Cal-

cutta,

Sarada Chai-an Mitra, The Hon. Mr. Justice,

M.A., B.L., Judge, High Court. Calcutta.

Sasi Bhusan Bose, m.a., Bethune Colleger

Calcutta.

Satindra Dev, Rai Mahasaya. Bansberial
HtigJiU,

Satish Chandra Banerji, Dr., m.a., ll.O.^

Advocate, High Court! Allahabad.
Satig Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mahamaho-

padhyaya, m.a.. Presidency College. Calcutta^
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Date ot Kleetion.

1897 Nov. 3.

1902 Feb. 5.

1900 Dec. 5.

1897 Dec. 1.

1906 Dec. 5.

R.

R.
N.R

1903 April 1.

1900 May 2.

1906 Mar. 7.

N.R.
N.n.

1902 Feb. 5.

1894 Aug. 30.

1899 May 3.

1903 Aug. 26.

A.

R.

R

N.R

R.
N.R

1904 June 1.

1898 Aug. 3.

1872 Aug. 5.

N.R

R.

N.R.

N.R.

1905 Mar. 1.

1901 Dec. 4.

1904 Sept. 28.

1898 April 6.

1901 Mar. 6.

R.

N.R

R.

KR

1891 Aug. 27,

N.R.

1899 Aug. 30.

1904 June 1.

1900 Aug, 29.

1906 Dec. 5.

N.R

R.

R.

N.R

N.R.

Saunders, C. 35, Okourznghee Boad^ Calcutta.

Schulten, Dr. C. 13, Clive BoWf Calcutta, '

Schwaiger, Imre George, Expert in Indian
Art. Kashmir Gate^ Delhi.

Seth, Mesrovb J. Bombay.
Sharp, Henry, M.A., Dii^ector of Public In-

struction, Eastei'n Bengal and Assam.
Shillong.

Shaun, Montague Cliurcliill. Europe,
Shrager, Adolplie. 4, Aucklafid Square, Batv-

don Street, Calcutta.

Shyama Kumar Tagore, Kumar, Zemindar.
65, Fathuriaghutta Street, Calcutta,

Shyam Lai, Lala, m,a., ll.b., Deputy Col-

lector Allahabad.

Sibnarayan Mukerjee. Uttarpara, Huyhh',

Silberrad, Clias. A., b.a., b.sc, r.c.s., Depy.
Commissioner. Banda,

Simpson, J. Hope, i.c.s., Registrar of Co-
operative Credit Societies, Upper Pix)-

vinces. Allahabad.

Simpson, Robei-t Rowell, ii.sc, Department

of Mtn
Sita R;

bad.

Calcutta,

B.A., Depy. Magistrate. Morada

Skref.srud, Tlie Revd. Laurentius Olavi,

Secretary and Treasurer, Indian Home
Mission to the Sonthals. Benagerto, via

'Ram-pore Haul.

Sorabji, Cornelia, Court of Wards. 6, Camac
Street, Calcutta.

Brainerd, Arcbseol

West Frontier Prov:

27,Stapleton, Henry Ernest, B.A-, B.sc,

Ghotcringhee Road, Calcutta.

Stark, Herbert A., B.A., Inspector of Schools.

Banchi.

Stpbbinir, E. P., F.E.S.,

Zool

F.Z.S., Imperial Forest

Dehra Duu.
A., PH.D., Inspector-General of

N.-W.F.P. and Baluchistan.Education,

Peshawar.

Stephen, St. John, b.a., ll.b. Barrister-at-

Law. 7. Russell Street, Calcutta^

Stephen, The Hon'ble Mr. Ju
Lushington, Judge, High Court

Stephenson, Captain John, i.M.s.,

Suj'geon. Umballa City.
u*

Stokes, Captain Claude Bayfield, Zrd Skinners

Horse. Neemach,

ce Harry
Calruttai

Civil
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Date of Election.

1904 July 6.

1904 Jan. 6.

1906 Dec. 5.

A.
F.M.

R.

1905 Jan. 4. R.

1906 June 6.

1900 July 4.

1904 July 6.

1893 Aug. 31.

1906 Dec. 5.

KR.

KR.

N.R.

N.R.

Streatfield, C. A. C, i.c.s. Eurojpe.

Stuart, Louis, i.c.s. 6^i. Clemenfs Hill,

Nona'ch, England.
Subodh Chandra Mahalanobis, B.sc, f.k.s.e.,

F.H.M.S., 210, Cormvallis Street, Calcutta.

Sukumar Sen. 80, Lotcer Circular Moad, Cal-

cutta,

Surendra Prasad Sanial, Sri, m.a., f.c.s., Private

Secretary to Raja Bahadur, MajhauH.
Sjam Sunder Das, b.a. Benares City.

Walter
King &"

Gjo Messrs. King,

1878 June 5.

1904 June 1.

N.R.

A.

Tate, George Passman, Asstt. Supdt., Survey
of India, Dehra Bun.

Tek Chand. Dewan, b.a., m.k.a.s., i.c.s., Deputy
Commissioner. Ludhiimah.

Temple, Colonel Sir Richard Camac, Bart..

Indian Army, C.l E., Europe.

1861 June 5.

1899 Aug. 30.

1904 May 4.

1875 June 2.

L.M.

1898 Nov. 2.

1847 June 2.

1897 Jan. 6.

1905 Jan 4.

1906 June 6.

1901 Aug/29.

1905 Aug. 2.

R,
I

Tipper, George Howlett, b.a., Asstt. Snpdt.,

Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

Tremlett, James Dyer, m.a., i.c.s. (retired).

Dedham^ Essex^ England,
Tribhuban Deb, Raja S., Feudatory Chief of

Bamra. DeogarJi^ Bamra.
Thanawala, Framjee Jamasjee, 90, Caivasjee

Patel Street, Fort^ Bombay.
Thibaut, Dr. G., Registrar of tlie University.

N.R.

KR.

N.R.

R.

Allahabad.

Tiiomton, E(
Calcutta.

6-7 CUve Street,

L.M. Thuillier, Lieut.-Genl. Sir Henry Edward
Landor, Kt,, c.s.i,, f.r.s., r.a. Tudor House

man
N.R.
N.R.

R.

R

R.
1

1905 July 5.

1900 Aug. 29.

R.

R.

Tulsi Ram Misra, m.a. Au'agnrJi.

Turner, Frank, b.a., The College. Dacca.
1

Umapati Datta Sbarnia, Pandeya. 97, Muk-
taram Bahus Street^ Calcutta,

Upendra Natb Sen, Kaviraja. 29, Colootolla

Street, Calcutta,

Urwin, Captain Jobn Johnson, M.B., r.M.s.

Medical College, Calcutta.
, F

Vanamali Chaki^avarti, SansJcrit College.

Calcutta.

Vaughan, Major Joseph Chai'les Stoelke, i.m.s.,

Supdt., Campbell Medical School and
Hospital. Calcutta.



xli

'ate ot Kleciiou.

1890 F^b. 5.

1894 Feb. 7

1901 Mar. 6.

1894 Sept. 27

1902 Oct. 29

1900 Jan. 19.

1901 June 5.

1889 Nov. 6.

1900 April 4.

1905 Dec. 6.

N.R.

N.R.

If.R. Venis, Artliur, M.A., Principal, Sanskrit
College. Benares.

Yisliwa Nath Singh, H. H. The Rnja Baha-
dur. Ghhaffurpur, Biindelkhunil

.

Vogel, J. Ph., Ai'chsBological Surveyor,
Punjab. Lahore.

Vost, Major William, I. M.S., Civil Surgeon.
Muttra

.

VreJeubui'g, B., B.L., B.sc, A.R.C.S., Asst.

Supdt., Geological Survey of India. Cal-

cutta.

L.M.

R.

R.

R.

A.

N.R.

1874 July 1.

1902 Api il 2.

1906 Sept. 19,

1905 Dec. 6.

R.

Wallace, David Robb, 9, Clive Row, Cal-

cutta.

Walsh, Ernest Herbert Cooper, i.C.S., Com-
missioner, Buidwan Division. Ghimmra.

Walsh, Lieut-Col. John Henry Toll, I.M.S.

Europe

.

Walton. Captain Herbert James, m.b., k.r.c.s..

Watson
n\ Surgeon. M*
Edwin Roy, M

«

A«^ B.SG.j Civil,

A.

N.R.

1904 Mar. 4.

R.

Engineeriny College, Sibpur, Howrah.
Watt, Sir George, Kt., CLE. Europe.

Wheeler, Henry, l.C.S., Secretary, Board of

Revenue, L.P. C'llcu'tn.

Wh Richard Bertram, i.c.s., Asstt.

R.

1906 July 4.

1900 Dec. 5.

1906 Mar. 7.

1894 Aug. 30.

18J8 July 6.

R.

A.

N.R.

A.

E.

1900 Mar. 7. R.

Commissioner, Simla,

Wilson, James, m.a., c s.i , i.c.s.. Secretary to

the Government of India. Fievenue and
Agricultural Dept. Calcutta.

Wood, William Henry Arden, iM.A.,

F.B.G.S., Principal, La Martiniere.

cutta.

Woodley, Rev. E. C, m, a., Principal. London
Missionary Society's College, Oalcutta.

Woodman, Henry Charles, 1.0,8, Europe.

Woolner, A- C M.A., Principal, Oriental

College. Lahore.

Wright, Henr^ kelson, B.A., i.c.s, Europe.

Wyness, James, C.E. 14, Olive Street^ Gal-

cutta.

1905 Mar. 1.

1906 June 6.

E.

\

R.

Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Samkhyr\ratna-Veda-

tirtha. Pandit. 2J-1, Ndviony Buttn* Lane^

Calcutta^

Young, Rev. A. Willifer, 23, Chowrtnghee

Boadj Calcutta,

Young, Mansel Charles Gambier, Resident

Engineer, East India Railway. Calcutta.



1

SPECIAL HONORARY CENTENARY MEMBERS.

Bate of Election.

IgS^'Sn. 15.

1884 Jan. 15.

1884 Jan. 15.

1884 Jan. 15.

Dr. Ernst Haeckel, Professor in the University of

Jena. Prussia.

Charles Meldrum, Esq., c.m.g., m.a., ll.d., p.r.a.s.,

F.R.S. Mauritius.

The Revd. Professor A. H, Sayx^e, Professor of

Assyriology, Queen's College. Oxford^ England,

Monsieur Emile Senart. 18, JBue Frangms ler,

Paris^ France.

HONORARY MEMBERS,

Date uf Ejection.

1848 i^b.

1879 June 4

1879 June 4

1879 June 4

1881 Dec. 7

1883 Feb. 7

l€94Mar. 7

'ons

Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker, G.C.s.r., C.B., m.d., f.R.S.,

D.c.L., liL.n., F.ii.s., F.G.S., F-R.G.s. Sunmngdale,
Berkshire^ England,

Dr. Albert Gunther, m.a,, m.d., ph.d., f.z.s,, f.r.s.

23, Lichfield Boad, Kew, Surrey^ England.
Dr. Jules Janssen. Observataire d^Astranomie

Physique de Paris, France,

Professor

France,

Lord Kelvin, g.c.v.o., d.cl., ll.d., p.r.s.e., f.r.s.

University Library^ Glasgow, England.
Dr. Alfred Russell Wallace, ll.d., d.c.l., f.l.S.,

F.z.s,, f.r.s. Curfe Vietv, Parlcstone, Dorset, Eng-
land,

Mahamaliopadhyaya Cliandra Kanta Tarkalankara.
26, Baranushee Ghone's Street, Calcutta.

1894 Mar. 7. I Professor Theodor Noeldeke. Glo Mr. K

1S95 June 5

1895 June 5

1895 June 5.

F.R.S.

1896 Feb. 5

1896 Feb. 5.

1896 Feb. 5.

T.

Truh7ie)\ Strasshurg, Germany.
Lord Rayleigh, M.A., d.c.l., d.sc, ll.d., ph.d., p.r.a.s.,

Witham, Essex, England.
Lt.-Genl, Sir Richard Strachey, r.e,, g.c.s.i., ll.d.,

F.R.G.S., F.G.S., F.L.S. , F.R.S. 69, tjankaster Gate^

London^ W.
Charles H. Tawney, Esq., m.a., C.i.e. G/o India

Office, London.
Lord Lister, f.r.c.s., d.c.l., m.d., ll.d., d.sc, f.r.s.,

12, Park Crescent, Portland Place, London.
Sir Michael Foster, k.c.b., m,a., m.d., d.c.l., ll.d.,

D.SC-, F.L.S., F.R.S. Great Shelford, Cambridge,
England.

Professor F. Kielhom, ph.d., d.litt., ll.d., C.i.e.

The University^ Gottingen, Prussia.



li

Date of Election.
|

1896l^eb. 5.

1899 Feb. 1.

1899 Dec. 6.

1899 Dec. 6.

1899 Dec. 6.

1899 Dec. 6.

1901 Mar. 6.

1902 Nov. 5.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 July 2

1906 Mar. 7

Roady

Professor Charles Rockwell Lanman. 9, Farrar
Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts^ US. Ainerica.

Dr. Augustus Frederick Rudolf Hoernle, PH.D., c.i.E,

8, Norfhmoor Eoadj Oxford^ England.
Professor Edwin Ray Lankester, m.a., ll.d., f.r.b.

British Museum
(
Nat. Htst,), Oromwell

Lo7idon, S.W.
Sir George King, M.B., k.c.i.k,, ll,d., F.L.S., F.R.S.,

I.M.S. (retired). G/o Messrs, Grindlay 8f Go.^ 55,

Parliament Street, London^ S.W.
Professor Edward Burnett Tylor, d.c.l., ll.d., f.k.s.

Keeper, University Museum. Oxford, England.
Professor Edward Suess, Ph. D., Professor of Geology

in the University of Vienna.
Professor John Wesley Judd, c.b., ll.d., p.r.s., f.g.s.,

Late Prof, of the Royal College of Science.

30, GuTnherhind Rond, Kew, England.
Monsieur Rene Zeiller. Ingenieur en chef des Mines.

^cole superieur des Mines^ Paris.

Professor Hendrick Kern. Utrecht^ Holland.

Professor Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar, c.i

.

e.

Poena.
Professor M. J. DeGoeje. Leide, Holland.

Professor Ignaz Goldziher, ph.d., d.litt., ll.d.

Buditpe.^t, Hungary^
Sir Charles Lyall, m.a,, k.c.s.l, C.i.e., ll.d. 82,

Cornwall Gardens^ London, 8.W,
Sir William Ramsay, PH.D., (Tiib.) LL.D., sc.d.

(Dubl.)., F.C.S., F.I.c. University College, Goxver

Street^ London, W.G,
Dr. George Ahi-aham Grierson, pu.d., d.litt., c.i.k.,

i.c.s. (retired). Rothfamham^, Gamherley^ Surrey^

England,
The Right Hon'ble Baron Curzon of Kedleston,

M.A., dc.l., F.R.s. 1, Carlton House Terrace, Lon-
don, S. W.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.

Date of ICtectioD.

1874 A^rn 1.

1875 Dec. 1.

1875 Dec. 1.

1882 June 7

.

1884 Aug. 6.

The Kevd. E. Lafont, c.I.E., S.j. Archbishop's House,
12, Fa> k Street, Calcutta.

The Revd. J. D, Bate. 15, St. Johns Church Boad,
FWcstone, Kent, England.

Maulavi Abdul Hai, Madmssah, Calcutta.

Herbert Giles, Esq. Europe.
F. Moore, Esq., f.l.s. Claremont House, Avenue Boad,

Penge, Surrey, England.
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1885 Dec. 2

1886 Dec. 1

1892 April 6
^

1892 Dec. 7

1899 April 5

1899 April 5

1899 Nov. 1

1902 June 4

Dr. A. Puhrer. Europe,
Sri Sarat Chandra Das, Rai Bahadur, c.i.B, 51^

Sa7ikaritola^ L'tne^ Calcutta,

Acharjya^ Satjavrata Samasrami. 16-1, Gkoses^

Laney Calcutta.

Professor Paul Johannes Briihl. Civil Engineering

College, Sibpur^ Hmvrah.
Rai Bahadur Ram Brahma Sanyal, Supdt., Zoolo-

gical Gardens. Alipur^ Calcutta.

Pandit Visnu Prasad Raj Bhandari.
Librarian. Bir Library. Katm tnduy Nepal.

The Revd. E. Francotte, s.J. 10, Fark street, Cal-

cutta^,

The Revd. A. H. Francke, Moravian Missionary.

Kyelang^ Kangra District.

Chief

LIST OF MEMBERS WHO HAVE BEEN ABSENT FROM
INDIA THREE YEARS AND UPWARDS*

* Rule 40.—After the lapse of three years from the date of a
member leaving India, if no intimation of his wishes shall in the
interval have been received by the Society, his name shall be re-

moved from the List of Members.

The following members will be removed from the next Mem-
ber List of the Society under the operation of the above Rule:

Miss Margaret Adams.
Ameer Ali, Esq., M.A., C.i.k.

The Revd. Thomas Grahame Bailey, m.a., b.d.

Duncan Campbell, Esq.
H. C Fanshawe, Esq,, c.s.i., i.C.s.

F. R. Leistikow, Esq. .

P. H. O'Brien, Esq., i.c.s.

R. D. Oldham, Esq., a.b.s.m., f.g.s.

Sir George Watt, Kt., c.i.k.

LOSS OF MEMBERS DURING 1906.

By Retirement.

Lieut.-Col. Alfred William Alcock, M.i

Lieut.-Col. D. S. E. Bain, i.m.s.

General Malcolm G. Clerk,
F. P. Dixon, Esq., i.c.s.

Major P. R. T. Garden, Indian Army

LL.U., C.I.E., F.B-S
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Samuel Charles Hill, Esq., b.a., b.sc.

The Hon. Mr. John Hooper, b.a., i.c.s.

Colonel F. B. Longe, r-E.

Kumar Narendra N"ath Mitra.

Frederick Eden Pargiter, Esq., b.a., i.c.s

Sir Alexander Pedler, Kt., c.i.E., f.r.s.

Maurice George Simpson, Esq., m.i.CE.

Kumar Birendra Chandra Singh.

Edgar Thurston, Esq.

By Death.

Ordinary Members.

Womes Chunder Bonnerjee, Esq., Barrister-at-Law-

John Macfarlane, Esq.
Mahamahopadhyaya Mahesa Chandra Njayaratna, c.LK

Moung Hla Oung.

Associate Member

Maulavi Abdul Hai.

Tinder Rule 40.

Frank Finn, Esq., b.a., f.z.s.

Dr. T. U Walker.
Major-General James Waterhouse.

ELLIOTT GOLD MEDAL
Recipients.

1893 Chandra Kanta Basu,
1895 Yati Bhusana Bhaduri, M.A.

1896 Jnan Saran Chakravarti, m,a.

1897 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

1901 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

1Q04 f
Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

( Surendra Nath Maitra, m.a.

BAECLAT MEMORIAL MEDAL.

Recipients.

1901 E. Ernest Green,

1903 Major Ronald Ross, f.b.cs., c.b,, c.i.e., f.r.s., i.m.s

(retired).

1905 Lt.-Col. D. D. Cunningham, f.r.s., C.i.e., j.m.s

(retired).
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1906.

K •
»

STATEMENT
Asiatic Society

Dp.

Salaries

Commission
Pension

tft*

« «

*

* •

To Establishment.

• *•

« >

«

• « *

t • *

« »

Rs- As>P.
4,242 12

555 13 1

240

To

Stationery

Taxes
Postage
Freigbt
Meeting
Auditing
Electric Fans and Ligbts

Insurance fee

Petty repairs

Miscellaneous

«

Books
Binding
Catalogue

9 • •

• B

« « «

Contingencies.

•

A • * • «• 165 13 6

4»#

ft ft «

1,610
( 875

3

12 3

V ft >
143 6 3

,

96
100
748

13 6

a A B ft • * lb7 8
V V

ft ft * 8 9 6

# ft 4

1

AND

ft ft ft 617 15 10

iRT Collections.

*

« *

* ••

3,061

943
1,600

7
15

9

Es. As. P.

5,038 9 I

t\

4,554 1 10

5,605 6 9

To Publications

»
" Journal and Proceedings,'* and " Memoits,

To printing charges of Circulars, Eeceipt

Forms, &c.

12,407 U 9

280 4
« • •

» • »

• •*

• •«

Printing Haji Baba
lUnmination
Building ...

Lantern
Furniture ...«

To Personal Account (Written ofiE and
neous)

Loss on Grovernment paper sold ...

* •

* t

A I

• • •

« »

miscella-

» • •

• ••

To EXTKAORBINARY EXPENDITURE

Royal Society's Scientific Catalogue
Balance

TOTiL Es.

12,687
1,794

94
7,758
448
484

15

4
5

3

9

6
9
2

207
453

6
7

1

6,268

1,79,519

14
3

4
3

2,24,913 13 6
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No. 1.

of Bengal 1906.

.Cr

Es. As. P.

By Balance from last report *• ft « •

Ra. As, P.

1,93,143 1 9

By Cash Receipts.

• • •

• *

V.

Publications sold for cash
Interest on Investments
Rent of room on the Society's ground floor ...

Allowance from Government of Bengal for the
Publication of Anthropological and Cognate
subjects ...

Allowance from Government of Eastern Ben-
gal and Assam

Miscellaneous

* » V

» V »

t « *

i)

h *

986 10 9
6,730 13 1

650

2,000

1,000
76 10 2

ii,4u a

By Extraordinary Receipts.

Subscriptions to Royal Society*s Scientific

Catalogue ««v 6,886 2

By Personal Account.

Admission fees

Subscriptions
Sales on credit

Miscellaneous

« t

«

*« » •

1,792
9,904

1,725 12 6
18 11 3

13,440 7 9

Total R?.

* *

y

2,24,913 13 6

J. A Chapman,

Honorary Treasurer^

Asiatic Society of Bengal,
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STATEMENT
2906. Oriental Publication Fund in Acct.

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure.

t
I'

» »

•

a r «P

» tSalaries

Conuniasion on collections

Editing cbarges
Postage
Freight ... '

Printing charges
Stationery
Contingencies
Binding «*.

a * «

«»

# •*

* *«

#••

*

* • «

• *«

• *

• «

• *« « « •

*«4 • #

Refund of loan

To Peraonal Account (Written off and Miscella-

neous)
Balance

• * « • ««

TOTAI, Rs.

Es. As. P. Rs. As. P

1,673 9
63 4 6

3,312 4
285 4 3
82 2

6,105 2 >

70 6 ^ ^^

79 4 6
2 8

11,672 6 9
• »*

F

e 2,000

« « * 13 12

« » t 1,335 14 9

« A 1 15,022 1 6

u • *

STATEMENT
1906. Sanskrit Manuscript Fund in Aect.

Dr.

To Cash Expkndituee.

• •Salaries

Travelling charges
Printing ...

Postage

««#

• « •

• *•

» «

•

•«•

Contingencies
Purchase of Manuscripts
Stationery
Insurance fee

* •

*^*

Balance

r

Bs. As. p. Rs. A 8. P.

1,346 8 9
337 5
148
40 12 6

365 9 3
318
14 6

125

2,695 9 6
• «<> « • »

'» fl « *

3,643 8 11

Total Es 6,339 2 5
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No. 2. v-

with the Asiatic Society of Bengcul 1906

Cr.

Sa. As. P.

By Balance from last Beport « ••

By Cash Receipts.

Government Allowance
Publications sold for cash
Advances recovered

* m *«

fe to *

1*

Sales on credit

9,000
701 7
86 14

By Personal Account.

Bs. As. P.

3,174 9 9

' q

9,788 5

2,059 2 9

Total Bs. *« • 15.022 1 «

J. A. Ghaphan,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal

No. 3.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 1906^

Cr.

Bs, As. P
By Balance from last Beport • •• » « •

Ba. As. P.

3,120 2 5

By Cash Beceipts.

Government Allowance
Pnblications sold for cash

Advances recovered ...

• •• • ••

••

8,200

7
1

"t

'*•

By Peksonal Account

Sales on credit *#4 • •• 4»«

Total Rs. •••

3,208

11

6,339 S S

J. A. Chapman,

H<morary TreaBunr,
Asiatic Society of Bengal
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STATEMENT
1906. Arabic and Persian 'MSS. Fund in

«T "' «4 ., t

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure,

Salaries

Purchase of Manuscripts
Stationery ,^ ..,

Contingencies
Postage
^Travelling charges
Printing , ,

.

L

* ft

• *-

•

Balance

Total

•

* #

• t «

Ks.

Es. As. P.

2,307 8
11,065 4

35 3
392 2 6
11 4 9
654 1

8

Rs. As. P.

14.473 7 8
1 ,985 8 9* * «

* * «

^ ': ^

16,459

8

:>

^ • '

r
^ V ^

%

1906.

STATEMENT
Bardic Chronicles MSS. Fund in

W^

U

To Balance • «

o
n

3

Dr.

Total Rs.

Ks. As. P

« •

» » *

Rs. As. P.

2.400

2,400

J

u.
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f 1Kb- A.

Aect. withthe Asiatic Soc ofBengal. 1906.

Cr
Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Report

Bs. As. P.

4,459

By Cash Eeceipts.

Government Allowance
Do. Do. special ... » *

7,000 Q
5,000 .

T r

I

.

12,000

•>
ii/

Total Rs. • t • 16,459

J. A. Chapman,

Honorary Treasurer^

Asiatic Society of Bengal

No, 8.

^cct» with the Asiatic Sac of Bengal, 1906

Cr.

By Cash Receipts,

Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Report » * •••

Total Bs.

Eb. As. p.

2,400

2,400

K b*

»•
J. A. ChapmaN;

Honorary Treasurer^

Asiatic Society of Bengal,
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W06.

STATEMENT
,; Personal

Dr.
« k^

To Balance from last Report «i

.

Bs. As. P.

9«fl

Rs. As. P.

9,132 9 lO

To Cash Expenditube.
ji -- -

.
* -

Advances for purchase of ManuscriptSj &c. ...

To Asiatic Society ... ... ... 13,440 7 9

^S, Oriental Publication Fund ... ... 2,059 2 9
Sanskrit Manuscript Fund ... ... 11«

4,431 6 O

15,510 10 &

a ^

^+

-V

^
f

« a «

-t

* '^

.A
Total Bs. 29,074 10 4
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No. 6.

Account

r-- 1 -^

1906.

By Cash Receipts

yy Asiatic Society

„ Oriental Publication Fand

K f

By Balance.
Due to the

Society,

Members
Subscribers ...

Employes
Arabic and Per-

sian Ma^u*
w

scripts Fund
Sanskrit Manu-

scripts Fund
Miscellaneous

1

Cr.

• «• • ••

« «

» •
t

'

Due by the
Society.

Rs.
263

As.
1

1

P.

100

1

6

ft

• • •

1

»» t

i

F

122 11 6

485 12 6

Ka. Ab. p.

207 6 1

13 12

\

J

;

^ * ^

f

i

Es. As. P,

26,149 11 a

221 2 I

2,703 13 %

f-

-I

F .

Total Ita. < • 29,074 10 4

J, A. CSAFMAN,

Honorary Treamirer^

Asiatic Society of Bengal
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:1906.

STATEMENT
Invest-

Dp.

H
-

To Balance from last Report
Bank's Brokerage and Commission

A

Value.

Es. As. P.

1,96,300

Cost.

Rs. As. P.

1,95,976 3 1

35 5 10

FUKDS

Asiatic Society
Trust Fund

It

Total ps.

Pehmanent.

Value.

• ••

1,52,950

Cost

1,51.093

1,339

1,52,432

I

A,
6
6

12

... 1,96,300 a 1.96,011 8 11

P.
8

8

Temporary.

Value.

Rs.
31,760

31,750

A P.

I

Total Cost

Cost

Rs.

31,893

A.

10

* • •

31,893 10

R
A

Bb. [A.

1,82.987 1

1,S;^9 6

1.84,326 7

P.

1906.
STATEMENT

Trust

Dr.

To Pension

IL «.^

.^

» ft «

Balance
«•*

Rs. As. P.

44
1,461 11 10

Total Rs.
H « * 1,505 11 10

*



1

No. 7.

merit. 1906,

Cr
Value.

Es. As. P.

Cost.

Us. As. P.
By Sale ..

t, Loss on Government paper sold

Balance

... 11,600 11,231 10 11
453 7

... 1,84,700 1,84,326 7 Q

ToTAf Rs. ... 1,96,300 "-l.gG.OU 8 11

L

.' '. t ,
* ^

J. A. Chapman, *

Honorary Treasurer^

Asiatic Society of Bengal,

No. 8.

Fund.

By Balance from last Eeport
„ Interest on Investment

Cr.

*« • I B •

•d«

» t

• • •

Total Es.
• * •

1906.

S

Bs. As. P*

1,456 11 10
49

1,505 11 10

J* A. Chapman,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal
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1906.

STATEMENT
Cash

Dr.

To Balance from last Report • »• • 4*

Bs. As. P.

2,644 12 10

Seceifts.
>

To Asiatio Society "*
...

Oriental Publication Fund

9t

— -
I w ^ ^

Sanskrit Manuscript Fund
Arabic and Persian Manuscript Fund
Personal Account ...

Investment
Tmst Fund

• •#

* •«

^•«

• »fl

• t41

« *

fl

Total Es.

Rs. As. P.

18,330

9,788

3,208

12,000
26,149
11,685

49

4
5

11

I u

81,210 5 11

83,855 2 9

>

1906.
STATEMENT

Balance

LIABILITIES.

Asiatic Society
Oriental Publication Fund
Sanskrit Manuscript Fund
Arabic and Persian Manuscript Fund
Bardic Chronicles Manuscript Fund
Trust Fund

Es. As. P. E8. As. P.

« • »

« •*

• •

1,79,519

1,335

3,643

1,985

2,400
1,461

3 3
14 9
8 11

8 9

11 10

1,90,345 15 6

Total Rs. * • 1,90,345 15 6

in accordance thereat?co^Jwh' ^TZl^.^ ^ ""' *°*^ "^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^t »
at the 3l8fc DecembeT 19(S^

^ °^ ^"'^^ '^^ P°"**^°" °f *^e Society as

Calcutta,

5^71 February, 1907.
Mbugens, King & Simson,

Chartered Accountants.

Auditors.
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No. 9.

Account 1906.

Cr.

Expenditure

Bj Asiatic Society
Oriental Publication Fund

«*•

»>

97

Sanskrit Manuscript Fund
Arabic and Persian Manuscript Fund
Personal Account ...

Investment
Trust Fund

• •• « *•

• V •
-N

Balance

Bs. As. P,

45,187
13,672
2,695

14,473

4,431
35
44

4
6
9
7

6

2
9
6
3

6 10

Be. As. P

*••

80,539 7 6
3,315 11 3

Total Bs. * * 83,855 2 9

J. A. Chapmax,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal,

No. lO

Sheet. 1906.

ASSETS.

£b. As. p. Rs. As. F
Cash
Personal Account
Investment

9m%

r ««

3,315 11 8
2,703 13 3

1,84,326 7

Government Pro. Note at Bank of Bengal's
Safe Custody Account Cashier's Security
Deposit Es. 500

Total Es.

1,90,345 15 6

*

•n 1,90,345 15 6

J. A. Chapman,

Bonorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal,
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JOURN, AND PrOC. AsiAT. SoC, BENGAL. N. S, Vol. Ill Plate II

5-

"^^^r
4-

'f*-%'^l

3)

t

N. Annandale, On the Fresh-water Fauna of India



PRINCIPAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY.

Asiatic Eesearches, Vols. I~XX and Index, 1788—1839.
Proceedings, 1865—1904 (now amalgamated with Jonraal).

Memoirs, Vol. 1, etc., 1905, etc.

Jonmal, Vols. 1—73, 1832—1904.
Journal and Proceedings [JV. 5'.], Vol. 1, etc., 1905, etc.

Centenary Review, 1784U-1883.

Bibliotheca Indica, 1848, etc.

I

A complete list of publications sold bj tbe Society can be

Calcutta.

etaiy

PRIVILEGES OF ORDINARY MEMBERS.

(

Wednesday

in September and October.

(b) To propose and second candidates for Ordinarj Member-

ship,

(c) To introduce visitors at the Ordinary General Meetin

and to the grounds and public rooms of the Society

during the hours they ai'e open to members-

(d) To have personal access to the Library and other public

rooms of the Society, and to examine its collections.

(e) To take out books, plates and manuscript.^ from the

Library.

(f) To receive gratisj copies of the Jommal u / Proceedings

Memoirs

any on beinsr duly elected

thereto.



CONTENTS.

Page.

The Paladins of Hhe Kesar-saga, A collection of Sagas

from Lower LadakJi. Tale No. II.—By Rev. A. H,

Franckb ... ..* ••• •••

Notes on the Freshwater Fauna of India, No. XI.—Preli-

minary Note on the Occurrence of a Medusa (Irene

cejlonensis, Browne) in a Brackish Pool in the Ganges

Delta and on the Hydroid Stage of the Species.—By
N. Annandale, D.Sc. • 9 • •

Notes on the Freshwater Fauna of India. No. XII,—The

Polyzoa occurring in Indian Fresh and Brackish Pools.

By JS". ANXANDAr.E, D.Sc. «•« ••• •••

Ind'-u Logic aii preserved in Tibet.—By MAHAiUHOPADBYAYA

Introduction of v 'tten language in Mongolia in the Thir-

teenth centtirfj.—By Rai Sarat Chandra Das, Baha-
dur, C .I.E. • •• •.9 9 #• 9 9 9

Note on Snayiqar Falom.—By Ltkut. Col. D, G. Ph[llott,
Secretary^ Board of Examiners, « » •

fi
f\ ^-^^

ide

•ane as a m>lvent of
MA.

* • * fl • •

Notes from the Conical Laboratory of the Presidency Ool
lege. Note No. HI.— On Siher-Mercuroso-Mercwn
N'', ate,—By P. C Ray, D.Sc.

• • • 94

•-y^. ^fie Bird.i and other an^z'; that have hem metamorphosed
(betng an extra^-t from the Kitahul-Jamharah

fi,
'ilmin-

Bazynrah, an Arabic Manuscript, No. 865, in the Library
0/ theAsiattr ^om-^^ij of Bengal).—B<^ Lieut. Col. D. C.

* * • * • •

F/oc... ".^i far Feh uanj, V'^h

Pr0€:4ings of the Medical 8e^'^m f

ft • • . fl d• * * * »

190

67

79

83

Satis Chaxdra Yidyabhusaxa, M.A. ... ... 95

on the diet of Tea Garden Coolies in Upper Assam and
its Nutritive Vahte.—B^ Harold H. Makx, D.Sc. ... 103

109

113

Note on the Common Raven (Corrua covhx).—By Lieut,
Col. D. C. Phillott, Secretary, Board of Examiners ,,. 115

litres 0)1 the didrihiition of Macacas ai^ctoides, Geoff.—By
Rae Ram Brahma Sanyal, Bahadue ,. ... 119

Sa --krif works on Literaturet Grammar, Rhetoric and Lexico^
graphy as prestrctd in Tibet.—By Mahamahopadhyaya
Satis Cha>'dra Vidyabhusana, M,A, ... ... 121

lege. Note X_ J.— .4 neiv method of preparing Mercti-
rous Iodide.—By Panchakan Neogi, M.A* ... 133

s from the Gliemical Laboratory of the Presidency Col'
lege.

135

137

139
« •

9ft«
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25. Breynia vredenhurgi^ an undescribed Echinoid
from the Indian Ocean.

By Major A. R. S. Anderson, I.M.S., B.A., C.M.Z.S.

(With Plate V).

Genus BREYNIA, Desor.
_

Two fascicles abactinally, interaal as in Lovenia^ and peripe-

talons. Large abactinal tubercles onlj within the peripetalous

fasciole. Scrobicnles not internally prominent. A snbanal fasci-

cle. Apical system as in Lovenia ( Desor and Agassiz, Ann. des Sou
NaL 3eme serie, Zool., 1847. Vol viii., p. 12, and Vol. vi. PI.

16, fig. 14).

BREYNIA VREDENBURGI, n. sp.

1907. Bregma spec. nov. Vredenburg, Becords Geological

Survey of India, xxxir., pages 275, 284
The main features of this species are ; a fairly large test

resting on a spot anterior to the mouth and on the posterior

part of the keeled sternum, ovoid in outline, gently arched abacti-

nally, flat actinally ; vertex behind the apical system ; an oblique

truncation behind ; a slight groove in front for the odd ambula-
crum

; internal, peripetalous and subanal fascicles ; an anteriorly

excentric apical system constituted like that of Breynia austra-

lasiae ; abactinal primary tubercles with deeply sunk scrobicules
;

the pores of the paired ambulacra almost obliterated within the

internal fasciole ; the actinal, broad, bare, posterior interambulacral
areas bounding a triangular sternum ; a long narrow labrum ; an
anterioily excentric and semilunar peristome mostly formed by
ambulacral plates ; and an elliptical periproct sunk in the posterior

truncation.

The single specimen obtained from Port Blair, Andamans,
and now in the Indian Museum, measures 39 mm. in length, 31
mm. in breadth and 21 mm. in height : the apical system is only

12 mm distant from the anterior margin, and a few mm. behind
this is situated the vertex.

In profile the anterior margin rises steeply from the ambitus
and then curves quickly backwards to the apical system.

The paired ambulacra are very similar in shape to those

figured by Agassiz and Desor in A^m. Set. Nat. 3 erne Serie. Zool,
vi. (1846) PI. 16, fig. 14. The anterior pair are almost trans-

verse, the poriferous zones fairly close together throughout
their course, not forming the wide triangular interporiferous
space of B. audralasifB shown by A. Agasaiz in III. Gat, Mm.
Oomp. Zool., No. vii., PL xv a., tig. 7 ; they are widest at the 4th
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ambulacral plate, external to the internal fasciole. Internal to
the widest

^
part the pores of the anterior zone are partially obli-

terate, the internal pore disappearing before the external. Be-
-tween the internal fasciole and the apical system the pairs of pores
are exceedingly minute, but visible with a ieus.

Owing to the anterior position of the apical system the petals
of the postero-lateral ambulacra cease at 13 mm. distance from the
posterior

^
margin of the test ; the poriferous zones form an elon-

gated ellipse, and not a wide angle with one another as in
B. australasim

minute.

sternum and ero

the internal fasciole the pores are yqty

ambulacra with the adjacent parts of the
ateral interambulacra form wide, bare,

triangul smooth
margins especially anteriorly, tubercular centrally ; the labrum
IS very narrow and elongated measuring 7-5 mm. in length.

The 6th—15th plates of the postero-lateral ambulacra are
partially enclosed m the subanal fasciole ; and of these the 7th—
14th inclusive have the pores within the fasciole modified.

The peristomial membrane is covered with plates diminishingm size from the attached to the free margin. .

The periproct, situated in the upper part of the posterior
truncation,_ is sunken and funnel-shaped and overarched by the
posterior mterambulacrum. The anus is situated in the upper
part of the penproctal membrane which is covered with severalrows of plates of which the lowest are by far the largest

Ihe subanal fasciole is wide and triangular, very broad
above, narrowing inferiorly. The peripetalous fasciole is verynarrow and extends but a short distance behind the extremity ofthe postero-lateral ambulac. a ; anteriorly it can only be traced tothe margms of the odd ambulacrum. The internal flsciole is cone-

rounded is widest and most distinct pos-
terioriy, nairowest anteriorly, where it sends off a branch to themargin of the odd ambulacrum, and ends by bending towardsthe odd ambulacrum across which it can very nearly be traced.On the entire abactmal surface there are but three perforate,

iXl^K 7
' ^'^^ f""^"'^ scrobicules, in one anterolateral

interambulacru a a single one, in the other antero-lateral inter-ambulacrum tw. placed one below the other, the one furthest from

ZnJr^ aT^ ''*^^*^^
f""'^ ^ *^« peripetalous fasciole, thesecond and large^ one adjacent to the ambulacral petal. All™ ""T-^

t^fcercles are situated on plates of the posterior

fasciSe «wrT^'"" f ?^ °^^ ambulacrum within the internal

the msLv^^nfThl Ji l^^^
""^ ^"'"^'^^^ tubercles extends along

:n!;i?.^!!f.-.^f
*^" ""^^ ambulacrum to the ambitus, and a few

nearlarge primary
surface of flio i^ . • -^

tubercles. The remainder of the uppersurface of the test is covered with small tubercles with nume^us
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miliaries between. From the ambitus the tubercles increase in
size toward the peristome, being perforate and crenulate with
smooth scrobicules, the anterior margin of which is slightly raised,
thus producing a somewhat imbricated appearance.

A large spine, curved near the base, surmounts the primary-
tubercles abactinally ; and similar, but shorter spines spring from
the remaining tubercles. The actinal radioles on the primary
tubercles possess a very oblique collar.

The test and spines are uniformly white.

This species differs from Breynia australasim :

1. In the steep anterior margin of the test.

2. In the presence of only one or two primary tubercles in

the antero-lateral ambulacra and their absence from the postero-
lateral ambulacra.

3. In the anterior position of the apical system.

4. In the length of the extra-petaloid part of the test behind
the postero-lateral ambulacra.

5. In the shape of the internal fasciole.

6. In the number of plates within the subanal fasciole.

7. In the great breadth of the bare paths on either side of

the sternum and their rectilinear boundaries.

'

^ 8. In the great length and narrowness of the labrum.

9. In the small size of the sternum.

10. In the presence of all the interambulacra in the peris-

tome margin, the paired ones being completely excluded in the

case of Breynia aitstralasise.

11. In the narrowness of the ambulacral petals.

It is interesting to notice that as regards points 3, 4, 5, 7, 8,

9, 10 and 11, this species agrees very closely with two fossil

forms Breynia carinata. dMrchiac, and Breynia
forma

tions (upper and middle oligocene) of Western India, the Gaj
species having also been found in Java. The ^'haracters that

differentiate these fossil species from the recent Ii dian and Paci-

forms
Records

part 4
)

e abactinal constitutes th¥" most
conspicuous difference between the three Indian species, being

very abundant in the Nari species, somewhat sparer in the Gaj
one, almost obsolete in their recent successor.

I vredenhurai is remarkable for the large number of

ambulacral
than

is known in any other Spatangoid. In Breynia australasisd the

correspondincr number is seven. It is difficult to make out
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exactly how many are present inthe fossil species, apparently only
q # L

Six,

The test seems more convex in the two i^ecent species than in

the fossil ones, but owing to the tendency to collapse shown by
most fossil specimens, this character is not very reliable.

When a large series of either of the two fossil species is ex-

amined, it is noticed that the internal fasciole exhibits consider-

able individual variations in shape. The difference observed in

this respect between Breynia australaszse and the solitary speci-

men of Breynia vredeiiburgi does not perhaps represent therefore

a constant character.

The atrophy of the pores of the lateral ambulacra within the

internal fasciole is somewhat more marked in the two recent spe-

cies than in the fossil ones.

Taking into account the large number of points in which the

three Indian species agree with one another, and also the many
points in which they all differ from Breynia australasise^ *hey
may be taken to represent a group of closely related Indian
species as opposed to the Pacific form. As mentioned by Vreden-
burg in the notice already referred to, the persistence of one par-
ticular type in the Indian area since a period so remote as the
Oligocene is a fact of considerable interest.

I have great pleasure in namingthis species after Mr. Vreden-
burg, in return for rescuing from oblivion the above description of
the Breynia written by me eight years ago. To him I am also
indebted for much of the infoi'mafcion concerning the relationship
of this form with its extinct Indian predecessor.
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a6* On Geutlana coronata, Roylc.

By I. H. BuKKiiiL.

The following paper aS written with the specimens of the
•Calcutta herbarium and the specimens of the Saharanpur her-
barium before me : and it is founded chiefly on them. The most
satisfactory way, I find, of treating my subject is to figure

<3ertaiD types, and to indicate the intermediates. I shall therefore

proceed to give figures (made for me by Babu K. P. Dass of the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Calcutta) of nine types, and discuss them.
These nine are :

—

the type-form of JEuryihalia carinata^ Don (1836) = Gentiana
carinata, Griseh. (1839), and G. carlnata, type, of G, B.

Clarke in Sir Joseph Hooker's Flora of British India,

iv., p. 113
;

the type form of EurytJialia coronata, Don (1836) = Gentiana
coronata, Royle (1837) ;

a plant from Chamba which has escaped a name

;

the plant which is the Gentiana marginata of the Herbarium
Indiae Orientalis Hooker filii et T. Thomson, and at the
same time the Gentiana carinata, var. marginata, of

C. B. Clarke in Sir Joseph Hooker's Flora of British

India, iv., p. 113, and presumedly the Ericala marginata,
Don {1837} = Gentiana marginata, Griseb, (1839) ;

a form allied to G. Hugelif, Griseb.. collected in the south

l^nge of Kashmir; \}

a branched soft-leaved form found in Kasbmir

;

a branched firm-leaved form found in Kashmir

;

fche type form of Gentiana marginata^ var., • recurvatuy

Kusnezow (1904)

;

border

moun-

No, 1. I commence with EurythaUa carinata^ of which I

find a type in the herbariam of the Saharanpur Botanic

Garden, together with many specimens collected in recent years.

1 figure it from one collected by Mr. J. F, Dufchie on the

tain of Kedarkanta in the State of Tehri-Gai*hwal.

The figure shows the linear-lanceolate leaves which constitute

one of the most noticeable characteristics of the plant. These
leaves are not the first-formed leaves, which are ovate-lanceolate

and sometimes conduplicate, as Don describes them; but they

are generally removed from the base by a few pairs. The plant

does not branch from the root: it is erect, generally only a couple

of ini^hes high: but even when five inches high, it is still un-

hranched below, except in the rarest specimens : I have seen one.

Don, with only a few plants before him, did not get hold of
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tte points which really serve to distinguish the type that he was
describing as a species : he described the lower leaves and not
the middle ones : and he made a great point of the presence or
absence of fimbriae in the throat of the flower, the value of which

Typo 1. Specimen from Kedarkanta (Duthie, No. 1190). The difesec-
tions of the flower x 2, the seed x 8.

IS not specific. Royle had given the manuscript name Gentiana
ccernlea ^ to the plants in his herbarium.

This race, No. 1, has been collected at the following places :—
District of Aim or a.—Between Harara and Panwan-

dola on the road from Pithorfio"s»T»)i fr. Al^^^/^^o c=rx,,fi. ^r+i^^ ffaT^in

i I find the name written UJ_^ ^b ^^A [Jansy yana saruiya] on one
of the tickets, evidently by one of Boyle's assiatants, as if it were in use by
his staff.
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nver (King!). State of Tehri-Garh wal.—Taulea under
Srikanta in the Bhagirathi valley at 13,000-14,000 ft. (Dutlne,
456

! ) ; Changsil range,

Changsil at 12,000 ft.

the sources of the Tons
Dun, 12.000-13,000 ft.

(Rogers !) ;

District

(Rogers!); Harke
Kedarkanta at 12,000 ft.

(Duthie,

12,000-18,000 ft. (Duthie, 14518 [);

(Gamble, 24897!); Harke Dun, near
river, at 12,000 ft,

(Gamble!);
Kedarkanta at 11,000 ft. (Duthie, 1190 ! ),

of Dehra Du n—Mussooree ( Royle
!
) . Simla

Hill States. Bashahr, at Yangparang, 10,000-12,800 ft. (Lace,

951!); Marale, 11,000-12,800 ft. (Browne! Watt, 13,571!),

Kangra District.—Lahul, on the Chandra valley side of the

Rotang pass, at 12,000 ft. (Holland !).

These localities are at various distances round the peak of

Kedarkanta. The Almora district locality is 140 miles south-

east : Taulea is 35 miles east : Harke Dun is 15 miles north-east :

Mussooree is 40 miles in a bee-line south; Changsil is 15 miles

distant across the valley of the Tons in a north-westerly direc-

tion ; Marale is in the same direction across this valley and the

valley of the Pabar at a distance o£ 35 miles : and the Rotang
pass is in the same direction, but at the much greater distance

of 115 miles from Kedarkanta.

The altitude of the lowest of these localities, that in the Almora
district, is somewhere under 7,000 ft. ; the next to it, if an accurate

designation, is Royle's locality " Mussooree "
: there the hills equally

do not attain the elevation that the plant usually inhabits. The
eneral altitude would seem to be about 000

The Almora district locality is a most peculiar one, for tlie

whole of the country, in which it lies, is a complex of ridges

covered by oak forest and not rising as high as 7,000 feet.

Flowers that are fimbriate and flowers that are not fimbriate

are distzubuted as follows :

—

Fimbriate^ Harara, Mussooree, Kedarkanta^ Changsil and Yang-
parang.

Not fimbriate ; Taulea, Harke Dun, Marale and Rotang pass.

There is no marked geographical arrangement about this.

It is iutei-esting to note that the flowers in these plants have

trenerally rather long corolla tubes; and that the Almora district

specimen has the longest of all-

1h
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Specimens entimerated in order of their localitiesf

J

Place.

1

+ _r

Collector. Altitude.

Height

of

plants

in

cm.

Length

and

breadth

in

nim.

of

longest

leaf.

Fimbriae.
L

h

-
ri

+

Harara King. + 6,000 3—5 32 X 8 Pew.

Taulea Duthie. 13--14,000 2-10 28x5
W

None,

Harke Dun Rogers

.

12,000 3-6 44x6
91

w

L

Gamble. 12--13.000
1

3-6 25x5 i

Kedarkanta Royle

.

1
4-5 27x6 Fair number.

i) ... Dutbie. 11,000 3-5 40x8 Few.
1

J» ••• Rogers. 12,000 2—5 29x7 Fair number.

Tangparang ... Lace. 10--12,000 4—5 33x6 Few.

Changsil Gamble. 12,000 3—4
I

33x5 3>

^

Changsil range...

Marale
p

Dathie.

Watt.

12--13,000

12,800

3—4

1—2

38x8

18x5

Very few or
few.

None.

it ... Browne

-

11--12,800 1—2 20x6 »

Eotang pass Holland- 12,000 li 16x4
..

The table above shows that the long leaves are generally about
five times as long as broad. It shows, too, which specimens are the

fimbriae. The largest specimen collected

Mr, C, G. Rogers is branched from the root
rare

Flowers are produced in May and June : but were still present
in August on specimens found (mostly in fruit) under the moun-
tain of Srikanta.

The variation in them is indicated in the next table, the pur-
pose of which is really to show that Don had not understood the

half as large as the true corolla lobes.

are
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1

1

i

Origin.

1

Collector.

i

h 1

Length
of calyx
tube .

,

Length
of

;

teeth

Length
of .

corolla

Length
of corol-

la lobes

1

Length
of

lobulea

J

m mm.
1

in mm.
1

in mm. iu mm. in mm.

Harara
^

King. 9-5 3
1

21 3 2

Kedarkanta Royle. 8 8 16 3 2 75

Yangparang Lace* 7
1

3 15 3 25

Changsil Duthie. 8 3
1

1

15 4 4
1

Harke Dnn Rogers.
\

,

7

1

3 14
r

4
1

1

3*5
1

Taulea

1
'

1

Dathie. 6
1

2 14
1

L

3 2 5

Kedarkanta Rogers, 8 3 14 3

r

2
f

Marale Browne. 5 2 11 3

4 ^,-^,>

2-75

The calyx-teeth are most acute on the Yangparang specimen,
and broadest on the Marale specimen : they are slightly recnrved
on the Taulea specimen.

The anthers are elliptic-ovoid on every specimen except Royle's
Kedarkanta specimen wherein they are, and are as described,

linear.

No Intermediate
race No. 5a to

be mentioned later, is a plant from

:

State of Tehri GarhwaL—Moraine of the Dndu
glacier 14,000-15,000 feet (Duthie, 456 !)

It has rather firm, lanceolate leaves, erect habit and no fim-

briae in the flowers.

No My Euryiha Iia coronala

(Illustrations

1) as a branched plant with short, ascending

EurythaUa coronata was figured by Royle
Botany of the Himalayan Mountains, London, 1839, plate 68, fig.

stems bearing at

n flowers each. It

was quite fully described by Don in the Transactions of the Lmnean
Society^ xvii., 1839, p. 515 ; and he, when writing, apparently had
a specimen before him that is now lost. No one has been able to see
• j t#>i 1 till *> *ifi^ *l * y^ •I t

Prodromu
agrees with the drawing

>/

jies is only known from
from G. carinata bv the
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wider subcampanulate corolla : and Kusnezow has not seen a
*yp

I have thought it serviceable here to reproduce in outline
drawing
from

The

^ q

State of Tehri - G a r h w aL—Near the summit of
Kedarkanta (Royle).

r

It has fimbriae, like the specimens of G. carinata obtained

Type 2. Copied from Eoyle's figure of the type of G. coronal a.

Unfort
drawing be correct

rpferPTiPA +«'+i v
"--^^ouxi^jLions aoes not make any clear

evidence et^^^^^^
^""^ ^^^ ^^ the flower, so that there is no

they are nof^V'' ^' ^'""""H
^^^^U^^^e of Eoyle's figures, that

o^pec^^LTtLXa^^^nott^^^^^^^ '"^ZlT.^ ''''''

afrnth as nosThl. n ' '"P^«««^°^« ^^^^t indicate them. Takingas mnch as posible Don s own words, they may be put as follows :

Gentiana cannata.-Vlant^ erecta, caulescens.

11^

mucro
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uata. Calyx dentibus linearibus. Corolla infundibuli-
formis, qiiinq ueloba, lobis lanceolatis acuminatis, sinuum
duplo brevioribus. Atithera? lineares.

Gentiana coronaia—Planta depresaa, subacaulis. Folia acuta.
Calyx dentibus ovatis. Corolla tubulosa, decemloba, lobis

ovatis, obsolute mucronnlatis, sinuum conformibus vel

brevioribus. Antherag oblong^e.

The peculiarities wbicli cannot bear the stresR that Don
lays on them are

:

(1) the tip of fixe leaf; for the same plant of ^ cariuata ' may
or may not have the tiny mucro at the tip of any one leaf;

(2) the shape of the calyx-teeth ; for in * carinata ' above there
is a complete series from more or less linear to ovate,

and Royle's own specimen at Saharanpur has lanceolate

(not linear) lobes
;

(3) the size and shape of the corolla lobes ; because in good
'carinata' the lobes vary enough to cover the characters

ascribed to both.

I set these declared differences aside. There are left (i) Don's
statement that the corolla in the one is infundibuliform and in

the other tubular, and (ii) his difference in the anthers. ''Infundi-

bular/' says Don, is the corolla of GenHana amtorta and capitata

and carinata^ as well as the calyx of capitata^ while
" tubular '* are the calyces and corollas of Gentiana marginatuy

argenteuj decemfida, pedicellata and coronata. These species, if any-
one will examine them, ser\^e to show that Don did not habitually

use the two terms with such a degree of accuracy as to justify

us in thinking that the words contrast in his two descriptions.

Lastly, regarding the anthers, which are termed linear in the one
and oblong in the other, Don is quite accurate in regnrd to the

anthers of his carinata: they are so, in his specimens; but in all

the other specimens that I have before me they are oblong.

Thus 1 arrive at the conclusion that besides the somewhat
uncertain difference in the broadness of the corolla-tube, there

is nothing to distinguish Don*s Eurythalia coronata from his

Surythalia carinata, except the branched habit : and as Gentiana
coronata is the oldest binominal for the species, we have to accept

it instead of Gentiana carinata, otherwise preferable, on account

of the obscurity into which the name G. coronata has fallen.

No, 3. Type No. 3 is a plant branching from the roots, but

not as the last. Its outline is spherical, because there are so many
short branches: the leaves are lanceolate-ovate to ovate, some-

times conduplicate : the flowers are fasciculate, and the calyx-

teeth are ovate, obtuse.

This form comes from Chamba and adjoining Lahul. The
localities are as foUows

:

State of Chamba,—Kilar (Ellis, 51!) and Purli in the
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valley of the Chandra-Bhaga river, at 10,000 ft, (Ellis, 1142!);
Saichu to the north of that river in a side valley, at 10,000
ft. (Ellis, 1305! 1306!), District of K a n g r a.—Lalml, with-
out precise locality (Hay !).

The plant here figured came from Kilar,

throat
ihe others have none. The ripe ovary has a conspicuous crest.

Type 3. Specimen from Chamba (Ellis.)

No. 3a, Certain specimens collected hy Dr. Stoliczka approach
figured- . "--; "^--v>vA, K^xx^ xu. DuiiJtJ respects iney resemoie

the specimens that I shall have to speak of later as collected by
€olonel Tanner m Gilgit, No. 5a, and again in certain respects

The upper leaves
they approach ine race . „,^, „^ j^,^^. ^
are falcate, but herbaceous : the lower leaves are lanceolate or

r.f'^'Tr^fl ' ^V *^^ "^^^^^ ^^*. ^^^ *^^^^* i« ^^^ h^bit of the
throaty

^, — ^^cvvAo, but of 1-5 flowers
Ihey are quoted as Gentiana marginata by C. B. Clarke

gi'ouped together into considerable
together.

in the Journal of the Lmnean Soctety, Botany, xiv,, p 437
•origin IS;— ^

' ^
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Kashmir, north of the Vale.—Oa the Pensi-la
between Suru and Zanskar (Stoliczka!).

r

No. 4. I DOW come to a series of specimens that has for ex-
treraes Gentiana margmata of the Herbarium Indiae Orientalis
Hooker filii et T, Thomson, and G. Hugeliiy Grisebach. Gentiana
Hugelu has been so recently fi^rured in this Journal (see 1906,,

p. 337) that I need not figure it again. Gentiana marginata I

figure from a specimen collected by I )r. Thomson,
The name * marginata ' was fi.rst used (in manuscript) as Gen-

tiana W
obtained iu Central Nepal. It was next used as Ericala marginata

Wall
>/

4

Type 4. Specimen collected by T. Thomson and distributed as G. margi-
nata in the Herb. Ind. Or. Hook f. efc Thorns. The dissections x 2.

lected by Royle ; this last is one of the plants with which we are
hei'e to deal, but the otJjer is not. Royle's plant is fully described,

without reference to Wallich's, in Don's paper in the Transactions

of the Linnean Society, xvii., 1839, p. 513 ; and from this date the
stricter application of the name to Royle's plant begins, so that it

appears as Qeiiilana marginata in Grisebach's acco\int of the
Gentianaceae in De Candolles's Prodromtis. Royle's plant seems
to be identical in race with T. Thomson's : but not having a speci-

men of Royle*s collection at hand, I cannot be positive* My
remarks consequently refer to Gentiana mn'trginata^ Griseb., as inter-

preted by Sir Joseph Hooker and Dr. Thomson, and, I may add>
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afterwards by Mr. C. B. Clarke in the Journal of the Ltnnean

Society, Botany, xiv,, 1875, p. 437.

The distribution of the specimens is as follows :

Chamba Stat e.—Parmaur valley at 10,000 ft. (Lace,

1782 ! ). Kaugra Di s trict.-Kotgarh inLahul, 9,000-10,000

ft. (Brandis!). Kashmir, south of the C he n ak—Padri

pass (T. Thomson
!
). Kashmir, south of the Vale.

—

Without locality (Falconer ! ) ; Sadru pass in the Adoii per-

gnnnah* (Falconer ! ) ; Gulmarg, 9,000 ft. (Gammie ; Aitchison ! ) ;

above Gulmarg 11,000-12,000 ft. (Duthie, 11349 !) ; Pir Panjal

pass or near it (Hiigel); North side of Pir Panjal pass (Winter-

bottom ! ) ; Poshiana on the west side of the Pir Panjal pass

(Winterbottom I ^ ; Banahal pass (Winterbottoni I). Kashmir,
east of the Val e.—Razparen pass above Nowbug ( Winter-

bottom !). Kashmir, north of the Val e.—Drawah
pass, over the Kishenganga valley (Winterbottom!): Kaj Nag
range at 10,000-11,000 ft. (Duthie, 10953 1 11005!); Dras
at 10,(XX) ft. (Gammie !). Kashmir, north of the
Indus.—Khapala at 14,000 ft. (Hunter-Weston, 10243!)-
District of Hazara.—Khaghan valley at 11,0(X) ft. (Inayat,

19951!) and at 12,000 ft. (Inayat, 19959 h\) and at 12,400
(Inayat, 19960 6!) Chuppi in the Khaghan valley (Inayat!);
Dadar in the Khaghan valley at 10,000 ft. (Inayat, 21963 & !)

;

Makra in the Khaghan valley (Inayat, 21963!); Siran valley

(Inayat, 19960 a!).

The specimens are branched erallv

broadly
leaves, and lanceolate to ovate-spatulate upper leaves which may,
when relatively narrow, be conduplicate. 'I'he stem is stout:

the leaves rather firm : tlie flowers large, with or without fimbriae
;

the calyx- teeth ovate and slightly recurved at the tip, with a
conspicuous scarious margin.

The fimbriation in the throat of thft flowftra is a, mark
mountains

Kashmir, and is found in all of them ; but it is found in only one
of the plants from the north, and in none from the west of the Vale.
This obsei^vation is of great interest. In the following list the
first named plants are those with narrowest leaves, and the last

named with broadest leaves; i.e. it is a series progressing from
G. marginata of the Herbarium Tndiae Orientalis to G. Hugeltz:
it will be seen from it that fimbriation of the flower is not
associated with any particular character in the form of leaf.
The reader will observe that the plants, at the beginning of the

I The label may be read | Ap^ . J^^ . p ^^^, iiSj^^j^^ %fji
or

" in the pass of Sadru, pergannah Adon, 3rd July 1838." But the word read

Jy^ may equally be interpreted el^ or June, so hard to read is the writ-

ing. I have notheen able to ascertain where Ad
earlier than Falconer's journey across the Indus.
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Origiu

Padri pass t • f

Collector.

Parmaar valley ..

Khapalu

Khagban valley .

Drag • i •

Galmarff • t

«

Kajnag range

Poshiana • *#

Banahal pass ...

Razparen pass .„

Dravrah pass •..

Chappri in Kha-
ghan.

Sadra pass •••

Dadar in

ghan.
Makra do

Kha

Khaghan valley

Siran valley • « «

Kajnag range .,,

Galmarg « V «

Gilgit expedition

Gulmarg

Kash ra I r

Pir Panjal

• «•

• »»

•*•

T.Thomson.

Lace.

Hunfcer-

Westoa.
Inayat-

Gararaie,

Aitchisou.

Dafchie.

Winterbot
fcom.

])

9S

»»

Inayat.

Falconer

Inayat.

i>

11
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Dathie,

1)

Giles.

Gftmmie.

Falconer,

Hiigel.

10,000

10,000

o cd

a
.2
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a
s
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Fimbriae

10,000

20x0

37x8

11,000

28x8

Plentifal.

None,

1)

25x6

20x7

3?

18x6

5»

25x6
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None,

24x8 Plentiful,

25—9 Fairly plenti

I fal.

37x9 i Plentiful,

19x9

26x9

37x9

i
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faU
None.

32x13

if

20x7

30 X 10

24x9

35x15

20 X 11

9)

n

i>

9*

if

13x6

24x11

27x13

27x12

PlentifnL

None

.

Plentifal

9f
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«onoT7^^m,"
Specimeu from Aliabad near the PirPanial pass (C. B. Clarke,

28961). The dissectione x2. * f
\
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li«t, have a lengtL of leaf that is four times the breadth, while
plants at the end of the list have leaves that are about twice as
long as broad. Between these two extremes lies every grade
that is intermediate.

It may be remarked in passing that, despite Grisebach's in-

correct diagnosis (see Stapf in this Journal, 1906, p. 337), C. B.

Clarke intuitively placed Falconer's not-located specimen most
correctly.

No. 5. Differing in the subacumiuate leaves, from the series

just defined, are specimens collected by C. B, Clarke and Dr,
Aitchison, The localities are :

—

Kashmir, south ofthe Val e.—Aliabad near the Pir
Panjal pass at 11,000 ft, ( C. B. Clarke, 28961 !). District of
R a w a 1 Find i.—Mari ( Hb. Aitchison !),

^ h ^

The flowers of both are fimbriate, and relatively large

:

the capsule is conspicuously crested. Unfortunately only one
of the eight plants that lie to* my hand has root-leaves. This
one, collected by Mr, Clarke, I figure.

No. 5a, Next I refer to an erect, firm-leaved, unbranched plant

collected in :

—

r

Kashmir beyond the Indus,—Gilgit (Tanner, 112rt!)

Sui in Gilgit (Tanner, 112 !).

It connects G, marginata with 6f. marginta, van recurvatuy

having leaves somewhat like the latter, but the habit of the former.

The typical lower leaves are 10x5 mm. and the margins are

cartilaginous. There are no fimbriae in the flowers.

We now leave one of the series diverging from Hooker^sand
Thomson's G. marginata for the other. The reader may think of

them like this

TYPE SA ,

'

HUCEU^
'

TYPE b TYPE 6

TVPt 7

TYPt 7a

TYPE 9

RECUnVATA

No. 6\ Conspicuously herbaceous is the next plant, and with
the scarious margin of the sepals reduced to a very narrow line.

It branches from the root, and has lanceolate or lanceolate-orate

leaves. Its localities are

:
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L

Chamba State.—Saichi, north of tlie valley oftheOheuab
at 10,000 ft. (Ellis, 1305! 1306!). Kasbinir, north of the
Vale.—Shisha Nag over the Liddav valley at 12,000-13,000 ft.

(Dathie, 13328 !) ; Matayan, south of Dras at 11,000 ft,

(G linmie
!
). Trans-Indus ^ e 1 1 y State s.—Lowan" pass,

north of Du% at 11,500 ft, (Harriss, 16370 !),

It links the Chamba race, No. 3, described above to the race

that will be No. 7. The Chamba plants have fimbriate flowers, but

not the others.

Type 7. Specimen from Musjid valley (Duthie, 13196).

No. 7. A little firmer In the leaves than type 9 and with them
frequently condui^licate are the specimens from

:

Kashmir, north of the Val e.—Liddar valley above
Kainmul, 11,000-12,000 ft. (Duthie, 13136!); Sogam valley in

Lolab, at 13,000 ft. (Dathie, 13272!); Kamri valley near Kalapam,
11,000-12,000 ft. (Duthie, 12565!); near Ali-malik-Kemur ^ on
the (Falcon on the north side of the Burzil
pass^ (Falconer!); Musj
13196!).

000 (Duthie,

The flowers are altogether without fimbriae and with ovate
anthers^

The ovary
They are not many together on the ends of the branches.

has a consDicuous crest. The localities are alla conspicuous

1 The original label reads * o^} - y Jto ^ ijXc ^As U J^ e>^^j'
I AfA i^'i from little Chakaalan to Ali-malik-ki*maxd, 7th August 1838.

O-^ y^j'^hi
i.e., from Barzaleh to little Daivehsu, 4fch August 1838,
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further west than are those of the last, and very similar, type,
except the Lowari pass.

No. 7a. A plant collected in

:

Kashmir, north of the Yale.—Marpu nala, south of
Dras, at 13,000-14,000 ft. (Duthie, 11817 !).

^*-

x2;7eed J'g^P^^'™^^ from Gilgit_(Gile?, 132). Diseections of the flower
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-connects the last with the next, except that the throat ik sparingly
fimbi'iate.

F
A

No. S. AVe now come to Gentiana marginatdj var. recurvata^

Kusnezow in Acta Horti Petropolitaniy xv., 1906, p. 425, which I

figure opposite from a specimen » collected by Captain Giles, of the
number upon whic5i Kusnezow founds his variety. When well

grown it has many decumbent branches and is then a plant of

distinct appearance ; but iu its smaller conditions it is not quite

so readily recognised. The lower leaves have cartilaginous

margins which become less and less firm as the leaves pass over
to the bracts : the bracts have scarious margins. The variety

is the extreme iu western distribution and in the firmness of its

leaves. It has been collected in :

Kashmir, north of the Yale.—Kamri Kotal on bare

places to 13,000 ft. (Giles, 132 !) ; Kamri pass, 12,000-13,000 ft.

(Duthie!). Kashmir, beyond the Indus.—Kear Gai'go in

ihe Bogro valley (Conway!); Burmas nala neai* Gilgit

(Roberts! }.

The flowers of none of the specimens possess fimbriae.

Earlier I have enumerated as race No. 7 plants from the

Kamri valley, 11,000-13,000 ft, collected by Duthie: these will

assuredly be found to intergrade by every transition with the

variety recurvata.

No. 9. Very close io the variety recurrata come plants fi'om

the western border of Kashmir and the District of Hazara. They
differ in the crowding of their flowers and in their lesser leaves. I

give ovei^leaf a di^awing of a small plant : others are more branched.

There are no fimbi^iae in the small flowers. The localities are :

Kashmir, w e s t e r n b o r d e r.— Bangas neai' Mozuffera-

bad ( luayat, 21964 !
) . D i s t r i c t o f H a z a r a.—Khaghan valley

at 8,000 ft. (Inayat, 19959 ! ) ; Khaghan valley at 13,000 ft. (Inayat,

19959 a !) ; mU in the Kliaghan valley (Inayat, 21964 a !) ; >Siran

valley (Inayat, 19961!).

In addition to the specimens enumerated, the following all

belong to Gentiana coronata (sensu ampliori) ; but not having the

-specimens to hand now, which I examined some time ago,—they are

mostly in the Herbarium of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
I cannot assign them to the ra<?es above with full satisfaction;

Simla Hill State s.—Bashahr, head of the Sural valley

near Pangi, 12,000-15.000 ft. (Harsukh!); head of the Hudan
valley, 12,00045,000 ft. (Harsukh!). Kangra District.
Lahul (Jaeschke!). Kashmir, south of the Chenab.

—

Neighbourhood of Siwaldliar pass, south-west of Badarwar (T.

Thomson!). Kashmir, south of the Vale.—On the Pit
Panjal pass at 11,000 ft. (C. B. Clarke, 28734!). Kashmir, east
of the Vale.—M-argan pass, 8,000-12,000 ft. (Meebold!),
K a s h m i r, north o f t h e V a 1 e.—Pailgam in the Liddar
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valley (Meebold!); Aro, towards the head of the Liddar valley
(Meebold!); Tragbal, north of the Wular lake, at 10,200 and
at 11,400 ft. (C. B. Clarke, 2G238 ! 29278!); Tilel at 12,500 and
18,750ft. {C. B. Clarke, 30673! 30808). Kashmir, beyond
the I n d u s.—Karakoram mountains at "Ogre's camp," 14,330

^ \

Type 9.

sections X 2.

Specimen from the Kl,agl,an valley (Iiiayat 19959 a). Dis

Gil-it,
ft. and at "boggy camp." 13,698 ft. (Conway, 210! 214')- Gii

iS^C'l^^mnt-^T^^^r'^. District.-Siran .^lley^a^
Shankiari, 14.000 ft. (Inayat

!) ; Gali in the Siran yalley (Inayat !).

?B™tt r^r- ^"'% ^'"*'^ ^^^^^ ChitraY-cLral
(15ariett!) C h m e se T urk e s tan.—Kashgar (Bellew !).
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s. I coiiclude from my study 6£ the Gentiauu tliat we appaieufcly
Lave in it a species in tlie state of breaking up iijto ^ub-species,'

partly in response to tlie dryness increasing toward the ndrth-vvest'

of th^ hills that it inhabits, and almost certainly to other dirMni-*^

stances not yet to l)e guaged. The increasing dryness of -tlie

cluuate is exhibited iii the increasing firmness of the leaves aik %Ve

go north-westward, and in tlieir greater tendency to be condupli-

rate. Fimbriation in the flowers is the rule in the hills nearest

to the plains ; and on the range, south of the Vale of Kashmir, it

seems to be the only condition; elsewhere on the hill-i

back from the plains fimbriate flowers occur here and theie :

they occur in Bashahr, where there are non-fimbriate plants, nearer
to the plains than they, on the momitains of Kedaikanta and
Marale : they occur on the Pensi-la, near Dras in the Marpa nala,

and on the Drawah pass, which localities are farther from the plains

than the Shisha Nag, Kainniul, Matayan, Sogam, the Kaj Nag
and Mozufferabad, whence come non-fimbriate plants : but the
localities farthest back are all localities for non-fimbriate

plants.

The crested capsule is a mark of the species. The crest deve-

lops aftej; flowering and is only just indicated in the figure on
page 157.

The limits of the distribution of the species are within the

Himalaya, west Nepal, and witli apparently Kashgar. In Kashmir
it is found right back to the water-parting; but eastwards it has
not been obtained far back in the mountains. It seems strange that

it has not been obtained in Kulii, whereas several travellers have
obtained it in adjoiniug Lahul, and it occurs in Bashahr on the

other side of Kulu.

Flowering occurs generally in May and June in the eastern

part of the plant^s area of distribntion ; but very many of the

specimens from the western part are specimens collected in July and
Auo-ust. One of the eastern specimens was collected in flower in

August.
I find it not uncommon for a little pellet of earth to have been

washed into the flowers apparently by the spattering of sudden

squalls of rain that have caught the flowere open,

I think one may signal out for their diversity within the

species three extremes

:

1. Type 1. Seethe figure on p* 150 which is the most south-

eastern form.

2. Type 8. See the figure on p. 164 which is the most north-
western form.

3. Type 4. See Dr. Stapfs figure on p. :^77 of this Journal
for 1906, w^iich is the G. Hnjclii of Grisebach.

A glance successively at the figures above of type 9 (p. 166),
type 7 (p. 1G3), type 6 (p. 162), and type 4 (p. 157;, will show the
reader one line of divergence, and another glance at type 4 and
then at Dr. Stapfs fignre will show another. A comparison of
he fignre of type 5 given on p. 160 with Dr. Stapfs figure will
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suggest an obvious linking of these two, and a comparison of
the figure of type 3 with Dr. Stapfs figure and again with that
of type 4 will suggest another linking together. A comparison

figure on p. 157 will conn
figu type 1 may be made

with the figure of type 5 and with type 4 will link up the remain-
ing outlying forms.

,^



27- Well-waters from the Hadhramaut, Arabia

By Davtd Hoopkh, K.C.8.

Travellers in Southern Arabia have noticed the great fertility

of lands irrigated with miner-al water Issuing from subteiranean

lakes. The rainfall in that part of the country is so scarce and
irregular, and can never be depended upon, that the princij^al

means of obtaining water for drinking purposes as well as for

cultivation is by sinking wells. A gliail^ a running stream or rill,

is a rare phenomenon in Arabia ; but they are occasionally met
with when a rock bed is not far below the sand. Ghail Omr and
Al Ghail, however, are important supplies ; the first comes from
Wadi Loban and is considerable, and the second rises at an alti-

tude of 2,000 feet at the head of the Wadi Howeri.
The Hadhramaut is a broad valley running for 100 miles or

more parallel to the coast, and collects under the sand any water
derived from the high Arabian tableland, very little, if any, reach-

ing tlie sea towards which it slopes. In this vallev a few wells

occur which are important from an agricultural point of view, and
around which one or two villages have grown.
that the villages are prosperous,

with outbuild

It cannot be said

They are walled strongholds
J belonging to the proj^rietors of the land. The

fear of the Bedouin prevents an extensive population*

Mr, F. Noel-Paton, Director-General of Commercial Intelli-

gence, during a visit to Southern Arabia a few years ago, was
struck with the fertilising properties of the mineral water of

Hadhramaut, and especially with the fact that some of the finest

tobacco in the world is grown in that region. His valuable re-

marks on the supply may here be reproduced* He says: ** The
sources appear to be so much parts of one system that I should

be surprised to find any difference in the analyses of the waters.

The 'rivers' are aqueducts cut down into the solid rock to a
very considerable depth. They extend over considerable distances,

and are so well executed, that they represent an enormous expen-
diture of labour over a long period of time ; but they are of such
an age that no one in the country was able to relate even a tra-»

dition as to how they came into existence. The workmanship is

apparently identical with that seen at the tanks at Aden and the
rock-temples in Egypt, and it indicates considerable engineering
skill, for arches in the rock are left at regular intervals to prevent
the sides of the channel from falling in. Historically the works
are very suggestive. There appears to be a great subtermnean
volume of water, and in two places, where the crust of the desert
has fallen in, there are lakes of mineral water which sliowed no
discoverable signs of a fall of level, although no rain had fallen
in that country for five years. The water is so rich in salts that
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the bauks of the iriigatiou ditches are largely formed of crystal-
line matter left by evaporation and scraped out by the cultivators.
There appear to be thousands of tons of this saline deposit
available."

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Bent visited this locality in the
Avinter of 189.3-94, immediately after Mr, Xoel-Paton's visit. Mr,
Bent describes (Southern Arabia, 1900, p. 200) Ghail Ba>.«.'«^:.' «

town reached after travelling three hours from Gambia:
" Ghail Babwazir is an oasis or series of oases of rank vege-

tation caused by a stream, the water of which is warm and bitter,.
and which is conducted by channels cut in the rock in various
directions.

4

"Acres and acres of tobacco, bananas, Indian corn, cotton and
other crops are thus produced in the wilderness, and this cultiva-
tion has given rise to the overgrown village.

_
" The stream was discovered about SOO'years ago by one Shaikh

Omar, and before that time all this part was waste ground.

^

" This fertilising spring rises under a hill to the'east, where a
large reservoir has been dug out. Above on the hill are some
Arab rums, places where things were stored, and there is a road
up. Canals, cut some twenty feet deep like the lanats of Persia,
conduct the water to the fields. The chief product is tobacco,
known as Hamoumi tobacco."

* -v.

'^^^^Hamoumi it might be explained, are a small, poor
tribe ot Bedouins who occupy the lower end of Wadi Adimi. They
hire out camels to cai^vans, and largely engage in the carrying
busmess. Mr. ^ocl-Paton informs me that "'Hum-mi " is th!name recognised in the eastern tobacco trade and that the leaf
goes largely to tonstantinople and Egypt for use in the narglnli
or hubble-bubble. ^

_

Last year Mr. Xocl-Paton took steps to procure samples of
this water tor chemical ar.alysis and succeeded in obtaining themthrough the Resident at Aden. They were collected from three

S'^Vqi r ^
'''l','*'7f

^* ^^^'^ ^^ Wazir,some nine or ten milea

conlf 7 ''f
^'* w^ Governor of Mokalla, who had ih^ samples

collected, informed the Resident at Aden that there are hot sul-phur springs at Shahair on the coast half-way between Mokallaand bhahar. As an indication of the geological formation of the
u^^!^7\^7^^«^°^d«,t»^\«ccurrence of gypsum hills in the neigh-bourhood of rxh..l Mr. ISToel-Paton confirms this, and adds that

^Zlitl I'?
cor,siderable masses of gypsum in the plains, one's

«oUnd
T.^"'^' drawn to its existence by the peculiar hollow

th?s Idl """" '* ?^.*'^" ^^^^^ ^^ '^'^ ^'°'«^^- The presence of

the Wp? "''^'i*' Y\ *•'" •'^^^^^''"^ ^^^P«^"- i^ the springs andthe large amount of sulpl,ates found in tbe water.
^ «

Economic P. ^f "1*^^' ^'^^ forwarded to the Reporter on

iTT ^'^^""^^^ ^"d were handed to me for examination and
I'eport.

leeted r JpnrH^- '
f n T J^f? contained in ten bottles and col-

ttfpli ofT ^^ ^"^ *^'^ ^^^^^'^ ^^^"^ ^^^ spring-head and mair,stieamof three sources, named respectively H^-ith. Ferath and
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Sidav A saline deposit occurred iu some of the samples, and tliree

waters from the spring- heads were strongly impregnated with,
hydrogen sulphide. The total solid residue vaiied fjom 304
to 415'5 parts per 100,000 ; the smaller amounts being found in

the water as it issued from the wells and the lai'ger quantity
being found in the running streams. . Eliminating the samplea
containing the sulphur gases, there is seen to be a close agreement
in the composition of the three waters, the difference being due to

concentration owing to the evaporation of the water over the hot

beds of the streams. The analyses of the samples from the
main sti^eauis of the tliree sources revealed the following consti-

tuents :

Total T- Mag- -r» l ^ at t Clilo- Salph. Nitr
,. , Lime. P Potasli. Soda. Iron. . k Ki a -^

solids. nesiH. rine. Acid. Acia,

Harith.., 415-5 96-8S 9'55 20-60 59-21 2-8 46*5 145-3 '10

Ferath... 383'S 94'96 9-72 18-92 54-39 2-0 30'!> 146-2 tr.

Sida ,.. 409'6 87-50 IMO 17-37 58-83 2'5 35-5 1511 -II

Calculating from the average of the above analyses one

hundred parts of the saline residvie would probably contain th&

following salts :

Sodium sulphate ... ... 32'7

Calcium sulphate ... ... 13'5

Potassium sulphate •.. ... 8'6

Magnesium sulphate ... ... 7*5

Calcium chloride ... ... 16'2

Calcium carbonate ... ..* 15'6

Iron phosphate
Nitrates ft

•6

trace

Combined water, silicn, etc. ... 5"3

100 '0

I am unable to trace any previous analyses. of Arabian well-

waters to compare with the composition of these from the Hadh-
ramaut coast except that of the sacred well at Mecca (Greshoff i»

Joani. Chem. Soc.^ 1898, A. 11. 614). Here the solids vary from
316 to 359 parts for 100,000, and considerable quantities of nitric

acid and chlorine replace the sulphuric acid found in the Ghail

wells. In the Nubian Desert similar saline water with large

quantities of sulphates are found in wells sunk in the sand-gmvel
detritus {Quart. Jotim. GeoL 6V,, 1897, 53, 374).

The amount of hydroger* sulphide determined in the three

samples taken from the wells was 8'4!6, 7*2 and 12*2 parts in

lOOjOOO. These are equal to the amounts found in sulphur
springs of Sandefjord, Norway, and of Sicily.

The fertilising properties are probably due to the presence of

potash and lime salts, and the action of the sulphates in liberating

the alkaline constituents fi'on\ the soil. In this respect the com-
position of the waters differs widely from that of Indian well-
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waters, examined by Leather from Giijerafc, ^-Lich are specially
-suitable for tobacco cultivation (see Agricultural Ledger Jfo. 14
of 1895). It was shown that the value of these waters depended
mainly upon the amount of nitrates they contained. In the Ha-
dhramaut water there is only a minute quantity of nitrate present
^nd we can only conclude that the large quantity of alkaline sul-
phates, as shown in the above analyses, is, in this part of the
country, extremely useful in the cultivation of hitrh class tobacco.



28* The Birds^ Complaint before Solomon : being: an-

extract with a translation from the Kitah'^' l-Janiharahfi

r 'Um^ 'l-Bazyarah. I

By LtKUT.-Coi.ONKL D. C. Phillutt and Mk. R. F, Azoo.

It is said that ouce, by the inspiration o£ tlie Almighty,
the birds went to the Prophet of Godj to Solomon^ the son of David
(peace and blessings on both of them), and saluted him with all

reverence and said :
" Oh Prophet of God ! we have come before

thee, and stand here iu thy presence that thou majest regard us

as thoa regardest the rest of thy subjects, and mete out full justice

to us, commending us to each other's care, and directing that no
bird, either in the heavens or on the earth, should oppress an-

other ; for we are now complaitiing to thee about four species of

birds, well known to us all. The first is the Hawk,^ who has

succeeded in gaining the affection of man, and has risen in station

to the highest degree, having no other footstool for his^ feet than

the hand of kings, so that he now speaks not to us from pride, nor
rande We

him what the cause of this silence is : to what is it due? The
second bird ia that hated bird known to men by the name of ' Owl/
He dwells secluded in ruins and avoids habitations, nor does he
repair to branched trees ; and when we ask him the reason for tliis

he says no more to us than ' Yd hu ya Jiu.^^ We entz'cat thee to ask

him what is the meaning of this expression, and to whom he

alludes iu these words. The third bird is the Raven ; he has no

garb but black, and no cry but mourning for those separated ; and
he is familiar only with ruined habitations and mourning over

relatives and friends. So we entreat thee to ask him what this

lamentation is, and the cause of this lone wandering. The fourth

bird is the BulbtdJ* Now we wonder at him and object to his

doings, for he keeps quiet the whole winter, looking dully on the

world ; but the moment he sees the vine bear, he is seized with joy

and passion. Now this is the way of libertines, and we cannot

approve of this ; vSo we entreat thee to ask him why he sings not,

except in the season of fruits and flowers and warbling of birds/*

1 See also Jl. As. Soc. Bengal, Vol. Ill, No. 1, 1907.
2 Solomon understood the speech of birds and animals.
3 Bfiz liere a general term, bnt by falconers applied specially to the

goshawk. In Arabic hdz is raaacttline, bat in India the word denotea the
female goshawk,

Yd Hu (Jehovah) '' O Thoa who art existent " i.e.» God.
5 Bulhulf {.e,, the balbul of India and not the hazdr'ddstdn or night-

ingale of Persia, -which ie also called hulhul, .

'

r
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Tlieii Solomon was surprised at their language and pondered

-on their intelligence and their waj of putting things,^ and replied,

"I will see that 3^ou ohtain your wishes in this, and I will put

jour questions to those against whom you have lodged objection."

He then summoned the first, namely, the Hawk, who at once

obeyed the summons and said, " Oh Prophet of God ! what wiliest

thou ? I will not turn aside from thy behest/*

Solomon said, ** A company of the birds objects to thy de-

clining to speak to them, and asks thee to give them thy reasons,"

The Hawk said, *' Oh Prophet of God ! the tongue often slips,

and man has been born merely to act ; for God loves only those

among men that are doers, and closes the door in the face of all

.talkers that do not act»" Then the hawk recited in verse :

—

*' Those that are slothful we approve not

;

AVe approve only those that are doers.

Everyone whose habit is obedience to us,

He is accepted and his sins forgiven him."

Then Solomon summoned the second, namely, the Owl, and
said to him, "Oh odions bird ! why dost thou seclude thyself in

rnins, avoiding habitations ; and why hast thou forsaken the com-
panionship of birds on branching trees ? " ^

The Owl said, « Oh Prophet of God ! He that regards the

world is sednced, and he that knows that he "svill be called to

thought
rowfnl

in my heart except Him CH
So pi-aise be to Him of whom it is said tliere is none bnt Him
{Bit):' Then he added :

f

" Repeating the name of tbe only God is food for tbe souls of those that
are lost in His love. *

Their bodies are emaciated through their fear of God, and througb tbe
sallownesa of their cheeks they have risen to high eminence."

4

i

Then Solomon summoned the third, namely, the Raven, and
said, *' Oh bird-of-sorrow, styled nnhappy ! Why dost thou wear
the garb of mourning when it is the garb of those separated from
tlieir loved ones ?

"

The Raven said, *' Oh Prophet of God! the careless have
remembered theii^ departure from this world and the pangs of im-
pending death ^

; for I have never seen a company but it dispersed,
nor a society but it scattered ; and this world has no real value, * and
the life of this world is but a passing life. ' " ^ Then he added :—

J 27izfl/n; not an appropriate word here.

cwSft e»li j^iWt; there appears to be an omission in tbe text.

e;lii)|f c(S might possibly be taken to mean "of different classes/'

The xneaniTig of tbe Arabic is not clear.
* Qt4r*«n, snrah liii, ayah 26,

careless
J3
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*'Tha world cries to herself (but there is none among men to listen)

saying
*How many a hope have I destroyed, and how many a hoarder's hoard

haveTt scattered abroad I

How many a corpse have T bnried beneath the ground !

Long have I done this bat no tear came to my eye.
J »

TLeu Solomon sumnioued the fouitli, namely, tlie BalLid, and
said, "The birds, in thee, object to that Avhich they object to in

libertines and debauchees, for thou joyest not except after tasting

the vine."

Ti)e Bulbul said, " Oh Prophet of God ! I cry not through

joy of wine, but I cry in wonder at the drinker, since ^xme con^npts

one's faith and angers the Lord, makes the wise foolisli. and

degrades the noble. When the sage drinks or the fool gulps it

down, he first dances like an ape through buffoonery, and next piddles

foully like a dog ; and theUj acting filthily like a pig, rolls in the dust

and lies in the road, an object of pity to friend and foe; forget-

ful of the Abode of Peace ^ and wearing; on his neck the order

of faithlessness to his Faith, and being deserving of being given

pus to drink, wliich is the drink of the damned and—Ah for the bitter

.disappointment of him that is void of all virtue and lakes delight

in a draught whose dregs are madness ! But blessed is he that

has planted in his heart the vine of ' Desire ' (*S^/mug) ^ and has

trained it over the tree of * Delight' (Zaicq),^ so that the sap of

-^ Emotion ' (Tarah) ^ has coursed through its bi'anches, and it

has yielded a wonderful crop, while the breeze of 'Seeking after

Knowledge ' {Iradah) ^ has breathed on it, adding to its sweetness till

it has reached in height the final stage of 'Rapture'* (Wajd) ^

and ' Chant ' {Santa' &^, wlien its gi-apes are plucked by the fingers

of * Fidelity/ (Wa/a) and cast into the vessels of * Content' {Uizd)

and pressed with the press of * Resignation under Calamity ' (As-

^ahr" ^ala ^l-Bald)^ till there is extracted a wine unlike any human
wine, for that one is la%vful and the other not/'

Then tlie Sulhul added ;

*\ What a wine our cup-bearer has,

For be has made us drunk before he gave us to drink.

His cnpa are our ears at all tintes

And the water with which he dilates^ his witje are oar tenrs,"

^

V.

(Blessed is he who is aroused from sloth hy Jiis own heart and
not by the wisdom preached by birds).

So Solomon (on whom be peace) wondered at tlieir speech,
and pondered on their sagacity and their well-expressed ideas, and
>'V\d : to

rv

\

' The Abodeof Peace, i.e.. Heaven ; not Baghdad.
3 All these are Sufi terms*
•^ Jrddah from which murld is derived. •

^ ^ajd, when the soul meets with God in ecstasy.
6 Samd' the chanting and rotatory dance of certain sects of dervishes,

^ From Arabic poetry it appears that ifc was the usual Custom 'df tte
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the Owl has excelled, in his truth and wisdom ; and the Raven is

right to lament and to wander alone, and the Bulbul is right in the-

exposition of wine." And this is the story of the birip, and praise

be to God alone, and blessings on our Preceptor ^TuhamTnad and on
his Family.

^UJU aUt ^ J\ j^jJt ^sllJi ^i^JL ^^J| o.jf JUi _ lU;

aUi ^^ U a) 1^15^ ^]^)i\ iu«.u tj^ f!!^^b »y*^' ^ti^ ^*i'*^ c^f

5^j c5^ y^ (^ ^'^ c^*^ ^^ ^i^ ^^'*-
c^^^-^j *^^ i^^^ ^^

^JiDi ^nUfj . ^jg^i\ ij^ »_a« u, cs^j^t io>A u ajLj ^yf v£ilt-.ii

t
*

.
!

^

e>!r**^' ^.-^j v!^'^ ^J^^ r^'' ^i**^ C4 u^' e^ c^^t ^^oJl ^'UsJiyfc

Jjj U^U ,ILJJ} Jy, J,^ Jl AJJI ^^yiLc 4,'WV, ^^«^«- *ix, lib* J*JUJJ
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• #

^ '^ ^
V' j^j j^^yt u;*

ji-^' 1/1 v^ 1/ t3*j» e^j/
ci**ij ^1 >wi t>u. u,

.'^

»» >*

J*^ (^ d^^j^ J'^ ^ ^^J ^
jL^^f wl—r»-^f cl ^ Uif • JL«SJ) w^aBucf JLai Jf ^^^aii

,V'7-
t^iJL. ciyiil ^J ^yxXJl yiklf l^jif Jlai ^^t ^Aj ^itiJb Ui ^"

>»

jli^f^ Ailif ^^ OvlAUti ^>. 4 L«J ^Liax A>"( ^ ^^j i^* UiJl

• J^V

'h

U^;*. Jl, J^ ill )U^ oufj U J'i ^^\ „ jUa^ ^_<j-aiJ ^ l^J| <^

* JL» ^ . t^ ^' ^'^'' ^-*^' ^''^
t^^^' ^'^ ^^'^' ^''^ ^-^ ^*

- ^

5^ (^ ^'Wl ty c;t^y .1—*--^ i^ I ^^1 Oa^U >i

o
i ) t.0 o.—Li ^U, # aJl—*f o.-—kU| J—of Jr
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u -. ^

^./Ij U ^£Lh: ^j^Cx! ^jJjUf 4cU^ ^t Jlai JxUf ^j jjfyij 1.:^ ^

Jli ^*it »^?^ .o.lfl fil Vf w;t3 J wXiSI ;^—=F^I, J ft^f lUI ^^

$

^-J . I 35

JiiiiJf " 1^ titj *jj—f^lj
^^j>5>35 ^»—eJasJl *i^ er*^:-^^

A*-ai8ix) ^y^Ji3U

f

ji-^AiJi a;^ lA^t aj^ aui^ jLAijii j.^ ^.c i—^ ij ^f^i jui

viJJsl ^' ^iWlj A^^f *l«*J| Ji ^Iwjjli J o^il^^ gjly. l^jJU ^» t^lj

i/^ ,JLJl ^^f ^U^ o^-a^j *Uy( 4«y ^y ^Jkj.j ,byt JL*Gb

•Jl^ ^ cl;^ ^2% !J3U 8JA j.l.sJt iS^lif vr^ j.|.i>o WLo^

Uift-j (JL>J^ UyC-i * UJU jjlc ^\^ f

^W- w**ii Jii . jliiill ^- ^ ^'%\ 4—^ «I^,| ^,,J ^^
^jUil 4^^j ^ J15, ^Uii, ^^ J yii3j ^Jif ^^ ^iUJf U*

il^li-j *UUi ^ ^,^,j ai,^^ ^^ ^- ^^j^ ^^^^ ^_i^ J
*AJ| uH »**j *^ '^=«^fj (—«Ai^ t^^ . *i*foJ **^ ^ JULJf,

* ijfj .^4300 C:-^-w ,^
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29. Note on the Saker or Chcrrug Falcon (I\ Cherrug)%
(Plates III and IV.)

Jiy LiEUT.-CoLOis^EL D. C.VnWjLOTT^ Secretary, Board of Examtners.

aharghe l

gh^

are styled cAarM. By Persian falconers the * passage ' or wild-

caught falcon is called halnhan^ the ' eyess ' or nestling being dis-

tinguished by the term charkfi. Arabs call this falcon saqar^

(plural sttqur), the origin of the name sacre or saker, ^ the name
by which it was known to old English writers on Falconry; the

Arabs further distinguish different varieties or races by different

names. In Basrah and Baghdad the " white " variety with drops
on its back is called H.arr Farsi^ (or the Persian) ; another

variety, reddish in tinge, is called Httrr Shami (the Syrian) ; the

dark variety with drops on the back is Wacharl jarUdt ; and the

dark variety without drops Wachart^; while the "booted"
variety is incorrectly called ShungliflrJ^ The Turki name of this

falcon, especially of the female, is aitalgu or italyu.

More than one race visits the Panjab in the cold weather.
Individuals so vary in size, shape, colouring, and markings, that it

is at first sight difficult to realise that they are of the same species,

Some birds, mature and immature, have white heads with the tail

full of drops as large as a three-penny piece; others have white
marks on the back ; while a few are yak-rang or almost whole-
coloured. In some varieties the tail-spots are scanty and bately

visible ; in others they are so white and numerous that the spread
tail appears to be nearly quite white. When the two centre tail-

feathers, the " deck-feathers " of old English and the ^amitd or
'' props *' of Arab falconers, are devoid of any spots, the bird

is styled by Indian falconers lagar-dum or " tailed like the
with

coloured
4/ ^ ^ * ^

props unmarked." Even when the saker is ' whole
are sometimes a few white specks like pin-points on some of the wing-
feathers, and these are called by Arab falconers *' Pleiades." The
" white " variety, with many white marks on the back, is in the
immature plumage known to falconers of the Kapurthala State in

1 By Englishmen in the Panjab it is generally called cherrug,
* In speakiner often pronounced sagar*

3 The tiercel was called a ** sacret/'

flarr, *' noble/' is an adjective applied to certain hawks, hut as a sub-
stantive it means the yonng of certain Hnimala.

6 The ivachari jarudl is preferred to the wachar'u The best varieties for
gazelle are mud to be the Fdrsi and the Shdml,

« The Shunqir or Shun^dr of old MSS. was a species of Jer-falcon
;

vide .11. As. Soc. Bengal, Vol. Ill, No. 8, 1907,
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the Panjab, by the tenri chital cliaryJi* This variety is considered

by them deficient in courage and unsuitable for that most
difficult of all quarries the common kite [Milvus govinda), Indian

^falconers are gi^eatbelievers in colouring, and even English falconei's

have their prejudices. The present writer objects to " \vhite
*'

charghs—not to those with merely white heads and tails—as in

•his experience such birds are soft. Pigeon racers in Europe
reject certain colours, and presumably do so from experience.

However, no great reliance is to be placed on any special colouia-

tion in passage-c/uMgA.^. Some old birds are marked very like

young kestrils, and the statement of Kapurtliala falconers that

such birds w^ere *' chttal cTiargis '' in the immatui^e plumage is

probably correct. In " Lahore to Tarkand, *' the account of the

Government Mission of 1870, there is a coloui-ed figure of *^ Falco

Jiendersoni^' that has the appearance of being merely a specimen
of an old bird of this variety.

Peculiarities of plumage may disappear to a great extent in

the moult. The coloming of the ' intennewed ' falcon depends to a

great extent on feeding and exposure. 'Haggards ' vary, nearly if

tiot quite, as much as do the ' sore-hawks/
A vajriety of saker that does not appear to have been yet

described is said to be feathered on the tarsi and feet like
*' certain breeds of pigeons.'* Amongst the professional falconers
of Pindi Gheb this variety is called sang-sang, but amongst
falconers of the Derajat it is distinguished by the adjective pa-moZy^
which may be translated " booted." Arab falconers of Basrah
incorrectly call this variety Shunghar^ a name (probably of a
species of Jer-falcon) familiar to them from old Persian MSS, on
Falconry. I have not personally met with this variety, but one
English falconer told me that he had owned and trained three,
and many Punjabi and a few Arab falconers have assured me that
they had personal knowledge of its existence, A Punjabi falconer
tells me that the flight-feathers and pendent feathers in specimens
he has seen were longer than in the ordinary saker, but that
otherwise the plumage did not differ,

The author of the Baz-Nnma-yi Ndsirt mentions a species or
a variety of saker that he says he has met with only in the vicin-
ity of Baghdad, The flight-feathers, he states, are dark in coloux-

and extend beyond the tail, and the bird has an outward resem-
blance to the Hobby. The female is about the size of a tiercel of
the ordinary species of saker, and is nearly as swift as a shnhtn.
He says it takes black-partridge and stone-plover with ease, while
some few there are that will take houbara. I questioned some
Indian and Persian falconers of Baghdad on the subject, but they
all seemed ignorant of the existence of this species.

. ^
Though the plumage of the mature and immature saker is

said not to differ, even an inexperienced falconer could distinguish
between young and old biids, side by side. It is sometimes
difficult, however, without such companson, to distinguish a bird of

1 Fd-rnoz ia a pigeon-fancier'a term for pigeons with feathers on the fe*"t.
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one moult. In a bird of one or of two moults, the colour of the cere
If

and feet is much the same as in the Immature bird ; but some-
times the colour is lemon-yellow or greenish-yellow. In very
old birds the colour is deep orange. In the immature..bird the
colouring of the back is in appearance uniform, though a close

inspection will reveal a reddish-brown edging to the feathers.

In a moulted bird not only is this edging more marked, but also,

when the bird is newly caught and in good condition, a side-light

will show up a bluish tinge in some of the back feathers. Some-
times, too, a minute examination will discover one or two old

feathers remaining in the breast.

The general colouration of old birds is of that i^eddish nature

common to so many desert animals. I once found a lost saker

seated with drooping-wings on a dead houbara, Avhich she had
into the friendly shadow of a neighbouring bush. It

was her silent crouching- attitude that first made me suspect the

presence of a distance soaring eagle. On another occasioA,

when hawking in broken ground, both saker and houbara
disappeared from sight over a low ridge into a small plain beyond.

By the time we reached the crest of the ridge nothing was in view.

Then, first one and next a second scavenger-vultiu^e, leaving a

distant peak, passed by us and circling singly over one particular

spot in the bare and open plain, silently returned to tlieir resting-

place. Next came a solitary raven, which repeated the manoeuvre
with significant croakings. Though nothing was visible, we rode

down to the spot, when our eyes becoming as it were unexpectedly

focussed, a rock on the gi*ound assumed a sudden resemblance to a

falcon, A close examination revealed a If^rge cock houbara con-

cealed beneath the lost hawk's still and drooping wings, so com-
pletely did the colouring of hawk and quarry harmonise with the

ground. Is even this large and powex^ful falcon in need of the

mantle of protective colouration or has it assumed a desert-coloured

garb merely out of sympathy with its surroundings ? Certain it

is that it is often robbed of a meal by eagles and jackals, not to

mention members of its own species. A Muslim friend tells me
that one bird I sent to him as a present was killed by a wild cat,

which sprang upon it under the very nose of the falconer, after

the hawk had brought down an houbara. Eagles, too, soaring

out of sight, drop like stones from their invisible posts, and not
only rob but sometimes even kill the hawk. By them, too, the
jesses ^ are sometimes mistaken for quarry,

Plate III., figure 1, is reproduced from a photograph of an
exceptionaly large female, verif dark variety, in the immature
plumage ; while figure 2 is from a photograph of an ordinary
brown bird, whole-coloured, with a Panjabi hood.

iteS

tinned with black/'' and the leu's of thp x^onno- bnvf ns '^ arpvish

Blanford describes the bill of F. cherrng as being *' pearly whit<
ipped with black/' and the legs of the young bii'd as '' gi'eyis

1 Persian MSS. for this reason frequently warn the reader against
jesses of red leather.

2 A hawk-catcher tells me that lie once caught a healthy saker that had
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green^" In some hundreds of trained birds that I have handled

and examined, the bill has always been a blue slate coloiu',

light at the base, but deepening to almost black at the tip. The
legs, too, and the feet, and the skin round the ejes of the immature
bird are usually a distinct blue or slate-colour : only in a few of the

young birds is the colour greenish-yellow or yellowish-green. In

old birds, except in some moulted in confinement, the cere and
legs, etc, are orange. In the immature saker the colour of the

legs and cere is bluer than in the young peregrine.

Compared with the peregrine the chargh has the tail longer in

proportion ; the head broader and rounder and not so snake-like, the

eyes perhaps larger but not so prominent, the beak and feet

smaller, but the toes thicker : the flight-feathers have a softer

shaft, and the plumage of the underparts is more fluffy, while even
the feathers of the back are not so tight and close and suitable for

resisting wet. In the female saker the number of large scales on
the middle toe is usually 14 or 15, while in a j:)eregrine it is 17 or

18.

Plate IV, reproduced from a photograph, shows the compara-
tive size of corresponding tail- and flight -featheis of a saker and a
peregiMne, fig. 1 being the flight-, and fig. 4 the tail-feather of a saker.

The length of a few living females, large bixxis, measured by
the writer averaged twenty-two inches, while the wing averaged
seventeen.

The weight of a mature female rarely exceeds 2 lbs. 8 oz.

Young birds caught at the end of Septembei* weigh two or three
ounces less, but put on weight dui'ing training. The heaviest
w^eight recorded by me is that of an exceptional bird that, when
in flying condition, weighed 2 lbs. 13| oz. Another laige bird,

after being set down to moult in February and fattened as much
as possible, weighed 3 lbs. \ oz., a weight that it would, I fancy,

never have attained in a wild state. Had the skin of this bird
found its way into a museum, it would probably have been
labelled Tnilvipes or hendersom.

The next heaviest weight recorded by the writer is that of a
' haggard ' or wild-moulted bird, which, caught at Lakki near Ban-
nun, reached Kohat on a 6th February and then weighed 2 lbs. 9-| oz.

On March 28th, killing houbara well, she weighed 2 lbs. 6| oz.,^

too heavy a weight for spring. When calling her to the lure in

the morning, a clamourous flock of crane passed overhead and

white nails. I had once an ' interinewed ' falcon that nnderwent, during the
monlt, some special treatment at the liands of the falconer, the resnit of which
ipras that the nails turned white and two dropped off.

- 1 These weights, the result of long observation and practical experience,
are given as a guide to beginners. An experienced falconer can tell the
condition of a hawk that ia daily on his fist, merely bj feeling the breast and
more specially the flesh under the winys. All birds go up and down very
rapidly in weight. A female salcer will go np two ounces in one night in

the spring, if slightly overfed on houbara flesh the evening before. Hawks,
to fly and work well continuously, must be kept as nearly as jwssible at one
uniform weight.
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awakered old memories in her breast i slie did indeed settle on
the lure that was hastily cast to her, but her gaze was fastened

skywards, and, as her falconer cantionsly approached hef, that
startled far-off look came into her ejes ; she slowly spread fier

wings and disappeared.

Another exceptionally fine chUz or ' sore-hawk ' * weighed when
killing heron 2 lbs. 8 oz. What her wild and mature weight would
have been I cannot say.

For honbara, a young passage-hawk in training should not

be allowed to fall helotv 2 lbs. 4 oz. or she will lose too much pace,

and will, in a stern chase, be lost. Most sakers fly at houbara all

the better for being in very high condition.

For kite, on the other hand, 2 lbs. 3 oz. will be found a suffi-

cient weight, as, if the hawk is flown fatter than this, she will

probably not exert herself sufficiently at this difficult and distaste-

ful quarry.

For hare, a saker may be in still lower condition, and it will be
found that if reduced to even as low a weight as 2 lbs., she will still

kill hares successfully,
' Intermewed ' hawks are soft and must be kept in higher con-

dition than passage-hawks.
An English falconer told me that he once had a young chargk

brought to him for sale in Peshawar in 1892 or 1893, on the 28tli

July. With this exception the earliest date recorded by me is a
21st of September when a young ckargh^ said to have been caught
a day or two before, was brought to me for sale in Peshawar.

Sakers leave India in February, about two mouths before the
peregrines, and the migrating instinct seems to stir more powerfully
in them. In the spring, when unhooded, they will sometimes gaze
into the sky and cry plaintively. One sign of their becoming
mast is bobbing before rousing. Does the saker nest earlier than
the peregrine ? Probably.

The latest date on which I have observed this falcon was the

28th of February 1906, when T caught a young bird on the Jarma
Maira near Kohat. On the 26th February in the following year
I observed a * haggard' on the same spot; it could not have
arrived more than a day or two before, and by the following
morning it had left. On the 7th of March the same year I had
a harak'^ flown near Hoti Mardan without any success, nor could I

hear of any chargh having been seen near the place for some days.

As already stated more than one race appears to visit the
Punjab, entering by the passes on the North. The migrants are
then caught by haralcs^ as they cross certain open plains. A few
are also caught by the nooses known as pTiaH and pa-dSm^ the bait
employed being either a field-rat,^ or else a c^uail tethex'ed by the

1 * Sore-hawk/ a., a hawk of the first year. From the Fr. sor, or
reddish brown ; whence sorrel. • •,

—

Hnrting.
a For a description ftnd figure of a hdrak Wide' JI. of Asiatic Society

of Bengal, Yol. III., No, 1, January 1907.
3 The rat's teeth are broken, and, 1 think, the eyes are seeled.
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neck. The best and finest birds are those caught not earlier than
the beginning of N'ovember. Birds then caught appear to be also
new arrivals, tb eir lateness in arriving being perhaps due to the
distance they have travelled. Natives are great believers in the
excellence of hawks caught in certain districts.

An officer of the Guides told me that he once caught a char^
at Hoti Mardan with Russian bells on it, the name of a Russian
firm being stamped on the bells.

The author of the Bdz-Nama-yi Nasirl states that one race,
which he distinguishes by the epithet mdni% breeds in Nejd, " lay-
ing its eggs on the ground like the black-breasted sandgronse i and
the houbara bustard." (Am Arab gentleman of Basrah, a falconer,
also told me that in certain localities the saker nests on the ground).
Ihis race is said by the same author to prey chiefly on hare and hou-
bara, and nestlings are considered equal to passage-hawks of certain
other races. Another race or variety called by him Hajjoji is de-
scribed as nesting in the hills of Nejd in the dry ravines hollowed
out by the rush of water. Nestlings of another race are also, he
says, obtained in spring from the hills of Persia and Asia Minor.
• Z" ^ *^ ^" ^"''^^ °* ^^^ " ^^ '« «^*^<^ed that the saker breeds
'^ 1 "?f"^r '? .*.*'^ ^""^ ^^^ country of Bulgaria. The writer
adds

: Pallas indicates two varieties of this species, a larger kind
Moanta

l^tVi: + Y ^^T ^ig^a*« in ^iiiter. The smaller appearsto be the true saker
; he states that it constructs its nests upon the

trees (or even the shrubs) which are found in the desert. Theyoung two or three m number, often leave the nest before they

nrtf
5'"^'^''

^""m
^*'"°'^, ^^'^'^ ^°*''^^ everywhere, uttering loud

cries Being easily caught, the natives take them at this period,

Kalmucks!''
««t^e^ed for hunting, particularly by the

I

Blanford says the saker usually nests on trees.

Wall

White

fr,T.Tr.^;j +u 'L T, . ... * ^ cAiieu rruii or J5k.anaanar, in-

^^^.ll\ ^ P^fnr'^ *l'°«e taken from nests either on theground or close to the ground, his theory being that the young,accustomed at an early age to see wolves and foxes, grew upmore courageous. ' © r

woii1hTJi Vi°".^;^V^!"'^^°'
^^^ ^e ^«^'-«* of ^tat Gilbertwould call the " habits and conversation " of this falcon.

After « v.? .^T''""^"^ ^"^^' ^^^ ^°* ^« ofte»i ^« peregrines.

^evshnnlH 1 ^J
''?'''' ^«P^«^^^ly if fed on rich houbarT flesh,

Sv win 1 r^'"'"?-'^^*^^ *^° °^ *''^^^ '-^^^^ ^P ti" "Midnight,

calfv lelr .y '^'^^^' ^"^ ^"^"^^'^^ ^^«^P« digestion. Pra°cti-

o taice dust baths. However, I have twice

flip r^a^^ T.^+
--™-^« that bathed; in each case, not duringthe real hot weather, but after the moult wl>en the leather. was

gk

\ q

:_L:

J

1 Bdqir-qara T. and siydh^slna P.

^ 1
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coolish. One bird bathed on the 17th and again on the 27th of

August in Dera Ghazi Khan, and for a third time in December in

the hill station of Parachinar when tlie water was freezinglj

cold. 1 have never known of any * sore-liawk * or * haggard *

bathing during its first season, and no Indian falconer I liave ques-

tioned has ever heard of a chargh bathing at all.

During the moult I have never known one eat " rangle

as shahins and peregrines do.

51

Sakers are very playful and will sometimes play with fallen

leaves like kittens. They have, too, a curious habit of shrinking up
their shoulders and crouching down wlien sparrows settle near their

block. After feeding them up in the field and riding home with
them unhooded they will adopt the same attitude on passing by a

desert lark on the giound.
In a wild state sakers rob laaars and kites, and of course, when

opportunity offers, smaller hawks * as well. I think that the saker

usually rol)s only kites high up in the air. A kite with food gets

mobbed by its fellows, and rising to a height to enjoy a quiet meal^
there falls a victim to its powerful i^obber. Sakers also feed largely

on field rats of different species, and on lizards (Uromasttx,^ etc.).

A Turkish gentlemen told me that in an eyrie at Kerman (in

Persia) he found a large snake not quite dead. Sakers also prey

on quail, see-see partridges, Indian crows, and probably on the

short-eared owl, as well as on small birds. I have seen one
kill a starling. Falcoiiers of Tabriz in Persia liave told me that

occasionally these hawks create a havoc amongst the pigeons of fan-

ciers, and that when falconers catch a saker there they levy hlack-

mail from the pigeon-fanciers. Once, in camp, I was calling a young
saker to the lure, when it spied a pair of wild blue-rocks feeding

amongst the squadron-horses, and mnde an ineffectual stoop. One
pigeon took refuge in a sowar's tent ; the hawk sat on the top and
waited. The sowar drove out the pigeon, which commenced to
* ring-up ' perpendicularly, the hawk below it. The pigeon must
have lost its head, for it was soon mastered and taken. Now no
saker is fast enough to kill even a good house-pigeon in fair open
flight. Some sakers at least, in a wild state, kill hares, while all,

I think, prey on the houbara bustard {Otis macqneenn). Hares
are perhaps chiefly hnnted and preyed on by the pair when rearing

young, but as for houbara—** r/? ar^s and houbara are enemies even
from the egg. " Sakers, especially when in,the low condition they
are usually kept by Indian falconers, very seldom check at the lure to

chase crows and mainas; consequently it is commonly supposed
that in a wild state they do not prey on smnll birds. Only two

1 I ODce saw a merlin rob some small hawk. The merlin was robbed
by ft lagar, which in tnm was robbed by a chargt- Finally an eagle gave
chase

.

^ Kites feed jargelj on Uie wing.
3 The sSna or sdndha of the Panjab. The flesh is white and rich look-

ing and very like fat-turkey. This lizard is eaten hy pariah tribes as well as
by pariah dog8.
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saters have I ever seen that did check at the lure, both haggards

:

one chased kites and the other crows.

The flesh of water-birds is generally ohnoxious to cliar^^,

I have, however, frequently given a light meal of night-heron

and purple-heron without evil results, but on. two occasions I lost

valuable birds by giving a full feed of the flesh of the commoti
heron : the hawks cast their gorge and theii- stomachs were so

upset that they were unable to retain meat of any kind. After

killing a heron, a new chargk should be allowed to eat only a few
beakfuls and should then be fed up on pigeon or dove. I have,

too, seen a cliarffh cast her gorge after beins fed on wild-duck.

Though sakers will eat the flesh of purple-herons, night-

herons, and even common herons, with avidity, they seem to really

dislike the flesh of paddy-birds. If fed on the flesh of a paddy-
bird they will probably altogether decline to fly at that quarry
again.

Like all hawks, they have a natural antipathy to owls, and
some 'haggards' at least, extend this antipathy to harriers. I

have more than once lost a newly-trnined *haggaid,' which
followed up a harrier for tw^o or three miles, stooping at it with the

utmost persistence, till we, gradually outdistanced, were unable
to gallop further, and both birds disappeared from view.

I have seen an *intermewed snker ' strike a full

grown hare on the head with such force that it never moved
again, I have also seen a young bird, weighing 2 lbs. 4oz., lift

a hare weighing 4| lbs. and fly with it close to the ground for a
distance of two or three hundred yards. On other occasions I

have seen hares canter away for fifty or sixty yards, bearing off a

saker that had * bound ' to their hind quarters.
Like most birds of prey these hawks, too, feed largely on

locusts,^ and it is almost impossible to catch one when locusts are
about. Durintj the in-migration of 1891 an unusally large
number of young sakers was caught in the Peshawar, Pindi,

Jallandhar, Dera Ismail Khan, and Bannun Districts, and doubt-
less elsewhere. So many were caught that there was no market
for them. Birds were brought from a distance of 50 miles
to D. T. Khan cantonment and sold to me for a rupee each. I

bought several and released them. During 1890-91 there was
a plague of locusts throughout the Punjab, and swai^ms of locusts

had been reported from Central Asia, Egypt and elsewhere. May
not this excessive number of young birds have been due to the
abundance of food provided for nestlings by these locusts ?

Both young birds (* sore-hawks ') and hagpgards are trained.
The former are prefen'ed,but T am not at all sure that * haggards *

are not really better. They are certainly more easily entered to

heron. As sakers migrate out of the Punjab early, that is in

February, there is then a great danger of * haggards ' getting lost

if flown at mounting quarry such as kites and herons, or
indeed if flow^n at any quarry during the early part of the

H * i _

^ Gilbert White remarks tliat birds of pvey feed on iusecta.
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day in this month. In the middle of March, when the spring-

restlessness has passed, the danger is less. In nature, and in

style of %ing, the *haggHrd' cliargh is more like the peregrine
than is the cJiuz or young ' passage-hawk.' It is more intelligent,

and more quickly trained to the lure and entered to wild quarry;
but it requires a greater amount of * carriage ' to man it.

Eastern falconers prefer the saker to the pei'egrine. It is

hardier, requires less careful feeding, is plucky, moults easily

and quickly,' is not restless and will consequently sit unhooded
and quiet on the fisf, will still work if not in quite the right

condition, and, too, unlike a peregrine, it can be quickly fat-

tened up if too thin. In the Chhach-Hazara District of the
Punjab, where there are numerous splashes of water holding
duck and teal, the peregrine is naturally preferred. Sakers caught
in Bushire, in the Persian Gulf, and taken for sale to Basora, fetch

as much as seventy rupees ; but in the north of the Punbjah the

price varies from three to ten. Englishmen, however, prefer

the peregrine, partly for its air of breeding, partly because of its

style of flying, and partly because it can be flown at varying game.
The same saker can be flown at houbara and owls and perhaps at

hare as well, but if one is trained to kite, heron, crane, or gazelle

it should be kept for this one flight only. Lieut.-Colonel E. Delme
Radcliffe, speaking of the "Desert Falcons," in his pamphlet on
Falconry, says: *' They are dirty birds and have a strong smell

and are quite unfit for pets. The better you treat tliem the worse
they fly ; and as a rule they must be kept to their work by conti-

nual physicking and wa&hed meat, the latter being better for them
if rather stinking. They are shy and crafty by nature and it is

utterly impossible to break them of the habit of carrying.**

These remaiks sufficiently prove that the author nevei*

bothered himself wath sakers, Sakers have no special smell

and make, moreover, gentle and interesting pets. During the eaily

days of training before they are * manned,* that is, before they
are sufficiently tame to preen themselves thoroughly when un-
hooded, they are sure to be troubled by large bird-lice,* especially

so if the feathers have been wetted. These vermin are, however,
easily destroyed in one night, by the common Indian remedy of a
little mercury mixed with saliva, or even by some insect powders

;

and if the hawks be kept clean and in high condition, and apart
from other infected birds, the lice will not return. K'ative fal-

coners generally keep their hawks in low condition and stroke
them with dirty greasy fingers that have jast snuffed a mustard-
oil lamp. Such birds are always troubled with lice. Natives do
indeed physic continually, but this is generally unnecessary, and is

certainly overdone. For higli flights such as at kite and heron,
two or three purges during the season are perhaps necessary, but

1 CharghH are often clean moulted by September, peregrines rarelj so
before Xmaa-

2 Tn a wild state lice are caught from kites. I do not, however, recollect
snaring any * haa't^iird ' saker that had lice in it.
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as for stinking: meat it is almost certain death. Meat, even the

least bit tainted, will not only make a sakercast her 'gorge' bat

toIII so upset her digestion that she will cast any meat that is

piven her for some hours afterwards. If starved and very lightly

fed, it is possible her life may be saved, but she will be so reduced

in flesh that she cannot be flown even at the lure. A careless

falconer of mine once gave tainted meat to a Tiewly caught young
' passage-hawk' and left her. An hour later she was dead, choked

by the meat that she has unable to eject through the hood. The
taint of brass, too, will make sakers as well as other hawks cast

their gorge. Shy and crafty, sakers certainly are—or is it that

they are merely intelligent ? Be-xvafa, '^faithless," is an epithet

applied to them by natives, but I have had many birds that no

more merited this reproach than peregrines. As for tlie vice of
' caiTyiiig,' sakers are fit only for large quarry, and are, by Eanterns,

never flown at anything else. I have flown sakers at jjrass- and
-short-eared owls, and stone-plover, —quarry that no Indian fal-

coner will willingly attempt, b.ut have never noticed this habit of
' carrying.' The saker has been hastily and unjustly judged, if not

maligned, by English falconei^s generally.^

These falcons seem to possess high reasoning powers as well

as excellent memories. I once tried the experiment of moulting
some hawks, a shdhin and a saker, *'at the block," under a
spreading tree, tbe bawks being left out day and niglit. (Neither
dogs nor .jackals molested them^). I one day shot a dove in the
tree and gave it to the saker, Next day I shot a bird on the far
side of the bungalow out of sight of the liawks, but on coming
round the corner I saw the saker at the full extent of ber leash,

agitating her wings,^ her neck stretched out in eager anticipa-
tion. In one lesson she had learnt to associate a gun-shot with
food.

Some old chargh^ are too cunning to be caugbt eitber by
means of a harak or by nooses (pa-dam). Should such a one have
taken up its quarters* in a particular spot, the bawk-catcber cir-

cumvents it in the following manner. He strolls past tbe resting-

ah ' seeled '

eyes. The rat, unable to see, runs hither and thither in search of
a hole, attracting the falcon's attention by its impotent movements.
It is of course easily taken. When two or tbree rats are taken in

secur
up with a live field-rat as a bait. Some chargh s^ however, are said
to be so cunning that on taking the first rat, tliey recognise tbat

-*^-»4,

^ The shdhin, on the other hand, owincr to its being confnsed with tbe
peregrine, has obtained a reputation it bj no means deserves.

2 Cats will kill hooded hawks, and perhaps a hawk hanging from a perch.
I only once had a peregrine on a perch injnred by a half.mad pariah dog all
mange and teeth,

3 Jn ancient falconry this action in young nestlings was called "cower-
ing.'' . .

Adel Hindus., adj. ; applied to any migratory bird that, having reached
its destination, has taken up its abode in a particular spot for the season.

,
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its eyes are seeled and liastilj drop it^ and canuot be deceived a
second time.

In the Punjab fclie saker is flown fit hare, lioiibara and kite.

It used also to be trained to the common crane, and in Persia it

was, according to the Baz-Nnma-yi Nasin^ flown at this quarry
till recently, I have flown it successfully at short-eared owls
and have also taken with it a few Indinn giass-owls, a niucli more
difficult quarry. T believe that any first-class saker in veiy high
condition, z.e., weighing 2 lbs, 5 oz. or more, chu be flown success-

fully at this quarry, but I have not cared to risk a first-class bird

at this flight during the spring on the return-migration. The saker
will also, it is said, take black ibis {Geronticus papzUosus) well, I

have flown it with success at night-heron, purple-, and common
heron. In Baghdad it is said to be flown at geese. Corballis in

''Fifty-five Years of Spoi't," writing apparently of Syria, says:
*' This falcon is good at smaller game, such as grouse, partridges,

etc." The saker, however, is essentially a falcon for large quarry :

it is far too slow for sand-grouse in ordinary circumstances.

H.H. the late Mir Ali Murad used to train passage-sakers.

to * ravine deer,' as is still done in some pai'ts of Arabia and
Persia. The late Sir Harry Lumsden, who raised the^

Guides, told the writer that the Amir of Kabul used to send him
in the cold weather two Turkistani falconers with ' eyess* sakers ^

and Afghan greyhounds, all trained for this flight. He also had a
passage-saker trained by these falconei'S. The greyhounds wex'e

first taught to wait on the hawk, by being slipped with a hawk at

hares in a moderately close country where the hounds continually

lost sight of the hare. The greyhounds were leashed in the follow-

ing manner;—The mounted falconer wore a leather belt, to one side

of which a long leather strap was sewn. At tho far end of the strap

was a slit to admit the fore part of the rider's foot. The end of

the strap being passed thi*ough a ring in the greyhound's collar, the

falconer inserted his toe in the slit, and then jdaced his foot in the

stirrup. To slip the eager and straining greyhound, the rider had
merely to withdraw his foot fi-om the stirrup and the greyhound
was off. With a greyhound, leashed in this manner, a falconer <ran

ride at a smart canter.

At houbara, many haggards, in a stern chase, " fly cunning, "

that is, instead of putting on the speed, flying direct, and tai-ning

the quarry, they somewhat leisurely slant upwards to obtain an
extensive view, well knowing that an houbara so commanded will

soon settle. When the houbara takes refuge, the distant hawk, high
in the air and sharply outlined against the sky, begins to slant to-

wards the earth, but sti-ain the eye as you may to mark the iipot where
she touches earth, the dark background of the far hills supervenes
and you see no more. Lucky is the falconer that finds her half
an hour later seated gox'ged amongst a heap of feathers and two or
three bones. Can she have devoured a whole cock houbara, bones

1 It has mistakenly been sfcjited in the Badminton Magazine tliufc Sir
Harry Lnmeden used peregrines for this flight.
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and entrails, or has a prowling jackal assisted at the feast ? Any-
way she will not he empty for two days and will require a good purge
to bring her back to flying condition. Being only freshly gorged a
feeling of satiety may not have set in, and so she may, perhaps, be
caught in a do-cfaza with a live fowl ; but whatever device be used
she will be trioked by it only once. If frightened off the quarry at
evening, when only partially gorged, she may take stand in a tree
and roost there all night in the hope of returning to her half-
finished meal in the morning. If so, you must be ready on the
spot before the false dawn. In any case, delay is fatal; for should
a wheeling kite catch her view the spirit of the jungle will once
more enter into her and she will disappear.

Charghs require to be entered to one, or to each particular

heron
charfiA

quarry—houbaia excepted,
will fly at comn
will not do so.

Some cJiarcfks do not seem to understand that any bird except
the houbara is fit for food. One of the best houbara-hawks I
ever owned would not ' bind ' to or plume a dead heron, nor could it
be induced to even notice the existence of a turkey, not even when
placed on the turkey's back. Unhooded at a stone-plover, it left
the fist to start in pursuit, but at once returned on recognising
the quarry

;
still half an hour later it killed three houbara The

same hawk was afterwards entered to and flown at hare, but when
oftered a small white rabbit she declined to look at it. However,
such fastidiousness is not universal. One ' haggard ' I had, was duly
entered to houbara, given a winged night-heron, and then straight-way flown at a wild night-heron, which it killed. She was next
given, one morning, a large white egret, dead, and then flown in theevemng at a wild one : she stooped at it three or four times and
brought It to the ground, and had she not been harassed by a busy
pair of wild lagars would probably have killed.

rn fT^ ' ^aggards ' there are that will not kill fowls, but will
stiil kill wild houbara m first-class style.

Choose a chargh with large nostrils and large eyes. Long birds
are good stoopers

: some of the best kite-hawks I have seen have
peen long. Indians consider that narrow flight-feathers are an
mdicatioa of speed. A concave outline of the back, when the bird

ve^
profile Good birds should

the brighter and closer the plumage the better.

new, 'carriage
great

haggard
retur

' V,.Tf'
y^T^.^i^^er tuan she was in the morning. She may not

wprp vl? ""^f
'^^ ^' ^ prisoner. The falconer must, Is it

Iw nnLn^''"'^/ r Tf^^- ^^ °^^«* constantly, as he strolls

moment .bpi^""^ I'^f^
^"'' ^^^ ^^"^^^d ^^^^^^ ^ehood her themoment she shows b^ her expression or attitude that she intends

to Dait. He must nnf nnlvr 'Ur.^ji^ j _i i -.

tinually
turning his hand and slightly altering its
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position, eo as to force her to shift hei' feet. One hour of such car-

I'iage, is for a new hawk, worth the caiTiage of a whole day when she
is allowed merely to sit quiet and unhooded on the fist in the

bazar. I have had a * haggard ' come a distance of fifty yards to

the lure in the momintr, and then in the afternoon, after being car-

ried hare-faced all day in the bazar by an inexperienced falconei*,

refuse to even look at the lure when thrown out quite close to her.

I have sent this bird back to the bazar for one hour in charge of a

falconer accustomed to charyA^j and she has then come to the lure

as well as before. Bert, in his Treatise of HawJces and Hawking

^

says: *' I have observed that ifc is much walking with my Hawke
that hath wrought such good effect in her; for in my walking and
turning, her eye doth still behold change of object, and the stiz'-

rinpf of her feete doth worke as much or more good in her, for that

maketh her desirous to sit still, and desirous of ease, which bating

doth not giue, and in the first making saueth her many a bate."

All this a saker requires and more, for she must be thoroughly

reclaimed,^ at the outset. She may appear iame in her own
house and garden, and come well to the lure on her own parade-

ground, and yet retain a certain amount of wild fear in her heart.

If she baits much, she must be quieted by what some old

falconer—Bert, I think—calls "spouting," that is, the falconer

must fill his mouth with water and spout it out in a forcible spray,

well wetting the hawk first under each wing,* then on the

stomach between the legs, and finally, removing the hood, on the

head and breast. Squeezing water out of a sponge over the back
is useless ; and in any case the back feathers should not be wetted.

When wetted as described, the hawk will sit quiet on the fist,

di"aggle-tailed and miserable. She may have to be so wetted
again and again.

OccasionHlly a saker is found so *' hawtyn and prowde " that
her spirit is not subdued by even these severe measures. You
must then hai-den your heart, put on your great-coat, wet the

hawk and sit out with her in the cold night. However sulky

and troublesome a chargjt may be, it can be manned,^ trained, and
entei^ed to wild houbara within twenty-one days. For other
quarty a longer time is necessaiy. Charges may be entered to

houbara, and even to hare, at any time ; but they should be entered

to kite or heron as soon as possible and while the '* first hunger "

is still on them—at least if they are * sore-hawks ' they must be
so entered.

English falconers, who naturally measure all falcons by the
standard of the peregrine, would call the chargh sulky and stub-
bom, but whatever defects of temper this species may have, they
are cured by proper treatment in the early stages of training.
Many charghs there are, as docile as the ' falcon gentle.*

1 ' To reclHim * in to mnke tame and famih'ar.
* Bj lowering and raiaing the hand the hooded hawk can be made to

expand her wings.
3 * To maa * ia to accuatom to man's Dresenoft.
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V

Iceland Falcon,' prized by ancient falcooers, fcut condemned as
sulky and delicate by modern ones. The resemblance appears to
extend to the temper as well. Possibly Jer-falcons require the
special carriage and handling so necessary for most cliarcjhs.

,\ P^^^^ tte peregrine, the ohargh, by being given many
trains, does not easily become what Punjabi falconers call ba*uH-
band or ba^uli-khur, i.e., it does not easily contract tte vice of fly-
ing only at bagged quarry. It is not nearly as fast as a pere-
gi-ine, but makes up by wind and pei-seveiunce for what it lacksm pace, and it usually flies its fastest. At ringing-up it is not
to be surpassed. Its stoop, when driven home, is deadly, but is
uot so sudden and unexpected as a peregrine's. After a miss, it is
better at recovering and shooting up with the impetus of its fall,
it will stoop at a kite many times and miss, whereas a pere<^rine
will often ' bind ' to a kite at the first or second stoop.

Flown at kite in cantonments a good saker will single out one
bird, probably a young bird, and stick to it, stooping and missing
repeatedly, but not changing to another nearer to or below her, and
this no matter if the air be black mth kites.

is atate^d totr^I^ir '^'^'.'^'t ^1t' l''^
'^''^^^ °^ ^ f«">*l« I^^'and Falcon

S saidlo be 20li^^^^
'' '"^'^^'^- ^He le.gth of a male

\

' I
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 6th March, 1907, at 9-15 p.m.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A., D.L.,

President, in the chair.

The following members were present

;

Dr. N. Annandale, Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, Mr. I. H.
Bui^kill, Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, Mr, J. A. Cunningham,
Mr. L. L. Termor, Mr. D. Hooper, Mr. W. W. Homell, Mr. C.

Little, Mr. S. C. Mahalanobis, Di', H. H. Mann, Mr. R. D. Mehta^
Capt. C. a R. Murphj, Lt..CoL D. C. Phillott, Dr. P. C. Ray,
Rai Ram Brahma Sanyal, Bahadur, Mahamahopadhyaya Hara-
prasad Shastri, Pandit Tngesa Chandra Sjistri-Sankhyaratna-

Vedatirtha, Dr. G. Thibaut, Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra
Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg, Rev. A. W. Young.

Visitors:—Babu Bidhubhusana Dutta, Babu Atul Chandra
Ganguli, Mr. C A. Mackenzie, and Babu Satis Chandra
Mukerjee.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Thirty-six presentations were announced.

ine urenei-ai oecretary announcea tuax r>anu upenara rNarn

Sen had expressed a wish U) withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary read the names of the following

gentlemen who had been appointed to serve on the various Com--

mittees for the present year :

—

Finance Commtitee.
r

Dr, N. Annnndale.
Mr. I. H. BurkilL
Mr, W. K. Dods.
Mr. T. H. Holland.
Major F, P, Maynard.
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri.

Library CoTiimittee.

Dr. N. Annandale.
Mr, J. A. Cunningham.
Mr. J. N. Das-Gupta.
Mr. Hari Nath De.
Mr. L. L. Termor.
Mr. H. G. Graves.
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Mr. H. H. Hajden.
Mr. D. Hooper.
Mr. T. H. D. La Touche.
Dr. H. H. Mann.
Mahfimahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri.
Dr. G. Thibaut.
Mr

Philological Committee.

Babu Muralidhar Banerji.
Babu Monmoban Chakravaiti.
Mr. Hari N'ath De.
Mr. E. A. Gait.

Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.
Acbarja Satjavrata Samasrami.
Pandit Yogesa Chandra Shastri-Sankhyaratna-Veda-

. tirtha.
''

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri.
Mahamahopadhyaja Chandra Kanta Tarkulankara.
Dr. G. Thibaut.
Babu Nagendra Nath Vasu
Mr. A. Venis.
Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana..

been^al^X!?'''^
^^^^^^^d that Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott had

PersianT?^ ^ ""^"""^.t.
'''

x"^^^^"
^^^ ^^« ^earcb for Arabic an.l

irersian Mbb. durmp- tli« aTioor,^^ ^j? rk„ t;i -rx ti

Members
The following seven gentlemen were ballotted for as Ordinary

Phill^t f ^ f\. ^^""'
J-^-®' P^P^^^d by Lt.-Col. D. C.Phillott seconded by Dr. N. Annandale ; Captiin B. E. Lloyd,

Lt Col D^rPi.1w/''*'
Marine Survey of India, proposed i;

Wafffr KUW^'^^''^^' f"^^*^"*^ ^y ^'- ^- Annandale; Bel

ZeT. f^
^.rm.„^,, M.A., B.D., Chaplain, Bengal Est^blish-

™w I' ^ V."
?''™^^^ ^^^^^'^' Landholder and Merchant,

KZarlv&. "^"/"^f.^^^^^^
^^^^' ««^°"<l^d by Babu Akshaya

BWaL ^f?' ^''""'^'^ -^""'"^'^ ^«^«^ I^etired Nazim of Dig

Babu Mon^ h
'
Pp??'^ ^^ ^*-^°^- ^- C. Ptillott, seconded hy

MA Dew M -C.^'^^'^^^arti
; Balu PrafuUa Chandra Ghosh,

Chakrav?^?; ^ ^^i'*J^t''
^owrah, proposed by Babu Monmohan

S S^uf^dn"''''^f 1>J Lt.-Col. D. G. Phillott; and Maulavi

vava S^^T. rr f'^^t^^'^-' Proposed by Mahamahopadh-

Masoom
"" ^^clyabhusana,

"^

seconded by Dr. M. M.Masoom,
Mr

g exhibited some specimensEchinoid n^'-^^'^^^'^^^i'g exliibited some specimens of a fossil

recent sn;cferS'.^
-«^^^^«6ercu^afa, Vredenburg, together with arecent species of the same genus, Breynia Vredenburg^, Anderson.
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The following papers were read :

' 1. Note on the Saker or Oherrug Falcon (F, cherrug), its

Eastern names^ habits and use in Falconry.—By LT.-Cor/, D. C
Phillott.

2. Some Birds and other animals that have been metamorphosed
(being an extract from the KitabuH-Jamharah filmi*l-Bazyarahf an

Arabic MS., No. 865^ in the library of the Asiatic Society of Ben-
gal)^—By Lt,-Col. D. C. Phtllott and R. P. Azoo.

3. Note on Shunqar Falcon,—By Lt.-Col. D. C. PhillOTT.
r

4. Notes on the distribution of Macacus arctoides, Geoff

^

—By
Uki Ram Brahma Sanyal, Bahadur.

These three papers have been published in the Journal and

Proceedings for February, 1907.
t

5. Well-waters from Hadhramaut, Arabia,—By D. Hooper.

6. Notes from the Chemical Laboratory of the Presidency

College. Note No. J.

—

A netv method of preparing Mercurous Iodide,

By Panchanan N'eogi, M.A. Communicated by Dr. P. C, Rat,

7. Notes from the Chemical Laboratory of the Presidency Col-

lege. Note No, II.—Nitro-ethane as a solvent of Iodoform.—By
Pancbanan Neogi, M,A. Communicated by Dr. P. C. RAr.

8. Notes from, the Chemical Laboratory of the Presidency

College. Note No. III.—On Silver-Mercuroso-Mercuric Nitrate.—By
Dr. p. C. Ray.

Thpse three papers have been published in the Journal and
Proceedings for February, 1907.

9. Notes from, the Chemical Laboratory of the Presidency

College. Note No, IV.—The Electrical State of Nascent Gases. Pre-

liminary note

.

—ByZ. A. Cunningham ani Satis Chandra Mckerjbk.
u

10. Notes from the Chemical Laboratory of the Presidency

College, Note No. F.

—

Reactions at low temperatures. Part I.

Aliphatic lodocJilorides.—Bij BtDHUBHUSANA Dutta, M,A* Com*
municated by Prof. J. A. Cunningham.

11. Some notes on the Vedic Sacrifires.—-By Bhavesa Chandra
Banerjee, M.A. Communicated by Mahamahopadhyaya Hara-
PRASAD ShASTRI.

12. Method of catching wild fowls and other birds in the

Ki Phillott

13. Notes on some clay tablets from the Malaya Peninsula.
By Rakhal Das BanerjeE. With an introductory note by Dr. N.

Annandale.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of the
Journal and Proceedings.
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The Adjourned Meeting of the Society (^Medical Section) was

held at the Society's rooms on Wednesday, February 13th, 1907,

at 9-15 p,M, .

Major W. J. Buchanan, LM^., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Lt.-Col. E. H. Brown, I.M.S., Lt.-Col. G. F. A. Harris,

I.M.S., Major W. D. Hayward, I.M.S., Dr. W. C. Hossack, Dr.

E. A- Houseman, Captain J. C. H. Leicester, l.M.S,, Dr. M. M.
Masoom, Captain D. McCay, I.M.S., Captain J. W. D. Megaw,
I.M.S., Major D. M. Moir, I.MS., Major J, Mulvany, l.MS., and
Major F, P. Mayoard, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitor :— Dr. J. Neild Cook.

confirmed

Major Maynard showed a case of sarcoma of the thigh.

Captain Leicester read some clinical notes on cases of
appendicitis. Messrs. Maynard, Harris, Moir, Hosf^ck, Hay-
ward, Neild Cook and Megaw discussed the notes.
+

Major Moir read notes on lumbar puncture and injection of
antitoxin in a case of tetanus. Case notes taken by Assistant
Surgeon Lolit Mohun Banerjee.

The discussion on Colonel Harold Brown's paper on " Cerebro-
spinal meningitis " was resumed. Messrs. Buchanan, Harris,
Moir, Hossack and Megaw took part in it, and Colonel Brown
replied

.

d>
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30 Notes from the Chemical Laboratory of the
Presidency College,

Note No, 4»~The Electrical State of Nascent Gases
A Preliminary Note.

By J. A, Cunningham, Professor of Chemisiry^ and Satish

Chandra Mukerji, Government Research Scholar^

Presidency College^ Calcutta.

One of the moat attractive problems of modern Chemistry
is involved in the effort to explain chemical combination in the
light of the recent developments of our knowledge of Electricity
aud its atomic structure. Speculations have been very rife, and
direct experiments vei^y rare. We have hoped to be able to ob-
tain some information on the subject by a direct investigation of

the electrical condition of gases just after their liberation from
chemical compounds.

A number of early observers have experimented on the elec-

trical phenomena associated with chemical combination and de-
composition ; but the true interpretation of their observations is

involved in some uncertainty. In the light of J. J. Thomson's
exposition of the nature of electricity, Townsend ^ determined the
resultant electrification of hydrogen and oxygen liberated by the

electrolysis of dilute sulphuric acid and potassium hydrate solu-

tions, and of hydrogen and chlorine from the electrolysis of hy-
drochloric acid. From sulphuric acid both gases carried away a
positive charge ; from potassium hydrate a negative charge ; and
from hydrochloric acid the hydrogen carried a variable positive

and the chlorine a small negative charge. Townsend's method of

measurement was to connect a flask into which the charged gas
was made to carry a cloud, with one pair of quadrants of an elec-

trometer. He therefore only measured the excess of one kind of

electricity over the other. His object was primarily to study the

formation of clouds, and the properties of electrified gases as

such. The understanding of the bearing of his results on the

nature of chemical combination is complicated by the uncertainty

as to the exact nature of the chemical reactions involved in the
genesis of the gases in solutions, and, still further, by doubts as to
the electrical effects superimposed by the processes of bubbling
them through these, and certain other purifying liquids.

^
The experimetits described in the present paper have been de-

signed to be directly applicable to the simplest possible chemical
reactions, and to the measurement of the total number of both

1 Proc, Cambr. Phil. Soc. ix. 1897, 244, & 1898, 345. & Phil. Mag. v. 1898.
p. 45.
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positive and negative ions contained in the generated gases. The
reactions hitherto dealt with have been tlie evolution of oxygen
by the heating of various solid substances. The apparatus used
18 shown diagramatically in the figure below. A is a slightly
bent liard-glass tube in which the substance to be decomposed was
heated by means of a bunsen burner. G is a plug of glass wool to
prevent the passing over of any solid particles. BB are two
ebonite tubes supporting and insulating the brass tube D, along
whose axis an insulated rod TT is supported at S. Both TT and the
inside of the tube D were silver-plated, in order to afford con-
stantly clean surfaces. The insulation of TT offered some diffi-
culty in tins climate, but was finally effected by means of sul-
phur with the help of an earthed guard-ring R. The outer tube
JU could be charged up either positively or negatively to about
^bO volts by means of 140 of Pye's small storage cells. This was
tested and found to be more than the saturating voltage required
to extract all the ions from the gas. The method of makincr an

itlrontnairof ^:''i^'^r'\'^^^""^"^ ^°^ '^^^ ^^^^ ^^-- *« connectIt to one pair of quadrants of a Dolezalek electrometei- So lone,

^Zrt felT ^'"^' ''™"«^ *^^ ^^^^ *^^ -'die rema n f
the roi bv ions o^'^.i;'^'

proportional to the charge given up to

knowbJ^theT.L .
/!^''^^^' *^" ^^^^ might be. Thence.

wrSml eT bT't.re method ^f
^.^^^--^^^ ^^^^em (which

capacity) and J^L^L^ttt^^'^'''''' with a measurable

?he t^taf Tm? "of i:n "a'T '''J.'^^' ''t '^'^ '' ^^^^^^^*^

metre. Weighed quantities of ^^
^.^^^ °"«ber per cubic centi-

so as to afford the^s^e tolm *^?
''^"-"' substances were taken

stances were the Trnilnlanltf ^tV"" f^'^ r"- These sub-

potassium, the peroxTdroTSni'. at^lt;uHc'oS'^°^^*^
"'

^

r
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The table below contains, in a concise form, the first experi-

mental results.

Table.

Substance.

KMnO

KCIO.
3

Approximate
^Numbers.

1 = 1-5x106
ions per c.cm.

4
4

KCIO
i

+ 104
110

12
16 or 18

NagOg
+

HgO +

37
IS

9

9

12
13

3

1

1

The electrometer gave a deflection of 1180 scale divisions for a
potential difference of 1 volt; and the capacity of the T-pi

electrometer system was found to be 395"5. Calculating with
these data in the case of potassium perchloz^ate, we obtain a num*
her of the order of l'4x 10''^ positive and a nearly equal number of

negative ions per cubic centimetre of gas. This is of the same
order of magnitude as was found by Townsend for the number
of ions of only one sign in his electrolytic gases. It indicates only

one ion among each 10^^ molecules and therefore a quantity far

smaller than what is measurable by any of the older chemical

methods.
The smallness of this total number of ions makes it impossible

to claim it as direct evidence that the breaking up of each mole-

cule of the original substance is accompanied by the production
of any definite number of ions. Nor are we at all in a position

to assert the absolute accurac;y of these numbers. It will be
necessary to determine a (the rate of recombination of the ions)

before it can be safe to generalise with confidence. Havinsr, how-
ever, made the conditions as closely comparable as possible, and
hazarding the assumption that the rate of recombination will be
constant for the same gas In each of the cases here considered,
and that therefore tlie actual deflections recorded do bear some
simple and uniform relation to the number of ions originally
generated in the decomposition, one is tempted to notice the
simple connections that would seem to be indicated by the
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figures given in the fourth column of the foregoing Table which

are roughly proportional to the measured deflections.

The least ionised sample of oxygen was that split off from

its double-bonded union with mercury

2Hg= = 2Hg + 0^

The ionisation of the oxygen expelled from the middle of the

peroxide molecule

2Na-0-0-Na = 2]S'a-0.Na + Og

is only slightly greater.

The fact that the decomposition of KMnO^, yields less than

half as many ions as that of KCIO^, with which it is isomorphous,

is perhaps connected with the fact that the chlorine atom with

which the oxygen is united in the latter case is left in the solid

residue at the end of the experiment in a completely electro-

negative capacity of direct combination with potassium

KCIO. ^ KCl + 202

whereas the manganese atom, though occupying the correspond-
ing position in the original molecule, is left behind in an electro-

positive capacity of holding on to a large part of its oxygen

2KMn04 = KgMnO^^+MnO^+ O^

or whatever other equation be taken to represent the reaction.
If we compare the numbers obtained for the ionisation of the

oxygen from potassium chlorate with those obtained from potas-
sium perchlorate, we notice that the number of positive ions are
simply proportional to the number of molecules of the substances
taken in order to produce equal volumes of oxygen

:

4KCIO3 = 4KCI + 6O2 ( + 4?^ ions)

3KC10^ = 3KCI + 6O2 ( +3^ „ )

This can readily be explained on the hypothesis that the i

are all produced from the breaking out of the oxygen atom (a)

.

(^) II (a) H
K-O-Cl and K^0-C1 =

which in each molecule acts as a connecting link between the
potassium atom and the chlorine atom ; whereas those oxygen
atoms which are doubly connected with the chlorine atom are ex-
pelled without any electi-ic displacement. This result is arrived at
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quite regardless of which of the many sugg'osted formulsB we
adopt as that best representing the decomposition of the chlorate.

Moissan^ mentions in particular four such equations as having
been advocated and supported by various experimenters, viz. :

(1) 2KC103= KCl +KCIO4 +0^
(2) 8KC103= 3KCI + 5KCIO4 +2O2

(3) lOKClOg^ 4KCI + 6KCIO4 +3O3 and

(4) 22KC103«= SKCI + MKCIO^+SO;^

But in every case the total reaction is made up of the same
two elements, viz, :

K~0

O
II(i) K^O-^

+ V =K^C1+ K^0-01=0 + Og
II

o

II

and (ii) K-0-Cl=0 = KCl + 20
II

O

2

and ultimately each molecule of the substance has to yield up
one atom of oxygen from the position intermediate between
K- and -CL

As regards the different formula which have been put forward,

it is to be noticed that they may perhaps be traced to the different

physical conditions under which different observers have perform-

ed their experiments* Thus Frankland and Dingwall * found

that when the experimental vessel was heated with a naked flame,

the reaction corresponded most nearly with equation (2) above,

while heating in a sulphur vapour bath produced results more
nearly corresponding to formula (3), and on the other hand heat-

ing the substance after mixture with finely powdered glass gave
results represented by (1). These variations are perhaps con-
nected with a discrepancy noticed during the course of the present
work between the results obtained when the generating vessel
was heated over a naked flame and in an air bath. It is just
possible that the discrepancies are due to the salt undergoing de-
composition being, in the one case, practically earthed and in the
other effectively insulated. Further investigations on this point
are at present in progress.

1 Traite de Chimie Mlnerale, iii., 89.
2 Journ. Chem. Soo. li/ f 1887), Trana. 274,
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31. Some Notes on the Vcdic Sacrifices.

By Bhaves Chandra Banerji, M.A. (Research Scholar),

Sanskrit College,

General Remarks.

Sacrifice seems to have been the chief, nay the only religious

rite practised by the Vedic Aryans, and they performed it most
diligently, not only with a spiritual object, wamely the attainment
of a happy hereafter, in some distant region of eternal bliss, the
abode of the gods, but also with secular motives, ms., to have
an abundance of food and cattle, a perpetual posterity and a

complete victory over their rivals and enemies. Indeed, these

three worldy objects were the incentives to all their sacrifices.

Fire was the principal elemental deity—Devata—of the an-
cient Aryans, to whom they offered their sacrificial materials and
through whom only the offerings were to be carried to the other
Devatas, whom they propitiated for fulfilling their multifarious

desires.

The idea of the ritualists was that every minor function in a
sacrifice (e.g., the beating of the corn, in order to separate it from
the chaff, the grinding of the grain, etc.) produces an unseen spiri-

tual effect known by the technical term Apnrva ; and there is a

gradation in the intensity or quantity of the Apnrva in jprojporti&n to

the extent or dttration of the action. Thus the entire action pro-

duces the highest and ultimate Apurva, which is the sum total

of all the minor Apurvas. When the sacrifice is completed the

Apurva remains and secures the desired object {e.g. Heaven) for

the sacrificer after his death. This is the way in which the spiri-

tual results of the sacrifices are attained.

Classification.

I shall try to give an idea of the various classes into which
sacrifices have been divided by the Vedic sages.

(1) They have been classified according to their materials

of oblation under three heads, namely—(a) Havirjajiia or sacrifice

with corn, (&) P^kayajna or sacrifice with cooked materials, (c)

Somayajna or sacrifice with Soma plants.

(a) The sacrifices performed with corn as the principal mate-
rial are called Haviryajfia. The Dar^apurnaraasa or the new
and full moon sacrifices are the typical forms of such sacrifices.

There are five other such Haviryajnas.

(&) Those in which cooked materials are offered are called
P^kayajuas, viz.^ the Parvana, etc. These are seven \\i uumbey,
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(c) Those in which the Soma juice is the principal material
are called Soniayajnns, e.g., the Jjotlstoma. This Soma sacrifice
IS the most important of all ; its preliminary functions were the
killing of some animal, usually a he-goat, and the offering of the
flesh and the omentum of that victim with the Soma juice to the
deities. The final functions were the drinking of the residue
of the Soma juice, thus offered, in wooden cups, which had an
intoxicating effect. The goat was killed in a peculiar manner

:

the slaughterer (famita) held its mouth tightly closed, and it is
said that violent blows with the fists were delivered till the poor
animal was dead. The priests at this time retired from that place,
ihe Vatapatha Brahmana remarks :

" The animal is not killed in
the human manner, by being seized by the horn, nor after the
manner o± the Fathers, who seized it behind the ears, but it is
choked by keeping its mouth closed, or by means of a noose " (Cat.
Br. 3,8,1,15) The omentum (Vapa), flesh-portions, and the
gravy ( Vasa) of that strangled animal were then cut off by means

^""roT^^i^a^
instrument (Svadhiti) and offered as oblations.

(J) ihe Soma sacrifices are again divided into three classes
according to the duration required for their performance. These
are called (a) Ekahas or those performed in one day, e.g., the Ac^ish-
toma

;
{b) Ahmas, or those tliat take from two to twelve days for

their performance, e.g., the Aharganas, like tbe Dvada^aha, and (c)
Sattras or sacrificial sessions lasting from twelve days upwards, e.g.,
the Gavamayana. There are seven forms of Ek^ha sacrifices
m., the Agnistoma, the Atyagnistoma, the Ukthya, the Soda(?in,the Vajapeya, the Atiratra, and the Aptoryuma. Besides these

several^««;i^ i -/* j» ^ "— .TXixoix i^uxioiHu ui several loae-pendent sacrifices for example, the Rajasuya is a complex ceremony
consistingof a long series of sacrificial performances extended
over a period of two years. The legendary history of India de-
scribes .Saifra., which are said to have lasted for one hundred years,and It 18 interesting to note that the Mahabharata mentions of a
battra,/s^a^Tfa by name, which lasted for even one thousand years.

LlTil\ T""""' r Adhikararna in the Mimamsa Suttras Whichsays that^a Samvatsara (ht. a year) means "a day " in connectionwith the Sahasrasamvatsara sattra (*.e. sacrifice lasting a thousand

viPw^i 1

sacrifices are often regarded from another point of

i\TlTTy *^"f^^«"".««t^o^ ^th one or more of the Vedas ; thus

oanfltf -
''I *n'

i^^"\^^P''l ^^^^ifice of the Yajurveda, the Dar-

!ZTnf uTv. li ^\ ^'^ ^"^ *^^ Yajurvedas and the Agnis-

ZuldV: w^^'^^^T^^^^'S*^^
Rik,theYajurand the Saman^ It

the tlfree Pr«l f

'''
^Y' ^^' ^^''' ^^^^^^^^^ mentioned above are

the vaHonrV t r '

°'" ^^^^^5^^"*'-^! forms of sacrifices, out of which -

the various Vikntis or modifications have developed.

The possible priority of the Soma SACRmcEs to the Corn ones.

rious^*sacrifi^r?S'"'^-
-''

,T'"*^'^ ^^^^ ^^^ how these multifa-rious sacrifices originated, or commenced to be performed by the
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ancient Yodic Aryans. It is therefore impossible to assign any date

to any of these. But it seems quite probable that the Soma and
the animal sacrifices, c,g,^ the Agnistoraa, the Sattras, etc.,were prac-

tised by the Aryans at a very early period, and the com sacrifices,

e.g.^ the Dar^'apiirnaraasa, etc., were of later origin, J^'or, earlier Ar-

yans devoted the best of their times in the invention of newer and
more nice and complicated observances of the Soma sacrifices. It is

for this reason only that we find innumerable kinds of these forms
of sacrifice, while the corn sacrifices are so limited in number.
This they did when they lived in the mountainous tracts of the

Upper Punjab, for the Soma was a native of the mountains of

these regions. The Atharva and the Rigvedas describe the Mu-
javat Peak, which is indirectly referred to as the home of the

Soma, and modern Sdvdns have identified the Miijavat with one of

the mountains to the south-west of Kashmir. That the Soma was
a creeper found in hilly places is known from the patapatha
Brahmana as well. Here we must remember that the Soma
sacrifice Avas closely connected with the animal sacrifices. I^o

Soma sacrifice, was complete without an animal sacrifice being

associated with it. Similarly the animal sacrifices, e.gf., the

Afvamedha, included a Soma offering. Thus the one meant the

other.

Xow what I propose to establish is that these animal and
Soma sacrifices were the only rituals or ceremonies of the earliest

Aryans. In the earliest times w^hen civilization was practically

unknown to the Aryans, they used to sacrifice the highest

animal—their fellow-creature, man—in their offerings, then

with the advancement of civilization, and the gradual develop-

ment of the ideas of morality, they gave up that abominable prac-

tice and took lower animals, e.g.^ the horse, the cow, the sheep,

and, last of all, the goat. The 9atapatha Brahmana directly states

in one place that ^'yaparna Sayakayana was the last person who
killed these higher animals in the sacrificial rites, after him the

goat only was used in them {vide fatapatha Br,, 6-2-1). There is

also an Adhikarana in the Mimamsa relating to this.

Wlienthe Vedic Aryans became still more advanced in civili-

zation, they completely did away ^vith the cruel practice of killing

animals in their religious ceremonies and offei'ing them to the deities.

Henceforth their sacrifices were, for the most part, limited to

oblations of corn such as rice, barley, &c. By this, of course, I do
not mean to say that the animal sacrifice was totally abolished

in the later Vedic society, but all that I intend to assert is that
now the majority of the people performed only the non-animal, t.e,

the corn and the milk sacrifices. Thus we may conclude the Soma
and tlie animal sacrifices were prior to the corn ones.

1 shall give two proofs—one internal and the other external
in support of the above theory. The first, the internal one, is that
there is a direct statement in the fatapatha Brahmana about
this fact. In the translation of a passage in the ^^^f^patha Brah-
mana by Mr. Eggeling, we find that in the beginning they offered
up a man as the victim in their sacrificial rites. When he was
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ofEered up, the sacrificial essence went out of him and entered
into the horse,^ it then went out of that animal and entered into
the cow, and, in this way, it successively went out of the covr, the
sheep and at last of the goat; from the goat the sacrificial essence
entered into the earth and was found in the rice and barley, and
as much efficacy as all those sacrificial animals (1) man, (2) horse,
(3) cow, (4) sheep, (5) goat, have for the sacrificers so much
efficacy has the oblation of rice and barley for them.

Here
^
it is directly hinted that the corn sacrifices are of a

later origin than the animal ones. The orthodox scholars may
contend that it is merely an Arthavada or eulogy on the corn
sacrifices, but a eulogy may sometimes contain an element of
truth.

The other evidence, that I wish to adduce in support of this
theory, is that the hymns of the Pdgveda, which are unanimously
field to be the earliest of the Vedic writings, abound in the descrip-
tions and praises of the Soma and seldom speak of vriJii (rice) or
yam (barley ). This shows that the Soma fully engrossed the minds

Vfn 1

'^'^•^^"^ ^* *^^* period, and that the corn sacrifices were
little known to them. Had they been accustomed to the com
sacrifices, the Rigveda would have made similar mention of the corn
as well.

Who

^ The Adhikaranas say that all the three higher castes, viz., the
lirahmana, the Ksatriya and the Vaicya are entitled to the per-
torma-nce of sacrifices and the auxiliary rites and ceremonies.
Lhis IS the general rule. But some of the sacrifices are peculiar
and restricted to some one or other of these three castes. For
example, the Brihaspatisava is to be observed by a Brahmana alone,
llie sacnfaces Rajasuya, Acvamedha, Purusamedha, &c., are open
to the Ksatriyas only. The Sattras or sacrificial sessions—those
tnat take more than twelve days to be performed—e.^., Gavamaya-
na, &c., are restricted to the Brahmanas only. The other castes
Have no right to perform a Sattra. But, of course, in all these
sacrifices, the Brahmanas alone should act as priests.A wonian has no right to any sacrifice independently, but she
lias to perform it conjointly with her husband. The duties,
Ajyaveksa^a or the inspection of the ghee, &c., in the Dar-
sapurnamasa should be performed by the wife of the sacrificer.
ine entire budra caste and those of the higher classes who are
aecrepit, deaf, dumb, blind, &c., i.e., who are deficient in any of the
senses or organs, have no right to any sacrifice. Those deformed or
maimed m any of their limbs have no right to perform a sacrifice,
but If their defect or deformity be of such a nature as may possibly
be mended or remedied, they are admitted to the Vedic rites.

•
^ixed castes, e.g., the Uathacaras or the Nishadasthhapatis have

a right to perform only a few of the Vedic rites, and that under the
direction of experts present then and there,
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An Account of the Priests in the Yedic Ceremonials

are not required in most of the sacrifices.

Sattra. Here we sliould note that

e all found in

a m

It has been observed before, that in all the sacrifices the
Brahmanas alone should oflBciate as priests. But we shonld carefully
distingiiish theBrahnianaRtvik or the officiating piiests (1st) from
the sacrificer himself and (2nd) from the other agents that are nei-

ther sacrificers nor priests. To the latter class belonged the superin-
tendent of the sacrificial compound, viz.y the Sadasya, the few Cha-
masadwaryus, the famita or the Slaughterman, the seller of the
Soma creeper and such other minor functionaries.

The maximum number of priests is sixteen; but all of them
They
a Sattra the priests

are the sacrificers as well, ^.e., all the sixteen priests together
with the Grihapati or the householder have an equal and full

share in the fruit of a Sattra. It is for this reason that such duties

as (Dakshinadana) the bestowing of the priest's remuneration or

(Rtvig-varana) the ceremony for formally choosing the priests, are

not seen in a Sattra. Because, these duties are only meant for

persuading or creating an interest for the priest -who have, of

course, no share in the fruit of the other kind of sacrifices. In a
corn sacrifice like the Dar^apurnamasa there are only four priests,

viz :—the Adhyarju, the Hota, the Agnidhra and the Brahma.
The sixteen priests have, of course, respective duties assigned

to each. Here I give a table which will explain the ordinary duties

of each of these sixteen priests, together with the share of the
residue of the Soma juice, to which each of these are entitled at the
completion of a sacrifice, and also to which of the four Vedas do
they severally belong.

^_ ^H -r

The full share-holders

The half share-holders

The one-third share-

holders.

The one-fonth share-

holders.

o
c3 -^

EH

C5

m > to L

Adhyaryn... I Brahma # t

Pratipras
thuta.

Neshta

Unneta > •

Brahmana-
chhansi.

Agnidhra...

Potii

o

IS •

^ S

^ o

ce

>

Udgata « » «

Pratiharta

33

s

d>

c3

>

Prastota ...

Hots.

Maitravar-
una.

Sabramhan-

Achchha
vaka.

Grivastafc

Here it is interesting to note that in a Soma sacrifice the
priests used to drink the residue of the Juice left after the oblatioTj
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to the Holy Fire. The Brahmanas aloue were entitled to this drink,
but if a Kshatriya wished to di-ink it, he was supplied with a
drink made of the shoots of the Nyagrodha or the Indian fig-tree
mixed with cui'ds, tlie Soma
Brahmana.

heing never allowed to a non-



32* Chronology of Indian Authors^ a supplement to

M. Duff's Chronology of India*

By NiLMANi Chakravauti, M.A. (Besearch Scholar).

Mabel Duff's most useful work, entitled The Choronology of
India^ was published in 1899. Since then many volumes of the

Reports and Catalogues of the operation of the search for Sans-

kirt MSS. have been published. The following chronology of

Indian authors, supplementing that of M. Duff, is the outcome of

a study of these Reports and Catalogaes. I have put in some
dates which escaped the notice of the distinguished authoress

and brought them down to 1700 a.b,

A.D, 169 S'aka (?) 91. The date of translation of the Yavanajdtaka,

from Greek, by Tavanesvara. H.P.S. Rep., p. 8.

„ 269 S'aka (?) 191. Sphurjjidhvaja turned the Yavanajataka

into 4,000 Indravajra slokas. H.P,S. Rep., p. 8.

„ 479 V. Saip. 535. Death of Haribhadrasuri, a great Jaina

scholar, author of 1,400 works. Peterson Rep, III., p. 3,

„ 557-569 The probable date of the Chinese translation of the Satpkhya-

Jcdrika and commentary. B. K"., 378.

^^ QQO Pfthuyasas, son of Varahamihira, wrote his HorasaP
jpancasika about this time. I.O. Cat. No. 2992.

^^ SoO Rajanaka Rama, the commentator of Kallata, who speaks

of himself as a younger brother of Muktakana, a poet in the

cornet of Avantivarman, belonged to this period. I.O. Cat. No.

2525, Avantivarman was king of Ka^mir about 855 A.D. (See

Duff's Chronology).

860 Visakhadatta composed Mudraraksasy under the patronage

of Avantivarma, king of Kasmir. Vienna Oriental Journal

IL, 216.

976 S'aka (?) 898, The date of Vacaspatimisra's Nydyasuct-

nzbandha. Notice of Sanskrit MSS., second series. Vol II., p. xix.

See also Nydyavartika^ edited by Pandit Vindhyesvari prasada.

„ 984 S^aka 906. The date of Atmatattvaviveka or Bauddhadhik-
kara of Udayana. See Yadunatha Sarvabhauma's edition of Atma-
tattvaviveka.

„ 1060 Cakrapanidatta, or more commonly Cakradatta, nephew
of Narayana, the kitchen-superintendent of Nayapala, king of
Bengal, author of OikitsSsamgraha and other works. I.O. Cat
No. 2674.

„ 1069 N.S. 189. The probable date of composition of the Dharma-
patrika, a treatise on Yoga. It was composed during the reign
of Raja S'ankara, by M. M. H. P. S'astri. Nepal Catalogue
Intro., p. xlvii.
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A.D. 1075 T^he Sahdapradlpa complied by Siiresvara. It is a medical dic-
tionary. The author's father was JBhadresvara and his grandfather
Yasodhara. In the introduction the author says that he was a
physician to King- Bhima, his father to King Ramapala who
was then the King of Bengal, and his grandfather was a physician
to King Govindacandra. I.O. Cat. ]S"o. 2739. See also Bp. Ind.,
Vol. II., pp. 350-51 and South Indian Inscriptions, Hultzsch,

^^•^- S'aka 1014. The prohable date of composition of the Kala-
mveka, by Jim utavahana, the author of Dayabhaga. Pref.
Kalaviveka, Bib. Ind., edited by Pandit Pramathanatha Tarka-
bhiisana.

„ 1100 The Eamapalacarita, composed by S'andhyakara Nandi, the
son of Prajapati Nandi, the minister of peace and war to Rama-
pala. King of Bengal. H.P.S. Rep., p. 7.

Laksmidhara, son of Hrdayadhara, minister of Govinda-
candra of Kanaiij (1115-1143), wrote his Krtyahalpatarti. I.O.

^ Uat. JNo. 1.385.

'^
,. ¥^-J-

4260. The date of the Gam^aaHamam of Rajapandita
brinivasa (quoted by Rayamukuta in his commentary on" the
^'rriarahosa (see I.O. Cat. Xo. 956). The author also wrote
STuddhidipika. I. 0. Cat. ^o. 3007.

Dnrlabharaja, son of N-arasimha Mahattara, wrote Snmudrika-

ai45-1173)' b'm^ CT2F
""'" ^^^^^^^P^l^' K^^g ^^ t^^jrat

L 4(^6
^^^' ^^^^' '^^^ Gunamalatika composed by Rama Vijaya,

f i-J' a^^'i
^^"^' ^^ndrasQri of the Harsapuriyagaccha, author

ot the Saylayanirayana, Khetta samasa and a commentary on

»>

J)

J1 1160

J> 1161

>l 1166

1169
*^^

't:i^''\'iSI''''-
P<^^^r«- Rep. IV., p. xxvii.

haka 10Jl. The Datiasagara, complied by Ballalasena, King
1173

^^ngal- 10. Cat. 1704-1705.
^ -^

' =
S'aka 1095 Durghatavrtti, a manual of grammar composed

by barana deva. The work was revised in the lifetime of the
author and, mth his consent, by Sarvaraksita. It now exists in

Uma-
1175

*^^ ^f,™'! f^^- fepal Catalogue. H. P. S. Intro., p. y.
" The probable dates of the poets Dhoyi, Goyardhana, ^x^.-

patidhara and Jayadeva, contemporaries of Laksmanasena of

1197 °iK ^°i i'^^"
(^^'^^^'^^ series) p. xxxyiii. "

*

^^.f^'' i/ 1
"^?*^ ""^ Anandatitha or Madhva, the first

pontiff and founder of the Madhya sect. Bhandarkar Rep., 1882-

aA?;. M ^^ '
according to the Smrtyarthasagara of ^rsimha

Carc;d t J^^'^'t.^''^
(«^-a^/™a) in S'aka ll^O, see Aufrecht

" ^^^^
Delh7whaTs.^^^^-^i^^'A?*^''^^^^-'-*«'-"' <^omposedby Milhana, at

„ 1232 Samya iS'^^^^^ ^'p" P- ^^ ,
Lehhai,nvrn4;h;^ rrx T>^

^^^^"^ '^^*^ "* composition of the

loin
^'''^^Vo.nc'xsika. Bhr. Report, 1882-83, p. 38.

by ^vetlnib'', -rrnn-V "^"^^^f2^«.V«"^«^" laghu Vrtti, composedby bvetambaiaGu^akara. Bik. Cat. No. 1377 ; Petel^. 4, xxW.
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A..D. 1250 Dutanyadaw composed by Subhata, under the orders of

Tribhuvanapala (calukya of Aahilvad), on the occasion of the
yatra of Kumarapala, Oxf. Cat. No. 276 ; Bik. Cat. No. 534.

„ I2f^0 Bharatasvamin, who lived in the time of Ramanatha, the
sou of the Hoysala king iSomesvara of Dvarasamndra, wrote a
Bhasya on the JSaniaveda. Hultzsch Rep. 2, iv.

,, 1263 S'aka 1185. Mahadeva, son of Laniga, wrote a commentary
on the Jyotisaratnam(lld of S'ripati. Ulwar Cat. Ext. 498 ; Nepal
Oat. Int., p. xxviii.

,, 1266 S'aka 1188. Renukarya wrote a conimentaiy on the Kdtiya-
grhya sutra, I.O. Cat. No. 361.

,, 1273 V. Samvat 1329. Somacandra composed a commentary on
the Vrttaratnakara, Ulwar Cat. Ext, 245.

^. 1291 V. Sara. 1347, A commentary on the Vismtbhtaki kalpalata

was composed by Mahesvara, the son of Virapaksa. Bhr. 1883-
84, p. 54.

^j 1307 V, Sain. 1363. Jinaprabhasnri, a pupil of Jinasirjiha suri,

wrote the Vthimggappava, W. No. 1944,

1324 V. Sam. 1380. The SangUopanisat compiled by Vacanacarya
Sudhakalasa, pupil of Raja S'ekhara of the Maladharigaccha. The
same author made an extract of his work in V, Sam. 1406^1350
A.D. Bik. Cat. No. 1127.

1324 Jyotirisvara composed Dhurtta Samagama Nataka, Rep.,

p. 23.

„ 1327 V. Sam. 1385. Vyasa Moksaditya composed Bhimavikramay
a di'ama on the conquest of Jarasandha, King of Magadha, by
Bhima, the second Pandava. B.M.O. No. 273.

,, 1332 La. Sam. 216. Bhavadatta completed his commentary on
the Naisadhacarita of S'riharsa. I.O. Cat. No, 3830. 3831.

1349 V- Sain. 1405. Ramacandra Somayajin, pupil of Vidyakara
Vajapeyi, wrote N^4^ parlk^a. Rep., p. 10,

13o0 The Srhgaradtpikd, a commentary on the Amamsataka by
Komati Vema, who has been identified, by Dr. Hultzsch, with

King Vema, the son of Prola of the Reddi dynasty of Kondavlda.

Hultzsch. Rep., i., p. x.

Rama raja, an officer in the service of Sadharana, King of

Kastha, compiled the Rasaratnapradipa about this time. Ulwar
Cat.Ext., 425.

1369 V. Sam. (?) 1415 The Ksema kutuhala composed by Ksema-
sarma. L. 4062.

1375 S'aka J 297. Padmanabha Bhatta wrote the Snpadrtui gram-
mai*. Notices of Sanskrit MSS., new series, Vol I., p. vii.

,, 137o Vlrashnha vilokana, composed under Virasiifiha, and atti-i-

buted to him. Virasiipha was the son of Devavarma, Tomara
Prince of Gwalior. Bik Cat. No. 1063 ; Cat. Cat. p. 595 B."

1380 N. S, 500. Manika composed the BhairavSnanda ^rntaka, under
the patronage of Jayasthitimallu, King of Nepal. Nepal Cat.,

p. X and xxxvii.

1400 The Sisu-rahsa-tantra, a treatise on the treatment of children,
composed by Pfthvimalla, brother of Mandhata, son of Madanapala,
King of Kastha- I.O. Cat. 2720.

n
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Ramadeva, alias Vyasa S'rirama, composed Suhhadra-

parinaya for King Haribrahma, son of Ramadeva, King of

Raipur who, according to Professor Bendal, was ruling in A.D.
1402 and 1415. The author's Bamabhyiidaya was enacted under

the orders of Maharanaka Merudeva, son of Ramadeva, who,
according to Professor Bendal, was an elder "brother and predecessor

of Haribrahma. B.M.C. No. 271.

A.D. 1405 .
Jinavardhana suri, pupil of Jinaraja Suri, high priest of

the Kharataragaccha (V. Sam 1461-1475), wrote a commentary
or the Vagbhatalanhara. I.O. 1156.

., 1412 V. Sam. 1468. The MomaJiana-Yilasa^ composed, with a com-
mentary, by Momahana, son of Prayagadasa and grandson of

Hari Baghela of Kalpi, during the reign of Mahmudshah
(Taglak) son of Pirojshah. L. 779.

Catui^bhuja Mis
Mahdbhdrata - B,M

The Madan'ratf

a commentary

1?

of Madanasimha, son of Saktisimha. Nepal Cat., p. xviii.

1415 Caundapacarya, minister of Bhupati, son of Bukka II of

wrote a commentary en-

*!•>

^t

•9

?1

4 *

titled the Prayoga-ratnamaln^ Hultzsch Rep, I., Nos. 161 and
638. Two inscriptions of Bhupati are dated S'aka 1331 and 1336.

(See Epigraphia Indica, Vol VI., p. 330).

1424 ^^^ Mahanntaka-snlcti'SudJiamdhi, a poetical anthology, based
on the Mahanataka, by Immadi,-Devaraya, who, according to

Dr. Hultzsch, was Devaraya XL of Viiayanagara. Hultzsch
Rep., No. 526.

1438 ^* Sam. (?) 1494. Gopala composed a commentary on the

Rasamanjari of Bhanudatta. Stein, p. 271 et, seq.

1446 ^- Sam. 1498- The Sraddhaguna-Sangraha composed by
Jinamandana-ouni. L. 2792.

1150 ^" Sam. 1506. The Laksmanotsavay a medical compilation,

madebyLak^mana, theson of Amarasimha of Mathura. The com-
pilation was made while Mahammad Khan was king in S'ripatha-

pura. Ulwar Ext. 430.

1450 ^^^ Gahgadasa Pratapapavilasa^ a drama on the exploits of

Gangadasa, King of f^^^P^M^j i^ his war with Mahammad
Karim Shah, son of Ahmad Shah of Gujrat, composed by Ganea-
dhara. LO. Cat., l^o. 4194.

The Vivdda Oandra Avas compiled by Misaru Misra ; under the
patronage of Lakhima devi, wife of Candrashnha, who was the son
of Narasiniha ( Dafpanarayana), son of Harasimha, son of
Bhavesa. Oxf. Cat,, No. 718.

Baj a-Vallahha-vianiana and Fasfuma»rffl«a, composed by Man-
dana, under the patronage of Kumbha of'Mevad (1419-69 A.D.).
Bhr. Rep., 1882-83., p. 37.

'

„ 1451 ^* Sani. 1507. The Vakyapra&asa, a grammatical primer,
composed by XJdayadharma. B.M.C. 383.

„ 1455 ._, ^^® thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine years after the
Nirvana of Buddha (according to Ceylonese calculation) Rama
Candi-a Bharati composed a commentary on the Vrttaratnahara.
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The author was a Bengal Brahmin, went to Ceylon ; converted by
Parakrama Vahu YI (A.D. 1410-1462), and ivas sumamed Baud-
dhagama Cakravarttin. He was an adept to theMahayana School,
a foi'm of Buddhism, says Professor Bendal, almost unkown in
Ceylon. B.M.C. No. 429-

A.D. 1459 V. Sarji. 1515. The Rudrapaddhatt composed by Parasurama,
son of Karna. I.O. Cat., 1786.

„ 1469 V. Sam, 1525; Nydsa^ a commentary on the Nydya-Manjusa
composed by Hemahaipsa gani of the Tapagaccha. B.M.C. , 327-8.

A.D. 1474 S'aka 1396. The Purana-Saroasva, compiled by Govardhana
Pathaka, under the patronage of S'ubharaja Khan. L. 2068.

„ 1475 Vacaspati Misra, author of the Gzntamani and other works.
His Dvaita Nirnaya was composed by order of Jaya, wife of

Bhairava Harinarayana, King of Mithila, his MahUdana Nirinaya
under the patronage of Bhairava, and his Pitfbhakti tarangirn^

under the patronage of Ramabhadra. I. O. Cat. No. 1398.

1478 S'aka 1400. The Jataka Micktavali-paddhati or simply MuJcta-

ali'paddhati, composed at Brahmapura, on the Tapi, in Gujrat,

by S'iva Jyotirvid, son of Dhuadhi, and younger brother of Diva
kara. I. 0. Cat. No. 3080.

1479 V. Sam. 1535. Bii'th of Vallabhacarya, the founder of the

S'uddhadvaita form of Vedantism. Bhr. 1883-84, p. 76. Accord-
ing to Aufrecht he died in 1530 A.D, Cat. Cat., p. 535B.

,j 1488 S'aka 1410. The DharrMdharma prahodhuy a digest of Smrti
rules, compiled by Premanidhi, in the Nizam Shahi dominion
(perhaps under the patronage of Ahmad Ibn Mahammad Shahi).

L. 1999. Prof. Aufrecht has taken the date as referring to samvat
era, as has been erroneously put in the manuscript. (Cat. Cat.

p. 270 B.) But Ahmad Ibn Nizam Shah was not independent

before 1490 A.D. (See M. Duff, p. 317).

„ 1489 V- Sarp. 1545. Tihe Jatamalla F^iasa, a digest of religious law,

compiled by S'ridhara, under the patronage of Jatamalla, younger

brother of Cayamalla, son of Balacandra, and grandson of Dhola,

the sole minister of the Lord of Delhi. I. 0. Cat. No. 1593.

V- Sam. 1545. The Jvaratimira BhnsJcara, composed by

Camunda, a Kayastha, while Raja malla, son of Kumblia, was
mgning in Medapata (Mevad), Bik, Cat. No. 1404. Prof. Au-
frecht has taken the date as refex-ring to the S'aka era ; see Cat.

Cat., p. 214A., where the date of composition of the work has

been given 1623 A.D. But Rajamalla ceased to rule in 1509

A.D. (See M. Duff, p. 287).

„ 1493 S'aka 1415. The Hari caritakSvyam, composed by Catur-

bhuja, a Bengali Brahman, of the Varendra distribution, Rep. p. 17.

1494 V. Saip. 1550. Dya Dvivedi, son of Laksmidhara, wrot« the
NUimanjarL Ulwar Ext. 6.

Baghava Bhajfa wrote the Padarthddar&% a commentary on
the S'arada tilaka of Lak^mana desika. Ulwar Ext. 669.

„ 1495 Bipardasa Pippalai wrote the Manasara BhasSn. Notices,
Vol. XL, pref. p. 18.

1495 Vardhamana^ who was a judge in the com*t of Ramabhadra
Rupanarayan of Mithila, wrote Gangakftya Viveka^ Dan^a *^j
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ParihMfa^y Smrtztattva^ and other works. See B.M.C.Nos. 198-9

and Cat. Cat. 554 B. •

A D 1496 S'aka 1418. The epoch year of Kesava's Qrahahaidiika-^ Bhr.
' ' 1883-84, p. 83.

1500 ^^^ Mantra pradipo^ a Tantrika compilation by Harapati

Agaraa carya, made under the auspices of Lakgminatha Kaihsa

»>

>»

>j

Narayaoa. L. 2011.

•prasada

Ahmednaga
this time. Nizamsaha ruled from 1490-1508. I.O. Cat. No.

1467.

„ 1501 S'aka 1423. The Ganitattva-Cintamant, a commentary on the

Ganitndhyaya and Goladhyoya of Bhaskara's Siddhanta S'iromani

by Laksmidasa, Weber Cat. No. 843.

„ 1503 S'aka 1425. The Sundara-Siddhanta^ a work of astronoiuy, by
Jnanaraja, son of Naga. B.M.C. 452.

„ 1509 S'aka 1431. The Banakeli-Kaumudi^ composed by Rupa
Gosvami, L. 3278.

„ 1512 V. Sam, (1) 568. TlYie Ksemaprakasa composed by Ksemavar-
man, under the patronage of King Virasimha, of which place it has

not been mentioned. Stein., p. 305.
",, 1512 The Bhdvasimha Prakriya composed for Bhavasimha, the son

of Medinirayaof Chanderi (?). 1,0. Cat. No. 909.
'„ 1513 S'aka 1485, The Srividyapaddhati comTposed by Nijatma pra-

kasananda natha Mallikarjuna yatindra, L. 2261.

1516 V. Sam, 1572. Vinayahamsa suri wrote a commentary on
the Basavaikalika-Sutra, L. 2714.

1519 V. Saip. 1575. The Nirnayadipika by Acala Dvivedin.
Ulwar Ext. 323.

1520 S'aka 1442.

1883-84, p. 83.

Grahalaahava- Bhr.

„ 1520 Vasudeva Sarvabhauma, the celebrated Nyaya teacher of

Navadvipa, lived about this time, under the patronage of Gajapati

Prataparudra, King of Orissa. L. 2854.

He was the teacher of the celebrated Nyaya writer Raghuna-
tha ^iromani, for which see N. N. Basu's Babger Jatiya Itihasa,

Brahmagakanda, p. 295 Note ; and Notices, 2nd series, Vol. I.,

p. xvi.

„ 1525 S^aka 1447. Madhava wrote a commentary on the Bhasvatt
Karana of S'atananda. Bhr. Rep., 1883-84, p. 82.

GopalaBhatta, the author of the Harihhaktivilasa, lived
about this time. Notices, 2nd series, Vol. I., p. xii.

„ 1527 V. Sam. 1583. The Sutra krtanga t^^p^A'fl, composed by Hai^fa-

1777.
Suri of Tanaeraccha. Weber

„ 1533 V. Samvat 1589. Rupa Gosvami composed the Vidagdha-
mSdhava Nataka. Oxf. Cat, No. 305. The date, 1549 A.D., given
by Mr. Aufrecht is not c.arrPiol

1534 S'aka 1456.

Bhatta. The
com

llie calculations have been made, says Mr. Eggeling
from two years S'aka 1427 and S'aka 1456. I.O. Cat. No. 2918.
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A.D. 1535 V. Sain. 1591, The Mukunda Vijaya (astrology), composed
by Parama, son of Yadumani, L. 872.

Govindananda Kavfkaiikanacarya, probably flonrished about

this time. He was a smfti writer and a predecessor of Raghunan-
dana. In his Suddhi Kaumudi all the intercalary months between

1400 and 1457 S'aka have been calculated. (See Pref. Suddhi
Kaumudi. Ed. Bib. Ind.)

1538 S'aka 1460- The Suryaprakasa Bzjavyakhya^ a commentary on

the Bijaganlta of Bhaskara by Surayadasa. The commentary was
composed while the commentator was 31 years of age. The author

also wrote the Ganitamftakupika, a commentary on the Lilavatt^ in

Saka 1463=1541 A.D. ' 10. Cat. No. 2823. The date of composition

eriven by Mr, Eggeling is incorrect.

Krparama composed the Bijaganitodaharanarn, Ulwar Ext.

?»

528.

?> 1541 S'aka 1463. The Bhaktirasamrtasindhu^ composed by Sanatana
Gosvami. I.O. No. 820.

,, 1543 S'aka 1465. The Balabodhim, a commentary on the Bhasvati

Balabhadra. L. 765.

„ 1545 S'aka 1467. Ganesa composed the Btcddhi vil&sinij a com-
mentary on the Lilavati, Ulwar Ext. 568.

jj 1546 Y^ Sam. 1602. Laksmana Bhatta composed the Gotra-pravara^

ratna. Bik. Cat. No. 933.

„ 1547 V. Sam. (?) 1603. Mayuresvara compiled the Vaidyamrtam.
Ulwar Ext.' 440.

,, 1548 S'aka 1470. Birth of NrsimhaUaivaina, son of Rama,
son of Kesava and nephew of Ganesa. Author of the Crr

mudL T.O. Cat. No. 2945.

grand

5»

J»

1549 S'aka 1471. Rnpagosvami composed the JJtkalikdmanjart.

L. 3178.
1550 S^aka 1473. The Svaramela Kalanidhi. a work on Music

posed by Ramamatya. Hultzsch. Rep. I., No. 573.

5J 1550 The probable date Appayadik^ita, the celebrated author of a

number of works ; wrote under the patronage of Cinna Boma Naya-
ka of Velui', whose inscriptions are dated S'aka 1471 and 1488.

From the colophon of the Kuvalayananda, it appears that the book
was composed under the orders of King Venkata (Oxf. Cat,,

p. 213A). Mr. Aufrecht
with

range from
1508 to 1535. Hultzsch. Rep, 2, pp. xii and xiii. Raghunandan,
the celebrated law-giver of Bengal, flourished about this time»

Notices of Sanskrit MSS. Vol I. (2nd series), p. xli.

„ 1551 S^aka 1473. The Ratrt-samvit-pradipayantram^ composed by
Damodara, during the reign of Malladeva of Jodhpur. Ulwar

?i Lokaprakas

91

Ext. 563.

1552 V, Sam. 1603. The date of the first copy of

an elaborate dissertation on Jaina geography
L. 2608.

1553 S'aka 1474 (expd.). The Hasika ran; a»i, a commentary on the
Rasatarangini, composed by Veuidatta S'armaa, T.O. Cat. No. 1216.
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A.D. 1555 V. Sam. 1611. Jayarama composed a commentary on the

Kdtwa'Orhi/'f^tdra eriitlerl the Saimnn-iwUahha. TTh ar

,, 1556 L. Sam. 443. The Tattva'Cintomanyalol'a-parisista^ hy Deva-
natha. The date is the date of a MS. written for the author by
Raghava. Notices (2nd series) Vol. III., No. 116.

5, 1558 S'akal480. The Dakszna-kaliJca-Saparya-kalpalatay composed
by Sandaracarya at Jalandhara. Bik. Cat. No. 1260.

„ 1559 S'aka 1481. Harihara Bhattacarya composed the Samaya-
pradijpa. L. 1088.

,, 1560 The Smrti Kanstuhha^ composed by Anantadeva, son of

Apadeva, under the patronage of Baz Bahadur of Malwa (?) who
was a contemporary of Akbar, Ulwar Ext. 368.

„ 1562 g'aka 1484. The epoch year of Raghnnatha's Karana, Bbr.

„ 1565
1883-84, p. 83.

Mi
the patronage of Manikyacandra of Kot Kangra. I.O. Cat.

No. 1197. Botl> Mr. Eggeling and Mr. Buliler are erroneous in

their ideiitifieation of Manikyacandra (See Cunningham A.S.R.,

Vol. v., 152). See also Cat. Cat. Vol. III.

,, 1566 S'aka 1488. The Mantraradliana-dipika^ composed for Maha-
rajadhiraja Arjunadeva, son of Maharaja Kalidasa, by Yasodhara,
son of Kamsari Misra. Ulwar Ext. 654.

„ 1568 V. Sam, (?) 1624. The SukJiabodha^ a work on medicine, by
Vaidyaraja, son of Visaradji. I.O. Cat. No. 2679.

„ 1569 . V. Sam. 1625. The Katantra-Vibhrama'Sutra^ an Avacuri or
gloss on the Katantra grammar by Caritrasimba. I.O. Cat. No.
789.

„ lo70 Mathuranatha Tarkavagisa, a distinguished pupil of Raghu-
natha, lived about this time, and wrote a number of works. Notices
(2nd series) Vol, I., p. xvi.

„ 1570 S'aka 1492. The RQgamald^ composed by Ksemakarna Pathaka,
son of MahesH Pathaka, for Jatabendra Nrpati. LO. Cat. No.
1125.

„ 1571 4673. Kaliyuga era. The epoch year of the SuTya-sid-
dJianta-vivarana of Bhudhara, son of Devadatta. Oxf. Cat., p. 327-
L. 1817,

„ 1572 S'aka 1493 (expd.). Purnananda Paramabaipsa compiled the
Sdktakrama, a summary of Tantrika rules. L. 2067. The author
composed his Tattva-cintamani in S'aka 1499. L. 1099.

S'aka 1494.^ The Muhurtta marttanda with the Mdrttania-
valldblia by Narayana, son of Ananta, grandson of Krsna.
W. No. 379.

^

,, 1573 V, Sam. 1629. The Sdnkhfiyana'gr'hya'Svtra'pradtpakam com-
posed by Narayana. Ulwar Ext. I. Weber No. 1423.

K. Y, 4675. Cintamani Misra composed the Vdnmaya-viveka.

1576 oaKa i'lJb. ihe Gaum- ganoddesa-dtpika composed by Kavi
Karnapura. Notices (2ud series) 11. 60.

„ 1577 y. Sana. 1633. Virabliadra, a prince of the Baghela djnastj,
son of Ramacandra, son of Virabhann, wrote a commentary on the
Vatsayana Sutra. Peters. Rep. 2., p. 66.
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A.D. 1578 S'aka 1500. The Kheta-siddhi or Laghu-khefaszddhi com-
posed by Divakara. I.O. Cat. No. 2047.

V. Saip. 1634. The Viracam2>u was composed by Padmunabha
Bbattacarya, in honour of Virabhadra of the Baghela dynasty,

Peterson I., p. 107. The author Avrote the Samaya pradfpa under
the patronage of queen Durgavati of Gadha. I.O. Cat. No. 1680.

„ 1580 The Vikhytfta-vijayay a drama, composed by Laksmana
Man
2nd series 2, 186,

of Akbar. Notices,

The TodaWnandtiy was composed about this time under the

patronage of Todarnialla. See Nepal Cat., p. xxviii.

„ 1584 S^aka 1506. The Jattikapaddliatyudaharana composed by Diva-
kara about this time. The calcuhitions are made from tliis date.

I.O. Cat. No. 3093.

V. Sam. (?) 1640, Cyclic year Khara. The Basapradtpa,

composed by Bhattaraka Prabhakara. I.O- Cat. No. 1205.

„ 1585 V. Saip. 1641. The epoch year of Bhasrati Vyakhya of Ku-
vera. The author was a Bengal Brahmana. Notices (2nd series)

2, 162.

„ 1587 S'aka 1509. The date of composition of Nila Kantha's Varsa-

tantra. See Ganaka Tarangini, p. 68. See also I.O, Cat.

No. 3045.

„ 1588 V. Sam. (?) 1644. The Bnlatantra, by Kalyana, son of

Mahidhara. L. 818.

S'aka 1510. SnhodMm, a commentary on the VeddnfasSLra,

by Narasiniha (Nrsimha) Sarasvati, pupil of Kfsaananda. C.S.

Vol. III., No. 132; Ulwar No. 574.

jj 1588 V. Sain. 1644. Mahidasa wrote a commeutary on the LllS-

vah\ Bhr.'Rep. 1883-84, p. 82.

S'aka 1510. A MS. of Krtydkcdpataru^ in Bengali cbaracter.

Written for Vidyanivasa Bhattacaiyya, who was the father of

Visvanatha Tarkapancaoana, the well-known author of the Bhasa-
pariccheda. Nepal. Cat. pref., p* xvi. See also Eggling, p. 409B,

This settles the date of Bhasa-pariccheda whicli might have
been w^ritten at no distant time.

„ 1589 V. Saip. 1645. NaracandraSuri, commentary ou the Prakfta

Vyakarana of Hemacandra. Peterson Rep, I, 54.

Mahidhaiu compiled the Mantra Mahodadhi with

Nauka under the patronage of Laksrainrsimha. Ulwar, 2267.

(See also I.O. Cat.).

The Jamhudvipa'prajnapttvrUi composed by Puuya-

sagara
was reigning. (This date is unknown to M. Duff). L.

nma

S'aka 1511. The Bhaktiratnlikara composed by Gopaladasa.

L. 2918.

„ 1590 STaka (?) 1512). The
Notices (2nd series) 2, 127.

iekhara

1646. The Snlvasutlra-Vivarana by Mahidhara,com-
posed at Benares. L. 753.

. The Brrfjhavi'Vrthi, a commentary on the RagJiuvamsa

by Guaavinaya Gain. L. 3060.
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V. Sam. 1646. The Damayautt-Jcatha-vrtti composed by tlie

same. B. M. 0. 283.

A.D. 1591 S'aka 1512. Thirty-fifth year of the reign of Akbar the

great. Ramavinoda compiled by Rama Bhatta, the son of Dai-

yajna Anauta Bhatta, tinder the patronage of Ramadasa, an officer

(Amatya) of Akbar. Ulwar Ext. 564.

The author composed the Muliiirtta Gintamani in S'aka 1522.

See Qanaha Tarangzni, p. 72.

1592 S'aka 1574, Raghavendra Sarasvati wrote a commentary
on the Surya-sataha, Ulwar Ext. 676.

1593 S'aka 1515, The Janma-cintamani composed by S'iva Dai-

vajna. W. No. 878.
* 1595 V. Sam. 1651. The Pravacana-sSra Balahodha, a commentary

on the Pravacana sara, composed by Padmamandira Gani. L.

3265.

„ 1596 V. Sam. 1652. The Samacaritam or U&'unayana composed by
Padmadeva Vijaya Gani. L. 3396.

. Kanaka Kusala of Tapagana wrote a commentary on
the Bhaktamara-stotra^ and another on the Kalyanamandira
Stotra. W. 1968.

1598 S^aka 1520. The Ahnikamanjari Tika composed by Yires-

vara. Bik. Cat. No. 768.

1599 S'aka 1521. The Ahhirama-mani-nRtaka composed by Snn-
dara Misra. Oxf . Cat. No. 269.

1603 S'aka 1525. The Surya-siddhdnta-guclhartha-prakSsa^ a com-
mentary on the Snryasiddhantaj by Ranganatha, son of Ballala,

Ganak-tarangini, p. 79, 91.

In the same year was born his son Munisvara, who wrote the
Siddhanta-siromani'marici and also the Siddhanta Sarvabhaiima in

S'aka 1568.
*

», 1604 ^' Sam. 491. The Kantakoddharay a gloss on the Pratydksa
Gintam^anynloka of Jayadeva Misra, by Madhnstidana Thaki:ura.
L. 1764. Jayadeva must have flourished earlier.

. V. Sam. 1660. Jiianatilakagani wrote the Gautama
Kulaka VrttL He was a pupil of Padmaraja Gani. L. 2613,
Peters. 4, xlvi.

1605 Saka 1527. The Tattvahodhinz , a commentary on the -4«awda-
lahari of Sankaracaryya, by Mahadeva Vidyavagi^a* C. S. Vol II.,

No. 613.

1607 V. Sam. 1663. The Pravasa Krtya composed by Ganga-
dhara. L. 701.

„ 1608 Saka 1630. V. Sam, 1665 (current). NarSyana composed
the NUrayana-'prahandliah, Stein, p. 355.

,, 1608 S'aka 1530. The Ramalinqamrtam^ a poem in 18 cantos com-
posed by Advaita. I.O. Cat. No. 3920.

• I'h^ Saurapaksakarana composed by Visnu Daivaina.
Ganaka Taraiigini, p. 64.

*
^ •

.

„ 1609 ^aka 1531. The Siddhantamanjari (astronomy) composed by
Mafchuranatha Vidyalankara. I.Q. Cat. No. 2904.

jj 1612 STaka 1534 Visvanatha wrote a commentary on the Graha-
loghava of Gane^a. The commentator also wrote a commentary
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on the PStsaranz of Ganesa in S'aka 1553. Bhr. Rep. 1882-3.

No. 29. For farther particulars of the author see Gamlca Taran-
ginij p. 82.

V. Sam. 1668. Kamalakara Bhatta wrote the Nir-
• » *

nayasindhu. I.O. Cat. No. 1584-6. Prof. Aufrecht in Cat. Cat.,

p. 80, gives the date 1616. See also L. 4233.

A.D. 1613 S'akal535. Gopala Nyayapancanana wrote a commentary on
the Tattvas of Raghunandana. This date is the date of his

Asauca Nirnaya. L, 3188.

S'aka 1535. Ganesa Daivajna, son of Gopala, wrote the jUtaka-

hharana. L. 2443.

1614 • S'aka 1536. The Svarodaya'dtpikd, a commentary on

the Narapatijayacaryn^ by Jagajjyotirmalladeva king of Nepal.

Nepal Cat,, p. Ixiii.

1618 S'aka 1540. K. Y, 4719. The Paddrtha-kau^nudtf a commen-
tary on the Amarakosa composed by Narayana Cakravarttin, I.O.

Cat. No. 958-9.

V. Sam. 1674. The CHtaraghava composed by Prabha-

kara, Bhr. 1882-3/p. 9.

1619 S'aka 1541. The date of S'ankara Kavi's commentary on

Bhaskara's Siddhanta Siromanni, Bhr. 1882-3, p. 27.

. The Kiindamandapa-siddM by Vitthala Diksita. Oxf.

Cat. No. 798.

1620 ^* Sam. 1677. Sumatzharsa composed a commentary on the
Tajikasara. I.O. Cat. 3059.

1621 ^' Sam. 1677. The Kalatattva-vivecanatn by Bhatta Raghu-
nata. LO. Cat. No. 1667-8.

S'aka 1543. The Siddhanta Siromani VSsanavOrftika by
Nrsiraha. I.O. Cat. No. 2857-8.

1622 V, Sam. 1678, The Ganaka-kuTnuda-kaumiidi composed by
Sumati Harsa Gani. B.M.C. 464.

1R9'^ V. Saip. 1679. Nandapandita wrote the Kesava Vaijayanti^
** author also of Dattaka Mimamsa. I.O. Cat, No. 1342.

j>
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1^91 ^* Sam. 1680. The KrsnalllS-kSvya^ composed by Madana,
" "^ son of "Krsna. I.O. Cat. No.' 3880.

The DhSturatndkara ov Kriya-kalpalatQ^ a grammatical
treatise composed by Sadhusundara Gani. B.M.C. 382.

IRO^ Bhattoji Diksita, the author of Siddhanta Kaumudi and other
" works, wrote about this time. His Taftva Kausttibha was writ-

ten under the orders of Venkatendra of Keladi (1604-1626).
Hultzsch. Rep. 2., xii.

. The probable date of composition of the Viramitrodaya,

a commentary on the institutes of YajByavalka, by Mitra Mi^ra,

under the patronage of Virasirpha-deva of Bundelkhand. Accord-
ing to Prof. Buhler^ this chief murdered Abul Fazl at the instiga-

tion of Prince Salim (Jahangir). I.O. Cat. No. 1288.

, 1626 V. Saip. 1582. Ananta Bhatta compiled the Vidhana'pflrijnta.

LO. 1468.

S^aka 1548. Divakara, son of Nrsimha, wrote a commentary
on the Jfitakarmapaddhati of Kesava. Ulwar Ext, 460.

N.S. 746. The Slokasarasangraha and the Sangitasdra-san-
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graha, compiled by Jagajjyotirraalla, king of Nepal. Nepal Cat.

pp. XXXV and xli.

A.D. 1627 S'nka J549. The^Saramanyari, a work on divination, compiled

from various sources, by Vanaraali Mi^ra, I.O. Cat. 3006.

Vitthala Diksita composed tlie MuJmrtta Kalpadruma.
I. 0. Cat. 3021.

„ 1629 V. Sarp. 1685, Nityanauda, son of Devadatta, composed tbe

Siddhdnta-sindhuy under the orders of Sah Jehan. Ulwar Ext.

600.

„ 1630 V. Sain. 1686. Samaya Sundara, pupil of S^akalacandra, wrote

the GathasnJiasri and the Kalpalata^ a commentary on the Kalpa-

Sutra, Peterson Rep. 3, p. 3.

. The Apeksitavyahhyana, a commentary on the JJttara-

ramacarita o£ Bhavabhuti, by Bhatta Narayana, son of Ranga-
natha Diksifca. L. 2479. Prof. Anfrecht takes tbe date 1686 as

referring to S'aka era. But I think " Vikramarkasya S'ake

"

means simply in the year of Vikramaditya.
. S'aka 1552. The Prastaractntdmani, composed by

Ciniamani Jyotirvvid, with a commentary, I.O. Cat. 1103.

I, 1633 S'aka 1554, month of Magha, the Muhnrttalankara composed
by Gangadhara Daivjiia, Stein, p- 343.

S'aka 1555. Rajarsi, son of Kalyana, composed the Dasaoin'-

tamani, L. 2970.

V Visnupuri composed the BTiaktiratnavalt^ with its com-
mentary Kantimala. C. S. IV., No. 91.

Sisuhodhim, a commentary on the Varsatantra of Nila-

kantha by his e^randson Madhava, son of Govinda, a pandit in

the court of Jahanglr. Ulwar Ext. 571.

\aoK V. Sam, 1692, Ananta pandita wrote a commentary on the
'* Basamanjari of Bhanndatta. I.O. Cat. 1224.

S^aka 1557. Raghuvira Jyotirvvid composed the

Muhurtta Sarvasva, L. 204.

1636 ^' Saip. 1692. Visvanatha, the son of Nrsinaha, composed a
'* commentary on the Paraskara-grhyU'Sutra. Ulwar Ext. 42.

IQOQ S^aka 1560. Vidyadhara composed the Grahavidyadhara, under
"

' the patronage by Yirabhadra of Rajakota. LO. Cat. 2961. The
author also wrote the PancMga Vidyadhart^ under the patronage

of the same person. I.O. Cat. No. 2960.
V. Sam. 1694. Jinadivijaya composed a commentary on the

Vakyaprakasa of Udayadharmma. B.M.C. 383.
S'aka 1560. Haridatta composed the Jagadhhnsana^ under the

patronage of Jagatsimha, son of Kfenasimha of Mevad. Jagat-
siraha is said to have started an era of his own commencing from
S'aka 1550, the first year of his reign. L, 3118.

n 1639 S'aka 1561. Dargadasa wrote his commentary on l\xe Kavi-
kalpadruma of Vopadeva. The author's Mugdhabodha was com-
mented upon by the same commentator. LO. Cat. No. 880.

„ 1640 The Bhagavanta Bhaskara, a big smrti compilation made by
Bhatta Nilakantha, son of Bhatta S'amkara, under the patronage
of Bhagavantadeva, a Rajput chief of the S'eiigara clan. I.O.
Cat. No. 1439,

¥>
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A.D. 1640
.
V. Saip. 1696. (xauripati, the son of Damodara, wrote a com-

mentary on the ^cdrndarsa of S'lidatta, Bhr. Rep. 1883-4, p. 47.

1642 V. Sam. 1698. The Vrttaratnavalt, a treatise on medicine,
composed by Manirama Misra, at Lucknow. I.O. Cat. 2702.

The Varanasidarpana Kasika composed by Vatsaraja.

II

L, 765.

,, 1643 S'aka 1565. Vedans^araya wrote ParasaprakS^ to please

Emperor Sah Jehan. Bhr. Rep. 1882-3, p. 34.

,, 1644 V. Saip. 1700. The Kalik^rcana-candrikfi composed by
Jagadananda. L. 270.

„ 1646 S'aka 1568. The UatnaJcalclpa, an elementary compilation of

astronomy and astrology by Visnudeva- Nepal Cat., p. xxx.

Visvarupa, alias Munisvam, wrote Siddhanta Sarva-
bhauma. B.M.C. 464.

V. Saipvat 1702. Ananta Pandita, son of Tryarabaka pandita,

wrote a commentary on the Xrya Saptasati. 1,0. Cat, No, 4012,

1647 S'aka 1569. The Sisuhodhinu an elementary astrology com-
posed by S'iva Chakravartti. L. 420.

„ 1648 The Kriya-ratnavali compiled by Ramacandra Bhatta,

son of Vitthala Bhatta. I.O, Cat. No. 1623.
• • • *

,, 1649 S'aka 1571. ^\iQVedanta-sutTa'Vtjahhya'CandTikn^^ commen-
tary on the Vedanta Sutras by Mahamahopadhyaya S'ri Bhava-
deva Misra. I.O. Cat. No. 2270.

„ 1650 Jagannatha Panditaraja, lived in Delhi, as the court pandit

of Dara Sheiko, son of S'ah Jehan, wrote a number of works, of

these the Bhaminzvilasa and the Manorama-lcuca-mardana^ an
adverse criticism on Bhattoji's Manorama, are well-known. See
Cat. Cat., p. 196.

Vi^ve^vara Bhatta, alias Gaga Bhatta, the author of SivSrJco-

daya and other works, lived about this time. His Sivarhodaya
was written in honour of S'ivaji, Ulwar Ext, 117.

„ 1652 S'aka 1574. The Sandhyahhasyam^ by Parivrajaka Rama-
srama. Ulwar Ext. 362.

„ 1655 S^aka 1577. Vaijisamani composed the GUa-digamhara Nnta-

kam^ on the occasion of the Tulapurusadana by Pratapamalla-
deva, King of Nepal. Nepal Cat., p, xxxvi.

. The Prayagatattvam, a manual of religious rites to be
performed at Prayaga, compiled at Benares, by Raghunatha Suri,

son of Bhanuji. I.O. Cat. No. 1578.

,, 1656 The Hayanaratna composed by Balabhadra, while Sahsuja
was ruling at Rajamaha], W., p 264, L. 4090, Cat. Cat., p, 765B.
Ganaka Taiangini, however, gives the date ^ka 1564, as the
date of composition of the work.

V. Saijv. 1712, The VikramorvvasipraJcasa, a commentary on
the Vtkramorvadi, by Ranganatha,the son of Balakrsna. I.O. Cat.
No. 4121.

^^ 1657 V. Saip. 1713, S'aka 1578. The initial year of the era of
Phatte Sah, according to Phattesahpraka^a, a manual of astro-
nomy composed in the 48th year of the era of Phatteshah by
Jatadhara. Bhr. 1883-4, p. 84,
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A.D. 1658 S'aka 1580. The SiddMntataltvaviveka^ a manual of astro-

nomy by Kamalakara, son of Nrsimha. T.O. Cat. l^o. 2890-91.

1661 S'aka J 583, The Smartta vyavasthSrnava comviled by Ragbu-
Tiatba Sarvabbauma, son of Matburesa Tarkapancanana, under

tbe orders of Raya Ragbava. L. 493.

. The Gikitsaratnavali composed by Kavicandraj son of

Kavikarnapura. I.O. Cat. 2710-

The Muhurtta Dijpaka by Mah adeva. Oxf . Cat.

>»

No. 790.

?»

»1

1662 V. Sam. 1718. ThQAmrtalahan , a gloss on Valmiki's hymn
to tbe Ganges, composed by Harinatba Gosvami, son of Manohara
Gosvami. L. 3334.

1664) S'aka 1586. The Dhattiratnakara^ a metrical arrangement of

roots
J

In imitation of Kavikalpadruma of Vopadeva, composed by
Narayana. I.O. Cat. No. 881.

1666 S'aka 1588. Matburesa Vidyalankara wrote a commentary
on the Amaral'osaj entitled Sarasundari. I.O. Cat. Nos. 968, 969,

975 ; L. 2465.

The same author perhaps wrote the Sabda-ratnavali^ under
the patronage of Musa Khan. I.O. Cat. No. 1016.

1669 ^^^ Jyotjpattisara^ composed by Vidyanatha under the aus-

pices of Anupasimha king of Bikanir. Bik. Cat. No. 661.

Tbe Anupavilasa, a smrti compilation by Manirama, under
the patronage of this king. Ulwar Ext. 287.

For tbe Anupasangitavilasa , compiled by Bbava Bbatta,
under the patronage of the same king, see Bik. Cat. No. 1091.

„ 1670 Sana 1077. The SahMkaustubha, compiled by Rama Nara-
yana Mitra, Notices (second series) II. 240.

„ 1671 S'aka 1593. Ratnakantha writes a commentary to the Yu-
dhisthiravljaya-kavya of Vasudeva. L. 2441.

1672 V. Sam. 1728. S^ankara Bhatta, son of Nllakantba Bhatta,
wrote the Kundodyota-darsana. I.O. Cat. 3164.

1675 N.S. 795. The Hastamnktavalt sarasamtuldhrttka^ composed

IT

5>

by Ghanasyama, for Ananta tbe dangbter^a son of Jagajjyotir-

malla. Nepal Cat. xlii.

„ 1676 ^aka 1598. The PrahodhamiMrodaya, compiled by Ramesvara
Tattvananda. C.S. V. 49.

v.- Sara. 1732. The Vrtta-ratnakara-setu composed by Hari-
bbaskara. L. 712,

„ 1679 V. Sam. 1735. The Bdna-manoJiara^ composed by Sada^iva,
under the patronage of king Manoharadasa, son of Gopaladasa of
Solapur. Bik. Cat. No. 803.

„ 1680 The KuvalaySnanda Khandana alias the Alankara-sara-sthith
by Bbimasena Diksita. The'work was composed in Jodhpur
while Ajitasiipha was reigning. L. 4084.

„ 1682 V. Sam. 1738. The Vaidyarahasya'paddhatz^ composed by
Vidyapati. L. 1480.

„ 1683 S'aka 1605. The Navaratna^ an elementary astronomical work,

ii?Qr ^^™^^f.^ ^y I^^^^dara Bhatta. Nepal Catalogue, p. xxxi.
„ 1685 S^aka 1607. Gangadhara wrote a commentary on the Bhas-

vahkarana of S'atananda. Ulwar Ext. 555.
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A.D. 1686 S'aka 1608. The date of composition of the BMvanSmrta or

Krsnahhavan&mrta^ on the incidents during Krsna's residence in

Gokula and Yfndavana. The name of the author is not given,

1.0. Cat. No. 3876. The date given by Mr. Eggeling is not

correct.

V, Saip. 1742. The Muhnrtta-ganapati composed by Gana-
pati. 1,0. Cat. No. 3027.

1687 V^- Saip. 1743. The ScSrarl'a^ compiled by Divakara, son of

i»

Mahadeva. I.O. Cat. No. 1616.

1688 S^aka 1610.

Sana. Notices 2nd (

Ramacandra

»>

>»

'f

1689 ^* Sam. 1745. The Basakalpadruma, an anthology com-
piled by Caturbhuja for Sayesta Khan, Ulwar Ext. 225.

1690 N- S. 810. The Ahamedha-natakam composed by Snmati-
Jitamitra. Rep. p. 18.

1691 S'aka 1613. The Kun^amarttanda^ composed by Govinda.
Bhr. 1882-3, p. 37.

1692 S'aka 1614. Ananta, son of Siddhei^vara, composed a com-
mentary on the Kunda-marttanda of Govinda. Bhr, 1882-3, p. 37.

. The SvSrojyasiddMf with the commentary Kaivalya-
kalpadruma, composed by Gangadhara Sarasvati. B.M.C. 302.

1694 V- Sam. 1750. Mahadeva Vedantin composed a commentary
on the Visnusahasranama. W. 1524.

1696 V- Sam. 1752. Bhaskara Bhatta, son of Ayaji Bhatta com-
posed the StiddJiipraknsa. I.O. Cat. No. 1745.

Prof. Aiifrecht, in Cat. Cat. p. 658B., says that this book has
been quoted by Raghunandana . But Raghunandana flourished

earlier.

1697 S'aka 1619. The Vaidyavildsa^ composed hy Raghava,
Ulwar Ext. 438.

1698 ^' Sam. 1774. The Basacandra^ composed by Ghasirama-

j)

t>

J?

>>

kavi-

chronogr be
Samvati, otherwise the MS- would be older than the date in

the chronogram. I.O. 1210.

List of Abbreviations,

Cat Cat. ... Catalogue Catalogorum.

I.O. Cat. ... India Office Catalogue.

Oxf. Cat. ... Catalogue Codicum Sanskritorum by
Aiifrecht.

B.M.C. ... British Museum Catalogue by Prof.
Bendal.

Bhr. ... Bhandarkar's Reports on the Search of
Sanskrit Manuscripts.

L. ... Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts, by Dr.
Rajendralala Mitra, Vols. I-IX. Vols.
X and XI by Mahamahopadhyaya
Haraprasada Shastri.
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Bik. Cat. ... Bikanir Catalogue of Dr, Rajendralala
Mitra.

Notices (2nd series) ... Notices of Sanskrit MSS. 2nd series, by
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad S'as-

^ , ^,
tri. Vols. I., II. and III.

Nepal Cat. ... Catalogne of MSS. in the Darbar library
in Nepal, byMahamahopadhyaya Hara-
prasad S'astri.

^^P' •• Report on the Search for Sanskrit MSS,

Peterson

Stein

C.S.

Ep. Ind.

Mai
hopadhyaya Haraprasad S'astri.

... Reports on the Search for Sanski
by P. Peterson.

^;^y^^"' ... Ulwar Catalogus by P. Peterson.

MSS

MSS
Maharaja of Kashmir and Jammu by
M. A. Stein.

« * • orue

ment Sanskrit College Library, Cal-
cutta.

^- .•• Weber's Berlin Catalogne,
'^•^- — Buniyon Naujic's Catalogue of the Chi-

nese Translation of the Buddhist Tri-
pitaka.

[)isrv



33* Notices of Orisa in the Early Records of Tibet.

By Rat Sarat Chandra Das^ Bahadur, CLE.

Nagarjuna, the reputed founder of the Mahayana school
of Buddhism (well known by the name Siddha Nagarjuna in the
Sanskrit medical works of India) is said to have enclosed the
great Caitya-temple of Dhanya Kataka [heap of unhusked rice]

by building a wall round it. He also built one hundred shrines
(devalaya) inside that enclosuie.

When the grandson of Emperor Afoka named Mahapadma
was reigning in Magadha, a rich Brahman of Orisa named Ghapa
became a convert to Buddhism. Under inspiration from gods
received in dreams, heserved the Buddhist congregation, consisting

of many thousand monks for a period of three years. It is said that,

in consequence of his devotion to Buddhism, the gods had showered
precious stones on his house, which enabled him to daily feed a
hundred thousand beggars (p. 81 Pagsam Jonzan).

In later times, long after the death of king Mahapadma the
son of Nanda, there reigned in Orisa a king named Candra
Palita. In his residence the Bodhisattva Manja f'ri, in the guise

of a Brahmana, used to pay visits and preach the Mahayana
doctrine of Buddhism. Here that Brahmana left a volume of the
scriptures of the Mahayana school. It was about this time that
Kaniska, king of Jvalandhia had imbibed faith in Buddhism, by
hearing discourses on its sublime tenets from the sage Sudar9ana
(the junior). Hearing that Siipha, king of Kashmir, had taken the
vows of Renunciation, he visited Kashmir and occupied it. Here
he patronized Buddhism and heard religious discourses from some
of the great masters of that religion (p. 82j.

Orisa was variously called by the names Otivisa, Otvisa, Otti-

sthana, Dhaua prl-dvlpa, Dhana (Jii-bhumi, etc. In Tibetan, it is

translated by the term ^^ ^^ ]
Do-ding " the one soaring on

high." In the work Pagsam Jonzaft which was compiled from the

work called Deb-ther non-po ^^ ^^"^^ ^ (the ancient records

of Tibet), it is stated that fridhanya Kataka was a holy place

in the country of Dhana firi (p. 99^. In the same work it is

further mentioned that Candra Gomi, the author of Candra
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VySkarana, visited Orisa. In Dhana ^^idvipa lie performed
religious cei^emonies in the great Vihara of pridhanya Kataka
and established about a hundred chapels (devalaya) (p. 96).

Vastjmitra.

The sage Vasumitra resided for some time in Orisa'where
the Brahman Maksika had received instruction in Buddhist sacred
literature from him during the time. It is also stated that while
he was preaching the Bharma (Buddhism) in Orisa a mine of pre-
cious stones was discovered there.

DlIjNAGA,

Dignaga, who had studied metaphysics and logic under Vasu-
mitra, was able to recite from memory five hundi^ed sutra. He per-
formed ascetical meditation (Samadhi) for many years, by residing
in the rock-cavern of Bhora fila in Orisa, Here, on account of his
great learning, he is said to have been miraculously visited by
Bodhisattva Manju pri.

From Orisa he travelled to Nalanda and was present at the
great religious disputation, which was held there by the Brahmans,
under the lead of a famous Brahman logician named Subur-jaya
(probabhy Sudurjaya, the unconquerable), with the Buddhists. Diq-
naga completely defeated the Tirthika disputants and became famed
as the Tarka Pungava (chief logician) . He wrote about 100 meta-
physical treatises. wrote
famous philosophical work called the Pramana samuccaya of which
the literal translation exists in Tibet. After visiting Southern
India and diffusing Buddhism there, he returned to Orisa. Here
he was mvited by a Brahman minister of the king of Orisa, named
Bhadra Palita, in whose garden he resided. In this garden there
was a medicmal tree of great value which was found withering,
pignagabrought life to it by his holy touch and prayerful bless-
ings. Here the great philosopher died.

Triratna Dasa.

At a place called Utkala, on the sea coast of Orisa, when a

S°^^^-^
/®'^°'^°'^^ serpent had issued forth from the sea, the

ofth rf ^S^A
^^'"^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^'^ *^e people from the ravages

tliat he was sumamed

charms ^ ^.

learning and wisdom
first

^Kr ? ^^^ka's time). He established fifty religious

the sa^^V
"""

^-T^^ ^^ *^" ^^^?^^- He became a disciple of

Dwll ^^^"^'^"^^ ^^d cultivated friendship with the philosopher

v^XeS nf fV-T^ \StrotTa on the Anantaguna (he of boundless
Jirtues) of which an abridgment was made bv D nnic^n,. * ---

wu T""^^ ?^ Buddhism was greatly
Bhadra PaHta of Orisa.

^

About
the
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Anandagarbha, the YogacSrya (profes

of Magadha, Thougli he was first initiated in the
Maha Sangika sect of the Hinayana school of Buddhism, he latterly

became a convert to the Yogacarya sect of the Madhyamika
school. After becoming a learned man, by studying in the Uni-
versity of Vikrama fila, he visited Bangala. Here he became an
adept in the practice of Yoga Tantra under Subhuti Palita, the
pupil of king Praka^a Candra of Bangala, who had renounced the
world and by the practice of yoga had become a Siddha (adept).
This saintly king is said to have been miraculously visited by the
Vajradhatu,^

Anandagarbha presented liis Tantrik work called Vajrasam-
bhava to Prajnapalite. and other Buddhist pandits who had come
to him from Magadha. At this time Bangala was the centre of
Tantrik lore. Hehad also had imparted spiritual light {Taitvoloka)

to king Maliipala and other inquirers, during his residence at the

_ ^ J ^— ,

Magadha. Then visiting the sanctuary
entary

Tantrik work called in Tibetan Pal-chog-dang-po / CCJfll'Sy^cn

frq, The first noble Supreme One (p. 115).

A Vajra-dhatu, in Tibetan: Kdorjehi dvyins /?" ED'^r(rS,l\ ib the
(^S'=\'p'^«)

ideal absolute, the unchangeable One. This conception of the Supreme Being
in the Buddhist Tantrikism is similar to that of the Brahma in Hinduism.

*This sanctuary was founded by one of the early kings of Orisa, named
Munjashi, who had become a convert to Buddhism. It became known after
him*
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34 ystem of Buddhism
which originated in Orisa.

By Jiai Sarat Chandra Das, Bahadur, CJ.E.

In the Siltra of Great Renuneiation [Abhmiskraraana ja^"

Qqr'»c*r'] the following account of the Budclha^s delivering the

Kala Cakra Mula Tantra at ^vidhaDya^ Kataka occurs :—In the

beginning of the twelfth month after his attaining to the state of

perfect purification {i.e. Buddhahood), in the new moon of the year

(Water-Sheep) ^ the Buddha delivered the Kala Cakra Mula
Tantra, comprising' twelve thousand gloka^ in the Caitya (temple)

of ^ridhanya Kataka, near ^ri parvata great hill, at the request

of king Candra Bhadra, the son of Devi Surya Prahha [who was
an incarnation of Vignantaka] of the city of Kalapa, in the country

of fanihala and others- In that year were also delivered most of

the Cakrajvala Prajfiaparamita, etc.

:^c:^'g^-q*aj^r^|q*j*c:-q^'cr]5^-^lc:'qf:i,-|^'5j'^-a'CT|

^•ajCT]-|^-^-3j^-^qq-qj-^- :^c:yq^*<^g^'gC^*3'^^\^^'^

a

* NO ^
^^•^9^r^'?r=^^'^gc:^'-^raf^^'a^p^'a^'a^q^'q-^^-|3j

qfa^•<5^•:^TC:•=^§C:^'q
1 Pag-sam Jonzan, p. 37.

In this Tantra of twelve thousand fJokUf the following lines

describe the origin of the Mahayana scriptures : first on the great
Gridhra Kuta Parvata (Vuture-peaked hill) Buddha propounded
Prajnaparamita and the Anuttara Mahayana form of his doctrine
to the BodhisaUvafi, From there he proceeded to the great Caitya

of Qridhanya Kataka, and, sitting in concentration ( ^'^^^^
mystic spiritual) circle called Dharma Dhata Mandala, m the full

moon of mid-spring, the Holy One first delivered the noble Tantra,
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J-Sf^-gc-qo^-^-Saj-Hp;
I ^=Tq-S<3j-:Tg-<5j-^:^

[

^^•^q-q-^^n^-g^j-qfa^'^q
|
gc-^q'^l5l^*«^qa^'^?i^-ai-q2^3jH

^^•q-fi^c;-q-s^qq-^5j-g:^| ^|^-|-a^gc;'cfa;-5'a|-cr|^c;^
||

1 ^

With reference to Kala Cakra Mula Tantra and fri-dhanya

Kataka, the following extracts from a note in page 192 of Alexander
Csoma de Koros's Tibetan-English grammar may be i^ead with
profit. There is no mention of this important Tantra in the anci-

ent Buddhist woi'ks of India and in their Chinese translations, on
account of which theMahayana school of Buddhism of 'J'ibet differ

so greatly from that which obtains in China and Japan. It is very
probable that it was introduced long after the time of the Chinese
pilgrim Yuan Chuang. In his extensive travels all over India and
Ceylon, that scholarly monk never made mention of pridhanya
Kataka, althougli he paid visits to the sanctuaries of Orisa, and to

friparvata, tbe place of Nagarjuna's ascetical meditation and death.

That this was near Qridhanya Kataka is made clear by the text

quoted above. Regarding the Kala Cakra Tantra, Csoma de Koros
remarked:

—

** This system in fact was first introduced into India towards
the end of the tenth, century and afterwards via Kashmir into

Tibet. It is very curious that Ati9a, who flourished in Maga-
dha at the beginning of the llth century, should also not have
referred to the Kala Cakra Tantra in his extensive writings which
are preserved in translation in the iStangyur collection of Tibet.

It is, therefore, clear though it originated in fridhanya Kataka
about the time he was born, it had not become known to the
Buddhists of Magadha and Tibet of his time. It is stated that
this system was introduced in India from Qambhala about the year
965 A.D.^'

Now, it is necessary to ascertain where this fambhala was

and if it can be identified with any place of modern India, or if we
should go to seek it in regions outside of India.. Csoma referring to
it has, in one place, said :

" Qambhala, a fabulous country or city, in
the north beyond the Jaxartes,'* and, in another place, observed : " It

would be interesting to ascertain how the doctrine taught at Cuttack
in Orisa, was brought beyond the Jaxartes to fambhala, or what
reason the Buddhists had for inventing the story.' ' .

The Tibetan historians, who have written on this subject,
invariably locate pambhala in Chinese Tartary in the valley of
the Jaxartes, which they identify with the river Sita mentioned in
Buddhist works. King Candra Bhadra, who was believed to have
been an incarnation oi - Bodhisattva Vajra Pani, in the volume
attributed to him called Mula Tantra, describes the country as
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follows :
'* fambhala on the north of the river Sita ' which was in

area five hundred yojana^ was skirted by snowy mountains, all

round. It was shaped like a lotus with eipfht petals. In its centre

stood the capital city railed Kalapa, to tlie south of wliich extended
the forest of Malaya. P. --JS, Pagsaui Jonzan.

jI'tIi' ^^f^s-gc'^i'^s^-q-fti-^^'g* ^•|^-i^«\-^'*^q=Ti-<^^-g
«0

^9'^^T ^'^'^^^'^^^''^^*^^'^'^*'^' ^^'^*^'^'^'^^'^g^'IS

^g^^' \M

Referring to the Kala Cakra system of Buddhist Tantra^

Alexander Csoma de Koros, in page 192 of his Tibetan giammai',

in 18-345 wi'ote as followii

:

** The Kala Cakra doctrine of Adi Buddha was delivered by

<f^akya, in his 80th year, at fridhanya Kanaka (Cuttack in Orisa),

called in Tibetan (Dpal-ldan hbras-spuns) the noble city of accumu-
lated rice. Upon the request of Candida Bhadra, king of fambhala,
who, in his 99th year, visited fakya then, in a miraculous manner
upon his return home, compiled in the course of the next year the

two years aftei^wards he died,

tells that after 600

accordance with what he had heard from Cakya
Miila Tantra, Cakya fore-

brated noble one,' will succeed to the throne of pambhala, and that

800 years afterwards the Mleech a, or Mahamraadan religion, will

rise at Makha (Mecca).'' Page 192, Tibetan Grammar by Csoma
de Koros.

^ It may be noted here that in page 74 of Pagsam Jonzan the author
states that the lower part of Siti is Lohita, i.e., the j?reat river of Tibet called
Tsangpo. Siti is the white river of Higher Asia—the Jaxarteg. The Brahma*
patra in upper Assam is the Lohita or the red river- So hecoofuses the Ja»-
artes with the Tsangpo of Tibet.

>^ \ ^





APRIL, 1907

Wednesday
Meeting of the Society wats held on

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A., D.L.,

President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Mr- R> P. Ashton, Babu Rakhal Das Banerjee, Mr. P. J,

Briihl, Mr. J. A. Chapman, Mr. J. A. Cunningham, Kai Sarat

Chandra Das, Bahadur, Mr. L. L. Fermor, Mr. H. G, Graves, Mr.
H. E. Kempthome, Mr. C. H. Kesteven, Kumar Ramessur Maliah,

Major F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., Dr. J. E. Panioty, Lt.-Col. D. C.

Phillott, Pandit Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Samkhyaratna-Vedatirtha,
Mr. H. E. Stapleton, Dr. M. W. Traveis, Dr. G. Thibaut, Maha-
mahopadhyaya Haraprasnd Shastri, Mahamahopadhyaya Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana, Rev, E, C. Woodley.

Visitors:—Mr. W. A. K. Christie, Babu Bidhu Bhushan
Datta, Babu Atul Chandra Ganguli, Captain J. H. Morgan, Babu
Phani Bhusan Neogi, and Lieut. H. B. Nutting.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

One hundred and sixty-eight presentations were announced.

The General Seeretaiy announced that the Hon. Mr. C. G. H*
Allen and Mr. W. Parsons had expressed a wish to withdi-aw fi'om

the Society.

The General Secretary reported the death of Lieut.-General

Sir H. B. L. Thuillier, Kt. (a Life Member), and Sir Michael
Foster, M,B., P.R.S. (an Honorary Member) of the Society.

The President announced that in accordance with Rule 38 of

the Society's Rules, the name of Kumar Satindra Dev Rai
Mahasaya had been posted up as a defaulting member since the

last General Meeting, and his name had now been removed from
the member-list.

The following eight gentlemen weie ballotted for as Ordinary
Members

:

^

Captain Maxivell Mackelvie^ I.M.S., Resident Physician,
Medical College, pi-oposedby Major F. P. Maynard. LM.S., seconded
by Major W. J Buchanan, LM.S, ; Lieut, R,E, Bate^ 27th Punjabis,
Multan, proposed by the Hon, Mr. E. D. Maclagan, seconded by Lt.-

Col. D, C. Phillott ; Mr. Tarini Kumar Ghose^ B.A., Late Inspector-
General of Registration, Bengal, proposed by Babu Monmohan
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Chakravarti, seconded byLt.-Col. D. C. Phillott; Bahu Satyendra

Nath Bhadra^ M.A., Professor, Dacca College, proposed by Mr. Hari

Nath De, seconded by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott ; Captain Hugh
Stewart, I.A., Assistant Political Agent, Loralai, Baluchistan,

proposed by Li-Col. D. C. Phillott, seconded by Dr, N. Annandale;

Major J. T. Calvert, I.M.S., proposed by Major F. P. Maynard, I.M .S.,

seconded by Major W.J. Buchanan, I.M.S, ; Lieut. A.VenhaTfi White,

I.M,S., M.B., B.S. (London), Medical Officer, 13th Rajputs, Alipur,

proposed by Major F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., seconded by Major
W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S. ; and Maulavi A. F, M. Abdul Ali, Deputy
Magistrate, Patuakhali, Backergunj, proposed by Mr, J. A. Chap-
man, seconded by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott.

The General Secretary read the following communication
from the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

:

Saint Francis Javier and Tibet (?).

Can any of our Tibetan or Japanese scholars in Calcutta help

ufl to solve the interesting geographical puzzle contained in the

following extract from a letter of St. Francis Xavier, dated
Cochin, Jan. 20th, 1549 ^ ;~ '

'

" Would to God that numerous labourers of the Society * may
later go to China, and from China to the great schools called

Chyuguinguo, beyond China and Tartao.^ From what Paul de
Santa-Fe * has told us, Tartao, Chiua and Japan follow the reli-

gious law taught at Chynguinguo, He does not know the

language in which this law is written. It is a language proper
thereunto, as Latin is with us- Hence he has not been able to

inform us fully about what the printed books contain which deal

with this law. When I shall have, please God, arrived in Japan,
I shall write, with many details, what is contained in these books,
which the Japanese say to have come down to them from God.

We think this is one of the earliest references to Tibet to be
found in European writings subsequent to the Portuguese con-
quest. The geographical details contained in this extract point
to Tibet, as also the mention of the gi'eat schools, a manifest
allusion, in our opinion, to the great Tibetan lamaseries, the
depositories of much of the ancient Sanskrit lore of the Buddhists.

Which is the Japanese equivalent of Tibet ? Or, what does
* Chyuguinguo

' correspond to ? Ko other reference to this mys-
terious country can be found in the life of the Saint,

4-

tr^^^: ^^^^'^'^' Crosy SJ., Saint Francois de Xavier. Paris. V. Eetaux.
1900, Vol. I, pp. 409, 410.

2 The Society of Jesus.
2 TartarJ.

*k
* .^ y°"°g Japanese who had come from Japan to Malacca, and from

there to U>a, where he became a Christian at the College of Santa-Fe. He

t It iL^'oT ^^^^r'"^ * ^^^^^^ f^°^ G«**» ^«v- 29th, 1548. Cf
.
Op. ciL. Vol.

1, pp. 4l»-^4. He changed his nam© « Angero " to that of Paul de Santa-Fe.
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,
Dr. N/Alinandale exhibited specimens illustrating the faunn

of certaii?. bi^ackish pools in the delta of the Ganges. This fauna
has become isolated recently, probably within the last half century,
and presents many features of interest. It includes typical fresh-

water Entomostraca as well as two Cirripedes {Balanus amphztrite
and B. patellaris), the larvse of a mosquito (Anopheles rossii),

numerous freshwater fish and molluscs, a Hydrozoon (Irene ceylon-

enffts)^ and an Actinian {Metridium schillerianttm). The last is

probably the most interesting form now occurring in the pools, as

it appears to have undergone a very distinct change, both in struc-

ture and in habits, since it was described by the late Dr. F.

Stoliczka thirty-nine years ago.

Mahamohopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri exhibited a letter

written by Muhesh Chandra to the renowned Naiyayika Raghu-
natha Siromani, Tarkikacudamani, the leader of Sanskrit Renais-

sance in Bengal, and read a short note on it,

, The following papers were read :

1. The Bird.'i^ complaint before Solomon : being an extract

with a trandation from, the ^' Kifab'^ ^l-JamJiarah f% *il7ni 7-

BazyaraK''—By Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott n7id R. F. Azoo.

This paper has been published in the Journal and Proceedmgs
for March 1907.

2. f Hawks should avoid.—By Lt.-

CoL. D. C. Phillott and R. F. Azoo.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal and Proceedings.

3. Tarlkh-i'Nusrat jangt.—By Habi Nath De.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs.

4. Note on the absorption of gases, vapours and substances from
sofution by solids and aonorphmis substances.—By M. W. TeaVERS.

5. Indian Logic as preserved in Tibet^ No. 2.

—

By Mahamaho-
padhyay Satis Chandra VidyabhusAna.

f). The Conquest of Chafgaon, 1666 AJ).—By Jadu Nath
Sarkar.

7. The Feringi Pirates of Chatgaon, 166o A.D.—By Jadu
Nath Sarkar.

8. A Kharosthi Copperplate Incription from Taxila or Tal'sa-

sila.—By ilAiiAMAnopADHTATA Haraprasad Suastri.

9. Rhyming letters of Aurangzib.—B;/ Jadu Nath Sarkar.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal and Proceedings,
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9-15 P.M.

Wednesday
(Medical

Lt.-Colonel G. F. a. Harris, I,M.S., in the chair.
r

The followiTig members were present

:

Major W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S., Dr. Adrian Caddy, Lt.-Col. F. J.

Druiy, I.M.S., Dr. W. C. Hossack, Dr. E. A. Houseman, Captain
D, McCay, I.M.S., Captain J. W. D. Megaw, I. M.S., Major J. Mul-
vany, I.M.S , Capt, J. G. R. Murray, I.M.S., Major F, O'Kinealy,
I.M:S., Dr. J. E. Panioty, Major J. C. Vaughan, I.M.S., and Major
F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors:—Miss Baumler, M.D., Major J. T. Calvert, I.M.S.,

Dr. J. Neild Cook, Lt.-Col. E. F. H. Dobson, I.M.S., Captain M.
Mackelvie, I.M.S. , and Dr. Carrington Sykes.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
r

1. Major O'Kinealy, I.M.S., showed a specimen of Cysticer-

c«s cellulosa) removed from an eye

2. Major Mayuard and Captain McCay demonstrated Thorn-
er's electric ophthalmoscope.

3. Major Maynard showed a gauze cage for use over the
penis after skin-gi^afting in elephantiasis operations, with the
"•rafts left undressed.
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35- Notes from the Chemical Laboratory of the Presidency
CoIIegfc. Note No, S-—Reactions at Low Temperatures.
Part ! Aliphatic lodochlorides.

^

By BiDHU Bhushax Dutta, M.A.,

Second Assistayit^ Chemical Laboratory^ Presidency College,

i

Wh
iodide at the ordinary temperature, two iaomeric cLloro-iodo-

I I

benzenes I
[ ]

and
| [ ) are formed. If tlie phenyl iodide solution

CI

he, however, cooled by immersing it in iced water, phenyl iodo-

Cl
chloride (G^J.<qy) is formed. The latter reaction is an addl-

tive one, while the former is substitutive. The change in the
course of reaction with the change in temperature might be
explained by assuming that the phenyl iodochloride is also

formed in the case of tlie higher temperature, but it instantly de-

composes with the liberation of hydrochloric acid and formation

of the chloro-iodo-benzenes.

One might expect similar reactions to occur in the case of the

aliphatic iodides, for in these reactions the peculiar ring structure

of the aromatic compounds does not particularly come into play.

The reaction, in this case, however, is apparently dissimilar ; for,

when chlorine is passed through ethyl iodide cooled to 0®, instead

of the expected iodochloride, we get only a liberation of iodine.

In the light of Nef's addition theory, the liberation of iodine might

be explained as due to a secondary reaction, ethyl-iodo-chloride

being formed in the first instance, although it is incapable of any-

thino- but a temporary existence at the temperature of the experi-

ment. It might be expected therefore that the aliphatic iodo-

chlorides could be isolated at comparatively low temperatures.

The aliphatic iodide chosen for the experiment was amyl
iodide, because it was thought that the weight of the hydrocarbon
radicle might influence the stability of the iodochloride. In the
case of the phenyl iodochloride, which is the most stable of these
compounds, the weight of the phenyl group is 77, while the weight
of the two chlorine atoms amounts to 71, so that these two ap-
proximately equal weights might be expected to balance each
other. )

est approximation to the phenyl group, although the peculiar
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stability due to the compact nature of tlie ring structure could not

be imparted to it.

For want of a better source of cold, the amyl iodide was

cooled by a freezing mixture composed of equal parts of crystal-

lized calcium chloride and ice, which produced a temperature of

about—30^C- Much iodine was libei^ated and traces of the form-

ation of a yellow compound were apparent, although no sensible

quantity could be collected. A slight alteration was then made in

the experiment by allowing chlorine cooled by passing through a

spiral tube surrounded by a freezing mixture to act upon a cold

chlorofonn solution of anyl iodide, so that this time both the

reacting substances were at about—30^0. There was no liberation

of iodine, and a heavy yellow crystalline precipitate appeared at

the bottom of the test tube in which the reaction was taking place.

N-butyl, n-prop3'l and isopi'opyl iodides gave the same sorts of

precipitates, ethyl and methyl iodides, howevei*, giving rise only

to liberation of iodine. The temperature for the formation of the

iodochlorides of the lower alkyl iodides is evidently still lower.

The iodochlorides of propyl, isopropyl, butyl and amyl iodides

decomposed on being kept at the laboratory temperatures within

about a quarter of an hour, wath the formation of a reddish-bi'own
liquid. The isopropyl iodocliloride w^as analysed by heating in a

sealed tube with nitric acid and silver nitrate, the 'mixed silver

halides being converted into silver chloride by heating in a bulb-
tube in a current of dry chlorine.

•3594 grammes of the substance gave "788 grammes of the

mixed silver halides which, on ignition in chlorine, was converted
into 'OSBS grammes of silver chloride.

Percentages found :—CI = 30*9
; I = 50-8.

5? calculated (for CgH^IClg) Cl ^ 29-5 ; I = 52-7

In this stage of the experiment, I came across Werner's paper
on *' Derivatives of polyvalent iodine, " which appeared in the
Journal of the Chemical Society for last November, and in which
the author alludes to Thiele and Peter's paper published in the
Berichte der Deutscben chemischen Gesellschaft for 1905,^ under
the title of '' On some aliphatic iodo and iodoso chlorides," as a
very interesting communication. In this paper, the authors des-
cribe the isolation of a number of aliphatic iodochlorides which
were formed by allowing a solution of chlorine in a mixture of
carbon tetrachloride and light petroleum to act upon the alkyl
iodides cooled by a carbon dioxide and ether mixture. The methyl
iodochloride is comparatively stable, melting with decomposition
at 28'^0, while the higher iodochlorides decompose at still lower
temperatures, the sec-butyl iodochlorides being formed only in
liquid air and decomposing above—lOO^C. On perusal of Werner's
account of Thiele and Peter's work, as well as the abstract of their
paper in the J.C.S., one gets the impression that all these com-

i pp 28-42-45.
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ponnds desmbed by them are of tlie type H — ^^cr I^i<^*^^^'

Wevuer definitely says tliat tlie iodine atom in these ooiiii^ounds

exists in a tervalent capacity.

On consulting the original paper in the Berichte, it was foiuul,

however, that the authors only claim to have established the

formula of CI1^1<qi for methyl iodochloride, and that tbey did

not even attempt to analyse and fix approximately a formula
for the compounds obtained from the higher alkyl iodides.

Taking all these facts into consideration, it seems most probable

that the compouiids obtained by Tliiele and Peter fi-om

n-propyl, isopropyl and butyl iodides were of the higher type

Cl

R —• T Qj and this might explain their more unstable Jiature

CI

as well as their formation at a greater degree of cold than that
used in the experiments described in the present paper. Stability

of the iodochlorides would then increase with the inciease in

weight of the attached hydrocarbon radicals. The methyl com-
pound MelCl^, is on this view still not isolated, perhaps Ijccause it

requires a greater degree of cold for its isolation.

Besides the gi^eater degi^ee of cold used, there is another
point of diiiereiice between the two methods of preparation, which
might in part account for the production of compounds of different

type. Thiele and Peter used a solution of chlorine in carbon
tetrachloride and petroleum, wliilst in the Avorlc described above
dry chlorine gas was used. One might natui'ally expect the for-

mation of different compounds by wet and dry methods.
These compounds decompose with the formation of the ali-

phatic chlorides and iodine chloride. This decomposition, as well
as the reaction of these compounds with potassium iodide solution,

shows that they are not at all substitution compounds. Analysis
would fail to distiuguish between compounds of the types

(Cn H2a+i) I<oi and CnH-in-i Cn Hen-i Clg I ; for the loss of the

two hydrogen atoms would produce no appreciable decrease in
weigtt. Werner suggests that these compounds might after all be
molecular compounds of the aliphatic chlorides and iodine
chloride. The unstable nature of tliese compounds renders a
rigorous proof of their consfcitatiou difficult. Tlie preparation of
iodoBo compounds (R-I=0) from these bodies would have settled
the matter, but on treatment with caustic soda solution, the iodo-
chlorides Avould decompose into alkyl chlorides as in the case of addi-
tion of water. When chlorine was passed into a cool chloroform
solution of butyl chloride and iodine, no precipitate could be de-
tected. Werner obtained some molecular compounds with ICl or
IClg but he did not attempt to obtain similar compounds with
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alkjl clilorides. If sticli compounds could be isolated, a compa-
rison of tlie properties of tliese substances with, these iodochlorides

would at once settle the true character of the latter. The easy

decomposability of these substances might be explained if we
assume the same spatial formula for trivalent iodine as for triva-

lent nitrogen. Methyl iodo-chloride being in that case represented

PIT
as r;|>I"-Cl ft would easily pass into CHgCl and ICl. In the-

case of phenyl iodo chloride, the chlorine atom instead of displac-

ing the phenyl group as a whole, perhaps on account of the firm

bond between it and the iodine atom, combines w4th one of the

more mobile hydrogen atoms, thereby producing chloro-iodo-

benzene.

By this work, Thiele and Peter have bridged, to some extent,

the gulf separating two important classes of organic compounds
(the aliphatic and the aromatic series). Any general view about
a reaction, however small in its scope, is a welcome addition to our

stock of knowledge, because these small links wnll ultimately lead

to the higher generalisation w^hich is yet to come for chemistry.
This work is also suggestive in another respect, for from the

isolation of these compounds at low temperatures, one is naturally
led to consider the possible existence of a number of inteiesting
unstable compounds, amongst which may be mentioned the diazo

derivatives of the aliphatic amines. The isolation of these diazo
compounds, if they exist at all, will, of course, be a matter of great
diflSculty, but it might be easy to get from the cool diazotised

solution, the corresponding stable azo derivatives, as In the case of

the aromatic amines. Attempts were made to prepare the azo
compounds corresponding to methyl and ethyl amines by cooling

a hydrochloric acid solution of the bases in calcium chloride and
ice and adding to it drop by drop a strong solution of sodium
nitrite and then adding a hydrochloric acid solution of dimethyl
aniline or a caustic soda solution of /3-naphthol. No trace of the
formation of an azo dye could be observed- It is, however, just

possible that with the higher aliphatic amines or wdth a better
source of cold, the azo compounds oC the fatty amines such as

CHg N = XC^H^N CCHs)g { from CH3N = NOl } could be iso-

lated.

It is said that a newer and simpler chemistry prevails in the
case of reactions at high temperatures. This remark holds good
in the case of low temperatures also, the only difference being that
in the former case, the reactions are mainly dissociative on account
of the violent molecular movements at high temperatures, while
the low temperature reactions are, in general, additive, the quies-
cent character of the molecules favouring this sort of reaction.

A systematic examination of reactions at low^ temperatures
would furnish us with a better idea about molecular mechanics.
For a resident in the tropics, however, this is not an easy task as
he is seriously handicapped by reason of the higher temperature.
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In Europe Avliere liquid carbon dioxide can be had afc l^, per lb. and
liquid air can be prepared at not an exorbitant cost, reactions at

low temperatures might even be of importance in chemical tech-

nology, as an instance of which may be mentioned the possibility

of the preparation of azo dyes corresponding to fatty amines which
has been suggested above.
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36. Note on the absorption of gases, vapours, and substances

in solution by solids and amorphous substances.

By MoBRis W. Trayers, D.Sc, F.R.S.,

Director of the Indian Institute of Science^ Bangalore.

Undex' the heading which foi'ms the title of this paper may be
inclixded the phenomena which underlie many of the problems
which are at present engaging the attention of scientific workers
in India. The absorption and retention of water in various ma-
terials is a subject which is naturally of particular interest in a
coimtry which presents snch varied conditions of climate, and
perhaps the elucidation of the general principles of the phenomena
concerned may assist in the solution of some of the ecomomie
questions; which are now under investigation.

Amorjplioiiii and solid ^-uhstauce.^.

It is necessary for the purposes of the present discussion to

make a distinction between true solids and amorphous substances.

We 'recognise three states, or in modern language * phases' of

matter, the solid, the liquid, and the gaseous. When a liquid

is cooled it will ultimately become changed into a crystalline sub-

stance, a solid, and at the transition point there will be a marked
discontinuity in its properties; or as the temperature falls it

will merely become more viscous, and will at length become to all

appearances a solid, without however exhibiting any discontinuity

whatsoever in its properties. Amorphous substances such as glass,

which are formed in this manner, are really in the ^liquid phase,'

and are only solids in the popular sense. They always exhibit a

tendency to pass into the more stable * solid phase,' tliough the

change often takes place with excessive slowness. An example of

this is to be found in the glass of old church windows in England
which sometimes begins to crumble ; and when once the decay sets

in it cannot be arrested.

There is another manner in which amorphous substances may
be formed. When a substance separates from solution it is the
most unstable form which is first produced. Thus, calcium car-

bonate is precipitated from a mixture of solutions of calcium chlo-
lide and ammonium rarbonate in the form of liquid, or at least
amorphous, globules, which i^apidly become crystalline. Highly
complex orgnnic substances, when precipitated in this manner,
often retain their amorphous character, and do not become crystal-
line. Such is the character and mode of formation of the fibrous
material of plants.
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General character of the 'phenomena of ahsorjption.

We may consider the absorption of vapours by solid or amor-

phous substances to be due to one of three causes

:

(a) Chemical action.

(6) Surface condensation or capillary action.

(g) Solution.

Cases involving chemical action hai^dly come within the

sphere of the discussion, unless, as possibly may be the case, the

absorption of water by soils is in any degi^ee due to the presence

of hydrates of such substances as alumina. The influence of

chemical affinity would in any case be very slight.

As to whether the absorption of water by cotton^ etc., or of

gases by other amorphous substances, such as charcoal, is due to

solution or to surface condensation, has been the subject of a discus-

sion between Professor Trouton, of University College, London,
and myself. I am in favour of attributing it to solution, and for

the following reasons. We are concerned with systems which
consist of a gas or vapour and an amorphous substance, which as

we have seen is physically a liquid, though it possesses rigidity,

and is therefore capable of forming solutions, as are ordinary
liquids. It is true that crystalline solids are capable of forming
homogeneous mixtures, which Van t'HofB has termed 'solid solu-

tions ' ; but the constituents of such solutions nmst necessarily be
igomorphous, and hence the possibility of forming them is limited.

The fact that amorphous substances, such as gut, undergo a change
of form and volume when they absorb water, is distinctly in

favour of the solution theory.

For my first investigation on the nature of absorption I select-

ed tbe simple case of carbon dioxide and charcoal, and as no very
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Fig. 1.—Absorption of carbon dioxide by charcoal.
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exact determinations of the relationship between the pressure and
the quantity of gas absorbed had been made, I was obliged to

make some measurements for myself. The details of these experi-

ments will be found in the "Proceedings" of the Royal Society,

Vol. 78, A. ,

The relationship between pressure and ' concentration/ the

latter expressed as the quantity of carbon dioxide pe7' cent, absoibed
by the charcoal, at 100'', 6r, 35°, 0°, and -78° C are represented

by the curves in Fig. 1, The equation for these curves may con-

veniently be wtntten in the form
^

n^^p/x = Constant,

where p is the pressure of the gas, and x is the concentration. The
value of n increases as the temperature falls, and tends towards
unity at moderately high 'temperatures, when the e xpression

becomes
p/x 5= Constant.

C

J

s

"St

1

Fig. 2.—Absorption of water by cotton and wool.
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This is of course Henry's Law for tlie solution of a gas in a

liquid. It is possible to put forward several different suggestions

as to wLv the eouilibrium curves are losraritliniic at the lower tem-Ly the equil

peratures, but none of them appear to be adequate.

Though in the case of a substance such as charcoal, which

may be considered as homogeneous, the simple exponential law

holds, it is not to be expected that it will be directly applicable to

such systems as cotton, wool, etc., in contact with water vapour.

Such materials as vegetable fibres cannot be considered as homo-
geneous, and are probably built up of several amorphous sub-

stances.

In the course of last summer I carried out some experiments-

on tlie o.hsorption of water vapour by cotton and wool at 0°C., and
the results, which have been submitted to the Royal Society, are

represented by the curves in Fig, 2. It will be observed that

they are of the same form as those representing the equilibrium

betv^een carbon dioxide and charcoal, but they are not represented

equally well by the simple exponential formula. The equilibrium

curve for cotton at 26°C- was determined for low pressures only,,

and it will be observed that it is more nearly linear than the curve

for O^C. On extrapolation we find that while at 0° cotton can

take up 8 per cent, of its weight without becoming saturated, at

26^ it can only take up about 4 per cent, of moisture.
It will be observed that wool is more susceptible to changes of

humidity than is cotton, and herein lies the advantage of employ-
ing it as a material for clothing. A quantitative study of the be-

haviour of fibres, timbers, cork, etc., towards water, will indicate

their suitability for many purposes to which they are applied. A
considerable amount of discussion has recently arisen over the

qiiestion of moisture in jute, and perhaps my results may be of

assistance to those who are engaged in the investigation of the

problem.

The absorption of water by crystalline materials, such as the

components of the soil, is in all probability of a totally different

character. The greater part of the water present in the soil is

probably present as *free water,' and the pressure of the vapour
.

in contact with it is probably only lower than the saturation pres-

sure in proportion to the quantity of soluble matter present.

This problem awaits solution.

The ahsorpfion of snhstances from solution hy solids and amorphous

substances.

The distribution of soluble djes, salts, etc., between the bath
and such amorphous materials as plant fibres, follows the logar-
ithmic law of distribution, and this may be taken as evidence that
neutral dyes are present in the fibre in a state of solution. This
is sufficient to explain why cotton does not dye with indigo as

effectively as wpol*; it is probably an inferior solvent for indigo
white, just as it is an inferior solvent for water (see Fig. 2).

Data with regard to absorption will be found in the following
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Japers;—G. C. Schmidt, Ghent. Soc, Ahs, 1895, A, ii., 39

;

. Walker, Chenu Soc. Trans. 1896, 1334; P. D. Zacharias, Chem.
Soc. Trans. 1902, ii., 249, i., 635, 725,

The absorption curves resemble those shown in Plate I, tlie

ordinates repi^esenting tlie concentration of the dye in the solution,

and the abcissa? the concentration in the fibre. When the value
of n in the expression, which may be written

n ^^(Concentration in soln.) /(Concentration in fibre)

Constant,

is lai^ge, and the curve resembles the one on the left hand of the
plate, an interesting condition is arrived at. The fibre or other
amorphous substance appears to take up the whole of the soluble

material in the bath till a certain concentration is arrived at. In-

crease in the concentration in the bath above this limit does not
appear to be accompanied by marked increase in the quantity of

soluble matter absorbed. That this should be so is evident from
the form of the curves.

As far as we know it is not possible to colour crystalline sub-

stances, except by depositing colouring matter on the surface of

the crystals; they cannot be dyed in the true sense of the word^
though isomorphous mixtures of coloured and colourless substances
may be formed by crystallising mixed solutions.

[My attention has been called to a paper by Masson and
Richards ' On the Hygroscopic Action of Cotton/ which appeared
in the number of the '* Proceedings " of the Royal Society published

on December 20th (Vol. 78, p. 412). The experimental results

obtained by these authors resemble my own, but they are obtained

as the mean between the values for the quantities of moisture

absoi^bed by dry cotton under certain conditions of temperature
and saturation of the atmosphere, and for the quantities retained

by moist cotton under similar conditions. The method is by no
means accurate when applied to the measurement of small vapour
pressures, and it may be for this reason thnt my results do not

confirm the authors' conchisions as to the variation of pressui-e

with temperature at constant saturation (p. 426, § 2).

The authors confine their attention to the case of the absoi-ji-

tion of moisture by cotton, and in a 2)ostscript discussing Trouton's
expex^iments they point out that * the pure surface theory . . • is

inconsistent with the facts,* but that it appears more probable
that * the film of moisture does (until equilibrium is reached) pene-
trate and form a species of solution/

This was the conclusion at which I arrived when the experi-
ments referred to in my paper were completed, and I expressed
my views in a paper read before the Sanitary Congress last sum-
mer. The object of the present paper is to call attention to the
fundamental principles which underlie the phenomenon of absoip-
tion, and to the distinction which must be drawn between 'solid
solutions' and solutions which are formed by amorphous sub-
stances,]





37^ Indian Logic as preserved in Tibct^ No, 2.

By Mahamahopadbyaya Satis Chakdra Vidyabhusana,
M.A., M.R.A.S.

This paper, which is compiled from a volume of the Tibetan.
Tangyux^ borrowed from the India Office, London, through the
kindness of Mr. P, W. Thomas, contains a short account of 29
Indian Buddhist works on Logic, the Sanskrit originals of which
have been lost to India. Most of them were composed in
Kasmira and Nepal between 600 A,D., and 1200 A.D., and were
translated into Tibetan mainly during the S*akya hierarchy in the
13th century A.D.

L Sambandha-pariksa-tika, ClflO^' £}' ^5^* C|Q' ^' cB^""

^^^'C|— A copious explanation of the examination of

connection.

It extends over leaves la—245 of the Tangyur, mdo, ze. The

woi'k, which w'as composed by the teacher Vinltadeva (^ftj*

CJQ 'ST \ opens thus :

"Who is entirely unconnected with the world and is yet

designated as the supreme teacher of it—to him bowing down
fully I explain the Sambandhapariksa."^

It was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage Jnana-

garblia and the Tibetan interpreterVande-nam-mkha§. The trans-

lators begin the Tibetan version with a salutation to Manjusri-

kumarabhuta { a^55J'^qar^(ej5j'aj^'g^'q
) |

' (\J'^^^^^'^(\^or^'^^^\]

o,g-qa,-s-?!-=qrqi^c-q
1

1

r^-DT^q-yg^'n^cBq^aj^W]!

Q^gai'q-qgqj^q-q^S^-::;^^'^
|]

{Tangyur, ffido, ze leaf L>
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2. Sambaucllia-pariksanusara, 0^0^ C\* ^5^' ^"^ ^^' 5^

QflC^'J^ —A j^ursnit after the examination of con-

nection.

It extends over leaves 24b—39a of tlieTangyur, mdo, ze. The

woi^k, which was composed by Brahmaaa S'aiikarananda (fl5^'3"

J^fiT'a^'^cnQ'^ ) opens thns :

—

*' By whom connection with the world has been renounced, in

whom there are no " I " and " mine," who is called free from con-

cerns—to that Omniscient One I bow down,'* ^

The work was translated into Tibetan by tlie great Indian

Pandit Parahita and the Tibetan interpreter-monk Dgah-wahi-rdo-
rje. The translators begin the Tibetan version with a salutation

to ilanjnsri-kumarabhnta.

3. Vada-nyaya-vyakhya, ^s^^'qS^'I^CTI^'qS^'a^gq'^ —A
commentary on logical discussion.

It extends over leaves 396—656 of the Tangyur, uido, ze. The

work, which was composed by Ymita-deva f^f^^'^'^M opens

thus

:

"Who is self-perfected in sweet logical discussion, supreme in

patience, affection, charity and self-restraint, and has become the
most excellent of logicians—to him bowing down I compose a com-
mentary on the text of Vada-nyaya."^

' ^HCcri^'Q^gfaj-q-gq^-g^-qil

^5'^'^*^^'*^^'^^^'^^
1

1

'T],^'aqg(3^*^'aj'gZT|'Q^<^ai-ar|
[

(Tangjur, mdo, ze, leaf 24b.)
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The Tibetan version begins with a salutation io the lord of

speech / ^qi^c^'OTj^tl^a'^ffqi \ and to the speaker of the excellent

truth (^'^^^'q-ZTI^r^^)
[

4. Vada-njaya-vipancitartha, ^'ClS^'^^^'CI^^'O^qcq-q-

^NS'lS^'q^'C^qsI'q — A complete unfolding of the

meaning of the commentary on logical discussion.

It extends over leaves 656—186a of the Tangyur, mdo, ze.

The work, which was composed by the great teacher S'anta-raksita,

opens thus

:

"Who having constantly dispersed darkness by the ray of the

heap of various puz^e precious qualities, exerted himself for the

-sake of obtaining the fi^uits of desire of various sentient beings

and rejoiced to do good to the entire world—to that Manjusri, bow-
ing down in i^everence, I begin to compose this concise and stainless

Vada-nyaya-vipancitartha."^

5;,cT[^-q-^|3i-q5^'5^Iq]-g^'^'o^'g^'(^^q'5j^
I [

(Tangyur, mdo, ze, leaf 39?>)

^\z:'^^\^^' q-|r^q]^' ^5j:^r^^y\ '^^' (\^^' 3'

^q-q^-5^^-:^'q^<35-5|^-q
| ]

(Tangyur, mdo, ze, leaf 656.)
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The work was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage

Kumara-^ri-bhadra and the Tibetan interpreter-monk venerable

S'es-rab and Hbro-sen-dkar (who was a native of the province of

Hbro or Do) in the holy monastery of Bsam-yas (Saraye).^^ The

translators begin the Tibetan version with a salutation to Manjnsri-

kumarahhuta.

5. llambana-pariksa-tika, ^^^n^' q* qsp\ ^0^' ^^^*

i^^jCJ^—Annotation on the examination of the objects

of knowledge.

It extends over leaves 1866—200& of the Tangyur, mdo, ze.

The work, which was composed by the teacher Vinita-deva / STfl]'

^'^ ) ^P^^s thus

:

*' Meditating on the merciful Omniscient One, and saluting him
by my head, I compose the Alambana-pariksa-tika."^

It ends thus :

—

**Here is finished the Alambana-pariksa-tika, which is a clean
work of the teacher named Vinita-deva who weighed all sorts of
alambana and is a lion of speakers, confounding the brains of the
Tirthika- elephants.''*

The work was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage
S'akya-simha and the Tibetan interpreter Vande-dpal-brtsegs of

Shu-chen. The translators begin the Tibetan version with a salu-

tation to Buddha (^C^'fi^X and all Bodhisattvas (gC^'

f5I'q^'q^:;'q':^q'yn 1 1 (Xangyur, mdo, ze, leaf 186b.)

(Tacgyur, uido, ze, leaf 2006.)
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6. Nyaya-aloka-siddH ^^^'^:j'g^'^^'§i;'5J *-A lamp

of logical demonstration.

The work, which extends over leaves 2006—2016 of the Tau-
gyur, ipdo, ze, was composed by the teacher Candra-gomi. It was
translated into Tibeban by Pandit S'ri'Sitaprubha and the inter-

preter-monk Vairocana. The translators begin the Tibetan

version with a salutation to ManjuSri ( Q53^"^^'^ ) I

7. Sarvajna-siddhi-karika, ^S^^'^^'S^g^j^q'^q-qO^'^CT]-

(lj(a^3;^'n^"q —Memorial verses on the accomplish-

ment of omniscience.

The workj which extends over leases 2016—2026 of the Tan-

gyur, mdo, ze, was composed by Vag-gupta / C^^'^I^^^ I The

Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the Omniscient One

8. Vahyartha-siddhi-karika, g'^'^^'^q^q'S^q*

qa'^CTl'flJQ^^ —Memorial verses on the reality of

external things.

It extends over leaves 2026—210a of the Tangyur, mdo, ze.

The work, which was composed by the teacher Knsala-raksita

" Who while serving his own object accomplished the entire

wn
plishing all objects, investigate into objects (external).

' ^C'^^-C^^'^f5j'J^-d;3^||

V9

(Tangyur, mdo, ze, leaf, 202b.)
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The work was translated into Tibetan by the Vaibhaaika

(S'^^'TS*^^) teaclier Jina-mitra of Kasmira and the

Tibetan interpreter-monk Dpal-brtsegs-raksita. The Tibetan ver-

sion begins with a salutation to all the Tathagatas (S'^^^

cn^cn^'CI \ of three times. ^

9. S'ruti-pariksa-karika, ^' L\' qeCT]' qS^'*^=T|' O]^^

^^^^ Memorial verses on the examination of hear-

ing (that is, the Word).

The work, which extends over leaves 210a—211a of the Tan-

gyur, mds, ze, was composed by the teacher Kusala-raksita (^^'
r

^C^^\| The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the

Omniscient One
^
^5?^'^'?|fg5'q

) [

10. Anyapoha-vicara-karika, ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^' ^Cl^'<3B^'

njC^^'O^'^—Memorial verses ou the determination

of a thing by the exclusion of its opposites.
r

The work, which extends over leaves 211a—2136 of the Tan-

gyur, mdo, ze, was composed by the teacher Kusala-raksita ( SWl'

^^^ \
I

The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the

Omniscient One
( ^3^:54'S^'3qR3;'q

) |

11. Isvara-bhanga-karika, ^'^C:'Hq|'Q^tq|-qq^-'^q]-p}q^^

3^*^—Memorial verses on the refutation of God.

It extends over leaves 214a—215a of the Tangynr, mdo, ze.
The work, which was composed "by the teacher Kugala"rak§ita

(^^•gC;^)^ opens thus:
•S9

"Who completely knowing (things) explained them to
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sentient beings—to that lord of the world (Buddha) bowing down
I bring this out fully."

^

The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the Omnis-

cient One
( ^5I^'6^'3iIgaj'q ) I

12. Pramana-pariksa, <3^^'3^'«^S^'q —^^ examination of

the means of knowledge.

It extends over leaves 215a—237& of the Tangyur, mdo, ze.

The work, which was composed by the teacher Dharraottara

(^'^^ ),
opens thus :—

*' It is a very strange thing that the unlearned men, though
their eyes are opened^ do, in consequence of their own nature, turn
away from Pramana (the means of kuowledge), and the learned
ones owing to mistakes (or delusions) not acquiring it, suffer

various miseries ; who having clearly explained it has made the
entire world to strive after and acquire the same—to that expound-
er of Pramana, the Sugata, bowing down, I explain Pramana."*

NO

Q^g'5^^^'^'(^*g^'(^^^'^
1

1

'^C2^=r]-q]'^aj-q':^qq'q^'3
1 ]

(Tangyur, mdo, ze, leaf 214a.)

^•3q{ar3^'^5j'li=T]'cr]q-c|^';5c;'^cT|^'5^<3j*^'v^-^[;-q^<3j'

qga|-g=;^'q-^
| j

xT]:;'^;«-f:^g^q' 5^'!^^sT|^q' C!^*q^<5j*^^f^a^'^*=i|?r^-

q^'^q'^^'^'q
] \
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The work was translated into Tibetan by the monk Blo-ldan-

^es-rab. The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the

Omniscient One.

13. Pramana-parlksa, c&^'5^'^£^'^ —An examination of

the means of knowledge.

It extends over leaves 238a—2536 of the Tangynr, mdo, ze.

The work, which was composed by the teacher Dhavmottara, opens

thus

;

''Who is not knowable to the (worldly) great, who occupies

the position of the pacifier of the links of miseries, who is to be

obtained (perceived) by multitudes of reverential prayers—to that

Pramana personified (Buddha) I fully bow down." ^

The work was translated into Tibetan by the interpreter-

monk Blo-ldan-ses-rab. The Tibetan version begins with a

salutation to the Omniscient One.

U. Apoha-nama-prakarana, ST|(a<3:'^(!a^'q'(^^'fl*CIQ^'^q*Y

3^"C]~A treatise named the exclusion of the oppo-

sites.

It extends over leaves 254a~266a of the Tangyur, mdo, ze.

The work, which was composed by the teacher Dharmottara

( (S^'S^cB^^ )
opens thus :

" The character of whose reflective mind is glorified in soli-

tude by others, who has promulgated the incomprehensible, intrin-

I

^^'5^'^^'^l^'^^' ^'l^^^^^^
^'^'g=^' (^(=^<3^-aj^'^-^=^*

(Taugynr, mdo, ze, leaf 215a-}

(Tangyar, mdo, ze, leaf 238o.)
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sic truth not shrouded by doubis, who is called the preacher of

truth to the world, the perfectly victorious lord and one entirely

free from faults—him saluting with my head I explain here Apoha
(the doctrine of exclusion of the opposites)."^

*' The work was translated into Tibetan by the Kasmirian

Pandit Bhagya-raja / 5Jf^'QJ3k'^f34'i^ ) and the interpreter-monk

Blo-ldan-ses-rab, in the incomparable city of Kasmira. The
translators begin the Tibetan version with a salutation to Manjusri-

kumarabhnta.

- 15. Para-loka-siddhi, Q^cn'e(5'^'-2;,a]'2Jjq'q—Existence of

the world beyond.

It extends over leaves 266a—270a of the Tangyur, mdo, ze.

The work, which was composed by the teacher Dharmottara,
begins: " Some say that the world beyond is possessed of the
characteristics of a complete separation from the link of conscious-
ness which began from before birth and continued after death,
etc.''»

g^^^^^^^'^^^'^^^'R')^^'^::.'^'\-R^^'q:

y^^II

^•^^^•q^«;
II

(Tang^'ur, a;do, ze, leaf 254a.)

(Tangyur, mdo, ze, leaf 266a.)
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The work was translated into Tibetan by the great Kasmirian

Pandit Bhagya-raja ( S'il'^^^i'gt^'^) ^^^ the Tibetan inter-

preter-monk Tshab-ni-ma-grags during the life-time of S'ri-Harsa-

deva ( ^'^'^'^'^'^ ) ^i^g ^* Kasmira [A.D. 1089-1101,

vide Dr. Stein's Rajatarangini, Vol. I, pp. 333-401], in the mon-

astery of Eatna-rasmi (Gem-lustre) at the centre of the incom-

parable great city.

The translators begin the Tibetan version with a salutation

to Manjusri-kumarabhuta.

16, Pustaka-pathopaya, ^^Tj^^'qS^'^^I^J]"^^^'^^ —The

method of reading a book.

The work, which consists of the leaf 270a—270b of the

Tangyur, mdo, ze, was composed by Pandit Danasrila, and was
translated into Tibetan by himself. The work begins with a

salutation to the Triple Gem / ^TIS'S^^^'^^?;^?!
) \

17, K§ana-bhanga-siddhi, H^I'OTJI'f^E^'i^'^CI'q Es-

tablishment (of the doctrine) of momentary destruc-

tion.

The work, which extends over leaves 2706—282a of the

Tangyur, mAo, ze, was composed by the teacher Dharmottara. It

was trailslated into Tibetan by the Indian sage Bhagya-raja, and
the interpreter-monk Blo-ldan-ses-rab. The translators begin the
Tibetan version with a salutation to Manjugrl-kumarabhuta.

r

18. Ksana-bhanga-siddhi-vyakhya, ^^'§cn'5;|'Qlqrq'qjq'

2^Q^'5^'Q2qnttI—Commentary on the treatise named

'' the establishment of the doctrine of momentary

destruction."

The work, which extends over leaves 282a—301a of the
JVUr. mdo. ze. was nnmnnspfl "hxr fl»o ffianVioT' Tlr^iTiTnan lUnlrf.a-

kumbha (^'^^gy^'q). It was translated into Tibetan by

the Indian sage Yinayaka and the interpreter-monk Grags-hbyor-
§es-rab. The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to
Maujusri-kumarabhuta.
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19. Sahavalambha-mgcaja, g^J'Sni'^^cn^'^'C^'^—As-
W

certainment of concepts arising together.

It extends over leaves 301a—3086 of the Tangynr, mdo, ze.

The work, which was composed bj the best of disputants the

teacher S'ri-prajna-sambb ava-Gupta f ^CJflJ'^^'^i^'Q. ^C'Cn^iS^sJ'

W^CI\ opens thus;

" Saluting Sugata, the bestower of heaven, the matchless
pure substance, I copiously explain this Sahavalanibha-ni§caya
(ascertainment of concepts arising together).'* ^

It was translated into Tibetan by the Nepalese Pandit S'anti-

bhadra and the Tibetan interpreter-monk g'akya-hod of the -

village of Sen-dkar in the province of Hbro (Do). The Tibetan
version begins with a salutation to Manju§ri-kumarabhuta-

20. Apohasiddhi, ^Cq'q'gq'q—Establishment of the

doctrine of determining a thing by the exclusion of
its opposites,

r
L

It extends over leaves 308b—334a of the Tangyur, mdo, ze.

The work, which was composed by the pious devotee / ^^I'flf

^51'^) tlie great sage Brahman S'ankarananda, opens thus :-

" The Omniscient One, free from all mistakes (illusions) and
existing in three times (the past, present and future), who looks
to things in their true nature, saluting him and relying on his
mercy, I elucidate the puzzle of the discussion on "self" and
" others " connected with the doctrine of Aj^oha.'^ *

I q^*=q^^^-^^'a^g'|5j-5l^i^'q
I]

^f^•^'^'^Ti^ai-i^c^-g^T^j^ [[

8 rTi3f?i|3j-a^giI'gar=^^-q]g^-^]3j^'q-;^
11
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The work was translated into Tibetan by the Kasmirian
Pandit Manoratha and the Tibetan interpreter Blo-ldan-§es-rab

in the incomparable city of KaSmira. The Tibetan vez'sion begins

with a salutation to the Omniscient One
( ^3^^-5^'3^|5^'^ ) 1

21.. Pratibandha-siddhi, Q^qq-q'Cnq-q —Establishment of

the causal connection.

It extends over leaves 334a—335a of the Tangyur, mdo, ze.

The work, which was composed by the devout devotee

/ ffq|'q5j<g:'r^'CJ \ S'ankarananda, opens with a salutation to

Sugata,

It was translated into Tibetan by Pandit Bhagya-raja,

(
^f2^'a!5;'a?^'2f^) and the interpreter Blo-ldau-ges-rab. The

Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the Omniscient One,
the remover of the obscurities of sight.

^^•^•=^^^'3j^'^q-q'q-q^aj'q(a^
]|

6 ^ >S5

(Taiigjur, ffido, ze, leaf 308b.)

' ^'9^'-^^'4'^'^'c^'?l5^'g5^'^^'<3;-q-^'n^^'|^

(^^^'^^
II

gv^Tm^-^-c;aj-q^a|-q^';^ar|^-sT]c;-^-jq'£-ga^'

q^-^q-:?|j5T|^-q
]|

(\^^-^
II

(Tangyar, mdo. ze, leaf 334a.)
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22. Vijfiaptitnatrata-siddhi, ^5^'^^'^=T]'q'^?I'ft^'S^'

Establishment of a mere communication of

knowledge.

The work, which extends over leaves 335a—3386 of the
Tangynr, mdo, ze, was composed by the great teacher Ratna-

sambhava-S'iva / '^5j'<5<3j'Q^C'^](5^'(3'q \. It was translated

into Tibetan by the Nepalese Pandit S'antibhadra, and the Tibetan
interpreter-monk S'akya-hod of the province of Hbro (Do).

Manj
jjrtsegs. The Tibetan version begins with a salnta-

23. 5ntara-vyapti, <3!C^'^1'I5^'^— Invariable concomitance

in an inference for one's own self.

This work, which extends over leaves 3386—3446 of the
Tangynr, mdo, ze, was composed by the great teacher Ratna-

sambhava S'iva (^3J'(3S(5'ClOC^'^]5I^*^'i^\. It was translated

into Tibetan by the Indian sage Kumara-kala§a, and the inter-

preter-monk S'akya-hod. The Tibetan version begins with a

salutation to Manjusri-kumarabhuta.

24. Hetu-tattva-upadesa, ^S-^J'cB^^'J'^'P'^^'^'^^^'^

Demonstration of the real nature of the i^eason

(middle term).

This woi-k, which deals with the three phases of reason and
extends over leaves 3446—354a of the Tangyur, mdo, ze, was
composed by the great sage Jetari. It was translated into Tibetan

by the Indian sage Pandit Kumara-kala^a, and the interpreter-

monk S'akya-hod. The Tibetan version begins with a salutation

to ManjuSri-kumarabhata.

25. Dharma-dharmi-viniscaya, <3&^'*sC<35^!''5'?k'^5'^''^

r

K^I^'Z^—Settlement of the subject and predicate.

The work, which extends over leaves 354a—359a of the
Tangyur, indo, ze, was composed by the teacher Jetari. The
Tibetan version begins with a salutation to Maiiju^ri-kumara-
bhuta.
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26. Balavatara-tarka, q5^'q-a^|S|]'qa^'eP]'ST]—Disputation

(logic) introductory to cTiildren.

It extends oyer leaves 359a—3726 of tte Tangyur, mdo,^ ze,

and is divided into three chapters : (1) moon-sum or perception ;

(2) ran-don-gyi-rjes-su-dpag-pa or inference for one's own self;

and (3) gshan-gyi-don-gyi-rjes-su-dpag-pa or inference for the sake

of others.

great

(
^^TTOJ^'apj'q )

opens thus :

Wh
and cleared the veil of the gloom of ignorance, who is a single

lamp to the three worlds—may that Bliagavan long remain

victorious." ^ '

The work was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage

Naga-Raksiia, atid the Tibetan interpreter of the province of Sum-
pa (in Amdo) named Dpal-mchog-dan-pohi-rdo-rje. Tl»e Tibetan

version begins with a salutation to ManjuSri-kumarabhlita.

27. Yukti-prayoga, ^^^l^'SJCl'5I^'i^— Application of

reasoning.

The work, which extends over leaves 3726—373a of the
Tangyur, mdo, ze, was composed by the great Brahman sage and

teacher of Kasmira named Ratna-vajra
(
^55*531'^* §)• I* was

translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage S'ri-Subh ^-S'iva

(5Cjaj'^25'CS^^'^'i^\ and the interpreter-monk of Shu-chen

named Tia-iie-hdsin-bzaa-ho. The Tibetan version begins with

a salutation to the great merciful lord Avalokitesvara /

opi^-WC-g^n
) ]

^^!^

\

"^^^'^^^^^^'^''^^^f
^c;'gjq-^|^^-l=T]

||

(Tangynr, oido, ze, leaf 359a )
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28. Tarka-bhasa, ^^'^fl^'SJ^—-Teclinicalities of logic.

It extends over leaves 373a— 413b of the Tangyur, mdo, ze,

and is divided into th.ree chapters : (1) perception; (2) inference

for one*s own self ; and (3) inference for the sake of others.

The work opens thus :

"Bowing down to the teacher, the lord of the world, I eluci-

date the Tarka-bhasa (the technicalities of logic) for the sake of

enabling children of small intellect listen to the system of Dhar-

makirti (^'J'^Ticri^ j/'

'

The work was translated into Tibetan by the interpreter-

monk Ppal-ldan-blo-gros-brtan-pa, who begins the Tibetan version

with a salutation to Buddha.

29. Karya-karana-bhava-siddhi, ^j'^C^'C^^g^^g^X'^' =7]^

CJ—Establishment of the relation of cause and effect.

The work, which extends over leaves 4135—418a of the

Tangyur, mdo, ze, was composed by the great sage Jnana-sri*

Mitra, It was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage Pandit
Kumara-kalaSa, and the interpreter-monk S'akya-hod. Subse-

quently it was retouched and published by the ^epalese Pandit
Ananta§ri, and the interpreter-monk aforesaid. The Tibetan
version begins with a salutation to Maiijusri-kumarabhuta.

^§•^'^^^•^^^^^•^5=^'^^
II

|^•iq•c^':^•q](^c:^•§c;•q•^5I?^
II

(Tangyur, mdo, ze, leaf 373a.)
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38, The Fats of Garcinial species.

Bj David Hooper.

Tliougli frequently alluded to in works on the economic
products of India very little is known regarding the fat expressed
from the seeds of species of Qarainia. Kokam butter, the

conciete oil of G, indica^ is an article of commerce in Bombay,
The seeds of 0, echtnocar^pa, Thw., the 'Madol* of Ceylon, affords

a thick oil used by the Cinghalese for burning in their lamps.
Regarding G, cambogm, Desrouss, Cherry mentions an oil

obtained from the tree which is used in the j^ilgiris for medicine.

The seeds of (?. tonkinensis yield an oil in Cochin China. In
addition to these, the Gamboge tree G. morella, Desrouss, yields a
semi-solid fat which has long been used in Mysore for domestic
purposes.

In 1857, a *' Report upon the oils of Southern India " was
made by Lieut. H. P. Hawkes. Tlds valuable paper was an out-

come of tlie Jury Report of the Madras Exhibition of 1855, and
embodied all the information on tlie subject of Indian fixed oils

collected up to that date, much of which has recently been over-

looked. Under *^ Gamboge Butter," the author has the following

remarks

;

"A semi-solid oil obtained from the seeds of Garcima ptctona
(of Roxburgh, now G. morellcty Desrouss), growing abundantly in

certain parts of Mysore and in the Westei^n Coast jungles, especially

near Cooly Droog. The oil which is procurable in moderate
quantities, is prepared by pounding the seed in a stone mortar,

and boiling the mass until the butter or oil rises to the surface;

or by first roasting tlie seeds, and then proceeding as above. Two
nnd a half measures of seed should yield one and a half seers of

butter.
" In the Nugger division of Mysore it is sold at the rate of

as. 1-4 per seer of Rs. 24 weight or £36-6 per ton : it is used as

a lamp oil, and by the poorer classes as a substitute for ghee.

The butter thus prepared does not seem to possess any of the

purgative properties of the gamboge resin/*

The tree is common in forests of Western India up to 3,500

feet, and extends for fully 120 miles along the Malabar ghats ; it

is also frequent in Ceylon. Except repeating what has been given
in the above extract, Cooke, Talbot and Watt give no further

particulars regarding the fat of the seeds. In the revised edition

(1903) of " Animal and Vegetable Oils and Tats,*' by Dr. C. R.
Alder Wri^^rht, the editor under Garcinia morella remarks:
** Furnishes Gamboge butter concerning the chemical constitution

of which little or nothing is known."
It was, therefore, with great interest that I received, a short
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time ago, samples of two of these fats from the Range Forest

Officer, Thirthalli, Shimoga District, Mysore. The following notes

accompanied the samples :

" 1. A kind of ghee from '' Mnrga" seeds (Garcmia). The seeds

when they fall in May, June and July in the Taluks of Thirthalli,

Koppa, Nagar and Sagar are picked up by the villagers and the

oil is extracted. This is used like ghee for all cooking purposes."

"2. An oil from the seeds of "Gurgi" {Garcima morella).

The treatment is the same as above, but the oil is used for light-

ing, frying and as a medicine for sprains and injuries." The
Kanarese name '' Gurgimara" signifies yellow gum tree.

The oils were semi-solid, of a yellow colour, and destitute of

odour and taste. They were very similar in composition as the

following constants indicate

;

Murga. Gurgi.

Specific Gravity at 50^0... ... "900 '902

37°C 33'5GMelting point

Acid value
• # •

Saponification value ... ... 198'20 194-74
Iodine „ 53-72 55-46

Reichert Meissl „ „. ,,. -69 -62

Percentage of fatty acids ... 94-89 95-20
Melting point of „ ... ... 56^C 55°C
Iodine value of „ ... ... 56'38 57-81

One gram of the oil digested in 50 cc of alcohol of 90 per
cent, yielded 10'7 percent, soluble fat and 89'1 per cent, insoluble.

At the temperature of 29°C, the fat was separated by filtra-

tion and pressure into 55*1 per cent, of liquid fat or olein and
449 per cent. of solid fats.

By calculating from the iodine value of these two oils the
Murga fat yielded 62*33 per cent, olein and the Gurgi fat 64*34
per cent. By solution of the lead salt of the first named 63 per
cent, was soluble in ether, indicating a similar proportion of olein.

With regard to the solid fatty acids, three recrystallizations
from alcohol gave white fatty acids melting respectively at
61°, 66° and 70'5°. The last is characteristic of stearic acid which
was piesent to the extent of about 30 per cent. Acids with the
intermediate melting points corresponded with acid values 206*7
and 202*7, and may be referred to the presence of small quantities
of palmitic acid.

The next Garcinia fat operated upon was Kokam or Goa but-
ter obtained from the seeds of Garcinia indica, Choia,

I found it to jield the following constants :

Specific Gravity at50°O ... ... -9106
Melting point
Acid value .., ^]^,3
Saponification value ... ...

' '

191-5
Iodine

^.^

'"
9^*0

Keichert Meissl

« • 43°C

n •978
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Percentage of fatty acids ... ... 93'5

ere^ 9 • « 9 •Melting point of ,,

Solubility in 50 cc. <»£ 90 per cent, alcohol, 30 per cent.

The amount of olein calcalated from the iodine value was 29
per cent. The amount of lead salt soluble in ether was 33 pei*

cent. The fatty acids separated from the lead salt insoluble in

ether afforded a meltintr point of 66'5 and ^w acid value of

20296, indicating a mixture of palmitic and stearic acids,

Recrystallized from alcohol the fatty acid melted at 69*5^0, and
otherwise had the peculiar properties of stearic acid.

Heise in 1896 (quoted by Lewkowitsch *VChemical analysis

of Oils, Fats and Waxes ") states that Kokam butter consists chiefly

of oleo-distearin and the fatty acids are oleic and stearic with
small quantities of (probably) lauric acid. In tlie distillation of the
fatty acids I was unable to observe any lauric acid both from the
Gamboge butter and Kokam fat, but the melting points and acid

values of the olein freed acids gave constants indicating an
admixture of small quantities of palmitic acid with the stearic

acid.

t ^ It is interesting to notice in these two fats that the consti-

tuent parts are almost identical ; but while in the fat of Garcinia
indica the olein is present in the proportion of one to two of

sfceainn, forming oleo-distearin, in the fat of Q. morella the olein

is present in the proportion of two to one of stearin, forming
stearo-diolein.





39» The Paladins of the Kesar-saga* A Collection of

Sagas from Lower Ladakh* Tale No. III.

By A. H. Francke.

THE TALE OP SHELLI BTJZHUNa.
f

Abstkact of Contents.

When Kesar was old, there was a little boy in the castle of

gliing^ called Shelli bu zhnny ('the little boy of Crystal ') who had
no father.^ It was found necessary to provide a bride for him,
and as the hermit rTi>e dgn was the only person likely to know a
suitable bride, a little servant-boy was sent to ask his advice.

The boy received a letter authorizing him to ride on the horse
Dunygi dar dkar^ which was in the care of Agu Zlaba bzauyjpo.

This Agu was 1,050 years old and had a son called Zlaba dkarpo.
Zlaba dkarpo could not believe that the horse was to be entrusted
to the little servant-boy, and went before king Kesar together with
the boy, to make special enquiries. But Kesar gave the same
order once more, and the child was carried by the horse before
the hermit's house, after it had jumped with him so close to the
sun that the boy got almost burnt. The hermiit, however, was
offended, because Kesar had sent a little boy instead of a proper
Agu. But the boy was carried by di^agons directly before the
hermit's house. Then he made a bow and arrow and frightened

the old man. The latter read Kesar's letter and said that the

bride of Kesar's son, rGyalsa dkarpo^ was to be born to the king
of Groynl, whose castle was on the top of the three realms of the

world. She was to be born together with many powerful jewels.

He gave the advice to make friends with the grandmother who
took care of the garden below Groyul ; and prophesied that the bride

would be obtained, although one of the Agus would lose his life

in the task {mDa dpon gnnyma). When the answer of the hermit

was brought to the castle of gLmg, 'uBruyuma did not like the

news, and entreated Kesar to select a bride fx'om the daughtei-s

of the country. He, however, Avent off with his son. When they

arrived half-way to Groyul, they met with the Nyopas (buyers

of the bride) of many countries, who wished to gain the daughter

of the king of Groyid for themselves. They took night-quarters

at the grandmother's house. The son first frightened the grand-

mother by burning her garden down, and then appeased her by
restoring everything in a miraculous way. During night, when
the daughter of the king of Groyul was born, the earth was filled

A Just as Kesar had no hain.in futlier, iiis boy wa8 also supposed to

have none. Compare ** A Lower Ladakhi Version of the Kesar-saga,"

Tale No. II.
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with light But the boy had a bad dream and believed that thedaughter of an ogre had been born. However, the grandmother

thT^-tt ^^n'
^"^^"^' '^'\ ^.^^ d-^S^ter was 'a faify, and thatthe ;Nyopas of many countries had already arrived, desirous ofgaimngher. Also the new-born daughter of the king oi Grayed

hfttlLZVfl'^- *'T^^" '^^P^' ™^'^' ^^d carry her off

her sav n/tW t"^
"""""^

^ I'P'^"' ^^* ^^'^ ^^^^^^^ comforted

The boy rp2/aZ6i. r^y^/aZsa wished to ride to and break thebazaar oi Groyul which consisted of bell-metal ; but did not succeedHe therefore asked his father to lend him the horse ri^JZ'oi
p ecT- ThlsTar.h^^"' ^^, ^^\^^^^ ^^^-^- °f ^ellSal'to
fheir armv a.nW ff

"'^'"''^

?"t*>' P^^P^^ °^ ^^^2/"^ to send.»s; t^^^TjLtiith?^^^^^^^^^

r dTn^^;fXtvt^.:^.L^^!:i!-fV ^^ a;S;S::
drums us

The heavy

off suddenly and e^iered into the b^ly 7the g a
"'

The seZihero of G™j„( «.,s «y a„„r. He went to flJht the W of

fe" :rttler
"^^'^ ™-f"g^- H» toWed^into the Zter

^ndp7oduced Tv thfi:
«°"'^»*^''t^' O" '^"o^'^t of the strong

&tW°iLt''rar;l:t"'V'''^'' '"^.'''^ '- soouer^'tdy
also a Buddha and „ Ti

'' ?' f
mouutain^ On the same day

on the t„r„f fl ""P" P'™* '"«1 '''^Med who would be first

the child pronounoed TlJL • T *^^ *°P ^^ ^^^^ mountain
were to be filled with^lS?h

'''°'?"^ *° 7^''^ '^' ^^^^^ries

Ladakhis
: China wihsnL of th^T *^°^^^«,!«r ^^ ^^^^ eyes of the

with tea
; Yarkand wifb V .xf^^-S?

P^**^^^
5 ^^^^ral Tibet

with salt and ;oo^ PuLr''-;A'
We^^ '^'i^etan lake-district

tiger-Uke heroTs WskS w>h t^^S^^^^^g^'^^ ; ^adakh with
floM-ers

; Baltistan with ^^^
^^th ^ k^ p^^ .^^ ^.^^ ^^^

boy killed thf giaTt bv C'
w

'
^^^^,^-.^ith rice [ Then the

giant's forehead^and ordere7S "t'' ^ ^°^^"^ "^^^-^* *^^
of fifty years of l^ge

"" *^ ^^ ^^^'^^^ *« ^ female Kyang

of CWs Xt^er anVrat*^/^^
engagement-beer of the king

maid-servant, oUTd TserSi^^ ""^
f **'^°^^ «* ^^icks. Th!

it with.,ut t;nehing\t^;^,^lrth\^t:^^

1 The
s«ga." t:;: N?Tir"' '"'^°" '"^ " ^ ^^^^-^ ^adakhi VerBion of tlie Kesar-
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on thrones of gold and silver, were unable to perform the task,

fihe considered it superfluous to ask the two men of gLing to try.

However, the boy prayed her to offer the beer to him and gave
her a new name. Then he threw the pot towards the sky with his

stick, and the beer was consumed by the 360 gods and nagas.
Thus the girls were won by the men of gLing. But when the boy
exhibited his great poverty, the heroes of Groyril would not give
him the princess and sent the giant Rhva {or Hibo) hion chen

against him. The boy fled before the giant, as a partridge flies

before a falcon. Therefore Kesar took the shape of a crow and
Asked dPalmoi adag (the female Agu) to come to his assistance.

She went to fight the giant and asked Agu mDa dpon gongma to

come also. The giant was defeated by the woman in a great

arrow and spear contest ; but when he fell down, mDa dpon
gongma happened to come under the giant's thumb and was
smashed.

During this combat, the son of the king of China {rGyanag')

had carried off the bride to his own country. Therefore Kesar,
his son, and the Agus, went to China. A gi-andmother made the
arrangement that on the day of the prince of China's wedding to

to the princess of Grogul^ dPalmoi astag^ who had taken a beautiful

shape, was to be married to the minister of China, But when
the wedding dance was performed, dPalmoi astag started a war-
dance, followed by Kesar and the other men of gLhig, During
this dance, they killed the king of China and all his men, and the

female Agu put her spear in Shel Idang Ihamo's hair, which she

twisted round it, and dragged the girl out of the castle on the

road to gLing, Only after long entreaties by the whole party

and the gods was she willing to let the girl ride on the horse of

her bridegroom.
Then a message was sent to gLing with two doves, and a great

wedding was celebrated on the lull Tisuru (Kailasa).

Vocabulary and Notks.

-3nLr(lJ'n''S^ . shelU buzhung (the same as hu c7iu7ig): see Ladakhi

^ ^
si"** Grammar, Introduction. The name means * The

little boy of glass (or crystal),
*

^^CTTJ;^;^
I

Ijag re<, turn
;

[it is his] turn.

^Cq^
1 P^^ ^^^^ (^^' tJiobs) on hire, borrowecl.

tlj^'5J^T Tchas sman (or Ichas dman), defeat.

^"
• •^.s.'- t P^^^9 ^^^'^ ^^^ ^'^gy^^9 eighteen times as much

^ I ^ 3 I ' as is thrashed out by oxen at a turn.

yj 1 zeya^ the same as zela, name of a horse.
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_^,g_ . char skijih, a cavity which protects a wanderer in rainy

weather.

i^'^
I
ban, a small box.

khamcii, month.

S'cB^-^l ^^^ tJisoms, or the tlisom^ doubt.

QJZ
I

nyed^ or nyid^ self.

3flJ'SIC'3f'^T '®^^^^ Zftei^r Uiarno, 'goddess of rising crystal,''

I N ^ I name of the princess of GroytiL

^7*5 y I
^l^ovi hhyiT^ names of precious stones ; Ijag

^^^'W^ I
^^^^™ ^J^y y probably stands for Icags ;

^^^ "W^ '
bArze^ Ijag J compare Ijogpo for Icogpo.

^1 • ' chain.'

here in the sense of ' to fetter, * put m

^^•^•W-^ I Kiga.

btorba nagpo ;
* black scatterei'/ name of a

C,' VJ\Z^
I

'^yo gruh^ the same as dngos grnhj blessing,

1>»J^*C ^'i^'^ I
y^^ ^3^'^ zlaba^ first half of the month.

5^^'CS'3'2^T ^^^^'^ '^goi zlaha, second half of the month.

^'^^^*/^5fc 1
'^^^^ ^^^^^' ^^^^j ' mountain, gi^eat minister,

'
name of

^1
•

' a giant.

xx*c 1 charte, descending ; sa-id of the eyelids which descended

^ ' down to the mouth.

SJJ^'^SI bar zhva, kind of lama's cap.

aQ^'2<Jf24l M*^^J?^^«^ said to mean 'noble* in this connection; but

more probably it means ^ general,

'

^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^Jt'V'^^ ^^h_^^MP^

^^ ^^ \
P^^ophorog, male crow.

5^' ?r ^^ 1
^^^^ woTog, female crow.

g'Cnj rdzaga, clay.
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tlI3y'^VR*rfi*55J I ^^^^Hy^ i^^^ rJcucas ' steal the time of the road,'

^ ^ » shorten the road,

^*fl| f ^«?«3 a gold coin.

^'3^1 bazar^ Bazaar.
I

pj^'^C
I
^^^9 rlang^ part of tlie steam.

^^'5^2qr|
I

snyas mgo^ the same as sngas mgo, pillow.

jq[^-n
I

^^^^^^^^) the same as honghn^ donkej. It is a case of
^ "^ assimilation of the vowel to the second syllable.

'^'^"'^
I

sgara sgure, very old.

^^'5J^]| grihmag^ or gribma, shadow.

^^'^^
1

cun cun, locks of hair.

^'C
I
cutri, or ctiti, pigtail. Hindi, c5/f.

^^^'5^*^^^^ 1

"^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^'' ^^^^]^^o i»*<> t^^e right
' ^ 11^1 and left cheek ; said of a large mouth.

^^IfU'QESJ'^ciri ^^^^ 'ajam rtngmo, 'long and soft splendour,'

1 ^ 'name of a spear.

^
I

Z/, metal used for bells.

'xI^\ I f'inog^ in this connection is said to mean ' hair round the feet

^ I
' of a horse.

'

1 • '"^^ ' pass a certain height.

<5'R"|
**^%^^ hhro^ probably ' hitting the target,

'

ryrsTq] i gra pJiog^ the first blow in a game of Polo.

•^:;i
zermong^ claws of a bird.

f^
1 Itso, remnants of food found in the stomaclK

5
O^qrcjl^'D^:'J5: 1 ^^^ ^'"^^ ^^^^ ^^<'"' ' I'^d hand, gi-eat minister,'

I 1 ^ > I name of a triant.
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p,_:^-j;.-.„ . lag tJio btongha, * put the hands high
' ; said of au

' ^ 'impatient horse.

^.-/.-—^•^Tf '^^yy^^ i^'"^^ dlcar^o^ instead of more common 7

I ' ^ sa dJcarpo ; name of Kesar's son.

-gyal

dkarp

tXI<S'(3J'^
I
y^^^^^ ^^5 even if it is.

P^'5^ I
khnr cig^ sneezing of the horse.

'v^s^'^ni^'^S ! dar dTcor tse^ name of a village.

^Pl^
I ^^^^'S^'^9 ^ mark on the skin of the horse.

15^S\ ! snanmu^ an addition to a gift

n'^'i^^T^
I
hyara hhandre, name of a devil.

I^^'Ojq l^'qq |U.JC;'a}q |
aUh, Uekh, yangleh, flat stone.

cr'Cr'C'X-cr'Cr'cr i ^^^^9 ^^'^i)
^^^^^^ tong'\ The sound of the

J / 7 / 1 7 I tang tang. ( drum ; onomatopoe-

^(Sc'Sa'fSr''^'*Qjr'J^ 1
i?*oZow(/ malong dro \ tical expressions.

^ -Sk ON ^k Sj -Sk Rk
I i^^g long.

{3^'(51^
I
^^i6 zhih, little pieces.

^C'5|'C^ 1 rtsing rtdng^ large pieces.

^t§^'§-l2S'^^lT'K!-^^'*^?'*' «^«^ i^K'^ 'la<5y of *^^ yellow

' "^
"

' arae/ a name.

m^j^^-OT^-ra'yjmx ^nlihar, * castle of the yellow

* >=* y I I I flower/ name of a castle.

^^^'*^^5^p5J
I
yser ral mkhan^ ' gold locks, ' name of a boy.

*^?pr^f^"5^<5 |#yZ/« n/^ wfcA«??, ' turquoise locks,' name of a girh

'5^'($»'^
I
chah chih, a small pond.

S^^Ql'^^I mdo sdiir^ competition in arrow-shooting

^^'5^
I

Itor ces, split.

y^^*^^
I

y^hc^s, blow away (by the wind)



r
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<3&C3^
I
ohang ziim, the middle part of the bow

^^'^^^^
I
^^^'^ stags, the corners of the bow.

P'?^^^ I

J^ho mags, the same as khoma, knapsack

J^(5"i]
I

henpo, monk (probably of the Bo7ickos).

+

^04'^<3t j
hahnaJi, the best kind of apricot.

Q'(i^ 1 't>/o, a kind of rice.

nS'Z^ 1 '^han^a^ butcher.

^^'5^
I
sen drag, snip with the finger.

^(^'^^1 1 dol thog, a soft kind of stone.

a*^C^ T nya shing^ yoke of oxen.

'^^ ! chti thag, leather strap, to tie oxen to a plough.

^*rol i^^^^
thsa^ sack-clotli.

^C^'^n
I

rtstnyJce, the same as rtsingha, coarse.

27|*-^5|
I
gnram, syrup.

P'S'^j Ichantre, Lower Ladakhi for Tihante, bitter,

cqi-C I tigtra, or tigta, Gentiana flower.

sag sdar, the same as hags hdar, file.

^ff:j^^\dgongi pJie (or phye), eveuing meal

j^^X'r^
I
nrrso chunijun, not of many years.

^^a|Cn
I

s:has lug, herd of slieep.
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J^'^s^J rtsara^ search.

m*rm'cnysT[^'Q^,3:i karog yyang ^adzin, name of a Mon

^•^r
I
the phoiig, the same as the fco, thumb,

ga'jyn ]
wi^ slab, the same as me ^IJab, flame.

ivaziTj wazir.

^'Z^ 1
-^P^^^ca.?, to pay.

^(^^ ^golo, body.

rfrCI'RClll rkang hhyil^ name of a marullon.

-Rf--x^Q5T f rJcang rings^ name of a Bheda.

fisuruy name of a mountain.
T¥5

1

^n4-ai-g-(^C-=ti-|t;^!^3j-'^[
I

>o sp

^^
NC» ^^

Nff

q'^q-f3^'g-^c;-r^
[

p'a|'qm-5^-(^cT|-gcq'g3^'3^^| ^^
q- ^c;'3^a^-gqiM'3jc;'6j

I
^-ii'gjq-^qsj'l-s^criq^'^^-i^-s^'q-g

fl^'ffq^Q-%=^2^'q
I

=^qc\-q^^c;'?i^-jari^^l
|

^-aj^-
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[N.S.I

^^^'^o\'^^
I

.

p'cq'^'5i'^c;'^-s^Js'^^^'q^(5q:^'ai-qi5C'^

)

qac;-q'5j'§'^'?rc;'q^-
] Iq^-^q^j'i'q-qarHr ^'^'^•Sf

q^'^^c^-ig'q^-ajai-^j^-a^gq'^-Siq-q^
|

g^'?lS^*ajc:'«^-ci]|2^-

Sq^'^q^'I'q'qacq^^rq^^^'^'^^^Taj
|

q-^yi*^'^^-g'q^(3^'^cr|-ysT<^ar|

NO N^ NO

gc'qj'^qc^'q^ (^c:'^^'=T|gc:'^^'-^cr|'q3^'Sr]

^^'3j'?j'cr]'(3^'P^s^^]'5S*i|'ai-^^-q'l;cT]'^*Bf|

cTl'i^:^q
I ^q^Y'Tfl'"^''^^^'^'''^ I

3'^'|'^

3^55I-HfI'aj'g'S 6^'^q|'I)5'^'i§cT]
I

(S''?J'f:\<^-^cT|*^'S-q'5c;
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c:S^'||c:•y|p^'^•l:^•p^'g<3^\^^•y^c;•q•??^a]
|

|c;-^-^^-g':^-Hfq-p^'g3i-^^|'^c:'q*^^:;'a5
]

C'^-g-^^^'^zTl-l-l'CNT^^'q
I

2<r^<3j-^^'^'g-^-^C^^"|^'a]
I

c;'Praf^•^c:-g-q^-^m'qaj-q
]

qQ^-?|!^Q^-jq-'5j^'5^s^a^'^q|'gc;-ai
|

'^^•^^•p^'^^^T^'TB-'^ I

^^•qs^^l c;*^'ii-|q-s^q^-|'^=q'a|\^-i2^fH-<55'C^<3j| 5'q^

^C%=;^^'^^^'^'c;'Q^-q^t^q^-qy;'^^-'^
|

^'i^^-g^-:^-^?!
NO N9

^^S^g^'t'^t^'^'i^-^ 1
•^•^•pS;'^^3^-fq-qc;^

^'5^^''^
1 |*=^'^n^'q^r^^*y'^'^^'^'^^

1
^^^-^^'^'5^
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[N.S.-]

N3 N3 NJ?

CQ •ga]-q^-a^c:-:^c;^'q--j5j's^c;
|

gc;-g^|'q|?r^-g-^c;'^'?,3^-Bf:^-rT]5^'qq^ar|

p'q-^'q-qi^c:-qa^'c;-?|'^^?^'ai

^•^•paj-q!5C'C:-3^*qt5::'(^
I

g|CCT]"g'q|^'^r^'ai*53j-a|
I

c:*§j-^qa^'q^«^c:-5^^-^q^'qS^rq"Jiaj
|

X5 >0 X3

g]q-m-q-^s^-g-qj-q-5j^.^'5I'(fi-6^ys^^ [

\ p-ai-^-q-q£^c;-z^q[^'.^m|
]
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«^c:'^-^^'^^^*q'5c;-^qi'^-:N3j
|

^(^•^'<5'ci^^'s;^'5^'^=^^r^'u^«3;
1

No

Fi

'^'^
1 f^'^^^'^^r^'^'^-ff^'^^•a^^

I gt:*g=T|5i'3j^

fajcTj-ci-s^C-i-q-qlrv|
| rf|-'a;^^^'q-q]^3^-q^-^-|m'^qi'

qijc^-gj^^'q^-^i-q-^i
]

p-ajgq'aqpo^'^-g^-ys^^fqyaqS^'

I
"^•q-=;^c;'qi-q'^-^q]-a^=^q|-ari

irS'gq'^q'3j-g-^q|-q^q|;^^-=^-q|

5q-5^-^;q'=^qd^'qj^'=;^::^'cq-j<3j-ai
|
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• IN. S. ]

^S3

X5 NP \^

sq-^q-qt^C^Y^'iSj^Tj-c^q-oji

•^'3^'^^^'<q-5^"^'^'qS,'gq'^^^-^C'^'«^s^^'cr]l=T]^'Br['

^^•'3j'a^=^cr]'2^'^q'(3j'Q^2^2^'=T]asT]^'q
I

NO N5

cr|3qr]%^-C;-arq]^3q-q3i\^^]V^^ai
|

^^•q| 5^-ii'y^5I'3^^'5j'^=T]'^c:'i
I

^^''^'^j-gp

(^sTJ-qf^c;^'^
I

g[c;-q]'g'q]^-«^c:^-q-j<3j'fai
|

^•^^•g-gc;*gq]-q^=T|'q-cT|^aj-aj
[

«Sqa^'^'(«i=T3^'^c;^''^I

I
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]3^-3^'rq'5^'^%c^3i'3i
1

N-3

|gs;^'C\^^'5^"^c:-q3;,'q-^Ik'a^
|

5^'^^Sj'^^'a^^'q
I

g-cT|'q-SQ-i^'5q-^^rq^
I
w

N^ NO
4

^'^^^
I

i^*^*f^?]*5Jc:^I*q'q'(3^g-a;=r|'q"q2^^'CTi<3j5i'cq-g^'gaj'

NS >0 NC>

fl'^^1

a'^g'^i^'^3*^=T^"^^''^'T^-^ I
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[N.S.]

y

ST]'q
I

2^-q-gz^-^'q]5q]'q-5^:^a^-q^|
| q]5^^•^•^[(^-qs?^

|

^^%^ I

'g'ij'a^'gq's^q^j-^!:^''^'^^*'^
[

ajm-q-cT|y^a;-qc^-ajc;-^-q]^-(3jcr]'y^^'ai
|

qcr]-q-=r]:^:5^'qS^-5jC:'5;^'^2^f:;^-(^^'y^^-5r[

qE5C:*c;'li'q=5^'q'c;'0^'^'^^T^'W^''^
I

^T:;^q^-q!5C^-q-<3j^-5?i;-arli'q^-5^'^^*Sr|

%|'q'^^-q^-Grli'-^'5^*^^*f^
I

^•q'<3j^-q3;.*ai-«^q*q'^-i^-(5r[

;5^-3^'q^5I'q'q£5-^-3q-^=T|-i^q-ai
[
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fi^-g-q-aql^-qS^'^"^^5^^'\^^^^^'^
\

'^^^l^^^^'^•z:o^'^fJ^'o\5^^^z:(A
\

^'^^^r^^^^^^f^^H^^]

pjT|'|;s^-q55^'5^-n^q]-g'cg{H'ai'^c;-u^5^
I

cT|-3a;,^-q
]

5^'^'Q^^q]v^
[

^g^^-q-^'oi-qc;'^

F

qf^'^-'S'-^^-q'^q^- 1 ^"Sj-^^C-aj^'S-qc-^^p^j'c^Q-S^-p^q-gj-

gJQ-^-gu g=Tl-qs^q]-.q-q|^3j-q
]

C;^-Q^C-W-^q|-::i:^q^'(ir[
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g^s^^'^f^'^t^'^T^i

Q^q]'C^q-q](5JC:''T|5^-^^--^<^-q [•

q^JT]'c^Tai-q|^q-aj-^arg-3^p^'^=T|W^-nr|

^aj-^p3^'2^(5^-3jC-i^-£'e-(^=T]-a^igc;'c5^'(3j
[

N9

5' ea^'5^2T|Q^-p-^^-g-qtj5^-gq-(Sjq]-t^«^-a^
[

(Sjq-q-q:^-5ifa^-^5i*^-cM^'^^'q
[

'^''^'^^'g'^'^^'f^'^^T^ I

^•^•^•^aj'q7|ci|-q^'qnr[cr]*|cr|-^q]-t^iaj-Sr[

2^[:-q-cr]y^;^q5,'p-<3j'^'5|-^^-^^
[

:^q-q-q]ys^^-qa^-p'^'|-q-^^-;^:^-ai
|

^*?S'^^'^''^*^^'3'^'^''^^^^'^*^'^I

^•q^gq-ga^'*^sT]-f^'CAjaj'q'
[

"^'^"^
S^'^'"^"!^'^

^'^''^^'^''^'^'^'^'^
I

iM^-C a.;q5-'g-cTp-q.Q^'^cr|'q-^r•=^
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^^^S.'|-q'=^c:'qa,-^^-^'g«;('a

n]-^^'^c:'2^c;^*q-g'^c^c;'a^
1

^c;-3j-=^qa^-q^q]?cT|-^'^v^'t^^3j-ar|

^S^'^q5j'a][;'5^'=^-^'^-uq3^-q
|

^^
1

^-^-^q^-^S^'ajc;-]!^-^
] <^q^'«^q^'ftim-yqi^C^

]

p3^ c:''T]'^s.-^Qrq"a^'^si5^'q-^c;-^^ 1 i^'il'^q-^qaj-g^i^-

N9 N3 N3

^^«^•5orq=q•=T]!55rfa^•gl•^=?l'q'5c^?^l

gq-cf 5^*5^-^c^'q'^'«^r

g-5fC-^sC-w^i^q-q«^oj-qS^-g-SfcAjdj-aT
|

a^-5?X'«^c;-uj5j'g5j-SfQ^'g'ifw^'ari

c;^-a,c;'gc'^]p^=^a^-yQ^:^rr|^
|
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[N.S.-]

5'^c:"a^g'c^ttl'ai'5^'g=^'q
I

^=Tci^^'<=^^'TF3'l^''^'^^*1'^'S^ 1

•q*gc;-q-p^-q
]

qm-q-q-^j-^-pa^-q
|

q*=r]g5^'^c^5j^'q*C3^2^2T|-q
]

^^^•53^'q-^'^-q
I

,^q-^::'g-5:]-5q'gc*q
I

jq-g-q-qcq-a^T'O^^-aj^-Q^gri^^
|

pc:-q-5rq's?q-3'3-^^=T]'a^[gcys'<^
I

^^•g^'5f(^^'g*?i'|-^3q^'?l
I

^5I*q^3^-q5^'^q'^=T|^'3^
J

'i:a^-|c;-?ip^v'pr5r«ra,g^'«?^=^^
I
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^•5j-p-a^-5^'q^-£<^^'c\Tq-q'qgq

^'^^'S'^'^l^T^^'^^'^'^S^ I

aB<^'yg'^<3j-qs^^'^q-cT](5jc;-q'cBaj
]

,=B6^-yg-5<3j-Q^g'i^q'q]«jc;-aj'55i'ai
]

'^'S^'^'i'^'^^^^'^' I
^' I^a^g'=T^>ic;

I ^•'^i^'^'S

qi|^-rT]'t^x,T S^'qS'g'=ilE;-qa^'(5(ST]-q
| 5|«;x §^' 3'q-mc;'q5^

^qj-q
I

(5^g^y^q-a!-<5'S^-^::-^
]

^'jc^-gji^-a^^-q-q-i^'q'

^•"^
I

?j=^'5q'<gb'aj:;^'arg'^-^3jy?fc' ]
«^qsq-^S^'t^-^=r|

q|q-q
1

^^:^C-fi^|aj (n-^Cg(^'=T]?=r]-^s^-Ssri
]

S'^'jS

=^=i]:;5^-a}'n^^-q
I ^q-jq-qS^-p-s^r:^ r=r|'q|5=T|-i^c;

|
Sf?i
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I

•

^^•^•g-ci]-qq-qz^-q
|

qgq| ^=T^a=il-"^-|'g<^"'q a;'5'q-q|q I

^^'3^ '^«^=T]-qj

q-^S^yq-q|q
| ^^'Syq'^g^ [ <3iq'3f^'^S^ I

^Q,yq-q|q| g^-^yq-qfq| fc:'^fa,yq-qgq ]
R^'

q^'dj'lyq-qgq
I
air|-a5^yq-q|q-f^«^-§'^! pt^^'^'S
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^^•q'q^c:-|-qs.^
]

^•<3j^-T|'5v!^-s;^c:-jai-g*cT]|^-^-f^g'^aj

j-^|q|-aj-i5ST-qG^'3^^^-ai'qgq'?rc;i l^rq^'i^^*^
I 2J*^

u^Tcq-q-|T3j-g-|^-=i]r -aj^-^c;^!
]

n^^'y^iq-a^'tNt*q^'^'^'^«\'

i^^'q| pc:*q]^| c;-(oj*i?^'q'^::-5]'<^:;'^'gc;'^''^*q^*'^I c;a^

^'^^^] c:'^*^Qc;'q'*3j*3^.^'q
I

pc^^'i^^I ^^'^

«^'^Tc:-y^a^-5^^-q
|

i?l-q-^'aj-?r--%gq-gq'aj
|

go^-g^

if
#_%

q-^-c;5^'^'5«;^-q
] ^!'q^'p|-S^5j-^'y^c:-,^-^q]*|t-q'?fc-

1

t?rq'!^c;'u5'r .q- 1 <5^'<35C5q*goj'^^-^^q|^-?fc'$'"E^2^-^
j
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a, ^
<3^^''^^'^'5c;^'^r

I

a^:^-cgaj-q-5|q|-ai g=r|-:^^^-^^q]'Q^=^^'aT

g^^^^-q o^'f^•^•g^'^^^'^' ^=T^^^-^ I

g=il'«^5^^-q a,•^tc:•aj•g^]'55ql•q• L^^rfq^^^^-q

iiS^'ij''|'^'^C'^'?gaj'q'q=r|-q'5y'^'^^
[

^qc:'q-gq'CT^5i-g'^q::*q'^'q*^qC'q
|

p ra^vgcq-^j-s^s^'S^'^^'^cq-^fu;
I

^^•qa^'pm]'§c:-^-a;'^-qj-g-5^ar'^5-(3r^5[

g-giai-|q|-q'a^-q^Q^qc;-ai-qqi'q-5^^:;

y^-5l'gq-5j5;^'5|Q^'q'c\gE;-fl^'cr]<3j^'^'p^^2T)
|

p S;*|s;'q-Qr^«T]'|a|'3jq]-Hra^gajyq^s^q]
I
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2^q]-gaj-q'pj:i]'gC:*q^q]?!as-q'^-ST]^^'^'flrS:f^^^

|<^'5r(^'^c:-55i-aj-qc'g'a^2^-Hr<5i<^yn^^^
1

^'g^'P^'§^*^'S^'^^P^''^''W^'^'^'>'^

^ NO

a^^a^-5^o^'ai'5^-a^s^rT]'qq|'^'5<3i
]

^c;'5]^'^p^-7^cu^fij'q-q^'^*(^5j
I

4
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[N.S.I

i^'q5^*<5^'T^?r^'q^'53j-q']

gic;'^-gq-g'q^s^'(3j?^^'S3j'q
j

5^s^3^'q--5;^-5I^Q^p^-yu^2^
|

ij'q]-cT]^^'ga|'q'(^yq'q|q-^"^:^

^

f

?|S^5j'a^'^3j'5^^-Q^p^-yi^=^
I

5' e-q^^i^-qa^'p-q^'S^^'f^M
[

^^3j'q-^<3j'?l^'q^p^'yL^^
I

=;'I^q^yj^-qS^'p-q^'^^'i^
I

^^•gyq-qgq-fys'^
I



4
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r R-q'^5q^'qf:^;p-q^'?1s;
|

^'%T^'^s^'i'^=^ I

R- 5'q^^^^^'i^^'P'^^'5^s^
I

a] Q^y
q-qgq-^v^-^

|

5 e-q^5|^-qQ^-p-::!^-3qs^I

^^•f"̂ ^'a'^^'~^^^'3'9'^'^S^'f^^ 1

ai^-^^c:-^^^-3^'q'gi-(^=r]'q!5c:^'^I
|

g'5^ c;^'t^'5i^-«;;::2^rq'55j-ai
|

^•5^ c\'cg5i'<$6^-^'^cr]-q-cr|;^5j'q
]

^£;j'6^q]-q'q^'3j'gq|l^I-5^(5^:;^CT]'ar]
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2T]?vI^'g'^5j-,^<3j-q'2^gc:-p^'(^-fl^s^cr]-a^
1

'^S^'3*€'5'^^^^*P^'^'^^^'^ I

s^a^-^c-5i'y^c^'ci-(^q]'a^^q]T^
I

p'<3j'=l]i^^^^'q]'A^<gj-ajs;'a)-Q^:^cr|T-^
|

criysT2^vg'my^^-n^-Q^s^m-q
|

qpajvg'my^Taj-aj-a^:^q|-q
I

c5'q'=r|5^'e7]^5j-arQ^«^nr]'fa^
|

^•q-cTjIqj-^-^-fij-Q^s^cTj-q'
I

5j-5i-cr|5cr]'^'g^'q'fil'5jq'yp^^q]'ai
|

<3j-^-q]5=T]'^-3qs:;-;5-'^'gai'yQ^:^=T)-q
[

ajq)'q'CT]^^'q-q'5^^C'a^p^-'5'Q^«^q]'a]
|

^•afq-^2^c:'5iq-q'^c;-^'g^-q'3^^c:'q
[

«T|-a^^-q'^c;
I

y^'5^?^'g'Srf^'y^c:-g'(^sT]':5i5u^?r[

U^-5q-qf^^-g-5q:^r^:;^''^'9^'f^
I

^f:q-^c:-^-5^T5krqs^cT|-ai'q]^a^-q
[

^•^•gc:•T|•^^•JaJq•c^T^'c7|
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^^%^'3^'^^'^9^'^'^^^'^!

^•^IC'|q'?^'^'q-^'*.'il'g'gfX!'^*2^^^^-cfy^3^'ffII

^•^I^i'5'^-'|q]^v^a^'y^<3^-ari

^•^^•5q'Hrs;'^gc;-|q]^-tvi^
I

^•5| (^-q-^^-^-ai-a^'c^s^m-ari
fX. Np

^=^'5^'^'qQ^'q''^'yqQ;-q-3^-a|-5-|j-^q
j

ev es ev <^ ^
(Sj*6j'5^-^q'qf:;^-^-q-^q|-g-q"J|3j

]

^'^'^''^3^'^'^'S'<5i'^'^''^'2^'f^cS=rj-U'qq
]

a, N3

^'^'9^''^"^^'f^-|^'^'^'^*q'^W3^^^-Hr|
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^^^^'^^^'^'^zi
|

gfii'cf'rj-i^^-aj-^SJc-^-g'c^'flr

™-g]-^^
I

^^•a^5'gT^'^'^
I

5|'5^^-g-CT]-q'^T-^<3j

^'5i|V/:]-q-^|'cr|'q5:^-y^^-<3j
]

^•^^•^•^•i5^'a^g'^:^5i-5j
[

E'^'i^'i^'^*^^'^^'^^*^^'^ I

B^'^'^^'^'^^^'S^^^'^^^

!

^3^'y^'Hf'T]'^^-^c<q'?rc;- f'^jq-eS'^'cj^a^-q
[

H

^q'(35S^-5jr<3j^-^'^'jrSJ^'2^|«;-q'jf^-g'(^'q^c;--^<3f?rk'§'

^"^'^T^^ I
gf^'T^'^^'P'-^C'^^

I ?Pfq-q^^'^'^y

^^iqi'^^'f^'^3[y^2^-4'^-|''^'$c-q'(a^p^-qQ^-«^^'^<5j | qqj

c;'j^^-s^g^'q^-q^^T^'qi^^'f^
I
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^'^'^5'03=^'4'^%'^|=:''"^''^^

^^'^5'^3^'4^'^'^''^3^^'^'^^
I

^^•«^5'^3t^'a'^'T^'5^^'^'^^

!

y(^q|-q]5^5^'q-a]'5^cr]'^'2<|-a,!c;-''T]3j-q!^q-q-c^i5j|

:^m-^-q^ajE;-a^-|l-q^qi5q]^-q-;^Ta:
|

NO

.^^•|^a^q-gc:-:^'^p'q'q:;;^-q2;;^*q£5c:-q§cq^]

•2|^-{Sjm-q^-2^lc;-|'P^g^'S<3j-^':^*n]3fq^q'q-Ji5j]

agc:'§j*agc:'5jq]^'q^|c;'f
]

^^^S'^^g^'^^^^^^'^'^^ I

*f(^^g*?rc:-|-g'|'5r|3^'^c:-q^q-q-c^<5^ I

gys^a^-i^-if-'^-q-qs^-q-a^^^sil-f^l

p"''§*^:;*?r=r|.^:^-^Q^^s7|*a^
I
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p^'^*^=T]'^'^5fi^'aj'Q^2^q]'q
I

a'^^^'ac^^'a-'^^T^ I

5Ic5a^'q'^'^'^^'3^5'a^^=il'f^
I

^pai'SI'^'^'STlc^'q'C^s^qi'f:^

•5^'^-^-g'^q|-q-C\:^CT]-q
I

g^'^'^'^^'^*^^^'^
I

^ >o >o S^

ai'g-(3^-:^-q'q]g^'q^'?=ri's^q'f3ri

^'i'^'3qq*dj^-5-'^c:'gq^'^=T]-^jai'g'fti-q'5c:^*^I

^•<3i^'^^'|^^"f3^
I

g^-g^-^^'^^'-^'Jcy^'ir^'S^'^'

-q'=«;-q'a^g^-^] rfjc:-5i^'^^-fl<%-^a^-^''|'T'5^'q7i^'f^ I
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qq^-q-5^'q-gaj^a|-q:;'cj||cr|-q(^c;^
j

^^•a|-qc;'cri5^'C!^t;^'q
f

fa.

^'^sT|-qS^^-ja^'g-DF|-^-^r;-§j-(5^gc;-^'(:^'qgq'?rc;
1
^(2^'5i,g^'

fX "o

NJ> <

aj-g-ai[:^-y^-(^q|'a^^u'aj
|

NO

^*S^"^'F^'%*^-'S|^*q'p^-S=n-5^-y5aj-ar
[
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^c5'q'aiq|'ig'qi^c;'^-q
[

5^5-3j[;-(3j;^'q5I-^-?,eTl'a^'q^'(5<gj'q
1

^a^'f^3^'q^-qc:Y^^'T|'.q-;^q-q
|

.
— 1

_

^•^c;-57-X^'aj-g-^]^-5p|-aj-'^
|

'^5 §^'5j^'^a^'5^'5c;'q^^'fl|'^^^
I

3^-q-5^'c;<3j'q^fai'yy^c:^'^
I
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•5^-^ai'q-^-<55f?^'5«^'2^c;^'a^'^<3;
|

'^^ f:\'q-^q'g'3^'cis^=q*q'=i|^5j
|

c:-^^'^^"y^c:'s^^'=^'T|^'5'=Ti,^::'(3i^'y^q^
1

^'(?i'^^'^g'H*5'^^'<^'^^'^''^^'^'3^ I

N3 s-

B=^•^•5^'^=^^'q•c:3fq•^^]•Q^s^^fa^|

ysTC-5;*jq-q^<5ai'q'^=T]-a^-^q-ar]
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^^'^=^^''^'?304'3^-^C:-^'q-cij^i^'5^-(q^:^m
[

>0 ^^^ N^

(g'q=T|-:^?I^-gdj-5^'^«5=Taj'ET|^5j-ai
|

^•5-C'c3i-^^-c:<3j-(^q]-iM5i'ai
I

c':?|^-C-aj-'^^-q3j-^=r|-ysr^-a|
[

iT^'C^'Sj-^^'S^^'f^-^
I

C'Ij^-c-^'^^'^^''^
I

^«;«;-ar^-==T]:=^-y3j
|
^r-^j-jaj'g-q-y^q'gi'i^^'q^C^^'iri
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c;c\-gG^'g^^"^'q'93;'ar[

jq'^-5^'T|=;'Ei^l-qS,^'q*^^^''^I

^•3j^-qCq-^T|a^-5j=r]"=;^^'^'m§?]'^r-q
]

^'c;'^-aj^'s^-^-^^^-q-(S|q|-|3cai
]

^'^'^1'^'^^'§^'^^'B-''^I

my^^'aj-f^^p^-ycTju^^-ai'S^q-a^
|

5-q--5^-(i^c;-5^'qc;'q

q2;;s^-c:3j'c;dj-q5^''S$^'[g2^;(a^q:

q^-g-qsaj-aj^'^-^-s^^^^-HfIt
]
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^^Ta'^^'5'^'^T^'B^ 1

5'^'^=T^ ^'^^'i^'B

q|'^^'ai-[:;^p^-yq|c^<3^-q-^
[

=T]u^5j-oj^'a^p^-ycr|y^^'q-:<Tq
|

:)^'FT^'5-^^1

r5^-a|r-5j-fi|r;.^-(n|r-.q

qs^s^'C;5j'[;5j-qQ^'c53^'^'a
I

qfi^:;^*C<5;'ca;-qS^-^^-|g£T]'q^^c:
]

^ftT|'i^y^'^'^CTj-ci^f^'^'gh'S-aj
[

gs^-q^r^q
]

S^'S^'S^'^^'^^'^'?^!'^^^*'^ I '^'T'^'^'^'l^'^^''^'

^•5jc:'|-qi5c;^
I

^-aj^-jq'gwTi-l'^C^'gc^-^-cq'qlq'^rc:
|

^^'^^^^3'^*^*^'§^5"^'^^'^^f
'^^^'^

I "^^'i^'^^'
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Y<5^c;'5jq^*^C5=T|'q'-^'

glC'5^=T3^«^'ai'3qcTl-a|'q'^c:^
]

gS^'5I'S-'^c;-^-5jp^-a3-a^s^cT|
I

• ^iN^'q^'qcaj-cri^^^'^q-pa;^
]

cipi5j-qf2^-qc;-G^^s^-^arp^
|
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^C^-tM'^^-^-|cq'3«^'3jQ^q
I

pi-'^qrqS^^^'^^

Wc;•pc:•cq|^•/T]•^•^^l•Sj•:^:^•|^•arq|^•^C
I

goj-g^-^-^^

N9 Nj

NO ^

rg'^S^'qj^'pa^'3q-^c:-:^OTfi|'5^
|

i

^s^-^-qt^c^'igj-^fli'^cSri

N9 "^

^•3^|-i^^q
I

f3rg^'q^^^^-J'^^^''^^'p^'a^^"1!^ I
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^w

S^'^'^'^'3'^^IS^ 1

'^'^'S^'^^^'^'^^'^ I

^m-q'5^c:'5^'q'C:^'33j'q^3q
I

'^=^'^*'^'=T5>5;i*^^c;^'q^ 1

5q-aj'qc:^'y^c;'^q|-q-^ic:
]

(^^|•q'(2^c;^•yg^|•cT|•p'^Ic:
j

•#|5^T-^c;^-yf^'a-<3^
1

qET|-iq-5j'CM'5^-5^^:;-^ic:
]

Cv

^i^*(?i^'^'^^'^T"^'T^^

!

^^'^P^'TS^-y
5.TC

3j3^'5jpQ^'5;^'^q]'^^^-5^'gs7]-q-gq^
|

'^Q^'5J^r]'aT^-i^'3^|Y^k I

./ef -V cs

X9

^•^^'3q^Q,'^^5j-qq^-|5j-yy^^-q^
1

^y^^-^-^'"^
I

^^3^

^'T^l 1 B*f^^^-'S<5i•q'S^5^^^•5^•q•q|q•^'a,^•=^^l'^'^^

,^ff^^=TfS^i^-y5^i^a^-q^c;^-q
]
p^'i^a^jpsj-ajc-'^^'ai

I
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so No NJ

g-^-CP^'^y^^-J-sjc^Q^^c-q a^sfs^
]

5jQ^S('^*q]g3q-2^Cg'qg'W«^'^
I

la^'S-^j-a^'^p^'W35q'i^2^
I

3^*c5'a^'5ip5j'^:;35^'y^^
I

(^aj-cBa^'s^'^p^-qj^C-Q^^cri^^s^
|

3^-(=B'a^'3qp3j-q^-a^^=T]^'^T2^
I

X3

5^q,-d5c:'<3j^g^'qq^'q]^^'q|,^-(^cTi*L^s^-q

^3
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271,^-3^|=T|-g5i-q-^|u^-q-iN=^'q
I

c6r-^5;j-^<3j->fS;'a^gc:'^^'y^5i
1

=^^^''^''^^'«5'^c:'(^
1

cr]»i^'q'^-5-cT|^^-q-c^'^
|

^^^'^'^^'^f^l'^S^'^-'o^gq-^^^-q
I
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[N.S.-]

ypr-5jn:-q^
I

^•3j^':q^s^-5'^^'*^^'^''^'3^'^**^§^'^^'

qC'ttir^-'^'qs;
|

qs^2^-^'g'g-5^c5'S<3j-SrS^'3il^a^'^*ai--cfgq*

^•^•^^'^t'^^c*5i^%^^-|^ I g^-g-f^'^^-^l^-f I

^^•q-pi-yq^^^-q^'gaj-Gi-a^^c:-^^
I

^•^^•|c*q5^-3^s^a^

qgq-f I
=T|^^'g'^-T5c:'

I
«^5ai'g-^-5^p^7fc;^

I
^S;-^-

s-q^crfl
I

p'5^cT]^-5jc:-s^-gc:'^
]

^^•5Q;-^Q':;^'q'5c^q'^c:
i

S© NO NO

^%3^^q
I

|c:'g=T^^'||^'q=^^'<^*5j^'g'q^^'S^'^<^

'y^'q^<^2^
I

q^«^'5^-3^^'q
I

n;*'5c:*=T]|^*'T]^*^^'

P%T"^'5^'?^^ I ^5^ I
S'^'fl^'S'^^J^'S'^-^'^^^^ I

q^^cY ^z,^%?i5f q-g* gaj- {3r|q*5i'
g'^-^'i^'q^l'^' S'S'
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;^c;^wq-qpq|''q'q^<35-q-^ci]-^^-q2^
|
5T]5^51'ai':;^5'^^^'

Hf ^'crjc^-^S^-s^qyaj-qlq-^^^'a^s^qi
|

j-^c-^j^^'l^'cBaj-ai*

^•^•^^•a^s^q^'qj-^^-a^^
I

^'Sj^f-si'^s^-a;^^
I

q^^j-q^

cMc:y^\c[^'!55'a^'qc;^'a^ca^^'q
]

^-sj^'^ci^'g^'qi^ic:^

yqac:'eT|^'jc^-g^-y^c-q ]
ci]c;^-^q^-3qq]'aj-g]c;'gq]'«^c;'

cv Ov m^a^

'^^'^^^'^^^'o^'(\^^'^]C.
I

qaj-q'E7][;^'^a^-?^cT]'f21-3q

^1^'^"^
I r^:^g^'^'^=^^ 1

^^=^'^^'s^^^•|^'S^•^

a^^^!'§'5j'3^'q5^'^'[32^-^-^'^^"?fe| §'^'^c%q-g^

^WTS'^'S^'^-' I a^'^^'^^'^^^'^'^^^'Tl^*^

rA'^Zi.
I

|c;'gST|'^^-q]c:^'^Q^'5^q|'aj^'g5j'(a^3^-q:5q-|-n]

^^^a^K^r^^x,
,

^F^''^'T?^'^'Tg'^'T'1^^''ig^'^ 1

^I3-^'^'T?^'%S'^'T=?I^''1S^'^ I
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5's^'qci|^-5^-2^Q^-y^Qj-q-(a^[5c:-^-^cr]
|

'
NO

^•qQ|'a^^?srq-^5^'y^q-a}-Q^[gC^-^ci]
|

Q^|gc^'^=r]'^<gj'^cr|'g's;c;^-q],^c:'^g^'ai
]

«;,3^«^'c&^'5^*^(3^'^TQ^'q'P^|gc:^'-^=r]
I

a^[gc;?4-^cT|'^aj'^cT|'q-25CT|^'qj^c;'=r|g3q*a|
]

N9 N3

No

^^q-^^'si-i^C's^q'c^ai-q-q^igc;^^:]^!
|

g*^'c;-'^c;'§j^-g5^-q^-(^q|-q^q-y^T^
I

g=T]^'qj'<3j^'^*3^=^-qg'5c\^=r|
j

'%^3 '^'^^'^g'^E^^^'-^^ I
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^•|-^si^*^^'|%-^
I f^*9''^'11'^'^'^'^ I P^'f^'g

V5

gic'^'^qf^'^^'^c^'fti'j^^
I

'=^'g'5'^'^'^*=\'^'^'^^^l

^^•^i^'q'^-^crpaj
I

y^'a^'^^v^^^'^'^^i

S'5'^^^'^^'^^'^'^^I

'

5i'^5^'=^^'a'^"^^ I

^3q^-^-<5^-^^-jr|-q
]

q^^-5^'|a^-g-q-gi-^rT|-q^c:^
]

xp ^ ^^

^^'^
1

i=iy\''r;v-
1

cj^5^'^-jQ-afg-q^'BT^i's^pai^



I
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[N.S.]

q'l'^cq'H^'E^
I

2;.'5ic;^-q!5c:-^'<3j
I

5^'3'g^*^c
I

g-j^ai'q-qgq-q
[ X' R ^•g^^'^C'i^'S^-Q^

] ^^^'0

)

|'p-a^:^=Ti^
I

^•^^'figc'^-^c;'^c;-q-|q-a;'^rc|S^'g'p*^

qj-pq-Q^s^qj^
I

^'^j^-^zTJ^-fiBC-gqi-S^-ai [
.^ai-gjc:-|'5j 0^

q]y^q]-5^-qy^-3^'5ipaj'^q] |
Er]c;-q':^cT]*q-qci|-?j-^c:-3j:^'5^'

ni'?iq]'^<5q-5^'5jc;-:^
I

cT]'^'gq]'^^'q^-<3j--^-qaj-q
1

(Sjfll'q5;-3q':^C^-qij[;-q
]

•?rs^^-g'qr^z:^'q-ajc:'5^'gc;'q
[

5c;'cr]c;-Hf^^c:-^'5*qic;'|^y^
I

cTfa^2^qi g^;^rc\^c;'5q-^q-q^
I

gc-qa^-q-g*

s^f^-J'^is^^-qlq-q
|
pc;-j:^'5:;*5^\^'q'BFi*§'flBa^=^;4=T'qi

Cv_ C\

N3 N.0
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S-^c;-5|a^'g5i^-a^-;f|C:'C|'a^'^=^-^r-|=T|-dB3i|

S^'i^ri'i^^'q*^
I

g'5f^'(5|^-q ]
c;-gc;'q'^2T]'?aj-qcr|-3^'

^c;-^'?I-a&?l^'3s!p3j-(^c[]-cM5^
I

c;'ai*^c:-^=Ti:i^=T-q]-3^^s^

s^^-^l ac'g=Ti^-a-(?i

Hc;'^s;^'qa^-(^i-a^-li-'^q]-qt5^'y5^
j

's^c^'S^-g-^q-^qi'^q-s^'qi^cTi-uq^
I

g^'=T3^'f^g=Ti-i?^-R'q
I

^

g-cT]^
]

^tc;-^5:-qa^-t^E-aj-c^q-|ic^-|q]-qccr]"j;T3:

g3q-q'qc;-^-i^q|-^^q-?^'qi5q|';\T5^
]

^q'a^c;->?,-^Cs|-^m^q-5^-qf5CT|'*J53^
|

;;j=7]*^,!^rg=^-UY^--i^|
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[JV.Sf.]

V3 "O

P';^-CT|-j;,^-gr-|':;;^q-5q-^!^q|'y^^
[

-/^^•q'p<5j'5''5=T]'5-^q'^q'5=T|'y^^
I

rq^^^'Saj-if^cii-q-qqi-yi-ar^

!3^'^*3'<^'^^^'a'^<5j'q I

=J]'3^^'q
I

sTpi=Ti'5^-^-a^^:^'fi^-p£;'arg=T]^'fiSc;'(^

'^^S%^ I
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^s;^'^^m^'3f'o^^z:f^^r^o;''^q I

c&c;'ciic;'a^^c:'^-R-2i|c:'aq*q

^•^^]-=5.^-q
I

pi-§]^-|'"^'^<3j'§'q^'^-<3^c:'qai-^| s^

p-q^a^cT]'5ip5j'(=gc;'^"^'si^^'?rc
I

^ai-^c;'^-Sf|c:'q-ai'"^

^•g'^=Ti-q|-ajr^-q-^cr|-J5c;-p-^
I

cq-a^-ya^
]

=• ^•g^'q«5c:^-q
| e: bj^^^'^'^c.
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>0 N^ N»3 "^

^•35,^-^

5S'^'3'^^^'^' c&c:*5i'^2^-^ci|^'CNiai
I

^q-'^r^k ^o^-^^q^'^^
I

•q]"^aj-fi;;-q^q]-^p<3j-y^3j
]

s^^'q'^^^'3'-/^^^^y^5^
I

^a|'(^c:-<^*5^
^'(5j^^'^5i^*^«3i|

•q]':^-q(3^'q^-^c;-Q^5'q5'5^p5j'y<5j
[

q^I ^(^•^^<3i-q^ft|'|c;-q5;'^^^T^^'3^'3^
I

(I'tNC'^

o^^C^-^
I

^•<3j^'^-q^§3j-<g5j'|c;-q^'3q^^'q'q§q'f f
|c;

sf^^^^^Q^q ] ^•q^lij-^a^'l^^-grTI-q'^^a^-qt^c;'?!^;'^^]'

Q^x^m^rq
]

^'^qj-gq-q-^^-^^-q'^-^ j
z^' ^q]'^'qi-|

[

^^q^^'f^ac'i^q-aj-qgq-q-^c'^
I

^qf^'??''j^'^=Tj-=T]-q'

No
^v •V-' ^s. CV
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W\^^' ^^^^'R^-^(\^^\
I

^•^ET]-a^^'q
I

s^qq'^ S^w^^'oi'g^^c;-^
]

JB'^

cr)5^'CT|aj^'q'gc;^
|

S-q'^l=J]'^-ai'^aj''^
|

sis^o^-r^qaj-qj

t?^*5ia^'g-^c:-qs^q)'ai-ci|;^a^
I

rev cv
g]c;'=T|'g^'q'^'^^'3j

]

g-cgq-cf|^^c;-^^-^=T|-q
[

g^'-3\^a^-s^rT|^-g-^-3^-q'
J5j ]
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^q'5j-qj^2;^-2^'q^2^'q-cBaj
]

X3 ""O

*

^•§=ri'a^^'q ]
^2^a^'^q5j-g-^i^!^'5is^-^-flj-|-S^-s<3i'^s^

q-^<^
I

5]s^Q^'s^qij-g^'i^'^-a^'3^^T
|

g'=r|'<3j5l'§*<3j'|c:-q^'^'

S! (^=T«,'S1^ (

NO

'^'^'S^'^^^'^^'T^'^^'^ I

f
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cS^'^2^!;'S(3j'^'^-^cr]-q-::i^':^75j
|

5|s;^c:'2^qfi|-q^R?^r-^c:-if^•|!T|'G^-q(S'cX|<gj
[

C;^'^TCT]Js*q'rT]-X2T|'qi-a^^-P^gt'(^
I

5|CT]^-q-rT|-^m-q|:^r-Q^^3^-q|.^^-C;^gC:-q
|

cS'^'=r]:;-5q'^'q-^aj-;\^5j*a^
]

(^.'-^'ys^^'^I'qs' ^^^r^
I

•s^'^'^^j-^qsq-q'c^aj
I

p-<gq]^-cT|-^^!-n^-g5^'q'L^5j
|

3CT]'3^-:=^5j-q]^'qa^'p-^s^'q«5r;^q
|

^s^^^.-'g^j-g^Q^'

q^'^l^'^^ I
^qq-^^'g'^cri'^ijr^'^

I

c;Q,-5^^Q^Y^^'f^'^'I'l^'^'S
I

^'a^J^^qi-qmj^'q-q'g^-gjq-^ ]
ij'gq-qq]

I

^' L^-f2Fl^'3q-ai'^=^'q-qq]
[

^^-q-qcr]
|

N» ND
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c^P^'C^Tq-ai'i'^q]
[

«^q:;-q^gq'q^^-g-^::;(^-i^qij-q-|\^q]

^•^=T]'i^^-q
]

^a^'s;=^-q-(=g::'5^^|q-^5^'?^ftj^^

^•'5^^*go^'g'^c;-gq]'qj*<3jc:'aj^-qc:-|-c^c:-^^
!

^^^'^S\''«^'

^2^-s^c;'Q^55^
]

|cqQ^-^5^=i]'p-%^'^'q|q'5i^
[ ^^^

<^c;-si'aj':^^ic;^-q'qi;c;^ |
s^qq-^^T-s^cgq-g-T^'^^-fi^qai-ai'

^z:rT\^^q-q-;^c:-q
[

^•4^'q^'I^g-5jq]'^aj-q q^-^-^^t

l^'y^^'S^ I

^'^'^p^''5jC'^'5jc;'^paj^N'q'^^*^^-^'J!5;

§21]
I

pqc:'%-u^'5''^'(3^5^'^ ! t^N'qT' e'^q^-^c-a^^'q
|

liN'q^I "5'
^'5'<3i=T5f^'^ 5,'g'c^'*^c;'^5^-cf^ [

c;?^'p-aj-

a^^'q'(J5a^
I jj^ c:'|c:-§j'jq-g-ja^'^-^T]^'q'Q^'|^-^aj

^^ I
s^'c&'i^^-q

[

^qC'q^^-^ra^'gai'^cTj-r^qq'^a^-

m'^^
I
^^m'^ I

^qfii'aj':?]^^'^
i

p^ ^c'T]'^'^^^'

l^^-g-^fr-q^
]

^•p-5q|-(3^:7]fH'yaj |
3^^*^=r|-3fs^'|=r|

I

^5^'^
I B'^T^^^'^^I ^^^'-^'s^"^^ I S^(5P\*^'^

^'^^%3^^-q| p:;-%| C«sTf|cq'%q| |cq5^'
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<5^c;-5^'n^qs^-^-gai'i«,'y"^q*g^-s^-q?|
|

i^'q-^^c^-^-pc;

q'ai-a^«r]-^-tNc;'<^^'^'^'3^g^'^^^'q^
I

STp^-aj-goi'q-g

feyq*q^ ^'i^^-q-pc-q-oi-qlq
|

|cq-f:q'^5j-5is!'gor^
I

f^'^^'Hf^'^^-^qa^*q-gja^'g-^qcM'SrS^'I^-^cT]'<^C'5|-*-

<3i^^'5^p^-q-|^7^$^'[g''^c:' [ =Ti?^'g'gq'f-^^iv^'a^-gaj-

'T]'ar|^-gc;-^'pc:-|^'?ri t'^aj'^^'^qq-^TS,''^'^^'^^

a'<?i'T^'^'^'^'^'5^^'^ I

^•^^•(=iC^y^'|^*§=r]'q
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s^qG^T^-^:^-q-5J|^]-5j'^^-a^
[

a^q]'3i'2^qq-?l^'3^:^c:-3jE;-q^2^-W5j
]

2^flI'ai-gai-g^'5^^Q^-5jc:'q^:^
|

if a^'IM'^^qi-qj^ 1
TF^(^'^C'^*5rSi'5'OJ'3^^C:-s^q'^'fl^E3^

^rir§;'^^(^'§q'^
I

^p^'<3jC'a^^-qc:-|'gt^
|

pci'-SNC:'^^^;

^•g^^-q
[

|'^'|-q-|c;'^S^'^qc:'Bf^q-q^aj
]

q^'q^^

;fjc;'|3j'Ri';^j^'5;^-?i^C-|-^^'T]'^c;-q^y£^
[
Jfli'g'Jf^'5^-(^*

q^-g-qsr^j-ai-y^ci^'^'Q^s^cTi
|

(5^£T|'q|'g['q-L\jc;'^^-n]-Q^:^m
]

|'^*j'q-aj"^c;'5X'^'av^^'^
I

N5 \o

g-q-5j^-g'cr|'s^c;^'or'J<3i
[
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q-g-gaj'^'q^^'f^'J^^iai
1

p Q;-^-ai-aq:^(^'^i5^'^ ^C

I

^^ >0 N^

q^'q55;'§'q6'5j-^5;i2Tl-q-lB^-T]'a^2^=T]
|

^=Ta^'a'^^^'^'^^i''^^=^ I

|-q-:^Cy5I'(aj-;^c:'c6^'rT]'q^2;^q|

I" =^g:^'q-5^^S^-^qfH-3q'3;j|3j
I

^p!^-5j2^5r- "^5j-=r||^r(5-i^-5^'^c;'f
j pc^i^^lc^ip^-^-

^T^-qrT|arq^
1

|c-^'Syq'|E:
, y^-^^^^^J'^^^f^
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gc
I ^^'^^^'ly^'I^c:- 1 i.N'5!'gq'3q^3j-9'i^q5(-ai'gc;

I

S^'aS'^^'^'E^ I a'S^'f"T^'^'^^^^'^'B^ I W^S"^"^

yq-gc;
|

r- £'Q^g-cT]'5^'5-s^qaj'ai-gc;
|

§"^f^'5'^'gc;
|

^s^qi^'qgt
I

sj^]^-qS^yq-gc
j

7T]'<q|-5Tp^c;'c^35y

N3

j(5^-^'ai'?ip^'?gai'^c:-siS^'s^qr-q^:;-|'"q^?j
1

1





40, The Paladins of the Kesar-saga : A Collection of

Sagas from Lower Ladakh. Tale No. IV*
X

By A. H. Fkancke.

THE TALE OF GONGMA BUTHSA'S BOY AND
rGYALSA dKARPO.

Absikact of Contents.

Old Kesar went to a hermitage and left the government to'

his son rGyalsa dKarpo. The latter had a difference with his wife
Shel Idang Ihamo, To find out who was wrong, Kesar sent two
storks to watch the couple. The latter heard Shel Idatig Iha'tno

abuse the family of Kesar by calling them ' descendants of a smith \^

When they brought this news to Kesar, Shel Idang Ihamo was
turned out of the castle and Agu Khrai mgo hhrai thung^ who wished
to mend his bad repute by a good deed, was sent to the hermit
rTse dgu to ask him from whence to get another wife for rGyalsa
dKar^o. The hermit answered that a suitable princess could be

obtained from Ljang^ which country is situated on the frontier

between sun and moon, and advised the Agu to circumambulate
round mDa djpon gongma's stiipaj until a lizard would appear and
nod with the head. This he might take as an assurance that his

sin in killing the Agu was forgiven. When the hermit's answer was
brought to gLing^ rGyalsa dKarpo and the Agus started for Ljang.

mDa dpcni gongvia*s son, called Gongma huthsa, wished to

accompany the heroes and went first of all to find his horse called

rKyang lOira melong. He found it in a valley and recognized it

by a flame which proceeded from its forehead. It refused to come,
until he threw stones at it with a miraculous sling. He threw^

three stones at a time. The first broke the horn of the wild yak
Gurultigu to pieces, the second killed the mother mare and the^

third made a hole in the foal's ear.

After a feast had been given, the boy, riding on rKyang Khru
melong^ followed rGyalsa dKarpo and the Agus, he himself riding
in the sky. The first who saw him come was Agn Mtggi rah Iha,.

but Agu dPalle would not believe until the boy arrived. The boy
had at once a difference with Agu dPalle, but the two combatants
were separated by rGyalsa dKarpo. Soon king Lho hrab arrived on
his way to Ljang^ as he also wished to gain the princess of that

country. He had two heroes with him ; one's name was Mi dbang
ral chen and the other's Mz dbang ral chung. The latter was sent

first to fight against the men of gLing, He was opposed by

1 Compare "A Lower Ladakhi Version of the Kesar Saga," Tale No. I.

The present tale proves beyond doubt that forefather bKrashis and smith-

hKrashis are identical.
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Gongma hiithsa ; bat the boy was hit twice by Mi dbang red chirng's

spear, first in the head and then in the breast. He was healed

by Aiie bKur dmanmo who extracted the spear. Then he prayed

to his father mBa dfon gongmq and received from him good

advice, in particular, which arrows to use. With these arrows he

killed Ml dhang ral cJmng. In consequence of this defeat, king

Lho krah with his followers went off to his own countiy.

To conquer Ljang^ however, the assistance of the female Agu
necessary, and Agu dPalle was despatched to fetch her. He

found her sporting in dPal ytil (Nepal) together with a friend.

After some trouble he persuaded her to come. Two yaks, mother
and daughter, who offered themselves as food to the ladies, were

advised to go to dPahnoi astay's valley in the North-West, as they

would be safest in that valley.

The army of gLing went before the castle of Ljang^ but could

not induce the men of Ljmig to fight. Therefore viDd dpon gong-

ma^s son, who is suddenly called rNa jyu ma rtsal, went off to find a

.means. He discovered a girl crying in a hut below the castle of

jLjang and asked her why she cried. She said, the reason was
that both her husbands bLoupo inig dmar and Mi dhang ral

cJmng had been killed by men of gLing, She added that it would
be possible to induce the men of Ljang to fight, if the servant-girl

who canned the water to the castle was killed. In acknowledg-
ment of this good advice rNa jyif^ ma rtsal in a miraculous way
caused the girl to be re- united with hLonpo mig dmar in a castle

on a far-off plain.

When in the morning the water-carrying girl came (apparent-
ly from the castle of Ljang ^ the passage is not quite clear), the boy
killed the girl. The people of Ljang came in search of the mur-
derer and the boy betrayed himself by showing the jewel which
he had taken from the gii'l- He was thrown into prison. Once
three fishes which had been offered to the king, laughed ; and the

boy pretended to know the reason why. He said the fishes had
laughed because the queen was in secret union with the king of

the Ifiigas. When this was found out to be untrue the boy
was condemned to death. Then the men of Ljang could not agree

with regard to the kind of death. Therefore the boy proposed to

them to fetter him and burn him alive.

Whilst preparations for the execution were made, the men of

gLing became troubled where mJ)a dpoi gongma^s son remained,
and, to find him, sent his younger brother ^ who took the shape
of a crow. When mDa djpon gongma^s son in his fettered condition
saw his younger brother, he asked him to tell Ane Wcur dmanmo
to send his horse. The horse arrived and remained unseen to

the men of Ljang, Suddenly the boy mounted it and killed many
men of Ljang. Then he returned to the army of gLing and
admonished it to advance.

The daughter of the king of Ljang^ who was married to the
king of Lho krah, advised her father to use the power of the jewel

A Apparently, the passnge is not qaite clear.
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Tom Ijagj by "which everybody could be kept motionless in that
very place and position, which he just occupied. Thus the whole
ai^my oi gLing was kept bound by unseen fetters. Agu Khrai mgo
khrai thimg was accidentally away, and, therefore, escaped the
magic spell. By vStealing he provided food for his fettered com-
i^anions and kept them alive by feeding them in their helpless
positions. Then he took the shape of a cat and went into a mouse-
hole, where he found the mice celebrating the w^edding of their
king. He seized the king and minister and was attacked by all

the mice who ate his flesh. But although nothing but bone re-

mained he did not release his captives, till the mice restored his

flesh and promised to steal the jewel Tom Ijag, Thus the whole
army of gLwg was delivered. On their way back to gLzng , mDa
dpons son said he woald go to Lho krah and fetch the princess.

He placed a firebrand in the tail of a fox and threw the fox into
the Lho krah castle, which consisted of sealino* wax and melted.
Thus the princess of Lja7ig was gained and united with rOyalsa
dKa rpo.

At the celebration of the wedding the princess' food was
1'estored in a miraculous way, whilst the prince's was not. Kesar
took this is as proof that the girl was of better character than his

son, became angry and left the couple alone in the Avildemess.

Then the two separated, the girl going back to LJang and the boy-
to gLing. But as the latter did not cease to deplore the loss of his

new bride, he was once more allowed to go and fetch her. He
took service in the Ljang castle; but whatever work he did, as
cow-herd, dog-herd, etc., it was accompanied by much blessing.

Once he saw in a picture of a miraculous wicWfi r£e?i, how much
he was missed by the people of gLing ^ and the couple decided to

run away. Through a spell he caused the treasures of Ljang to

adhere to his body and carried them off. The couple was toWowed
by the army of Ljang^ but rGyalsa dkarpo beat them and made
a pond of blood which he surrounded with a wall of bones. Then
a crow was sent to gLing to give news of the arrival of the couple
and a great wedding w^as celebrated.

Vocabulary and J?'otes.

y^^r-^qi^ i yon chags, water-offering

o^'^c;
I

ma 2>^ang^ name of a lake.

SJ'ja'jn^l f sa ma brag, neither earth nor stone.

^'3T^C f
^^' ^^^ boyig, neither man nor donkey.

-^'raCraC^Tl^'^Tl ^y^ khmng khrung dkarmo^ stork,
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dS'^M ^^^ ^^ (perliaps che sai?)y high nobility.

"y^^"^ I

dgu nag^ very black.

Qqi^'^ I \igrtih cJiu, a well which is not dug.

a^'^^C^'^ff f ^adi ring shed, on that very same date (after a year
* I M or more).

^i^'f^ I srnh Iha, harvest festival.

Cm^'cBC^ !
d^^^^ chang^ a kind of beer.

PI'3j*5J|;5 f khri rgya mthso, the ocean

/^C^'y^fS^ I ^jci'f^g yul, name of a mythological country.

a^"5^'^'^5|'*aj'Hf
I

ya7igs sidam rgyalpo, name of the king of
^ I J ' that country.

F

f^'[;^''^'27iy^a'^^'^| h'angs sa yyui cho ron mo, name of the-
^ l^"^ ^ II princess of Ljang.

TCT^'JI ! ^'^'^^3^ ^^t the same as sminma, eyebrow.

C^'CrqrgflJ'^^
I

rgyang phyay phulcas, circumambulate in the
^ *^ I widest circle.

L

^•ra'g;^'O^CZ ! '^T^ya'^g fchra melong, ' the piebald kiang with the
'*^

' mirror,' name of the horse of mDa dpon gongma^^
boy.

zems, the mane of a horse.a^^\

me Icehj flame.

5|(g:*ff3^ I snyan dar, flag of a 'inchod rten.

S'^'(Sr27| ! curulugu, name of a Yak.

q
I

po, quite by itself, has the meaning of * portion/

gjr'q I IdaJpa, the same as gladpa, brain.

q*^C
I

&"^«^ii/, the same as higang, hole.
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p-qi
khaha or kha^ mouth of a bottle.

r^'i^'^qrm'^q'Oj
I

Itaha miggi rah la [or Via'], name of an agn.

ni'^^'S^ I
kalcor, a little piece of butter, is often spelled dkar chxjor.

-^5^'5^ I
"nmcas^ be hungry (respectful) ; bragcas: (classical

' 'ahregpa)j cut off.

jjcn I Q^mog, in this connection the hair of a horse which is fastened^
' > to the Iielmet.

^rC^^'^f I rgongs rtsa, classical gongba, collar.

fa]»n\n{jrrni^ 1
vgyalbit shel dkar, prince * White Crystal/

^1 111 name of the prince of gLing,

^'rn^l ^^^ krah-, perhaps glo hrah or bio krah^ the name of a.

V '^ I country and its king.

3^'rnC^':^(3J'X(5 1 wi dhang ral chen^ commander ' Large Locks,'
» I I a name of one of king Lho kraVs heroes.

j^t'rnr'^flJ'^C 1 ^^' dhang ral chting^ commander 'Small Locks/
1 "^

' a name of one of king Lho kraV^^ heroes.

CJX '^^ I Idarcas, break to small pieces.

«v^-S
I

rgya dar tse (or rtse)^ name of a village.

jrr'X'irx'Crn-C l dung ri dar dkar, ' mountain of shell, white ice/
I 1

ill name of Asfu dPalles horse.

(JSTTR'ST^C ! ^^^3 khra glo ring, * black-spotted, long-lasting

I 1 H W i lungs/ name of dPalmoi astag's horse.

•ytcn I Ija mag^ a kind of gi^ass.

phong^ the same as p^abongr, rock.
JiJCI

^•^I
riga, perhaps rikha, mountain

j:|ttT-^^f gavicas^ eat (of flour, sand, etc.)

n CT2TX f 'ahuh chu.^ tossing waves.

«rQ»X:^W 1 >>w^^ ^^&5, list of the arrows.
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mfa'^^nSsf T
y^Titi rahsj list of tlie bows.

r*^5J
I

myungcaSj related to myongha, taste.

P3'^m'yjC'*jCl5J f
-^^^^ '"^^V y(tngsJia7i, name of a female hero

x^J'X 1 thsoii cJia^ armour.

acr-x T rtsara, the same as rtad ycod, research, examination.

^ni mgoha^ roast (parch) grain.

SI
slu, joint [of meat].

^ I spraSy a kind of tent.

5!*C;5j] me ngaUf sorrow, Ut. ' bad fire
'

5'2T|UsJ'^'9fn^ ! ^^^ yy^ ^^*^ rtsal, occurs here suddenly as a name
1

'^^^ ^ ' of mDa dpon gongma*$ boy.

^m'5;^(;^'{5^
I

^dug slungcas, howl.

C^Q'^^'3^ I ngai sus zen, who of my [men] will eat it ?

ni'^jirn'rga^
|

hlonpo mig dmar, minister ^ Red Bye/ a name,

qfrg^l gozom^ decayed, withered.

ro^'^^ ! hhong sus, by one of them,

^'i,^ !
^^^^ ^'^y^ anger.

^cn^cnc^;? t sprug ytam, back-biting.

Qna^"OT^ f ahyal grosj clever in noiselessly approaching the

enemy

P'(l^'3^'dCT '^'^gci lo zerna, at the time of harrest.

S^B"^ f to7n Ijag, said to be a stone which possesses the power to-

' ell fetter all men.
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3\^^ I
^^*^<^^^5 follow secretly.

^C'^(3k
I

^<5«^ srin, flour-worm.

q'^i^C^"Afaj'c55;
I

P^ dbang rgyal chen, name of the mouse king.

a(a^'ra'|nQ*qc; f shal khri hhrai thung^ said to mean * the poor
Khrai thung.^

5J'5f^ !
^^^* rtses^ dance (respectful).

metOj torch.

^C*5i^ I
^^^^^^9 "^gy^y ^ kind of mchod rten.

I

Oj'r ! Idurii^ pot.

Q cnj^J'-S^ f 'agraniGaSj the same as 'agremspa^ distribute.

^^•^^ I sgos casj the same as byodpa, distribute.

^'3^'5|*^'CI
I

^^ ^^^g ^-^ chodpa, not getting any farther

Z^^ga*^ f hsam sa, the place which a man is thinking of.

gjj'x^'l^ f zan thsir Inga, five meals.

^3^'5^ 1
t^i^'^oas^ here in the sense of ' attach to.'

rnr'^x j
khyad nor^ riches of many kinds.

<qc-s!I
shangpo^ clever

On^'CIfS.'^^ !
grodpai srtdy * power of the stomach'; it means

^ I ^ '^ I 1 ' although food is not taken, hunger is not felt.'

S^^^ I
^^^^^^ t^^^ same as debonas, then.

£' I rdza^ here in the sense of * wall/

qfTqi-jT T grolmo, the same as ro??no, musical instrument.
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^'^^'=\^^'^'9'*'^^
I ^'^^'^'Ti^^

q f3^'gc;^-y^^^
1

1

5|(3^5i|^'q-q"^^l5|'(5^'=T|5^5^'q'Q^^^'^^'t^^^'^^
I

q*cr]54Si

^sT]'q-grq5^'^qa^'Tc^c:'si'o^'^^-^-q-^'yu^^'q^I

5?Ss^'q'iB'S'3^'^c;^'^'S^^^'^f^'(^'^'^5^f
1

^C-^C^'fSl'

of'^^'S^'^fc'l'^ I
I^ R'^rgfl|-g'^-Q^aB^^-5|p5^-^fC;

|

l^-^-s^qq-iT^-^Sfq-5|:^c;'^ai-qi^c;*|-gc:^'
]



Vol. Ill, No. 5.] The Paladms of the Kesar-saga, 82t>

^•a^6Ba^^'q'(^'<5j'CT|Scr]*35|'^E;'q
[

^^•^q|'a^-y3j
I
r &'g^-q=T^'g[c:-3;ip5;,'^-cMc^

|
p-q^

>0 S^ N» '

I'^qg'^^c^-s^jsi'Hri 5qp«;-g'p'^'q'iiyr|-(g'^aj-g'gqr|

'^F^'^ 1

g^*^^'<^^'5c\=^'(^=T]
I

gq-g-cM-g-cri^asi-^'

i^-'^j-(g-^a^'g-gq]'^'Cf2r(^^^'q
I

3^cq^5i'^<^'^'qgpq'^=^'^'n^

i^?I-q] i'l'aj-^';^--^ I ^^^'f^^'a'^^T'^S

f^^-qtj-^'^
I
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ai^'^ra^'^^T^'^'?^''^ i

^^^•^'^^•?^c;'ai-q^'^^3^*^'q
]

^^•5icr|^'q-i^'g'5i'cr|§5i*55i'y^^'q'y^dj
[

g'5^-CT|S=T|'q]*5^C'q-s^^^'^2T|'5^*3^'^<3j
[

NO ^

^^C^Q^-!^qc;'q'gq-^3j-ors^'gf:q-qaj
[

'=\'TS!'^'a'g°'"|'Ti'°^"'^'9'^^^ I

ra Np '^^
^^^^^^"^^^fl^'^"^^"^^ I

^^q^C^'^I
]
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No

^"^'^^''S'l^'S^'^ ^'^^'^'^'T'^ I

N3 -NS

NO "^
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qj^'CK^dji g^'a|-3^'§-5q-q«5C
I

=^'a=T|-5j-5<3i-3^-^-^<3j-Q^^=T|i'

^'g'^^aj'q-q^s^=T|
I

E'i'|a^'q-Q,2;,^\^^rq| rrj-^^-q-^

^z:^
I

5|^«,T^r^q^cT|'^-|r -iqpa:^-:^-jq-g-q'q^rq-5^

n
r-%\ g'^'s'^'^'^s^'^^ I T^^^'s^'a;^^"^^

I

g]c;-:T|-:<j-5^Ts^-g-^'s^-^rq-?,^'q
I

^q-a'c;-^'if^'=^3^'^^!3^f-^5j-q'^'ar|

^=r|3j-cr]g5j*gcT]^'55j'a|'5^-'q
[

g'*'5q5-<S3j-^q*|'«^q]-^-q^=Ti'^^'q^-q
|

q^r^t^s^-q^l pi'^qf^^'T dgc:'3Tar,^^^'q
]

ij'^'oi'^'^
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[N.S.]

oi'C'^^j
I

iT||q'j-^-c:''^c:-^'£rT|'q'^y5<3j
] c^l^-^-gai-gS^

3^'5^'9^'3^'^::5.raj-55j'q
I

NO

g!::-q]-5^qa^-q^^C'5^*q-p'^3^aj-^cT|*5S:^'3r[

3q-2^q'qi5r-^'^-(5jq]-t^q-ai]

«^'^ci]*3^^-q-^c;
]

5|-^T^-g]'f2^5^''^'^;q«5c:^-^T
|

IC'^'^qi^^-q^^r^'TT^rai-^ai-:^

|gq,'^=T]*|ga^'^c:-q«^^-a^'CTl^3j-a^
I

f:\«;^-5-E-^'^?'5^-(^cr|*:\T<^-.q(

s^ai-gJc:-^-5q'^q'a;m';^5j-^
I

c:-qQ^--:^^^!-qY-'^'-=^'^^'-^*'^

!
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NO

c;-^-cT|t^-Q^'^'-5;<3j-^-(^=r|-(a^2^2T]'ai
|

^q(3^-q-q5^ga^'3-q-^cr|-c^s^q]Sr|

|=q^'51'^'pS^'^'^-'^^'q,^=q'q|

(^q'^-q*^-3^Q^'ii't^q]-lq]f:^s;^m-5rj

^'^'
"T^'^^'^'f=T^^f^=^^f2^ I

-^C-q'mysi^q-aj-l'Si'^j^'C^s^qj
j
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[N.8.']

^^z^^'^'^\lH^^'^^q^4^x:c^:^^]^
I

i^a;,^§;-q 5'g'ci|c;-q5^'(^q|'aiyq-gav'

3^^-c S^'|'q'ST]c;'i;jS^-(^cr]-ai*^ic;-i^

5^*3^*Uq'«^q<5^'^c:^'q*^-G^
1

gq-^q^-^-s^q|'^2^a]-arcr]^aj-q
|

g-,3^-c;--SNC:-a^3j-,^cr|^-^'^m':^T3j-ar[

5^-fi^q'q!5C:'^-5^-(«jq|-!^q-aj|

N3 XS ^s3

gjc;'q]-^qq^'q^'i^c;^-q*'^

igS'^^TE^'^^'^'^^'^"'^^^ I

^•(34'g'^c:-^i"q
I

^s'^-qg-asq-^^-q
I

c:'ga]-qq-a5q-gQ4P4

1
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^fc'^^I ^^•^S=^%^^'^^'^'5^ I
p^'^'»r^^'^''^3'^^'

^•^^-gq^
I

gcg2^-qg'2^c;'q]c;^'5^^-g^*?r:;'q^
[

?f-
1

|ic:-qq^'^qfa^-q^<5^=;'5^^'3vi:^a^-fq-qgq-i
\

il'ii^'6-i^'

^::'s^r
[

^•q-5q2T|-5|'-s^q-|
] p'5|^'^'^ I

^r^'g'<^
I

s^^Q^'s^q^i'qs-^'^u
I

5^q(^'f^"5|^'q'«^c^'g*a3^'^T[:-q^
I

p-jq-qSj'5^-q
] prql^:!'!'3^5j'q'^^!"^c;*t-l]'S=T^'t^^^
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IN.S.-]

N3 NO N^

^'^'^i ^^'g<^%T^'§'S''^'^^^^'^ I
g'^'%^^

>0 N3

N© N3 >0 \i

sq-gs;
I

^c-^-cgq-q-^r^'s^^^o^-s^qaj-c^gCW^
|

q^'qsaj

5^flj-iai'^c;'^'Q^gr^aj
]

fa^^'g]'?5fai'C4'^!n;-<^-a^gc:-y^aj
[
jq-

N5 X3 \o

so

(iIc:'a^'5^pai-^=r|-gaj-g-^q-^'T]3^-g^-q!^r-|.^s^
I

^-q^^q-

f'^^^'S'^C*^'^'?^ I ^'^'ff^jC-^T^'Sic-^KT^-ajC-^-E^?;
I

^•^'^'fir^'a^^-q
I

g-sTj^-lj-p^TTjI^-qj-i^crj-^iqi-cfp^-
Np xa
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i^-j;3j'Q^^q^5^
I

g'q|^-c:-«^qQ^-q*^a|-c^dj| g-3^^'g3^'q*

N3 >0 ^
^•^§^-yq-G^''^-a^-<55;j'^*Q^2^cr|'ar|

5^'3^S^'=r|^'(^'^-3j-cB=^'^'C\2^eTl-ar|

5^'^a^'^^'a5-r^-aj-<^:;;-s^-a^5;cr]-q
]

g^'g^TB^'^^'^^^'^'^^'^i

^'^*'^9''^^^'S'S^'P^'^^^'^*<^<^ I

«,g'^5]^'^5j-q^3^-g'CT|^c;-'^3j'3^^q'q-ic^
[

g^-pc:'5|'?|eq-q-ai' aj'S^^-q-^

«>'5C-g^'pC5I'^5(iJ*a]

y^c;*^qa^'T^=T%^^'(^^^'i^I

Cq*g^'pC-q2^5j-XsT|^-^^2^-Qr[

>0 >s» >0
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£S^-i5q^-^^-^'^*|c;'5'53q'(3^q^-'^s^
I

^'i'T^'^^'^'^"^'^'^'^''^ 1

x^-gq|-a3s^-q
I

^'sq^^-gj-^sTI
I

NO

so v»

iiS^-il'|q'^'^c;'^-53oj'q'q|q'q^^zT]
]

'>'a^'^^'(^=Tc;-ai-3q^c;-(^
|

«^5?^'q^'q^<3j'g'g^' pc;'ar|q-^sT|'3^'ysjc^qi^^i^-q'^c:
f

NO N^ >0

^'«^^a^'q n^'^^'i'fliTg-^-pr^rsiea^
[

^sT|'^c;-a|-'^*,^-^<3j'^3j-s^5j^-q f3^*Q^^=T]'Br[

NO
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sjc^^'pc:'^2T|'25]q-^!c:
]

^•3q«3^?i^'jq:;'(3jc;*i^'5q'^'<?t<5^5i?4'q

c:'|g-Si''qc:'^^'q=^^'f^*=T]^^
1

1 n

i;'51*^5^*^'5?2^a\'«^q5j'q^cT|'q'(353;
I

^'l5'>'3^*^*Sc;'qq^'^'g-q?c^^
I

l?^'5f5^'^*q^Q^qq'^-^-a^
|

c;'|g'a^'qc;-c\qq-^-g!;^'q
|

cTfi^-q-^c;
I

^•^•flr^fyTc^'^
I

g^'^^^^'^'^^

--t^fjorq-^iu-i
I

=q^^] ^Qj| ^c:-§j'^-^ isi«^-5ip3j-^'^-

^•q^^;^«^-q^ ]
s^-^c^-J^C^T.^-q-a^^^^rj-^f-

1
^^-y^^-

NO NO
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IN.S.2

N3 \^ XP ^?

Sc:-q^-g'^^-^c;.M-q'5^'q

!

X9 ND

X3 N^

E'S'^^'B'^^'^^''^'^'^'^'^^^ I

^^'^'^'^^^^'^'^'^'^^'^^'^'^
1

jQ-g'5^-ai'c|^-5-jfq-^^-i^-aj'^
I

j5«^*jc:-s7]'jc:-'^q^'qs^'y^5;->^
I
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a'(?i=T^^^^'^i 1

^^^f^'^'^^'^'E'^'^T^'f^
I

g-^r-p Q^•a^ql•^•(^^l•c^3i•a^
|

i^^'siQ^-^^-p^qq-^-gs^-q
[

jq-[g-5i-qc:-a^qq'^-|s^-q
]

p'q\5\5j-^-:^=r|^-3^j2"^^'^^'^
I

p Q^-(2^£T]'^'y^(3j-d^-g-^c;-^c:-ai
|

c;2^'pa^\c^<3j't5'q'q5'r^]



Vbt. Ill, No. 5.] The Paladins of the Kesar-saga. 343
[N.8.'\

5;qc;-q gq'(Sj^-g-q^q]-^'q-<^3j-a^
I

IS'S'S^'^'^'^*^^'^^'^^'^^^'^ I

^•^^]-i^^'qi y^'3^*C%^=T|'|^-a3q]*^
I

2^1^

^^^03^l^c:^'a^^
I

c^'a^-ysj-y^c;^
|

js^-q-^^'c^'c^jgc;'

<ara'(^=T^^c;^-^I
I

i?7*5isc\'5-^g^-«pi'cn'53j'5r]

55q-ar=Tia'^^':^S^'^q-2T|^q'Hr§^'<3jc:*3i
j

^q-q|^q-|-^'^-cT]L^ai-q|q-DT2^
|

^•q^l-^-ajC-q-^fcBfi

^S^'^jc-ai-ac^^'j'^j^^^•^=^^'^''^1

^•q'(5'5-a,g^'^'^-<^'^a^-^-5'q gq-oj
I

i^-q-q^-q-:^-j-'^^q jq-q
]

^'^'t^'5T^'3^'|g'5^*^c;-^'<^-3^^q]'q-j,q-q|

^'s^c&cTfcrq'STjz-^^Ti-acq'gs^'q
|
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^•|^]-i^'y^'^^''^S^^'^''^^ I ^^^TWST^^'

^'^ a^'^^^'^::^'f^'5^'f^
I

^^'^'^'^z:^^\a^^^
I

n3 Ni3

3

f^gc:-qi-^'^-ai-pcr|'q-^qj-a5|-g^-y<^
|

q-cT|scf]-^-c;^q|-T]-y^a^'a^'qc:'u^5i
|

q-q|5cr|-^'q|^I^'q a^-cr|^^'^'ai-gart^aj
|

q-^scq-^-g^-q Q^'cr]j^'^'aj-qc;'y^5j
|

q'm^^«^-q'^'^^'5:;'q'q:;'!^5j |

Hi
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IN.8.-]

i^qq'q-q-gq-|-^T:^'qq|-<5^-q-5jq-:^5j
[

S5

^•^qi'3^-33j'^=T|-s^q-::;2=T]-^-q-qgq^'q-^c;
|

"^q-^^

q- ^'Q^k'aj-qqi'^i'^-s-cB^-^c:
|

"^q-q^'q'^'jc-^j^'arq^'

^c:'=^=T]-g^'q'5c:^-q
I

^•^•G,^=T]'^'a,qq'^'c^-'<3j^
]

^"mz:

S3 NO

NO N3

g:^-q-c-^q'qq^-^qiq^'^'^-(^q]-t5-q
I

NO

g:^'^c;'c;-Q^=?^'3^'<3j'5c^S^-^q-ar<5-^q-:Aidj]

^^'^^^'?S^'^'^c;-^'c|q-jA;T^
I

NO
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StS'S^I ^^'TtS^I ¥J*3T^I-^I g^'^*T^^S'1'

aq-q-a^a^-q
]

l^-o^^-g-cri'Q^'g'is^sTi'qijc:^-^
[

P'q'^^'i^'^s^'qQ^'^q'=T]^q-q
Q;3f5^ |

^q'=ri^ai'g*§{'«^'2^5^^'q'y^^-(^
I

•

^•qq]'q-^T'3j[;-f^'^[;-q
[

^•q^qc;-|''g'-^c:'§j:^-qfjdj'ar]

S|5I%^'5it;-^'^^S,-t)-<5*^^-q'i

^•q'qC^VY^-^-^-^s^-q]

^•<3i^g^*=T]|^'qT!]^'<5'3jc\c;-?rc;'ar
[

i^'3^^=^-|=r|-i^^-q-^c;
|

^m^-g^|-|-djc;'aj-?rt-q*

^c;
I

§j^-^r.^^^.5jc;-S-c|-^-Q^'q^:^.^c;
l

g^j-^^^c;-^



Vol, III, No. 5.] The Paladins of the Kesar-saga. ^47

f:^^^^^^^^ I
^'(Jj^'pc^^^'^'IC-c^f^'g^l^'q-^q-

^pp^-i|£'5i^-pi-^'5^-q||^-'T]-w::'S^-^*^-*-^ ! i^s^'^^qof

f^'fli'gj'(5i^'c\^''^^'^^c^'^
I

S3

«^qq'q-^2^'q^-q«^cT]-q'2T|^3j-a^
]

^'^^^'I'^'^^'F^'ll^'^ I

N5

S3

sd

6s^rrT]^-q
]

q^<5^'q'3j3q'^pa^'^^-;^c:*5^'5q^--^!c;
I

«^'^?f
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UT2^S^'(3^'q'CT]'<3j:^'|^-aT
[

3q^a^'fi^q5j-5|^-g'=Tl-3j2^vgs^-q

9^-^c;'^c:'55j'u^2^'q-^c;-'^q]c;^q-t^T3j-q
|

9'^'S^^'y^'^''^'S^^'^'T"^'^'^ I

cT|-q'q-qq^-a^c:-cg'q^a}
|

r

K

c;S^'5^s^Q^'s^qaj-S-q'qT]q]^
|

o. c^

^•5^-^-q'|fn'l-q'g=r|:^
]

fi-^^-T|-(:^C"5fq:5;;%^^j'^^'4cT|'q'^^?fc:
[

^'Sj^'
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^'^'^^^'^'^^'^
I

^'!!!^'3'^' ^' 3^'^p3j-(Sjcr|'2T]^rq^'3^

q-5^-s^qc;'^q*55j
|

^'^qc:--^ai-^c:'=^'3^p<3j'^'t^^'^cr|-q
|

pfc-§j:^'3=;^'q
I

c:-'5c:*C!-^c:'s^qQ^-q'' ^cT]'g-y^c;'5q:^-Q^g'[

NO x:> \3

Q^2^q|
I

pc;'y^c;-^qQ^'q'^-tN5i'(5^g'
I

3^'y^c:'q]-«^5iiq|'<^c;-
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|«^'q'3pi-ii^'aj*q]^-^*^'^
I

I5*^'<|^'§^'3^'^c:':<|2;-2^^-^r^-q
I

•gqj-C^^p^-y^C-c^q-q-^Cq
]

^•^5j-|-^-i5fqs^q]-q-qj^3j'aj
|



Vol. Ill, No. 5.] The Paladins of the Kesar-saqa. 3&1
IN.S.]

u:^u^:i:'>Hz:^''^^•^'^(sf'^^'t^::.^
j

^'^'^5^^?H'5'^^'^^'^''^'^g'^<5j I

•SIc5-(S3i'5q'q'(^q^'^^'ai-53j'ai
|

^^S^'S^'a'^^'^^l^I

B^'^'S^'^'S-'^^^'f^-?^'^
I

N5 N5

•3jcq'^^'f^'^*S<5j'^'S5j'^:;^'q'5^
I

C(S(*c]^c;'SQ[;-gc;'5^p^'^Tr^-aj^iXrq^
|

c:-(ej-a^q]'a^g'|c;-u^q ^^q'aj-^<^'q
[

q<5CSr3^-aj-?dj'5i^^q-ya^gE:':Ai^-af|

li-q^c;*a^'aj'q^^q'irq^::'fqgc;*J^<^^I

i

g^'q-3^<3j-aj^-s^q(^-q*^=Ti'?]fi^-^-^
I
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c;-(^'ars^qQ^-q'P'5=r|-ysT^'q
|

g]c;w|'5i-^aj'?I- ^Q'^-^"^
]

•^oj-qcf|j-^'^^'^^^=^'(^^^
I

c:

S3

>0 VO

s^qcq-si a^'l^-^^-^r-aj'iMs^-q
[

•^"il-qK^-^'^-q^=^-Q^s^q]I

g* ^^•=Tq5i'q5j-q-|)-<5-q^s^-(5,:^m
]

^•^i^-a^^-q-^c;
I

q=^^'ai-^"^c;-^^'g-cT]'aj'5^s^c;'^si]'aq'

^•5^5f
|-a^'qq|-|-^!5^-|q'iq^|'q^q]^-q

] 13M'^'q^^'^^yjaj'

0:^-5i'i^rv^-3;|5^c;-g«^'=;^-qc:^-qi5c;^-q
|

g'CT|'g^gci|^q-cq:;

TS!'^=1

1

i^-^'<^-q^=;^-c:5j-^'gq'^q-q'!|^ra^c;
]

^i^'§'q«=T^-^'=^'t'fii'^^'Hr|



Vol. III. No, 5.] The Paladins of the Kesar-saga. 35^
iN.8.1

N9

g-c^(^-i^'q^'(^::'^*&i-q;95j'3f
|

r^^T-q^-q|acT|^'q-^^'^-cr]3^^X'^^'5^^«^'ar
|

i^'q^'^qc;*^'^=r]'y?s^*^'5'5'q-^-f^'
|

-T'CT

NO N3

•si]'^^5i'q a^'p*q'5j-sT|£^-a]
[
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J?|-5J^'^a^'5f<3^:^'Q^3C7-§'5q'n^^C;*a|
[

wiC',3^c;'5q5^'^s^Q^'5fj^g?I'q^'^'qgs;j*ii^^'(^
I

g2;j-q^s;^-c:3j-g^-^c;^'q-5^-ai
|

^sf5^^^'z^s\^^^^'^^^
]
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\_N.S.}

a5c;-^3^^'g<3j-q as'^gc;'^^'^^^^
i

^^•^=T]-g3j-q ^'^^Ti'^^CM^i
1

q^c:'«3ja^c:-5^-q^c;'^'c5^^-w^
|

q5c;'q'<^^'q^-ai-5^-c\q^-6^-5^^-a|
[

q:^2^-^-^gc;'q-ai-c^^|-35^"^c;-ai
|

^q'lq*§c;^-Iwq^q'5^-^'3i
]
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5^'c6^'^c;'5^T^T-:^c:^'q'?r^'f:q
I

f11^'5^'^^'^'S^'^'^^^''^ 1

^^'9'^1^'a^'^^'W^''*^^'^^''^ 1

g«^''5^'jqc;'q'a^27]3^'y^aj'^^'^^-5^S'^
I

e'^CC3j'^:;'pJc,-^c;-C<3j'q'^^'^'^'a|
[

Ccp-C\S^^'a^:^q]-^^'q3j-q-^c;-|i-n^J:^q|
|

|r'cgq'5j5^':^3qq|-

Q^i^r-q-Jfe-^^-a^^'q
I

i^-=Ti 5;qai-ai-:^c;*5fti'g-|c;-53q'(3r

f^^T^^'q'Jc;^
I

p:;'^c;'c^c;'^-^3j'<3^'^gfi^-n^-(3^s^rT|^'q^
I

s^^zp^

f^'5^c:-ga?'g-|:;-$^q-aj-q|q-|-|i'^r-g^-q^Ycr]q^-qg^-q]
C^

->

^^^ ^m'^^^o\'U^o:[o\'^z:^'^^^^
I

p-q-q^-q-g-
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^qq-ai'^:^-q-^-3^^^'qX^=T^'^^'^^'^'f^'^
|

p::-^!^?^-^^

^gc:'^<3j'^'ai'^r^-(53j-;^^2^-§=r]
|

:^qq-q-^s;^-q^-cT|!^^-fZ|aj-g

^q]-q^c;^'^
I

^x^-^-qq^-g-5^?^-:^c:^-aj-^^-q
[

>0 ND

^flJq•^:HJ^•^5^v^T•|^^^•q
|

q-g-^or^Tja^-a^-cBcjj-^-^^Ti-qcri-q
|

I^-^r:^'g'5^-p^qqv^-;^m-gz^-q
[

a^qq-^ (^'i.N'^^'^'c;-s^=i]^'^2T|-(a^s^q]\':^
|

^•^^]-5^'q'^u;
I

^qq-^Q^-'cN'^=T^^-=[|'^^'(2^^-^^^^
I

g'gic;'q^'^^f3^''^'^-^'f^'^'"-i
I

g-YI^-f^'^^-q'q^=T]'aj'2^^^
I

Q^s^-^r-r;a^-p'q^-<£s;-;i;,
]

c:-<3i-s^qq'y^aro^-a^=^q|'^'q-5^c;-q-^ir'fi^
|

iM-5l5^-g-^c;'§|'^2^'=T|5^-q-^-y^'^
I

^'S'^'^'^'I^'ST^''^'*^^*'^"^ I
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s^-^2^-3^^q
I

g-5q=ri'c^r-^3;"^[;'^ |
5^qq'aia^-,f|c:

q-q-Q^^sq^'^i^'Q^I-a^;-^
I

^=T]'q2^3j'3j-y^c;-6^-J2'p'^=^'qs'

^"^'S^'S^^'^ I
I5^'5'q

]
C'5c;'=T|5^-^'|c;':gq-a]-:^Tr -3^7

7

^5^-§q"^<5j
I

^•^er|-crc;'£5c:-q'Q^gc;-w^'^-55j'5aj'3^-q-^ I

'oT3:^'i^^
]
:?sT^Q^-p-q-a^|t^^*^'g'^sT|5^ra^^=^

1
^*^9^*

^^^^] C^'=5^*=^i5=r|'q'g5j'q-q^:^-5j| m5CT]-q-q'^V^'yT(;

^^ I ^'^^''"if^r^'3^5^-q'^!^-a-5^'q'^'^'c;^qq'$*S<3^
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^^v^s^-5^-5^^- v9
I

l^-R^-5j' g^-q-g|-^ci|-Q^Y'§^
I

t^'ea^'c^-?^:^-^-^rf^'5^'^
I

•y5;js^5(-fti-a^gc;-5^-gcri'qi-j^-fl^s^2:r]-ai
|

- 3;,-aj-CM5j'aj-'^c:-5c:^sT]'Q^:;,:T|-ar
I

=T|^35-ai*y5^'^'3JIc;-?^c:'^qi'fl^^q]-Sr [
^

s^-|q]'3^^'q
I

|g'3^=r|'c^q'-/^^'^5j-(q'qc;v^-q^gc;'^c3j-a|-g[-^q| r

'j^-5|a^-g-^-«^c;^-ai-55j'5^u
|

|g-5^sT]-;^:;'^<5j'q:^cT]-c^':r]^^-q
[

5'^-c;-5a^-^f5^*5I^c;i'q-q(^^^'q'^»c;
]
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g=^'3i-Q-^-^5^'^-g^-q I

. q^^^-aj-^'i^'CTi^^-n^-^i^^-q
|

^•^•g'(^-5^'CT
]

^•a5-f^.^-:^'s^^^-q'(^q]'i^i^
I

2^-3j-y^-5i-gq'^i;j5j'5^a^'gc^'y^aj
]

"^'^'S'^^'^'^'^I

^•^•^•^^•g^-Hr§;'^lc;-^';^T3j
I
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IN.8.}

^^'^'^'^'^^'^'^l'^"M I

^'^'B'^'^'^^^^'S^ I

^•^qj'i^^'qi a^qc:-q]^^-^^-«^qq-^Q;-^5q'^^'^'rfjc

q'o^'a^^5|'^'(a^|'a^'^
|

pc'^'-^'q'^^ic;''^^
]

^-^cri-z^ruq

NO

p-«3jc;'c;-5^-5|^5;'5^'^i:;'q
|

c;-c^q-f2^'g'5^- (^=T]-(a^=^^|-q
]

X5 N^

Cs^qq*u^a]-aj'(5^2^q|-^"q- <^-^c;'q-^r
j
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sjp^-oi'i^:;^
]

|c;'u^a]'3j^'2^^=r]'q^^T^'q^^r5j^
] |q-

^o^'gq]^q'|^^
I ^'<5i^'f^'^Sf^'^'^l^'f I

^'^'3'^'

q-gc^ra^j'if^^=q-w^'|^
I

• ^•^•^c;-^c^2^'^«;'q^c:'^

u^c;-<3^-c;-^::"G^'^<3j-q'3q'q-^cq'i^'y5j
[

^'^'§^'^'3*^'^''^
I

p^c;'q3^'^r-q^^-|-a^-|r-q'p:^^-^
| aI^]•q•q•?J•^•p^ygc

Bfq5^§
1

Ic^'^^fq-q-f^-^^-q-Ji^-q^
|

|:;'CM(^-g'3q|=T|-q

F^'3'^^^'^^'^'
-' ^' (^'^'^^'^3'^'^*^

I g'^'^^'g^'T^^^

g:;-'^^'y^2^-§qi ]
^^-g-sq-q-^jc-q^-c^^^^-q

]
g'l^'e ]

a^^

^z:^Q^'5fo!^'^'^z'^^\
I

i?i*e*-=^c;-|i!^'2^-5j:;-2^' ^-q-a^s^cT]-

^qc:'^q'^c;-fl^-qqi-5|'q'E^::^'q?^
[

pwc:-gc:-qS^'5|:^Q^'s^q5j'

^^'^^
1

ac;-u^f^'SjC;'|c;'?gq-cT|'==rfarq^gm^':^3j'a^^'q
]

^^^^^^'^'^"^^
1

K =ri^'t«J'^a,E;'^'q-3!|^s^V^^-q
I.

gc;
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[N.S.-]

'^^'^'f^'^^^^^^'^r^'x\'\^ I
?^p^'<5j^'f^^'t^p^'

y^*^^'?]'5'f2^f5~^*^^'^^
I

^q-q^^'q^c;'5j-|-'y^fll'i^c:

|c;'t^a]'a^igq]^'c^<3j'i^^-q
I

u^C^'g=^'^^
]

Uvri'^c;'i?r

qq'^TS^'q^-^^\c]rr]-53;'?5
[

J5'5|^sT]'q'Q^q3qv^t.rjr.;^.q^r^.

N3 >0

rx^^
!

q^q-^^'^^:;-^-ys^^'^^
I

^'^'sip^'^^-q
I

^^=T 33^*3'^^'^ I ^^i^'g=T^'3^^'f^5^'^ ! 'SW^m\

z^^^^^•m^'z:a^^'r^
I

^•^^=T-§j^-g]'^:r]-q^c;^-5r]

f'^'€^'^^'^'"^^^'^^'^'^1^ I

?''^S'i'^^'^'^^'^'"'1^'^^'^'^^ I

'^•§*3^^'3j'^'3^^^'§^W5^(^'§«^Ai
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$lj2:^Y^c;-q'gc;*c;'-^=f]'qc:-::'^=r|
|

g'ysT<^-^'iM<3j'a^^'q-a|-a^:5^-q'aj
|

c:-c\i5j'c:-usT<3j'a^-^cT]'a^-3^*'^=il*q
|

sT]-^'c5-i<3j*crj^'<5'Saj'iJN^'q'^-a^-^'q'^
I

^^f.^] ^'o^'s'z^'(^^^'^^(^^^^'^^-::zF^^% (^

o=T'^-|^'5|pdj-g'li'CT|^^-cq-q]^s;'5 1 s^z:^
I

2T]^*9'^g^

^^<3j'a^*^
I yq=T^^'P'p^75ip^'f3^-|^;^ I

go^-q'a^-

n. >o

q'qyq-^^-qa^5"q'5q-^^'q[ ^•^'li'5':;'5|*q^'i
[
gq^

N3
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[N.S.2

Q^q]^'^:;
|

^q^-^^-q-p^cri^^-i^-^j
[

^|?|-?jp^'^'li'=r|g?|-q
j

>0 "^ NO

^-•q-^^c^<gj-<3^-g-^'Elj
|

^i^-aj-g-5;c:-q;5^-pc'<3j^-qr-j^i3j'

5^^'q
[

g'cri^'^^-c\^<3i-3^'ygq-q'q'^fST]'^]t^5^'(^q]-(Sj?.!'q^[

^^ I ^^ i^'9'^^'^'%^^^^ ! 5i'^'^'^^<5j-5^-^ I

R- E'q'5J'5=T|-q'q5'-^^'2^^'q
|
g'^C'^' 5'(S|q]'q5;5j-=r]y^~^-q-

^^^•^•^'^p^'q-^=T|'i^=^-q^I
I

^'fi^jq-xfq'(^^-q 1 g^
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c\c5?I^'^| c:\^c;^'g::-5^Tq-g-g^^-ai-^:;^'§cr|-a^^'q| gq]^'

=T|^'Ql-§cr|^-^=^'t5^
I

§q]2^'^=Ti-^'|-?fc5^'1i:;''^'f^=Tq''^'

^'^Q'^'^ra^I^-^'^cri'jq-i-^-^
|

p'^p^'5'p'^^;f^'||^'^
I

'^^•q|'ai'g=fl^-igzTrqj5rT|v|'q^^
[ sip^*g'§"^'^^'5q!:;'

^cq- gc;^
I

sq^'^c-q-qj^q^
I

^'c^c-sq-q-q^y5^^rq
I

NO

^^'f'(^^'P's^-^c [
'^•^p3j-<$-aj-jq-i^-y=^c:-3^*3'<^-^

so
^
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^

i?|-^'qf2^'^' ^j'^^c^i-q-j^-q
I

^=^f^'^^<^'5'g'c^^'^^^'f^'^^^"'^.
I

3^' 5^ j^z::^'Q^^^-^A \

g'c6-c;'-^c;-^n|^'ai-tXJ's^'fi|
]

^^sT]'i^^-q
I

sqs^f^'^^q^j-g-g's'^q^j-r^'g-^sTj'qc^c;^'^
|

^•^.c:-qcT|'^^^'g^'q'«^q]^'g^
]

l^^-^j-qij^-^^^SI^j-j^'q-^sj^-q
|

5-^c;-(3j5]'5^pa^'q'^IC^-'"^5^'q
[

J^'cB^'*^
I

^c:'3q-g'(^-q^-^'"^:;'3j^
] ^N'^'-^I^tj^n
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UN'E'qa^-^^^'2^c:^i'q'*?>5|'a]

jE;-(5a^'5^'^Tc;.qs^=T|-q'ci]^3j*q
[

^'^''^'^S^'^-^'^D'^^^'^'^^'^^ I

^TQ^-^'C^-O^^^-SJ-C^T^

q'm^Isq'^C^'^f^f^'-^^'q-y^^j
]

3^'3^'3^*'^'^'^'^'5'^'^^^^''7^''^
I

£I^'^^'c|=^-q'<jj'3;i'a^3aj-g^'^q|'^c:T^
|

g^'^^'^^j'^^'s^" ^^'i^'>'^c;^r^::'f^
1

^^c^^'^'ar^'q'^i:;-^
I

^•(^3=^-ai'i^-^C;'q|S=T|-§|^-lEfj"s^3j
I

?|c;'a^*|CqQ^*s;,?l2^'Tj<3;-3^c;-(q
I

.^U

2^;s=^*q- 3=N-5j'g'<^-c:-^c^^-<5=Ti'a^
I
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^zi,^'^
I

gs^'s^'aj'-^q-g-g^'Y^^fs^'^c:
|

5^rq|g^-|5^

a^gq-^2^ 1
=q^'<^c:'5q's^q\^rT|'is;-'^

[
=r|s;-q^^y?r--5j^

|

Cl-^'CT]tgf^^-<5- ^aj-5^'i\'C:^^^
I

;^q gq-iq-n^-gq-g-qi^C^

yy^!^'5^paj-s^'^q]-q'!^^'^j:;
[

Eqs^'ci'STjcg'q-'A^cq'^caic:-

N3 NS NO

n
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^•^•q^'5'^r
I

:^c:*p*5^-t^r-|'^-^--!q'^-|c;*^-2^^'q-

q'^C-^-^-'q^
I

^•5j^-!^C|<3j'fai-:^-5:q-qrT|pq'^
j

g^-q-q'5-

5^<3^-q^(q'^
I

^'^^'^'S^^'^^
I

5'3^<3j-^c;%^^
I

q-S^T

f^'R^'f^^^ I ^'^i^'p^r^^'f'a^s^^Tj^'q ]
q'^^c;-jq

^^^ I
q'2^qc;'§3j'<i<3^-=T]|^'rT]'q'"5',3^c;*5^^-qGI'|'(q-p^'"^

q's^qcgi^'i^j-^-q^l'^-^q]^
|

q'TT|S|'^'T[?j*'T]5^''T]^'a|
j

q'2^qrg(q*"q S|•q^^•|5j'c^^^sf
[

q-^^'5^'T|^-^ah|'rr|5;j'ai
|

q-i^C^C'S^-fq*gs^'q 'i^-BT
[

q'T|5:^'?rT|^^'^?|''T|^^'^
I

N3 N,p

q'6'^c;'^'q^'5^- u^^r^
I

q-T|?|-5^''rr[5|'T|5q'T[5;i-a|
[

gc:'qQ^'s^5qcq'-5,q^-oBi^-:^>T

q^a;i'3q'rr|j}-rrj5^frT]g;^-tq
|

g]C-q.':\'s^q(5^-q o^-^qq^-^q^'^s^
[

•^5|-5^-Tj^!-rrj^'T]5]-fzr]q
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R'^^'^'T^^'r^^'n^^'Cq
I

(Sj^-q '150^ sic-^s^'^o^c;-??^•<5ja^rq
I

:^'T]5il'5J-n[|S|'nrj3i|'T|^!'q
)

q's^q"g5j'<5<3j'§"3^^-f^*(5JC:^

:q'T|^'^'T|^T-rr|^-rT]^-q

^'^^^*![!^'^^'5^''^
I

^•|=Ti'5^-c5^'jgf3^-^c:-ai'd5^'yg'^^c;--^'
I

^;q-«^q--jq

S3

^^^'^^ I
^'^<5i''3j'||^'<5c:-5^':;^'^^=^'^5j-=^^'q [

q-s'

q-qos^-^:;
I

g|c;-qa^'^3^q]'^'-'5i'g5^-^c;
| «^'aj^'fC^o^

^ -f
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rq-q|q'q| p'^^^C'Sl'q'p^'qt^C^^-q
] cq'cB'^:;'^'

r

^^^'^^
1

|cqa,-|^^-q-^q-y5a;-a^'|3j-^=T]
|

^^o(^:^^

3^^
I

f^^'"^ C<3i^-2<I^'q-I^i'|y^C-q-pqi'CAjjj'a^-yqjjc:^-

^1 ^•^^T^'^^'^'^=T^'^^^'3^''^ I
g'^a3;i-^=T^'

qcg^-qs^
I

^-a^qi-q'SCTi-gc;^!
|

5^^'3^'^':^'2T|c;-=t]im^I
]

<Sugc;-q-(^q]'|t'|'q^*=yai-q'^^'s|
I

^P^'f-Bl-^^'q
I
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crpiq^l ^'S-^5j-w5j-3^-q
I

gtirg^i ^n^'^'^'g'^'

5j-a|-cSC^c;'5i^-35j-Q^g5j^'q
|

^5j'a^gai-5^-^|CT|'q-ysi<^a^^

^'^^^-g^ jq-g*q^'^* e g^'^'^c-q^?!*^
|

g-c^^r

^•g^F^cjq'g-^-^c^-p'q^'^
I

^5^^'<5^=:'^'CMg^'^'|c;

y^q'aru^c;^-:^!
]

b: ^'=\^'m'^^^^'^^'9i^'^'^^^^^

qgq'^'i^^
1

^•5|5i^-^aj-^-ftq-g-^aj-«^rT]a;'s^c:
]
rT|q

Q^s^sT|'g*^5j-^cr]-3^^-q
j

pc;'^^'^[;-5r3^^*(^
]
^^^'^

\

pc:'§j^*5Cq'^*i«;^'qa^-g^q
|

p:i-(«jST|-^5i-a^q]':j^-3jc^E;
]

^•^J^'Si'^-q-^aj-aj-^-gs^-q-i^-^T:;
I

^•3j^'pc;'^|^'q^5j'

g'Qj-Q^|-a^-c^aj-a^'y^'g^'5^2^^-ar^c;'q
|

gi^-g^'i^^

^=T]| gf^'g^'gaj-a^^"|=^'q^q'^
I

pt'^'^'Ss^'^N^^j'-^jQ^c:
]

cgoror^kl «*^C^'$gf^RrS3^
1

'^i;-^*c;-«5c;*CMCn^55q'q§^-
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aj-q^i-y^^^'i^-^j^l R^ R'lC^^araj-^Tk
f

J^^'^'fc^'cgq-^

yk5a|-q'g^-^-^-q'3jq|-Hrq^-u^q'q-q^c:-^'a^^2r|
|

^q-g-q-^^-

^(?i^'^^'<^=3"
3^2^^

1 =>'<3i^'S'
5'f:\g*=r|-5|^

I
qpi^-flJ-R

]

ra.

^^'^i*^ I
c^c^-^-ar5^'^'^=Ti^^'q

I
b: b:(\^'^-^^]

[

g-^C'i^!c:'^'E' F^-^jfl^c;
|

«^5jcT]-f;^^5*^-c5-5jq^c;
( ?r::-

^a-^g::-^-jo^-q'Jaj'i^^-c]
I ^^'S'^^^'^'S^'^'TJ^*^^

^g^-q-q-^'^
I

ic'^goj-q-^c;
I

^•^^|CcgQrq-5||CT]*ai

qgq-^! 5C%=^|^-''^'5^'^'-'^-p^t^! p^c;-=r]q

^y-y^srjfaj-q-q-^j^q
|

u^q-^orq^o^
|

q^^-<^c;-5|p<3j'q-3^C
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,

orq^^
I

^•^^•|*sT|ScT]-q-j|'qj-3?j'^q'?r:;
|

^q^-^c:-<3j'p

^•|'ai'qi,-^c;
|

»ic:-^-si](5cr]W^''^g*3?l'^C4'^c:
] ^q^'•̂5C

^'

NP
r

^ NO

:|d^'ai-a^^rq
I

T*T^ra^cgQra&5j-3^^
1

^-^^tT^i-jo^

C^ ^^— ^CN
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^54'q"(^'^>r-^'^'i^'^^
I

g^''^5i-(5jq]yi*3^^-q
I

g(3^

g-'^-g-prajc-s^-Jfr^
I

aj^-ga^-«;^5flr<^'?rc;'^
[

ga^'q?^

«

i^'<5\^'9'^^'^^'^^^^''^'>^'^ I

i
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2^-|=T]-3^^'q
I

<^^-g'c^c;'^'3^'^p<3j'<3jc:'^^'a|-^^^-

WZ.\ ^•<3j^'C^C:-3jC:-CT]5eT]-^'^C;-^
I

<5j3;,'g-q^5^'^q-i^-

s^P^'^'^'^^'-I^
I

\ ^'^Cgoi-gq^-qri^qi^-q-q-^s^^-^f
[

^•a^C5i'5|q-<jg^'y3j
I

fT«^c:-gq-g*=T|f^-Tj-s^c^aj-isr^-y

tXfc^
I

^•<^^'pc:*a]^^'^'g3^'ai-5^-qQ^'5lS'3ii'ar?|i^'"^d^

(SjC^-5|p<3j-g':^'q]^a^'g-qgq'3j^
| ^^'^'pC-^^-^'q-i^^'^I

gjcqc^'^-g^'s^c^^-q'^'a^
I

jai'g-gfar^*23'^=r|'«^'^^aj'ari

c:'qQ^'«^5?eT|'ST]^-5^=T]'^aR|-*j^-yq^2^^
]

N9 N9

i

cq(3^'2^5isT]':^'^c:-q'q§q-^'«^«;;a]
]

aj'3-|:^'^E:'qc:^'q^'5i^x^-(^
1

g-5rc:-^ca^5=r]'Q^|=T]-^ci]'^q]-f2fi

fTj^-J^-^c^-ai-jaj-i^c;! \

C^'eS'
^3f

q«^si]'q-^^aj*a^
I

?!c:*«^'^-<2r^q*|=T5?c;-J^
]

(35=r|-(3^-3*;'5j'a^'§c:'ST|5^sT|5^'<35stpj^
|
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N5
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41* The Paladins of the Kesar-saga. A Collection of

Sagas from Lower Ladakh, Tale No, V*

By A. H. FiiANCKE.

•

APPENDIX.

The Tale of ySero-i huzhung.

,

Not e .

The tale of ySerri htizhnng being extremely similar to the last

paii of the tale of Gongma huthsa's boy and rGyaUa dKarpo^ I do
not consider it necessary to give an abstract of contents. Still, it

is quite worth while to give the Tibetan text, as it shows again how
far certain versions of the Kesar-saga may differ from one village

to another. The tale of ySerri hnzhnng represents the Sheh
version. It was told by Zarra of Shell, and written dowTi by
Shamuel Joldan of Leh. It has not yet been published in its

original form* A small number of copies of it w^ei'e printed in

an aiTanged form, suitable for school use.

Vocabulary and Notks.

dPdllepa, the ^ glorious one,' name of one of the ogres ; the name
is evidently borrowed from that of an Agu,

pMmo^ perhaps more correctly pimo^ female mouse ; if phimo is

correct, it could be explained as phyimo, foreigner.

'abtingj to be put up.

semaj syllables without a meaning, put in only foi' tilling up the

line.

rnyily the same as snyilha^ throw down,
ra, the same as dgra^ enemy, see Lad. Grammar, Introduction,

slielli huzhung^ the 'crystal boy,' another name of the ' golden boy/
rgyalluy the same as rgyalhii^ pnnce.
Jchang ngu la phing yin^ they will turn them out [of the castle]

into a little hut. The general custom of Ladakh. When the

children arc grown up, they send their parents out of the

house.

rting rgyal la^ with face tui^ned to the ground,

rtil sbang, horse-dung.

'olgong, milk.

nadnas tong^ instead of nadla Uyng^ ' give it to the sickness I ' a curse.

The ablative is often used for dative and terminative,

soy beings songmabcings * she who binds sheaves !
' name of the

golden boy's second wife,

rtsagste^ piling ^P*
^adoly the same as rdolhay come out,

dgongs phabces^ to make a halt.
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chu kha hun, ' water and so on/ that is, butter, soda and milk, in

addition,

row, the same as sgronpa, cover, lay over. Compare Ladakhi

Grammar, Introduction.

nVi, exclamation to drive on oxen.

khyo khyo^ exclamation to drive on horses.

snyalo or rnyalo^ a kind of polygonum.
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42 Note on the Shahin Falcons {Falco pei
and F, havhariiH^ Blanford).

By Lieut-Colonel D. 0. Phillott, Secretary, Board of Examzver^.

In India, the female of tlie shahhis is called shahin and Tcohl ;

the male sJiahtncha and hohela^ and in Persian manuscripts
written in India shahin hachcha. The word kohi is derived from
the Persian word koh ' a hill, an epithet said to have been given

to this falcon to distinguish it from the peregrine, bahrtj " beloiig-

ing to seas or lakes." In Turki the shoJiin is called lachhi ^ and
in Arabic, according to Jerdon, kaharsh.

Blanford distinguishes two species of '
* shahin,' FaJco peregri-

natovy which includes the F. atriceps of Hume, and F. harharus

the F. habyloniciis or " Red-headed Lanner " of Jerdon. Lieut.-

Colonel E. Delme-Radcliffe, in his pamphlet Falconry^ says of

F. peregrinatar : ''It is no doubt very closely allied to the Barbary
falcon of Africa, and * * *.'*

Panjabi falconers, however, recognise only one species, but
distinguish F, peregrinator by the name kali shahin or " black

shahin, " andi^. barfearz^s by the names lnlsha]%tn and la l-str shahin,
** red shahin " and " red-headed shahin." Two English falconers

have told me that they have taken these two species or varieties,

the " black " and the " red," out of the same nest.

In the Panjab the " black shahin " is rare, the " red " fairly

In the Kapnrthala State newly-caught young birds ofcommon. ft

both kinds used to be sold for eight annas or a rupee.

Jerdon states that a female peregrinator weighs 1 lb. 10 02. A
young female " red shahin," in good condition, weighed on a 20th
September when just caught in Kohat 1 lb. 3| 02. A hagj^ard
" black shahin " brought to me in Kohat on a third October
weighed 1 lb. 14 oz. Tliis bird had not then cast the first flight

feathers of its previous year's plumage and its second flight-

feathers were two or three inches short of their full length. The
weight of a haggard tiercel *' red shahin " caught by me in Kohat
on a 26th January was 1 lb. 3 oz. A female has usually 17 or 18

scales on the middle toe.

The "red shahin" nests in the hills near Dera Ghazi Khan,
Dera Ismail Khan, Kohat, and Peshawar, and I have several

times heard of nestlings being taken in the Salt Range,

^ In modern Persian kith*

^ According to Scnlly, F. harharus is called Idchin in Yarkand.
3 According to Blanford F. jfwregrinafor is found as a resident throngh-

ont India, Ceylon^ and Burma, though nowhere common ; while F. harharus is

a " winter visitor into North-western India as far south aa the Nerbndda,
and as far east as Ondh. A single specimen was obtained near Baipur, C.P.
by Mr. Thompson.*' c '*
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Jerdon and Blanford state that F. peregnnoto^' is the falcon

most highly prized by Indian falconers. This, however, is quite

a mistake, for, no practical falconer could or does place the shahin

in the same rank as the peregrine. Many Easterns do indeed

prefer the saker to the peregrine, hut none the shahin.

Though in India the term shahin is restricted to the two

species or races mentioned, yet in Persia and elsewhere it includes

the peregrine. Arab falconers in the Persian Gulf call the

female peregrine shahina and more rarely hahriya ; and an Arabic

MS. on Falconry says, "If you want to keep shahins^ keep those

of the peregrine (hahrt) kind,'* The author ^ of the Bdz-Nama-
yi Ndsiri says :

" The shahin is very widely distributed. It is

divided into three varieties—the dark, the light, and the yellow.

The best are procured from three districts—from Vrum in Otto-

man territory, from Ardahil in Persia, and from the hills of

Shammar in Arabia on the road to the holy city of Mecca. The
Urnm shahin is particularly common in SivHsJ* Happening to

be in Sivas one spring, he called on the Governor, who supplied

a guide to conduct him to a shahin's eyrie in a hill-side a few
miles from the city. He continues :

** I sat down to observe it.

My patience was soon rewarded by the appearance of the parent

birds bringing food for their young, I observed the birds nar-

rowly, and discovered that they were not shahins but peregrines.

I am of opinion that when the nestling is taken it is a shahin^ but
that when caught in a net the same bird is a peregrine. What is

more, on another occasion in Sivas I met a falconer with a pere-

grine on his fist, * What is this, ' I asked, 'and what does it

catch ? ' He replied, ' This is a shahin that I myself took from
the nest and trained it

* * * *.

"

Old Persian writers, too, have extolled the shahin in prose

and verse. They describe how this swift-winged, sharp-taloned
falcon, in stooping to earth is swifter than the rays of the sun,

and in mounting to heaven is quicker than the sight of man's
eye. It nests, they say, on the crest of a mountain so lofty, that

the celestial eagle cannot wing its way thither, whilst the constel-

lation Aquila, in terror of its talons, crouches close in the green
nest of the sky.

The popular Indian notion of the '* shahin " is gathered
from Persian writers, with the natural result that this exceed-

ingly beautiful and well-made falcon has obtained a reputation
for nobility that it by no means deserves. Why, its very name
means Royal. According to one legend, no less a person than
King Jamshed named it so. According to another, two falconers,

once observing this falcon for the first time, saw it strike down
a partridge. Suddenly an eagle appeared and robbed the falcon.

Said one, "Surely the eagle is the king of birds?" As he

1 The Persian word shahin has been adopted uito Arabic and given a
broken plaral shawahAn.

a The TaimuT Mirza raeutioned in Blanford's •* Eastern Persia,** Vol, II,
page 103.
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*

tittered these words, fclie baffled and enraged shahin soai^ed aloft

and just as the eagle lowered its head to ' plume* its booty, the
falcon made a deadly stoop, and striking the eagle's neck severed
its head from its body. Unable to recover itself after the stoop, the

noble falcon struck the ground and was lifted by the falconers,

lifeless, from ont the mud. The other falconer rejoined, ^' Shah-
in-a,^ nay, the king is this^'' and hence this newly-discovered
species was named shahm.

The shahins visit the plains of the Panjab in the cold

weather, generally not eailier than the middle of September.
Wheu, however, the air has been cooled by a thander-storm in

the hot weather, they pay occasional flying-visits to the plains

apparently in search of prey. I sometimes noticed odd birds in

Dera Ghazi Khan and Dera Ismail Khan in July and August,
but they certainly stayed no longer than an hour or two.

On a 13th of May I took a *' red shahin's " neat in the

Grumal Pass near Dera Ismail Khan. It contained two young
birds, male and female, able to fly two or three hundred yards.

On a 16th May at Kohat a nestling, a female, was brought to me
with the flight and tail-feathers three parts grown, while a few
days previously three nestlings had been brought and given to

Mr.D. Donald, Punjab Police. Marshall, in his ** Birds' Nesting in

India,'* records that the eggs of F. peregrinator were taken at

Raipur (C.P.) on a 25th January: of F. atnceps on 12th and
15th February at Jhelum and Etawah reapectively ; and on 10th
March at Kangra.

At the end of November I caught a *' red shahin " in the

little hill-station of Parachinar under the Peiwar Kotal, and I

observed another there on the 6th February. It is probable,

therefore, that this species or variety extends into Afghanistan.
Blanford in his Eastern Persia^ Vol. IT., writes :

'* The falcon

described by Marco Polo as found in the mountains of Pariz near
Karmdn, can be no other than the Shahin. The old traveller

says: ' In the mountains of Karman are found the best falcons

in the world. They are inferior in size to the peregi'ine, red on

the breast, under the neck, and between the thighs ; their flight

is so swift that no bird can escape them.' Yule's Marco Polo,

1, p. 86.'*,

The present writer was for eighteen months in Kerman and
found there eyiies of three shahins ; all as far as could be ascer-

tained through field glasses, of the red species or variety. The
** red ** species certainly occurs in British Baluchistan, and it

would be only natural to find it in Persia. The falcons of PHrlz
are, however, no longer famous.

In a "wild state, in the Panjab, *'the red shahin*' preys
chiefly on doves, paroquets, mainas, partridges, teal, and
possibly duck, I have often on the N.-W, Frontier seen a shahin
fly close to the ground till directly underneath a flock of starlings.

«.*ut»Li^H;^t cH«»^
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and then suddenly shoot up perpendicularly into their midst.

In the dusk it may sometimes be seen killing bats.* In Dex^a

Ghazi Khan Cantonment I have seen shahins pick up a paroquet

from a number that were feeding on the ground, and carry it off

alive. I once caught a young shahin that had the ends of all of

its flight feathers in both -wings eaten off, apparently by paro-

quets it had caught. My falconers were one evening catching

paroquets by suspending a net between two trees on the route that

certain flocks took every evening on their way to roost : they cut

the throats of any birds caught and threw them into the verandah

of the house. Suddenly a shahin dashed into the verandah and
carried off one of the dead parrots.

In the Panjab the shahins are now seldom trained. In the

Chhach-Hazara district, however, a few are generally kept for

"waiting on" flights at teal. The best will kill duck. Else-

where they are sometimes flown out of the hood at small quarry.

An experienced and very skilful Panjabi falconer told me he had
often trained shahins to houbara, but that after killing one or two,

finding the quarry too strong for them, they invariably gave up
and declined this flight altogether. Colonel C. Griffiths, late of

the 3rd Sikhs, told me that though he once had a *cast' of

shahins that flew houbara well, this quarry was in reality too

strong for them.
Falconers of Chhach-Hazara tell me that young ' passage-

hawks ' caught later than September are so wedded to small
quarry that they are seldom, if ever, of much use.

Shahins are less steady than peregrines. In the spring they
become flighty,^ and are then liable to sail away ignoring every
lure. The amount of food given them, too, requires to be more
carefully regulated. In a wild state they do not appear to be
very persevering; if they fail to take a bird in the first two or
three stoops or dashes, they give up and seek a fresh and easier

quarry. For a short distance they appear to be faster than
peregrines, and are probably more adroit: They have, however,
one good quality : they moult quickly and easily and are in flying

condition early in the season when peregrines are still in the
moult.

As Indians know nothing of " flying at hack, " eyess shahins
must be kept by them more as pets than anything else. Lieu-
tenant Colonel S. Biddulph, however, has at different times had
^several eyesses that he * hacked ' and afterwards kept for some
seasons

; these always flew excellently during the early months of
the cold-weather.

The best way to hack hawks in India is to suspend the lid
of a basket under a shady spreading tree, and to fill the lid with

-j>-

* Though peregrines, red shahins and red-headed merlins kill bafca
in a wild state, I have found that when well fed and fat during the moult,
they rather dislike the flesh.

2 In the Kaparthala State, where the saker was the favourite falcon, it
was the custom to call shahins yatvd, i.e., foolish or flighty.
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sand
J
whicli should be watered every morning. Even when the

hawks have been at hack some weeks, they will lie on the cool

damp sand duzing the heat of the day. They must not be fitted

with jesses, or the kites and crows will bully them ; nor with bells,

else the attention of loafers will be drawn to them. If several

birds are hacked together, they are kept amused, and are, I think,

less likely to stray far and kill for themselves.

If nestlings are brought able to fly, the best plan is to fit

them with jesses and leashes and to g'et them first accustomed,

not only to the basket-lid but to the compound generally. They
should then be accustomed to the roof of the house and the view
from there. A block may be fixed in the roof and one or two
dead pigeons given tliem at the block, the feathers being allowed

to remain. Early one morning, while part of a third or fourth

pigeon is being eaten, the jesses should secretly be cut, and the

hawk left to its own devices. "When it returns to be fed it should

be carried quietly, while feeding, to the basket-lid, and left to

finish its meal there.

•9>
\
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APRIL, 1907.

- The Adjourned Meeting of tlie Society (Medical Section) was
held at the Society's rooms on Wednesday, April 10th, 1907, at

9-15 P.M.
h

LiEUT.-CoLONEL F. J. Drury, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Captain T. P. Connor, I.M.S., Dr. H. C. Garth, Major W. D.
Hayward, I.M.S., Dr. W. C. Hossack, Dr. E. A. Houseman, Dr.

W. W. Kennedy, Captain D. McCoy, I.M.S., Captain M-
Mackelvie, LM.S., Captain J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S., Captain J.

G. R. Murray, I.M.S., Dr. J. E, Panioty, Major J. C. S. Vaughan,
I.M.S., Lt. A. Denham White, LM.S., and Major P. P. Maynard,
I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors

:

—Captain I. A. Black, I.M.S., Dr. J. Neild Cook,
Colonel J. G. Harwood, R,A.M.C., and Lieut. R. K. White,
LM.S.

The minutes of the last meeting w^ere read and confirmed.

Major Vaughan, I.M.S., read a paper on " Small-pox in

Calcutta."

Muri
discussion

MAY, 1907.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Society (Medical Section) was
held at the Society^s rooms on Wednesday, May 8th, 1907, at
9-15 P.M.

Lieut.-Colonel F. J. Drury, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. Adrian Caddy, Major J. T. Calvert, I.M.S., Captain F. P.
Connor, LM.S., Dr. H. Finck, W Hossack, W. W

M, Mackelvie, LM.S., Captain J. W
LM.S., Major D. M. Moir. LM.S., Dr. J. E. Panioty, Major
J. C, Vaughan, I.M.S., Lieut. A. D. White, LM.S., and Major
F. P. Maynard, LM.S., Honorary Secretary.

Fmfor ;—Iiiecit.-Col. C. R. M. Green, LM.S,
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The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

1, Cases o£ excision of the tongue and elephantiasis were
shown by Major Moir, I.M.S.

2, Dr. Adrian Caddy read a paper on *' Internal derange-
ments of the knee-joint and their treatment." Major Moir and
Captain Connor discussed the paper, and Dr. Caddy replied.

3. Captain Megaw showed several stereoscopic photographs
of diseased conditions.

4. Major MajTiard showed a specimen of Cystoadenoma of
the breast with microscopic section by Dr. D. N. Moitra.

_ 1
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43. Note on the Red-headed Merlin {^salon
ehicquera *).

By LiEUT,-CoLONEL D. C. Phillott.

In Hindustani this pretty little falcon, peculiar to India,

is called turumtiy the male being distinguished by the name
turwnta. In Persia, however, the English merlin {^salon regulus)

is called tiirumta^ and, according to Scully, in Eastern Turkistan

tunimtaij ( iS^'^J}^ )» 1^ Persian MSS. written in India, the

former is sometimes distinguished by the Turkish epithet qizil-

hcish^ " red-headed." Though there is a Hindi proverb : Tir^

turumtt^ istri^ chhutat baz na-a^en : Jhut Jo mane yihhachan so

nar kvrh kahoen, *' An an*ow, a tnrumti and a woman return not

once they have left their master's hand: The man that thinks

this false is certainly a fool," the proverb is certainly a calumny
far as the turumtl is concerned.

This little falcon is frequently found near villages, and even
in cities, and of course in wooded cantonments. 1 caught two
in the very centre of Jallandhar City, in a sparrow-net erected

on the roof of an Indian gentleman's house. Another, one of a
pair permanently settled near the Cavalry lines in Bannun, was
caught in March, 1893, inside the Cavalry hospital, where it had
chased a sparrow.

The Red-headed Merlin can be easily caught in a hol-chhatrt^

for it will alight and chase on foot like a shikra. The English
Merlin, on the contrary, stoops at the bait like a peregi'ine, and
consequently the bal-chhatri is not a suitable device for snaring it.

The Turumtl is larger, stronger, and bolder than the English
Merlin, but is not so good at ringing up ; in fact I do not think

it could be flown at larks. Lieut. -Colonel E. Delme Radcliffe

has remarked in ^ Falconry^ that " There is less difference of colour

between the immature and adult birds in this species, than
in any other hawks used in falconry." At first sight there

appears to be no difference. The differences that exist in mark-
ings are minute. Old birds, however, can be readily distin-

guished by the greater brightness of their plumage, and in them,

too, the legs, cere, etc., are orange, and, not as in young birds,

bright lemon. Colonel Delme Radcliffe also remarks that there

is no sexual difference of colour as there is in the English
Merlin.

The Red-headed Merlin breeds in the plains in the Panjab in

April and May, nesting only in trees. Marshall in his " Birds*

Nesting in India '* gives the following details of its nesting

:

I Chicquera is, according to Jerdon, a corruption of shikra, the Hindi
nam* of A^iur badius.
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•' Fatehgar]) (N.W.P.), 9tli January and 4th February, eggs
;

Allahabad, 27th March, eggs ; Hansi, 5th and 28tli April, eggs
;

the Punjab, May, eggs." The turumti attracts attention to its

nest by its continuous angry cries when chasing away any kites

and crows that dare to ai^proach within a certain distance. The
young sometimes leave the nest before they are fully grown and
follow the parent-birds, uttering plaintive cries. Young birds

are caught in the Panjab when they are strong on the win^ and
able to fend for themselves. ' Eyesses ' of course can easily be

obtained and * flown at hack ' for amusement, but * eyesses ' are,

of course, harder to train than wild-caught birds, and when
trained are inferior.

In a wild state, tl)e Red-headed Merlin preys on small

birds. I have seen it kill and eat bats in the dusk. Piobably,
too, it eats locusts.

In the Panjab it is genei*ally trained to fly at the Indian
Roller ^ {Goracias tndwa). I have also taken with one, a few
European rollers {Coracias garrula)^ a quarry that is generally

supposed to be too difficult for it. In the Kapurthala State it used
occasionally to be trained to take paddy- birds at a time when there

was a great demand for 'aigrette feathers.' In some parts of

the Panjab it used to be trained to doves and hoopoes. The
latter bird, though a slow flier, is said to show better sport than
even the roller, and to shift from the stoop with marvellous
adroitness. The Turumti also kills mainas with the greatest

ease, and is said to be occasionally flown at quail and partridges.

It would certainly take partridges, for it is perhaps the pluckiest

of all the falcons, and when excited or angry does not seem to

know what size means.
I have known one, disappointed at the lure, to bind to the

pagrl of the falconer, chattering angrily the while. The same
bird, tired of stooping at the lure, fastened on to a pony that

was grazing close by, and though the pony rushed off, the hawk
did not loosen its hold.

I once bought a very good turumti that killed rollers well

:

it had been trained to a large white lure made of paddy-birds'

1 Called sahzah in Kupurthala, chdhdn in the Derajat, nU-lcardsh in
Kaahtoir, and ml-lcanth or *' bine-throat " in Oudh and by Hindus generally.
It is a messenger of Sita Ji, and is sacred to Shiva ; the sight of it is

auspicious to a dying Hindu, or, on Dnsserah, to any Hindu, Hence fowlers
catch it for Hindaa to liberate.

It is easily and qnickly caught in a hdl-chatrl with a ghu*dn or " mole-
cricket " as a bait : Jerdou says that a field-mouse is sometimes substituted,

Paddy-birds {Ardeola grayii), and night-herons (Nycticorax griseus)^ for
' trains; are usually caught on their nests in the following manner :—

A

fcoop of thin willow or other wood is made, six or seven inches in diameter.
Another wooden hoop is fastened like a croquet hoop in an upright position
to this, the height of the standing hoop at its highest point being eight or
nme inches. Four horse-hair nooses, made of several horse hairs twisted
together, are suspended in line from the upright hoop so that each noose

^T^ ^"TI^^l^
^^^ °^^®^' "^^^ *^^P ^^^^ prepared is placed on the nest of

the paddy-bird, which is snared by the neck on re-entering its nest.
4 r
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wings. Not knowing this I called it to the ordinary black lure of

the Panjal), made of crows* wings ; it came to it and stooped

at it without hesitation. My sais once unexpectedly came across

this bird, which had been lost for a night, chasing some birds

in a grove. Having no lure he swung his shoe round his head
and the turumtz at once * bound ' to it and was secured.

Turumtts^ for large quarry—pajddy-birds and rollers—should
be broken to the hood ; but it requires a very skilful hooder,

with a small hand and a very light touch, to hood these diminu-
tive hawks without making them hood-shy. If flown at mainas,

they need not be hooded.
They must "be fed twice a day, and on small birds. Indians,

through laziness, sometimes feed them on goat's heart, all the

fibre and skin, etc., being removed ; so fed thej will never be
in proper flying condition.

Being permanent residents of India they can be kept
through the moult, but it must be a very exceptional bird that

repays this keep. The advantage of the red-headed merlin
is that, like the lagaf and shzJcra^ it can be flown during the

rains, when other hawks are not in working condition, or have
not arrived in the country.

Kapurthala falconers ^ have assured me that some thirty

years ago it used, in their State, to be trained to kite *
;

and a report was rife in the State that a common crane
had once been taken by one, I have, with my own eys, seen a
common heron {Ardea ctnerea) taken by one. His Highness,
the late Mir 'Ali Murad ^ of Sindh, in response to a qiiery, gen-

erously sent me two falconers to Dera Ismail Khan with a * cast '*

of red-headed merlins trained to this unusual flight. The birds

were ' intermewed ' ones of one moult, and were not in hard
condition. They had apparently never been trained to the Inre

;

the only exercise they got was flying round the head of the fal-

coner at the extent of their long leashes made of a twist of

yellow silk,^ after a morsel of meat waved backwards and for-

wards in his hand. A heron was duly flushed, and the merlin,

uuhooded, started in feeble pursuit, fluttering like an uncertain

butterfly or like a piece of paper trying to fly. It carried no
bell and the heron took no notice of it. Suddenly it sat on the

1 The Kapurthala State establishment of hawks and falcons was abolished

shortly after 1887. Owing to a lack of supervision, the race of old-faahioned

falconers had degenerated into a useless, Iftzy, and incompetent set of rascals.

2 ChUy Hindnetani, and hil Panjabi, the name of the common Indian

kite {Milvus govinda), is sometimes incorrectly given to the white scavenger

vulture {Npophron percnojpterus). The latter, though larger, would be an
easier quarry.

3 An enthnsiastic and experienced falconer, and probably the last Indian
gentleman of wealth who tept up an old-fashioned establishment of hawks and
bird-catchers.

* * Cast * two hawks trained to fly in company.
B "A merlin sat upon her wrist

Held by a leash of silken twist."

Lay of the Last Minstrel^ Canto VI, 5.
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head of the heron, which in its alarmed astonishment fell sprawl-

ing on the ground, and was gatherd by the falconer. lb was not

sport. It was not even a 'flight/

A word on ' artificial flights ' generally-— if they may be so

styled—for which natives of India seem to have always had a

passion. In the time of Akbar such flights appear to have been
specially studied. Abu'1-Fazl writes :

—

" The udapapar ^ is brought from Kashmir. This is a

greenish bird smaller than a paroquet ; it has a red beak, long

and straight, and two of its tail feathers* are lengthened. It

hawks small birds in the air and returns to the fist. Many other

birds too are taught to hawk, but it would take too long to detail

them all. For instance, the crow * is taught to take sparrows,
quails, and mainas." Later he says :

" Frogs are cunningly trained to catch sparrows, a sight that

delights the spectators."

Apparently, too, one of the Falconets * used to be trained,

wild stories regarding its prowess being current ; but as the

author remarks, " but what has been related about it has not yet

been witnessed by us." ^

Travellers have frequently mentioned eagles as a quarry at

which Persians * and Arabs flew their hawks, and practical

English falconers have doubtless scoffed at these stories.

The system of training for ' artificial flights ' is probably in

all cases the same. Suppose, for instance, it is intended to train
a peregrine tiercel to common crane. The first thing to do is to
train the hawk to a lure made of crane's wings, A live crane is

then procured, its eyes are seeled, its beak is tied up, its claws
are cut, its legs are hobbled, its flight feathers are bound together,
and a piece of tough meat is tied on to its back. The hawk is

entered to this defenceless * train ' as to the dead lure. The
dista ce is gradually increased and the crane allowed more and
more liberty till at last its eyes are unseeled and it is allowed to
flap its wings. The hawk binds to the bit of tough meat on the
back, and the string attached to the 'train's' legs is pulled so

I This word is variously spelt in different MSS. Probably the Green
Jay or Oissa sinenfiis of Jerdon {the Green Magpie or Gissa chinensis of
Blanford) is referred to.

* The texts are corrupt and run :

yty fJ^x^ j#ij, but I think the reading should be iJtyi^H^

dwdumlin falconers' jargon would mean the two centre tail feathers.

3 Kuldgh; probably the common Indian House-crow {Gorvus splendens)

18 meant.

* In the texts i^ ^^ and uri^jy*.

«. tr^ "^^^.^i^^d method of training safcera to eagles, etc., is given in the
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that it falls. An assistant runs up, and feeds the hawk on a

pigeon's wing secretly introduced under the crane's wing. The
hawk, still feeding, is hooded on the crane and then forcibly

removed. The hawk now regards a live crane on the ground as

merely a variety of the dead lure, and not more formidable. The
falconer next procures a white bullock as a ' stalking-horse,' and
trains it to walk slowly while he crouches under its shoulder,

guiding it with a small stick and keeping step with its fore

feet- By means of the bullock a flock of grazing crane is stalked

to within a few yards, and the hawk is cast off and a crane

secured before the latter has had time to brush the hawk off its

back with its feet, or even to spread its wings to rise from the

ground.

Let us not be too hasty in ridiculing the narratives of

ancient travellers. They may contain statements that to us

-appear marvellous, but the mystery is often explained away by
minute inquiry.





44- Things which the Owners of Hawks should a
heing an extract from the Kitah'^ H-Jamharah ft

^UmiH'BazyaraJi, I

By LiEUT.-CoLONEL D. C. Phillott and Mr, R. F. Azoo.

Now the points to be obsei-ved by the keeper of hawks are
these, that he should not permit anyone to approach to tend the
hawks who has sores on his body, for to see such a person the
first thing in the morning is abhorrent to hawks- It is beneficial
for them ^ to see good-looking persons the first thing in the
morning. Neither let anyone who is in a state of ceremonial
impurity, carry hawks or approach them, nor let any menstruons
woman enter their room, nor even approach them in any circum-
stances whatever. Neither should any enter their place who is

wanting in intellect, such as one who is insane; nor should an
epileptic be allowed to approach them. No one should tie them
to, or take them from their perches ® or from their blocks,* except
one who understands them, and is well-versed in all that benefits

or injures them. No cheeta should be tied near any goshawk,^ or
shahin,^ or saker, or near other birds of this kind, no matter how
convenient ; for the odour of the urine and excrement of cheetas
causes suzanak^'^ and the bird will be useless ever after ; but there
is no harm in tying up a dog near a goshawk unless there be
another place for it,^ or near a shahin or saker, especially near a
gazelle-saker. All these things—but especially a menstruous
woman—should be kept away ^ from birds of prey ; for the men-
strual discharge is the most unclean thing in the world, and God
has ordered that women should not be approached ^*^ and known ^^

during menstruation.

Al'^usayn son of As-Sa^idahadi has related to us, on the

authority of Ahmad son of Ahu ^Ahd^-'lWh AWBarqi^ on the autho-

1 Vide Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. Ill, No. 2 of 1907.

2 Lvo Bhoald be iJ.

3 Kanddir, pi. of Jcandarahy " a hawk's perch,"
* Mardbis, pi. of marhiz : does this word mean *' block " or " ground*

perch ? " The root meatung is " to crouch on the ground.
^ Bdzi ; this word is sometimes used in a general sense for ** hawk;
• Shahin P, (in Ar, pi. shaxvahm) is a term that includes the peregrine

and the shahins.

1 (^jj^ suzandkj P. "gonorrhoea"; vulgar for swzat. The word smz-

anak is common in this sense in the modern Arabic of Baghdad.

8 3l3i>o for (Jlsa^ ? reading evidently corrupt.

9 The daal (^Ul^su should apparently be feminine singular for '* birds of

19

it

prey
*

'

^••t

10 The author a^in uses the dual.
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rity of Al'Hasan son of Mahhuh^ on tlie authority of Ahu Ayyuh
Al-KharrSz (^^The Cobbler"), on the authority of Ahu ^Ubaydah
who said: **The Apostle of God (the Blessing and Peace of God
on him and his Family) once said, *The Menstruation of women is

an uncleanness that God has cast on them as a punisbment. I^ow
women in the time of IsToah (on him be peace) used to mens-
truate but once a year; and this state of things continued till

certain bold women, seven hundred in number, went in jest and
dressed themselves in saffron-dyed apparel,^ and adorned them-
selves, and perfumed themselves, and so went out and spread
themselves over the country, sitting with men and taking a public

share in feasts, and standing up to prayer in the ranks of men.
So God cast on those particular -women a monthly menstruation
as a punishment. Then their blood flowed and they were driven
out from the midst of the men; and they continued to menstruate
once a month.' '' The narrator continues: " So He caused them to

be busied with their menstruation and so their naughtiness was
abated. The otber women who did not act as these did, con-

tinued to menstruate only once a year. The sons of those that

menstruated monthly took in marriage the daughters of tbose

that menstruated yearly, and so tbe races became mixed; and
their daughters menstruated once a month on account of * * 7'

while the children of those that menstruated only once a year
became fewer and fewer on account of the impurity of the blood.

^

Thus the offspring of the one increased and of the other decreased."
A similar tradition has also been related to us by Muhammad

«on of Ahu ^Ahd^'llah^ on the authority of Sahl son of Ziyad Al-
Adamij on the authority of Al-Hasan son of Mahhuh^ on the autho-
rities that are detailed above.

Muhammad son of Jafar has related to us, on the authority
of Muhammad son of Ismd^ll^ on the authority of ^AU son of Ah
Haham,^ on the authority of Abu Jamilah^ on the authority of Jahir^

who said :
" We met a certain Companion of the Prophet (the

Peace and Blessing of God on him and his Family) and he related
to me, ' The daughters of prophets do not menstruate, for mens-
truation is nothing but a punishment ; and the first woman to

menstruate was Sarah, as a punishment for that which she did
unto Hagar.'

"

1 The colour tor gala days and pleawure-parcies.

2 Kjc^l X^lfti^y meaning not clear. There is an evident omiasion.

^ jwiit ^U^ meaning obscnre.
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^ ^UjJ[ J/ *>Jj jUf l^ Jlju aJJt (^Uj ««(au ^L^l ^ u^xaJf ^(

^ jj Ui -^

V^' c/* cs^y-AjuJl ^^^xli ^^^alkSli »)^| ^JU*j-» ^^^ urt^'^?^ e^^

5*0/ . . y*

c;'^^ J^ - iir«V^ r^i i>i^^ u^^ii^' J^ ^-^ jr' ^ ij

w . . *e».

-^^j ur? ^-V" e^ ^f *^ c5^i e;^
i>4»^ lij*>^ - *3^ tU3 J?^ *^^a

1 In MS., Jl»x 2 In MS., c)^i?4 > ^ In MS., JbJ^,

4 In MS., t/wAji. ^ In MS., ^dbfoJuJf.
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45» The Conquest of Chatg-aon, 1666 A,D,

Bj Jadunath Sarkar, M.A., Professor, Patna College

Introduction.

The Bodleian Library's Persian MS. Bod. 589 (Sacbau and'
Ethe's Catalogue, No. 240) gives the earliest and most detailed
account of the conquest of Chatgaon bj Shaista Khan. The
value and a few defects of the work have been described by me
in this Journal for June, 1906- I give below a translation of the
passages relating to this subject, supplemented by translations

from the ^Alamgim^mali, where it differs or supplies anything
new.

It is to be noticed that Shihabuddin Talish makes no mention
of the siege of Chatgaon during the day followitjg the arrival of
the Mughal forces, and hence there is an inaccuracy of dates in

his account. The ^Alamgtrnamah^ on the other hand, gives a
different version of what happened after the first naval battle,

and almost ignores the important share which the Feringis had
in the naval victories of the Mughals, who were proverbially

averse to the sea. It also tells us that all the Feringis of Chat-^

gaon did not desert to the Mughals in company with Captain
Moor. The pages are mentioned within square brackets.

Decay of the Bengal Flotilla.
r

[P. 112, fe.] During the viceroyalty of Prince Shuj'a, when
great confusion was caused by his negligence, [113, a] the extor-

tion and violence of the clerks {mutasaddts) i-uined the parganahff

gned flotilla). Many [naval]

officers and workmen holding y^^2r or stipend were overpowered
by poverty and starvation. Day by day their distress and ruin

increased. When Mir Jumla came to Bengal as Viceroy, he
wished to make a new arrangement of the expenditure and
tafikhah of the flotilla, which amounted to 14 lacs of rupees.

After abolishing the old system, and just before beginning the

re-organisation, he was overcome by the spells of Assam [

of the Assam queen's witchcraftJ.
Many naval officers and men

too perished in the expedition ; so that at llir Jumla's death the^

flotilla was utterly ruined.

[122, a.] [Early in 1664] the pirates came to Bagadia, a

dependency of Dacca, and defeated Munawwar Khan, zemindar,

Avho was stationed theie with the relics of the naicicSra—a few
broken and rotten boats—and bore the high title of cruising ad-

mira;] {sardar-i'sairah), Munawwar fled in confusion. Ism'ail

Khan Tarin and other Nawwabi officers, whom [Shaista Klian's-
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Dacca] a

.small force to Munawwar, prevented the crew of their own boats

from retreating by turning them round. The crew, on seeing

their passengers averse to flighty jumped into the sea and swam
ashore to safety. Ism'ail Khan and his comrades boldly made a

firm stand and repelled with their bows and guns tbe enemy who
had advanced to seize them. A musket-shot grazed the leg of

Tsm'ail Khan [122, 6]. The current drove their sailor-less boats

to the bank, and they escaped destruction. The few boats that

«till belonged to the nawwara were thus lost, and its name alone

remained in Bengal.

Shaista Khan's Resolve to Suppress Piracy,

On the 8th March, 166J^, the new Viceroy, Shaista Khan, entered

Rajmahal [the western capital of Bengal]. [115, h.'] When he
learned that the cause of the ravages of the pirates was the power
.aud equipment of their fleet and the delapidation of the Bengal
fleet, he gave urgent orders to Mahmud Beg [Abakash, the dSrogha

of the naicwara] to restore the flotilla, wrote to 'Aqidat Khan
also [on the subject], accepted the suggestions of Mahmud Beg,

appointed at his request Qazi Samu as Tntisharraf of the natv-

wara^ and sent them back to Dacca with robes of honour and pre-

'

.sents. As timber and shipwrights were required for repairing

jind fitting out the ships, to every mauz^a of the province tliat had
timber and carpenters, bailiffs {rnuhasat) were sent with warrants
(parwdnah) to take them to Dacca. It was ordered [116, a] that

at the ports of Hughli, Baleswar, Murang, Chilmari, Jessore,

and Karibari, as many boats should be built as possible

and sent [to Dacca], The Ifawwab spoke to the Captain of the

Dutch, who was present at the audience, " You make vast amounts
every year by your trade in the Imperial dominions, for which yon
have to pay no duty or tithe. For this reason, the path of the
profit of Muslim and Hindu heparzs and merchants in the Im-
perial dominions, especially in Bengal, has been closed. In grati-

tude for such favour and bounty you should call for ships from
your country, and co-operate with the Imperial forces in the
expedition against Arracan for extirpating the Maghs, which I

have in view. Abolish the factories (kofhl) that you have in

AiTacan. Otherwise, know for certain that trade and traffic with
you will be forbidden all over the empire, and your gains
stopped.*" The Captain replied, ** I cannot agree to this great and
serious proposal without first writing to our head, the General
[Governor-General of the Dutch Indies], and getting his consent,"
[116,&.] The Nawwab, accepting the Captain's entreaty, said,
*' Write and call for a reply," and entrusted to the Captain a
jparwSnah on tbe above subject, one suit of MH'at and one jewelled
saddlecover, for the General, Through God's grace, their help
was at last found unnecessary,

^
As the Feringis engaged in piracy, kidnapping and plun-

dering the inhabitants of Bengal, and lived at Chatgaon under
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tie protection of the zemindar of Arracan, giving half their
booty from Bengal to him, the Nawwab sent Shaikh Ziaiiddin
Ynsuf, one of his own officers, as daroglia of the port of Lad-
hikol, 1 which is near Dacca and where Ferin^^i merchants, engaged
in the salt trade, live

; he ordered the Shaikh to manage that
these Feringis should write to their brethren, the pirates of
Chatgaon, offering assurances and hopes of Imperial favours and
rewards, and thus make them come and enter the Mug-hal
service. Ziauddin [117, a], too, was to send conciliatory letters,

[of his own] to them.

Sbaista Khan Creates a new Flotilla.

On the 13th December, 1664, Shaista Khan first entered Dacca^.

[137, &.] He devoted all his energy to the rebuilding of the flotilla

;

not for a moment did he forget to mature plans for assembling the
crew, providing their rations and needments, and collecting the-

materials for shipbuilding and shipwrights. Hakim Muhammad
Husain, mansabdar, an old, able, learned, trustworthy, and virtu-

ous servant of the Nawwab, was appointed iiead of the ship-build-

ing department. The musharraft of the flotilla was given, i^/ce Qazi*
Samu, to Muhammad Muqim, an expert, clever, and hardworking
officer serving in Bengal, whom Mir Jumla had left at Dacca in,

supervision of the nawwdra at tlie time of the Assam expedition.

Kishor Das, an Imperial officer, a well-informed and experienced

clerk, [138, a] was appointed to have charge of the parganahs of

the nawwdra, and the stipend of the jagirs assigned to the [naval]

officers and men. To all posts of this department expert officers

were appointed. Through the ceaseless exertions of the Nawwab,
in a short time nearly 300 ships were built and equipped with
[the necessary] materials. Those who had seen the [sorry]

plight of the naivioara after the death of Mir Jumla, can under-

stand the great change effected by Shaista Khan in a sliort

time.

Securing Bases for the War.

[139, i.] Sangramgar is situated at the point of land where
the Ganges and the Brahmaputra unite. [140, a.] The Nawwgb
ordered Muhammad Sharif, the late faujdar of Hughli, to go to

Sangramgar as thanahdar, with many men, officers, and guns, and
build a fort there. Abul Hassan was posted there with 200 ships

to patrol and check the pirates. Muhammad Beg ^bakash, with

a hundred ships, was stationed at Dhapa, to ^o to reinforce Abul
Hassan whenever he heard of the coming of the pirates.

A wide high road (dl) was built from Dhapa* to Sangram-
gar, so that even in the monsoons horse and foot could proceed on
land from Sangramgar to Dacca, a distance of 18 Jws.

[Sondip was a halfway house between Sangramgar and

J In Rennell, Sheet 1, Luricool, 13 miles west of Chaudpoar.
2 The site of Dh§pa is not given in Rennell.
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Chatgaon, and formed an excellent base- Hence, the Nawwab de-

cided to wrest it from its zemindar Dilawwar before sending the ex-

pedition to Chatgaon. On the 12th November, 1665, Sondip was

conquered and a Mughal thanah established there. A description of

Sondip and the history of its conquest would form another article.]

The FepvIngis Desert to the Mughal side.

[150, 6.J Ever since his coming to Bengal tlie Nawwab
had been planning how to put down the root of disturbance,

the Feringi pirates, either by -winning them over or by slaying

them. [151, a.] As already narrated, Shaikh Ziauddin Yusuf told

the Feringis of Ladhikol what the Nawwab had said, and they

wrote to their piratical brethren of Chatgaon reassuring them
and asking them to visit the Nawwab. When the Nawwab
was making his progress [from Rajmahal] to Dacca, [151, 6]

the [Portuguese?] Captain of the port of Hughli interviewed

him on the way. The Nawwab, after gracing him with
favours, asked him to write to the Feringi pirates of Chatgaon
tempting them to come over to the ^N^aww^ab^s service. When
he reached Dacca, the Captain of Tamluk also was ordered

to write letters of invitation to them. When these successive

letters arrived at Chatgaon, and the news of the conquest of

Sondip and the establishment of a Mughal thanah there spread
abroad, spies reported these matters to the king of Arracatn
The news threw him into terror, and he wrote to his uncle's son,

the Governor of Chatgaon, to look carefully to the defence of the

country and fort, conciliate the Feringi pirates, and send to Arracan
their families and children, and informed him that a large fleet

equipped for battle was being shortly sent to Chatgaon for rein-

forcement. As he had from the above causes come to entertain
suspicion [of the fidelity] of the Feringis [152, a] he really

wished to lure their families to Arracan and massacre the
Feringis themselves at Chatgaon at an opportune time. The
hearts of the Feringis were distracted and shaken by the arrival

of the tempting letters and the news of the Mughal establish-

ment at Sondip. On learning of the wishes of the Magh chief,

they fled with their families in 42 jalbas to Farhad Khan at

Noakhali for protection.^ [They were taken into Imperial service

and liberally rewarded by the Ifawwab.]

Invasion immediately decided on.

[156, b.] Captain Moor, the Feringi leader, reported to the
Nawwab, '* Owing to their pride and folly, the king and counsellors

^ Tbe 'Alamfirnamah, p. 947, says : "The Feringis learning of [the
intended Arracanese treachery,] resisted and fonght the Arracanese, burnt
son^e of the ships of the letter, and started for service in Bengal with all
their goods and ships. On the 19th December, 1665, fifty jalbas of the
Fermgis, fall of gnns, muskets, and mnnitions, and all the Perinffi families,
reached Noakhali.

"

^ '
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-of Arracan have neglected the defence and munitions of the fort,
and mostly depended on us [for this purpose]. But now that
they have heard of the conquest of Sondip, [157, a] they have
ordered a large army and fleet to reinforce [the defence of
Chatgaon], If the Mughal force attacks the fort before the
arrival of this reinforcement, its capture would probably be very
easy. The Nawwab, who had been day and night thinking how
to realise this object, regarded the coming over of the Feringis as
the commencement of the victory, and decided not to let this

opportunity slip.

From Jagdia, the frontier of Mughal Bengal, to Chatgaon, a
distance of 30 kos, is an utterly desolate wilderness. The expedi-
tionary force would have to be supplied with provisions [from
Bengal] till after Chatgaon was reached, besieged, and captured.
As the Bengal crew were mortally afraid of the Magh flotilla,

[157, 6] provisions could not be sent by water, though the means
of transport in this province are confined to boats. Hence, when
in Jahangir's reign, Ibrahim Khan Fatih Jang decided to attack

'Chatgaon, for two years before setting out he collected provisions

at Bhalua and Jagdia.

Composition op the Expedition.
r

W

[158, a.] It was decided that the Nawwab's son, Buzurg
ned Khan, with 4,000 troopers would conduct the campaign,

while the Nawwab would look after the work of keeping the

army supplied with provisions. If the siege were protracted he
would quickly go and join his son. On the 24th December,^

1665, at a moment auspicious for making a begfinning, [158, fc]

Buzurg Ummed Khan started from Dacca. Under him were
appointed Ikhtisas Khan, a commander of 2,500 (1,000 troopers),

Sarandaz Khan, a commander of 1,500 (800 troopers), Farhad
Khan, a commander of 1,000 (150 troopers), Qarawwal Khan,
a commander of 1,000 (800 troopers), Rajah Subal Singh

Sisodia, a commander of 1,500 (700 troopers), Iba Hu!

darogha of the nawwara^
darogh

(200
800 (150

troopers), other Imperial officers with their followings, all the naq-

dis and dhdis except a few who were engaged in special works, and

2,500 troopers in the Nawwab's pay. All the amirs, mansabdars^

sarddrs, and Jama'dSrs were presented with robes of honour,

horses, swords, and shields, according to their ranks, Mir Abul
Fath was appointed duvSn and Muhammad Khalil paymaster

and newswriter of the force. From Dacca [159, a] Mir Murtaza,

-and from Sondip Ibn Husain, Muhammad Beglbakash, Munaw-

i The ^Alamgirndmah, p. 948, gives 25th December as the date, and saya

that the expeditionary force was composed of ** Buzurg Ummed Khan with

two thousand troopers of the Nawwib*s own tabindn (followers), Syed
Ikhtisas Khan Barha^ Subal Singh Sisodiaj Miana Khan, Kara Khaji and
some others.'*
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war Khan zemindar and other zemindars of the nawicara, and

Haiat Khan jama'dan with the I^awwab's soldiers, who had

accompanied hira to the conquest of Sondip, were ordered to

go to Noakhali, join Farhad Khan and Captain Moor and other

Feringi pirates who had come from Chatgaon and entered the

Imperial service, and then proceed on land and sea as the van of

Buzurg Ummed Khan's army-
*Askai^ Khan, who had been posted to Ghoraghat, returned

opportunely and was stationed at Dacca.^

The Imperial fleet under Ibn Husain consisted of 288 ships,

as described below

:

Ghurob ... 21
Salh ... 3
Kusa .„ 157

Jalba -.. 96

Bachari ... 2

Parenda ... 6
[Not specified 3]

288

NawwIb's Vigorous Exertions-

Before this Mir Murtaza had collected many axes at Dacca.
' "

" ''
'

"
5 had been brought by issuing

parwSnahs^ so that several thousands of them had been collected.

These were sent with the expedition for clearing the jungle.

Every day the Nawwab wrote to the officers of the expedition

letters full of plans and advice, and inquiries addressed to the
Elian about the condition of the enemv and the state of the road-

[ Dacca] the Nawwab
stayed outside [the harem] till noon and again from the time of

the 'asar prayer to one prahar of the night, and supervised this

business. Even when he was in the harem, if any good plan
struck him, he at once sent word to the officers to carry it out.

Muhammad Khalil was ordered to keep him daily informed of

the occurrences. Shaikh Mubarak, an experienced and trusted
servant, appointed to command [160, a] the Nawwab' s retainers

Ummed Khan, was ordered to report all

the daily events, great and small, to the Nawwab, and give the
Khan every advice that he considered fit.

zurer

Feeding the Army,

)
of all the grain that hejpSrfs brought into Dacca should be sent to
the army. To thefaujdars of all parts of Bengal ara-ent varwSnahs

The 'Ilamglmdmah, p. 948, adds :
" Kamal, a former Arracanese king's

son, who m Shah Jahan's reiga had fled to Dacca from the oppression of the
present king was ordered to accompany Mir Murtaza with a band of themaghs who lived at Dacca, on the assurance that he would be made chief

offprint
„

-1 . ? (Ptrroa-nafi), inviting submiasioa to the Mughals and
?h«^«!

conchatory favours from the Imperial Government, was ^the governor of Chatgaon and sent to him with one of the Maghs '

written
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were issued directing that every kind of provision that tliey could
secure should be despatched to the expeditionary force. Yasawals
were appointed by the Nawwab to see to it. [160, 6.] So excellent
were the Nawwab's arrangements that from the beginning till

now the price of grain in the army has been to the price in Dacca
as ten to nine.

Mughal Advance by Land and Sea.

Buzurg Ummed Khan moved quickly on, carried his entire
army over the deep river in a few days, crossed the river of
Feni, ^ entered the Magh territory, and advanced cutting the
jungle and making a road. According to the J^awwab's command
a thanah was established on the river of Feni, under Sultan Beg,
mansahdar, with a contingent of horse and foot. [161, a.] As the
river of Feni joins the sea, it was feared that the enemy's ships
would pass up the river and harass the Imperial army's passage.
It was, therefore, decided that out of the commanders at Noakhali,
Ibn Husain should advance with the nawwcLra by the sea and
Farhad Khan, MirMurtaza, and Haiat Khan by land, In aid

of the natcivara. If they could, they should enter the Karnfuli
river and occupy its mouth, and also attack Chatgaon. Other-
wise they should stay in the neighbourhood and wait for

Buzurg Ummed Khan's arrival. The jungle was thereafter to

be cut along the sea stage by stage, the flotilla to advance by sea

and the Khan by its coast ; in march and halt the land and
sea forces were never to be separated.

These officers started from Noakhali. Ibn Husain with the

flotilla soon arrived at the creek of Khamaria, two stages fi^om

Chatgaon, and began to cut the jungle 6e/ore towards Chatgaon
and hehind towards the advancing army. Farhad Khan, Mir
Murtaza and other commanders [161, 6] of the land force too

advanced cutting the jungle, and joined hands with Ibn Husain
on the 21st January, 1666, Buzurg Ummed Khan who was
hastening clearing the jungle arrived with the [main] army with-

in three kos of Khamaria.

A The 'AlamgJrndmah, p. 949, describes the movements of the expedition

thus :
" Farhad Khan, appointed a force of pioneers, wood-cntters, and some

infantry armed with bows and muskets for inaklng a road and clearing the

jungle. On the 12th .Tannarj, 1666, marching from Noakhali with Mir
Murtaza and other comrades, he reached the ontpoat of Jagdia. Ibn Husain
and his comrades on board weighed anchor. On the 14th, Farhad Khan and
his party crossed the Feni nver and advanced cautiously. On the 20th- he
reached a tank, from which Chatgaon was one day's journey, and waited for

Buzurg Ummed Khan's arrival. That general, after crossing the Feni on
the 17th , arrived on the 21st at a place 8 tos behind the position of

Farhad Khan and Mir Murtaza^ which [latter] was 10 Icon from Chatgaon
fort, and where the jungle was very thick and the road very bad,—and
halted there. Farhad Khan daily advanced a little, cutting the jungle and
levelling the road. The flotilla waited for the army at Dararia, a depen-
dency of Chatgaon, which was about 20 Tcos from the halting-place of

Buzurg Ummed Khan,
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First Naval Battle, 'iZrd Jaiiuary,

On the evening of 22nd January, ^ the scouts (qarStawals) of

Ibn Husain [167, h] brouglit news that the enemy's flotilla

having come from Chatgaon was staying in the creek of Kathalia

six hours' journey from their place. Ibn Husain, after informing

the Imperial and Nawwabi servants who were on board most of the

ships, got ready for action. At night he sent a few ships to the

mouth of the creek, telling the passengers to keep a good look

out. Next morn, the scouts reported that the enemy's flotilla had
started from Kathalia to fight the Imperial nawwara and mitrht

come immediately. Ibn Husain, after sending a man to inform

Buzurg Uramed Khan of the matter, set out to meet the enemy,
though the wind had freshened, and the sea was raging in billows

threatening to sink the Imperial ships Abul Qasim, w^ho was in

the ship of Muhammad Beg [168, a] Abakash, narrates that

when in this tempest he unmoored his ship to join Ibn Husain,
one ofthe Turkish soldiers standing on the bank cried to M,
Beg Abakash in Turki, "Are you mad, that you put your
boat out during tempest in such a deep and terrible sea ? " He
replied, " Brother, if I were not mad, I should not have become a
soldier!" Farhad Khan, Mir Murtaza, and Haiat Khjin ad-

vanced by land to co-operate with the navy, following the road
cleared by the men of the ships. Beyond the clearing they could
not go on account of the density of the jungle.

Ten ghurabs and 45 jalhas of the enemy came in sight and
begat! to discharge their guns. Captain Moor and the other
Feringis, who led the van, boldly steered their ships up to the
enemy, Ibn Husain coming behind them. The enemy could not
resist the onset; the men of their ghurahs jumped overboard, and
the jalbas took to flight. Ibn Husain, seizing the ghurahs, wanted
to pursue. But the Bengal sailors, who had never even seen in
their minds the vision of a victory over the Magh fleet, [168, 6]
objected, saying that that day*s victory—the like of which even
centenarians had not seen—ought to content them. Ibn Husain
had to yield; but, advancing a little from the spot where the
ghurahs had been captured, he decided to stay there till evening
and to return to the creek of Khamaria at night.

Suddenly two or three ships with flags (hairaq) were seen
afar off. The Maghs, when they left the Kathalia creek that
morning for fight and reached the creek of Hurla close to Kha-
maria, in their pride left their larger ships—called khdlu and
d/twrn,—-and [some] other ships here, and sent on only ten ghurahs
and 4i^ Jalbas as sufiicient for [defeating and] capturing the Impe-
rial flotilla. The two or three ships with flags now seen were
among these hhalus left in the creek.

_
Ibn Husain encouraged his crew, saying, "Now that the

fugitive JaZbas have joined their larger fleet, the enemy have surely

roentions the 23rd as the day of the lattle (next day).
' V '
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been seized with terror. It behoves [us] as brave men [169, a]
not to give the enemy time, nor let the oppoi^tnnitj slip out of
our grasp, "but to attack them with full reliance on God. " These
words had effect on tlie Bengal crew ; they agreed and started for

Hurla. The enemy learning of it issued from the creek and stood
Jtt sea in line of battle. Ibn Husain arriving there found their
line stronger than Alexander's rampart. He felt that to run his

smaller ships against the [enemy's] larger ones,— whose many
guns would, at every discharge, command [his ships],—w^as to court
needless ruin, but that he ought to stop in front of the enemy,
engage in firing, and wait for the arrival of his larger ships {salhs)^

when he would put the latter in front and attack the enemy.
He thei*efore began firing his gnns and sent a man to hurry up
the salba. These arrived at the time of the evening prayer.

From that time [169, 6] to da^vn, there was cannonade between
the two sides. ^

Second Naval Encounter, 24th January.

Next morning, the Muslims flyiugr their victorious banner,

beating their drums, and sounding their bugles and trumpets,

advanced towards the enemy firing guns and in this order : First

the salhs, then the ghurabs, and last the j albas and kosas side

by side. The enemy lost all courage and firmness, and thought
only of flying. [170, a.] They turned the heads of their

larger ships away from the Imperialists, attached their j albas to

them, and began to tow back these big ships, fighting during

their flight.

Ibn Husain without throwing away caution or making rash

haste advanced in his previous formation. At last at about

3 P.M., the enemy entered the mouth of the Karafuli, reached

the island in mid stream in front of Chatgaon fort, and drew ap

their ships off the bank on which Chatgaon stood. The Imperial

fleet too came to the Karnfuli and seized its mouth. On the

[further] side of tl>e Karnfuli, near the moutli and close to the

village called Feringi-bandar, where theFeringi pirates had their

houses, the enemy had built three bamboo stockades on the brink

1 The 'AtamgJrndmnh, p. fi50, says :—" [Afier the first naval battle] the

enemy fled. Ibn Hasam with his light and' swift ships gave chase and cap-

tnred \0 ghuruhs &ud three hnlias l=jallas'] from them. Soon afterward,

the larger ships (nawwdra-e-buzurg) of the enemy came in sight, for a

second time foua-ht a Ions and severe fight, and at sunset fled from the scene

of action. Ihn Hasain pursued them, [p. 951] but ns the enemy's ships

entered the Karnfnli, and his own larger ships had not come up with him, he

thought it inadvisable to advance, but withdrew his fleet to a suitable place,

and passed the night in keeping watch.

When Buzurg Ummed Khan heard of it, he wrote strongly urging

Farhad Khan and Mir Murtaza not to wait for clearing the jungle, and

making a roafl, but to hasten to join hands with the nai/mjani. He himself

gave up road-making and advanced quickly. Next day [24th January,]

Farhad Khan arrived at the bank of the river [Karnfuli.] The enemy lost

heart at the sight of the Islamic army. '*
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of the water, and filled them with artillery, many Telingas (as

the fighting men of Arracan are called) and two elephants, in pre-

paration for fight. [170, 6.] When the Imperial flotilla entered

the mouth of the Knrnfuli, these forts opened fir'e on them with

muskets and guns. Ihn Husain sent most of his ships up the

river and many of the soldiers hy the bank, and attacked them.

After making some vain efforts the garrison of the stockades took

to flight. The Mughals burned the forts and returned.

Arracan Navy Annihilated.

Now with a strong heart and good hope, Ibn Husain dashed
upon the enemy's ships. Captain Moor and other _reringi

[such as] M
and Munawwar Khan zemindar, came swiftly from different

sides. A great fight was fought. Fire was opened [on the

Mughals] from the fort of Chatgaon also. At last the breeze

of victory blew on the banners of the Muslims. [17 J, aJ\ The
enemy were vanquished ; some of their sailors and soldiers jumped
overboard ; some remaining in their ships surrendered as

prisoners- Most of the former carried oif their lives, some being
drowned. Many and spears of

the victors. A few, reaching the bank, carried the news to the
fort. Many of the enemy*s ships were sunk by the fire or
rainming of the Mughal fleet ; the rest, 135 ships, were captured
by the Imperialists ^ and consisted of:—

Khalu ... 2
Ghurah ..• 9

Jdngi ... 22

Kosa ... 12
Jalba ... 67 [Should be 68]
Balam ... 22

Meantime, Buzurg Ummed Khan, hearing of the naval battle,

[171, Z>] hastened to the neighbourhood of Chatgaon. The cliow-

kidars of the fort informed the garrison of the near approach
of the Mughal army. This news and the spectacle of the victory
of the Imperial fleet struck such terror into the hearts of the
garrison and soldiers of the country, that in spite of their large
number they fled.

Night after Battle.

That night ^ Ibn Husain, sending to the fort two trust-

wt)rthy men out of those taken prisoner in tlie ships, wrote to

1 The operations in the Karnf iili are thus described in the ^Alamgimd-
mah, p. 951 :

—
'• [On the 24th January,] Ibn Husain with the Imperial fleet

entered tl»e Karnfuli river and attacked the enemy's fleet that had fled
there. A second terrible battle was fought for two praTiars of the day. At
last the Imperialists ^ined the victory, and the enemy fled, many of them
being killed, many others taken prisoner, many drowned after Jumping over-

1 ,/ J^® '^ZamyZmJmaJi, p. 951, writes -.—"After the victory the Imperial fleet

^'*'P*^- '°
*'f

Karnfali below the fort of Chatgraon. Some nf the Ferineis of
ChutgHon who hart remained there, and many [p 952] other Ferin<^ia who at
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the qil^addr who represented the Rajah of Arracan, " Why
woald you needlessly destroy yourself and your family ? Befoie
you are forcibly seized and sacrificed to our swords, give up your
fort, and save your life and property. " The qiVadir^ feeling
himself helpless and in need of protection, sent back the reply
that [172, a] he should be granted respite for the night and that
next moruing he would admit them.

Chaxgaon Fort Sorkenders.

In the moraing of the 26th January, 1666, which was the sunset
of [the glory of] the Maghs, the commandant opened the fort gate
and informed Ibn Husain, who started for the fort. But Munaw-
war Khari zemindar had entered it before him, and his compa-
nions had set fire to it. Ibn Husain entered soon afterwards, and
tried his best to put oat the fire, but in vain. The fire was so

violent that he could not stay there, but came out bringing the

qiVadar away with himself.

When the fire went out, he again proceeded to the fort and
attached the property. He sent the qila^dar with the news of

victory to the Xawwab at Dacca, and also informed Buzurg
Ummed Khan of the happy event.

The Maghs who were in the fort on the other side of the river

fled, and that fort, too, fell into Mughal hands. The peasantry

on the further side of the river, [172, h] who were mostly Muslims
kidnapped from Bengal, attacked the Maghs that fled yesterday

and to-day, slew one of their leaders, captured two of their

elephants, and brought them to Ibn Husain. Of the four

elephants in the fort of Chatgaon, two were burned in the fire and

two were secured by the Mughals.

Rewards to the Victors.

On the 29th January, the news of the conquest reached

Dacca ; the Nawwab after thanking God, began to give to all the

army liberal re^vards consisting of robes, horses, and elephants,

this time had come from Arracanto aid them, interviewed Ibn Husain. Cap-

tain Moor, who accompanied the Imperial forces in this expedition, did excel-

lent service. Next day [25th January,] Buzurg Ummed Khan arrived at the

foot of the fort of Ch§tgaon with the rest of the army. The Imperial forces

by land and sea encircled the fort. The garrison, after making great exertions,

found that they could not resist tlie Mughal army, and at last Bought

safety. The second day of the siege, 26th January, 1666, the Imperial

army gained possession of the fort, the whole province of Chatgaon, and the

entire artillery and navy of the place [p. 953], The Governor of

Chatgaon, who was the son of the Arracan king's uncle, was taken prisoner

with one son and some other relatives, and nearly 350 men of the tribe.

132 ships of war, 1,026 guns made of bronze and iron, many matchlocks and

zamhuraks (camel pieces), much shot and powder, other artillery materials,

and three elephants, were captured. Large numbers of the peasants of

Bengal who had been carried off and kept prisoner here, were now released

from the Magh oppression and returned to their homes,"
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distributed alms to the poor, and ordered the music of joy to

play. Wealth beyond measure was given to the Feringi pirates

and one month's pay as bounty to his own officers and the crew of

the natvwQra.

[173, «.] That very day the N^awwab sent a despatch on the

victoiy to the Emperor. Wlien it arrived at Court, ^ the Em-
peror ordered joyous music to be played. Rewards were given

to all concerned in the conquest : the Xawwab was presented

with a costly jewelled sword of the Emperor, two elephants,

two horses with gold trappings, a special khil*'at^ and an Imperial

farman of praise. [173, fc.] Buzurg Ummed Khan, Farhad Khan,
Mir Murtaza, Ibn Husain, and Muhammad Beg Abakash were
promoted, Ibn Husain got the title of Mansur^Khan, and Mir
Murtaza that of Mujahid Khan.

Nkw Govkknaient of Chatgaon.

[175,6.] On tbe 27th January, s 1666, Buzurg Ummed Khan
entered the fort of Chatgaon, reassured the people that their lives

were safe, and firmly forbade his soldiers to oppress the people,

in order to cause the place to be well-populated and prosperous.

[Here the Bodleian MS. ends abruptly. I give the conclud-

ino: portion of the campaign from the ^Xlamgir^iamah^ pp. 953-

956,]

[P. 953.] Buzurg Ummed Khan stayed at Cliatgaon for some
time to settle its affairs. Miana Khan was sent to the north of

Chatgaon to reassure tlie peasantry and to establish a thanah.

Taj Miana, with his followers and 100 musketeers, was appointed
as thdnaJhdar and guard of the roads from Chatgaon to the bank
of the Peni river.

Rambu taken and abandoned.

The port of Rambu ^ [p. 954] is four days* journey from
Chatgaon, and midway between Chatgaon and Arracan. A large

body of the enemy defended its fort. Mir Murtaza was ordered to

that direction, to win over tlie peasantry^ learn all about the paths

and feri'ies of that region, and if he found it possible to go to the

place and besiege it. The Mir, after traversing diflBcult roads,

dense jungles, and terrible rivers, at the end of 12 days arrived

within one kos of Rambu. Next day, at morn he stormed the

fort. The Arracan king's brother nnmed Rawli, who held the

government of this place, tried his best to oppose, but being
worsted, he fled with the garrison to a jungle close to a hill near

i " At the end of Sh'aban [February 1666] " according to the 'Alamglr-
ndmahy p. 956:— '* The Emperor ordered Chatgaon to he renamed Islama-
bad."

^ 2Iazaffar, according to the 'Alamgirndmah,
3 The date is left black in the Bodleian MS. ; I have supplied it from the

^Aiamgirndmah,
* Ramoo in Eennell, Sheet 1.
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the fort. Mir Murtaza giving chase slew many of them and
captured many other's. Some of the enemy who had taken refuge
in the hill [955] came out to surrender, and were made prisoner.
Many Muslim ryots of Bengal, who had been kept as captives
here, were liberated and returned home,

Buzurg Ummed Khan hearing of the victory and learning
that the king of Arracan was sending a foice by land against
Rambuj despatched Miana Khan, Jamal Khan Dilzaq. and many
others to reinforce Mir Murtaza. The Mir, after his victory,
had posted a company of musketeers on the bank of the river one
and half a laos from Rambu, to keep watch for the enemy's
arrival. One day suddenly a large force of the enemy with
seven elephants issued from the jungle, fell upon the mus-
keteers, and dispersed some of them. Mir Murtaza hearing of
it, rode with a force to the bank of the river, and in spite of
its water being deep and the enemy having begun to make
entrenchments on the [other] bank, boldly plunged in with his

comrades and crossed over in safety. The enemy, after a hard
fight, fled. The victors pursued, slew and captured many of

them, and seized 80 guns, many muskets, and other war mate-
rials,

[P. 956.] As the space between Chatgaon and Rambu is

very hard to cross, full of hills and jungles, and intersected by
one or two streams which cannot be crossed without boats, and
as in the rainy season the whole path is flooded, and this year
there was only a small store of provisions and the rainy season
was near,—therefore the sending of the Mughal army into

Arracan was put off. Buzurg Ummed Khan, in view of the roads
being closed and re-inforcements and provisions being cut off by
the rains, very wisely ordered IVIir Murtaza to evacuate K-ambu
and fall back with the chiefs, zemindars, prisoners, and peasants
of Rambu, on Dakhin-kol, ^ which is close to Chatgaon. He did

so/'

^ i.e., *The southern bank of the river.

'





46. The Feringi Pirates of Chatgaon, 1665 A.D.

By Jadunath Sarkar, M.A,, Professor, Patna College.

[From the contemporary Persian acconnt of Shihabuddin Talish, in MS.
Bodleian 589, Sachau and Ethe's Catalogue, entry 240. See my article
in J.A.S.B., June 1906, no, 257-260.1

Arrakan Described-

[153, a.] The fort of Chatgaon is an appurtenance of the
kingdom of Arracan, which is a large country and great port of
the east. One side of it is enclosed by high hills which join the
rnountaius of Ganaser,^ China, Cathay, and Mahachin. Another
side is bordered hy the ocean. Deep rivers and wide oceans
enclose the western side, which adjoins Bengal. The land
and water routes alike for entering the country are very difficult.

Its conquest is an extremely hard task. The people of the
country are called Maghs—which is an abbieviation of Muhamil-i'
sag' (= despicable dog), according to [the proverb] "the name
descends from heaven." They do not admit into their country
any other tribe than the Christians, who visit it by the sea-route

for purposes of trade. [153, 5.] Good elephants abound ; horses

are totally wanting, T his writer has heard from the Khan
Khanan [Mir Jumla] that the elephants of Arracan surpass all

other elephants in beauty of appearance and character. Some
mines of metal are said to exist in the country. The inhabitants

have no definite faith or religion, but incline [a little] to the

Hindu creed. Their learned men are called RawUs ; they do not

transgress the guidance of the latter in their earthly affairs.* The
Batdis have the ways of the Sewrahs [ = Svetambar Jains]. The
Rajahs of this country hold pre-eminence over other lower rulers,

by reason of their large forces, spacious country, and great splen-

dour. The Governors of the ports and islands of the east always

show respect and meekness to them. These rajahs are so proud

and foolish that as long as the san does not decline from the

zenith they do not put their heads out of the doors of their

palace ; they say, " The sun is our younger brother. How can

we hold court while he is over our heads and we below him ?
"

In their decrees and letters they give themselves the title of

"Elder brother of the Sun, Lord of the Golden House and AVhite

Elephant." Of their offspring that [154, a] base-bom son is

i Text has Kashmshir, whicJi may be (n) Kashmir or {h} Garmsliir;

see Journal, A.S.B., No. 1, 1872, p. 76, footnote.

^ This account is mainly based upon the A'tn-i-Akhari (Eug. trans-

lation by Jarrett, ii, 119),
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considered the proper heir to the throne whom they have begotten
on the person of their own sister. After the conquest of
Chatgaon [by Shaista Khan] it was found from the records of the
place that the year was written as 1127.1 On being asked to
account for the date, the people said that the beginning of the era
was the beginning of their Royal dynasty, and that the aforesaid
years had passed since the establisliment of the rule of these
-Rajahs. This fact makes it clear that in this long period [of
1127 years] no foreigner had succeeded in conquering the country,
and no_ outsider had got into it. Their cannons are beyond
numbering, their flotilla {nawwSra) exceeds the waves of the sea
[in number]. Most of their ships are gJiurohs and jalbas; khnlus
and dhums are larger than gJiurahs ; these are so strongly made of
timber with a hard core ( az choh-i-qalhdar) that the balls of
zamlutaks and small cannons cannot pierce them. [Latterly] the
Rajah appointed the Feringi pirates to plunder Bengal, and hence
he did not send the Arracan fleet for the purpose.

Old Chatgaon Described.

[162, a.] Chatgaon is a tract adjacent to Bengal and Arracan

mS^'m .
^1.^^*^'^' "^^^""^ *^^'"^ "'«« ^ [Mughal] outpost,

[ibZ, b\ to Chatgaon lay a wilderness. On the skirt of the hill
was a dense jungle, without any vestige of habitation or living
being. The river Feni, rising in the hills of Tipperah, passes by
Jagdia a and falls mto the ocean. Ninety-nine nullaL which
contain water even in seasons other than the monsoons, intervene
between Fern and Chatgaon. After the capture of Chatgaon,
bridges ipul) were built by Shaista Khan's order over all these
nullahs From Dacca to Chatgaon six creeks {haliar) have to be
crossed m boats

; one of them is the river of Sripur, which is so

the whole d^
""^^ perform only one trip across and back in

On the bank of the KarnfuH river are some hills, high and
low, situated close to each other. The lower hills hale beenheaped over ^xth earth and raised to the level of the higher ones

;all these hills have been scarped cylindrically, fortified, and named

Alt A
^ Chatgaon]. In strength it rivals the rampart of

tlTZf^'ntf f^*°^^^^^^ (^"'•i) ^re as high as the falalc-

tnZl\- ^ ' ""} ^^r^ ^^'^^^* ^^""'^ ^^^ depth of its moat,imagination cannot reach its niched parapet .

brP^Hfl,*^^ ^fl^ ^^l
been dug a deep ditch, about eight yards in

tl e rti'r / ,«^^*f
.° ^i'ie, close to the edge of the ditch, flows

tea On fh^^^li ""^a'^- ^T''^' ^"""^ tl>e Tipperah hills 'to the

diteh BeWnTn TV' f
^^'^? ""'^^ ^^^ deep tank close to the

te^ S^ TmJ ^^""tl
*^« ^°*^^e north side and a part oftern side, are hills. TKo Tiin= r.^^ „^ i.- i_ . •* ., ^.wegtem The hills are so high and the jungle

* Thia should Im 109'? T^ 4.u r>

Arracan, 1027 corresponds to! RR^ I^ Burmese vulgar era, used also in
' In Eennell'a J&a.^h^ \?i^- ^?'"^"^ ""'^ ^3ra Gazetteer).a Atlas, bheet 1, Jagdia ia ou the Little Feni Riyer
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so dense, that it is impossible to traverse them even in imagina-
tion. Witliin the fort two springs flow, the water of which runs
into the Karufuli river in the monsoons, when the channel of the
springs becomes so broad that B^jalba boat can easily pass through
it. [163, fc.] As the people of the fort use all the water [that
issues] in seasons other than the rainy, they dam the springs and
block the outlet to the Karnfuli river. On a height within the
fort is a tomb, known as the astanG- of Pir Badar ; the attendants
of the shrine perform prayer and fast. The Magh infidels '

. . . .

have settled some villages in waqf on this tomb; they mnke pil-

grimage to the holy dead and offer presents. It is said that if

one could perform the impossible feat of dragging a large gun to

the top of the hill at the western angle [of the fort]—which
adjoins Tipperah—its balls would fall within the fort. On the

other side of the Karnfuli there is a lofty and strong fort, opposite

the fort of Chatgaon ; it is full of defence-materials.

Every year the Rajah of Arracan sends to Chatgaon a
hundred ships full of soldiers and artillery munitions, with a new
Karamkari^ (commandant, superintendent), when the former
Karamkarif with the ships of last year, returns to Arracan.

There is always some trustworthy relative or faithful clansman
of the Rajah in charge of the government of Chatgaon. He
issues gold coins stamped with his own name at this place and
its dependencies.

[J64, a.] In bygone times, one of the Sultans of Bengal
named Fakhruddin fully conquered Chatgaon, and built an

embankment {al) from Chandpur, opposite the outpost of Sripur

across the river, to Chatgaon. The mosques and tombs which

are situated in Chato^aon were built in Fakhruddin's time. The
1

Chatgaon in Magh Hands.

When Bengal was annexed to the Mughal empire, and included

in the records of the qanunyo department, in the papers of Bengal

Chatgaon was entered as one of the defaulting unsettled [districts].

Wlien the mutasaddis of Bengal did not really wish to pay any
man whose salary was due, they gave him an assignment on

the revenue of Chatgaon! Towards the end of the rule of the

Bengal Kings and the early years of the conquest of Bengal by

the Mughals, when great confusion prevailed in the country,

Chatgaon again fell into the hands of the Maghs, who [164, 6]

did not leave a bird in the air or a beast on the land [from

Chatgaon] to Jagdia, the frontier of Bengal, increased the

desolation, thickened the juugles, destroyed the al, and closed the

road so well that even the snake and the wind could not pass

1 The text is donbbful here tijj 9i^j5 *U^ i^J*>xLi ^ aXc ^Uk

2 The 'Alamgirndmah, p. 947, gives Karamkahri,
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through. They built a strong fort, and left a large fleet to
guard it. Gaining composure of mind from the strength of the
place, they turned to Bengal, and began to plunder it. IS'one of
the Viceroys of Bengal [before Shaista Khan] undertook to put
down this trouble and punish them. Only Ibrahim Khan Fatih
Jang, in the Emperor Jahangir's reign, resolved to conquer
Chatgaon and destroy the wicked Maghs. [The failure of this
expedition described, 165, a].

Doings of the Pirates of Chatgaon.

[122, b.] From the reign of the Emperor Akbar, when
Bengal was annexed to the Mughal empire, to the time of the
conquest of Chatgaon during the viceroyalty of Shaista Khan,
Arracan pirates, both Magh and Feringi, used constantly to
{come] by the water-route and plunder Bengal. They carried
off the Hindus and Muslims, male and female, great and small,
few and many, that they could seize, pierced the palms of their
hands, passed thin canes through the lioles, and [123, a] threw
them one above another under the deck of their ships. In the
same manner as grain is flung to fowl, every morn and evening
they threw down from above uncooked rice to the captives as
food. On their return to their homes, they employed the few
hard-lived captives that survived [this treatment], with great
disgrace and insult in tillage and other hard tasks, according
to their power. Others were sold to the Datch, English, and
French merchants at the ports of the Deccan.

Sometimes they brought the captives for sale at a high pi-ice
to Tamluk, and the port of Baleswar, which is a part of the
Imperial dominions and a dependency of the province of Orissa.
The manner of the sale was this :—The wretches used to bring
the prisoners in their ships, anchor at a short distance from the
shore off Tamluk or Baleswar, and send a man ashore with the
news. The local officers, fearing lest the pirates should commit
any depredation or kidnapping there, stood on the shore with a
number of followers, and sent a man with a sum of money to the
pirates. If the terms were satisfactory [123, 6] the pirates took
the money and sent the prisoners with the man. Only the
Fermgi pirates sold their prisoners. But the Maghs employed
all then- captives in agriculture and other kinds of service. Many
high-born persons and Sayyads, many pure and Sayyad-born
women, were compelled to undergo the disgrace of the slavery
service or concubinage {farash wa suhahat) of these wicked men.
Muslims underwent such oppression in this region of war
{^dar-ul-harh) as they had not to suffer in Europe. It was less in
some (governors' time and more in others'.

As they for a long time continually practised piracy, their
country prospered, and their number increased, while Bengal dailybecame more and more desolate, less and less able to resist and

r^ers nwl.
^"^ ^ householder was left on both' sides of therivers on their track from Dacca to Chatgaon. The district of
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Bagla,* a part of Bengal, lying in their usual path, was [formerly],
full of cultivation and houses, and yielded every year a large
amount [124, a] to the Imperial Government as duty on its hetel-

nuts. They swept it with the broom of plunder and abduction,
leavinjT^ none to inhabit a house or kindle a fire in all the tract.

Governor
his energies to the defence of that city only, and the prevention

of the coming of the pirate fleet to Dacca, and stretched f

iron chains across the nullah of Dacca and setup some bridges of

{jioJiar) of the city.

Dkmoralised Bengal Navy.
r

The sailors of the Bengal flotilla were in such a friglit, that
I may say without exaggeration that whenever 100 war-ships of

Bengal sighted four ships of the enemy, if the distance separating

them was great the Bengal crew showed fight by flight, considered

it a great victory that they had carried off their lives in safety,

and became famous in Bengal for their valour and heroism ! If

the interval was small and the enemy overpowered them, the

men of the Bengal ships—rowers, sepoys, and armed men alike

threw themselves without delay into the water, preferring drown-
ing [125, &] to captivity.

Once *Ashur Beg^ an officer of Prince Shuj*a, was cruising

with about 200 boats, when a few of the enemy's fleet, in number
not even one-tenth of the Imperial flotilla, came in sight. 'Ashur

Beg was mortally frightened; in great agitation he cried to the

manjhl or captain of his ship, '*-4^ hcti 5sh bedeh ! "* The mSnj'hi

in perplexity asked, ** Mir-jtu ! whence can I get broth at such a

time ? Just now these pirates will cook a nice broth for you
!

"

*Ashur Beg in agitation and bewilderment kept up crying, ** You
confounded fellow, give Sshy " and the manjhi went on replyinpr,

" I have not got it with me, whence can I bring it ?** [The fact

is] sailors use the terra war^ to mean * backing the boat *
; *Ashur

Beg in his terror had forgotten the word and used ash instead ! In

no other part of the Mughal empire has any neighbouring infidel

[king] the power to oppress and domineer over Muslims; but

rather do [iufidel kings] show all kinds of submission [125, a]

and hujnility in order to save their homes and lands, and the

[Maghal] officers of those places engage in making new acquisitions

by conquest. In Bengal alone the opposite is the case ; here the

mere preservation of the Imperial dominion is considered a great

boon. Those Governors in whose times these piracies were less

frequent, congratulated themselves and exulted at it. None of them

tried to stop the path of oppression and domination of this wicked

tribe through their fear of the necessary expenditure and exertion,

1 Bakla inclnded Backerganj and part of Dacca (J.it.S.B., Pt. 1.,

1873, p. 209).
* " Ho, brother, ^\Te [me] broth." Bdi ia the Darra pronunciation of

Bhdi,
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weakness of faith and trust, and the [false] notion of their lack of

^ower.

Routes of the Pirates.

[107, 6.] In Jahangir's reign, [108, a] the Magh pirates used

to come to Dacca for plunder and abduction, by the nullah which

leaves the Brahmaputra, passes hy Khizrpur, and joins the nullah

of Dacca. Khizrpur is situated on the bank of the Brahmaputra,
on a narrow embankment {al). In the monsoons all the land

except the sites of the houses is covered with water. The Gov-

ernors of Dacca, therefore, at the eud of the monsoons and

during the winter, which was the

pirates, used to go to Khizrpur with an army and encamp there.

After some years, the nullah dried up, and many places in the

track of the pirates in the Brahmaputra river also became fordable.

Thus their [water] route to Dacca was closed on this side, and
restricted to the side of Jatrapur ^ and Bikrampur. Recently as

the pirates could more easily carry out their chief design of

kidnapping men in the villages of Dacca and otlier jparganahs^

they did not exert themselves to reach Dacca town.

[139, a.l When the pirates came from Cbatgaon to molest

Beno;al, they passed by Bhalua, a part of the Imperial dominions,

on the right, and the island of Sondip, belonging to the zemindar
Dilawwar, on the left, and reached the village of Sangram-gar.

[139, 6]- [From this point] if they wished to plunder Jessore,

Hughli, and Bhusna, they moved up the Ganges ; if they wanted
to raid Bikrampur, Sonargaon, and Dacca, they proceeded up the

Brahmaputra. Sangramgarh* is the land at the extremity of the

island (i.e., delta) which contains Dacca and other towns and
villages. In front of it the Ganges and the Brahmaputra unite.

The mingled stream, after passing by Bhalua and Sondip, falls

into the sea. In ancient times, a man named Sangram had built

a fort here to repel the Magh raids itito Bengal, In Hindi a fort

is called a gar. By the combination of these two words the name
of the place has been formed. If a fort were built here and stored

with weapons, munitions, and materials of defence, and a large

force and well-equipped flotilla kept here, the oppression of the
pirates and the raids of the Maghs into Bengal could most probably
be prevented.

Feringi Pirates.

[150, b.] Many Feringis lived happily at Chatgaon^ and used
to come to the Imperial dominion for plunder and abduction.
Half their booty they gave to the Rajah of Arracan, and the other

^ In Eennell, Sheet 1, Jattrapur is given 30 miles west of Dacca.
2 :5^o trace of Sangramgar is found in Rennell. The 'Alamghndmah,

p. 9^, aaye, that its name was changed to 'AlamgirnHgar, and that it was 21
fcos from Sripnr (p. 944). It must have been near Eenneira Ifendz^wna^.
K-hafi Khan calls it Sangramnagar, ii. 1 88,

V 1.
'^^^^'^ s^tt^e^ent was called Feringi-bandar or Bandar, on the sonth

bank of the Karnfali, very close to ita mouth.
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half they kept. This tribe was called Barmai.^ They had 100
s^viftjalha boats full of war-materials. The Governors of Bengal
were disturbed by their robbery and were too weak to prevent it.

As the Harmads [ = Feringi pirates] were not in need of the help
of the Arracan fleet, the king of Arracan did not send his ships
to practise piracy in Mughal territory (Bengal). He considered
the Feringi pirates in the light of his servants, and took the
booty they brought [as his share],

[In December, 1665, the Feringis of Chatgaon, partly in fear
of Arracanese treachery and partly won over by Shaista Khnn's
tempting overtures] [152, a], came with all their families in 42

Jalbas and took refuge with Farhad Khan, the Mughal tlianahdrn

of Noakhali. The Khan sent their chief. Captain Moor, with a

few of their great men to Shaista Klmn at Dacca, while he kept
all the others w^ith their ships at Noakhali, with great attention

and kindness. The captain and other leaders of the Feringis had
audience of the Nawwab at night, and received splendid robes of

honour and other unexpected favours. The Nawwab asked them,
'* What did the zemindar of the Maghs fix as your salary?"
The Feringis replied, *' Our salary was the Imperial dominion !

[152, 6.] We considered the whole of Bengal as onvjagir. All tlie

twelve months of the year we made our collection [i. e., booty]

w^ithout trouble. We had not to bother ourselves about ^amlas

and amuis ; nor had we to render accounts and balances to

anybody. Passage over water was our [land-] survey. We never

slackened the enhancement of our rent, r/z., booty. For years we
have left no arrears of [this] revenue. We have with us papers of

the division of the booty vilhige by village for the last 40

years. " One can infer from this answer the condition of things

and the weakness of the Governors of Bengal. The coming over

of the Feringis gave composure to the hearts of the people of

Bengal. [153, a.J Two thousand rupees were presented from

the Nawwab's own purse as reward to Captain Moor and the

other Feringis who had come from Chatgfion, and from the

Imperial Treasury a monthly stipend of Rs. 500 was settled on

the Captain, and other comfortable salaries on others of the

tribe.

1 This word is evidently armad, a corruption of armada, Armad Is

used in the sense of fleet in the Kalimaf-i-taiyabat.
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An Mango {Mnngifev
indica^ Linn.).

By I. H, BuRKiLL and G. C. Bose, M.A.

Fig. 1. Abnormal branch.

from

grafted plant growing in a plant-pot. The grafted branch was

of the race known in Calcutta as "late Bombay/' and the stock a

seedling mango. The total height of the plant at flowering was

but four feet. It bore two abnormal branches, one being very

small, the other about six inches long. Both carried leaves on

one side, and bracts with flowering axes on the other, the flowering

axes corresponding to the secondary branches of an inflorescence.

figu
green

ied foliage

the larger branch

bearing side rose-red. The larger branch stood terminally on, and

continued, a branch of the previous year which

leaves evenly on all sides; and above them had produced at the

base of the new season's growth the usual scaly bracts.

We hav

more or less 1 1* The eleven radii are shown in the following

1, with the distribution of the leaves, and of the

-bearing axes on them. From it better than

from figure 1, the reader will realise that all the foliage leaves
secon
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developed, were developed on one side of tlie stem. The dia-

gram further indicates how the branch at first produced nothing
hut flowering secondary axes, and that it then became sterile on
one side, carrying foliage leaves on that side and, in the axils

of the foliage leaves, the usual arrested buds.

Fig. 2

At first every fourth organ was a foliage-leaf, but later every
other. Figure 3 opposite is inserted to indicate this : it repre-
sents the branch cut open along one side and unrolled so that
its^whole circumference is towards the reader.

At the end of the branch, but obliquely, were to be found
the 'small scales of the terminal bud. This terminal bud was
twisted towards the foliasre side of the branch.
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Anatomical differences accompanied the differentiation of the
two sides of the branch. There was an inequality in the de-
velopment of the vascular ring, indicated in the next figure.

(Th-ic\ walled corllcal Ussue containing"

^chlorophyll

/

/ fThlnwaCed cortical tissue"

L^ < containing^ a Utile starch
"Ovv all round etem.

scxiiar1 ring-

Fig. 4. Stem in section between
the first and second axils.

It is seen that the vascular tissue was thicker on the foliage
side than on the "* ' "" "^

. . -
-

greater
flowering side.

the
Very much of this was due to

xylem. In figures 5 nnd 6 we
give drawings of the xylem of two bundles whose positions arp
indicated by the letters*^ and B on the figure 4.
were selected for illustration as tvpical of the bundles on the tw"o
extreme sides of the stem. "'^ '

* '

These bundles

theis tne development
that the vessels-

It is seen at once how much
of the wood-fibres

greater
on the foliao^e side, and

the largely are pitted, the smalle
are wider on that side.

r are
The drawings

accurate.

spiral

—

were made by means of

There was not the same difference in the phloem, nor in the
other tissues, which
round the stem.

The axis of

•were, more or less, equally developed all

axisot a normal mango inflorescence, which has not
begun to bear fruit, is in anatomy like the flowering side of our
abnormality; while the greater development of wood on the other
side 18 as m a leafy shoot. The reader, however, will note that the
section, from Avhieh the drawings were made, was from between

i! ^^'^r^^^^
s^c^'^'i axils, ^^e., from some way below the re^on

where the^ leaves first appeared : in point of actual distance

t^T'Jr'' '''•^^'i
^*'^^''' *^^ structure of this abnormal stem,the transpiring leaves had a better channel of communication

required an had
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Fig, 5. Xylem from foliage side of the shoot

Pig. 6. Xylem from flowering side of the shoot. Magnification
exactly the same as in Fig. 5*

the fiowering secondary axes on the other side. The result is not

contrary to expectation : yet it would be interesting to see if

an exactly similar condition could be produce*! by tb(j very early

defoliation of a shoot along one sirle, and through what length of

stem.
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And if it should be produced, it would indicate Low greatly
in the mango the anatomical difference between a leafy shoot
and the inflorescence, is a direct response to the needs of the shoot.
Miyoshi (Journ. Coll. Sci. Imperial Univ. Tokyo, xv., 1901,
p. 459, quoted from Just's Jahresbericht, 1903, ii., p. 634) showed
that the repeated plucking of mulberry leaves, as is done for feed-
ing silk-worms, leads to an arrest of the growth of the wood as one
of the signs of the disease produced. In our abnormal branch,
where towards its upper part the leaves occupied a part of the
larger circumference, the small bundles occupied a smaller part of
the circumference ; so that in anatomy as in morphology, the
branch had progressed from the fertile towards the sterile condi-
tion. But as we have seen, the sterile condition—greater develop-
ment of wood—passed down it through the lower wholly fertile
part on the side where above the leaves were.

VX J^\.



48. Methods of catching wild fowl, herons and other water

birds in the Panjab, Sindh, and Kashmir*
F

By Lt,-Colonel D. C. Phillott, Secretary^ Board of Examiners.

Indian methods of catching wild fowl are many and inge-
nious. In the large jheels and lakes of tlie Punjab and Sindh, most
of the duck that find their way to the market are caught by-

means of a net laid in shallow water, a priraitire form of the
clap-nets of English bird-catchers. In India, however, the net is a
single one, laid out and worked as detailed below. For duck, the
bait is merely gram strewn on the water, but for herons and storks

a small tank is made within the limits of the net, the tank
being stocked with small fish. On a dark night jackals may steal

in and devour the fish.

In Kashmir herons are, in winter, snared for their plumes, by
a method that seems peculiai' to the valley. The plumes are worn
by the Maharaja as a pagri-omament, and also at weddincrs by
bridegrooms, Muslim and Hindu. Theoretically herons are pre-

served, so before a wedding a bridegi'oom has to be granted

special permission to snare a fixed number, permission being grant-

ed on condition that he plucks out the plumes from the live birds

and then releases them. However, Kashmiris I have questioned,

have all admitted tliat herons are not bad eating.

Fig. I.

N^ET FOR Catching Herons, Ducks, ktc.

A
A
A
G
A
A

principal peg.

to B—24 ft.

to l-—5 ft.

to H—14 inches,

^^^J6ft.4in.toP

TOIL LINE

E to C
F to D
B to m
C to m
D to m

19 ft. 7 in.

3 ft. 6 in.

D ft. 8 in.

}^-Q7E.—The uprights GE, I£F are inclined toivards A, hot BC, BD are at

right angles to the line AB.
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Small hollows are made in thp oron../! af n tt ^ t>

Requisites.

(1) A neti about 21yds. loner.

Breadth, 26 meshes.
°

Size of mesh, 2^ in. square.

)i< S"® P^° (principal A) 2 ft. lon^.

]a\ m'' P^^*^ ^^°^* ^^ ^^<^^es lono-!
Two uprights 5 ft. 3| in. long,°with both butts lashed

to the same peg, (B, 18 inches long), so that they

r-S-i TJ^ ^"""il
'•

t'Pf °^ ^P"^^*« *o ^e pointed.
^

(5) Iwo uprights 5 ft. 5i inches loi.g.'^each lashed to

unStf^'^r^ ^' ^^^^ P«^ S 18 inches long:
/^^

^/Prights to work as above.
^

6 Thirty to 60 yards of thick wire as a pull line
(7) A mallet to hammer in the pegs.
(8) A net to catch small fish.

Ti ,?** }^y *^® net.—Drive in the nrincinal t^po- A rv^- T^Double the net, and fasten by a clove-£tch on to A flf«
^ ^^' P'stouter) cord, at its centre. Bring the ends ^f ^b! «f
^^"" ^''"'

tbegrount:urrso th';fJtI^^^
.S-op out

ground
sequently fwhen thp iiT^r-i^lT." i -J

^^ uprights will con-

than the tinT thp H.? ° f^
^""^

-J^'*^
^'^^ ^« ^^ ^^'^t'^M be lower

Rais^tle up^ rts rC B^^^^^^
thi ground,

keeping the tips togethe. 'PuH th/,'^
*
'"^^!f

*^ *^^ ^^•^'^"'^'

over the tips of thSgh^ '^-^^
^i^^

^'
the cord in the mill rlL!5?. f

and D. ^-ext measure off along
the tips C and ro,e cS ''l Tv,^^'

P°^"* "^^^^ ^^ P^«««« ovel
midd£ finger) or about 20

'

n
^^ J ^f".,^

*''? ^^^°^ *<^ ^^P ^^ *1^«

cords, by e^ovihitcts to the Cc'^^^^^^
Pont fasten the upper

-w^ards. so that the linp nf f » f ^a ^ " *"^ l^'tches to be oat-

rights. ^ *"* **'^ ^''''*^ P^««^« on the msi^fe of the up-

(^ig.II)equaltothelenyhn?fl r ^-
^-^S

^^^asure off Ao, A^

the bottom edge thronghoat the
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about fourteen inches apart. Then at tlie points o and p drive in
the pegs G and H (to which the butts of the long uprights are
lashed) on the inside of the line, vide Figs. I and IL Make a
small hollow as before, round the pegs, to allow the butts to work
easily when the uprights are raised. Tbe pegs G and H (Fig. II)
will be about 14 in. apart.

Fig U.

>

Next get an assistant to raise the short upx^ights at right angles
to the ground, making their tips meet. TheA raise the long up-
rights and pass the cords over their tips, and, at the point where
the cords pass over their tips, fasten the cords to the tips by clove-

hitches, taking care that the hitches are on the outside. When
the tips of each pair of uprights are together and t1»e upper cords
are pulled taut in the direction of the pull line, all four uprights
should be at right angles to the ground and not perceptibly in-

clined towards A, nor towards the pall-direction.

Now, from the tops of the uprights C and D, carry the ends of

the net down to the ground, and fasten them to the peg B. Each
end of the net is thus fastened at the top and bottom of the short

uprights, is taut, and does not bag. The spare part of the end-

eds^es of the net is left loose.&
ground

rhe tops are just sufficiently high out of the
ese short * uprights ' in position. The lines

.... k ^^ - *iA ^ ^ ^

in Fig. I, and pull the short * uprights ' BO, BD taut in the direc-

tion of the pull-line, nnd drive in the pegs C and D almost flush

with the ground. Tl
gi'ound to keep th

AEG and AFD (Fig. I) are now taut. Next dri

and F, which keep the long ' uprights ' in position. The lines

AEG and AFD should still be taut, a greater strain being on the
pegs C and D, and a lesser strain on E and F.

See that the tips of all four ' uprights ' are still about 3 in.

from the ground, and that the butts in the hollows are slightly

below the level of the s^roand.

N'ow take the spare ends of the rope and knot them at m.
The distance from the peg B to the knot w, will be about 3 ft. 6 in.

Take care that the knot m is in a direct line with the centre of the
pegs A and B. Tlje pull-line must be fastened at the point m and
must be in continuation of the line ABm. The loiver line in the
net is di'awn tieht from A and fastened to peer F, and then carried
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on and fastened to peg D. In the same manner it is fastened on
the other side to E aiid C

The lower or finer line in the net is thus, on the visrht-haud

side, drawn tight from A to F and D. The spare end-edge of the net

should be just about the distance BD which makes the lower line

from D to peg B also taut, or almost taut. This line was pre-

viously fastened to peg B, and is carried on up the upright to its

tip, where it, the lower and finer line, joins the upper and stouter

line. The lower line is treated in the same way on the other side.

When properly laid out, the lower line is just under the upper
line; both lines are taut, and the net is gathered up close be-

tween the two lines.

When the pull-line is pulled, both sides of the net should rise

up simultaneously; and the puller should keep the pull-line taut,

while he walks up towards the net: the uprights are thus kept stand-

ing (Fig. III). The upper line AFD (Fig. Ill) should be taut,

Fig. III.

and the lower line which is fastened to A, and passing on, is

fastened to the pej^s F and D (Fig. I), is also fastened to the peg
B (Fig. Ill), being then carried along up to the tip of the upright

The pull-litie is of wire and not rope, as the latter stretches.

With 60 yards of pull-line one man shoiildbe able, if the nets are

well laid, to pull the nets single-handed. If the nets do not rise

readily, reset them ; see that the butts of the uprights are lower
tlian their tips, and cut shallow grooves for the butt-ends of the up-
rights to rest in, so that the butts may be well below the tips, and
the tips not more than 3 in. above ground level.

Two small tanks, two or three inches deep, are made within the
nets when laid out. These contain live fish as a bait, or, for duck,
gram. If the herons hesitate about settling within the nets, ten
or twelve live fish, about a finger-length in size, are pegged down
with a fine skewer. The fish must be just below the surface of
the water, and the spike must pass just behind the stomach, for, if it

passes through the stomach, the fish will die. The movements of
these fish just below the surface of the water will attract the atten-
tion of herons from a distance of thirty yards.

To catch a solitary heron, one that has a fixed feeding ground,
a bagged heron is useful as a decoy. Its eyes should be ' seeled ' and
its ears carefully filled with cotton wool ; and three or four of the
flight-feathers of each wing should be tied together, the ends of the
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thread being fastened to some of the small feathers under the winf^s
to prevent it slipping down over the ends of the flight-feathers. In
this state the decoy-heron will stand qnite still within the boun-
daries of the net, while the wild heron, angry at the intrusion,
will settle and attempt to drive it away.

Instead of filling the ears with cotton wool, a long peg may be
driven into the ground at an angle of about 15^, and the decoy-heron
carefully perched on this. It will, in this position, sit quite still,

the eyes of course being seeled as before.

Fish not less than five or six inches long can be gutted and
dried in the sun for five or six days, and kept as food for the decoy :

before use, these di'ied fish sliould be soaked in water. Bird-catchers
usually feed their decoy-herons in this way. (Fish keep fresh

longer if not placed in water).

/

Heron-catching tn Kashmih.

Take thirty to forty black horse-hairs, knot them togethei* at

one end, wet them, roll them between the palms to twist them well,

and then knot the other ends together. Cut off the ends outside

the knots. The length of this horse-hair rope should now be

14| incl»es. Take a straight stick of hard wood, of the thickness of

a penholder, and eleven inches long; sharpen one end, and make
a slit about two inches long in the other end. Now double the

horse-hair rope to find the centre, and insert the centres (Fig. IV)

Fiir. IV.

in the split, to about one inch from the end of the stick. Above
tlie horse-hair rope, tightly bind the stick with kachcha sut (raw

thread), four times. Now take one end of the rope, and cross it

over this binding and through the slit, bringing it out at h on the

opposite side, and pull rather tight. Treat the other end of the

rope in the same way. Both ends

ing and stand out at right ano^les to the stick. Just above the

rope make two clove-hitches (that is, foui- half-hitchesT over the

top of the stick, with Jcachcha sfit, to keep the rope in its place.

Next make four half-hitches {d) just below, and cat ofF the spnre

loopthread.

knot on

round and over the rope close to the stick, over the opposite side

Bring the knot
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of the loop, round it and up again on the inside, and then through
the smaller loop thus formed, thus making a thumb-knot. By
this means a simple noose is formed bj a thumb-knot at what
was the loose end, round the standing portion, the knot being on
the underneath side when the noose is made. The diameter of
the noose is about one-and-a-half inches. Treat the other end in
the same manner.

When wetted and adjusted, these (viewed in plan) butterfly
nooses (Fig. V), should stand out at right angles to the stick, so

Fig. V.

that when the stick is planted upright in the water the nooses are
parallel to the surface of the water. Make two sets of these
nooses, thirty-six uprights with nooses in each set.

Fasten all the sticks of each set together by twine, the length
ot twme between two uprights being about eight inches ; the twine to
be fastened to the sticks at a distance of about four inches from the
pointed ends.

To set the nooses.—The depth of the water must be twelve
to thirteen inches. In this depth of water drive in a willow stake,
iireak oft its top about one inch above the water and smear
the top with mud, so that it may not be conspicuous. With this
stake as a centre and radii of fourteen and twenty-four inches, de-
scribe two concentric circles. Then dig out the space between the
circumferences of the larger and smaller circles to a depth of nine
or ten inches, using a wooden spade of which the blade is the
exact depth.

Erect one set of nooses along the inside of this trench, and the
other set along the outside. When in position, the nooses should
be parallel to the top of the water, but on a level with the natural
bottom, thar. is, on a level with the top of the trench (or not more
than half an inch above this level). The sticks should be about three
inches apart when set up. Keep the nooses at, what might vul-
garly be called, right angles to the circumference of the circles,
and place them chequerwise, the point of d noose being haK to
one inch distant from the outer circumference C, and the point of
e noose the same distance from the circumference B (Fig. VI).

^1,
\^'^

^f^^ ^^^ ^®^ ^^""^^ fi^e inches long, and with thethumb nail split up the back fi„ close to the top ray. Take a
piece ot kachcha 6^s;, and pass a clove-hitch over the top ray of the

ohi ?!• TA° '*^ ^^'^' ^"•^' allowing two-and-a-half to three in-

^ido k. 5' t u^-'^^'^^'^^^"^' ^ ^^'"^ ^ill'^^ upright, one on each
-side, the Hsh being 3ust belo'- +^^ o„..j;„„„ Ti? ?t^.'^ . mi
herons wading towards the ' flu
by one toe only.

The
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In Kashmir, herons can be so caught in April, when their food
is rather scarce ; but in June fish are plentiful, and the herons will

not take tfie bait: the shallow water, too, then gets liot and the

bait soon dies.

As a decoj, a live heron, its eyes seeled and its flight-feathers

tied together, can be tethered to a stake diiven into the ground,
so that the stake-head is well below the water. The decoy should
be picketed at a distance of about eij^ht paces fix)m the nooses.

Perhaps a dead heron acts equally well as a decoy. A stick

is run into it, from the vent up through the neck. The stick ia

round The
demeafh

keep close to the body. Tlie resemblance to a live bird, though
not very close, is said to be sufficient to deceive the herons.
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JUNE, 1907.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 5th June, 1907, at 9-15 p.m.

*

The Hon. Mk. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A., D.L.,
President, in the chair.

The following memhers were present :

—

Dr. N". Annandale, Mr. L, L. Fermor, Mr, D. Hooper, Dr.
H. H. Mann. Babn Pannhanan Mukhonadhvava- Pandit Pynmnffia

Mr
I

Woodley

Visitors ;—Mr. H, S. Cox, Mr, A. M. Heron, Mr. D. La
Touche, and Mr. H. Walker.

The President announced, with regret, the death of Major
D. M. Moir, I. M.S., a member of the Society. As a token of
respect, the papers on the agenda were taken as read and the
meeting adjourned after the formal business and the election of
new members.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Two hundred and seventy-one presentations were announced.

The Council reported that no meeting was held in May as a
quorum of members was not present.

The following ten gentlemen were ballotted for as Ordinary
Members :

—

Lt'CoL M. /. Kelawala, I.M.S., Ban^lore, proposed by
Lieut.-Col. D. C. Phillott, seconded by Captain C. L. Peart, I.A.

;

Mr. Colin Harington Browning^ M.A., Principal, Dacca College,

proposed by Mr. H. E. Stapleton, seconded by Lieut.-Col. D. C.

Phillott ; Captain J. fl". Morgan, I.A., Rawalpindi, proposed by
Lieat-Col. D. C. Phillott, seconded by Lieut. J. C- More, LA.

;

GoL J. G, Baricood, F.R.CS. (Edin.), R.A.M.C, Principal Medical

Officer, Presidency and Assam Brigades, proposed by Major
F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., seconded by Major W. J. Buchanan,
I.M.S. ; Mr, Harold Wright^ A.M.LC.E,, Calcutta, proposed by
Mr. H, G. Grraves, seconded by Lieut.-Col. D. C. Phillott; Lieut.

J. H. Stewart, I.M.S., Medical Officer, Gyantse, Tibet, proposed by
Dr. N^ Annandale, seconded by Lieut.-Col. D. C. Phillott; Dr.

G. Orissa Taylor, Chittagong Hills, proposed by Mr. D. Hooper,
seconded by Dr. H. H. Mann; Lieut.-Col. 0. jB. M. Green^

F.R.C.S., I.M.S., proposed by Major P. P. Maynard, I.M.S.,

seconded by Major W, J. Buchanan, I.M.S. ; Mr. B, C. J. Swinhoe^

Solicitor, Mandalay, proposed by Mr. T. H. D. La Touche, seconded
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by Lieut. -Col. D. C. Phillott ; and Dr. Miihammiid Ahdulla Al-

Mar)iu?i SuJirau'orthy, il.A., LL.D., proposed bj Mr. Hari Natb
De, seconded by Lieut.-Col. D. C. Phillott.

Tlie General Secretary read a letter from Dr. N. Annandale,

relative to liis paper on tbe Freshwater Polyzoa of India, pub-

lished in tbe '* Journal and Proceediugs" of the Society for Feb-

ruaiy, 1907:

—

" In my recent paper on the Freshwater Poljzoa of India I

stated {Journ. Asiat, Soc. Bengal, 1907, p. 92) that Hyatt's Pectina-

tella carteri had not been re-discoyered since its description. In

this I wns mistaken, for Dr. Stuhlman found statoblasts of the

same species in German East Africa in 1890 (Meissner ^^ Die

Moosthiere Oh Africas,'* 1895). Rousselet, who placed the species

in his new ge\\u^ LopJiopodell a, re-examined Carter's preparations

of statoblasts in the British Museum in 1904 {Joum. Quelcett

Micro. Gluh, 1904, p. 51). I am indebted to Mr. Rousselet for

a copy of his paper, but I have not been able to refer to Meissner's

work on the East African Polyzoa (or Bryozoa, as the Germans
prefer to call them).

"I shall be mach obliged if you will insert this note in the

'Proceedings ' of the Society as soon as possible, for my former
statement is apt to mislead zoologists in India/*

The following papers were taken as read

:

1. Note on the Shahin Falcon (Falco peregrinator and F.

barbarus).

—

By Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

This paper has been published in the Journal and Proceedings
for May 1907.

2. An Abnormal Branch of the Mango (Mangifera Indica,

Linn.).

—

By I. H. Burkill and Girish Chandra Bose.

3. Note on the Bed-headed Merlin (^salon chiquera).

—

By
LlEUT.-COLONEL D. C. PhILLOTT,

4. Some Pushtu Folk Tales collected by Mr. T). Donald,
Commandant of the Border Military Police and Saman Bifles,

Kohat.

5. Magnetic Induction in Spheroids.—Bv D. N. Mallick,
.A., B.bc. Communicated by the President.

The fourth and the fifth papers will be published in a sub-
sequent number of the Journal,

6. The fats of Garcinia species,—By D. Hoopek.
This paper has been published in the Journal and Proceed-

ings in May 1907.

7. A Fish trap from Northern Arahan.—By L H. Bdrkill.

8. Note on the History of the Caste System.—By A. M. T.
Jackson, I.C.S. -

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of
the Journal.
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49* A Fish Trap from Northern Arafcan

Bj I, H. BURKILL.

"T
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Plate YJI, illustrating the paper " Notes

from the Malay Peninsula," will be issued with

August, 1907.

on Clay Tablets

the Journal for

ERRATUM.

Page 462, last line, ami p. 463, first line.

For " out world -side," read *' world out-side
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rip of the same bamboo.
Then inside each rib a piece of the barbed rhachifl of a Oalamus
or Dsenumorofs is placed and boand, a« the drawing «hovr8, with
strips of a different rattan, not with baraboo. Laatly, a bamboo
pole is taken and pointed, for fixing into the river-sliinp^le, and
a stone is taken for a weight to hold the trap down. With one



49. A Fish Trap from Northern Arakan.

By I. H. BuRKiLL.

The Chins of Northern Arakan have a way of catching fish

which apparently has never been described. Thej set the trap

figured above in a rapid with the mouth down stream, and a bait

in the narrow end. The fish caught are hooked and held by the

barbs inside.

The traps seen by me are of one size, viz,, about 20 inches

long and 6 inches across the mouth. They are all made in

exactly the same way. A joint of bamboo—the common bamboo
of the deserted provision grounds of Northern Arakan—is slit into

seven or eight strips to the node and a little bit of basket plaiting

done towards the node with a single strip of the same bamboo.
Then inside each rib a piece of the barbed rhachis of a Oalantus

or Dsemonorop^' is placed and bound, as the drawing shows, with
strips of a different rattan, not with bamboo. Lastly, a bamboo
pole is taken and pointed, for fixing into the river-shingle, and
a stone is taken for a weight to hold the trap down. With one
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long

bamboo
to the base of the trap; but the strips of rattan to the pole pass
under the noose of the strip to the stone.

In January last I saw this type of trap fixed in a rapid of the
i'l-choang, thirty miles above its junction with the Koladan river,
but neglected to obtain specimens. However, after my return to
Calcutta two—the one here fio-nwr! nn#1 a.l/^+^ov._

missioner of Akyab.
traps. Major Stont

Mus
Major W

were very kindly

We »t

H

^ V



50* Magnetic Induction in Spheroids
4

By Pkof. D. N. Mallik.

The present paper deals with the problem of magnetic induc-
ition iu a magnetic substance iu the form of a prolate spheroid,
due to a current circulating in a wire wrapped round it along a
part of its length.

1. The first step is to solve the equation A^V=0 in spheroi-
dal harmonics in the usual way.

For this.

let X = h\/r^ — 1 sin 5 cos <p

y=h\/r'^ — l sin 5 sin ^

z = h r cos 6.

Then, since —

r

h f- = 1,
IfiK:,"^ -\y h\r^ -\) li'^r'*' '

vr= constant is a net of confocal prolate spheroids.

Now — = ^ig^-j— dr*+ (r« - cos* e)d9»+{r*-l) sin' 6 df

.-. transforniiug ^^V to r, B, <p, co-ordinates, we have

_8 p^-cos^g) (r»- 1) _^i^d
"1

' SF

8f\_ T^ — cosW J 8

+ ^/l 1 r^9 iVTTi" 9 i3v i
^^ L (r«-l) (r«-cos»6') J S5

a r^-cos,^6 f«-co«»d -|' SF „
+ - I —::

—

—-
. T-^
—- . .. . I — =

g^L r»-l ' (r« - 1 ) sini* eJ S^

8 . . ,. 8F 1 8 / . „ 8F\ r^-cos^e S^V
^^"

8r

/, ,xSF 18/. . SF\
.

»*-co8'^ 8«F ^

If V is independent of <p, we have simply,

8
, , ,

SF 1 8 / . « SF, ^
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Putting V=u^ P^ (cos 6)^ we have, since

1 d / .
.dp

sine d9
si^e !f^^ + «(«-|-l)P„= 0.

«„, given by — (/'-l) — -« (n + 1) n^ =

V =2J„ P„ (cos ^) P„ (r) + B„ P„ (cos 9) Q„ (r),

where P's and Q's are Legendre's functions of the first and second
kind.

2. It would be also useful at the stage to expand (distance) —^

in these harmonics

:

For this we have, writing

pS = £e* 4- T^s -^ 2%

= h^ (?^-siu2^)

A^^p^ + p'^ — 2pp' [cos a cos a'+ sin a sin a' cos ^^^ ]

where Asdistance between two points (/j, p'),

also, p cos a = jj

p sin a=\/ar* + ^*= ^\/r*— I sin ^, &c.

/. A»=A«[r»"-sin« ^+r'«-sin3 d'~2 rr' cos ^ cos ^'

"2 v/r»-l %/r'» ^ 1 sin B sin ^' cos (^-6')].

Now putting cos ^ =^ &c., and cos (<?"<^') = l5 for terras in-

dependent of ^, D, the corresponding value of A

^_r{r««l) + (r'«-.l]+/x« + /x'3-2rr'/x/

^' L "2v/r»-l v^r'2-1 v/l-/ii8 v/l-./2

In order to expand D-^ put y' = l, /= 1 ; and if D^ is the cor-
responding value of D,

r

/. obviously, ~J^ 2(2 « + l) P^ (/.) P^ (^0 Q^ (r) Q>').

3. To find the potential due to a circular current at a point
P, m any s^yslem oE harmonics.
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For this, it will be necessary to prove the following lemma.
4. Lemma. To find tlie solid angle (o)) subtended by any

surface at any point.

Let ds be the element of surface at any point ^, rj, C Let
a?, y, 0, be the co-ordinates of the point at which the solid angle
is to be found.

Let ^= angle between the outward drawn normal at the point
•and the line joining the two points.

/) = distance between the points.

^7i= element of outward drawn normal.

Then o>

m|(-«)+ +

s

-(-')
dn \pj

5. Ex. To find the solid angle subtended by a circular

wire at any point P in zonal harmonics f spherical)

-

Describe a sphere of radius r with the origin (G) as the centre

and having the plane of the given circle as one of its plane sec-

tions.

Let the axis of Z be the axis of the zonal harmonics, and a=
angle subtended by the radius of the circle at the centre.

Also let V = angle between any radius (5, f) and CP (= »*)

-ft.Tifl f}F!. the corresnondinff element of surface.

Then oi

7 ^
1

its

^^ (c* + r^ — 2rc cos 1^)2

: (-:v- (cos v)
J

if tZ.c

08 a /•^TT ^

dfjulf 2 ( /I + 1 ) ~Ph (cos v) where /xm cas 9^

n
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But P« (cos v)

Pn (/i) Fn (;«') + 22 )—-^ T U) T U') cos m<p-.^
(7j + 7n)!

whez^e the T's are Tessera! "harmonics.

cos a

2, [(cosa-i)-s» i.r:.[('-''')xr°^"H

Similarly, when r is greater than c.

Obs. It is clear that this method will enable us to find the-

potential due to a circular current in any S3^stenl of harmonics,

provided we choose the equivalent shell appropriate to these har-

monics.

6. To find the solid angle subtended at any point P by a

circular wire in spheroidal harmonics (zonal).

Let the axis of the zonal harmonics be the axis of revolution

of a spheroid having the plane of the circle as one of its plane-

sections, and, centre, the origin.
w

Then m ~ i ds . —
J • an

But from the theory of confocals, since r-= constant ^s a series-

of confocal spheroids we have

pdp^crlc (c= the major axis),

= h^rdr
t

I

where p is the perpendicular on the tangent plane at any pointr

from the centre

and dp^=dn.

' hh- 8r * \p/*
0} = i ds

B^t \^\ ^(2» + 1) Pn(fJi) Pn(/) Qn{r) . ^^C^'),

+ terms depending on ' ^

where /, ^' refer to tbe point P.
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1 1 fsiiiS^ cosS^l
Also -; = 77 -5—r + ,

,

or 2^

to)

p

and c?.^ = /,2^;53cos8^. ^/a^T. sin 5 i<^ (i^

2nj{r-^-\) sinOde S(2/. +1) P.(^) P.(^') QJ/) .

~d^'

remembering that
<f> terms disappear on integration between limita

and 27r.

Finally, since
dr r2-l'

o>

i

1)

N

Or, tbe potential (V) due to a current t\ circulating in the wire is

27rz-[^Q,(r') (/. 1) +

2 -r-rr F«f/i') Qn{r') (r«- I) (l-/x«) -r-.-^

7. To calculate tlie poteutial due to several turns of wire, we
liave to find the mean value of V in the first place.

i.e., calculate

Vdcda

dcda

.

r——- drdfi
rf(r/Lt)

I

8(ca)

where c= distance of any windin^r of wire from the origin

flf = radius of the Avinding
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8. We stall suppose tlie meridian section of the coil to be a

curvilinear area bounded by confocal ellipses [r = constant) and
confocal hyperbolas {6 = constant) so that r and /i may be treated

as independent variables.

This "will enable us to obtain an approximate solution of the

problem of induction in a soft iron rod in the form of a very

prolate spheroid, due to a coil of small thickness.

8 (ca) Sc 8a 8c 8a

/. the potential due to m turns

....[«oSi4' 4^-=»^^^l -''

(2«±1) *• P..U'^0.f,'^fC''^••.''«4n_,.,^^ ,.,_.N*
.H-x)-^-^»^'''^'^»^^Mfc'-^"^^^-''"^"'"-^^

+ (l-/i2)\/a-l)* \dr

2irmi\ Q(r')

|l + r^^^cos7i 'r-r\/ra-lj.~v/l-/i« 1

{
(l"/i«)'(ra-lf + (l--ft«)*(r«-"l)' IcZrd/^

where a^/dc da.

^here P, stands for P^Cm).

But since (l-/i*>) f __/iP„-i-«/x P^
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(l-/x«) dn=\nP«-i y/l-fi* dfx
dfi

«M^n v/l-M^ ci/i (2)

.'. from (1) and (2), we have,

+ 3 \v^l_^8. pn-X dtl . .,. . A

similarly, -LL \ ^ (,8_i) j^ = Q^ (^9_i)
W

3 \(2«-i \/r»"l dr . , . • B

w

n J dr Jx^r*-

c

<?r . . . . D

Q^ standing for Qn(r).

9. It is, therefore, necessary to evaluate the following
integrals

:

(1) IP, >/,*«- IJ/x ^ J (.say)

'(-5(2) \~r-=df. =_,/.. „

(3) l-T-^-i

(1)

(*) I Q. >//• - 1 * .

^'*'-^'
^•'^'^'^•J
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1 p ^ ilF

"^"'^')-^''''-i*]

-.\.I L_ r ... _ , ^t 'Jf•(i+—
i)'^"=;(^TTTl""-'' (7/A

dPn-1 ,-—
. v /*' — 1 f/^

d^L

1 r, „ , At/p«.
•[](/>^«-i)

w(?i+l) L -^
'. J/U,

[(2n-3)P„_2 + +] v/^^TTid^

dfi
• • V

Subtracting, we get,

dP„ -
i

|(2«-3)-,,(„-2)|.,T„- 2

(/.»-l)^' (2«-l)P4., +(«-3K».-l),J„_2

3

(m»-1)M (2».-1)P„.,

(?i-i)(»-3) n

^
(.,-l)(>.-3) ^^_ ^^ ..

n(n-2) 1

« + 3 f
»/« say.

dPn „ ..3

a/A
• (1 - f*a ) * (Z^ - ( I - ttS)l P„ + 3 ./„ from A
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[N.S.]

n + 3
—y%lJ^n say,

and it is to be remeiubered that T s / ^\ _ „2 J/x

nnd.T^=jas/T^d,M
F

+ \ { \nP„ +

1 \ ^ 1 r . dPn

\ K + l/ n(n-\-l) L '^

+ \{2n-3) ^LLi df. + + 1
V'/'^ -

1

^* 71

. («.-2)2 _i7„.2 = v/^»-l .-^^ + (2»-7) -i/„-4 + . . .

<2/u.

subtracting,

n« -i/„= -sZ/x-^-l . (2»-l) P„_i+ („-!)« .j/,B-a

-x/m«-1. [(2n-l)P,.y

(n-l)«
^

•)

. „3 I—

;

dfi^ - ?*' t -i/»

V^l-,xa^(2n-l)r„.i +

.</„ (say).

r„.

'^\^ ^'-'-''^-'''^'-''Av^^i''' ^-"^^
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i//„ (say),

-where -;/> '
"" "- . and -^A si

J

(3) \-^.ir= .f-^log^^i.^,TZi""- » Iv/r'^ ^*-l

2w-l T tir

• -^ «-i "I • .1. J. «_i I . . I /—-—

-

l.,/„logl±lW^^,,

r2«-i
+ +

1 T , r+1
2 -iIt. log -

r —

1

»8 ;7=-| {(2„-i)P.., + |2zi)!(,„_5)p,.3^ . .}

1 + +

i-iI„log^ + -j^(2n-lj_r,^i + +

2«-l ^
-:j -i7„-i + +
1 . ?l

(where the argument of the Ph and Ts is r and not /a)

n/ 1 dr

Q» -s/rs - 1 - I—r-=: d from (B)

Q* \^r*-l~\ l-il«-i log ^—

T

+ (^37» {(2«-3).,i;.2+.}
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2n-B
—li»-2 +

l.(»-l)

,Xn (saj),

• -0

In the particular case of ?i = l,

2\^V^;jri dr=Q, ^7^^-\-^:=dr
dr J ^r^ - 1

Qiv/r«-l-i I log IV^^
Q.^^ +.[^^3^^

J^

2n-2
where (2«-l) A2» =2

|
pn-2-^

^ _„ j?b-a+ . .

and (l-a;«)-' = l + 2)2«' + i'4,a!*+ ....

Similarly, \q» v^r^-J rfr=i \P« log^ y/^i*-i dr
1

%i ~ 1
. .]v/P«-i+ . . K/r»-l ir

V»log^ +—^[(2n-l),/,_i+ . .]

2u~l _

1 . n

and A + ?U "-^- (^-D* d
dlh

dr

Q^(,.»_l)f_3Q,I,_,log*"^^
1

f 2n-3 - ) "I n + 3 ._

Cl.(n~l) *
) J n + 1

n (say)^

Q
Moreover, IQo'V'*--! ^r+ i^l '~~7\ 2~| ^
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We have also \ <£c<ia = - i^8 \ | ___ + | dj<i/i

x//-«-l -s/I-m'

7l2 .

1 u' cosfe~^r.
2

' ^[m V^l

+ r\/r'— 1 sin
~

between limits.

10, The potential, therefore, becomes

27r mi
I

Qo (/) 5 1 + P tf
^'

cosA-V

v/;iri I
^z^\»

Za

^ 2n^l P.(M-) Q.(rO
J

taken between limits.

11. Calling this V and changing / into r and /a' into /x and

let V= C, Q,{r) + C, P^ if.) . Qi(r) + . . +

and F2= Bo Qoir)-hB, Pi(/x) Q,(r)+ + .

r

4

where T^^ and V^ are the potentials inside and outside,

respectively.

Then, since Vi~V^ at r = jB-=i -, where e is the eccentricity of
e

**he spheroid,

APi(B)==B, Qi(-5!)

Again from the equation of the flux,

on mi On
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but since an = .

P
we have

SFi SFg _ . SF
or or or 4

12. From these, the cuustants can be determined, vtz.

Qo{R)

or

A. (l + 4,rfc)^ + (Bn - 'Lnk C" ) ^ =0,

13. In particular, Aq= —'2vk Oologl
1 +
1-

^nd Gq= - 27rmi fl + h^r
1 -f- 2/x^a

8
cos^-v

v/1
- ^' v^^O ^:-^"

}
taken between limits.

In order to simplify this, we shall assume that tlie wire is

wrapped round half the spheroid. This amounts to talcing /i

between the limits 1 and 0.

In this case, "~T (''] f'l'""^-*)

and C.= -2nmi\ 1 +— log^^^—^^-^

where uj, C], are axes of the outer confocal.

If X be the total thickness of the layers of wire,

ai = a + A, c, = c/l + —
a.«-a«

c*

ell +
cJ

1 tiearlj

/. log-^^ i^logl 1 + -

c + a
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and OjL €^ — ac= cX
(' ^ f).

Oo = - 27rm-l I 1 + nearly

.

14. If now 3f be the magnetic induction at any point of the-

surface,

^

Ail— r° "SB 1 V^-lB'^^-lEJ^-^'^^^

(l + 47r;^)i) r^ ^Qo
, <cj^"

h^B I " (?E " dB

dB
1 +

A. 1
'^^^

(l + 47rA-)

i'^CM)

Q„(E) di? ^ ^ dii: )

(i+ir^l —° + S0„ ^-. KI"-«"§)-.«

But Qn{r)^\ Pn log - P..1 - . . .

— ^ . loo* :^-^ - I -r . —I— + +
dr dr ' ° r — 1 r*— 1 L 1 . n " dr

-I

* (ir ^ dr ~ r* — 1 L ^ • *** V <^^ ^dr)

when r = E = 1, very nearly, the left-hand side is = a very large-

negative quantity = - ——- very nearly.

and /. Q„ —^ is large compared -R^ith -—^ .

dix dh;
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Also M- ^ ^ '

km ( B» - 1) [-»

+ 2 (7« —

T

Tp"
I
very nearly.

Moreover, it can be proved, as is a priori evident, that Oi, O^r

&c., are of decreasing magnitudes.

As a first approximation, therefore, we may reject all but the

first term, and we have

2eh- log (1 + -

^ (l + 47r^) 2irmt| 1+ ^

a»
37r\ {''$) 'J.
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51. Notes on Clay Tablets from the Malay Peninsula*

..By Rakbaldas Banerji.

With an Introductory Note
—

^

- * -

67/ N. Annandale, Officiating Superintendent^ Indian Mtiseu^.

Intkoductory Notk.
'

In the ethnology of the Malay Peninsula no probleJm is more
difficult to unravel than that of the date or dates and the place or

places of origin of the many Indian factors in tl»e arts and legends

of the Malays and of the Siamese of the northern states. The
difficulty of attacking the problem is increased by tiie vagueness
of the idea implied in the term Indian, and it will perhaps clear

away misapprehension if I point out that it is not intended that this

term should have a restricted meaning, for by "Indian factors"

All that is meant is factors derived from peninsular India. Influ-

ences so derived are obviously of very diverse kinds so far as the
Malays^ have been concerned, for these people have been indebted

to India not only for the Buddhistic and Hindu beliefs which they
still retain unwittingly, but also in large measure for the religion

of Islam,* which they all profess. The Siamese of the Malay
States are Buddhists much in the same way as the Malays are

Muhammadans, but in their legends and incantations, just as W
those of the Malays, references to members of the Hindu pantheon,

especially to Bama and Hanuman, abound, side by side with in-

vocations and threats to or against local spirits and demons such
^as people the mythology of all primitive races--

It has often been assumed that the Indian invasion of Malaya,
which was in all probability a peaceful one, started from Southern
India, and the fact of long-continued intercourse between the

Madras coast and the western ports of the peninsula cannot be
doubted- As 1 have pointed out elsewhere,^ this inteicourse still

persists, very little changed directly by European influences-

There are many similarities * between the Muhammadanism of the
" Labbies " of the Indian shore of the Gulf of Manaar and thd^t'of

the Malays, and I think that it would Hot be impossible to find

.a

r I 'i

1 See Annandale, Fasciculi Malayensis^ Antbrop. I^ p. 91, Liverpool, 1903,

'Bnd Newboldt Political and Statistical Account of the British Settlements in the

Straits of Malacca, Vol. II, p. 193, London, 1839.
2 Crawford's Indian Archipelago, Vol. IT, p. 260. He mentions the "longer

and more intimate intercourse '* with the Arabs and the Mahomedans ofj the
eastern coast of India.

3 Me7noirs of the Asiatic Society ofBengalyYol, I, Snppl., p. ii.

* e.g. as regards the 'Aq'tqah ceTQmonj (see StBf>]^ton, Menfi. A-siaiffi iSoc*

Bengal, I, p. 32, 1905).
- ^
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striking parallels between the objects in daily use, and especially

tbe patterns with which these objects are adorned, among the two
races ; but this is a wide question which I cannot discuss at present.

The fact, however, that Rama and Hanuman play an important

part in the folklore of the Malay Peninsula both among Muham-
madans and among Buddhists is perhaps worthy of note in con-

nection with the legends which link these demigods with the Gulf

of Manaar and especially with the region round Adam's Bridge;

for it is from this region that a large proportion of the '' Klings "

now permanently or temporarily resident in Malaya, have come.

I would even hazard a suggestion that it is largely owing to the

commercial activity of the " Labbies" and their ancestors that

the Malays of the mainland were first converted from pure Sha-

manism to Hinduism, and then from Hinduism to what they call,

in phraseology of curiously mingled derivation, the agdma Islam.

In making this suggestion, I do not lose sight of the fact that

certain of the Indian elements of Hindu origin found in the ethno-

graphy of the peninsular Malays have probably been derived fi'om

Southern India by way of Java. The colossal ruins of that island

form a document in the study of Indian influence outside India far

more definite and satisfactory than any now to be found in Malaya,
and there can be very little doubt that the Javanese ^ have played
an important part in the history of the arts, if not of the politics,

of the Malay Peninsula.

It has been thought by some that the Hindu elements in

.Malay ethnography were probably derived from intercourse with
Buddhists. Many of these elements are of so general a nature
that either of the two religions might have fostered them, and fur-

ther, it is probable that the Buddhism which influenced Malaya
was of a type which had relapsed a considerable part of the way
to Brahminism. Therefore, it has been held, even direct refer-

ences to essentially Hindu deities may have been taught by
Buddhists to the ancestors of the Malays. There seems to be
no "positive evidence, however, that the southern part of the
Malay Peninsula, in which part only Malays and aboriginal tribes

lived until comparatively recent days, was ever a Buddhist
country. This is the part of the peninsula which is nearest to
Java and in which legends referring to the Javanese are most
prevalent, and there can be no doubt that Indian Hindus visited

Java at an earlier date than Indian Buddhists. At any rate in
the northern part of the peninsula, every ruin of unlcnown origin
is popularly assigned to the Siamese,^ and the Siamese claim, pro-
bably because of mistaken ideas,^ even to have occupied the island
of Singapore at the extreme southern point* The term Siamese
among the Malays is synonymous with Buddhist, and at any rate

See
Itad., 1902. pp. 541-545.

« Cf. Blagden in Journ. Eoy. Asiat, Soc, 1906, p. 115.
* But see Geriai, who takes a different view, in Journ. Roy, AsiaL Soc

1905, p. 493.
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in Perak and the Patau! States orang Slam generally means no
more tban a professor of Buddhism. Ycvy little reliance can be
placed on legends referring to the Siamese, as tlieir name would
seem to have been applied to any northern race who were not
Chinamen and whose skins were not very dark ; very dark people
would probably have been called orang Klit^g, whatever their reli-

gion might have been. The phrase orang Kling Islayn (^'.e., a
Muhammadan from Madras) is quite legitimate, at any rate in

Patani Malay, Moreover, although it is very doubtful whether
the Siamese, who arc a comparatively recent nation, ever occupied
any part of the peninsula south of the states of Senggora and
Trang at all permanently, there is no doubt that in the seven-

teenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, if not earlier, they
were in the habit of making hasty southward raids which struck
terror into the Malays and became a fruitful source of legend

—

aud this although the practical effect of the raids was small.

Evanescent legends arising from sudden catastrophes of the kind
are always liable to be antedated and to confuse events of com-
paratively recent times ^vith others long antecedent to them and
differing from them widely even in essential facts.

In the Straits Settlements, Job ore and the Federated Malay
States, Buddhism does not now exist except Bniaong recent immi*
grants. In Kelantan and Trenganu its position is precarious, the

great majority of the population professing Muhammadanism,
which gradually becomes less and less predominant towards the

north. North of Kedah on the west coast of the peninsula and of

Patani on the east, however, Buddhism is not only the reliijion of

the majority but even appears to be gaining a firmer hold upon
the people as the political influence of Siam increases. This Bud-
dhism is of the modern Siamese type (which has chnracteristics

of its own) and is possibly of recent growth ; there is considerable

evidence to show that it has not originated from direct intercourse

with India. In the State of Trang, from which came the tablets

described in the present paper, practically the whole of the 'inland

population consists of ** Siamese" {i.e.^ Buddhists) and Chinamen,
while the "sea-folk" of the coast are pai-tly " Malays " (Muham-
madans) and partly "Kaffirs" (pagans). The images found in the

temples attached to the Siamese monasteries are of the somewhat
peculiar type best if somewhat loosely described as *' Indo-

Chinese," differing greatly from the Indian tablets found in caves

but agreeing with the fitjures made by other Buddhists in the

peninsula. Babu Rakhal Das Bannerjee has described the Indian

figures in detail, and I need not attempt to point out the points

which stamp them as Indian,

In the Patani States and elsewhere on the east side of the

main range which forms the backbone of the Malay Peninsula,

tablets of another type, to one of which Babu Rakhal Das Ban-
nerjee refers at the end of his paper, are found in large numbers.
I have seen them by the hundred in the Siamese state of Jalor^

and apparently they are just as common in those parts of Pahang
in which there are suitable sites for the cave-temples of which the
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Siamese are so fond. There is a tradition among educated Siamese

that these tablets were placed in their present position in the

caves by the armies which raided the peninsula in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, and there is nothinj^ improbable in

this tradition* It is quite evident that these tablets are mucli

more modern than those from Trang, although both are popularly

believed to be the work of spirits, no tradition persisting among
the peasantry as to their true origin.

In connection with the Trang tablets I should mention the

peculiar people known in Sjam as Kong Phram or Pram, a phrase

which is usually translated *' Brahmins." These people have their

headquarters in the State of Lakon or Nakawn Sitamarat, which
Trang

liram

erreat

regarded as a sacred caste. They have, moreover, certain peculiar

customs ; for instance, they do not burn their dead as the majority of

the Siamese do in normal circumstances, but bury them in a kneeling
or squatting attitude. Kot the least interesting fact ascertained
regarding them is their possession of books of leo-end and ritual

written in some Sanscritic lai ^—^v. ^.«v-* than Pali. Copies of

9 bv Mr. W. W. Skeat » who tell^

me that he hopes to make arran^jements regarding their publica-
tion. Until this is done it will be impossible to say whether
there is any i^al connection between the tablets found in caves
in Trang (in which state it is commonly believed that there were
formerly a few of thft Phram) and this mysterious people. Mr.
A. Steffen {Man, 1902, No. 25) states that several tribes of Phram
are Wa
eighth century A.D.. giving as his evidence a somewhat vague
reference to palm-leaf MSS. I understand that his information
was derived from a vernacular periodical published in Siam for
the preservation of historical information contained in the lib-

raries of those monasteries whose MSS. were not destroyed in the
Burmese invasion at the end of the eighteenth century, in which
the royal archives atAyuthia were burned.

The history of the Malay Peninsula, as will be clear from
what has been already said, is a most obscure subject. It was
only after the coming of the Portuguese at the beginning of the
sixteenth century a.d. that authentic records began to be kept

;

every event before that date is problematical and can only be dis-
cerned dimly and without the satisfaction of a date. Such relics

rather
paper

they are of great interest in the study not only of Malay
but also of Indian history. We in India are perhaps too apt
regard
race His-

m
TT

^ Sde SkeAt, Report BritUh d»f^oc., l^QO, p/393 ; alsf> in Man, 1902, No. 125-
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side that have affected India, but comparatively little notice has
been taken of the manner in which India has influenced the worid
outside. The influence of Indian thought in Tibet has lately been
dealt with by several members of this Society, and even the fate
of Indian philosophy in Japan has been discussed ; but except for
a paper by one who is not a member of the Society and does not
reside in India, our recent publications contain few references ta
the islands of the " Indian " Archipelago, which forms, together with
the Malay Peninsula, an ethnological region profoundly influenced
by thoughts and arts which had their origin in the peninsula of

Hindustan.
To return fco the narrower question of the tablets with which

this paper deals more directly ; I should say that the tablets were
found in the floor of caves which were apparently at one time used
as Buddhist temples. At least two such caves have been found in

the state of Trang. Mr, A, Steffen has described the sites in
detail in Man, 1902, No. 125.

N. Annandale.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TABLETS.

The five tablets which are described in the following pages
were shewn to me by Dr. Annandale about three months ago,

Tliey have since been presented by him to the Indian Museum.
They were discovered on the eastern side of the Malay Peninsula.

The five tablets are of various sizes, oval in shape, with a

pointed top, and bear impressions both on the obverse and the

reverse. They are of baked clay. Though they come from the

ilalay Peninsula, they are decidedly Indian. Tablets of clay have
been discovered in large numbers in India proper and fall into two
classes. The first class, known as " civic, ** has received scant notice

until a recent period when Dr. Bloch's discovery of a large number
of them on the site of the ancient Vaisali gave a considerable

impetus to its study. The second class is known as "votive.

The tablets under discussion belong to the latter class. Pilgrims

when visiting holy places usually dedicate some object near the

principal shrines. In this way the vast number of temples

in Hindu and Buddhist Benares have grown up, and the large

mound near the Mahabodhi Temple has accumulated. The
offering may be anything from a huge temple of stone or brick

to clay representations of them, a few inches in length. These
votive tablets or seals were placed singly or one over the other,

thus indicating that the donor had come on pilgrimage alone or

accompanied by his wife. When the whole family went 'on

pilgrimage together they placed their votive seals in an earthen

vessel. Such vessels full of seals have been found in large num-
bers at Bodh'Graya, and some perfectly preserved specitnens

can now be seen in the ^luseum Gallery.* These votive seals

usually bear impressions ou one side only which consist either

>»

f

ft f
'' I * ——r-t—

I Anderson's Catalogue and Handbook o( the AYch^ologicnl Collections

in the Indian Museam, Part II, p. 63. B. G., 192-200.
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of a Buddha or some otlier deity of the Mahayanist Bud-

dhist Pantheon or a Chaitya accompanied by the Buddhist

formula " Ye Dhamma hetu, etc.," or some other suitable quotation

from the Buddhist Scriptures. I gather from Dr. Annandale that

such votive seals are ntimerous in the Far East. When I saw
these seals for the first time, I thought that they had been

obtained from some part of India proper, so Dr. Annandale's state-

ment that they came from the Malay Peninsula came to me as a

surprise. These seals possess three well-marked characteristics

for which they should hold a promiment place in the study of

Indian antiquity and history, as Dr* Annandale has already

pointed out, we have paid more attention to the outside influences

which have affected India than to that sphere out of India where
Ind
three characteristics are

:

a preponderant influence. The

(1) The human figui-es on the seals are decidedly Indian, as

a glance at the accompanying photograph will show. The human
representations on them offer a contrast when compared with those

on the seals from Burma and other places in the Far East.^ On
the other hand they compare favourably with the Northern Indian
Buddhist sculptures. If we compare the largest of these five seals

with one of the sculptures from Sarnath now in the Indian Musuem,
we find that they resemble to a considerable extent both in execu-
tion and in the seal. The branching lotus-stalks and the figures

on them are undoubtedly similar.^

(2) All of these seals bear inscriptions and their characters
form the second of the three characteristics. The characters of these
seals are Indian. They are Northern Indian Nagari characters
of the 11th century a.d. Some seals bearing inscriptions

in Northern Indian chai^cters were sent to Dr. Kern of Leyden by
Mr. C. 0. Blagden, who has described them recently.^ But Dr.
Annandale informs me that these seals do not l>ear any human
representation or symbol on them. Dr. Kern has not specified to

which group of northern characters they belong. Mr. Vikrama
Singhj of the Oxford Institute, has already noticed that the charac-
ters on these seals are Northern Indian. On a closer examination 1
find that they resemble the characters of the Benares grant of Karna-
deva and those of the grants of the Rathorsof Kanauj- Roughly
speaking they belong to the western group of the Nagari of the
11th Century a.d. as distinguished from the eastern group of the
Nagari of the same century as found on the Deopara inscription
of Vijaya Sena of Bengal, The presence of these seals thus be-
comes of much importance in the study of the history of India.
Their presence can be accounted for in two ways ;

(a) That there was a colony of Northern Indians in the Malay
Peninsula.

i Anderson's Catalogue, Part II, p. 173-4 " Terra Cotta Medallions''
from Rangoon.

« Anderson's Catalogue, Part II, p. S. 5.
3 Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (Straits Branch} 1903, p. 205.
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(6) Or that these seals or their moulds were carried by Bud-
dhist pilgrims from India as souvenirs or relies. Dr. Annandale's
remarks on the mysterious Prams, and their sacred books in a
Sanskritic language lead me to believe the first to be the most
probable cause.

(3) As will be shown later on, the deities represented on these

seals belong to the Mahayana School. It is of interest to note
that while the Buddhism prevalent in Burma is of the Hinayana
School, the relics of Malay-Asia are those of theMahayana School.
The researches of Messieurs Barth, Senart and Kern have proved
that Cambodia and Java received its Buddhism from Northern
India, and now it seems that Malay also received its religion from
Northern India. It may be noted in this connection that all in-

scriptions hitherto discovered in the Malay Peninsula ai-e in cha-
arcters which belong to the southern variety of Indian characters,

while those on these seals belong to the western variety of North-
em Indian Nagari of the 11th century A.D., so even among Far-
eastern antiquities they occupy an unique position.

Out of these five seals the largest is in a state of imperfect pre*

servation (see plate). Fortunately duplicates of these are preserved
in the Oxford University Museum and have been published by
Messrs. Steffen and Annandale.^ This seal measures 4| inches by

3f inches and is oval in shape. It bears a ]arge impression on the

obverse and five small impressions on the reverse. The impression

on the obverse is pear-shaped and represents a Buddha seated on
a lotus throne inside a shrine in the centre. Similar shrines are

to be found on the sides of the votive stnpa from Magadha-*
Such shrines have also been found on seals from Bodh-Gaya, and
some well-preserved specimens are in the Indian Museum.** The
hands of the Buddha inside this shrine are in the Dharviacakra
Mudro, or in the attitude of teaching or delivering a sermon. The
shrine itself is supported by a larger lotus. On each side of the

shrine there is a small votive stupa. Below the lotus, which
supports the shrine, there is an inscription in four or five irregular

lines in the Nagari of the 11th century A.D, It consists simply of

the Buddhist votive formula " Ye Dharma, etc." Surrounding
this central shrine there are eight other figures each seated on a
lotus and with a halo around their heads indicating their divine

nature. It is to be observed that the human figures on this seal

are arranged along thx^ee vertical lines, having three figures to

each line. The figures in the central line are sitting cross-legged

(Vajraparyanka Ntsannah) while those in the first and third line

are squatting on their haunches, I fully believe that these

A Man, 1902, No, 125, p. ITSj pi. M. Dr. Annandale obtained some seals

for the Oxford University Museum from Mr. Steffen, oat of which these five

duplicates were retarned to liim.

2 Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey of India, 1903-4, p. 220,
Fig. 2.

3 Anderson's Catalogue, Part II, pp. 60-61. Cunningham's Mahabodhi,
p. 51, pi. xxiv.
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attendant figures each represent a Bodhisattva of the Mahayanist
own

the researches of M. Foucher. M
cher*s works I have been able to identify only one of these atten-

dant figures, and so I shall be obliged to describe the other figures

simply. The hands of these figures are in different positions and
they are seated in different postui^es. It is impossible to identify

any of these attitudes with any particular mudra since they hnre
with

ure^ ^ on the top of the shrine. It is seated

on a full-blown lotus and on its breast there is a garland or neck-

lace. On each side of the halo there is a small votive stupa sup-

ported on a miniature full-blown lotus. On each side of the arch

of the shrine there is a figure seated also on a lotus. Ifear the
left arm of the right-hand side figure occurs the Nagari letter ye^

and near the upraised right-hand of the left-hand side figure the

word Dliarmn also in Nagari. Below this on each side of the
shrine there is a similar figure. Just below the inscription under
the large lotus there is a single figure, on each side of which there
is, in a position similar to those on the sides of the arch of the
shrine, a figure also seated on a lotus. Oat of these eight atten-

dant figures I have been able to identify only one, which is just

below the inscription under the large lotus. In the seal before me
this figure has been much injured. But the duplicate in the
Oxford University Museum is in a better state of preservation,,
and I describe the figure from the plate published in the Man.
The figure has only two arms. The right hand is stretched for-

wards and holds another smaller figure in its palm, while the left

holds a round object which may be a Kamandalu. It is sitting

cross-legged (Vajra-paryanka-nisanoab), With the exception of
one thing this figure resembles the description of Hari-hari-hari-
vahauodbhava-lokesvara discovered by Dr. Foucher in the Sadhana
of this Bodhisattva in the Cambridgre and Paris MSS. The des-
cription is as follows :

** Purvoktavidhanena S^unyatabhavananantaram Sita-hrih-
kara-nispannarh Hari-hari-hari-Vahanodbhavam Bhagavantam
Aryavalokitesvaram Sarvangasuklam jatamukutinam S'antavesaih
(Sadbhujam) Daksinakarena Bhagavantam Tathagatam Saksinam-
kurvantam, dvitiyena-ksamaladharinarii Tritiyena Dohkuhakam
lokamupadarsayantam, vamena dandadharam, dvitiyena Kysna-
jihadharam, trtiyena Kamandaludharam, Simha-Gariida-Visnu-
skandha-sarusthitamatmanam dhyatva ; Orh hrih hum iti man-
trfl-m innpf. "1

"After meditating on S'unyata or void in the
manner prescribed above, and after meditating oneself as the noble
lord Avalokitesvara evolved out of the white (mystic) syllable hrih
rising from the ffod who has Hari-hari-hari Ca lion, the mvthical

tram japet.

Translation.

\ -

p. 35.

1 E'tade Sur L'Tconographie Boaddhiqiie de L'Inde, Deuxieme Pj^rtie,
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bir^ Garuda and the lord Visnu) as his vehicle white in all his
limbs crowned with clotted hair, dressed in a manner inspirinf?

tranquillity of mind (with six hands), with the right hand calling
the lord Tathagata to witness, holding a rosary in the second
(right hand), pointing out the world as badly deceived, holding a
staff in the left hand, a black-antelope skin in the second (left)

hand, and a Kamandalu (water-pot) in the third (left hand), and
riding on the shoulders of a lion or Garuda or Visnu ; one shoixld

repeat the mystic formula * Om hrih hum/ "

It is to be observed that the form of Lokesvara here described
I

possesses six arms, whereas the figure under consideration has only
two. But this difference is not of much importance since the
number of hands in Buddhist Iconography cannot be strictly

limited and the figure on the seal and the description in the
Sadhana figree in two of their main characteristics.

The figure ou the seal holds in his right hand a smaller figure

which is evidently the image of the lord Buddha whom the Bodhi-
sattva holds as witness {Bhagavantam Tathagatam S^ksinam-Kiir--

vantam). On the Oxford duplicate of the seal I find the head of

an animal with open jaws under the seated figure. This undoubt-
edly is a lion (Skt. hari) which is one of the Vahanas of this

Bodhisattva.
r

Out of the remaining four seals three are from the same die.

These seals measure 3J inches by 3 inches and bear a single im-
pression on the obverse. It z'epresents a four-armed figure seated

on a lotus nnder a canopy and with a lialo around its head.

Without doubt this is the Bodhisattva Avalokite^vara, surnamed
Padmapani. On the right side of his head there is a stupa, and
just below this an inscription consisting of ** Ye Dharma, etc." in

seven lines in the Nagari characters of the 11th century A.u.

The Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara is usually recognised by the pre-

sence of his spiritual father the divine (Dhyani) Bnddha Amitabha.
The number of arms in this case also cannot be limitedj Accord-
ing to Dr. Vogel in the case of a four-armed Padmapani one of

the right hands is stretched out in the gift-bestowing gesture

iYarada U'udrS) while the other holds a rosary (Aksa-sutra), and
one of the left hands holds a lotus stalk, the other holding a book
or Kamandalu. In this image, however, the first of the right

hands holds a string which may be a rosary, but I think it is a
snare (Pa§a) which is found on certain figures of Avalokites-

vara.* This form of the Bodhisattva is known as Amoghapasa.^
The other rii^ht hand is in the Varada Mudra. The first left

hand holds a lotus-stalk, the other being placed on the lap. But
this left hand is indistinct in all of the tl»ree specimens and
also in the Oxford University Museum's specimen, so that it is

impossible to know whether it hold.^^ a Pustaka or a Kamandalu

1 Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey of India, 1903-4, pl'214*!&i
2 Griiawedel and Bartceas'w Buddhist Art in India, p. 121*. fiors. 105-6.

3 Archseologisch Onderzoek of Java en Mndnra/pl 19, I9n, This statile'

is inscribed with the name of the Bodhisattva. It has eight ftfms. ' '
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M. Fouclier's book quotes a Sadhana lu which the Lokanatha has

only two arms :

—

"Namo Lokanathaya
Purvavat Kramayogena Lokanatham S'asiprabhain

Hrih-Kara-ksarasaiiibhutam Jatauiukutamanditaih

Vajradharmajatantahstham-asesaroganasanam
Varadam daksine haste vame padmadharam tatha

Lalitaksepasamstham tu Mahasaumajam prabhasvaraih,

etc;' 1

Translation.— ^* Om adoration to Lokanatha. In the same
order as before one should meditate upon Lokanatha bright as the

moon, evolved out of the mystic syllable hrib> decorated with a

crown of clotted hair, bearing in the midst of clotted hair Vajra-

dharma (a name of Amitabha), the curer of all diseases without

exception, offering boon by his right hand and holding a lotus in

the left, assuming the Lalita posture, exceedingly bright and hand-

some, etc."

The last seal is oval in shape but one of its extremities has
been shaped into a point* Tt measures 3f inches by 2^ inches.

The impression on the obverse is very shallow. It represents a

woman seated on a lotus with one foot tucked under her, while
the other dangles from the lotus. It has two arms. The right

hand is in the Varada Mudra, Avhile the left holds a round object-

Behind the figure the back of the throne is clearly visible, while

over her head appears a garland. Similar garlands are placed in

the arches of the shrines of Nepal and Burma. This figure coin-

cides well with the description of Mahattari-Tara in the Sadhana
MSS :—

Taram Syamam Dvibhujarb Daksine Varadam Vame Sana-
lendivaradharam Sarvabharanabhusitam Padmacandrasane Par-
yankanisannam Vicintayet." *

Translation.—" One ehould meditate upon Tara, black, with two
arms, offering a boon in the light and holding a blue lotus with its

€talk in the left hand, decorated with all ornaments, sitting cross-

legged, on a cushion made of the moon and a lotus."

The round object in the left hand is most probably the lotus

flower with its stalk (Sanalendivara). The only difference is that

here the lady is not sitting cross-legged, but with one leg dangling
from the seat. This is the correct posture of Tara as found in

Nepal.s

On the reverse of the first seal there are five small impressions,
and on the reverse of this seal there ai^e two impressions consist-

ing of the votive formula ** Ye Dharma, etc.**

* E'tude Sur L'lconographie Bonddhiqae de LTnde Deaiietne Partie,
p. 23.

2 E'tude Sur L'Iconogaphie Bouddhique de L'Inde Denxieme Partie,

p. 64. The figure on this seal is exactly like that of Tara from the Indian
Museum reproduced in Foucher E'tude Premier partie, Fig. 23- See also the
seals from Sohtiag, J,R.A,S., 1900, p. 433, pi. V.

S Oldlield's Sketches from Nipal, Vol. II, p. 172.
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Dr. Annandale also placed at my disposal a pliofcogi^apli of two
seals from Goali Gam"bar (*^ Image Cave), " Ula Pahang, on the
eastern side of the peninsula, which are now in the Raffles

Museum, Singapore. One of these seals is very small and too far

gone to be of any use. The larger one is in a somewhat better

state of preservation. It possesses six figures in two row^s, three
in each. In the first row the figures are similar in size and are

seated in the posture of meditation {DhySina Diudra), on each
side of the head of the central figure is a chaitya. In the second
row the central figure is much larger and is seated on a raised

seat, while the other two are standing. The figures in the first

row are Buddhas, and the central figure in the second row has a

seven-hooded snake on its head as a canopy which marks him out

as the Divine Buddha Amoghasiddhi.^ This Dhyani Budda is

also to be found on the headdress of Khadiravani Tara.^ The
human figures in this photograph are short thickset figures, re-

minding one of the figures from Java, and form a good contrast to

the tall, graceful, lithe figures of the seals described abov^e.

In conclusion, I beg to acknowledge that I have received much
help from Pandit Vinoda Vihari Vidyavinoda, the Archaeological

Grallery Assistant of the Indian Museum, specially in the identifi-

cation of the figures.

ADDENDUM.

Pandit Vinoda Vihari brought to my notice two stone votive

stupas bearing figures of Amoghasiddhi. One of them is placed

on a square pedestal of stone. The base of this stupa is circular

and plain. On this base a huge serpent is lying coiled, and on the

back of the serpent is a large full-blown lotus. The dome of the

stupa is placed on this lotus. There are four statues on the four

sides of the dome, and one of them is a representartion of Amogha-
siddha having the seven-hooded snake above its head. It is

sitting in the Abhaya mudrcL, The other figures are seated respec-

tively in the Dhyana, Varada and Bhumisparsa mudras, and so-

are the figures of the Dhyani Buddhas, Amitabha, Katnasam*
bhava and Ak§obhya.^

In the front of the figure of Aksobhya there is a vajra on the
pedestal.

The other votive stupa (Br. 14), which is larger in size, is of
greater importance to iconographists. The pedestal of this stupa
is circular. The base of the chaitya is placed on a full-blown

lotus above this pedestal. In this chaitya there are five niches

around the base, each holding a Dhyani Buddha. Generally four
Buddhas are figured around votive stupas.*

X Cf- Oldfield's Nepal, Vol. II, p. 169, and Grunwedel and Bnrgesa* Bud-
dhist Art in India, p. &^

* Foucher, E'fcude Deuxietne Partie, p. 65.

3 Gf . the description of this in Anderson's Catalogue and Handbook of
the Archaeological Collections in the Indian Mnseam, Part II, p. 81, Br. 13,

* Annual Report of the Archseological Survey of India, 1903*4, p. 220-
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Here we find AmogLasiddhi facing the east "with his seven-

hooded serpent canopy seated in the Abhaya madra on a throne

home by two Garudas. Amitabha is facing the west and is

seated in the Dhyana . naudra on a throne home by two pea-

cocks. Ratnasambhava is seated facing the south in the Yarada
naudra on a throne borne hy two horses. There are two niches

facing the east. One of theih contains the figure of Aksohhya seated

in the BhumisparSa mudra on a throne borne by two elephants.

The other niche contains a figure of Vairocana seated in the Dhar-
macakra mudra on a throne borne by two lions ( Siiiiha),

'

Statues of Vairocana are not very common. !Mahamahopadhyaya
Hara Prasada Sastri informs me that Vairocana is represented only
on the great caitya at Svayambhunatha iti Xepal, and so this may
be a copy of that stupa. This conjecture is confirmed to„ some
extent by the presence of the "eyes of the Adi-Buddha " on the

hase of the umbrella wliich are also to be found only on the

Syayambhu caitya.* Curiously enough hoth of the caityas come
from Behar. They belonged originally to the Asiatic Society of

Bengal.

^ri

n r

A For the description of the Dhyanl Buddhas see Oldfield's Sketches
from Nepal, Vol. II, pp. 166-169.

2 Cunningham'g Bhilsa Topes, p, 8. For a representation of the
Svayambhu caitya see Oldfield's Nepal, Vol. I.
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52. Some Pushtu Folk Talcs.
J

By D. Donald.
.J

Commandant of the Border Military Police and Samana Rifles, Kohat.
i.

I.
-/

Yo sari na dasi wai cKe haga khara wogwainclla wakte clie

akhpla khaza war bande raghla o pah de halat ke haga waledalo.
kaze sara ham-bistreDhaga shpe sari akple

khaza munkir shwala o dasi

sara

wail ta

kevala lekin

ta khara ziat khwand
warkoi de kar la uoa khara wasata. Sari der was wukfa lekin

khaza akhple khabre bande tlnga shwala. Sari yo mulle ta lar o

da de khabra ilaj gwakkhtalo, mulla war ta wowail akhpale kor
ke dua waroona jor ka o bia de tol qaum ziafat wukr. Hag'a
wakht che sare kha mor shwal warta soal wukra che doe ke
hagoe che khare ghwaindale de pa yoe lare laj she o nor pa
bale lare. Tol qaum dhaga war na wowatal che dha khare
ghwaindoonki la Mnqarar wa. Khaza no poheda che da aib tash

ba ma chektan ke nishta o war ta goona wobakhala.

II.

Sare da sind ba yoe ghare bande ghusal kwalo o ba bal

ghare bande halikan be jarae mnshgalidal. Sare der fiqar wur-
ta kowal o ba akhir ke dasi wail. De raghae yo halk che kha-
toori pa shan koona lari o ze lambhe na sham wahule.

4 w-

III.

Yo shcikham na dasi khabra kegi che haga yoa *'Igbina"
moondali wa che da wane ba sange bande wa o las warta na
rasidalo. Pa lare yoa khaza tareda o sare wur ta wowail dille

rasha o mata teet sha che ze sta pa sba bande wukhezam o " Ig-

bina" kuze kwam. Khaza war ta wowiJ.il ta droond ye o ma bi

mar, ki, ba kha wi che ta teet she o ze be wukhezham sta sha
bande o " Igbina '* be kuz kwam. Sare da khabra manzoor kwala.
Khaza sari pa sha bande wokhatila o lasjakhpala *' Igbina*' ta

wnqarla. Machai e wucheechale o khaze were na mobtiaze wukur-
le. Wakhte che mutiaze sare pa mukh bande ratle, haga khial wn-
kar che " Igbina" mata shwala o shait toe shwal. Akhpale zhibe

sara zar zar e mutiaze wusatle o khaza la ziare wukarle che a6

Daoosa ta khoa^he khoage ta sate o tirkha ma la pregde.
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Peksian Translation of Pushtu Tales Collected by Mr. D.
r

Donald.

I.

Aii f; jf Ji u?i* ji tr'5 ^ ^/^ h^j^^^ ^^y^ -r** ^ <^^

j|A^ jl^^l j^ty u»»^ iiU^ ^ j^ cs-j'****^ o*^''**^
vajj^^ii-jf

y^ J>^ «i>; -5;/ <Ji^*i> "Ji-?^ »;*>* *t7* " t^ "^^"^ e>^ 3' ->

-5^ «/^ -^ tr:!t \}-ti- •^j cs^** >>>* -i;* LT^ - <»^l -i^ ^;*' f^s

lt*5 u^jV *^ ^^ c^*^ c>3 ^-^^T - ***^j c^j>^ "5^ cHs*^ ^r^ •=^^
« .>xiiu

}j y jj^ oijiAi fj ,ji^ cH.t

11.

l^ 31 ^ Ai^ 0>ir . O*-^ <^* ^U ^_^ jUSj <^^iJ ^^ ^3j5;

:*

aJU l^ AJ i>^J>5/ ^1^ ^jjf^ <^^ .-^t

III.

JJ^i aS J^i ^U y,j, ^^yj\ lli. ^^jyiu^ Jf^ ^_^3j,j
Ail 8i;,f

»/ ^ /•e lj f; Jft? <ytu; . Job aii-iS y liftJt «j aiv-J tUf ji »
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53* Notes on Indian Mathematics,—Arithmetical Notation
r

-.

By G. R. Kate, Bureau of Education^ Simla.

I-
r

We are told that our modem arithmetical Dotation is of

Indian origin. Peacock, Chasles, Woepcke, Cantor, Bayley,
Biihler, Macdonnell and others state this more or less emphatically,

and the encyclopaedias and dictionaries follow suit. A careful

examination, however, of the material now available seems to

point out that the hypothesis as to Indian origin was arrived at

without sufficient warrant. Such an examination shows, at any
rate, that many of the premises that were utilised are unsound.

In the first place the opinions of the commentators were
taken as gospel by the early orientalists, and, secondly, the opinions

of the orientalists were taken as gospel by the mathematicians.
Numerous examples of the false premises used and the resulting

errors could be quoted, but as many will be noticed in the
course of this essay, they may be passed by for the present.

The following statement, which has been employed to show that

our modern notation was in use in very early times in India,'

is an extreme illustration :
*' The invention of nine figures {anca)

with the device of places to make them suffice for all numbers
being ascribed to the beneficent creator of the universe***

(Krishna, 16th Cent.)» No one would now dream of taking
such a statement as evidence, but " the Brahmin view in

possession of the field, when Europeans entered India, has been
regarded so long with reverence among us that it seems almost an
impertinence now to put forward any other.**^ ^g^ however, it

18 now known for certain that the old Indian commentators are
often unreliable we must, to arrive at any safe conclusion, treat

most of their glosses as of no value as interpretations. The commen-
tators were often given to ** expressions of vague boasting, of am-
biguous import and of doubtful authority "^ and those who have
trusted in them (e.gr. Colebrook) have naturally fallen into error* As
Rhys Davids says, we must now abandon " the unhappy system
of taking these ancient records in the sense attributed to them by
modern commentators."'*'

The kind of evidence regarding notation that can be accepted
without fear is such as is recorded on coins and in genuine
inscriptions. Evidence in manuscripts can only be accepted

^ Colehrodk, Algebra from the SansJcrit, p. 4; Encyclopaedia Britannica,
ii, 526.

* Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p. iii. 3 ib. p. 319, ib. p. 162.
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witli respect to the actual date of the mairtiscripts themselves,

for, it must be borne in mind, copyists have always' had a

tendency to adapt notations to the systems in vogue in their own
times and to correct figures or alter them in accordance mth some
particular convention. Numerous examples of such changes

^jottld be quoted, but the most striking one for my pui'pose is that

made by Dr. Fleet in the Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, volume
iii., page 73. He there quptes as the earliest epigraphical instance

in India of the use of ' numerical words' the record of " Saka
Samvat 867 (a.d. 945-46) for the accession of the Eastern

Chalukya king Amma II (Ind. Antiq. vol. vii., p. 16) in which
the date is expressed by the (eight) demi-gods called Vasu, the

(six) flavours, and thie (seven) mountains." lii tKe original

inscription the date is given by the words ^^ yiri-rasa-vasa, etc.^^^

^Nrhich is correctly translated' (by Fleet himself. Ind. Ahtiq.viir,

p. 16) by the words "The (seven) 'mountains, the (six) flavours

aiid the (eight) kinds of demi-gods called Vasu"'(i',e. the Saka
yeat* 867). Kote that Dr. Fleet, in the first quotation given above,

changed the order of imting the date'.' Instead of writing

"mountains, flavours, vasus " he wrote " vasus, flavours,

mountains" just as we might write 867 for 768 by mistake.

But with Dr. Fleet it is not a niistake, that is, it is not an
accidental mistake, for he gives other examples with just the

same inversion. What he actually did was to alter the Indian
plan of writing the smaller elements first to our convention of

writing the larger elements first, evidently attaching no im-

portance to this order of writing. As a matter of fact, this point
is of the utmost , importance in any investigation regarding the
origin of our notation and forms a valuable link in my present
Argument, indeed, forming the starting point of my essay.

Also first-hand evidence of every kind that is available has been
sbught-^evidence that cannot have been corrupted in transit.

It hals also been necessary to investigate certain other evidence,
not because of its real value but because of the importance that has
^en attached to it by other investigators.

h

11. ± ''

1

~^ Sanskrit and kindred scrints are now written from
right 3r*e was, indeed, m ancient times, an

btached the name Karoshthi, ii use ii

characters of which were written
&stead of from
iraneous Indian script ; but this affects the question only remotely-

Sanskrit and kindred scrints are
and have 'been, for centuries, written from
Arabic familv of

^ pts are written i

be naturalto expect number words ai

the mode or direction of the writii _
appear strange to see numerical symbols wri

It would

conjunction If the development of the-
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use language witL. any
people have generally follo^^^d the same lines, some indication
Would probably appear in the language.

"-'
, .

In the early stages of any language^ we generally find that
the smaller elements of the higher numbers are expressed first.

Thus we'have'^u;o and himd seofontig in Alfred's Chronicle for our
modern seventy-"two; and the Gennans still keep to this old
fashion much more than we do. In Herodotus we find such ex-

amples as the following : iirra Kat StrjKoatat Kai ;^iXtat ; and in Sans*'

krit there are numberless examples with the names of the smallei'

numbers placed first. Such examples as fifteen^ quinta decima^

tryodaca^ dreizehn^ etc^ etc., are found in many languages.

.;. The popular idea that the order of our (European) arith-

m'etical notation is the moi^e natural and convenient order ^ is not
correct. Our order is. inconvenient and clumsy -and the reverse

order would be much more suitable ,^ If >ve adopted the reverse

order we should write the present year of the Christian era 7091
instead of* 1907. The order in which we do write our numbers is

contrary to the nature of our script and has been imposed on us
by a people with a right to left script; This conclusion, if gene-
rally appear to dispose of the

question as to the notation in use being of Indian origin. But
there are many complications that liave to be cleared away. In
some cases the scx^ipts in use have actually changed in their order

of writing, but as this was, in nxost instances, long before arithme-
tical notation was well developed, it does not gi^eatly affect the

^question. In the time of Herodotus houstrophedon writing had
vanished and the left to right order had been generally adopted.
Herodotus therefore followed the natural order in writing his

smaller elements first. The Greek notation of the time also

followed the same plan. We have numerous examples on coins

^uch as A n P ( = l-f 80-f-lpO) and H I (= 8 + 10,). However,
^ome time about the beginning of the Christian era, a change
took place and both the number, words and symbols began to be
written in the reverse order, e.^., P S ( = 100 + 60 + 9). Here
is a change that complicates mattei's and which, as far as I

jaiqw, has not yet been explained. ,

' ^

But the notations that are of special interest to us now are

those that immediately preceded our modem notation in India,

J^irst thez^e is the notation that may be termed ' old Indian.'^ It

is a decimal notation, but does not recognise the value of position,

,and separate sets of symbols were used for the units, tens,

hundreds, etc,, e.g.^ two hundred' and twenty-two was expressed

wTitten
first as in . the example just given, where Y^ is equivalent to 200,

by T 7^ and so otu

9 to 20 and r^ to 2. TLas order was in opposition to the early

-*—

-

,:_i

1 So stated to be by Sir E. C. Bajley.
. : 2 See Ferry'a Practical Mathematics and' any work on th^ theory of

iiambers. ,

. - ,

* Sometimes called BrahmTj or ' numerical Bymbols.'
i
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custom of the language which expressed the smaller elements

first and in contradiction to other systems of notation -which,

later on, were in common use among the Hindus ; and we
find many examples of dates expressed in words only or in words
and figures, and, in such cases, the words are often formulated

somewhat as follows: "nava-sata panchashashty-adhikeshu,'* that

is, with the hundreds first, then the units hefore the tens—a mixed
order it may he termed. But in the very early instances, accord-

ing to Don Martino de Zilva Wickremasinghe (Joum. Roy. Asiatic

Soc. 1901, p. 301), these *' ancient Brahmi numerals are in-

Tariahly read either from right to left or from hottom to top.

Thus, in writing 128, the symbols would he written either

horizontally as /^ Q ^ (*'.c„ 100, 20, 8), or vertically

In Sanskrit this would be read ashta-vimsati-satam, i.e., eight-

twenty-hundred,"
This old Indian notation has never been completely super-

seded. Ephigraphical instances of the thirteenth century A.D.
have been found, and, according to Biihler, ''The Malaylam
MSS. have preserved it to the present day. " (Biihler, Indian

Paleography^ 77).

Aryabhata introduced, it is said, an alphabetical notation,

as there was no convenient system in use in his time.^ This

notation of Aryabhata's appears to be a somewhat crude adapta-

tion from the Greek (or Arabic) plan. Its merit (?) is that it

can be used in verse and, probably, it was not used for actual

calculations. Aryabhata did not employ the idea of ' place value
*

and used twenty-five letters for the first twenty-five numbers.
For this pui'pose were allotted the classified consonants. The
unclassed consonants he used for the tens (above twenty) and the

vowels as multipliers. Thus the consonants ^, iff, ;«',.-. -

W stood for 1, 2, 3 25. For 30, 40 ... . 90 he used
'^, ^, . . . ^ ; while X* -^ indicated multiplication

by 100 ..... 10,000, etc. Strangely enough this notation is

not used In the mathematical part of Aryabhata's work. It occurs

only in the astronomical part. *

I have found no epigraphical examples of Aryabhata's
system in its original form, and the earliest case of an alphabetic

notation known to me is of the tw^elfth century A.D. At this time
the idea j)t place value had been well established and, conse-

quently, Ai*yabhata's notation had become modified. The note-

worthy point about all the examples of this alphabetic notation is

that it was always employed with the smaller elements first (e.e.,

on the left). For example :

—

r>^. -

^ It is also said that Tanini denoted nambera by tlie letters of the
alphabet in their order precisely in the same manner as the Greeks and
Arabs (Weber, Ind. Lit., 222). 4 See Kern's edition, p. 17.
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HW^T^ (IT= 6, = 40, ^ =s300, ^ = 1000, le. 1346, ) Epigr. Ind.
iii., 40,

^T^^T^ (^=2, W=40, ^=400, IT = 1000, i.e. 1442,) Epigr. Ind.

vi., 112.

iniirr#% (»( = 5, ^= 10, ^ = 300, ^= 1000, le. 1315,) Epigr. Ind.
iii., 229.

These examples follow the system described in Biihler's

Indian Palgeogi-aphy. The series k «... n= l ,.. o, <...

..•»= 1 0, jp ,,..'m.= l 5 and y ^= 1 9.

This is practically the same as the so-called ^yabhata's notation
modified by the principle of 'place value/ L. D. Bamett gives
some examples from Pali MSS. (Joum. Roy. Asiatic Soc, 1901,

p. 21) from which he deduces the following values ; k, t, p, y= l

;

kh, th, ph, r=2
; g (and presumably dor b) = 3; bh (and gh,

dh ?) = 4 ; m, n (and n ?) = 5 ; 1= 7: zero initially a, internally n.

The use of a = o, he says, is not clear, and he premises that the
reduplication of consonants does not affect their . value. For
example, gu^aggara m=:2352 ; ratt^akkhaya m~
1222; al ap p a y a n= 1170 ; b h an u v a k k h a ip= 2404

;

gammakhakk e= 1253#
Here again we have the smaller elements first (t.e., on the

left). Bumell expresses this idea by saying: "The order of the

letters is from right to left." (Burnell, South Indian Palaeography

79). Of course, this is not quite right. The order of the letters is

theorder of the script, ^ e., from left to right, but the numbera
were always expressed with the smaller elements first and not, as

is the custom now, with the higher elements first. Bumell describes

another system ( Burnell, loc. cit.) which " is only applied to number-
ing pages of MSS. ; it was used a good deal in Malabar ....
By this system the consonants (with short a, and in their usual

order) stand for 1, 2, etc., up to 34, and then they are repeated

with long a, eg.j K a =35, kha=36 and so on.
"

Albiiuni tells us that Brahmagupta invented another system
of notation generally designated by the term ' numerical words.

'

Albiruni said :
" If you want to write one, express it by every-

thing which is unique, as the earth, the moon ; two by everything
Avhich is double, as e.g.y black or white; and soon/' It is,

however, very doubtful whether this system was invented by
Brahmagupta. It was probably introduced into India from the
East. Fleet says :

" The earliest epigraphical instance at present
available in India itself is the record of Saka Samvat 867 (A.D.
945-6) for the accession of the eastern Chalukya King Amma II.

"

(Corp. Inscript. Ind., p. 73) ; while, according to Dr. Liiders, the
earliest instance is the stone inscription of Chandamahas§naat
Dholpur, dated Vikrama Samvat 898 (Epigr. Ind. iv,, 335) ; and
Biihler quotes the Gicacole inscription (-AD. 641) which, however,
is now known to be spurious (Ind. Antiq. xxx., 214), and the Kadab
inscription (AJD. 813) which is deemed doubtful by Liiders (Epigr.
Ind. i^f., 335) and Fleet (K.D.).
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l^':^he ufse of thi^^i^qt^tion has also been attributed to Arya-
bhata and Dr, Kern (Joum. Roy, Asiatic Soc. xx., 371) even
concluded from a supposed example of it tliat he quotes that

Aryabbata bad made use of the idea of place values ; biit Dr.

Bhau Daji sbowed that the passage on which Dr. Kern's cou-

eliisiorr was * based is spurious. Woepcke quotes a similar

example from the Surya Siddhanta, but concludes only that
" L'idee de la valeu^; de position et du zero est done dans Tlnde
aussi ancienne, au moinsj que cetfe methoded'exprimer des nombres
au'm'oyen"de*mots symboliques " (Journal Asfatique, 1863, p, 447).
- -

•;; Of- epigraphical instances of these syrabolic lyords" • I have
comie across two only of the ninth century, three of the tenth, a

few of the eleventh and numbers" of later date. In every in-

fitance^ except perhaps very modern ones, the smaller elements are

written first as the following examples ghow':

i.e., reckoned by the hands (2), the arrow

^50); and the p5ra5 (1,300) or 1,352 (Epigr.Ind.v.^ ., ;

i.e., vedas (4), vasus (80)> fires (.300), moon

(1,000); or 1384 (Epigr. lud. i., 94)

;

^ ^.e., yugas (4), the sky (0), the moon (100), sttid

the rupa (1,000), or 1104 (Epigr. Ind. vi^ 155) ; etq., etc.

( (

it fpj^g practice does not seem to be one of very great anti-

equity, and many of the supposed older dates are doubtful," says

'Mr, Damant (Ind. Antiq. vi., 13)
Albiruni gave a list of words in use in this system. Other

lists are giv^n in* Brown's Carnatic Chronology (p. 20f.), Rice's

Mysore Inscription^ Biihler's Indian Palseography^ Bumell's South
Indian Palaeography^ etc. The system has been in use in Java, Cia-m-

bodia, Burma, etc., and possibly came from the east to India, ,

.

In the lists just mentioned 'symboh'cal words are given for

numbers as far as 48, and as many as forty words are given for

one particular number. This leads one to suppose that either tlie

numerical word system was actually in use before the idea of

place value was known, or that those wlio used it in early times
were either ignorant of the modem system or ignored it. But as

the earliest known examples of this word notation being used in

"^India do npt occur until after the modern notation with its principle
'of place value 'was introduced this aspect of the question is not of

great importance. However, from the thousands of examples that
occur in Ipdiau manuscripts and inscriptions, the fact that the
order of writing numbers with the smaller element first ^vas a
"recognised principle throughout India is strongly emphasized.

The occasional and peculiar use of vertical . writing of

numbers has already been noticed. In the Weber MSS. (Joum.
Asiatic Soc. Bengal, 1893) examples are found and Dr. Kielhorn
discovered some old manuscripts in.which the pages .

wei^
numbered vertically as well as in the usual manner.

From our present point of view it is important to notice that
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these num'bers wei*e read from bottom to lop, z.e,, Hvith tli^ smallei*

elements Brst. It appears tliat this method of writing is, in softie

waj, connected in origin with some vertical script and interesting
issues are suggested which* must, however, be set aside for tHe
present,

'
'

In many MSS. the signs of the oldlndian or Brahmi notation
approximate more to the forms of letters. Prinsep's idea was
that the figures were representatives of the initialletters of the
cardinal numbers, but this idea has long been given up (Ind. Antiq.
vi., p, 48). Pandit Bhagvantallndraji attempted to show that the
Kagari numerals were aksharas or syllables, and his conclusion
was accepted by Biihler ; but no satisfactory explanation based
on this principle has beeii found for the forms of the different

symbols. Indeed, it is now pretty certain that the more modern
letter forms found in manuscript are' simply developments of the
older numerical symbols.

in.

209
latest known examples of the use of the old notation or ' numeri-

iymb

Circ. A- D.

T

f

757 Gujarat Karachi gi^ant of Kakka. S.S, 67P
794 Bengal grant of, Vinayakapala. H.S. 188. /

822 Central India Shergadh (Kota)
inscription of Samanta Deva-
datta. ... ... V.S. 879.

. 854 A Nepal inscription. ... G.S. 535.

But now there are known instances of the use of these

symbols, of a much later date. For example, we have the

Katmandu inscription of- the I'eign of the Rajadhiraja Mandera of

Newar Samvat 295, I.e., A.D. 1139. (Epigr. Ind. v. app. 76) ; and,

as noted above, epigraphieal examples of the thirteenth century are

knov^Ti and certain manuscripts have preserved this notation to

the present day (Biihler^ Indian Paleography ^ 11). '

In the twelfth century we tind examples of the old numerical

symbols, the word symbols, alphabetic notations and the modern

place value system in use in India. This period appears to have

been one of transition, but the evidence of such transition is

and it is noteworthy that of these various

systems ilm one which afterwards predominated was not the
mea2Te

modem
ha

notation.

Another noteworthy fact, which has often been indicated by
epigraphists, is the marked difference between the old symbols

and those of the modem system in use about this time, e.g.

Biihler writes :
*' Occasionally the same documents combine the

naught and other figures of the decimal system with the ancient

numeral symbols. Similar mixtures occur in some later inscrip-
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tions/' (Biihler, Indian Palseogra'pliyy 78)- That lu India a

new set of symbols came into existence witli the new notation

and that the old ones were discarded is remarkable. Of course,

of the old symbols ten only would be required for the new system,

but when it is pretty plain that, at the most, only two of the old

figui^es were employed (and these are extremely doubtful) in

the new notation, it points to no uncertain conclusion. But how-
ever interesting the derivation of the forms of the symbols may
be, it is apart from my subject. The only conclusions yet

arrived at by the investigation of the forms are extremely fanciful

probabilities at their best.

As regards the introduction of the new notation, i.e,^ a nota-

tion in which the idea of ' place value ' is utilized, the earliest

Indian epigraphical instances are contained in the following list

which has been compiled from those given by Fleet (Corp, Inscript.

Ind., 209 n.), Kielhorn (Epigr. Ind. iv and vii) and others. This list

contains many examples of no value, as will be shown in the

sequel ; but, as most of these worthless examples have been used

pro
necessary

Cir.

A.D.

(1) 339 £ .., Ind. Antiq. xviii., 311.

I) 594 C. 346 Gurj ara grant from San-
kheda

Ind. Antiq. xxiv., 11-

646
... Epigr. Ind. ii, 20.

Journ. Asiatiaue,

(4) 674 V.731 Kanheri inscription ... ib. p. 392.

(5) 683 G.365KairaplatesofSiladityaIII Journ. Asiatic Soc
Bengal, vii., 969.

Antiq. xii., 155.

Antiq. xi., llOf.

(8) 804 S. 726 Baijnath inscription ... Epigr. Ind. i., 112.

(9) 813 S. 735 Torkhede copper-plates... Epigr. Ind, iii., 54.

(10) 843 S, 765 Kanheri inscription, A.... Ind. Antiq. xiii., 136.

(11) 853 S. 775 Kanheri inscription, B.... Ind. Antiq. xiii., 134.

(6) 736 V. 794 Dhiniki copper-plates of

Jaikadeva

(7) 754 S. 675 Samangad grant of Dan-
tidurga

Ambamath t

(13) 862 S. 784 Deogadh Jaina inscription Epigr,
V.919

'

Arch
(14) 876 V. 933 Gwalior inscription of

xvii., 94.

Ind. iv., 31(

Survey, x.

Bhojadeva. Epigr
Bagumra inscription ... Ind. Antiq. xii., 181;.

131;

(I5a) 867 S. 789 Gujarat inscription

xviii., 56.

(TV

(16) 877 S. 799 Kanheri inscription, C ... Ind. Antiq. xiii., 135.
882 H. 276 Pehevi inscription of
Bhojadeva ... Epigr. Ind. i., 186.
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In tlie above list I have given, as far as I know, every
inscription before the tenth century that has been supposed to

be dated in figures of the modern (place-value) notation. Let
us now examine these examples and see how they bear on the

question of the introduction of the new system of notation. To
those who are not familiar witli Indian inscriptions it is necessary,

in the first place, to explain that *' the task of the student of

Indian antiquity isnow-a-days complicated by tLe existence of the

most ingenious forgeries in every branches of research." Indeed,

about fifty per cent, of the discovered South Indian copper-plate

grants are now known to be forgeries, and the chief period of

fabrication appears to have been about the end of the eleventh

century when " there occurred a specially great opportunity to

regain confiscated endowments and to acquire fresh ones.

"

(Fleet, Ind. Antiq. xxx., 205.)

It is therefore neeessaiy not to place implicit faith in every
inscription one conies across. However, for the present, we must
be satisfied with the exclusion of those examples that we can

show with sufficient reason to be untrustworthy as evidence

;

and we must accept those that do not bear obvious marks of

unreliability.

The epigraphists in interpreting these dates have rightly

looked principally to historical accui'acy, and when the dates have
been given in words the figures have been interpreted so as to fit

in with the words. This is natural enough from the epigraphists*

point of view, when direct interpretation is impossible ; but it is

in just such cases that the figures themselves cannot, except

with the greatest circumspection, be adduced as evidence. Again
it has generally been assumed (without pix)per authority) that

the knowledge of the new notation was common in India much
eai'lier than the ninth century A.D., and on this assump-
tion some of the Intei^n-etations of the dates are based. The
figuiea of these dates, if they are to serve as evidence of the use

of the modem notation, must at least be capable of interpreta-

tion in themselves; they must, of course, belong to reliable

inscriptions and they must contain elements of consistency*

Bearing these points in mind let us proceed to the examination

of the examples cited,

(1) The Kalbhavi inscription of S. 261 is ** spurious, so far at

any rate, as regards the date ; the writing is of about the eleventh

century A D." (Epigr. Ind. vii., p. 22, App., Ind. Antiq., xxiv., 11).

(2) Dr. Biihler quotes this Gurjara inscription of the Chedi
year 346 or A,D. 695 as '*the earliest epigraphic instance of the

use of the decimal (/.e. the modem 'place-value') notation" in

India. An examination of the plate (Epigr. Ind. ii,, p. 20) suggests

the possibility that the figures were added some time after the plate

was engraved. The date is given in words as well as figures. It

is ' three hundred years exceeded by forty-six , 346/ The symbols

are right at the end of the inscription from which they are mai'ked

off bj* the double bar in a most unusual manner. The figures

(Table I (a)) are of the type of the period, as Biihler remarks, but
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tliej were atlso in use much later, and in no other kho'wn example
are such symhols used .with .place-values. • Also there are nine
tno^vn examples of iusci^iptions later than this one with Chedi
dates written in the.old notation (Epigr. Ind. v., app.), e.g'., there is

another grant of the Gurjaras of Bharoch in which the date sam-

391 (i.e., A;D. 640) is given in the old notation. Again there is

no other known Chedi date, at least hefore the eleventh centuiy
A.D., given in the modera (place-value) notation. There cannot
be the remotest douht as to the unsoundness of this particular piece

of evidence of the early use of the modern .system of notation

in India.
'

;. r

(3) In 1863 Thomas (Journal Asiatique, p, 380) wrote :
'' The

oldest example of the original typ^s of figures endued with local

value . . . . is to be found in. a brief inscription of Belhai"i in

the Jubbalpur district w^hich commences Samvat 703 Saka 568 (or

A.D. 646-7). The figui^es there appear, it must be confessed, in a

suspiciously modem form (Table I (b)) .• . . I do not quote these
figures with confidence.'

(4) In continuation of the passage just quoted, ^Ir. Thomas
writes, " The next date in order of priority, which I can refer to,

occurs among the Kanlieri inscriptions, but the date is expressed in

numerals only and the Samvat is not specially defined . . . .

supposing the date to refer to the Khramaditya era, it will corres-

pond with A.D. 674."" Mr. West gives the figures of this date,

Table I (c), which he interprets as 731 or 732. {ih. p. 392).

(5) Kielhom marks the figures of this date doubtful (Epigr,
Ind. V. app., p. 68)^ -

'^
.

'

(6) ^ The Dhiniki plates of V. 794 were quoted by Bayley as

the earliest example of the ' modem decimal :5ystem.'' The date is

given in words and also in figures (Table I (tZ))- The plates have
been proved to be spurious. (Ind. Antiq. xxx., p. 216).

(7) The Samangad plates of S. 675, or A.D. 754, are also

quoted by Thomas and Biihler. The former writes, *' A third . -

, - date about the true application of which there is also great
doubt, is to be seen in the copper-plate grant of Dantidurga . -

, .. which carries with it in its date the Saka date of 675 (in

written words) together with the corresponding Samvat (Vikra-
maditoya) defined by figures 810 or 818 about A.D. 753-4.'' Bal
Gangadhar Sastri read 811 for this "date, but, according to Dr.
Fleet, he was entirely wrong. *' The Sastri's facsimile," he
says, "is faulty^ as well as his transcription and translation-

The first two figures are approximately of correct form, and
mean, not 8 £ind 1 as read by him but 6 and 7. But whereas
in his facsimile the third figure is represented as .identical in

form with the second, and, like the second, is taken by him to

mean 1, in the original there is a very important difference, con-
$isting of a prolongation of the left down stroke and then a
course up to the left, which makes it 5, not 7 as it stands.

"

Pr. Fleet afterwards stated that this record had been tampered
with (Ind. Antiq. xxx., 213). :

'

(8) In the' impression of the Baijnath inscription of S. 726
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nd. i, 103), *' three numei^l
, sfgus, the first of which is clearlj 7; The following two may have
been 26, as Sir A. Cunningham has read them and has I'epre-

sented tliem . , . ., biit in the impression thej Mre by no means
certain.

"
/ ,/

(9) There appears to be no direct evidence to sliovv that the

Torkhede plates j of S. 735 or A.D. 813 are not reliable. Bdhler
quoted them, but Dr. Liiders' argument against the authenticity of

the Kadaba plates, in which the date is recorded in word symbols
(Epigr. Ind. iv.,335, and Ind. Antiq. xii., 18), holds more forcibly in

the case of the Torkhede plates. The next unsuspicious date, it

will be seen, is S. 789 or A.D. 867, and there are no others until the
tenth century. These rather wide gaps call for some explanation.

(10) The figures are marked in Dr. Kielhorn's list as

doubtful.

(11) \A transcript of the Kanheri inscription of S. 775 is

given in Ind. Antiq. xiii., p. 134. No plates are given and Dr.

Kielhom says the date should be 773. The transcript was made for

an eye-copy published by Dr. West, whom we know to be unreliable

in the interpretation of figures. '' The forms of the letters are

essentially the same as the Samangad copperplate grant of Saka
675" (q. v.).

(12) I have found no published plates of the Kalyan
Ambarnatli temple inscription of S. 782 and it is omitted from Dr.

Kielhorn's lists. We may neglect it as evidence.

, (13) The Deogadh inscription of S. 784 and V. 919 is one

of the examples given by Dr. Fleet, according to whom ** The
date, as far as the lithograph can he relied tipon^ is Samvat
919 Asvayuja-sukla-paksha- chaturdsyam Vfihas-
pati-dinenauttara-Bbadi^pada-Nakshatre .... S'aka-Kal-abda-

sapta-satanichatur-asity-adhikani, 784n. It answers, by general

Cunningham's calculation to Thursday, the 10th September, A.D.
862." The symbols (Table I (gr)) are extremely suspicious.

(14) In the lithograph of the Gwalior inscription of V. 933
the figures of the date (Table I (^)), to say the least, are curious

although tliH other figures contained in the plate, viz., 270, 187,

50 are normal enough, but of the 11th century type; and there

are otuer curious points connected with them. Dr. Hultzsch

writes: " At the time of this inscription the ruler of Gwalior

was the paramehara Bhojadeva. Another inscription of a para-

mesvara Bhojadeva was discovered by General Cunningham at

Deogarh (v. ante). Its date Samvat 919 and S'aka 784 led Gene-

ral Cunningham to suppose that the date of this Gwalior inscrip-

tion, Samvat 933, has to be referred to the Vikrama era. Refer-

ring to the date of an inscription at Peheva, Samvat 276 (see

below), to the era of S'riharsha, General Cunningham further

identified the paramesvara Bhojadeva of the Deogarh inscription

and of this Gwalior inscription with . . . , the son of , , . .

BAmabhadradeva . . , . Another identification of General Cun-
ningham is also uncertain." (Epigr, Ind. L, 155).

(15) There are two plates of the date S. 789, The
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Bagumra plates are desciibed in Ind. Antiq. xii. (p. 179) as re-

sembling in execution the Samangad plates of S. 675 very closely,

while in some respects they are very like the Dhiniki plates.

The Gujarat plates of this date have the date in figures (Table

I (i)) which stand out in the impression with remarkable clear-

ness. The plate seems to have been polished in the space occu-

pied by the figures which appear to be engraved with such bold-

ness that the impression is given that they have been ' touched

up. ' The connection betw^een this date and the Torkhede dat«

will be noted upon below.

(16) This Kanheri inscription of S. 799 is described along

with No. 11, in Ind. Antiq. xiii. (p. 133f.). No plates are given.

See row iii. of Biihler's Table.

(17) Dr. Mitra published a portion of the Peheva inscrip-

tion of H. 276 or A.D. 882 (Ind. Antiq. xv.. 90) and according to Dr.

Fleet (Joum. Asiatic Soc.Bengal, xxxi., 407), " In referring to this,

he rectified his former version of the date and recorded that it was
unmistakably Samvat 279, which, after considering and rejecting

the Vikrama, Valabhi, Sena and Sivasimha areas, he came to the

conclusion must be referred to some unknown local or family era

.... In 1864 General Cunningham took up the subject. In
the first place, working on the facsimile that had been published
by Dr. Rajendra Lai Mitra as Samvat 216, which, if referred, as

he suggested it should be, to the era of Harsha-vardhana of

Kanauj, would give A.D. 823 ; but with the possibility of the

correct reading being 276 or A.D. 883 which would identify this

Bhoja inscription with his namesake of Gwalior . • * . Subse-
quently he announced that the real reading was Samvat 276."

This individual examination of the inscriptions practically

eliminates all but two, viz.^ the Torkhede plates of S. 735 (A.D.

813) and the Gujarat plates of S. 789 (A.D. 867). Let us now
see to what result a comparison of the symbols used in the
different inscriptions leads.

In Table I are shown, besides those examples quoted above,

all those of the tenth century that I have been able to collect.

Of the examples of the special period under consideration (z.e.,

up to 900 A.D.) all except/ and i are copied from lithographs,
and it must be borne in mind that these lithographs are only

approximately correct copies of the originals. When a symbol
was not understood it would naturally be made to approximate to

some symbol familiar to the interpreter ; and in all the cases

under discussion the interpreter argued from the following false

premiss—that the decimal (i.e., the place-value) notation was in

common use in India in these early times. The validity of this

premiss has been mildly questioned onone or two occasions, where-
upon the sceptic was confronted with the above array of epigra-

phical examples.
A superficial examination of Table I leads one to

suspect that (a), (6), (c), (e), (gr), (/) are out of place ;

the symbol for eigJit in example {i) is unique and example
(/) appears to be a century before its time.. Compare these facts
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with my notes above. The very doubtful examples are from old-

fashioned lithographs not reproduced by merely mechanical process-
es. Although one may not attach great weight to the forms of

symbols as evidence, yet an examination of this table almost
drives one to conclude that example (Z) is the earliest that is not
2>rima facie suspicious.

The earliest known inscription that contains a complete set of
figures is of A.D. 1050 (Ind. Antiq. xii., 202) and the next that I have
jcome across is of A.D. 1114 (Epigr. Ind. i,, 34). In the former of

these (Table II) the remarkable variations of the 6,8 and 9 that
occur are noticeable, and also the peculiar symbol for seven ^ ; in the
other the form of the second ' eight ' is probably accidental. I am
inclined to accept the second set of figures as typical of the
period and I am doubtful about the first set, the lithograph is

so beautifully clear ; but neither helps us to attain any immediate
solution.

Biihler in his Indian PalseograpJiy gives some of the sym-
bols quoted above as authentic examples (see Table III). There
cannot be any doubt about the examples in rows i, ii, iii, and v
being extremely unreliable. They are not in the remotest degree
authentic. A careful examination of his table leads to the same
conclusion as that given above. Bumell states that examples in
South India do not occur before the year 1,000A.D. He quotessome
Nagari tenth century figures, but does not give a reference. On
palaeographic grounds we are forced to fix the 9th century A.D.
as the earliest period in which the modern place-value system of

notation may have been in use in India.* This earliest period
depends upon one inscription only. If this inscription, on further
light being thrown upon it, proves unreliable (as it possibly will),

then we shall have to fix the tenth century as the earliest period.

Even for the tenth centiuy there is not an excessive amount of
good evidence, and it is within the bounds of possibility that we
may have finally to turn to the 11th centmy for evidence of the
use of our modem system in India.

IV.

As stated above, the object of this paper is not to establish any
particular theory, but to re-open the question by showing that the
premises of the earlier orientalists were, in many cases, unsound
and that their conclusions as to the Indian origin of our notation,

and on Indian mathematics generally, were possibly wrong. It is

therefore necessary to consider several minor points whose import-
ance has possibly been exaggerated. For example, Bayley notices

the use of the abacus ^ in early times, and the principle it involves

^ Buhler quoteB this example, bnt omits these peculiarities.

* Of course * no evidence ' is not * proof ' and it i8 po$gtble that the new
notation was in use long before it appeared in inscriptions.

S Bayley makes the following remarkable statement :
** The use of the

' abacus ' is still common in every village bazar in India, and has been uni-
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of 'the value of position, and contends that the value of position

and the invention of the zero, which are so obviously dex'ived from
the use of the abacus, are both of Indian origin. That the abacus
played a very iinportant part in the development of our notation

no one will deny^ but for Bayley's argument it must be shown that

the abacus was in the use in India in early times. Now, as

far as can be made out, the only evidence of tl»e use of the abacus in

India is contained in the introduction of Taylor's LiJawatz, Rodet
states that in ' Arabic and Persian manuscripts one often comes
across

a.jColonnes.' On the other 'hand we find that *' in no existing^

Sanskrit MS. is there any evidence of the use of the 'tableaux a

colohnes/ " . i > . . . . _ .

\ It is possible that the foundation of Taylor's statement is the

custom of writing in the sand in India. Albiruni says : "They do
not use them (the Kashmir symbols) when reckoning in the sand,"

but this TN-riting in the sand has no connection with the abacus

-

The custom of making calculations in the sand still holds in India
and Burma. '* The Burman," says Sir R. Temple (Ind. Antiq. xx.,

54, '* writes either on the gi^ound in the dust, or on hl^ck parabatk . . »

In either case each calculation is erased when no longer required

. - . They invariably rub out the results of each step as they pro*

ceed 'V; and, in a note to this remark, Mr. S. B. Dikshit writes r

"Hindu astrologers use a wooden plank, which they cover with
dust. This plank is called pati^ hence arithmetic is called pafi^

ganita by Bhaskaracharya and others." We are told (Story of

Arithmetic, p. 14) that the simplest form of the abacus consisted

merely of a board with parallel grooves, or a tray containing sand,

which could be readily grooved with the fingers." Hence the
supposed connection. The Hindus simply use the sand for writ-

ing pui-poses and there is not the slighest evidence that they have
ever effected their calculations by anything of the nature of an
abacus. There has been a good deal of confusion between the
terms ' abacus,' ' gobar ' (powder), and * writing in the dust.'

Bayley also states that Xryabhata describes a mode of numera-
tion based on the value of position and also that he made use of

the same in extracting the square root. The former point has
been disposed of above, while the latter will be dealt with in

another place,

cally that

'gnized

affirm

^y

he knew anything about it.

Among those points of evidence that have led to the belief in

the Indian origin of modem notation, is the fact that the word
' Indian ' has been attached to the system by some writers* . In

particular, we constantly hear that the tradition of an Indian origin

existed among the Arabs. "Mais malheureusement," as Woepcke

vereal apparently from time immemorial." Has tbis statement any real

foundation ? I have made carefal enqairiea and have come across no evidence
of the common use of the abacus in India.
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wrote (Journ. Asiatique, 1863, 69), *' la critique historique fait telle-

meut defaut a la plapart des ecrivains arabes, qn'on ne peut
accepter qu'avec la pUivS gi-ande reserve leurs assertions, lorsquHl
s'agit de faits dont ils ii'out pu avoir une cuiinaissance certaine et

immediate. Si douc nous finissons peut-etre par nous decidej-^

pour une origine iudienne des chiffres gobar, ce ne sei'a pas parce
qu'elle est explicitement affirmee dans deux des passages que I'ou

yient de lire." The first of these passages is an extract from a

commentary on the Talkhis of Ibn Albanna, which relates that a
Hindu (a man of the nation of Indians) took some fine powder,
spread it on a table and made on it certain calculations and then
put it away for future refei'ence. This is followed by an interest-

ing description in which the foi'ms of the new symbols are likened
to certain letters of the Arabic alphabet. Thus the numbers one

to six, and nine, are likened to the following :— f <-- ^ ^ f * ^

The second passage referred to is also an extract from a commen-
tary by Husain Bin ^I. Almahalli on a work by Abdul Kadir
Alsakhwi and contains practically the same information. As
Woepcke says, we cannot attach any value to such statements in

themselves.

There is, however, with regard to the use of the adjective
Indian, another point to consider, Taylor wrote :

" The Ai*abians

call the decimal scale of arithmetic Hindasi .... a circum-
stance which clearly indicates the source from ^vhich they consi-

der this manner of notation to have been derived." Woepcke,
however, pointed out (p. 505) that " L'adjectif employe pour
designer le calcul inJieUj ou des m^thodes indienncs^ et qui est

ordinairement hindi t5*xi.4, se presente .... sous la forme
hindaci 4,^**t>i^.'' It is this likeness between t\vo worfs that has led

to confusion and erroneous conclusions. One can understand the
unlearned being misled by such resemblance, but it is just one
of those points that scholars do not generally make a mistake
about. Firuz-Abudi (1329-1414 A.D.), the gi^eat philologist,

gave the derivation of the word A^ *^4 (hindasah) which he said

was derived from the Persian word Ij^*^] { andazah) which
means measure. One would think that this was good enough
authority, but it appears to be ignored by most of the Indianists ;

and whether the derivation given is right or not does not matter
at all, for it is absolutely certain that the word *«• oJjfc in the
time of Al-Firuz-Abadi was used with a signification altoge-

ther different from Indian. Again in an episode of Firdausi's

Shah-nama ^ the following passage occurs :
" Who among the

gi^at will take charge of the son of the King of the world, and
form his character? Will it be a Roumi ((^jj), an Indian

(^^ txU) or a Persian; an astronomer or a geometer {^^^^)^ etc."

Woepcke seems to think that this quotation disproves the deriva-

tion given by Firuz-Abadi,^ but the significant fact remains that

1 Firdftusi (941-1020 A.D.). ^ Which, of conrse, it does not.
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in the time of Firdausi the two words were used with totally

different meanings—with meanings between which there was no

alliance. M. Woepcte quotes another instance of the use of the

word ^^^<viA from Ibn Sina, the great philosopher (b. 980 A.D,).

This "example is interesting from several points of view, but

primarily because it helps to disprove the conclusions of the

Indianists. Tn a rule Ibn Sina gives relating to the properties of

square numbers the phrase ^^ *^^\ i^j^^ u* occurs and in a

corresponding rule for cubes the phrase ^s^^H^t wL-»»J t Now, if

either of these rules could be traced to an Indian source one might
be pardoned for translating <*»iywk by the term " Indian "

; but
there is not the remotest reference to any such rules or any-

thing akin to them in any of the known writings of the Hindu
mathematicians prior to Avicenna. Further, M. Woepcke says,
*' Si nous considerons que ce mot ne pent ici en aucnne fa9on

fiignifier ' geometrique,' sens qu'il a ordinairement, et si nous
rappelons que le meme mot hindact designe aussi chez les

Arabes, d'apre§ M. Taylor, * I'echelle decimale de I'arithmetique/

nous devons etre portes a admettre que le sens primitif du mot
^j^^3Jk qui se prononce Mndigah et handagah est * methode

indienne ' ou * art indien
'

; et que, si ce mot designe en arabe
ordinairement, la geometrie, c'est parce que les premieres notions

de cette science arrivees aux Arabes sont venues de I'lnde*'

(p. 505).

M. Woepcke's conclusion depends upon the following (sup-

posed) facts : (i) the word ^jmAi/k cannot by any possible means

imply geometry in the passage referred to
;

(ii) a statement by
Mr. Taylor

;
(iii) the Arabs owe their knowledge of geometry to

the Hindus. It is only necessary to refer to the firat of these
points here. Of all the problems relating to numbers this very

one is most likely

of geometric origin,

as a glance at the

accompanying
figure will show.

AB is any square

of which the sides

divided into

parts.

larger
which
AB the

are

nine equal

Of the
squares

surround
dotted parts show
the remainders on
division by nine

and Avicenna's
proposition is at

once seen to be
Fig. L true, VIZ, that
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when on division by nine the linear remainder is 1 or 8, 2 or

7, 3 or 6, 4 or 5 the square remainders are respectively 1, 4, 9,

IG (^^e., 7).^ (Of course it will be at once seen that this is

only a particular case of a more general proposition.)

An interesting anecdote is related by Bayley in the following

quotation from jVIasandi, who visited India at the close of the
tenth century :

" Un congres des sages renni par ordre du roi

composa le livre du Sind Hind . . • . lis inventerent aussi les

neuf chifEres qui forme le systeme numeriqne indien." Congresses
and councils are not often known to invent^ but it is quite con-

ceivable that at such a meeting the adojpHon of a new system
.

(possibly foreign) might be considered.

A similar anecdote is related about the Khalif Walid who
reigned from 705 to 715 A.D. . . . It is stated that he forbade,

by a special edict, the use of the Greek language in the public

accounts. He made, however, a special reservation in favour of

Greek letters as numeral signs, on the ground that the Arabic
language possessed no numerals of its own. Nmv the Arabic
ahjad is exactly the same as the Greek alphabetic notation and it

is ''undoubtedly ancient " as Bayley states, and therefore the

edict could 7iot refer to the Greek alphabetic notation. There are

only two possible conclusions, viz.^ (^) the edict referred to some
special notation of the Greeks ( ? the apices of the Neo-Pythago-
reans) ; or (n) the whole tale is false.

Such evidence as is contained in this section, being more or

less legendary, does not carry very great weight. The points here
dealt with would not, in all probability, have been taken up in the

present argument if they had not been already used by the Indian-

ists. Their value here lies in the rather remarkable truth that

they help to prove just the opposite to the theory they were
intended to support. It is disappointing that so-called historical

evidence can avail so little in such an investigation as this. Even
when we come to the records of such a reliable investigator as

Albiruni, we find very little really pertinent to the question In

hand. When he visited India (in the eleventh century) the new
notation must have been fairly well established,* His language
is not always perfectly unambiguous, but what he says leads us to

conclude that the Hindus he came across 2cere ignorant of the

fundamental ^principles of matJiematics, " At first, " he writes,
*' [ stood to their astixjnomers in the relation of a pupil to his

master, being a stranger among them and not acquainted with
their peculiar national and traditional methods of science. On
having made some progress, I began to show them the elements
on which the science rests, to point to them some rules of logical

deduction and the scientific methods of all mathematics, and
then they flocked together round me from all parts and most

1 A similar example is given by Theou of Smyrna, A.D. 130.
» Is the antiquity of the abjad so certain? What is the earliest epigra

phical instance ?
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eager to learn from me, askino^ me at tlie same time from what
Hindu master I had learnt those things, whilst in reality I

showed them what they were worth, and thoaght myself a great

deal superior to them, disdaining to be put on a level with them.

They almost thought me a sorcerer . ; . . You mostly find that

even the so-called scientific theorems of the Hindus are in a state

of utter confusion, devoid of any logical order.
"

Albiruni's statements regarding Hindu mathematics and, in

particular, about notation, must be read in the light of the above

remarks. Also it must be borne in mind that in Albiruni's time

the common notation in use in India was the ' numerical woi^s
'

system, and among the Arabs probably the * abjad ' was the popu-

lar notation, although in both countries the modern notation was
possibly well established.

"The Hindus," Albiruni says, "do not use the letters of

their alphabet for numerical notation, as we iTse the Arabic nota-

tion in the order of the Hebrew alphabet,* As in different parts

of India the letters have different shapes, the numeral signs, too,

which are called anka, diffei-. The numeral signs which we use
are derived from the fine forms of the Hindu sisrns.^ Sisi'ns andD'"^- ~^0
figures are of no use if people do not know what they mean, but
the people of Kashmir mark the single leaves of their books
with figures Avhich look like drawings or like Chit»ese character,
the meaning of which can only be learned by very long practice.

However,, they do not use them when reckoning in the sand."
(Then follow three pages of disquisition on the orders of

numbers on which he states he has written a treatise! He states

that the Hindus " extend the names of the orders of numbers
until the eighteenth order for religious reasons . * • . Some
Hindus maintain that there is a nineteenth order . . . .,

but in reality reckoning is unlimited). "The Hindus, " he goes
on to say, " use the numeral signs in arithmetic in the same way
that we do. I have composed a treatise showing how far, possi-

bly, the Hindus are ahead of us in this subject.^ We have al-

ready explained that the Hindus compose their books in Slokas.
If, now, they wish, in their astronomical handbooks, to express
some numbei^ of the various orders, they express them by words
used to denote certain numbers either in one order alone or at the

same time in two orders '*.... Brahmagupta says :
" If you

want to write one^ express it by ev^erything which is unique,

1 I take this to mean that they did use an alphabetic notation, but dif-

fering in the order of the letters from the ' abjad. ' See notes above on
Aryabhata's notation. But the passage is ambiguous.

^ I do not see how he was in a better position to judge on this point
than, say. Canon Taylor, who is certainly wrong in his conclusion.

S Probably as regards the nomenclature of orders. In Dr. Lardner's
Arithmetic (1834) we read, " The names (Sanskrit) for the successive orders
of units is carried to a surprising extent *' Mutahhar ibn Tahr notes as a
cunosity a pretty high figure ascribed by Indians to the length of the world
(Huort p. 29). This appears to have been the distinguishing characteristic.

* "^^6 Hindus applied the place-value to their numerical word system*
The Arabs kept their ahjad unmodified. See my note above-
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•etc. " Albiruni gives a list of these numerical woi'ds and then

says: "As far as I have seen and heard the Hindus, they do
not go beyond twenty-five with this kind of numerical notation,

''

In Albiruni's list the following are the equivalents of 1 and
10, 2 and 20 :

1 Adi, 9a9in, indus, ^ita, urvai*a, dhara, pitaniah,

candra, sitamea, ra9mi,

10. . , . . Di^, apa, kendu, ravanaf*ara.

2 Yama, A^vin, ravicandrau, locana, axi, Dasra,

Yamala, pasca, netra.

20 Nakha, kriti.

V.

For operations involving large quantities the old notation

(i\e, notations without place-values) were clumsy in that a large

number of symbols were required ' and there are certain problems

that have no meaning, apart from the idea of place value. For in-

stance the sum of the digits of -y ^ would be "J

and nothing else. Problems that involve such ideas as * the sum of

the digits of twenty-five is seven ' connote the idea of place-

value. The following well-known example given by Jamblichus
(circ. 360 A.D.) is a distinct proof that he had perfectly clear

ideas on the ^ value of position. '
" If the digits of any three be

added together, and the digits of their sum be added together, and
-so on, the final sum Avill be six,"* Jamblichus also tells us that

iihe Pythagoreans called ten the ' unit of the second coui'se, a hun-

dred the * unit of third course,' and so on.

In early Hindu mathematics we find no such pi'oblems as that

given by Jamblichus. We can go further and state with perfect

truth that, in the whole range of Hindu mathematics, there is not

the slightest indication of the use of any idea of place-valuQ

before the tenth century A.D. Rodet, however, attempted to

«how that Aryabhata's rule for the extraction of the square root

implied a knowledge of the value of position.

The rule in question is as follows :

*

^JlH mgj «SEf ^TiT5fr%^
root

of the square, after having subtracted from this squared part the
«quai

1 The Hindus employed some 400 different flymbols in their 'numerical
word ' notation. See Rice, etc. <

2 Gow'a History of Greek Mathematics. Example : Take 25, 26, 27 of
which the highest 27 is divisible by 3; then 2 + 5 + 2+ 6 + 2 + 7 = 24 and 2 + 4
= 6. The proposition can be made more general.

3 Rodet translates the term ^|«|^^ by '^ distance d'une place* or *k
intervalle d'une place ou d'an rang.*
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The rale is algebraical in character, that is, it is perfectly

general and applies to all possible notations. There is absolutely

nothing in it that can lead one to suppose that it was meant to

apply in particular to a notation with ' place-values ' and a zero.

The method given here was known to the Grreeks and was admir-

ably expressed by Theoii of Alexandria while Euclid gave excellent

geometrical solutions for the operation. Brahmagupta does not give

any rale for the extraction of square roots, although^ he gives

identically the same rule for cube roots as is given by Arjabhata.

On turning to Rodet*s notes we find the cause of his erroneous con-

clusions in the following statement. He says, " Pour rendre comple-

tement intelliglbles les expressions . . . dontAryabhata fait usage dans
ces regies, je vais reproduire un extrait des comnaentateurs de la

Lilavati.,. et in diquant le precede pratiqne snivi par les Indiens

pour operer Textraction des racines," Of course, if one relies upon
a commentator of the Lildvati for enlightenment as to the mathe-
matical practice in the time of Aryabhata, wrong impressions are

likely to result. As I have stated before, there is not in any part

of Aryabhata*s work the remotest indication of a knowledge of a

notation with * place-values* ; on the other hand there is plenty
of evidence in the opposite direction.

The use of the new notation is not indicated in the rules for the
fundamental operations given by Brahmagupta ; but there is one
point about multiplication that is possibly worth noting. He
says, '* If the multiplicator be too great or too small the mul-
tiplicand is to be multiplied by the excess or defect as put ; and
the product of the multiplicand so put is added or subtracted."
The commentator Kfisbna (sixteenth century a.d.) misunder-
stood ^ this rule which will be found in most modern textbooks
and which must have been particularly useful with a notatioti

without place-values.

In the absence of any detailed workings * of examples by the
early Hindu mathematicians it would be difficult to come to defi-

nite conclusions regarding the notations they used if we had no
other evidence. But fortunately there is plenty of other evidence
that points to no uncertain conclusion. Sir R. Temple has, for

example, shown us that the old ideas of notation still prevail, to a
very great extent, among those in India who have not come in

contact with foreign systems. This is, practically, the proof ab-
solute that the new notation is not of Indian origin. The chief

virtue of the new notation is, it is claimed, that it simplifies

enormously arithmetical operations. Consequently we could not
possibly give the credit of the invention to those who did not use

i Such miaunderstaBdings are extremely common among the Hindu com-
mentators.

2 ''This omigsion is still the characteristic of the unskilful worker in

ftrithmetio, who will, if possible, show np the question and answer; but
from a noble scorn of details, or a desire to keep secret the mysterious pro-
cess omits the steps of the work and gives no inkling of the method." The
Story 0/ Arithmetic's. Carrington.
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it for the purpose for which it was invented. Sir R. Temple has
shown us [Ind.Antiq. xx. 53f.] that both the old system of notation

and the old methods of operation are still in use in Burma, India
and Tibet. " To the present day," he writes, " the very crudest
notions of arithmetical notation largely prevail in Burma • . . .

thus :—1,000,100,30,9 is used to represent 1139. In Upper Burma
mercantile accounts are frequently kept by the ordinary people in

this way This peculiarity yields a possible explanation of this

system of arithmetic, which would appear to have arisen from this

method of notation.'* Sir R. Temple explains that this system which
employs the essentials of the old notation (with modem symbols)

and the old methods of operation, and ignores the advantages of

the modern notation, is that in use amongst the Phongyis or Bur-
mese Buddhist priests and the astrologers—amongst those who
have not been educated on a foreign plan. Sir R. Temple also

says: " Mr. S. B. Dikshit informs me that a system of arithmetic

nearly corresponding ^ to that of the Burmese is still, he believes,

in vogue all over India among Hindu astrologers. A Lama showed
Sir R. Temple that the system taught him in the indigenous

monastic schools in Tibet was much the same.

I have been informed that in purely indigenous schools of the

present day it is common for the pupils to learn their multi-

plication tables up to 100 X 100, and, until a short tinle ago, in the

Grovernment schools of the United Provinces, the pupils were com-
pelled to learn at least up to 40 x 40. Mr. H. Sharp in his " Rural
Schools in the Central Provinces" tells us that children not only

learn the multiplication table as far as 100 x 100, but tables of

squares even higher. **I have found,** he says, "a very small

boy who could tell without a moment's hesitation, the square of

any number up to 1,000." This enormous range of tables was a

necessary concomitant of the old notation and its survival is a

curious phenomenon.
In a recent work* we read that in the section entitled Alga-

rithzms of Brahmagupta's mathematics: **We have undoubtedly

the numeration and notation of the Hindu (t.e., oar own) system
given and perhaps explained." Further on we read :

" In the

twelfth century Bhaskara composed a fuller and more valu-

able work (than Brahmagupta's) on arithmetic," and, " undoubted-

ly, there was a race of scholars dui'iug the intervening centuries

(between Brahmagupta and Bhaskara) to whom was due the

maintenance, if not the extension, of Hindu learning .... Thus
(through M. Bin Musa) the mathematical writings of the Hindus
became known to the Arabians and especially the wondrous system
of notation * having nine digits and a cipher, with device of place/ "

I give these quotations, which are severally untrue, from this

particular work (otherwise valuable and interesting) partly to

illustrate the popular misconceptions of the subject of Hindu
mathematics and their influence, and partly as pegs on which to

I The differences are minor and do not affect the present queation
* The Story of Arithmetic—S. Carriugton,
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hang some ideas. ^ Those who are really familiar with the works

in question must agree with Chasles, who wrote long ago :
" L'ouv-

rage de Bhascara n'est qu'une imitation tres-imparfaite de celui

de Brahmagupta, qui y est commente et denature . • - . Les pro-

positions les plus importantes de Brahmagupta . . . - y sont onuses,

ou enoncees commes inexacfces . . • , Cette circonstance et les com-

mentaires de differens scoliastes, nous paraissent prouver que,

depuis Brahmagupta, les sciences, dans Tlnde, ont ete en decli-

nant" (p. 420). The significance of these statements, regarding

the verity of which there is not the slightest doubt, is great. We
are led to suspect, but not only by these considerations, that there

never was a school of Hindu mathematicians. Further, if Bbas*

kara and the other commentators were not competent enough to

appreciate Brahmagupta's work, it suggests the idea that, perhaps,

Brahmagupta himself was of the same type as his successors.

Colebrooke says that Aryabhata was superior to any Hindu
who came after him and that deterioration rather than advance-

ment took place since the time of the more ancient author (p. 9).

Wherein, then, does the reputation of Brahmagupta lie? In
the early part of the last century it was stated that his formula
(the correct one) for the area of the triangle was tfie earliest

known citation of it. Consequently it was assumed t)»at Brahma-
gupta was the discoverer of this useful formula. But, as was
bund out later on, the formula in question was known to Heron
the Elder (2nd century B.C.) and was demonstrated by him. Still

the reputation sticks. Moreover, Chasles thought that the pri-

ority of the statement of the same formula extended to quadri-

laterals rests with Brahmagupta, but it is even doubtful whether
the rule given was intetided to apply to quadrilaterals at all.

Certainly the commentators thought it did, but they did not un-
derstand its application. Krishna^s illustrations are ludicrous,

while Bhaskara did not understand that the formula applies to

cyclic quadrilaterals only and said* that anyone who believed

in it was a " blundering devil."

Side by side with this correct formula for the triangle, Brah-
magupta states that the product of half the base and half the sum
of the other sides is the gross area of a triangle. That a mathe-
matician should state such a crude proposition is inconceivable.

It is, indeed, given by Boethius^ and Bede, but no one sets either

of these up as mathematicians : they aie recoj^nised as mere com-
pilers where mathematics is concerned, Accoi^ding to Chasles
this erroneous formula that is given by Brahmagupta (7th cen-

tury), Boethius (5th century), and Bede (7th century) must have
a common origin.

The next proposition by which Brahmagupta gains credit is

i It must be remembered that the writer of this interesting book is not
to blame for the incorrect statements regarding Hindu mathematics. For
similar errors, see Cantor, Gow, etc., etc.

^ Banerji's edition, p. 95.
3 And also by Ahmes the Egyptian B.C. 1700,
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-a rule he gives for the construction of right-angled triangles with
rational sides. This rule he gives twice over without knowing it;

firstin paragraph 35, section iv., chapter xii., and again in paragi^apli

38 of chapter xviii, (Colehrooke's edition). In the first case he
gives directions for the construction of ' half a rectangle ' and in the

second for an isosceles triangle (a douhle right-angled triangle).

The two rules are mathematically identical but worded very dif-

ferently. The only possible explanation of their occurrence

appears to be that Brahmacrupta took them from two different

works which he used for his compilation. The rule in question

is a generalisation of the two rules that Proclus attributes to

Pythagoras and to Plato ; and had always been a proposition par-

ticularly interesting to the Greeks,^ That Brahmagupta was the

original generaliser is altogether improbable ; no one familiar

with his mathematics could possibly conceive it unless, like

ijhasles, they had been misled by Colebrooke and others. As a

matter of fact the formula was given by Alkharki the translator

of Diophantus.
Next come the * indeterminate ' or Diophantine equations.

The connection between Brahmagupta and Diophantus was dis-

cussed by Colebrooke but not from the most enlightened point

of view. We now know that Diophantus lived prior to Brahma-
gupta ; that his favourite subject was indeterminate equations of

the second degree ; that parts of his works were lost ; tliat his

mathematical work was carried on by Hypatia atid others.

Brahmagupta gives us numbers of indeterminate equations; he
gives a method of solving quadratics the same as that employed
by Diophantus, while the other method he gives is practically the

same as that of Nonius ; he uses the sexagesimal notation and
many Greek mathematical terms, and it can be stated with perfect

accuracy that no section of mathematics is touched upon by him
that had not been dealt with by the Greeks.^

In the work quoted above it is intimated that M. ibn Musa,
^nd through him the Arabians generally, derived their mathemati-
cal knowledge from the Hindus. Gow* also states that *'in the

time of Al-Mansur (754— 775) the Arabian commerce with India

had brought to the knowledge of Bagdad the Siddhanta. This
also was translated and the Arabs acquii^ed the numerical »ym-
i)ols.'* On what authority such statements are made I cannot say,

but I suspect they may be traced back to Colebrooke, who, how-
ever, is not quite so culpable in this matter as his commentators
Colebrooke states that M, ibn Ibrahim Alfarazi translated or
-adapted an Indian work on astronomy, and this work of Alfarazi

was known as Sind-hind or Hind-sind, "It signifies," he says,

1 The conclaaions given in this section are based npon a much fuller
investigation than is here indicated : it is proposed to give, on another occa-
fiioTij a more detailed expoHition of the resnlts of this investigation.

* History of Greek Mathematics.
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o

"according to Ben-al-Adami, the revolving ages . . • . No Sanscrit

term of similar sound occurs, bearing a signification reconcilable

to the Arabic interpretation. If a conjecture is to be hazarded,

the original word may have been Siddh'anta. Other guesses
might be proposed/*

L* identite du vaoiSindhtndvivec sidd'dnta que Colebrooke a

ete le premier a soup9onner," writes Woepcke, *'n'est plus, je

pense, revoquee en doute par personne," and concludes that the

Indian astronomer who arrived at Bagdad in 773 a.d, had based
his work on that of Brahmagupta, and so Colebrooke's guess be-

comes a certainty. . In all probability Brahmagapta's work was
translated into Arabic at an early date, but that, for example^
M. ibn Musa learnt his algebra from the Hindus does not follow

and neither is it true. The argument given by Cossali and fol-

lowed by Colebrooke for an Indian origin of M. ibn Musa's
mathematical work is curious enough to be quoted. It runs as

follows :
—" There is nothing in history respecting Muhammad

ben Musa individually, which favours the opinion, that he took
from the Grreeks the Algebra which he taught the Muhammadans.
History presents in him no other than a mathematician of a
country most distant from Greece and contiguous to India , . . .

N'ot having taken Algebra from the Greeks, he must have either
invented it himself or taken it from the Indians. Of the two the
second appears to me most probable. " Is it surprising that
scholars who believed in, or even listened to, such arc:uments
came to unsound conclusions ?

A comparison between the mathematical work of Brahma-
gnpta and M. ibn Musa proves without a shadow of a doubt that
the Muhammadan's work is not based upon that of the Hindu.'
Rosen, however, misled by Colebrooke, and his own inclination
possibly, seemed to think just the opposite. In this translation of
M. ibn Musa*s work he often refers to Brahmagupta and Bhaskara
in disparagement of the Muhammadan. Now M. ibn Musa, in
the preface to his work, writes :

" The learned, in times which have passed away, and
among nations which have ceased to exist, were constantly
employed in writing books on the several departments of science
. . . . The fondness for science, by which God has distin-
guished the Imam al Mamum .... has encouraged me to com-
pose a short work on calculating . . . such as men constantly
require. " This does not point to India as the source of his
mathematical knowledge, but to a nation or nations that had
ceased to exist. Rosen, however, says, "I have drawn the con-
clusion that part of the information comprised in this volume
was derived from an Indian source," That he was not enti-
tled to draw any such conclusion is evident from an examina-
tion of the facts. It will even be seen that the evidence
selected by him in support of his arguments actually points
the other way. For example, he attempts to show that in

^ Rodet also came to this conclnsion (Journal Asiatiqae, 1878).
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the determination of the ratio of the circumference to the
diameter of the circle, the Arabian mathematician has copied
the Hindus. The result given by the Muhammadan may

62832
be represented hy p = d X ^ , while the result as given in

3927
the Lilavati is represented hy j[>=d x YoKh' "^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ these

1Z5U

two results are identically equal forms the basis of Rosen's argu-

ment to prove that M. ibn Musa copied from the Hindus,^ not-

withstanding that M. ibn Musa lived three hundred years before

the Lilavati was composed. Now, as Chasles says, " La verite,

en Geometric, est la loi commune, elle est une, elle appartient a tons

les temps, k toutes les intelligences qui savent la comprendre ; et

sa presence sur plusieurs points, chez plusieurs peuples, n'est pas

une preuve de communications entre eux "
(p. 430) ; but Rosen

thinks otherwise and says, *' It is extremely improbable that the

Arabs should, by mere accident, have the same proportion as the

Hindus
;
particularly, if we bear in mind that the Arabs did not

seem to have troubled themselves about finding an exact method.

"

He adds to this astonishing comment the following still more
astonishing foot-note ^ -.

" This would appear from the very man-
ner in which our author (M, ibn Musa) introduces the several

methods ; but still more from the following marginal note of the

manuscx'ipt to the general passage. ' This is an approximation,

not the exact truth itself : nobody can ascertain the exact

truth of this, and find the real circumference, except the Omnis-
cient .... This is called an approximation, in the same manner
as it is said of the square-roots of irrational numbers, that they

are approximations, and not exact truths : for God alone knows
* what the exact truth is.

The remarks of Rosen about it being mere accident, and the

Arabs not troubling themselves, are too absurd to be considered

;

and, as to the note he ridicules, I venture to state that in the

whole range of Hindu mathematical writings nothing approach-

ing such a clear exposition of a difficult point has been given.^

The facts refen^ed to by Rosen further prove the ridiculousness

of his arguments. They are here given side by side, and a glance

will show that accurate results were given by the Muhammadan
some three centuries earlier than by the Hindus in question, and
that he could not have possibly borrowed his results from them.

It is not necessary here to take into account the value given by
Aryabhata as Brahmagupta, on whose work that of M. ibn Musa

» 99

1 It is to be borne in mind that it la only "Eopen'e arguments that are
here being confuted- Rosen knew nothing: of Aryabhata.

* Of course such arguments are not, in themselves, worth repeating.

It is on such, however, that the current theories are based.
3 Since writing the above it has atrack me that Rosen possibly believed

that the circle could be exactly ' squared/ Such a belief was not uncommon
in his day.
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is said to be based, did not give it. Tbe point at issue lies

between M. ibn Musa, Bralimagupta and Bbaskara.

BTaliniagii.pta (circ. 600 A.D,)

The diameter and the semi-

J/. ibn Miisa {circ. 800 A,D.)

In any circle, the product of

-diameter being severally multi- its diameter, multipled by three

plied by three are the practical

circumference and area. The
square root extracted from ten

times the squa'res are the neat

values.

Bhaskara (circ. 1150 A.D,)

Rule ; When the diameter of

a circle is multiplied by three

thousand nine hundred and
twenty, and divided by twelve
hundred and fifty, the quotient
is the circumference : or, multi-
ply by twenty-two and divide
by seven, it is the gross circum-
fei^nce adopted to practice.

and one-seventh, will be equal

to the periphery. This is the

rule generally followed in prac-

tical life. The geometricians

have two other methods. One
of them is that you multiply

the diameter by itself, then by
ten^ and hereafter take the root

of the product : the root will be
the pei'iphery. The other me-
thod used by astronomers : it

is this, that you multiply the

diameter by 62882 and then
divide the product by 20000 : the

quotient is the periphery,^

[Note.—There is another and more interesting reference to

the 'squaring of the circle' in Hindu writings given by Dr.
Thibaut in his translation of the Sulvasutras. It is the follow-

rule

turn
comers

and describe the circle together with the third part of the piece
standing over ; this line gives a- circle exactly as large as the
square; for as much as there is cut off from the square (viz., the
coniers of the square) quite as much is added to it (viz., the
segment of

This gives 7r= 3-0886. The construction arose out of the
custom of building altars of different shapes but of equal areas,
which has a very strange resemblance to the celebrated Delian
problem.]

The ratios used by the Hindus have no claim to priority.

Ahmes (ctrc. 1700 B.C.) gave a value equivalent to 7r=(16/9)» =
3*1604. Ai*chimedes srave a rie^orous nroof showino'that the value

1 V'10-31623V3-J= 31429; the other values give x = 3'U16. Aryab-
177

hata's valae is 3 -^;^-» 3*1416. In practical applications Brabmagupta and

Bhaskara use the value ira=3, while Aryabhata ia widely erratic in one of the
problems attacked by him that requires a knowledge of the value of ir.

Albiruni states that the value 3 -—- was employed by Pulisa {Indian I, 168).
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lies between 22/7 and 228/71. Oi*dinarily lie used, as \ve do
now, 22/7. Ptolemy's value is 377/120 ^'hich equals 3-141666.

177
Pulisa gave 3 ,--— = 3*1416. The method of Alimes is not

unlike that given in the Sulvasutras. M. ibn Musa finds the
area of the circle by treating it as the limit of an equilatei-al

polygon of many sides : this method certainly does not point to

Brabmagupta as the soiirce of his knowledge.

VII.
I

Not many years ago the opinions of the eai'ly orientalists

appeared to be corroborated to some extent by the discovery of
the Bakhshali manuscript, or ratfier by Dr. Hoernle's statements
regarding the manuscript ; but, when it is understood, that Dr.
Hoernle's conclusions were based upon false premises, it Avill be
seen that there are other possible explanations than those he
gives.

. Now, in his discussion on the age and origin of the Bakh-
shali arithmetic, Dr. Hoeride makes the following assump-
tions :

—

*

" That Indian arithmetic and algebra, at least, are of entirely

native origin. " (Ind. Antiq. xvii., 37).
" That the Hindus did not ^^t their elements of the arithme-

tical science from the Greeks. '"
(ib.)

" That this principle (of value of position) was known in

India as early as A.D. 500." (Ind. Antiq. xii., 37).
From such assumptions he finally concludes that the woik is^

a very ancient one of pm^ely Hindu origin, and even suggests that

it helps to prove the early use of the modem system of notation

among the early Hindus. He protects himself from giving a

rather crude illustration of the vicious circle by a qualifying

clause, but, in actuality, that is the form of his reasoning.

In addition to the statements given above, Dr. Hoernle writes,

"The MS. is written in the so-called Sarada chai'actei's, which
are still used in Kashmir and Avhieh, as they occur on the coins of

the Maharajas of Kashmir, are of a not inconsiderable age.

. . , . I have not obsei'ved these (some of the forms of

lettei^) in other MSS. written in the Sarada characteis. Hence
I am inclined to look on them as evidence of great age in the
Bakhshali MS. ; and as the "West Indus Districts were early lost

to Hindu civilization through Muhammadan conquests, during
which it was a common practice to bury MSS. to save them fix)m

destruction .... The Bakhshali MS. may be referred to the 8tl

or 9th century A.D
1

" The methods (of setting out the problems, etc.) differs

considerably from that used in other Hindu mathematical treatises,

f.y., in those of Bhaskara and Brahraagupta . • . .
'* This nega-

tive sign is the most remarkable difFerence between the Bakhshali
MS. and the works of Bhaskara and othei^s. The MS. uses a cross +,
while the sign that is commonly used is a dot, placed above the
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quantity .... Here, therefore, there appears to be a mark of

great antiquity. As to its (the + ) origin I am unable to suggest

any satisfactory explanation. I have been informed by Dr.

Tliibaut^ .... that Diaphantus used the letter i|r reversed (thus ^)
to indicate the negative quantity .... Now the Bakbsh^li

arithmetic is written in the Sloka measure ; and this circumstance

carries its composition back to a time anterior to that change of

literary fashion in the 5th century A.D.^ .... Again the foreign

terms dinara (Latin denarius) and dramma (Greek drachme^ occur

in both (i.e. also in Brahmagupta} .... the decimal system

of notation 8 is employed . . . etc., etc.*' Notwithstanding Dr.

Hoernle's conclusion every one of these poirj^s seems to me to

emphasize the fact that this work is not of pure Indian origin :

clearer evidence for a non-Indian origin could not be given.

Further, Dr. Hoernle has failed to note on one most important

matter. He explains that a mixed number is shown in the Bakh-
shali MS. by placing ' the three numbers under one another; thus14
1 means 1 — |and 1 means 4^, but he does not explain that

3+ 2

this mode of writing fractions is peculiarly Arabic* That the

Bakhshali MS. exhibits such characteristic difference from the old

Hindu treatises ; that the only points of resemblance are admitted-

ly of foreign origin^; that the MS. was found in that part of

Lidia that was dominated at the time when it was written by
a foreign race ; and that this foreign race was, at the period in

question, superior to the Hindus as regards their knowledge of

1 Ib it possible that Dr. Hoernle had not read the introduction to Cole-

brooke's Lilavati ? (p. xii., Ed. 1817). Colebrooke there gives a fall explana-
tion of the use of the inverted ^ by Diaphantus).

^ Is this sound argument ?

8 That is, the modern system with place-values.
* Woepcke, p. 497.
6 The only resemblance between the matter of the Bakhshali manuscript

and Brahmagupta*8 work, that Dr. Hoernle points out, lies in the fiftieth sutra
of the MS. and ch, iviii. §84 of Brahmagupta's algebra. Peculiar signifi*

cance attaches to this problem, for it was fully dealt with by Diophantus and
fully expounded in the algebra of Alkarkhi which was based on that of Dio-
phantus (Woepcke's Extrait duFahhri). The problem given in the Bakhshdli
MS. may be expressed in modern notation thus :—Solve x + 5 — rn^, a?—7«n2
(not as Dr. Hoernle puts it^—aj + S^as^^ a; ^7=*'^). Alkarkhi gives at least four
problems of the same kind and a great number of allied types. The solution
given in the MS. is as follows :

—*' The sum of the additive and subtractive
numbers is 12; the half of it is 6; lessened by two is 4; its half is 2; its

square is 4; this is added to the eubtractive number and becomes 11. This

is the number." This solution is based upon the fact that J ]
p

+ (a + b) is a perfect square. This formula is given by Alkarkhi (p. 63). In
the present case a— 6, b = 7 and p »^ 2.

This rather remarkable coincidence unmistakably points to Diophantus
as one of the ultimate sources of both Brahmagupta'a work and the Bakhshali
arithmetio.
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mathematics ; these points also indicate pretty certainly that the
work in question was not of unalloyed Indian origin.

VIII.

I have indicated roughly the main points of my arguments by
which, 1 believe, my original proposition is proved. The task I set

myself was to show that the current conceptions as to the origin

of our modern arithmetical notation have not very secure founda-
tions and that the question is worth reopening; and further,

that popular misconceptions of the range and influence of

Hindu mathematics need some correction. The second part of my
task is only indicated in the above notes, which I may supplement
later on, but as regards the question of notation I think enough
has been said to cause those interested and better qualified to

judge than I to reopen or, perhaps rather, to restate the question.

The character of the Indian scripts ; the evidence of inscriptions
;

the nature of the early notations in use among the Hindus ; the

nature of their mathematical works ; the very custom at the

present time among those Hindus who work on purely indige-

nous lines point to a foreign origin of the modern notation

as probable ; while the foundations of the arguments of those

who believe in an Indian origin are now shown to be either

absolutely unsound, or, when not absolutely unsound, at least

unreliable ; and consequently the Indian theory, if it is to stand,

must be restated.
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TABLE I.

vu ^^.^-^

(a) E.I. ii., 20 ; (6) J. Asiatique 1863 ; (c) ib.
; (d) I A. xii., 155 ; (e) I. A. xi., 1 10 ; (/)

E.I. 111., 54; (gr) E.I. iv., 310; A.S x.',{K) E.I. i., 159; (i) E.I. vi., 287; [j) I.A. ii., 257; (ifc)

I.A.XTi.,m;(OE.T. vii., 3; (m) I.A. xii., 249; fn) EI. i., 124; (o) E.I. ii., 124 j

(p) LA. 111., 264; (g) E.I. ii., 119; (rj E.I. i., 77; (s) E.I. iii., 271 ; I.A. xvi., 202.
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TABLE II.

I

)

(} From a doubtful macription of A.D. 1050. Ind. Anfciq. xiu, 202
of A.D. 1114, Epigr. Ind. i., 34.

(ii) inscription

t

T i

/

p

^

i
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(Table III. from Buliler.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

11

111

IV

VI

« m

vn

Vlll

«x

X

XI

XI

1

« *

X111

II

111

IV

V

VI

VII

V111

IX

XT

xu

Xlll

1 •> 3 4 o 6 7 8 9

(i) This is the same as (a) in table i. (ii) Same as (e) table i. ( iii) Kanheri
inscription, see notes 11 and 12 above, (iv) The Torkhede inscription, same as

(/) in table i. (vj Same as (j) and (ik) except for the * three/ the 'six,* for
which the reference appears to be wrong, (vi) Same as (p) table i, (vii) Given
in line 1 of table ii., A.D. 1050. (viii) Fourteenth century A.D,, Ind. Antiq.
X., 342, (ix-x) Bakhshali MS.—same as (c) table v. (xi-xii) Bendairs Cata-
logue of Cambridge MSS, (liii) B.E.S.I.P. Telngu and Canarese, 11th cen-
tury A.D.
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Table IV.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

a

h

d

e

f

ft

b

c

1

f

(a) Old Indian, Brahmi or ' numerical ' symbols. Many variations of the 6,
8 and 9 liare been give... They are probably all doubtfiil. (h) Indian ( new
notation

) 1114 A^D.(Bpigr Ind. i.. 34). (c) Modern Nigri. (d) Modern
Thankari (Panjab). (e) Telugu. if) Tibetan.
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Table V.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

a

b

c

d

e

id)

Apices of Boefchius (Friedlein, p. 397).
Gobar figures of the lOth century (Woepcke)
Arabic fisrurea from a MS. from Chiraz of the 10th centuryfigures

(Woepcke),
Indian figures from a plate of the 11th century.
Indian figures from the Bakhahii MS.



54. Note on the History of the Caste System.

By A. M. T. Jackson, T.C.S.

It is well known that, whereas the Hindu lawbooks recog-

nise no more than four castes, the number of castes actually ex-

isting is practically infinite. Many attempts have been made to

account for this divergence between theory and practice, buf- none
of the solutions that have been suggested has gained general

acceptance. The subject attracted the atteiition of Colebrooke,

for though he never published his views during his lifetime, he
left belund him tlie heads of a memorandum on the matter, whicl

liave been printed in his biography (pp. 98 ff). He wrote that

*Vthe tribes (by which he means the four great castes) neces-
*' sarily had an internal government ; at the same time professions
*' were naturally formed into companies. From this source, while
*' the corporations (trade gilds) imitated the regulations of tribes
'' (castes), a multitude of new and arbitrary tribes (castes) sprang
" up, the origin of which, as assigned by Menu, etc., is pro-
" bably fanciful." The two significant points here are

—

(1) the

stress laid on the internal government of the castes, and (2)
the importance of the gilds for the liistory of the caste system.

The question slept where Colebrooke left it until it was taken

up again by Senart after his visit to India in 1894 {see his Les
Castes Dans L' Inde). He holds that the so-called castes or varnas

of the lawbooks are really classes, which have always been divid-

ed into numerous sections similar to the endogamous snb-caste^

of the present day. Jolly (Die Entstehung des Kastenwesens,

Z.D.M.G., 1. 507 if) has adopted Senart*s theory and furnished it

with further illustrations. Neither writer, however, accounts for

the existence of a theory so much at variance with the practice.

Risley (Census of India Report 1901, pp. 548-9) assumes that the

Indians borrowed the theory of the four classes from Persia. Old-

enberg on the other hand (Zur Geschichte des Indischen Kas-
tenwesens, Z.D.M.C., li., pp. 267 ff) believes that the old Indian

theory of four castes was at first a true representation of the actual

state of things, and that the multiplication of castes was a gi^adual

process, favoured in some cases by the transformation of trade

guilds into castes. In this latter view, as we have seen, he was
anticipated by Colebrooke.

The point, however, toAvhich I wnsh to invite attention at pre-

sent, is Colebrooke's other leading idea, of the importance of tbe

internal government of the castes. At the present day we find

that the castes enforce their rules in various ways, though the
ultimate sanction is in all cases expulsion from the caste, the social

consequences of which are like those of the Roman interdtctio aqttd

et igni. The machinery by which the sentence is passed may be
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either a general meeting of the caste, or the decree of a committee of

elders, or of an hereditary headman, or the^ai of a spiritual teacher.

The existence and action of these authorities is practically ignored

hy our Government, as it was also by the Muhammadan kings for

the most part. But when we go back to the days of independent

Hindu rule, we find a very different state of things. In those

days, Indian society consisted of a hierarchy of castes, at the

head of which stood the Brahmans and the king, and the royal

authority was constantly called in to keep each caste to its proper

functions, and to prevent what the lawbooks technically call

Varnasankara or confusion of castes. In other words, the power
of the king was the ultimate sanction for the enforcement of caste

rules. Thus we find in the Vishnu Smyiti (^III. 1-3) :
*' Now the dutie

'' of a king are to protect his people, and to keep the four
'' castes and the four orders in the practice of their several duties.

Likewise Vasishtha says (XIX. 7-8, Oldenberg's translation) :

" Let the king, paying attention to all the laws of countries (sub-
" divisions of) castes (joti) and families, make the four castes

{Varna) fulfil their (respective) particular duties. Let him
*^ punish those who stray from (the path of duty ) " ; and again

(lb. I. 39-41) :
*' The three (lower) castes shall live according to

"the teachino^ of the Brahmana. The Brahmana shall declare
" their duties and the king shall govern them accordingly." So
"also Gautama says (VIII. 1. Oldenbeig's translation) : "A king
'* and a Brahmana deeply versed in the Vedas, these two uphold
" the moral order in the world" ; and again (lb. XI. 9-10) : "He
" (the king) shall protect the castes and orders in accordance with

"justice; and those who leave (the path of) duty, he shall lead
" back (to it) *'

; and also (lb. XI. 31) :
" The advice of the spiri-

tual teacher and the punishment (inflicted by the king) gnard
"them." The passage last quoted has a close parallel in Manii (VII.

15, Bfihler's translation) who sajs :
" Through fear of him (pun-

" ishment), all created beings, both the immovable and the movable
" allow themselves to be enjoyed and swerve not from their duties.

The parts allotted to the spiritual guide and to the kinor in the

enforcement of caste rules are explained by Apastamba [II. V. (10)
12 fE], who says that if those who have broken caste rules fail to

perform the penance prescribed by their spiritual guide, he shall

take them before the king. The king shall " send them to his

"domestic priest, who should be learned in the kw and the science
" of governing. He shall order (them to perform the proper penan-
" ces if they are) Brahmanas. He shall reduce them {to reason) by
" forcible means, excepting corporal punishment and servitude.

"In the case of (men of) other cj»stes, the kino:, after having ex-

"amined their actions, may punish them even by death."
The natural result of this exercise of the royal jurisdiction in

caste questions would be the gradual establishment of a body of
caste customs ; and if a caste lived in an area so extensive as to be
subject to more than one political jurisdiction, it would tend to
split up into sections whose customs differed in detail, owing to the
divergent decisions of the kings to whom it was subject. Thus-

14
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the customs of the Brahmans of Kosala would differ in detail from
those of the Brahmans of Magadha, and so on. Now, the political

condition of ancient India was such as to favour in a high degree
this splitting up of the original castes, for, as far Iback as our
knowledofe goes, we find the country divided into small tribal king-
doms. Megasthenes (B.C. 300), as reported by Arrian, had before

him a list of 118 of these, covering the whole area of India. The
Buddhist scriptures show us the same state of things existing at

an earlier date {see Oldenberg's Buddha, 1897, Exc. 1, and Rhys
David^s Buddhist India) and we can follow it still further back
as far as the Ritrveda itself (A-eeZimmer, Alt Indisches Leben). As
Prof. Macdonell says (Sanskrit Literature, 157-8) :".... the Vedic
*' Aryans were split up into numerous tribes, which, though con-
" Scions of their unity in race, language and religion, had no political

"cohesion. They 'occasionally formed coalitions, it is true, but
" were just as often at war with one another. The tribe, in fact,

"was the political unit, organised much in the same way as the
"Afghans are at the present day, or the Germans were in the
"time of Tacitus." Each tribe, being under a different king,

would tend to diverge from all the others in tlie matter of

caste customs, owing to the different jurisdiction to which
it was subject. The tribal kingdoms did not lose their identity

even if they were conquered and incorpoi*ated into larger em-
pires, for it was the Indian custom to place on the throne of a con-

quered province a member of the old royal family. For instance

Manu says (YII. 201-3, Biibler's translation) :
" When he has

" gained victory, let him duly worship the gods, and honour righte-
" ous Brahmanas, let him grant exemptions, and let him cause pro-

mises of safety to be proclaimed. But, having fully ascertained the
wishes of all the (conquered), let him place there a relation of the

" (vanquished ruler on the throne) and let him impose his condi-

"tions. Let him make authoritative the lawful (customs) of the
" (inhabitants), just as they are stated (to be), and let him honour
" the (new king) and his chief servants with precious gifts.

'*

Similarly the Vishnu Smriti says (III. 47-9, Jolly's translation) :

'* A king, having conquered the capital of his foe, should invest
" there a prince of the royal race of that country with the royal
" dignity. Let him not extirpate the royal race, unless the royal

"race be of ignoble descent. " The passage from Manu, in parti-

cular, shows most clearly that the jurisdiction in caste questions

emained unaffected by foreign conquest.

But it may be asked, if the multiplication of castes dates back
as far as the days of the old tribal kingdoms, how is it that so few
of the existing sub-castes are mentioned in Indian literature?

The answer is that the name of the sub-caste is used only when it

has to be distinguished from another sub-caste. Thus, a writer
living at Kanauj naturally speaks of a Kanaujiya Brahman as a
Brahman simply, just as a writer in England might speak of an
attorney as a lawyer, while a writer in Scotland might use the
same word for a *' writer to the signet.'* In the Census Reports
it is often found that that portion of a sub-caste, which is still

14
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settled in its original home, returns itseK nnder the caste name
only, e-g.j as Bratman only or as Banya only, without giving the

sub-caste name at all, so that it might seem as if the sub-caste

did not exist at all in the very place "which is known to be its

chief centre.

It is well-known that a very large proportion of the sub-

castes bear geographical names. It remains to consider whether
any of these names are derived from the names of historical

Hindu kingdoms. The following examples are enough to show
that the question deserves special study

:

Maithil^ the name of the Brahman sub-caste of North -Bihar, is

derived from the ancient kingdom of Mithila or Videba, well

known in the Brahmanasand in the Ramayana.
Jijhotiya^ a Brahman sub-caste in Central India, takes its name

(as Gen. Cunningham pointed out) from Jijalcabhukti, the terri-

tory _of the Chandels of Mahoba.
Agarwdl^ a strong Bania sub-caste in Upper India, has a

pseudo tiadition that Agra or Agroha was their original home,
but their true birthplace seems to be Agar in Eastern Malva,
which was well known as Akara about the Christian era, and is

named in inscriptions as a province alonjr with Avanti (Ujjain).

KhedavSl is the name of a sub-caste of Brahmans and of

another of Banyas in Gujarat. Their birthplace is the chief

town of the British district of Kaira, which is mentioned in

inscriptions, and gave its name to a kingdom in Hiuen Thsang's
time (c. 640 a.d.)»

Shrtmalt is the name of a sub-caste of Brahmans and of

another of Banyas in Marwar. It is derived from the town of

Shrimal of Bhinmal in Marwar, which was the capital of a king-
dom in Hiuen Thsang's time and long after {see Bo, Gaz. J, pt. i.

App. Bhinmal)-
Lacl\H the name of a sub-caste of Banyas in Gujarat and parts

of the Deccan, It is derived froni tl»e ancient Lata (Ptolemy's
AapiKT]), the old name of Southern Gujarat.

Sorathia is the name of a sub-caste of Brahmans and another
of Banyas in Kathiawad, the %vpaarp7]v7] of the Greeks and the
Saurashtra of the Guptas,

Audhiya is the name of a sub-caste of Banyas who came
from Ayodhya the ancient capital of Rama's kingdom of Kosala.

M^thur is the name of sub-castes of Brahmans, Kayasths, and
Banyas, wlio trace their origin to Mathura, the capital of the
S^uraserja kingdom.

Shrivastav is the name of n sub-caste of Kayasths who are
supposed to have come from S^ravasti in Northern KoSala.

SaJcsena is the name of another Kayasth section, who are
pposed to have come from Sankasya, the modern Sankisa.

It will be noticed that, while some sub-castes take their
names from the kingdom, others take it from that of the capital
city. The latter is especially common in the case of the trading
and artisan classes.

Another means of testing the correctness of the theory put
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forward in this paper, as to the jurisdictional factor in the

history of caste, is to look for sets of sub-castes bearing the same
geographical names. Each of the old tribal kingdoms would
naturally have had its own section of Brahmans, traders, carpen-

ters, etc., and we should expect to find traces of these complete sets

of castes surviving at the present day. We do, in fact, find such
traces, though in many cases the sub-castes are now named from
cities which are known to have been founded after the arrival of

the Muhammadans in India. This may be due either to the fact

that the caste organisation in these cases is really of later origin,

due to the imitation of the higher classes by the lower ; or to the

jurisdiction over caste offences having passed, on the fall of the

Hindu kings, to the craft gilds, who naturally made their princi-

pal seats in the largest cities, and were quite ready to migrate
from an old capital to a new one, whose name they would then
adopt as their own. Thus in Gujarat we find castes with
Ahmadabadi and Surati sub-divisions, though these two cities did

not exist before the 15th century.

The following cases of sets of sub-castes, bearing the same
geographical name, are taken from VoLIXof the Bombay Gazet-

teer (Gujarat Population) ;

AJimdddbddi section among Ghanchis (oilmen) and Mochis
(shoemakers).—The city of Ahmadabad was founded in 1413 A.n,

on the site of Asaval, which was a place of some importance as

far back as Al-Berimi's time (c. 1000 a,v.),

Champanerz section among Ghanchis (oilmen) and Kau-
saras (bellmetal casters).—Champaner was the seat of a Hindu
raja early in the 15th century, and became the capital of Gujarat

in 1484 A.D., but fell into decay soon afterwards, and has been un-

inhabited for the last 150 years.

Gujar section among Darjis(tailors"),Sonis(goldtimiths),Sutars

(carpenters), Charans (bards), Dheds (scavengers), and Banyas
(traders).—It is not clear whether in these cases we have to do with

a true sub-caste, or with a vague geographical or linguistic division.

Taken strictly, the name seems to apply to the kingdom of North-

em Gujarat and Southern Marwar, which was known to Hiuen
Thsang under the name of Kin-che-lo, and the capital of which
gave its name to the Shrimati sections of Brahmans, Banyas and
Sonis (goldsmiths),

Harsold section among Brahmans and Banyas.
JJiarold or Jholord section among Brahmans and Banyas.
Khamhdti section among Luhars (blacksmiths), and Mochis

(shoemakers).—Cambay was a large porlrin the time of Al-Masnd
(913 A.D.) and has remained a place of importance ever since.

Khdddyatd section among Brahmans and Banyas.—The name
is said to be derived from the village of Khadlt near Parantij.

Kheddvdl section among Brahmans and Banyas (see above).
Kachela, or its synonym Parajia, is the name of a section

among Luhars, Sonis, Charans and Brahmans. Tlie name Kachella
occurs in inscriptions as early as the 8th century for the people of

Kocb.

I
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Mdru^ or its synonym Maryada,is the name of a section among-

Darjis (tailors), KansSras (bellmetal casters), Sonis (goldsmiths),

Sutars (carpenters), Charans (bards), and Dheds (scavengers).—-It

denotes a man from the Rajputana desert. As in the case of

Gujar, it is possible that the name sometimes does not denote a

true sub-caste but is used in a vague sense.

Modh section among Brahmans, Banyas and Ghanchis (oil-

men).—This case is of interest because the town of Modhera
does not seem to have ever liad any great historical importance,

though no doubt it was the capital of a small district.

Mevddd section among Brahmans, Banyas, Sonis (gold-

smiths), and Sutars (carpenters).—^It takes its name from the king-

dom of the Rana of Udepur, whose history goes back to the 8tb

century a.d.

Nandora section among Brahmans and Banyas.—The name
is doubtless derived from Nandipuri, the capital of the Gurjaras
of Broach (c. 580—750 a.d.).

Nogar section among Banyas and Brahmans.—The name
seems to be derived from Vadnagar (Bhagwanlal's Gujarat, p. 6),

the old capital of the province known as Anartta.

Patam section among Ghanchis (oilmen) and Dheds (sca-

vengers), as well as among Sonis (goldsmiths) as a subdivision

of Parajias,—The name is derived from Anhilvad Patau, the

capital of the Solanki kings (961-1242 a.d.).

Eavideshi section among Bhavsara (calico-printers) and
Darjis (tailors).—The name seems to belong to North-eastern
Gujarat.

Sdyakwal section among Brahmans and Banjas, from Raika
near Dhandhuka.

Surati section among Ghanchis (oilmen), Luhars (blaksmiths).

Modus (shoemakers) and Dheds (scavengers).—Surat cannot
be traced in history with certainty before 1531 a.d., when it

was sacked by the Portuguese. Before that date as far back as

1000 A,D. the chief town of the Tapti Yalley was Rander, now a
suburb of Surat. *

Srimali section among Brahmans, Banyas and Sonis {see

above).

Sorathid section among Brahmans and Banyas {see above).
Vnyada section among Bralimans and Banyas, from Vayad

near Patan.
The above examples are taken from tlie castes of a sino^le

province, but the number of cases could be indefinitely increased
with a little research. But, besides these cases where sets of

castes bear the same local name, it will also be found that some-
times a sub-caste of Brahmans and a sub-caste of Banyas, which are
locally connected, nevertheless bear different names, owing to the
Brahmans having settled in a village of their own not at but near
the trading centre of the kingdom. Thus we find the Kandol
Brahmans and Kapol Banyas in Gujarat; the Karade Brahmans
and the Patani Banyas (of Patau in Satara) in the Deccan; the
Deorukha Brahmans and the Sangameshvari Banyas in the
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Central Konkan, and the Shenvi Brahmans and Kudali Banya
in the Sonthern Konkan.

The above evidence will perhaps be enough to show that the
jurisdiction of the Hindu kings was a very important factor in

the development of the caste system, and that a certain propor-

tion, at any rate, of the existing sub-castes, show traces of

having arisen from the castes of the old Hindu kingdoms. The
theory of course will not account for the origin of all the castes

of the present day, nor does it throw any light upon the ultimate

origin of the caste system. But it does account, in part at least,

for the multiplicity of castes which takes the place at the present

day of the simple social structure known to the Sanskrit law-

books .

/
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55. Notes on the Pollination of Flowers in India. Note

No* 4# On Cotton in Behar.

By I. H. BuRKiLL.

The observations tere detailed were made in the current
year
the district

at the following places :—Pusa and Dalsing Sarai in

of Darbhanga; Saing, Sirseab (both, north of

Mozatterpnr), barai and Kutnpur (near Uajipur) m the district

of MozafEerpur ; Barb in the district of Patna ; and Matrapur
west of Arrah in the district of Shahabad. The insects were
kindly named for me by Mr. H. Maxwell-Lefroy and his assistant

Mr, 0. R. Dutt, to whom I offer my acknowledgments.

Clear yellow..''

Deep red brovm --

— »\

Over the districts named spreads the pecnliar custom of

sowing in the rains cotton together with cu»
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Spreng. ; they grow up together, the maize fastest, the pigeon-pea

after it and thereby the cotton is held back from maturing

until the maize and the pigeon-pea plants have been cut from

ofE the land : it is in May when the weather is dry and hot that

the cotton harvest b^ns; and it is completed about the middle

of June, before the rains break.

The races of the cotton that make this crop are several : in

the course of my work I came across five :

—

(i) Bhogila

;

(ii) Bara-isar;
(iii) Jageria

;

(iv) Asl Deshi or Bhunchili or Bhuchiii or Bacharia or

Chtitki;

(v) Gajar-ganga,

No. iv is the most widespread : but no. i is that which
gives the best outturn. Jageria and Gajar-ganga I only saw

Mati
Sarai

To enumerate here the differences between the races other

than in the flower would be to digress. It will be enough to say

that accepting Gammie's classification,

Bhogila j

Bara-isar > are OossypiuTn neglectum^ var, vera,

Jageria ) subvar. hengalensis.

Gajar-ganga ditto, subvar. Kokatia.
Asl deshi is Gossypiunn intermedium^

The drawing above is of a flower of Bhogila, enlarged to

twice its natural size. The flower is drawn erect, but in nature
its position is very variable, and perhaps the commonest condition
is that the flower should face horizontally. The arrow at the
base indicates one of the five narrow passages by which the honey
lying between the calyx and the corolla can be drained. That
lioney accumulates all round inside the calyx, but chiefly below
the five honey passages. The passages are guarded by short
hairs, and a proboscis 5 mm. long is required for the reaching of

the honey. At about 7 a.m. the bright yellow petals become
unwound and the corolla expands into a funnel ; the anthers at
the same time dehisce, the mature stigma projecting from
among them. When the flower opens, the powdery pollen begins
to fall from the anthers; and it falls generally in chief part
into the funnel of the corolla ; but any even slight shaking of
the flower—what with pollen loose in the bell and pollen ready to
fall from the anthers—causes some to adhere to the stigma. It
is perfectly evident that the flowers in Behar are every one of
them early self-pollinated, by the action of the wind, or by the
settling of insects on the flower outside or inside. A very small
number of them may be cross-fertilised by insects: the rest
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are self-fertilised. In tlie late afternoon the corolla withers,

having been expanded but a few hours. The capsules apparently
only proves infertile when there has chanced to be a scorching
dry west wind.

The stigma in these cotton flowers is typically undivided.
Stigmatic hairs cover its apex and run down in three lines to the

limit of, or even to 1—2 mm. within, the staminal tube. In any
flower that has been open for a few hours the stigma is found well

dusted with pollen at the base and sparingly about the apex.
The stigma of Asl Deshi {GossypiuTti intermedium) projects

often only 1—2 mm. from the staminal tube instead of the 4 mm.
that the stigmas of Bhogila and Bara-isar {Gossypium neglectum)

project.

Outside the calyx, within the bracts and opposite to the
clefts between them, are three extrafloral nectaries, which secrete

honey from the time when the buds are half-grown until the
bolls are ripe. These nectaries are somewhat freely resorted to

by insects as my second list below shows. Any insects can get

their honey.

List of Visitors which webb seen to enter the Flowers.

[Sh. = sucking honey : cjf>.= collecting pollen : seeking h. = seeking

honey in vain : the hours of observation are given as they may
he useful ultimately in the study of the habits of insects; hut

owing to the heat of midday in May, I tvas only able to make
few observations at t7.]

Hymenoptera. a p i i d a e. (1) Apis indica. Fabr., cp.,

Dalsing Sarai, 9.0 a.m. 29-V-07. (2) Apis florea^ Fabr., cp.,

Dalsing Sarai, 9,45 a.m., 29-V.07 ; Sirseah, 11.0 a.m., 31-V-07.

(3) Xylocopa fenestrata.y Fabr., sh., Pusa, 9,15 a.m., 26-V-07

;

Dalsing Sarai, 9.45 a.m., 29-V-07. (4) Anthophora zonata,

Linn., sh., Barh, 8.0 a.m., 5-vi-07. (5) Geratina viridissima,

Dall.-Torr,, seeking !»., Pusa, 8.0 a.m., 27-V-07 ; Dalsing Sarai,

9.0 a.m., 29-V-07 ; Sirseah, 11.0 a.m., 31-V-07 ; Sarai, 9.0

a.m., l-vi-07; Barh, 7.45—9.15 a.m., 5.vi-07. (6) Geratina

hieroglyphica^ Smith, seeking h., Barh, 7.45 a.m., 5-vi-07. (7)

Halictus senescens^ Smith, cp. and seeking h., Pusa. 7.30—9.15

a.m., 26-V-07; 9.30 a.m., 27-V-07 ; Dalsing Sarai 7.45—9.30

a.m., 29-V-07; 8.30 a.m., 30-V.07 ; Saing, 7.30—8.30 a.m.,

31-V-07; Sirseah, 11.0 a,m,, 31-V-07 ; Sarai, 10.0—10.30 a.m.,

l-vi-07; Barh, 7.45—9.15 a.m., 5-vi-07 ; 7.15 a.m., 6.vi-07.

(8) Halictus sp. (whit€ faced), cp., Saing, 8.0 a.m., 31-V-07.

E umenidae, (9) RhynchiummetaUicumy Sauss., crawling into

flowers, 2.0 p.m., 29-V-07. Sphegidae. (10) Cerceris alhopicta.

Smith, once seeking h., Barh, 8.15 a.m., 5-vi-07. Mutil-
1 i d a e . (13) Mutilla analis, Lepel., at base of flowers ap-

parently seeking h., Barh, 8.15a.m., 5-vi-07, Pompilidae. (11)
Salitis fla'Ous^ Fabr., inside flower, Dalsing Sarai, 9 a.m., 29-V-07.

Scoliidae. (12) Elis thoracica^ Fabr., & & 9 chiefly 9 seeking
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h., strenaously, Pusa, 9.30 a.m., 26-V.07; Dalsing Sarai, 7.45

a.m„ and 9.0 a.m., 29-V-07 ; Saing, 7.30-8.30 a.m., 31-V-07.

Formicidae. (14) Camptonotus sericeus, Fabr., once, Pusa,
7.30 a.m., 26-V-07. (15) Small black ant, several times inside

flower, Sarai, 10 a.m., l-vi-07 ; Barli, 7.15—8.30 a.m. 5-vi-07
;

Matrapur, 8.0 a.m., 8-vi-07. Ichneuraonidae. (16) A
small species trying to find a way down passages to honey, Sarai,

9.0 a.m., l-vi-07. Lepidoptera. Rhop alocera. (17) Papi-
lio sp. sh., Matrapur, 8.30 a.m., 8-Ti-07. (18) Captopsilia crocale^

Cramer, sh., Kntupnr, 3.0 p.m., l-vl-07. Heterocera.
(19) Cejphonodes hylaSy Linn., sb. diligently, Kutupur, 2.45 p.m.,

l-vi-07, CoLEOPTERA. (20) Myllocerus mactdosus^ Desb., inside

flower, Pusa, 8.45. a.m. 27-V-07.

List of Visitors to the Extrafloeal Nectaries.

Winged Insects—
Hymenoptera. Apidae. (1) Apis indica^ Fabr., Pusa,

9.15 a.m., 27.V-07 ; Dalsing Sarai, 6.30 a.m., 29-^-07. (2)

Apis florea, Fabr., Pusa, 7.30—8.0 a.m., 26-V-07; 8.45—9.30
a.m., 27-V-07 ; Dalsing Sarai, 9.0 am. and 2 p.m., 29-V-07

;

Saing, 8.0 a.m., 31-V-07 ; Sirseab, 11 a.m., 31-V-07 ; Sarai^

10.30 a.m,, l-vi-07; Kutupur, 2.45—3.30 p.m., l-vi-07. (3)

Geratina viridissima^ Dall.-Torr., Sirseab, 11.0 a.m., 31-V-07.

(4) Halictus senescens^ Smith, Pusa, 9.15 a.m., 26-V-07 ; Dal-

sing Sarai, 8.30 a.m., 30-V-07 ; Saing, 8.0 a.m., 31-V-07.

Vespidae. (5) An orange red wasp, Sarai, 10.30 a.m.,

l-vi-07. (6) A red and black wasp, Sarai, 10.30 a.m., l-vi-07.

(7) Polistes hehraeus^ Fabr., Dalsing Sarai, 7.45—9.45 a.m.,

29.V-07 ; Barb, 7.40—9.15 a.m., 5.V-07 ; Matrapur, 8.0 a.m., 8-vi-07.

Eumenidaa. (S)Rhynchium metallicum^ Sauss., Dalsing Sarai,

8.30 a.m., l-vi-07. (9) A black species, Dalsing Sarai, 9.0 a.m.,

29-V-07- (10) An orange-chestnut species, Sarai, 10.30 a.m.,

I- vi-07 ; Kutupur, 3.30 p.m., l-vi-07. S p h e g i d a e, (11 ) Ger-

ceris albopicta^ Smith, Barh, 5 p.m., 4-vi-07 ; 9.15 a.m., 5-vi-07

;

Matrapur, 8.0 a.m., 8-vi-07. (12) Sphex lobatus^ Fabr., Dalsing
Sarai, 2.0 p.m., 29-V-07; Kutupur, 2.45p.m., l-vi-07. Pompi-
lidae. (13) Salius Jlavus^ Fabr., Pusa, 7.30 a.m., 26-V-07 ;

Kutupur, 2-45—3.0p.m., l-vi-07. Scoliidae. (14) Elis thora-

czca, Fabr., 5 Pusa, 8.0 a.m., 26-V-07 ; 9.15 a.m., 27-V-07; Sarai^

10.30 a.m., l-vi-07. Mutillidae. (15) Mutilla analis, Lepel. ^,
Barh, 5 p.m., 4-vi-07 ; Matrapur, 8.0 a.m., 8-vi-07. Coleoptera.
(16) Myllocerus maculosus, Kutupur, 2.50 p.m., l-vi-07. (17)
Ghilomenes sp., Saing, 8.0 a.m., 31-V-07 : Barh, 5 p.nx., 4-vi-07.

,1,

Wingless

Hymenoptera Formicidae. (18) Myrmecocystus setipes^

Forel, Pusa, 5.15 p.m., 26-V.07 ; 8.15 a.m., 27-V-07; Dalsing
Sarai, 9.0 a.m. and 2 p.m., 29-V-07 ; Siraeah, 11.0 a.m., 31-v-
07; Kutupur, 3.30 p.m., l-vi-07. (19) Camptonotus sericeus^
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Fabr., Pusa, 7.30 a.m., 26-V-07 ; Dalsing Sarai, 6.30 and 7.45

a.m., 29-V-07, 8.30 a.m., 80-V-07,- Saing, 8.0 a.m., 31-V-07

;

Barh, 5 p.m., 4-vi-07 ; 8,0 and
6-vi-07. (20) Smaller black ant,

Dalsing Sai ai, 7.45—8.0 a.m'., 29-V-07; Sarai 10.0 a.m., l-vi-07

;

Barh, 5 p.m., 4-vi-07; 7.15—9.0, 5-vi-07 ; 7.0—8.0 6.vi-07;

Matramir. 7.30—

Sarai, 9.0—10.30 a.m., l-vi-07
;

9.0 a.m., 5-vi-07 ; 7.30. a.m.

9.0 a.m., 8-vi-07. (21) Tiny ant, Barh, 5.0 p.m.,

4-vi-07 ; 7.0—8.0 a.m., 6-vi-07.

Visitor to the Nectaries withik the calyx, but entering

the calyx-tube from the outside of the flower.

Coleoptera. One NitidxJid beetle robbing honey, Katapur^
3.30 p.m., l-vi-07.

Number op Individuals seen

Inside the
corolla.

Hymenoptera.

A p i i d a e.

> •

jipis indica

Apisflorea
Xylocopa fenestrata

Anthophora zonata

Geratina viridissima

Geratina hieroglyphica

Haltcttis senescens ,,.

Halicttcs sp. (white faced)

Vespidae.
PoUstei hehraeus ...

Orange red wasp
Red and black wasp

Eumenidae.
Shynchium metallzcum

Black Eumenid ...

Orange-chestnut Eumenid

Sphegidae.
Cerceris albopicta

Sphex lobatus

Mutillidae.
Mutilla analis

Pompilidae.
• « «

Salius jiavus

S coliidae.

Elis thoracica

To the nectaries of

the bracts outside

the corolla.

3
3
2
1

21
1

59
1

2

48

1

6

• • •

• « •

10
1

1

« * 1

t- «

2

1

2

1

A « •

8
4

1 2

1 2

• • • V V * 6 7
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4. ^

* ^

F o r m 1 c i d a e.

Myrmecocystus setijpes

Gamptonotus sericeus

Small black ant . . •

Tiny ant

Ichneumonidae
One sp.

Lepidoptera*

.
-'\.

V • •

+

^ H

Rli opalocera.
w

PapHio sp. : - :...

Gaptopsilia crocale

He t ero cera,

Cephonodes hylas ...

CoLEorrERA.

Myllocertis maculosus
CMlomenes sp.

• *

• • «

Inside the
corolla.

1

26

1

1

1

1

1

To the nectaries of

the bracts outside

the corolla.'

^

20
44
257
40

k *

- V

* •

1

5

It is evident that very few^ insects go to the flowers which
liave a tonsrue loner enouerh to obtein the honev inside the calvx

stigm Xylocopa
and Anfhophora are the only two among the beesl Xylocopa
fenestrata does not show any preference for the cotton flowers ;

it was only seen on the flowers twice, but on one occasion was
visiting very persistently : Anthaphora shows a very distinct

preference for the flowers of the lowly species of Leucas^Z^ Urn-

folia and i. aspera—which grow as weeds among the cotton : once
only—and then it was in a cotton crop where weeds were entirely

absent—did I see Anthophxfra zonata visiting cotton flowers ; else-

where it was common among the cotton plants, but always busy
near the ground on the two species of Leucas. Xylocopa aestuans

was seen on the wing among the cotton plants, but instead of

visiting their flowers, it was going to Leiicas linifolia and^ it

afterwards went to flowers of Phaseolus calcaratus in an adjoining
crop.

nodes

era wer
L organs

rers each once. - They
The Sphingid,

^
Qepho-

very persistently going to cotton; but the other two, to reach the
honey, required that the flower should be quite wide open; for
otherwise their wings prevented them from getting within the
bell. The tongue of the GaptopsiUa crocale is 12 mm. long.

The following insects are certainly attracted by the honey
within the flower but can not get it, Elis tTioracica, Geratina
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mridissima atid Halicttis senescens. The Elis crawls into th^ flowet
settling at times on the petals, at times on the sexual organs ; and
going straight to the bottom of the flower it strives hard to get
the honey ; failing, it may crawl to the extrafloral nectaries. At
times it crawls inside the flower after having: visited the extra-

floral nectaries. One individual which I observed for some little*

time habitually settled as if intending to go into the flower, and
then turning round went to the extrafloral nectaries and visited

all three in turn. The female of Elis thoracica was mucli more
abundant on the cotton flowers than the male.

Ceratina viridissima goes to the honey passages of cotton
with a remarkable persistence : but its efEorts arc apparently un-
rewarded. It' is easy to imprison the insect between the thumb'
and finger, when it is at the base of the flower ; so intent is it

on trying to get the honey. Halictus senescens behaves in a
similar way^ but does not so persistently seek honey, . .

Of pollen-collecting insects, Halictus senescena is important.
It was found to be a common insect at every place visited, and
was seen in flowers Opuntia Dillenii as well as in cotton flowers.

On the cotton it tries often to get honey before it turns its attention

to the collecting of pollen. Of whatever cross-pollination is effect-

ed, it probably does the greater part ; but its methods are such'

as to lead to more self-pollination than cross-pollination. Once it

was observed to creep to the extrafloral nectaries after it had
failed to get honey within the flower, ^pis indica and Ajpis jlorea

at times collected pollen. .... /

None of the other insects in the list can be of any importance
to the plants as cross-pollinating agents. I have tried, very
crudely I fear, to assess the importance of those that are. And
I think that under the conditions seen by me it is impossible for

more than 1 per cent, of the flowers to be cross-pollinated. -The
insect agency is therefore of small account. *

! Gammie (The Indian cottons, Calcutta [1906], p. 1) is inclined

to think that in the west of India where the cotton crops

flower towards the end of the year, cross-pollination is very rare

indeed, I have had a few opportunities of observing cotton flowers

there, and once only have I seen an insect to visit them ; it was a
Sphingid moth, and it visited flowers towards dusk at Surat
(27-X-02). About Poona I have seen Api? Uorea diligently visit-

ing the extrafloral nectaries, but never entering the flower (16-l&r

xii-03). It would seem that at Poona, where Gammie's observa-

tions were made, natural cross-pollination of cotton is even more
rare than in Behar, and the production of natural hybrids very
rare indeed. Gammie says that he could detect no natural
hybrids in the thousands of plants which he grew for observa-

tion : though their parents matured together ^n contiguous lines,

upon the experimental plots, they wer^e not produced. On the
other hand Prof. T. H. Middleton (The Agricultural Ledger, no. 8
of 1895, p. 10) says that Bhogila, ie. {Oossypium ne^lectum)
seems to hybridise in nature with Deshi {Gossypium interme-
dium)^ for intermediates sprung up^ at Baroda in his expei:im^nta\;
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plot out of seed from the district of SaranJ I searched for such
hybrids in the fields diligently when making these observations ;

and out of the hundred thousand individual plants which passed

under my eyes I selected eight which I think are hybrids a»id a

further nine in which a hybrid origin appears not improb-
able.

It seems, then, that insects such as I observed- visiting the

flowers in Behar, do produce ai» effect ; but it is an extremely
small one indeed—merely a hybird plant here and a hybrid plant

there.

I cannot say how long Bhogila and Asl Deshi have been
grown intermixed in Behar : but probably fchey have been culti-

vated in the neighbourhood of each otlier for a lon^ time. Bach-
aria, spelled Bacliree, (i.e. Asl Deshi) is mentioned as a cotton of

Fatna in 1790, along with Bhoga, Nurma, Raria and Guzza ; and
Bhoga, which is possibly Bhogila, is stated to be superior to

Bachree as Bhogila is now to Bacharia (Reports of E. I. Company in

regard to Cotton Wool, London, 1836, p. 349).
Bhogila and Bhuchiri (Asl Deshi) are mentioned together

in a paper read to the Agri-Horticultural Society of India in

1830 by Babu Radhakant Deb, as sorts* of "banga," banga
being the Behari name for the cotton plant. Bhogila is again
mentioned in the Journal of the Aj^ri-Horticultural Society,

iv. (1845), p, 106, as a cotton of Gorakpur. There is no doubt
as to where the home of Bhogila and Asl Deshi is, Baia-isait

is the same word as in Buchanan-Hamilton's " Baresha of

Shahabad " (Montgomery Martin, Eastern India, ii., 1838, p.

533). However, inasmuch as the khaki cotton called Kokati
or Kukti, i.e. G. neglectum^ var. vera, subvar. Kokatzay Gammie,.
was prevalent, north of the Ganges, east and west of Tirhut,

when Buchanan-Hamilton wrote in J 813, and is no longer now,*
some not inconsiderable change has taken place in the nature-

of the crops, which may have led only rather recently to the
great intermixture of Bhogila or Bara-isar with Asl Deshi which
BOW occurs : and this is probable because in the East India
Company's report Bhoga and Bhuchiri are said to have had differ-

ent uses in 1790, The intermixture is caused in a small
measure by a ginning factory having started work at one central

place, and in a large measure by so much of the picking being
left to women, children, and ignorant hired men; for they gather

A Kutapnr where some of my observations were made is on the border
of Saran ; but I made none within that district.

* *' Banga gives three sorts, the first called Bhogella, 2nd, Bhochurry,
and the third, the Pokhy. " Medlicott, in his Cotton Handbook for Bengal,
Calcutta, 1862, p. 248, erroneously says that these are cottons of Malwa,
having been misled by the writer's expression ** Central Provinces" and the
mention of the town of Bhilsa in connection with tobacco at the end of the
paper. Of course the administration termed the Central Provinces did not
exist m 1830.

• The "Gajar-ganga" seen by me at Dalsing Sarai is probably the
sarvival of K Aatia, The name is, I believe, applied to G. arboreum also.
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the seed indiscriminately. The condition of intermixture at pres-

ent is :

—

At Pusa, Bh6u[ila and A si Deslii are not to be found in pure
crops ; tliey are often mixed in proportions of about 3 : 1, Aal
Desbi prevailing:

At Dalsing Sarai, a number of crops are of Bhdgila grown
pure ; the others are intermixtures of varying proportions ; farther

one crop contained a few plants of Gajar-ganga, and another a

few of an American cotton :

At Saing and Sirseah, one small crop seen, was entirely of Asl

Deshi, and another of Bhdgila ; the rest were mixtures of vary-

ing proportions, Asl Deshi generally predominating :

At Sarai and Kutupur, Bhogila prevails in most crops, but

none are pure :

At Barh, towards the south, Asl Deshi is grown almost pure,

but to the west Bara-isar, which is almost a snbrace of Bhdgila,

makes about 50 per cent, of very mixed crops ;

At Matrapur, Asl Deshi is grown, with a very slight admix-
ture of Jageria, w^hich like Bara-isar is almost a subrace of

Bhogila.

The plants considered to be hybiids were found at P
Dalsing Sarai, Saing and Barh.

As the cultivators usually clean their own seed except near

the Hajipur Ginning Mill, and foi^merly did so near Hajipur,

the degree of admixture reached indicates a cultivation of the

two cottons together for some decades at the very least

;

and dui'ing the decades, what witVi the trifling selection ^ tliat

the cultivator now and then does, and owing to the smallness of

the amount of hybriding that, nature does, the races have des-

pite the intermixture maintained their purity.

tra

history

The extrafloral nectaries play a small part in attracting

insects to the flowers. It has been seen that they are resorted

to by insects such as Elis and Apis, wfiich have failed to reach

the honey within the calyx. They possibly may retain insects

about the plants in the early morning until the flowers open.

At the rare still times when there is neither an east nor a west
wind, they attract insects whose settling is enough to jerk the

flower's own pollen onto the stigma,

Tliey attract a patrol of ants, one of which—unfortunately
unnnmed above—is very ready to bite any intruder ; and they
attract wasps which we know to be at times verv self-assertive

7-

Vic

vol

dom

1 Greater selection is carried on, I believe, in otlier parts of India.

aominiona in uramie s inaian v^oLwns, p. z*, tor tne selection oi Bam "
;

and ciiiefly Gaskin in the Agricaltural Journal of India, ii., 1907, p. 188, for
ftfilection of '*Jari."
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like the ants ; and they funcfeion from the time when the bud is

ripe, keeping the ant patrol on thegrown
plants all the time. Probably the attracted ants and wasps protect

measure

It seems to me th at May
June, when everything Js dry and the thermometer in the shade is

above 100*^, insects in Behar— especially south of the river—sire

somewhat pressed for water or liquid food ; and that consequently
the little honey that the cotton offers is more largely sought than
it would be perhaps at another season. Certain it is that a wet
surface at this time has a great attraction. The eager seeking
in the flowers for honey of Elis, Salius, Ceratina^ Halictus^ etc., is

a sign of it : and the equally eager seeking for the glands by flying

insects which do not see them, but find them in running over the
foliage is another sign. Such insects are particularly Sjphex and
Salius flavus, and to some extent Apis florea^

minute.
flo

Before closing my note reference may be made to work done
on American and Egyptian cottons. It is tiot ample; but it

indicates that in the United States and lower Egypt their flowers
attract cross-pollinating insects.

The pollination of a species of cotton hns been studied in the
United States by Trelease (here quoted from Loew in Knuth's
Handbuch d. Bliitenbiologie, iii., pt. 1, 1904, p. 483). The
flowers last two days, wliich is three or four times as many hours
as last the cotton flowers of the Behar May crop. Like the Indian
cottons they are self fertile. They were visited by bees, wasps^
a beetle and a butterfly : many other insects go to the extrafloral
nectaries.'

W. L. Balls (Year-book of the K^edevial Agricultural
Society for 1905, Cairo, 1906, p. 205) says that natural hybri-
disation of cotton takes place in Egypt to some extent, but he has
given no account of insect-pollination. He notices, however, some
tendency to imperfect anthers in individual flowers which lays
them the more open to cross-pollination.

^ - ^

1 Loew calls it Gossypitnn herhaceuw, bat in the use of that name he i&
apparently wrong.

* /

X ^

J
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S6, s from the Nafhat

and translated by

LiEUT.-CoLONEL D. C. Phillott and Mr. R. P. Azoo.

The following stories appear in the original edition of the
Arabic, published by the Author in 1811, under the auspices of
the College of Fort William, They have been omitted in the re-

print published by the Board of Examiners and, consequently,
from the two English translations of Part I of the " Breezes/'
They have some historical as weU as anthropolosrical interest.

Story I.*

KhsUd

rf ^

tary, used to love beautiful boys, and towards the close of his life

his mind had become affected on this account. One day 1 saw
him astride a cane ^ talking to a good-looking youth and saying
to him :

—

r
,

L

* Is it not time that thy heart should pity me ?
*

The youth said, ' No.'

Said Khalid^ * For how long will love for thee make sport of

me?'
Said the youth, * For ever.*

Said Khalid^ * How lono^ am I to endure anguish on thy
account ?

'

Said the youth, ' Till death.'

Said ^hdlid^ ' May God never deprive my heart of love !

'

Said the youth, 'Amen !

'

Added Khalid. * May He never inflict thy heart with it
!

'

The youth replied, ' God has clearly freed it/

Then ^alid said, * If my Lord has decreed that I should

love
Interrupted the youth, * What is that to me ? '

'

Continued Khalid^ *
^—with intensity of passion what

crime is that in thee ?
'

Said the yooth, * Ask thyself.'

1 There seems to be no point whatever in this story except that it is a
historical fact.

^ Abu^l-Haysam Khalid^-^hn^-Tazid aUKatih, a clerk and paymaster of
the army; lived at Baghdad in the beginning of the third century of the
Hijrah. His life ia given in Vol. xxi of the Kitah* H-Aghdnl.

3 i.e., riding it as a child rides a hobby-horse. This seems to be a com*
mon action amongst mad Arabs.
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The narrator continues : " I then said to the hoy, ' Art
thou not ashamed to answer so pertly a great man like this ?

'

Said the hoy, * Whenever he meets any one like me, he
strain

Story II.

Quraysh tribe had a good-
looking and well-mannered hand-maiden, whom he loved ex-
ceedingly.

^
His circumstances became straitened, and poverty so

overtook
to Governor]

So he carried her

vemor
heart. Then a youth, a relation of his, came to stay with him •

so he Msigned for him a lodging near himself and treated him
well. One day the youth entered into Al-Hajjoj while the
girl was shampooing him. Now the youth had something of good
looks, so the girl began to eye him stealthily. Al-^ajjclj noticed
her, and so he presented her to the youth, who thanked 2 him
and went off with her. She stayed one night with him and ranaway in the early dawn »

; and in the morning the youth could
not find her. News of this reached Al-Hajjaj, so he ordered this
proclamation to be cried :

" Any one who may have kept a ^irl of
such and such a description, and returns her to me will be held

Jf^r^^"^^^^'" ^^^ ""^^^^ *^"'^ ^^® was brought to' him Then
fl'-C^-K^ T^^ T°

^^'' '1^^ ^""^"^^ ""^ ^""^ ' y«^ were one of those
1 liked best, so I chose for you my own cousin, a handsome vonthNow I saw you casting sheep's eyes at him, so I gave you to him*

My
Ixke." He said, " Out with it." She%aid,^"rbelo;gedlo ^h;
Q«rat/.^e youth but he was in need of my price and lo broughtme to Kufah. When we neared this town he approached me fndembraced me, and while he was possessing me he heard the roar-rng of a hon. So he sprang to his feet and drew his sword andattacked It. and slew it with one blow, and brought it! head tome, and then turned to me without his passion haWng cooled nthe least

:
then he did to me what he wished. Now^this cous nyours

S' n'^^ ''V:'^ embrace:Vmru:rfen fr^m he rTo?and he forgot himself* through fear and fainted. Then he iTy

665-7inT). *^ *"^ —''''''" ^"'^'^ '^' Omayyads (44-
P.

2 AJ Ud
,
" blessed him

; prayed for him."

3 ^jpJi *' BegiBning of the dawo; darkness of
when it becomes mixed with the light of the dawn.

* ^j^t ** Crepitum ventris emisit)T
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like that a long timej and I continued to sprinkle water on him
without his coining round. I feared he would die and that you
would accuse me of his death. So I ran away, through fear of
you." AUHojjnj laughed uncontrollably and added, *' Woe to

thee! Tell no one of this." She said. *'0n condition that you
don't send me back to him." He said, "I agree."

Story III.

1

Muhammad^ *bn^ Ishaq has told a story that he heard fi^om his

father, who narrated as follows;—*'Ionce went into the presence
of Ar-Bashid^ who had before him a tray of roses. He said to

me, * Compose something about these.' So I recited :

It is as thougli tbey nre the cheeks of the beloved that the lover's

lips are kissing, and so she blushes with shame,

A slave girl, who was waiting on him, said, 'You're wrong,

Why didn't you say what I'm going to say, viz, :

They are like my cheeks when the hand of Ar-Rashid draws me to

an act that necessitates a bathing !
1

The narrator contiimes: " Ar-Baahid laughed and said, ' Go
out Ishaq^ for this pert girl has roused me." He then got up and
took her by the hand and led her off.''

Story IV.
t

It is said, ''Abu Ja'far Muhammad^-'bn^ 'Alt^ once sent some
wine as a present to the famous poet Al-Biihttirt ^ by the hand of a

^ood-lookiiig, well-made young slave-boy. When AUBnhturi saw
him, he pressed him to his breast and kissed him and, writing*

the following lines, sent him back with them:

'* Oh Ahu Ja'far, the kiss from thy glave was one of the most de-

lightful of thy presents.

Thou didst send us the sun of wine, shining in the hand of the sun

of men.
Would that the present had been the messenger and the messen-

ger the present !

"

On reading these lines Abu Ja'far sent him the boy as a

present.
99

1 (Jrnf or (J f means *' a complete washing of the whole person,'* pres-

cribed by religion after certain acts.

* Muhammad^ 'bni^ 'All al-Qummi: of. Kitdb^4'A^dm, Y6\. xviii, 171,

where this aucedote is given,
3 A famons poet. (206—284 A.H. 82*—898 A .D.)

Lit., '*and wrote with him these lines (o*Aj5lt »iA Smjc kftSSj ).
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Story V.^

Jt is said that a man of the family of Al-Muhallab * bought

a black slave-boy, whom he reared and adopted. Now when his

arm became strong and he developed, he fell in love with his

mistress and sought her favours, and she consented. One day

his master entered suddenly and behold he was embracing her

;

so he went to him and cut off ^ his member and left him wallow-

ing * in his blood. After that, pity came to him and he feared ^

his act ; so he treated him until he was cured * and his sickness

left him. Then the slave remaioed a long time planning against

his master, in order to appease "^ his vengeful heart. Now hia

master had two sons, one ofthem an infant,^ the other a stripling.'

One day the father left his home on business. Then the slave

took the two boys and went up with them to the summit of the

roof and began to amuse ^^ them, at one time with sweets, and
at another with play, until his master came in. Then )»is master
raised his eyes and beheld his two sons on a pinnacle.^^ He
cried out, " Oh my boy,** think of all my care in bringing you
up 1" The slave replied, " Don't talk of that,*^ my life is nothing
to me." ^* The father said, "Well, what do you want? " He
said, " Dismember yourself as you have dismembered me, or else

I will cast these two down, and after them I will give my life

away as easily as bestowing a cup of water." The father be-

* This story is told to illustrate the vindictivenesa and treachery of the
negro character.

^ 2 X princely Arab family of Basrah, deBceadauts of Al-Muhallab^ 'bn»
All Sufrah, who died in 83 A.H. (703 A.D.J

^ V*^ ^^ i^s primary sense is " to cat off,"

5*^
«* as^mJ

^
" To flounder, wallow (in blood).

S O^^ (with^ ) = ^\L. ,
*' was terriBed at."

^ lLu is applied to a child until he discriihinates.

* ^^ '* grown up ; adult
"

10 JIp *<To divert, amuse, occupy with."

*^ I^Ut " The highest point in a building,"

12 ,*Uj^ lit, " Woe to thee." 13 tit, '* leave that alone.'*

1* Lxi.^ " By God, it ig nothing but a life, and I'll willinsrly cast it away.»r
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sought ^ him again and again, but he would not yield. Then the
father moved as though to ascend to them, when the slave lower-
ed* the two over the edge prepai^atory to casting them down
from that great height.^ The father said, *' Wait, wait till I
go and bring out a knife to do what you want." So he held up
the knife to show him what he was going to do, and then cut off

his member and cast it away while the slave looked on, Now
when the slave was certain he had done the act, he cast down
the two boys saying, " Tit for tat,* and one over." The two
children were dashed to pieces.^ The negro was taken, and Ah
MuHasim * was written to on the matter. He directed that the^

youth should be slain and that all blacks should be expelled from
his kingdom.

Story VI.'^

It is also related that Ar-Bashtd was wrath with Ahu Nu^Sls^^-

so he ordered some men to defile ^ the bedding on which he slept.

So these came to the house when Abu Nu^as was in, and said to

him, ^'The Khalijah has ordered us to defile thy bedding." Ahu
Nu'&s said, **The order of the Khalifah must be obeyed—but has^

he ordered you to do anything else besides * * ? " They said, " No."
Then Ahu Nu^as took a club in both his hands, and said to them,
'^ Begin; but if any one of you passes water, 111 smash his head
with this club." As they were unable to do the one thing with-
out the other, they went back to the ^alifah and told him. He
laughed and ordered a present to be given to Abu Nu^as.

Story VII,

It is said that Ar-Rashtd *^ went out hunting one day and got

separated from his guard and AUFazl^ ^bn^-r-BahV ^^ was behind

him. The two encountered an old man riding on a donkey. Ar-

Bashid looked at the old man and saw that he had watery eyes, so

1 jEjJi« jjij
J
lit, '* repeat (his prayer) time after time."

* W? i^y^f ^ ^JJ^ '

'* '^^® ^P' highest point."

^ ^. ^ ^
iilAj did , lit., " that for that." 5 ^\x^\ ^LM,

« The eighth ^alifah of the hoase of 'Abbas,

1 This story is an oriental versioo of the pound of fiesh.

S i*|4i *j» , Poet of the Court of Harun^ W^Rashid.

9 ^^ , f
-^eu ,

*' Deposuit alvutn,

10 According to another version Hdrun^-'r-Rashid was diagaiaed according

to his habit and accompanied by the famous Jajar Ar-Barmakl.

U Chamberlain to four ^allfahs, and minister to HdrHn^-W-Bashtd.
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lie winked to Al-Fazl about i him. Then Al-Fazl said, " Old man
where are you going?" He answered, "To a garden* of mine."
^^^azl said, " Would you like me to tell you of something with
which to treat your eyes to remove their watering ?" The ofd man
said, " Ah, how much in need am T of that ! " Al-Fazl said, " Take
root of air, and powder of water, and leaves of truffles

; put the
whole m the shell of a walnut and then apply 8

j and that will
cure the watering." Then that old man lent forward over the

?arata zartat'^*tmvilat°-*, saying, "Kerel
pommel

cure
us, we will give thee more,-thou son of a bawd." Ar-Eashid
laughed till he nearly rolled off the back of his beast.

AjJ* %j^c
y
i e., to make sport of him. 2 tJl

1 ^
3 aj J^afl

J
" apply it as collyrium. 39
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e,ir J - j-iUij Cjk^ v_JK)f oju. j^ ji,- a: I ,biy, j>y ^ _i,i^

/
^'Ijyk J aJ J_^ j IWx LiU ^iUu iL-y i^ ^f ^ ^^^ ^-

^^ JLL Jlii il ^iUi aJ J\sJ ^S ^-^y^ ^t ^f i^ x^- ^j« -c

9
S

Jlfli lUt •Vi'^ W*^^' (^i "iJl^ J^ '"Vt (•iWl JIA,*^ ^ _^
»

1d»

e>t*T (*3lif| Jla^ i^^\ ^^tV ^f
r*^^'

^ ^^ J^^^ vsi^t (^ ^iUJ?

!

«y; c»» c^'
"iJl^ Jl«* ^i ^\ <> (*lWf Jla; ,-UU ti_ ^1 ^j jJU. jiai-

*>'-**'. 5»

f.i^ aJ j^ J^ jiaJL, ^^ df ^iUi jia; gj^i.

Stort II.

^y< ^y^fiJ cJ(^ wJ>*f *—'^-^ 4*^' isuLc Jujla. ^j^f (jUi — Aj^la.

t^^ feUt «ijt *J i;tWf oJUsJ J{^ ^^ Jij aJSj «^l»Jf ^

LJ l^ 3^1 J «ll»A* a) IjAA^J l^ J^T'^
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• m ^

^b Jli *£*Aka.f Ix> ^t ^' 4jLaJ' ^-»f ^^^ Lj oJtajJ ifAUJ ^ oj^

.^. .. l..:^ .. .,-

L

'

.i

^J^ *jj^ J Ai** cU=^ J iftt-a 1/^f J w^y o^i'f^} 5^ j^ ^y <^

***^ cr^f c^l J "Ai^U ^^ ^' aij_i^ U ^^* U J \Jj> tUli ^" a-sfy '^f y

Ijti ^j 31 ^^ JW M J <5t ^15 J-Ut ^,^Jfit U J ^1 ^Jf 1»>A

^ J-
*tJt i^ (^jl Ul J Ib^Je liUj ,tS^ iAc ^^^ Ji i^r %-fiA^Jf^

m. ^

V.

gl»»Jl i£lU tj *£AU 1^ o^' aJ <^^iii ^J^^ J cJiiJ Jl-^ J

^ »

^f J=;I.J o-'ta l.iA.1 li^ ^^JU3 Jl \£l»u^ jUji »at»-aJt g*A ^^ A-ii

-J

# iSjOi *iu jii *J» ^^ y

Stoky III.

j^ J *iaiyi ^ oJi^^ Jli ^jjf ^yc ^yt^t i^{ «3.#»^ ,^'jA.^ ijfe^

4^

« I4J ^ J IdO^.^l^j
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SroKY IV.

A,\i^

• o^^ill u^ «** v^j^ J

^f oMf ^"i^f ^SUiU l_iJ^ Ji

^ ^J^C t^Jt UJl

S>—«Jt J^ *iWy-.j j^y« c>*^ *i'*^' "^^

4 IM. ^ * ^iUll «i)| J-pl o^e3ll !;* uii

Story V.

it.ls;^

rip

\

aj>c ^^ jL.yi ^u; c^'iy^jft j JiJ: u.w ^Lv.f »v <*k^ *^" ^^
i

ii V

f f
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r

ij^ ijojf 0^1j o^y U J*i| y ijiXJl ^l ^va. ^—x^li ^Ijj UAjjf

^j ji^Ht *^i j^lj t^^^ti-A'! c|aai5 g^Uj ^(iAj ^SJI^ csDj Jlij.

L %:^

« ^^ oxc jr AiflUx ^^ ^1 ^f ^ a—Uflj^li aJJb ^AXAJt ij\ »>^r

Story VL

»£AJjj »^J*f J iJuldbJl ^1 Jyi*y iP^ ^t^ ;£lJj> ^—^1 I*; dkiaJl

• &L.aj &) y«t J ^slxuAf^

Story VII.

yjilyOt w.Jbjyk iiL» o*iyi ajJi^y^feiiy^a. j_^ ioij ^ fjli *id^ ^w^l ^^jf

«
*2iJ CU J*i J li^''-- J^i^ V ^.? ^\ Ci^' *^ J^' i^ J^l >^

5*

^^ •/ !74- J iUjl O;^ J ,Uf jU^ 3 ^^f ^f^ io^ Jl_Ji vD)i ^^
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U^J k ^^!>j ti^^t LUflJ ^j^f J v£lfl^y «£I3^| jiA ^ Jli^ aL^ SihjA

• iiJb^ er* ^^ lyt ^'^ u** "itV ««''«-*» ^^h
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57. Note on the Bidri ware of Ptirrieah:
1 >

i - 1 ^ ' i* V

/ ^1

-J

By R. J. Hirst,

}jii .

n:U

' J iw — _

^ > * * i w ,

n

'

;i:-:

The manufacture of this ware is described in detail in Sir
W. W. Hunter's ''Statistical Account of Purneah," and briefly
^noticed in Dr. Birdwood's " Indian Arta.'" The following note
will be found to contain some supplementary information. •

! *(\

V

, 1

In Purneah the word " Bider " is applied to the amalgum of
zinc (dasta) and copper {tamha)y which is employed in the manpiac-
tare of this ware. Tin, which, according to Dr. Birdwood, forms
one of the ingredients, is no longer used. The metals are melted,
riiixed, cast into the required shape, and finally turned on a very
primitive lathe, by men of the Kanseri caste. There are only
three Kanseris in the whole district now employed in this work,
two of whom live at Belauri, a village about two miles south of
Purneah Railway Station, and the other at Katihar.- The cast
-most commonly takes the form of a hookah-stand, but Serahis,

Serposhes, etc., are made to order. - > .
.'

The manufactured Bider is sold to the damascene workers of

Purneah Town and Kasba at the rate of Re. 1-4 per seer. '• The
metal is then slightly darkened with sulphate of copper (fuiz'a).

and the design traced with an instrument resembling a sharpened
nail. Rough compasses are also used. Mistakes in the design can
^e readily effaced with water, and a second application of the

Sulphate of copper ; but such mistakes are rare, and Mohan Sonar,

who is the principal designer, works very quickly and unerringly.

There are two other designers, but they confine themselves to

certain unvarying patterns.

The edges of the leaves, petals, etc., which form the design,

are then sharply defined with a small chisel. Silver leaf is cut up
into small pieces, which are roughly shaped to fit the details of

the design, and then fixed in position, the instruments employed
being a hammer and a blunted nail which is used as :a" punch.

The silver leaf breaks off when it comes in contact with the

edges left by the chisel, and leaves the details of the pattern well

defined. Very little subsequent trimming is necessary. The leaf

is now firmly embedded in, and appears to form part of, the Bider.

No adhesive of any kind is employed;

This appears to be a comparatively simple operation, the

skilled touch manifesting itself in the. engraving with the chisel

ra.ther than in the actual inlaying.

* »

' ^

The number of artizans employed in the engraving"and inlay-

ing processes, including the three designers mentioned above, who
9^30 perform the operations subsequent to designing, is seyen.

^^7::..The article is next smoothed and polished ..on artW^Jigel

^(charak). The ground-work is then darkened with a paste fpjjgped
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\of saltpetre, nitre, borax, and salammoniac, which produces a rial

and permanent black. When the blackening process is finished,

the whole is cleaned and given a final polish with mustard or

rape-seed oil.

The price of the finished article varies with the thickness of

the silver leaf employed. In the cheapest kind' of work, the

roughness of the Bider can be seen through the inlaid leaf, and
the definition is not so sharp as in the higher grades, in which the

silver presents a very smooth, highlj-polished surface. Many of

the patterns must, of course, have been handed down from bygone
generations, but I am inclined to attribute the majority of those I

have seen to the fertile invention of Mohan Sonar, who appears to

yary the design with every article produced.

. . A common pattern is formed of flowers with eight petals^

interspersed with lines, and festoons and spirals of small leaves
;

but the more expensive articles exhibit great diversity of design,

Mohan and his brother, Makund Lai Sonar, also practise the
art of inlaying gold on silver, gold on Bider, and silver on copper.

The last method is usnally employed in the manufacture of

Serposhes.

Bidri work, as far as Purneah is concerned, is a dying craft.

None of the artizans who gain their living by the various processes
are willing to instruct their children in the art. There is a plen-

tiful market for the ware, but the margin of profit is small, and
out of all proportion to the tedium of the work. The engravers
and inlayers are dependent for their material on three middle-
aged Kanseris, who are resolved to let the art of preparing the
Bider die with them. The inlayers are quite ignorant of the
method of preparation of the amalgum, so much so that several of

them told me that lead formed the chief ingredient.

Unless, tberefore, steps are taken to ensure a succession of

skilled craftsmen, the industry cannot last another twenty years-

<

A list of the artizans of Purneah District employed in the

manufacture of Bidri ware,
u

Melting, casting and f^^*^?' ^anseri, of Belauri.

turning 1
-^^^3^ n »»

°' V^Udhu Sau Kanseri, of Katihar.

Designing, engraving, ( Jf^^^.
^onar, of Purneah.

andin£yin|. ^' j Bulaki Knrmi;
CKantar Kurmi, of Kasba.

/^Chedi Kurmi, of Purneah.
Engraving and in- ) Guhi ?» t>

laying. 1 Nawal Kishore Kurmi, of Kaliganj.
V^Makund Lai Sonar, of Purneah.

I could find no trace of the Dhannks, Sunris, and Mahommed-
ana, mentioned by Sir W. W. Hunter as engaged in this manufac-
ture.
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'

By MahamXhopadhtaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A.,
M.R.A,S.

incantations. Tiie

was built by Rajkumar
It lies within

F
-"

The Tibetan manuscripts and block-prints, from which the
materials of the present paper were derived, are in the monas-
tery of Labrang, 13 miles north of Gangtok, Labrang, which
literally signifies *' a residence of Lamas," It is a very soli-

tary place almost abandoned by men. The only attractive
feature of the place is the monastery, which belongs to the N'ying-
ma-pa sect, and under the roof of which there reside half a dozen
Lamas whose monotonous days are only enlivened by the
incessant blowing of conches, ringing of bells and the repetition
of /' Om-mani-padme-hum " and other

monastery, which at present exists,

Rig-zing-cham-po of Sikkim about 66 years ago.

lialf a mile of Pho-dang which was once the capital of Sikkim.
At Pho-dang also there is a monastery established on the site

once occupied by the Jong (fort) of the Bhutanese invaders.
The Bhutanese, during their first invasion, built a jong there.

Subsequently when the Sikkimites re-occupied it, they turned the

Jong into a monastery of the Karma-pa sect. There has been a
long succession of Head Lamas presiding over the monastery, the
present Head Lama being Sidkyong-tul-ku, the Maharaj-kumar of

Sikkim.
Most of the Head Lamas of the monastery of Pho-dang were

disturbed by evil spirits. Dum-chot, who was a very devout
and learned Lama, after three years* stay at Pho-dang, was visited

one night by the evil spirit who had killed the former Lamas.
The evil spirit showed the bones of the previous Lamas to Dum-
chot and threatened him with the same fate, viz., that he would
be devoured. But the Lama silenced him by his will-power and
the evil spirit vanished away. One year afterwards the evil

spirit renewed his attack in the shape of a big scorpion, which
dropped down in a thunder-storm, but was killed by the Lama.
Five years afterwards a pair of rock- snakes coiled themselves on
the pillar of the temple hall ; one of then was killed with the

aid of some people, the other escaped. Then he invited all the

monks and laymen and told them how the evil spirit had been
overcome. He was so far successful that he lived nearly seven

years after this event. *

In this very monastery of Pho-dang, I, with servants, resided

for a week (3rd June—9th June 1907), with a view to examine
the Tibetan books existing there as well as in the neighbouring

monastery of Labrang. The present paper is a part of the result

of my inquiries into the records of the monastery at Labrang,
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where the following works, besides others, exist in faithful Tibetan
translations.

1. ,
- Pramana-Tartika-panjika ^ (Tib. Tshad-ma^nam-hgrel-

pyi-4kah-hgrel)—*' Explanation of difficulties in the-

..'. f ' Prainana-vartika " by teacher Devendrabodhi^ (Tib.

Lha-dwan-^lo), .^^
/'

The work extends over folios 1^—380 of the Tangy
f

'

gros. The Tibetan version ends

tuting vomme Che (^\oi section Mdo, and contains two frontis-

pieces, viz, of Dharmakxrti and Devendrabodhi. It was translated

into Tibetan by the grreat Indian sage Subhuti-sri and the Tibetan
interpreter-monk Pge-wahi-^o
thus :;

—

" The Pramana-vartika-panjika compiled by the very eloquent
teacher Devendrabodhi is finished. For the sake of benefit ta
the world by elucidating the doctrine and perpetuating it Ion*?,

the Xyayasastra has been translated; by the pure merit which
has been produced thereby, may we cross the cycle of existence
and find tbe three persons of Buddha." *

"
n

2. Pramana-vartika-[panjika]-Hika (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-
hgrel-gyi-hgrel-b^ad)—Annotation (part I) on the

Prama9.a-vartika-panjika (of Devendrabodhi) by
teacher S'akya-bodhi (Tib. S'a-kya-'felo).

""

^ '

The work extends over folios I—385 of the Tangyur, consti-

tutmg volume Je /^\ of Section Mdo. It was composed by

1 This Sanskrit title is restored from the Tibetan version.
2 The name Devendrabodhi is restored from Tibetan : Lha-dwah-blo,

which may also be rendered by Surendra-bodhi.
• . -

...

*^f^3'*^1^'^'<^^^'I=^^'^ II
q'^sj-q-cii^q-j^C-tgaj'^c;-

qpj^-s^j^s^q-
1

1

n^gT-;-£jd^-|^'3;,q]^-qS^'q^3j*qS^'s^qi
]

k ^

(Tangyur, Mdo, Che, folio 380)."-•.
y

"
•

-

* The original reads : Pranaana-vartika-tTka. But on the title page it i»
stated that the tiki ia on Devendrabodhi'a work. So I have given th^ full
name

: Pramana^vartika-panjifca-tlka. A similar remark is applicable to
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t^aoher S'akya-bodlii (Tib. S'S-kya-blo) and opens with a ^luta-
tion to Manju-gbosa (H jam-dwyans) thua

"Whaby the sharp, weapon of his wisdom cutting ofiE all
nets" of miseries has become mercy itself, whose very pore
intellect comprehends unimpeded all kuowable objects, who for
numerous ages past has never been weary in doing good to
others—to that Manju-ghosa bowing down I shall analyse the
hundred divisions of the original commentary-text." ^ : :

This volume consists of 1—31 sections (Bam-po), and the
Tibetan version begins with' a salutation to the Omniscient One
(Buddha), k ta

[From No. 3 it appears that No. 2 was also translated into
Dge-wahi-blo-gros,]

^j 4

3. Pramana-vartika-(pau]ika]-tika (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnani-
hgrel-gyi-hgrel-bsad)—Annotation (part II) on the
Pramana-vartika-panjika (of Devendrabodhi) by
teacher S'akya-bodhi.

1

This work, which extends over folios 1—346 of the Tangyur,

constituting volume i^e / *X \ of section Mdo, was composed by

teacher S^akya-bodhi (Tib. S'a-kya-blo) and is a continuation
of volume Je. It begins with the 32nd section (Bam-po) and
ends thus

:

r

" The Pramana-vartika-[pan]ika]-tika, composed by teacher
S'akya-bodhi meditating on the feet of Bhagavan Maiiju-ghofa,
is finished."* The work was translated into Tibetan by the inter-

preter Dge-wahi-blo-gros.

I

' q|c-^-^?r*i'T5i«^'l?r^-src;?r5-q-5iiqc\-'^5i|-^er

^zi^'^^'g^<\^aj^^' ^^^'<\^g^^^j'-^f^q-
jjsr

^^ W ^ ^ I (Tangyur, Mdo, Je, folio 1).

ri «

%
q5ii'^5ca^^^a^55rqS^'5gc:^*5'(^^'|^^

I
gq*

(Tangyor, Mdo, f^e, folio 346).
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4 Pramana-vsrtikalankara (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel-gyi-
rgyan)—*^ The ornament of Pramaria-vartika (part I)''

by teacher Prajna-kara-Gupta (Tib. S'es-rab-hbyun-

gnas-sbas-pa).
V

This work, which extends over folios 1—352 of the Tangyur,
• '

-

constituting volume Te / K \ of section Mdo, begins thus

:

r"

"Wishing good to the world realised by Pramana and bowing
down to teacher Sugata, the Protector, I shall, out of kindness

towards those going astray to the whirlpool of bad arguments,
regularly explain the perfect Prama^a.*'^

The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the Omnis-
cient One. '

5. Pramana-vartikalankara (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel-gyi-
rgyan)—The ornament of the Pramana-vartika (part

II or chapter III, IV) by teacher Prajna-kara-Gupta
(S^es-rab-hbyun-gnas-sbas-pa) •

This work extends over folios 1—328 of the Tangyur, consti-

tuting volume The (3) of section Mdo. It was translated several

times at intervals. The last translation was made by the great
Ka^mirian Pandit Bhagya-raja* (Tib. Skal-ldan-rgyal-po) and the
Tibetan interpreter Blo-Idan-ses-rab). Subsequently it was looked
through by Sumati and the interpreter Blo-ldan-^es-rab. The
translation had the advantage of having been assisted by the
numerous sages of the great monastery of Vikramasila in Middle
India under the supervision of the great wise Pandit S'ri Sunaya-
^ri-mitra and also of the wise Pandit Kumarasri of the model
city of Kasmira.

6. Pratnana-vartikalafkkara-tika (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel-
gyi-Igjan-gyi-hgrel't^d)—"Annotation on tlie Pra-
mana-vartikalaikara (part I)" by teacher Jina (Tib.

Rgyal-wa-can).

','"

1

t

KT^.

Sanskrit name ia restored from the Tibetan: SkaUldan-rgyal-po
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1—415
tuting volume Be of section Mdo. The Tibetan version begins
with a salutation to Irya Manjusri-kumara-bhuta (Tib. Hjam-
dpal-gehon-nur-gyur-pa) and ends with the formula :

—

Ye dharma hetu-prabhava hetuntesantathSgato hyavadat,
Tesanca yo nirodha evamvadi mahasramanat.
" Whatever things proceed from cause, their cause the

Tathagata has declared ; and what is the check to these is thus
set forth by the great ascetic,"

7. Pramana-vartikalankara-tika (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-
hgrel-gyi-rgyan-gyi"hgrel-bsa4)—"Annotation on the
Pramana-vartikalankara (part 11)" by teacher Jina
(Rgyal-wa-can).

The work extends over folios 1—368 of the Tangyur, consti-

tuting volume ^e / 5j \ of section Mdo. It was translated into

Tibetan in the model monastery of the blessed province of Tho-
lin by the Indian Pandit S'ri-Dipankara-raksita of Vikramasila
and the Tibetan interpreter Byan-chub-§es-rab of Shan-shun.

8. Pramana-vartika-tika (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel-gyi-
hgrel-^sad)—" Annotation on the PramSna-vartika

(part I)" by Brahman S'ankarananda (Tib. Bram-ze-
bde-byed-dgah-wa)

.

The work extends over folios 1—384 of the Tangyur, consti-

tuting volume Pe ( CJ ) of section Mdo, The Tibetan version

begins with a salutation to the Omniscient One (Buddha).

9. Pramana-vartika-tika (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel^gyi-

hgrel [-fesad])—Annotation on the Pram ana-vartika

(part II) [by S'ankarananda].
L

The work extends over folios 1—342 of the Tangyur, consti-

tnting volume Phe ( 5J ) of section Mdo.

10. [Pramana-vartikalankara-tika] (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-
hgrel-rgyan-gyi-hgrel-Jj§ad)—Annotation on the Pra-
mana-vartikalankara (part I) by Jamari,

The work extends over folios 1—303 of the Tangyur, consti-

tuting volume Be (!^\oi section Mdo, and ends thus :

*'By the immeasurable merit heaped up by composing
this regular annotation, may I, subduing the adversary

—
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death—in this world, Obtain the indestractible a|id.^ perfect

Nirva&a."* :5

(Tib. Tshaa-ma-rnam-^Pramana-yartikalaakara-tika] _
hgrel-rgyan-gyi-tika)—Annotation on the Pramana-
^artikalankara (part It) [by Jamavi?]. - ?

-^

The work extends over folios 1—400 of the Tangyur

;ing volume Me / S \ of section Mdo. '

^ V

1 f

[P^mana-vartikalankara-tika] Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-
^g^^l'^yi-EgJ^^'gyi't^^^) —Annotation on the Pramana-
vartikaiankara (last part) by the sage S'ri Jamari.

Ik .. .

R , - - .

'5
- - .

' tk

over folios 1—311 of the Tangyur, consti-

tuting volume Tse f ^\ oi section Mdo. It was translated into

Tibetan by Pandit Sumati and the interpreter Blo-ldan-ses-rab in

the monastery of Sne-than near Lhasa.
^ f

I p

13. Praraana-viniscaya-tika (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-nes-kyi-
tika)—Annotation on the Pramana-viniscaya by teacher
Dharmottara (Tib. Chos-mchog).

f '

The work extends over folios 1—188 of the Tangyur, Mdo^

We
{ 01 )• It was translated into Tibetan by the Kasmirian Pandit

Parahita Bhadra (Tib. Gshan-Ia-phan-pa-bzaii-po) and others,

and the Tibetan interpreter Blo-ldan-ses-rab in the model city

(of Kasmira ?).
. .

Dharmottara, who composed the work, is described as the

excellent subduer of bad disputants.^ The translator concludes
the Tibetan version thus :

—

1

^•q^^f^Q^^'^-g^q-q^ II
rxa.

* ^

?|-3s^-^q'q|q'q|^^^«^'^q'q^'^
[

(Tangynr, Mdo, Be, folio 303).

fgq'^q5^'^5^'5^^-^q|-q|-C;3j-0^5|^5]^
]

(Tangyar, Mdo, We, folio 188)
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'^B:j the merit arising from this Pramaaasastra, ' in which
the meanings are so clear, being well translated, may people tumr
ing away from perverse views enter the' path of perfect logic
(righteousness).""

14. Pramana-viniscaya-tika (Tib. Tshad-m'a-rnam-par-nes-
pahi-hgreLb^ad)—Annotation on Ihe Pramana-vini-
^caya by the Kasmirian sage'Jfiana-sri.

The work extends over folios 188—322 of the Tangyur, Mdo^

TTe /Q!\. It was composed by teacher Jnana-sri-bhadra (Tib,

Ye-^es-dpal-bzau-po) and translated into Tibetan by the author
and the interpreter-monk Chos-kyi-brtson-hgras. The Tibetan
version begins with a salutation to the Omniscient One (Buddha).

15- Yukti-easthika-karika ( Tib, Rigs-pa-drug-cu-pahi-tshig-
lehur-byas-pa)—" Sixty memorial verses on argumen-
tation'* by Nagarjuna (Tib. Klu-grub):

'
' ^

The work Extends over folios 20—22 of the Tangyur, Mdo,.

tTsa (^\ and begins thus :

" Who is freed from the courses of birth and destruction and
who preached the doctrine of dependent origination {Pratitya-

samut'pUda)^ to that lord of sages I bow down."*

It was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage Mutita-^ri

y

1

^^^•q^'^S,'55j-2=jpi'|-q-j=3^^
1

1

'SO

L - ^ (Tangyur, Mdo, VVe, folio 188).

'^^'^^i'^^'^^'T^*'^'^ 1

1

arq^^"J5^<3j-gc:^'g^-q
1

1

^ i

(Tangyur, Mdo, Tsa, folio 2).
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E

and the Tibetan interpreter Tshab-ni-ma-grags. The Tibetan

version begins with a salutation to Manja-sri-kumara-bhuta.

[It is not properly a work on logic, but a treatise on tbe

Madhjaniika philosophy, replete with logical arguments,]

16. Vigraha-Vyavartan! karika (Tib. Rtsod-pa- b^log'pahi-

tshig-lehur-byas-pa)—^'Memorial verses on subduing
disputes" by teacher Nagarjuna.

The work extends over folios 26—29 of the Tangyur, Mdo,

Jsa I ^y It was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage

Jfiana-garbha and the Tibetan interpreter Ka-wa-dpal-brtsegs.

Subsequently it was recast by the Kasmirian Pandit Jayananta
and the interpreter Khu-uado-sde-dpal.

17. Vigraha-vyavartani Vftti (Tib. Rtsod-pa-bzlog-pahi-

hgrel-pa)—'* Commentary on the Vigraha-vyavartani"
by teacher Nagarjuna,

The work extends over folios 128—146 of the Tangyur, Mdo,

Tsa I^Y It was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage

Jnana-garbha and the Tibetan interpreter Vande-vana-raksita.

bhuta.
kuma

18, Bhrama ^-pramathana-yukti-hetu-siddhi (Tib. Hkhrul-
pa-bzlog-pahi-rigs-pa-gtan-lshigs-grub-pa)— " Bstab-
lishmeut of arguments and reasons for quelling

mistakes'* by teacher Arya Deva (Tib. Hphags-pa-

The work, which extends over folios 18—21 of the Tangyur,

Mdo, Tsha (ct ) begins with a salutation to Buddha thus :

" Bowing down to the teacher—the lamp of the world, the
remover of inner miseries, the preacher of the nectar-like doctrine
and the instructor of men—with three doors (of body, speech and
mindj, I, in this world of five defilements for the benefit of Benti-

evi beings, explain the way (to the final bliss)."*

1 The original reads: ** Sa-la-hi-ta" which seems to be a wrong
flpelling for ''Ka-la-ha" meaning " quatrel" or "dispute." The Tibetan
eabstitute for it ia "Ilkhrul" which should better be rendered by
*' Bhrama."

^3i-£ra,Eqi-K-a^5,-=^cr
1

1

55j-sic5?-3p-5.iorqw-^a^-5«
1

1
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deva aud the interpreter Yande-dpal-brtsegs of Shu-chen. The
Tibetan version begins with a salutation to Manju-^ri-kumara-
bhuta, and ends with the following benediction :

—'* May this be
profitable to the doctrine and sentient beings !''*

[This is also not a work on logic, but a treatise on the
Madhyamika philosophy, replete with logical arguments.]

' I 4

19. Madhjamaka-hi:daya-vj-tti-tarka-jvalS (Tib. Dwu-mahi-
sflin-pohi-hgrel-wa-rtog-ge-hbar-wa)—'' A flame of
disciLBsions rising from the commentary on the Ma-
dhyamaka-hrdaya " by teacher Bhavya.

The work extends over folios 40—360 of the Tangyur, Mdo,

Dsa {^\ It was translated into Tibetan and published by the

Indian sage Dipaokara-srijnana and the Tibetan interpreter-

monk Tshul-khrims-rgya-wa in the monastery of Ba-sa-hphrul-
gnan in Lhasa. The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to

the Omniscient One (Buddha).
[This is a work on the Madhyamika philosophy replete with

logical arguments].

Post-script,

The materials of the following portion are derived from two
volumes of the Tangyur, borrowed from the India Office, through
the kind intervention of Mr. F. W. Thomas.

19. Santanantara-siddhi-tika (Tib. Rgyud-gshan-grub-pahi-
bgrel-bsad)—Establishment of the continuity of the

series (of thoughts),

w

The work, which extends over folios 1—21 of the Tangyur,

Mdo, Tshe
f c5 \ begins with a salutation to Buddha thus ;

\

.tJ

(Tangyur, Mdo, Tslia, folio 18).

1

(Tangvur, Mdo, Tsha, folio 21).

^
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• ;*/ .The preceptor of the \vorld by whom all this was explained

in mere thoughts—to hira. fnlly, bowing down I prepare the

Santinantara-siddhi." ^
\

'
'

r:
•

1 It was composed by teacher Vinita Deva (Tib. Dul-wahi-lha),

and was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage Visaddha-
simha and the interpreter of Shn-chen named Dpal-rtsegs-ratsita.

The Tibetan versioii begins with a salutation to Manju-ghosa
(Tib.

". '.
.

'

gyTi

20." Vada-nyaya-vrtti-vipancitartha (Tib. Rtsod-pahi-rigs-

^ ; .'vpahi-hgrel-pa-ddn-rnam-par-hbyed-pa)—^An analytical

commentary oh the Vada-nyaya (logical discussions).

TMs work, which, extends over folios 21—131 of the Tan-

*i Who
*-A\

perpetually suTxIu

of obtaining the fruits of the desires of various sentient beings,

iftnd was pleased to do good to the entire world—to that Manju-
down in reverence I bee^in in brief to comnoae thissri bowing

l^Tada-nyay

' ' i * 1M-

V t

1

* 4

^J ^ -^ >-*_i.^.^/ ag'^^'S'^'^F'i^^^ n>-^ ,_/ / . ,vw -7^_.. .. - .^ ^ -
. • • •__. r . : OJ ^^

V

Q^^-T[aj-^5^^^^s^-q|§c:^q
] f.

:

:.V

' I
.

i

7 :

i , ^•or^^'^^c^^s^^
[I

^'

,

^ ^

w^-J J- C ^ l> J =) '^5-=i^'3
! I J /..- i.7

''""'' "
-

'^
*'^

' (Tangyur, Mdo, Tafie, folio i)

'TC'^=^'^^*j'^"f'<$^^^5^^^(3^^'^'5^'i^g^'g'^
>

- i

4 k

^a;'^-^RPi^-^ 1

1

>^ . y^

j|*«.- . .
- "^

:

^ .^"
-

^ - - — ' - V
1 j , ' ^ -- ; /.

f

,.^ .
,-^ 1 *. -

q^'gqyc\<ggarapi
|

^^k
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X

The author of the work -was the great teacher S'anta-raksita.
It was translated into Tibetan in the sacred monastery of Sam-ye
(Bsam-yas) by the Indian sage Kumara-sri-bhadra and the
Tibetan interpreter GelongHphags-pa-^es-rab and Sen-dkar of the
province of Hbro (Do). The Tibetan version begins with a salu-

tation to Manju-^ri-kuniara-bhuta..
T

21. Pramana-vartika-vrtti (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel-gyi-
hgrel-pa)—Explanatory notes on the Pramana-vartika.

The work, which extends over folios 132—252 of the Tangynr,

Mdo, Tshe
( c6 )? was composed by teacher Ravi-Gupta (Tib.

fS'i-ma-sbas-pa)- It ends with chapter II which treats of the

characteristics of the Pramana (Tib. Tshad-mahi-mtshan-nid).

The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to Manju-sri Bodhi-
sattva (Tib. Hjam-dpal-ye-Ses-sems-dpah),

22. Pramana-vini^caya-tika (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-par-nes-
pahi-hgrel-bsad)—Explanatory notes on the Pramana-
viniscaya.

This work, which extends over folios 1—346 constituting

volnme Dse / g \ of the Tangynr, section Mdo, begins with a salu-

tation to Buddha. It was composed by the Ka^mirian teacher

Jnana-^ri. The work ends at chapter II. The Tibetan version

with

23.

I, by Dharmottara,
part

|i;^-qS^-^q]^-cr^5rq^'a^g^'q-5'5r^c;'gq'5^^-q^^^

^TQv'^'^^srq^'g
1

1

(Tangynr, Mdo, Tshe, folio 21).
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The Monthly General Meeting of tlie Asiatic Society was
held on Wednesday, the 3rd July, 1907, at 9-15 p.m.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Ashutosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A.,D.L.,
President, in the Chair.

F

,
The following members were present

:

Dr. N". Annandale, Mr, I. H. Burkill, Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri,
Mr. L. L, Fermor, Bahu Am.ulya Charan Ghosh Vidyahhusana,
Mr. H, G. Graves, Mr. D. Hooper, Dr. W. 0. Hossack, Lt.-Colonel

D. C. Phillott, Mr. G. Thibaut, C.I.E., Mr. G. H. Tipper, Mahama-
hopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Rev. E. C Woodley
and Rev. A. W. Young.

Yidtov :—Babu Devabrata Mukherjee.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Fifty-two presentations were announced.

The General Secretary announced that Mr. F. J. V. Minchin
and Mr. Norman McLeod had expressed a wish to withdraw from
the Society.

The General Secretary also announced the death of Mr. Pat-

rick Doyle and Babu Gerindra Nath Dutt, Ordinary Members of

the Society.

The President announced that the following seven gentlemen

have not paid their entrance fees ; their elections therefore, have,

under Rule 9, become null and void:

Mr. M. Kiishnamachariar.
Dr. A. M. Leake.

Captain G. B. Riddick, R.A.M.C.
Pandit Gauri Dutta Misra Vidyabhusana.
Captain D. Harvey, R.A.M.C.
Captain W. W. Clemesha, I.M.S.

Sri Kripamaya Ananga Bhimakishori Gajapati Mabaraj DeV,

The President also announced that Captain C. L. Peart, LA,,
had carried on the duties of the General Secretary and Philologic-

al Secretary for six weeks, and that Lieut.-Colonel D, C. Phillott

had resumed the duties on his return.
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The following were ballotted for as Ordinary Members :

Mr. John Goggin Brown^ Assistant Superintendent, Geological

Survey of India, proposed by Mr. L. L, Fernior, seconded by
Lieut,- Colonel D. C. Phillott; Mr. H, Walker, Assistant Superin-

tendent, Geological Survey of India, proposed by Mr. L. L.

Fermor, seconded By Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott ; Mr. G, deT.

Cotter, Assistant Superintendent, Geological Survey of India, pro-

posed by Mr. L. L. Termor, seconded by Lieut-Colonel D. C.

Phillott ; Mr. W. A. K. Ghristiey Chemist, Geological Survey of

India, proposed by Mr. L. L. Fermor, seconded by Lieut.- Colonel

D. C. Phillott ; Babu Mahendra Nath Be, M.A., B.Sc, Professor,

Bengal National College, Calcutta, proposed by Babu Amulya
Charan Vidyabhusana, seconded by Mahamahopadhyaya Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana ; Miss Mary Y, Corbett, Church of Scot-

land Mission, Darjeeling, proposed by Mr. E. Mackenzie, seconded
by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott; and Mr. W. W. K. Page, Solici-

tor, Calcutta, proposed by Mr. J- A. Chapman, seconded by
Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

The following papers were read :

1. Mundari Poetry, Music and Dances.—By Rev. Fr. J. Hoff-
mann, S.J. Communicated by the Hon. Mr. E. A. Gait.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs.

2. An Old Christian Cemetery in Haiderabad.—By Major W,
HAia

Tliis paper will be published in a subsequent number of the
Journal*

3. Note on the Bidri ware of Purneah.—By R. J. Hirst.

4. Seven stories from the Nafhat'^ H-Yaman ; edited and

translated by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott and B. F. Azoo.

5. Notes on the Pollination of Flowers in India.—Note No. 4,

On Cotton in Behar.—By I. H. Buekill.

6. Indian Logic as preserved in Tibet.—No, 3. By Mahama-
hopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhtjsana. M.A., M.R.A.S.

Reviews on Books*

Western Tibet and the British Borderland. By Charles A. Sheering, I.C.S.
(London, Edward Arnold, 1906.)

^

Among the many publications recently called forth by the
British Mission to Tibet, few have dealt with the western portion

^ the province which marches with Kashmir and the British
l^orderland. Lhasa, in Centeral Tibet, so long veiled in mystery
as the forbidden city, the final goal of the Mission, naturally
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absorbed the chief interest. Nari on Western Tibet, some seven
hundred miles away, across the JVlarjum Pass, lay outside the im-
mediate sphere of operations still less known and unexplored.
Yet it is here where British and Tibetan relations come into
actual physical contact that the effects of the Mission will pro-
bably be most apparent in the near future. To this interesting
country on the British Borderland Mr. Sherring has devoted his
attention. As Deputy Commissioner of Almora, he has had un-
rivalled opportunities for acquiring information concerning all
that relates to the Frontier, and the knowledge so gained he has
recently supplemented by a tour to Western Tibet of which the
interesting and informing book under review is the result.

Until two years ago few Europeans had crossed the Border
into Western Tibet and fewer still had penetrated as far as Gar-
tok its summer capital. In 1812 Hearsey and Moorcroft, travelling
disguised as ascetics on a pilgrimage had reached the Man-
sarovur Lakes, but from that time onward until the present day,
the jealousy with which the Tibetans guarded their mysterious
bond against the foreigner well nigh completely prevented further
exploration. It was not until the famous Treaty was signed at
Lhasa on September 5th, 1904, that the first gap was made in the
barrier of exclusiveness with which Tibet had been so long sur-
rounded. Trade marts were to be opened at Gyantse, Yatung and
Gartok, and the last named lying in the practically unknown
country of Western Tibet, it was resolved to send out a small ex-
pedition as an offshoot of the Mission to report upon its suitability

and possibilities as a trading centre. It thus happened that the
first authorised entry of a British force into "Western Tibet took
place from the east, a two months' journey from Gyantse to

Gartok, and not from the British Borderland which lies only some
eighty miles from the summer capital. Somewhat in the nature of

an experiment to prove how far the Tibetan authorities were pre-

pared to carry out the terms of the Treaty, the expedition, so

graphically described by Captain Rowling, was successfully carried

through, opening out new possibilities in the relations between
India and Western Tibet.

Mr. Sherring gives a fascinating account of this little known
Borderland, From an ethnographical point of view, it is full of

interest. It is a sacred country both to the Buddhists and to the

Hindus. To Mount KaQas towering over twenty-one thousand feet

heavenwards, the Tibetan looks as the home of his gods and the

axis of the universe. For Kedamath and Badrinath the Hindu
cherishes equal veneration as the places where Shiva dwelt, and
Krishna himself lived as an ascetic ; while to Mount Kailas he,

too, lifts his eyes as the heaven of Sun and the summit of all

happiness. The surrounding world of eternal snow and giant

mountain peaks, making their magnificent appeal to the imagina-

tion, is well calculated to inspire respect and veneration. Within a

radius of some thirty miles rise no less than eighty peaks over

twenty thousand feet high. It is a scene unsurpassed for gran-

deur. Here on this side the Border rises the great Nonda Devi,
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25 689 feet high, the highest mountain throughout the world over
which the British flag flies. Close by rivalling it in height and
beauty stands Komet its sister peak, while away across the

f. ?i"^*^^^^
^^® ^^^* tableland of Western Tibet, averaging

some 14,000 feet above sea level, the gigantic Gurla Mandhata away
to the north-west towering above its countless peaks and summits
It IS a romantic land far upon the roof of the world.

Of the superstitions, folklore, and manner of life of the peoplewho inhabit this Borderland, Mr. Sherriug has much to say. The
Bhotias who dwell on the British side are described as intrepid
traders
r^t 4.x. T>-i. J. ,

"^ctiij ixiic miiiiiy uuaiiiies ; wnueot the iibetans who occupy the land beyond the Frontier, little has
been known hitherto, and it is in the light thrown upon them and
their manners and customs that the chief interest of Mr. Sherrin^'s
book lies. Of Ashol and the aboriginal Rajas or Rawats, of the
legends and superstitions of the holy land of the Buddhists and
Hindus, of Tibetan and Bhotia death ceremonies, aud of the offi-
cials and administration of Western Tibet much that is worthy of
note IS recorded. Special interest attaches to the description of the
tamous Mansarovar and Rakos Lakes and of Mount Kailas, the
magmficent abode of the gods, the secrets of which have been
'^

^°^^/:^°^f.y
g^.*r<Jed. Gartok itself is disappointing, havingchanged but little since the days when Moorcroft and Hearsey visited

It nearly one hundred years ago. It consists only of some fifteen totwenty houses mere mud huts built of rough sun-dried bricks.Only du^ng the three months' residence of the Viceroys during
the great annual fair when the traders pitch their tents in vastarray on_ the surrounding plateau, does Gartok awake to life.

«ff. f
y^*^f.e«ti^g chapter by Dr. T. G. LongstafE describes hisattempt to chmb Gur a Mandahata. Rising 25,350 feet above sealevel It IS probably the highest mountain in Tibet and to the

acc^^W^^Ki P^^^*'^^"y untrodden ground. Dr. Longstaff wasaccompanied by two alpine guides and succeeded in gettlg with-in fifteen hundred feet of the summit
^

pl.oto^knh^/'f''S''
^°''^ '' profusely illustrated with excellent

with two^ f""? ^ '"^'t '
f°*^ P^°P^^« described and furnished

rtudenTanrfh
""^^"-

,

^'
f''''^^ P^^^^ «^ ^^*^r««t alike to thestuaent and the general reader.

F. B. Beadley-Birt.

Chipp

and
By A. C. Logan, I.C.S. (Calcutta, Thacker

This valuable work is the first attempt that has been made
[ive a connected account of fh^ io^„„ „^n„„i.- __ .i- ^ t

stnn^ irr^T^i^ r
"-'^^"«' oi. me large collections of Indian

foZt o^fW I
P""'"!^^^

i^ '^^ Indian Museum and other

rent Thetlfn-f"" "^^^^^ discussion of their geological occur-

SeTer.! chaXHS ^'it \\?!r.fAl-^^^^ "pal.oliths."
stratigraphy
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tions of Quaternary age with whicli the implements are associ-

ated, and their geographical distrihution. A further chapter is

devoted to the descriptions of the stones, which inchide *' pointed
ovals, discoids, scrapers, chopper," the latter being regarded bj
the author as the prototype of the neolithic '*celt. " In the con-

cluding chapter, the author expounds his theories re^'arding the
races of men that have left these ancient records of their industry.

The various types of implements are beautifully illustrated from
photographs by Mr, Garrick. Mr. Logan's excellent work will be
welcomed by every geologist and anthropologist.

E, Vrbdenhurg.
o

The Adjourned Meeting of the Society (Medical Section) was
held at the Society's rooms on Wednesday, July 10th, 1907, at

9-15 P.M.
«

LiEUT.-CoLONEL F. J. DiiURT, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present:

Lieut. -Colonel E. H. Brown, I.M.S., Dr. Adrian Caddy, Major
J, T. Calvert, I.M.S., Captain F. P. Connor, I.M.S., Lieut.-Colonel

C. R. M. Green, I.M.S., Dr. W. C. Hossack, Dr. E. Houseman,
Captain D. McCay, LM.S., Captain M. Mackelvie, I.M.S., Captain
J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S., Dr. J. E. Panioty, Lieut. A. D. White,
I.M.S., and Major F. P. Maynard, I M.S., Honorary Seci^etary.

Visitors:—^Dr. S. Brooke, Dr. O. M. Eakins, Dr. J. L. Heudley,
Captain J. H. Murray, I.M.S., Major C. R. Stevens, I M.S.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The following resolution, after some remarks by Colonel

Drury, was proposed by the Honorary Secretary, seconded by Dr.

Panioty and carried unanimously, and it was resolved that the

Honorary Secretary do send a copy of it to Mrs. Moir.

Proposed by Major Maynard.
Seconded by Dr. Panioty.

" The Medical Section of the Asiatic Society of Bengal de-

sires to place on record their sense of the great loss they have

sustained by the death of Major D. M. Moir^ who was a most

active member of the Section and who was held in the highest
_^i >9
esteem.

Clinical Evening.

Cases and specimens were shown by Lieut. -Colonel Brown,

Capt. Connor-, Major Stevens and Lieiit.-Colonel Drury.
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Bj LifciUi.-CoLONKL D. C. PiiiLroTT, SecrHary^ Board of E.ramtncr<^

XoTii r

Foreign Snciotios vrhn favour the Asiatic Society of nongal wilh

their puliHcations are iiiformetl that thev may be sent eitfior Ut tlie

address of tlie Sf)eiety at Ca.lcnt<a, or to t lie Afrpnt« nf tin* Su<-i<'(y in

r.ondon. ^^r, Bf»inar(l Quaritch, 15 Piccadilly,

Avis.

boci f u m1*.lMr-| \i»

(<de ses puldications, sonf pri^ea de lea envoyer nu directcinent a I n*

de la Societe, 57, Park Street, Calcutta, on A PaLn ut de la Sut'i/t.' A

Q

AxZKtOK.
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dieselbcn entwoder dirt-kt an die AdIv^>4• dcr (J^^elU'dinff. 57, I'.n*

Street, CulcutLa, oder an d*Mi A
15 Piccadillv, zn srrulon.

Q

^fi.
-

K ^1
T^

edge of the ne«t,*

« m On^ Thi« Iftttor

i« in KHpnrth»lA odied nufi, m SUIknt jih; in CVihach-IIazira kkftrkdr

$

— J 1- D ^l:.^.jj. .u— ; — .. t i»nter/' In Perm* it it nmiM-dBaitna urai or " frog

t TH*»r** l« ivm«wjTi*»ntl3r no fiffect!mt»t« ftAnitntinn n« in th« r4i«<t ^f

stftrlirtfi^. Dow do nwtfi k«^p t1i»*ir mHaH- rlouiP Lilr« •f%rlintcii Utej
boUd in hole^, bat thf fnote« of tbe fwmT <Jo not ftdmtt ui viannportAtion.



59* Note on the Blue or Common Heron (Ardea Cinerea),

By LiEUT.-CoLONEL D. C. Phillqtt, Secretary, Board of Examiners.

Vernacular names: in tlie Kapurthala State hutimar ; in
some parts of the Punjab nari^ a name that in Kapurthala
distinguishes the purple heron {ardea purpurea); in the Dera-
jat biLaJ- ; in Sindh chilam; in Kashmir brag; in tlie Bannun
District haveza; in the Kohat District chilang^ a nan»e some-
times there applied to storks as well; in Paracliinar, Kurram
Valley, hukara ; in Hyderabad, Deccan, kabud (blue) ; iu Oudh
and the North-Western Provinces kabut^ anjan and bhadA

In Persia the Common Heron is called *ttg^r, huqar^ mahi-
khur, and butimar.

The weight of an old, large, bird hawked by me was
3 lbs. 8f oz.

The heron is a permanent resident in India, breeding
throughout the country. Numbers, however, are migratory,
entering the Punjab in September-October and leaving . in

February-March. In the Punjab, in these last two months,
large flocks migrate up the bii^ rivers.

Large numbers of the Common-, Purple-, Night-heron, and
other water birds breed during tbe rains in the Cavalry grass-

rakfi at Paharpur, Dera Ismail Khan. Though the monsoon
does not extend to the Derajat, its effects are felt there to a
certfiin extent; the river rises and floods the rakh.

In Kashmir the herons commence building early in spring,

nesting in the same tree, a lofty plane, as Night-Herons,
Egrets, and other birds. In one tree in a village I counted
thirty nests of the common heron alone, while a kite, some crows,

a few mainas, and several other birds built in the same tree.

Gilbert White, letter XXII, alludes to fonr-score nests being
in one tree, at Cressy Hall, near Spalding, in Lincolnshire.

The young remain in the nest a Lmg time after they are

apparently full-grown. Fresh eggs and full-grown young are
fi-equently found in the same nest. The noise and fuss in a
heiony, during the breeding season, is considerable, and the old
birds often leave the trees and settle on the ground at a short
distance, to rest. The mutes, white and chalky like those of

hawks, are ejected by the young over the edge of the nest,*

1 Bhad is prop**rly the Oudh name of the pnrf)le heron. This latter

is in Kapnrthala CJilIed nr/n, in Sialknt jdh; in Chhach-Hazara khfirhdr

;

and in Bannu chindakh-khurai or " frog-eater." In Persia it is named
jarda .

2 There is consequently no affectionate sanitation as in the case of

starlings. How do owls keep their Hbodes clean ? Like starlings they
build in holes, but the mutes of the former do not admit of transportation.
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and seem very injurious to tlie life of the tree. The tops of

the plane trees in which there are heronries ai-e usually dead.

There was one large herony in the Shalimar Garden (Kash-

mir), but it was deserted some years ago as the whole of the

tree-tops had died. Fresh fish are daily dropped by herons

from their nests, but once dropped are never retrieved.

A small parasite, something like a grain of linseed, is found

in the mouth of common herons ^ in the Punjab, both in the wild

state and in captivity. This parasite is abundant in spring. It is

apparently transmitted by fish, for I found that it nearly

disappeared in captive herons when they were fed chiefly on frogs

and meat. In captivity herons will eat rats, young pigeons,

quails,^ and meat, besides, of course, frogs and fish.

That a hawked heron casts up fish is a fact well known to

falconers. That fish so cast up are always fresh and not

partially digested, indicates that they are cast up from the

crop, and not from the stomach. It is supposed that the heron

empties its * creel * with the object of lightening itself, prepara-

tory to * ringing up ' before the hawk. The vomiting is,

however, I think, involuntary, and the result of fear ; for a

newly-caught heron will always, for the first two days of its

captivity, vomit up any fish that it has just swallowed, if a

human visitor approaches its enclosure. lib will do this with-

out leaving its perch, or the corner in which it is crouching.

By the third day it usually becomes accustomed to the human
presence and ceases to vomit. Further, a hawked heron that has
no intention of * ringing up,' one that will not leave the shelter

of a deep nullah let the field gallop as hard as it may, will still

vomit up freshly-caught fish, even when the delay this occasions

places it at a disadvanta^^e and endangers its life.

A hawked heron will sometimes splash into deep water
like a duck, or plunge into the dense foliage of a baniyan tree

and refuse to quit. I have heard of one diving into a flock of

sheep. The eyes of a newly-taken heron should be at once
* seeled.* If the skin of the neck has been torn by the hawk,
it should be sewn up, if possible on the spot, and some oint-

ment applied. (However bad the injuries, if this is done, the
herons will probably recover: if, however, these precautions are
neglected, they frequently die of their injuries.) The heron
should then be * mailed,' or put in a sock, the legs being
stretched out behind as in flying. If the heron is carried with
its legs doubled up, it will catch an incurable ' cramp. ' If

tapes be sewn on to the sock, herons can be suspended on the

^ I do not recollect having found this parasite in the purple-heron or
in the night-heron. If it attacks the two last, it does so rarely.

2 1 Qjjce gave a tame white stork, a live quail with shortened wings.
The stork chaaed it in the long grfiBS, caught it, 'chopped* it, and tried to
swallow it. Evidently finding the feathers too dry, it stalked over to its
fiiable-bucket at the other side of the compound, soused it in water,
chopping' all the while, and then swallowed it whole with ease. The
same bird used to get into the pigeon-houae and eat half-fledged squabs.
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hat-pegs o£ a railway carriage and transported long distances

by rail: they certainly suffer no injury, and seemingly no incon-

venience, for three days.

Newly-caught herons generally sulk and refuse to feed till

they have lost much flesh and have become too weak to fly. If

there are no tame heroes to guide them, they should, for a
day or two, be fed by hand, frequently but sparingly ; not more
than one, or two, small fish the size of a sardine being given

at a time. If meat has to be given, it should be chopped up
and mixed with water, and a little fine river-sand should be

added. After the meal, a strip of rag should be tied round
the throat, at the bend of the neck closest to the head. If tied

on too low down, the heron will get its lower mandible wedged
under the bandage. At first the heron will try to vomit up
its meal, but after many failures it w^ill desist. If full meals
are at first given, the heron'3 repeated attempts to vomit
produce a dangerous form of indigestion. By the fourth day
the heron will have lost only a little flesh, but will have
acquired a voracious appetite. Its eyes may now be unseeled

and it may be turned loose in an enclosure. It will eat of its

own accord, probably even meat.

Herons are very intelligent—or cunning, though there is

something about their head that irresistibly reminds one of a

degenerate.

Por two methods of snaring herons and water-fowl in the

Punjab, Sindh and Kashmir, t;«ie Journal, Asiatic Society, Bengal,

Vol, III, No. 6, 1907 In Ondh herons are said to be caught in

snares baited with a rat.





6o, Note on Indian Hawk-bells*

By LiEUT.-CoLONEL D. C. Phillott, Secretary, Board of Examiners.

Indian hawk-bells, light and sonorous, are justly valued even in

Europe. Their manufacture is now confined to two villages in the
Punjab, the village of Kallar in the Rawal Pindi district being the
more famed of the two. The method of manufacture, or rather
the method of tempering, is a trade secret, jealously guarded. It

is said that the bells are not cast, but moulded in two separate
pieces with a hammer, on an iron mould. The two pieces are then
joined, the ring being affixed last of all. Indian falconers call

hawk-bells zU and zang. The weight of the largest size, that for a
goshawk, is 9"5 grammes, and that of the size usually worn by
peregrines, 73 grammes ; a smaller size is 5*2 grammes. The
average price is eight annas a pair. A bell rarely preserves its

tone a whole season, but occasionally an extra-good bell is found
that will last two seasons or even more. Indian falconers cleanse

bells that have lost their tone with hot wood-ashes, but if this

restores the tone, it does so only partially.

The BoTce of St. Albansy treating of bells, tells us to, " Looke
also that thay be sonowre and Well sowndyng and shril and not
both of oon sowne : but that oon be a semytoyn under a noder."

Some such pt'actice was cun^ent amongst Indian falconers too, who
considered that hawk-bells should not both be of ' oon sowne/ but
nar u mada^ "male and female."

Major F. T, C. Hughes, Deputy Assay Master, Calcutta Mint,
has kindly analysed one of the Kallar-made bells and reports that
it contains :

—

Copper
Zinc ••

610 p.c.

38-0 ,.

Impurities (principally lead with traces of tin

and iron) *•• )5
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6i* AngniHiearpvH—a new genus of the Cruclferae

By 1. H, BuRKILL.

Among the plants sent to me with economic notes by Mr. R.
Hughes-Buller, lately Superintendent of the Imperial Gazetteer, Ba^

ruci

Spirorhynchus, and for which the name AnguilUcarpus Bulleri is

Its curious and characteristic fruit is figuredhere proposed.

below, by the side of a copy of Prantl's figure of that of SpirO"
rhynchtis sahulosus, Karel. et Kiril. Both fruits are seen to be
long-beaked, and to be sterile for a part towards the base. That
of AngmlUcarpiis differs from that of Sptrorhynchus in the length

Ffg, 1. Flower of Anguillicarpus Bulleri x 3. Fig. 2. Stamens. Figs. 3& 4-

Fruits X 4 : the latter figure drawn from a pressed fruit probably does not so

naturally present it as the former. Fig. 5. Fruit of Spirorhynehus sdbulosuSy

HfterPrantl. ''4V -
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narrow
wards the genus Boreavay and in the snout being but very little

differ

A nguillicarpvs, Spirorhynchtts.

Sepals, two of them saccate none saccate.

K'ectaries, present absent.

Anthers, six four.

Filaments, all free longer united in pairs.

count flower as of uncertain value,

seeing that sometimes in the Cruciferae they characterise genera

instance

of the stamens in Gardantine hirsuta^ Linn., or the complete fusion

of pairs of filaments and anthers in some species of Lepidium and
uncertain

with

The position of AnguilUcarptts in the linear arrangement of the

order Other allied genera

but not so nearly allied, are Calepina and Sameraria. The reduced

genus Hussonia (reduced to JErticaria) has a superficial resemblance

in fruit. Spirorhynchus sabulosus has a suspended, elongated seed ^

like that of Anguillicarpus ; whether it shows signs of an aborted

OYule below it or not I am unable to say. The flattened part of

the beak in Anguillicarpus is apparently the style, while the

ra

Anguillicarpus. Genus monotypicum, ex afl&nitate Spirorhyn-
chi et Boreavse inter Cruciferas. Herba glabra. Stigma bilobum.

Fructusindehiscens, elotigatus- Embryo ad collum deflexus. Coty-
ledones incumbentes, fere plani. CJiaracteres prsecedentes sunt

Sisymbriinarum. Inter Sisjmbriinas distinguitur floribus melli-

feris, starainibus omnibus fertilibus, filamentis liberis, fructibus

nee dehiscentibus nee articulatis nee planis, seminibus singulis

elongatis.

Herba
ramosa ramulis aliquomodo intertextis ; rami gradatim in

racemos transeuntes. Folia inferiora anguste runcinato-pinnati-
secta, longiora ad 4 cm. longa, dentibusremotioribus subsequalibus
acutis deflexis vel patulis saepius suboppositis subtriangularibus
2 mm. longis ; folia superiora linearia, margine subsequali. Bacemi
laxi; pedicelli 3-4 mm, longi, Plores, ut videtur, lilacini. Sepala
biformia, altera basi gibbosa, altera basi rotundata, 3 mm. longa.
Petala ligulata, apice subrotundata, pinnatineryia, 8 mm. longa.
Stamina sex, longiora libera sepala pauUulo superantia, breviora

I Boissier in his Flora Oriental ia i. ( 1867) p. 385, wrote " Semen erectum "
:

bat Pmntl (in Engler u. Prantl, Pflanzenfamilien, iii., pt. 2, 1892, p. 171)
wrote

: Samen hangend," with a note of exclamation after it to denote thac
He Was positive on the point.
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theras P'ix attingentia. PtstiUum staminibus brevibus
sequilongum, post anthesim decurvnm, ovulis geminis, superiori

solum perfecto ; stigma bilobum, flore expanse multo increscens ;

stylus anguste bialatus, Fructus depend ens et uniovulatus et

longipes, parte ovarii subovulari ad pedem 7-8 mm. longum trans-

formata, et enim longirostratus, rostro 10-12 mm, longo ex stylo

basi abruptus.
;upraovulari

Habitat in Beluchia ad Kbaran prope Quetta : sub numero
23193, Herb. R. E. P., coUeglt R. Hugbes-Buller. Incolae Eushtir-

kah vocant et pro pabulo ovino camelinoqne ferunt.

Olim Spirorhynchus inter Cruciferas solas ob fructnm singularem

distetit; nunc AnguilUcarpo addito genera duo coram hoc modo
notata distant. Hoc fructa qnadrialato longipedi et filamentis

liberis et staminibus brevibus fertilibus discretum est : illud fructu

brevipedi et staminibus longioribus per paria connexis.

Fig. 6. The pistil of Anguillicarpus Bulleri, diagramatic. Fig. 7. The seed

in section.

'^ /'
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62. A variety of nucrosia anethifolia Boiss., from
Baluchistan.

1

By I. H. BuRKiLL.

, f

1 .

1 i

Fruits of Ducrosia anethifolia, Boiss. Fig. 1, after Jaubert and
X 3. Fig. 2, from Dr. Stapfs plant, X 3. Fig. 3, var. Jamtatii^ X 3.

Tnericarp of var. Jamiatn in section at the middle, x 14.

Spach^
Fig. 4,

Ducrosia anethifolia was described as Zozimia anethifolia

by De Candolle in his Prodromus, iv. (1830), p. 196, from-

specimens collected by Olivier and Bruguiere between Teheran
and Ispahan. The name now adopted, i.e., Ducrosia anethifolia^

was given by Boissier in the Annales des Sciences Naturelles^

3me Serie, i. (1844) p. 342; and he identified Aucher-Eloy's nos.

3596 and 4577 from Ispahan with Olivier and Bruguiere's
specimens collected about Teheian and Ispahan. At the same
time he described Ducrosia flabellifolia based on Olivier and
Bruguiere's specimens from between Bagdad and Alep and
Aucher-Eloy's no. 3729 from the deserts of Assyria, as they
differed in leaf somewhat. Jaubert and Spach in their Illus-

trationes Plantarum Orientalium, iii., Paris, 18471850, tjib. 238,
united the two species of Boissier under the name Zozimia
avethifolia : but Boissier in his Flora Orientalis, ii., 1872, p. 1036,
says that Jaubert and Spach 's figure is of his Ducrosia anethi-

folia^ and not of D. Jlahellifolia.

A bit of Jaubert and Spach's illustration is reproduced as

no. 1 of the figures above, A fruit from a plant collected in

Persia on Kuh Sofali near Ispahan by Dr. 0. Stapf is figuied
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in no. 2, It will be seen that thej agree in everything but size.

Figures 3 and 4 are from
Buller's staff at

a plant collected by Mr. Hughes-
Hindubagh in Bnlnchistan. The fruits are

seen to be as long as Jaubert and Spach represent them, but to
differ somewhat in shape.

I have cut sections across the mericarps of both Mr.
Hughes-BuUer's plant and Dr, Stapfs: and find them in section
exactly alike in everything but size. Jaubert and Spach make
the swollen rim relatively a little broader.

The variety is here named var. Jamiatii after Rai Saheb
Diwan Jamiat Rai, of Mr. Hughes-Buller's staff.

m

Bucrosia anet h ifol la , var. Jamia tii^ a typo distinguitn i*

fructibus late ovatis nee rotundatis. Habitat in Baluchia ad
Hindubagh quo loco inter alias plantas
basque praebet. Nomen KhSr-kunddi,
sub numero 198S4, Herb. R.E.P.

pabulum camel is ovi-

Collegit R. Hughes-BuUer



63. A note on I^npfftiens Balsaniina^ Linn.^ as a

dye-plant.

By L H. Bdrkill.

The distribution of this Balsam seems to be very wide-
Its home is in the north-western Himalaya, and it is found wild
all down the Western Ghafs. It may be seen in villajre gardens
in many parts of Inciiajandit appenrs to be qni^e comtnonly sown
in the clearings amontr the hills south of the Brahmaputra and
down to Arakan, So much regarding its distribution : now
regarding its use as a dye,

Stewart in liis " Panjab Plants " (Lahore. 1869), p. 36, h»s
the following sentence :

" Madden states that Impatiens Balsam-
ina flowers (?) are in Gurhwal used for a dye, whence it is

called miijiti. " Sir Georee Watt in his "Economic Products
of India exhibited in the Calcutta International Exhibition 1883-
1884 " (Calcutta, 1883), vol. i, pt. 2. p. 33, remarked that the use
required confirmation. In the " Dictionary of Economic Pro-
ducts! " (article Impatiens BalsaTntna, para. I. 40), he quotes
Madden and adds that he had received from the Jaintea hills

specimens stated to be used by the inliabitants for dyeing red, the
leaves for that purpose being bruised together with some sub-

stance called metchhi lanqa. That the leaves should be used
seems improbable. Duncan (Monograph on Dyes and Dyeing in

Assam, Shillong, 1896, p. 2H) quotes Watt and remarks that he

had been unable to secure further information from the Jaintea
hills on this use, and that the plant tlumgh probably found in

gardens all over the district, appeared not to be used as a dye^

anywhere imt in the Jaintea hills.

The foUo-sving gives a use for the flowers, which one man
might call dyeing and another not; and therein it suggests an
explanation for the measure of contradiction that there is in the

statements of the Dictionary of Economic Products and Duncan's
monograph. I pubb'sh it hoping that some one may be inter-

ested in following the matter up.

When in January last I found Impatiens Balsamina on the
hill clearings of Chins on the Pi-cboung, at the southern border
of the district of Northern Arakan, and again on tlie hill

clearings of Chaungthas,^ high up the Kalapanzin river, in the
district o£ Akyab, I began to ask questions about it; and I was
told that the Changthus (women of the Chaungthas) some-

1 Descendants of Talaings taken prisoners by the Arakftnese wlio planted
them in coloiiiea as wardens of their north**rn marchna. ForcB of circnm-
stance* has driven the Channi^tlias to copy the way ut cnliivAtion of the-

China. The word Chaungtha meana villager of the hill valleys.
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times twist the flowers into tlieir hair; and tliat the children
play with them dyeing their finger nails.

It is not improbable that the use in the Jaintea hills is

just as unimportant and obscure.
Sir Joseph Hooker has been so good as to name the balsam

authoritatively for me.
Any one may readily obsei^e that the rose-parple flowers do

contain a considerable amount of colouring matter, by rubbing one
between the finger and thumb : and if they be rubbed on to a piece
of paper, a rose colour is given to it which will persist for months
out of the sun ; but in the sun it fades quickly.

Other species of Impatiens are said to give a red dye, e.g., Im-
pafiens Griffithii\ Hook. fil. et Thorns., in the Malay Peninsula
(see Ridley in Journ. Roy. Asiatic Soc, Straits Branch, no. 30,
1897, p. 103) Further it is said, on authority unknown to me,
that the Tartars dye their finger nails with sundry species of

Impaftens.

r *

't.



64* Rock Drawings in the Banda District

By C. A. SiLBERRAD, LC.S.

During a four-years' residence in tlie Banda district of the
United Provinces, 1 Lave taken the opportunity oF vIsitiMer four

places where there are '* drawings " in red ochre on bare surfaces of

the Vindhyan sandstone tliat forms the hills in the south and
south-east of the district. In three cases the ** paintings" are

situated on more or less vertical portions of rock forming part

of the clifB, locally known as the **ari " at the top of the scarp.

In the fourth case (Karpatia) the drawings are on an exposure

of rock well above and beyond the edge of the scarp. In two
cases (Malwa and Sarhat) the drawings are at the top of the

lowest scarp, in one (Kuria Kund) near the top of the second

scarp, while the fourth (Karpatia), as already noted, is above the

second scarp,

I proceed to give a hrlef account of each occurrence :

(1) Sdjhat.—The drawings are situated on the top of the scarp

about 11 miles N.-W. of the Manikpur Railway Station on the

AUahabad-Jubbulpore branch of the E.I. Railway. Fig. I is a

tracing of the best group of drawings This group consists ''of

three horses caparisoned and led by men apparently armed with
some sort of weapon, which looks more like a wooden bludgeon
than anything else. About this gronp. but less well preserved, are

an elephant and a man shooting a Sarabhar stag with bow arid

ow, At a short distance S.-E. of this set of drawings is a
much more indistinct g onp, amongst which there appears to be
a man on horseback and a f**w other figui^es.

(2) Malwa,—Three-fourth mile S.-I^l. of the village of Gu^h-
rampur, some 16 miles sonth of the Badausa Railway Station on
the G.I P. Railway, and close to the border of thf* State of Pathar-
Kachar The *' ari " here is not precipitous, and the drawings are

just below the top. Fig. II is a tiacing of the best drawings.
There are some other diawlngs—consisting of two men and two or
thiee animals, but not clear enough to tell what may be meant.
The drawing traced appears to be that of some man of position

riding in a wheel-less t-ullock cart, with an attendant holdmg an
umbrella over his hea<l and escorted by two bowmen.

(3) Kuria- KitnL—-I" Manza Kathanta-Mamaniyan, about three

miles S.-B. of the inhabited site and 12 miles S.-E. of Manikpur
Railway Station. The drawings are situatrd on the " ari** of the

second scarp near the head of the valley that runs N.-E. to join

the valley running N.-W. past Kathauta-Mam;iniyan towards
Ranipur Kalyangarh. The drawings consist ot several archers on
horseback pursuing what are probably meant to represent Sambhar
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stags. The size of the drawings is approximately that of those
previously described.

(4) Karpatia,—These are situated in Panna territory about \
mile south of the border and H miles south of the Chaunri Forest
bungalow, which is 12 miles S,-S.-E, of Manikpur Railway Sta-
tion. Here the di^awinojs are more numerous, but show few siorns

of any mutual connection and are poorly executed. There are
several crude representations of men and at least one bird.

I have been told that there are other drawings of a similar
character at (5) some four miles south of Kalyanpur and so about
11 miles south of Manikpur Railway Station and three miles
north of the village of Amwan in Panna territoiy. (6) In Mauza
Uldan on the " ari " close to the Bnrasih Gliati, some two miles
S.-W. of Ranipur-Kalyangarh and eight or nine miles S.-E. of
Manikpur Railway Station ; and (7) on a hill some eight or ten
miles south of Bargarh Raihvay Station on the E.I. Railway.
These three localities I have been unable to visit and so am not
able to say for certain whether the drawings are similar to those
1 have seen.

As regards the origin of these drawings I am unable to offer
any suggestions ; there appear to be absolutely no local legends
about them, the residents whom I have questioned merely asserting
that they are very old. I believe the late Mr. Cockburn has
described similar drawings in the Mirzapur district.
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"6$* The Samkhya Philosophy in the Land of the Lamas.

By Mahamaiiopadhyata Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A.

The block-prints noticed below belong to thejinonastery of

Labrang in Sikkiin, which I visited in June 1907.
I Y

h Tattva-sariigraha-karika (Tib. : ^'^^ J^^'^^^Cja^*^^*

^^^3^'^)—"Memorial verses on the abridgment

of the Tattvas.

The work, which extends over folios 1-146 of the Tangynr,

Mdo, He, was composed by teacher S'anta-raksita (Tib. : (^'^Q\c3B
)

and begins with a salutation to Buddha.

It examines the doctrines of many philosophical sects, though
in its teclmology it belongs to the Samkhya system. It is a
jpraJcarana and not written in the sutra or aphoristic style. The
subject-matter of the work begins thus :

Prom
of entire powers all sorts of effects are produced." I

The work is divided into 31 chapters named respectively

(1) ^C^^^'^^^^ ( ^HTW-^^"^ )—examination of nature.

(2) S^^'^^"^^^'^ ( ^^^"^^WO—examination of thesense-

organs, (3) ^^^'^'-^^^'^ ( 3*??r-^O^T ) —examination of

both, (4) a^5^^"^c:-q,^(X-^-|j-q--:::5^ ( 5;jicf-^«T^-^K-

^€twr )—examination of the theory that the world is self-existent,

J

sg'''ga.m=J^'^^'ll 1

1

(Tangjyur, Mdo, lie, folio 1)
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(5) g^'cSC^'^'^5^'^ ( SI^e^^-^Kl^^T )—examination of

Bi^lima, the presiding deity of the sound, (6) ^^ ^ j i

" Î

( 'S^^-q^^ )—examination of the spirit, (7) ^^Tl^'^'^^j'

1ff^«Bf%:jcT-'5^il-l}^'^T )—examinatioii of the Nyaya aud Vai-

gesika doctriues of tlie spirit. (8) §^'CI'q^'q^=T]^'q(^'q^^

^£01'^ ( J?t^t^^-^%lor-^oR-tf5^=^T)—exumiuatiou of tlieMim-

amsaka doctrine of the soul, (9) ^I^'g'-^^'^^'y-^S^^'^f^'

^^^'^5^*^ ( ^fq^-qfc^f^c[-^IoR-tl?l^T )—examination of

Kapila's doctrine of the soul, (10 > aj5^'5qpC\'q[]5^'5(3j'g^''T|aj''^

q^m^-q(^^-qs^cT|-qc^cr|-q ( T^tij^t -qf^^f^eT-^T?*T--qft^T

)

ex-

amination of the Digamhara Jain doctrine of the soul, (11) I^'^'*^

p^-^'^^"q^2^^'qa^'q^2il-q(^q^^V^r^^-^^f*i-^

amination of the Upanigad doctrine of the soul, (12) ^3;5J["5|f3^*

tion of the Vatsi-putra doctrine of the soul, (13) qgfS'qf^^'

^C:^rq-q^q|-q
( ^^jj^^_^^,^ )—examination of the per-

manence of entities, (14) a|^^c;'c:^q^'q^'qqa|'q'q£qi'q

(^'*l^^-^?^»feJ-XTJn^T)—examination of the relation between

Karma and its efEect, (15) g^'!2'5=l]'^*^^'qgq|'q {^^-""T^^^-

TO^r )—examination of the meaning of the word ' substance/

(16) ^^'}5i%%q|'^-qjjr^-q ( ^^^^^^.^^^^ )_e^.
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amination of the meaning o£ the word ' qnality/ ( 17 ; f^^'l^'f^^'

2T|'^(5'^5n]'iI^ ( «fr'5R9I«^r^-^^'^ )—examination of the uieaa-

ingof the word Karma, (18) gf^'c&^*^'^<^"^^^'^ (^TH^T^?!

Sr«^T'^-iiiM'^T
)
—examination of the meaning of the word gene-

rality or genus, (19) l'^c;'g'gcr|-q^-Jq]-^^ (^t*^i^-

f^^^-^r^^^-tf^'^ )—examination of the meaning of the words

^generality' and ' particularity,' (20) f3^^'^^'<#r|'^^'^^Z7]'q

(?Ifl^T^-?l«^T^-R^WT)^ex^^iiiation of the meaning of the

word 'inseparable connection,' (21 i
g'y^'^'^j'-q^^Tj'CI (VTS^^-

IT^t^T )—examination of the meaning of the word ' sound/
I

(22) 3^^'g51'5'5^<3^<^'5^'^^'^'^ ( ^51I=g-^WJll -TTrt^Tj -exami-

nation of tbe definition of perception, (23) l^'^'^q^T^'-^^^T^

{^•THT*r-^€t'^T )—examination of the inference, (24) cb^'^'^(^<3j*

^£^'^ (amini^^-^^'^T)— examination of the other kinds of

valid knowledge, (25) f^g^'^^'g'^'^C^'^ (f^^^^K-qft^)

examination of the doc^trine of change, (26) ^^'^^^?1'^^^'^!

( ^rai'^^-TTMWT ) -examination of the three times, (27) ^5^*

^'TS^'^^*'^^^^'^ ( ?f^C - ^TffcT - lifter )- examination

of the continuity of the world, (28) g'^^'J^'^''^^^'^

( ^r^T^R^^TT )—examination of the reality of the external

world, (29) ^'^'^^^'^ ( ^{^-"^*°^^T )—examination of the

..•.'rati or Scripture, (30) ^^'O^^'^^^^'^s^'^^^^"^! ('^eT^-SmTUT-
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ud"^ )—examination of the self-evidence, and (31) ^(?\^'3'

UT^cTT^^^fif-'^lSq-lI^'^ )- examination of the spirit which

sees things beyond the senses of otliers.

Tlie author of the work was teacher S'anta-raksita ((^'^'^<5 ).

It was traiislated into Tibetan in the province of Guge (S. W.
Tibet) by tlje gieat Indian Pandit Gunakara-Sribhadra (of the

religious circle instituted by the great king Lalitaditya in the

unparalleled town of Kar^mira) and the great Tibetan interpreter,

the S'akya Gelong Lha-bla ma Shi va hod. The Tibetan version

begins with a salutation to Manjusri Kumara-bhuta.

2- Tattva-samgraha-panjika (Tib. :
^'p^'^^'^^^^'^C^'

^^la^'Q^^^)—Explanation of the difficulties in the

Tattvasam graha.

The work, which extends over folios I4i6—400 of the Tan-
gyur, mdo, he, was composed by Kamala-Srila.

It begins with a salutation to Buddha thus:

"Who by means of churning the ocean of the knowables has
pacified the miseries arising from attachment, etc., for worldly
objects, who has made the world content by merciTully enabling
them to comprehend the tattvas— to that most excellent of the
taltvas. the teacher of sentient beings, reverentially bowing down
1 commence for the sake of elucidation (of the text) the Tattva-
samgraha-panjika." '

i ^c:-^^\q^-gS^-j-5i^'qgq^-q5^-§^^
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The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to Manju^rl-
kumarabhuta,

3. Tattva-saAgraha-panjika (,Tib. : ^'p'^j'^^'q^^^^'qO^'

«^7|Q^'Q^gq)— Explanation of dlfTiculties in th(^ Tat-
^

tvasamgraha (latter half).

The worlc, which is a continuation of No. 2, extends over
folios 1-385 of the Tangjur mdo, ye, and was composed by teacher
Kamala-srila. It was translated into Tibetan by the Indinn R!*ge

Devendrabhadra and the Tibetan interpreter S'akya-Geloiig Grags*
hbyor-ses-iab.

4, Tattvavatara-vftti (Tib. : ^'p^'f^J'^^I^^S^'Oy^l^'^
)

A comentary on the Tattvavatara.

The work, which extends over folios 41a-45b of the Tangyui',

mdo, ha, was composed by teacher S'ri-Gupta (Tib.: S^^^^)»
It begins with a salutation to Buddha thus

:

"Who for the sake of the Paramai^tha (the liighest tnifh

)

taught that the entire world was without self-existence, to that
Omniscient One bowing down I explain the Tattvavatara." '

TheTattvasaihgiaha herein noticed, Xo 1, is quite different from
copy

bearing No. 2528 is included in the Government Collection of

MSS. in the Asiatic Society of Bengil. The Tattvasaniasa begins

thus :

—

wrf?^^ ^^^^ ^fq^i^ J\^^^ D ^ I

->

(Tan^yur, Mdo, Tie, folio 146a).

i

N3

'Jk
a^g-^5j-^-'^(^3j*5j«^'m^c:^q

| ]

T|3j-?l|d;-S'^'2=Ti-a^#-^"il
1

1

(Tangyur, Mrlo, IJe, folin 45)
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^^TeT'srT^^jmn^ ^^^wrftir sn^^ir^Tfl: i i:f<^ ^^%
ff,

gqTJTci: I ^^t^ifTJ^jft^ ^^irmC f*r%?irr ^jr^ fwT^% ^tH

1

The work consists of nine folios and ends tlius

1

Tlie Tattvasamasa is not at all an authoritative work, as it is

not mentioned by Madliavacarya (I4tli century A.D.), The work
seems to have heen compiled by Vijnana-bhiksu, two or tlix'ee

liundred years ago, from the karikas of Isvara-krsaa*

Dr, G. Biihler, during his explorations of the Brhat J nana
Kosa in the temple of Parsvanatha at Jesalmir, found in 1873 a

Pothi^ consisting of 189 ancient palm-leaves showing the characters
of the 12th or 18th century and bearing on the outside corner the

title Kamala'Stla'tarha,^ Its real name, according toDr, Biihler,

is, however, TarJca-samgraha by Kamala-iila^ and it contains a

full exposition of the various philosophical systems of India.

The Tarka'Samgralia referred to by Dr. Biihler is perfectly

identical with the Tattva-samgraha noticed in this paper. The

Dr. Biihler, runs as follows

:

former

i

^jftg^fq ^^*f f*T^*i.cTTq^Tf^3friT
II

1 Vide G. Buliler's correspondence with Pai Sarat Chandra Das, Bahadur,
CJ-E., Hony. Secy, to the Baddhist Text Society, published
of the Baddhist Text Society. Calcnfcta, Yol. 1 , Part IT, p. x.

in the Joarnal rl
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The introductory part in the Tattva-samgraha is identical

with the above as is evident from the Tibetan version extracted

below

:

aj^-^R-^-o^g^-Q^qa^'q-^cq
[ |

<^5J'q^-^(^=Tf^-^!=^^'^i^'^5;
1

1

'ATaj-^^-g^-^:;-3-q-^c:-
1

1

^cT]^'SC:-a^«^-^=T|^-g:^-q3;,'J^
[ |

^'^?'
^=^f

5^^^*^^^'^'^
1

1

^^^ll^^'-qfai-a^VN^ri^-^^-^c^-a.^^
I

!
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|'^'q'^5j'g-<scri^-:^cg^II

I- f

=r]c:-=il^'ci]gc:^rq'g-qa^-5^^cT]
] |

'T]5j'5q|5j-s^'q-g^l*a^,ggq'aj^
1

1

The Tattva-samsTT^alia noticed by me was written by Santa-
rakgita, whereas the Tarka-samgralia noticed by Dr. Biihler was
written by Kamalaslla. But the Tattva-samo;raha-pafijika, or the
explanation of difficulties in the Tattva-sarhgraha, noticed in N"o. 2
of my article, was the work of Kamala-Sila. This shows that Dr.
Biihler's J'firka samo^raha was thp nnmniRnf^ai'v

text) on the Tattva-samgraha
(with or without

foremost pupil of S'anta-raksita and wrote a commentary on his

preceptor's work. They lived in the 8th century A.D. g'anta-

raksita was the first Indian abbot in the first monastery in Tibet,
named Sam-ye, nbout 749 A.D. At the invitation of the king of

Tibet, Kamala-sHa, t 'O, visited the country and defeated in a meta-
physical ccmtroversy the Ctiinese missionary Hoshang. (B.T.S.
Journal. Vol I. Parf TV



66* Proposed Correction with regard to the Reading

of an Inscription on some of the Suri

Dynasty Coins.

By CoLONKL C. E. Shkphakd.

Since writing, on the above subject, the article published in-

the Journal of the Asiatic Society, Bengal (Kew Series), Vol. II,.

No. 9, 1906, a coin No. 8787 of the (old) Catalogue of the Indian
Museum, Calcuttaj of Islam Shah Suri from the Malot mint, has
been brought to notice by the kind courtesy of Air. H. Nelson
Wright. Casts of the coin are sent herewith. This coin puts tlie

con-ectness of the reading as oUjJj beyond doubt.

A point, however, that is open to controversy is whether the

\Jij:i is to be interpreted as referring to these feuitans themselves,

and so to be translated as " a just ruler," or whether it should

be taken as part of the preceding phrase and the whole sentence

read as

and trnnslated ''the protector of the religion of God" ; as men-

tioned in the former article. c^l^Js is used as an epithet of God,

The phrase h^eems capable of either trnnslation, but in favour

of the latter interpretation ; notice may be drawn to some coins of

Sher Shah's No- 356 of Thomas* Chronicles, and No. 567 of the

British Museum Catalogue where coins h^ivir^g an inscription

running ^'•^Jt^AxJ/i *>^ jV in the centre are read as having in the

margin the words JjsUit ,^lkUJ| ^^\oi\ (sic) i^^h in No. 567, and

Ifti^l J c/*^l "^.j^ J^^t c^lfcJ-^i in Thomas' No. 356 ; and this num-

ber is quoted under No. 567 of the British Museum Catalogue.
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These marginal readings vary considerably, but the point with
reference to the present article is that they both agree in reading

J,sUJ| ejlkwl ; and it may be inferred that the Sultan would not

twice in one short inscription refer to his justice, and that there-

fore the c)l!?*^f, which vshould have been read instead of M)^i^\ in the

inscriptions on No, 567, refers to '^the requiter of good and evil,''

hence "God.''

The reading as given in the British .Museum Catalogue
No. 567 is more probably correct ; the words are all much of a size

and would fit into the marginal spaces if carefully cut. It is

impossible to trace Thomas' reading in the illustration he gives

to the coin he quotes. His illustration, PI. V, 185, has three

faulty margins, but he may have deduced his reading by compari-
son with other coins.

After examining a large number of coins in the British

Museum, and comparing also those published in Dr. Hoernle's

paper in J.A.S.B., Vol. LIX, the reading <^j>/| ^^l^Ji seems the

usually adopted one. This point is noted because on the coins of

Muhammad Shah Bahmani, pictux^ed inThomas' Chronicles, No. 303,

p. 342, where the inscription uses both the words ^^^l^Ji and

-i^Q^t, the laqab is given as e^*iJ j^^y the whole inscription run-

ning oUj^f cU^ f^^=^h c^Wl u^<>^j^lM; and this use of i^'^ and

not i:yi^\ is confirmed by comparison with five of the same Sultan's
coins in the British Museu^m collection.

In Plate III, 13, accompanying Dr. Hoemle*s paper above

alluded to, the reading ^«vi ^^l:xJ| seems clearly given, but it is

the only clear case of this reading.

The meanings of^t* and ^^^ are so synonymous that this

instance of the expression c^<>^^'^ is quoted.



67* Narnaul and its Buildings*

Bj Ct. YAZDANr, M.A.

As a field of archseological exploration Naniaul cannot com-
plain of entire neglect. It was visited in 1883 by Mr. Garrick,

4ind its architecf'Ural remains were examined and reported on by
him. I liave availed myself of the opportunity afforded to me
during a short sojourn here to add my fuimble quota of informa-

tion to the already accessible stock on the subject.

Narnaul lies to the south-west of Delhi at a distance of 48
cos or about 84 miles. It is situated

aXSltweets* ;" 28° 2' N, latitude a„a 77» 4'E long!

tude, and now contains a population of

21,159. In tlie time of the Mnghal Emperors it was a town in

the province of Mewar, but since the mutiny of 1857 it has been

made over to the Patiala State. The climate is bad, and un-

wholesome. It becomes intolerably hot during summer and
equally cold In winter. The soil is unproductive, and when cul-

tivated yields but meagre crops.

I^arnaul has always been celebrated for its mehndt. This

is a vegetable dye, which the Indian women are fond of using to

redden the palms and fingers of their hands. There are no min-

eral productions of any soit in tlie place, nor any natural pheno-

mena to attract one's attention.

The etymology of this name is still

Nomenclature. % ve^ata qumstio. Mr. Garrick explains

it in three ways* :

—

(1) Its name was Ndhar Natd, "the forest of tigers,''

because numerous tigers weie fo he found thei'e.

Nd 1

patois^ and naitl, ' beautiful, ' because it is said that it contained
beautiful women.

Naul^ ^.e,, when the city was founded
monsoose

Ndga a * snake ' and neival a * mongoose/
In addition to the above there are some more theories, but

they are all equally absurd and have no historical basis. 'My
surmise is that tlie present name Narnaul is a shortened form
of the original name, which was most probably derived from
Naravahana, the name of the founder, and aval, a popular suffix

meaning * range * or ' series, ' such as at the end of Chandraval,
Bhusaval, etc. My guess is based upon a tradition which says
that Narnaul is the historical name of the place^ By the mode
of computation called. afe/atZ, the word gives the number 337

^ See Archaeological Sarvey Boporf, Vol, XXTTT, p, t;7.
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which, representing the Mjra year, is equivalent to 949 A.D.

This dnte is alrno-^t contemporary with the time of the Guhila

prince NuraValiana of JMewjif-^

The early history of Narnaul is involved in utter obscurity.

_- . Eiom tlie annals of the place little infor-
^'

mation can be gleaned about the time
before her cln'efs became intimately connected with the Mughal
dynasty. IVIr. Garrick says: "The city of Narnaul was at first

founded undt*r the Dliosihils and was ruled hy the Jogis^ov devo-

tee'=i, who enjoyed a high reputation for their spiritual attain-

ments. "^ Tlit^re are many other similar traditions to connect

NarnMul with old Hindu dyitastiea : the best evidence for its anti-

quity is the characteristic style of its ruins. The authentic history

of Narnaul liegins with the year 531 A.H. =1137 A.D., when
Shah Wilayat, a saint of considerable fame, came to this place,

and after fightiuir some battles with the princes of the place

died a martyr theie.^ In the reign of Akbar Narnaul was a

flourishing town and Nawab Shah Quii Khan Baharlu held, the

governorship of the place for over fifty years,* At this time
many siately edifices were erected and gardens were laid out

here. A tradition says thnt the tomb of Shah Nizam was built at

the instance of Akbnr, thouo^h the fact is not corroborated by
any history of the time. However, it is quite true that the

grand mosque in connection with this dargah is a work of

Jahangir.

Shah Jahan bestowed the Nizamat of the town upon Rae
Mukand Dhs.5 jj^ M^di^ an ostpiitatious governor who had displayed
his love of splendonr in his bnildings. The ruins of a bnildmg
named cJihafta^ probably his dw^elling-house, andof a5er«^, in Avhich.

the court of the Nizamat of the Maharaja of Patialais now held,

are still sliown to travellers. In the reign of Muhammad Shah,
A.H. 113;^ = A D. 1721, Narnaul was taken and plundered by a

Rajput prince named Ajit Singh.^ The Mahrattas also had
possession of it for some time. But when after the battle of

Panipat, in A.H, 1174= 1764 A-D.,"^ the Marhatta power waned,
Narnaul was recovered hy the Mughals. They ultimately be-

stowed it upon the Nawabof Jhajjar, in recognition of the services
whicli the hitter had rendered on various occasions to the royal
throne The la^t of these Nawabs, a bastard, named Abdu-r-
Rahman, rebelled against the Bntisli Government at the time of

the mutiny (1857), and was consequently hanged. When the
mutiny was over, the GovernTuent gave Narnaul to the Maha-

1 Vide Duff's Chronolocry of Indi«, p. 287.
2 Yide AiohsDoloj^ical Survey Report, Vol. XXIII, p. 27.
3 See inscription over the south doorway of tiie tomb of Shah Wilayat,

Narnfttil

4 Vide Archee logicHl Survey E*-porfc. Vol XXIII, p. 28.
& Vidt'. Ma'asir-nl-Umata, Atfiatic Society of Bt^n^al edition, Vol. II,

p. 237 2:^8
^ o

« Vide K!p).in8tone'8 nistorryof Tndin., p. 616—617.
T See Etpuiustoue'a History of ludia, p. 667—669.
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raja of Pat'ala, In re(!ognifciou of the loyalty aii'd faithfulness
whicli the Alahai^aja had exhilnted dnrin/ the crisis. Since then
it has rem lined in the possession of the Cnief.s of the Patiala
State, and they have always held ifc with great pride and
Jiononr.

Narnaul is strewn with many bulldintrs and a majority of

^ ., ,. them are tumUlirig down and fast decay-
° *

inuf. The most important of them are

the following:

(i) Ghhatta Mukand Das.

Rae Mukand Das, as I have said above, was the Diioan of

Narnaal during the reign of Shah J;ihin. Tiie author of

MaSisir-ul-Um-ira ' SMy« that Rae Mukand wa« at the beginnirjg of

his career an ordinary servant of Asif Jah, but being a man of

good sense and oounigo as well as integrity, he lose in time to be
the governor of Narnaul, He was very generous and his raiyats

werealvvays inutth pleased witli him.

Ghhatttt in Urdu, means a hive, and we find that many buildings

cluster rout»d this house. Mr. Garrick calls it Ghuttar, butorives

no reason for his styling it so.^ The buiMing is not at all in the

style that was prevalent at the time there. It is much like a

building of Akbar's time. Tne outlines are Muhnmmadan, bnt

the details ate purely Hindu. It is lyini; quite neglected and
is in a very dilapidated condition. Many roofs have tumbled
down. Wlien i was there, a suggestion vsras made by the Chief

Engineer of the Patiala State, that the local scliool be shifted to

this building and the repairs be made out of the Public Fund.
This was, indeed, an excellent proposal, but I do not know how
far it has been carried out.

At a small distance from the Ghhatta there is Rae Mukand
Das's Serai. Tt has an inscription which I have read as fol-

lows :

Text.

»U»ib i:>l^?«.*ti ^^l3 isi'y k^^=^i^ Ci^^^ ur^'^^t^-^*^^^^' J5*5 J-i

.siJlj ctyU^ ^'^ ^-A^l vy c3^* c^'^ '^'^ ^; ^»; *-b v/J^

fl— • *i«
V4

Translation,

" During the reign of the victorious father Shahabu-d-din Mu-
hammad, the second lord of the hapi»y conjunction, Shah Jahau,
the victorious king; the Rae of Raes, Rae Mukund Das gave

i Vide Ma'asir-ul-Uuiara, Asiatic Society of Bengal edition, Vol. fl,

pp. 237—238.
» Vide ArchcBological Snrvey Report, Vol. XXIII, p. 28.
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orders to build this magnificent carvan^ierai. It was completed

Tinder the superinteudeace of Mehtapur Mai (?) and Har Das
inA.H. 11 ......

^^ (2) The tonib of Ibrahim Shah.

Mr. Garrick^ has made two regretable mistakes in connec-

tion with this buildinof, and I am at a loss to understand what led

him to do so. First, he calls the buildinp^ to be the tomb of Sher
Shah's great-grandfather, Hasan Shah. Second, he says that it

was built bj one Sher Shah, resident of a village called Simla,

how belonging to the Raja of Khetri, and not by Sher Shah, the

king- The inscription in Persian over the easfc doorway states

in plain words 'that it was erected by Farid (Sher Shah, the king),

the son of Hasan Sar and grandson of Ibrahim, over the grave of

his grandfather.
' The tomb is a very fine specimen of the later Pathan style

and is characterized by its massive outlines and exquisite details.

It is situated on an elevated teiTace and looks so granJ, and at the

same time so picturesque that it quite justifies the eulogium more
than once passed on the works of these Pathans, *^ They designed
like Titans and finished like jewellers." The building is of consi-

derable dimensions. Its base is a perfect square, measuring 34' 6''

between the walls which are 11' in thickness. The interior is

surmounted by a dome 48' in diameter, and there is a gradual
transition from the square base to the circular plan of the dome
through successive octagonal and sixteen-sided figures. Octagonal
kiosks supported by pillars richly carved cluster round the drum
of the dome.
the east is open and tlie other two towards north and south are

closed hy jali screens. The west wall has no opening, but on the
outside is a blind doorway similar to others. The dome is not
pierced by any windows, but considerable light is let in through
the windows. The sarcophagus is of beautiful marble and dn its

details bears striking resemblance to that of 'Isa Khan's tomb
at Delhi. A little piece of blue tile work inside the dome shows
that originally there was a regular batid of that sort of work for
the decoi ation of the hall. The building is in an excellent state of

preservation and needs little repairs.

The tomb Has some inscriptions which i^ead as follows :

Over the east doorway

Text.

The building has three doorways, the one facing

i^

(S)h lii^yji^ ^(^ m4

I Fi.r some of my remarks on this building, Tarn indebted to Mr. W, H.
Nu-holl»4, AictsBological Surveyor, U.F. aiid Panjab, ia wLose company I
vibited ih^ jvlacse. ...

* Vide ArchaRnlno-innY 5^nii-traTT pAnnt-fc. tt^i -vvttt — oo
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IN.S.']

jj^Ar oAfc ^u crtjj^ j^ {"'i)

^i*'/ ct^l ;>- cr-^ '>i^ (4i

oS -^ *'' ^,'^ y^ ;;^ J i/r/i^ (5)

i J «r I

V -..
; 1

C-OL>V* "VlA^^ *'i ef*^
1 .

(1) If any one inquire oE you wlio bailfc this edifice, then tell

him if you know the se'-refc.

(2) The emperor of the kingdom^ Sher Sultan Ghazi, has

built this heaven- 1 ike dome.

(3) The king of ki'>^s, master of the seven empires, whos©
sword lias surpassed the liglitning of world.

(4) Farid Hasan Sur, son of Brahim (Ibrahim), gave orders

for building a paradise over the fomb of his g'andfafcher.

(5) If you inqnire of me who was the sup Tintendent, then

I will say Aim Bakr, son of Shailvh Ahmad Niyazi.

(6) Hi^ clan was Niyuzi and his tril>e was Kindi, and on
account of his pure desceiit he was honoured.

Over the north doorway:

—

Text.

\) ^j^\ 0A1?4^|| ^jli |*>i (I)

^^^ ^- ii^ iS^^ j^^.^ (2)

Icji j^ ^ jt» »>>J oy

Translafion,

(1) May God ever keep this hig dome, which has thrown its

shade over us like high heaven.

(2) Abu Hakr Kindi, son of Shaikh Ahmad, was in charge
of this building when it was being erected.
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Over the south doorway :

Teai,

fJ^ %IS^ <r*.^]ji 4L^^ ijfii^ (1)

•^ ^^y y ^yv^f ^^^

Translation,
i

(1) Such a wonderful dome the king of the world erected
over tlie tomb of his graudfather.

(2) IE people inquire of you about the name of the superin-
iendent, then say Abu Bikr Kindi, son of Sliaikh Ahmad.

(To be continued,)

4
t
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68. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. VIIL

Note.—The numeration of the article below is continued
from ? 65 of the ^* Journal and Proceedings '' for 1907.

t

55.

III. PATHAN AND BENGAL COINS.

. find of 85 silver coins in tlie Moorsliidal

contains a number of rare specimens and some novelties. Of the

total number 57 coins were in such poor condition that they were
returned bv Mr. Nelson Wrierht as useless-

may be classified as follows :

The remaining coins

Pathans.

Shams-ud-din Altamsh.—Two coins, like Thomas No.

XXVIII, p. 46.

Rukn-ud-din Firoz.—One coin, as published by Mr. Nelson

Wright at p. 772, Journfil, lloyal Asiatic Society, 1900. The
mint (Hazrat Dihii) is clear, but not the date.

Razia.—One coin, like Thomas No. 90.

Muizz-ud-din Baliram.—Two coins. One is the same as

Thomas No. 92. The otiier differs in tlie reverse inscription

which is in a circle, instead of a square, and reads

:

jj\ jXK\ j^\j C^ltUl

cHfcJ^ Plate vi, 1.

riie margins are unfortunately illetrible.

Nasir-ud-din Mahmud.—One coin, like Thomas No. 106

Rulers of Bengal.

Rukn-ud-din Kai Kaus.—Eight coins like Thomas No. 125.
One is dated in 697 A.H., apparently a new date for coins, though
known from inscriptions. (See Blochmann, J.A.S.B., 1873, pp.
247-9).

Shihab-nd-din Bughda.—Eleven coins, like Thomas No. 168.
The mint LakhnautI is legible on one.

Ghiyas-ud-din Bahadur.—One coin, like Thomas No. 186

and date 728.
)

All.—New type.

Sunarganw,
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Obverse . Reverse,

In square of double In square of double lines,

111 les. em-losed in circle.

r
Lcjf

ejltJLJi jUjlU Margin ? . . . tjjjii »^1J|^ . . .

.

Margin illegible. Plate vi, 2

Bengal.

A small error seems to have occurred in reading the coins of

Shams-ud-din Ilyas Shah of Bengal. The first line of the reverse

has been read in the British Museum Catalogue of Muham-

madan States (p, 15) as J^^\ iJ-kLJi^ aud this readin^r is repeated

in the Indian Museum Catalogue, Sultans of Delhi, p. 140

(obverse). Mr. Thomas (J.A.S.B., 1867, p. 57) read ^j^h iJkL.i\

on coins of the Firozabad mint> and this reading is borne out by a

number of coins recently found in the 24-Parganas. It should,

hpweyer, be noted that Mr. Thomas gave J^W( on coins of Sunar-
^1

gaon.

The same find contained the coin described below, which is

of the greatest interest, as being the first half-rupee known of the

Bengal Kings.
L

Obverse. Reverse.

In circle

^ . Maro;ins illeerible.o o

M. -85". 81 grains. Plate vi, 3

R. .Born.

56. Four Rare Mitghal Rupees.

In June last one of the money-changers, who have occasion-
ally supplied me coins, brought, to my house a friend of his fi'oni

the village of Sarkhej, sotne six miles from Ahraadabad, This
man, telling me he had some coins for sale, fovtiiwith divested
himself of a very shabby-looking bundle, from which he poured
forth, on the table before me some 120 rupees, all of them in
fairly good condition, though in all, without exception, the silver
had become so tarniRhfid a.a to anrvftAr nf a /?intrv hlaolr n/^loni-
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From this single henp it was my good fortune to

589

, alon cr

with other very welcome additions to my collection, four coins of
extreme rarity. So ikr as I am aware, not one of the four hns
hitherto been pubh'shed, and accordingly it gives me pleasure Uy

commnnicnte the following note regarding them.
1.

.;

J

)

i

ipee of A^zam
Bate, 1118— .3^!.

Weighty 175 graii

Diameter^ 1 inch.

*i

I

L

n I

A

»l

^U »l

iSi

3 kzJj^

'JM

C^f^ J^ dj

i

Reverse.

^ \

^X ^
cr>^

t iL^ jm\ Plate vi, 4

A few years ago, my friend Mr. Nelson Wright showed me a
beautiful rupee in liis possession of this same reign and mint, and,
if I remember right, of the same date. Till now that coin has
been held to be unique. The A'zam Shah muhr, No. 848 of the
British Museum Catalogue, hears no mint-name. Agi^eeing, aa it

does, so closely with the rupee here described, it may, 1 fancy, be
i^afely assigned to the Ahmadnagar Mint.

2. A Rupee of Kam Bakhsh; Mmt, Gokalgarh {?).

Ddte^ Hijri year wanting; regnal year t^j^f.

Weight, l76 grains.

Diameter. '9 inch.

\*

1

Ohverse.
i

>l

I

^ ^b

sU^ i*^,_,i^
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Bevene
.1

u^y'.u

^j ^
jSfJr^ Plate vi, 5.

This coin issued from a mint of Kam Bakh§h otherwise un-

known : but some unceitainty attaches t«> the nniit-name, aff

unfortunately in this sp' cimeii only the upper portions of its

letters are present on the Reverse. If Gokalgfifh, it cannot, of

course, be the Gokal near Mtittra. It may, however, with some

probability be identified with the fort, lO^, named Gokalpur in

the province oF Bijapiir. See Ko. 48 in ihe List of Forts given
on page 164 of Sarkar's " India of Amangzib."

3. A Btijpee of ShrJi ^Alam I; ilint^ Gvft.

Dute^ Hijri year wanting; regnal year 2.

Weighty 177 grains.

Dzii'iuettr^ '9 inch.

Obverse,

?l

»l

^^r'
u

1^%'>X} ACms'Ji

Beverse

U^^JLc

x«^

U^JU *w

^J

p.? Plate vi, 6t^^

The only coins hitherto known from *he Cuti mint are the
tiny gold piece of Farrukh-siyar (No. 9()1 of the British Museum
VjataloffUe^. and a mnPP of A nrflno^philpci-'ril^firl K\7 Mv Tir^no-oirriifTi

p
The specimen now to hand supplies proof that the same mint was-
in operation in the reign of Shah *Ahim L

4. A Bupee of Farrvkb-^iyar; Mi7it, Kororohnd.
Date, tlijvi year wanting ; regnal year 2.

Weiijht, 175 gi-alns.

Diameter, 1 inch.
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Obverse.

^y^'.jj^.

ti

31.3

Reverse.

^yU

cr>^ r *^

'j0

^Mjl^^ Plate vi, 7.

In the Numismatic Supplement, No, IV (page 15), Mr. Nelson
Wright in describing Mr. Framji Jamaspji Thanawala's rupee,

struck by tTaliandar at Kararabad, states, *' This is quite a new
'* Mughal mint, and its locality is still unsettled. It must probably

"be sought for in the Dakhan." M3^stery still enshrouds the

locality ; but from the specimen now to hand we learn that the

mint was active not only during the few months that Jahandar
occupied the throne, but also during, at least, the early years of

the reign of the Emperor Farrukh-siyar.

Geo. p. Taylor.

Ahmadabad : 8th August, 1906.

57. A find of coins at Mahadpur in the Betul District,

Central Province^, has yielded some novelties in Mughal rupees.

The coins covered the reigns of Shah-Jahan, Aurangzeb, Jahau-

_
ah Jahan II, Muhammad

*Alam II. Most are in poor condition, and many are shroff-

marked.

(a) Muhammad Shall, Mint, JJjain.

Obverse. Reverse.

^yU
»U :^^a^

1 1 + f

}^ *^^^. ^jL. Ail

r

M. 174. -9". Plate vi, 8.
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(b) Muhammad Sh^h, Mint, Elichpi^r,

Obverse. -4 Reverse.
.t

c^«jLc

As on (a).
X

V

The regnal date is obliterated by a shroff-mark.

M. 175. r9". Plate vi, 9.

(c) Muhammad ShMh^ Mint, Khujista Bunyad.

Obverse.

Ae on (a).

F I

Disfigured by many shroff-marks.
- ^

Reverse.

ur>

ur•^ f

I'tf

ifl. 165. 1". Plate vi, 10

.1

(d) Muhimmad Shdh^ Mint, Maehhlipatan,

Obverse. Tieverse,

As on (a) bnt date 1157,
en•y^

k

^J

L

4

JR. 165, -9"! Plate ri, 11

{e) Muhtammad ShSh, Mint, Lakhnau.

Obverse.

As on (a) but date (11) 34.

Reverse

If

JJ^ /

M. 171. -9". Plate vi, 12

f > 1 f I

\ -

R. Burn.
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AUGUST, 1907

4 The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

r

M.A., D.L.,
"j

Wednesday^ the 7th August, 1907, at 9-15 p.m.
h

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asdtosh Mukh<
President, was in the chair.

' The following membeis were present:

Dr. N". Annandale, Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, Mr. L, L.

Fermor, Mr. D. Hooper, Mr, T. H. Holland, F.R.S., Captain C. C.

R. Murphy, Mr. W. W. K. Page, Lient.-Colonel D. C. Phillott,

Rai Ram Brahma Sanyal, Bahadur, Mr. G. Thibaut, CLE,, Maha-
mabopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, and Rev. E. C.

Woodley.
F

Visitor:—Kumar Kshitindra Dev Rai Mahasai,

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Sixty-nine presentations were announced.
I

The President laid on the table a copy of the " Popular Poetrj-

of the Baluches" by M, Longworth Dames, to which he invited

special attention, it being a scholarly and unique work,

^, The General Secretary reported the death of H. H. the Maha-
raja Pratap Narayan Singh of Ajodhya, an Ordinary Member.

Tlie following five gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

Members

:

'i\ W.Mi
W.H

Munir Alarriy B.A., LL.B., Vakil, High Court, Upper-Provinces,

proposed bj Babu Pratapa Chandra Ghosha, seconded by Lieut.-

ColonelD .C, Phillott ; Mr, H, H. Haines, Principal, Imperial Forest

-College, Dehra Dun, proposed by Captain A. T, Gage, seconded

by Mr. I. H. Burkill ; Mr. V. Snbramania Iyer, Instructor,

Imperial Forest College, Dehra Dun, proposed by Captain A. T.

Gage, seconded by Mr. I. H, Burkill ; and Lieut, S, Ranking^ 46th
Punjabis, proposed by Lieut.-Colonel D. C, Phillott, seconded by
Mr, Hari Nath De.

Dr. N. Annandale exhibited eggs of Anderson's Newt {Tylo-

totriton verrucosus) from Korseong in the E. Himalayas.

On behalf of Dr. E. J. Butler, photographs and botanical
specimens were exhibited of a case of the double parasitism of
Viscnm artictiluhim, Buvm., on Lornnthns vestitus, Wall., on Quercus
inciina, Roxb., from Ranikhet, Kumaon, at 6,000 feet. The Viscum
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was a very vigorous individual, and bad caused the death of the

brancli of the LoninfJius heyond the poitit Avhere it had fixed itself.

Both parasites were producing fruit.

The following papers were read:

—

1. Anguillicarpus—a new genu^ of the Griiciferss.—By I. H..

BURKILL.

2. A variety of Ducrosia anethijolia, Boiss., from Baluchts-

tan,—By I. H. Bdrkill.

3. A note on hnpatiens Balsamina^ Ltnn,, as a dye-plant.—By
I. H. BCRKTLL.

4. Bock Dixnvings in the Banda District.—By C , A ..

SlLBEKRAD.
I

- M

5. Note on the Blue or Common Heron (Afdea cmerea),—By
LlEUT.-COLONEL D. C. PhILLOTT.

6. Pala Inscriptions in tlie Indian Mtisenin,—By Nilmani
Chakravakti, M.A. Communicated hy Dk. N. Annandale.

This })aper will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal and Proceedings.

7. The Samkhya Philosophy in the land of the Lamas.—Bi/

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidtabhusana.

8. Notes on fhe hido-Scythian Coinage.—By Rakhal Das
Banerji,

This paper will be published in the November number of the
Journal and Proceedings,

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section Avas held
at the Society's Rooms, on Wednesday, August 14th, 1907, at
9-15 p.ai.

Major W. J. Buchanan, LM.S., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Captain F. P. Connor, I.M.S., Lieut.-Colonel C. R. M. Green,
I.M.S., Major W. D. Hay ward, I.M.S., Dr. W. C. Hossack, Captain
M. Mackelvie, I.M.S., Captain D. McCav, W

M
arjr

White, I.M.S., Major F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., Hono-

Visitors:—Asstt. Surgeon Madan Mohan Dutta, Dr. O. M.
Eakins, Asstt, Surgeon Lalmohan Ghosal, Dr. G. W. Johnstone.

The minutes of the List meeting were read and confirmed.

A case of fra(*tured {mtella, wired forty-three days after the-
injiiry, was shown by Major Maynard, I.M.S.
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Bier^8 instruments for the treatment of inflammations by
menns of passive congestion, were shown, with some remarks by
Major Maynard, I.M.8.

A paper was read on *' Comparison of the Urinnry Excre-

tions in Europeans and Benoralis," by Captain D. McCay, M.B.,

I.M.S, Professor of Physiology, Medical College, Cah;utta.

Dra. Buchanan, Megaw, Maynard, Johnstone, and Green took

part in the discussion.
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Clay Tablets from Malava. (Sec Journ. il for July, 1907.)
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FEOM THE PEEFACE

Probably it will come as a surprise to many^ as it did to

myself, to discover the amount of anatomical knowledge which

is disclosed in the works of the earliest medical writers of India.

Its extent and accuracy are surprising, when we allow for

their early age—probably the sixth century before Christ

and their peculiar methods of definition. In these circum-

stances the interesting question of the relation of the Medicine

of the Indians to that of the Greeks naturally suggests itself.
F

The possibilityj at leasts of a dependence of either on the

other cannot well be denied, when we know as an historical

fact that two Greek physicians, Ktesias, about 400 b. c, and

Megasthenes about 300 B.C., visited, or resided in, Northern
___ ,

India,
__ w

No satisfactory knowledge of human anatomy can be

attained without recourse to human dissection. Of the
^

practice of such dissection in ancient India we have direct

proof in the medical compendium of Susruta, and it is

indirectly con&med by the statements of Charaka. . . • •

As to the Greeks there is indubitable evidence that an

extensive practice of human dissection, on dead, and even

on living subjects, prevailed in the Alexandrian schools of

Herophilos and Erasistratos in the earlier pai't of the third

century e.g. But their knowledge of anatomy appears in
J-

some particulars, such as the nervous and vascular systems, so

much in advance of that of the early Indians, that, if there

was any borrowing on the part of the latter from the Greeks,

it must have taken place at a very much earlier period, in the

time of Hippokrates and his immediate followers—that is to

say, in the second half of the fifth century B.C.

My thanks are due to the authorities of the India Office

for their liberality in granting a subvention towards the

cost of publication.



6o A
Inflorescence of the Pine-apple

NOTJCE.

_

Foreign Societies who favour the Asiatic Society of Bengal with
their pubhcations are informed that they may be sent either to the
address of the Society at Calcutta, or to the Agents of the Society in
l^ondon, Mr. Bernai-d Quaritch, 15 Piccadilly.

Les Societes etrangeres qui honorent la Societe Asiatique de Bengale
de ses publications, sont prices de les envoyer ou directement d Tadresse
de la Societe, 57, Park Street, Calcutta, ou A I'agent de la Societe d
LondreS, Mr RprTiaTnl dnar^^nh IK T^^nnarlUU^Bernard Q

Anzeige.

Auslandische Gesellschaften welche die Asiatische GeselLschaft
von Bengalen mit ihren Publicationen beehreUj werden hierdurch ersucht
dieselben entweder direkt an die Adresse der Gesellschaft, 57, Part

15 Piccadilly, zu senden.
Q

e to consult ; so tiia

present case seems justified.



69. A case of Lateral Floral Prolification of the
Inflorescence of the Pinc-appic

Ananas sativus Schult. .

By A. T. Gage.

In July 1907 Mr. P. C. Coomar of Calcutta sent to me from

ERRATA.
w

Journal and Proceedings, New series. Vol. //, No. 4, 1907,

Page 206, line 26, read Y. Sam 1217 insiead of 1227.

iy

?>

ji

7»

208, line 30, read A.D, 1442 instead of 1446.

214, line 9, read saka 1514 instead of 1574.

214, line 42, 7^ead saka 1530 instead of 1630.

219, line 31, read A.D. 1718 iWear! of 1698.

^^as apafT tiomyb^mj—-j)ro

florescence is stated by Masters in his Vegetable Teratologj to
be the commonest of all tlie deyiations from the no»mal as far as
the inflorescence is concerned. He gives a list of orders an^l

genera in which the phenomenon has been most frequently
observed, but, as naturally most of the observations recorded
have been made by botanists residing in the cool temperate
regions of the g1ob=*, it is not sorprising that Bioaieliaceae are
absent from the list. Nov have I seen any reference to a case
of the abnormab"fcy in the pine-apple, in such literature of Terato-
'og7 as I liave been able to consult; so that a description of the
present case seems justified.



69. A case of Lateral Floral Prolificatlon of the
Inflorescence of the Pine-apple

Ananas sativus Schult. .

Bj A. T. Gage.

In July 1907 Mr. P. C, Coomar of Calcutta sent to me from
his garden at ChanditoHa, HoogMy, the curious-looking pine-apple
infructescence described below, which appears to be worth placing
on record as an example of lateral flornl prolification.

The infructescence consisted of a central ' strobile ' of

normal shape and about 14 cm. long by 8 5 cm. in transverse

diameter, the base of which was surrounded by the curiously

shaped smaller infructescences (Plate VllI).
Each of the latter consisted of a basilar strobile-like swelling

about 4*5-6 cm in transverse diameter, and 6-7 cm. long—above
which the infructescence was fm>duced into a curved prolongation

of its axis about 13-15 cm. long by about 2 cm. in diameter, and
closely covered witli brownish imbricating scales that toward the

tip of the infructescence assumed a leaf-like appearance and
colour. A longitudinal section through one of the lateral infruc-

tescences is shown in Plate IX. The central strobile and its lateral

offshoots together give quite a " Hen and Chickens " effect. A
longitudinal section through both central and lateral infructes-

cences (Plate X) shows fairly clearly the organic connection of the

latter with the main axis, and also that the lateral infructescences

are carried in the axils of the basilar bracts of tlie central on^.

Lateral ^(9?a/—as apart ivoxa foliar—prolification of the in-

florescence is stated by Masters in his Vegetable Teratology to

be the commonest of all the deviations from the normal as far as

tho inflorescence is concerned. Ho gives a list of otders and

genera in which the phenomenon has been most frequently

observed, but, as naturally most of the observations recorded

hnve been made by botanists residing in the cool temperate

tegions of the glob'^, it is not surprising that Brouieliaceae are

absent from the list. N'or have I seen any reference to a case

of the abnormality in the pine-apple, in such literature of Terato-

logy as I have been able to consult; so that a description of the

present case seems justified.
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70. An Old Christian Cemetery in Haidarabad

By Major T. W. Haig.

^ t
*

The following epitaphs, the dates of which range from 1645
to 1807, are from the old Armenian graveyard at Haidarabad.
One epitaph, as will be seen, is in Dutch. Dr. Daniel Havart in

his work Op en Ondergangh van Koroman del, iuforms us that
the English and Dutch merchants in Haidarabad originally had
but one cemetery between them, an hour's journey distant from the
Dutch factory, which stood near the Gar Minar, It is not easy
to verify this statement, for no English graves of the peventeenth
and eighteenth centuries are known to exist in or near Haidarabad,
and from the fact that Stephen Visser's tomb is found in an
Armenian cemetery it appears that the Dutch shared with the

Armenians a cemetery which is still, as it was described by Havart,
an open field. From the same authority we leai-n that Johannes
van Nijendaal, chief of the Dutch factory, bettered this state of

affairs in 1678, when, at great cost, he surrounded the (new)

Dutch cemetery with a hedge of milk-trees with a stone gate,

and built a small house for the mourners. At the same time he

collected the bones of all the Dutch who had been buried in the

old (or Armenian) cemetery, and reinterred thenj in two stone

tombs. The book-keeper's t(»mbstone is particularly mentioned as

being too heavy to be carried far, and for this reason his remains

Were left undisturbed.
In the immediate neighbourhood of tlie Armenian cemetery

is a plot of cultivated land surrounded by milk-trees, and it

appears highly probable that this is the "new " Dutch graveyard,

hut of the stone gate, the house for the'mouiners, and the tombs

no trace remains. These were, perhai>s, demolished after the

annexation of the kingdom of Grolkonda by Aurangzib in 1687,

shortly after whicli time the Dutch factory was removed from

Haidarabad.
For these references to Havart and for the reading of the

am indebted to M Maurits Wagenvoort ofIDutch epitaph
Amsterdam, and for the translations of the Armenian epitaphs to

Mr. S. N. Pahlaw of Hiiidaiabad.

* * fl ^

STEVEN _
YS BRANTS
VIS SER

* •

8

BOE CHOU
DER t^

OBYT, 20

Stephen
Ysbrantson

Visser ^

Book-keeper

of the E'rist India Co.

Died 20th May, 1662.

*^ ^

« 9

MAY A° 1662.
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TIlis is the tomb of Peter of

Zoorik. Anno 1122 ( = 1673
A.D.).
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ai

This is the tomb of Kasba?',

Bon of Yavre. Written in the
A Pbiy year 1160 ( = 1711 A.D., 14tli

Avwm

)

.

a- 4- Mttm
"i

iJh ^kL^ IP

UMfitn

This is the ^omb of Uncle
Jklargar, son of Zatoor {Deodat)

r A^ RL Anno 1120 ( = 1671 AD).

lij" ^ zb pb^ y

•"* 1-ff Ir/ioiy fr^^o^

R^% (b^'h

;? tIVCI.U/

cnu#
•Y

j^^lj'ti

This is the grave and tomb of

Arakiel of Denboz. Anno 1094

( = 1645 A.D.).
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UM̂
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,
a^-*» A% /3t (j. If^^riT)

.

riiis is the tomb of son
of Aghatnir. Anno 1121 ( =

TiMl.

t

IIj" 4- mcu
•n

CUQ II"M>UI •«

4- -/.^ q^L A.^o-A^ . Christ

A -^ iMiA% RO

This is the tomb of Isaiah of

Astiibad, son of Pliilip ; whom
himself.took unto

Amen. Anno 1141 (

A.D.).
1692

r

• » •• IJL'L"'/**"^? «/l/|/ |)Afi/|-n%

ItV9 V^ ^oJmj^

...Simeon, son of Aghabab,
who gave to St. Thomas

RO f^Tit^^

lUf"^ U ^^^L*"^4%

%^ fffb

This is the tomb of Jacob Jan
of Skilanents, ^on of Nicolas.
An. 1159. Armenian era

( = 1710 A.D.).
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This is the tomb of Khoja
Asian of Diarbekr {Tigrunacerta^

Armenia) Au. J127 (=1678
A.D.).

(j[^« t QutU^atiM fv^iu/o. p%

r^li,!. ff,^|,p.

This is tlie tomb of Khalag,
Aimo. 1122 ( = 1673 A.D.).

This is the tomb of the Revil

Johfinnes, aonof the Revd. Jacob

Anno. 1129 ( = 1680 A.D.).

t

(J^tf ^ UttUUMtui iliPui

Vtu hi "UL- UL^«X Uf
L^

rh^ia- ^"^% O Ufll.
•P"

^ This is the tomb of oil-mer-

cliant Avo Atavale (? or Avafc

Pt Aivale). Anno. 1089 ( = 1640

A.DJ taken to Christ.

.
1-

This is the tomb of

Setki,^ son of Vardan
Niaji

An.
kb "P'lr t-'pt-^ P' PI ihii 1128 ( = 1679 A.D.).

be.

\j^$, 4" iiKwc^iiA ]Xp^l *ij*"L
This Abel

u//r

is the tomb of

Nazar, son of Deodat. Anno
rf' -mh ^-.^n.phRLfi' [Yii 1126 ( = 1677 A.D.)

hA

tl" ^ w(uu/b r^u»p *l_r9F "P

^h 'h'l'Rufu yu p^ IhiibM
son

This is the tomb of Dervish,

of Vardan. Anno 1121

( = 1672 AD.).

II 4r tnuti^ rl 'hH 1. us (?) This is the tomb of Nanria

(?) Sultan's son Sinion. Anno
lyj'pu.i „.^^i iji,ju% l>% PL Ih 1107(-l65gA.D.),

TSb

1 The name ifl not quite clew
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This is the tomb of the R6vd.
Margaiius, son of the Revd.
Simon. Anno 1173 ( = 1724
A.D.).

a-t UBUtUitMj
•H
%

* Pt (hT^hli

This is the tomb of {na'rnps

illegiUe). Anno 1121 ( = 1627
A.D.).
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Lord

**. Jesus

God

Christ,

I

r

ui A f «i-

This is the tomb of Helena,

wife of Imrantz Mfiatzagan,

called Melik Israel Khan. Rest-

ed into the Lord ou the 28tli of

August J806. 1255 of the
w

Armenian era.

im? 13*.

6^ fi'

iJL^" 4- IPVU/UfUfi^"*^ : fnfLufi/j
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1-

Lord

f

Jesus
_r_

God

Clirist.

* L ^

This is the torn]) of John the

Beloved sou of Imrantz Mnatza-

gan^ called Melik Israel Khan.
Rested in tlie Lord on ihe 26th

Januar}^ 1807. Of the Arme-
nian era 1256. B .

^li^
..- V\
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71* I Hunting* Dogs^ be

Kitah^ H-Jamharah f\
1

By LiEUT.-CoLONEL D. 0. Phillott, and Mr. R. F. Azoo.
-;

%

—

Al-Ma'mfln once said to an attendant, " Go oat to the desert
and buy there such horses as take jour fancy." He replied,
^* Oh Prince of the Faithful, I have no eye for horses." Said the
Khalifah, '' You know about dogs ? " He said, '* Yes. " He said,
*' Well, look here ; all the points that you look for in well-bred
pedigree-dogs, you must seek their counterpart in horses."

The mark of good breeding is a claw found either near the
knee or on the shank, and it is better that this should be cut
off.

The colours of dogs,—The black endure cold and heat less than
others, and the white are better bred if they are black-eyed.

Others have said that the black do endure cold well, and assert

that they are stronger generally, and that all black animals
endure cold well and are stronger than other colours and better

for sport.

Selection of pups,— If the bitch produce only one pup, it will

be better than its parents; if two, the male will be better than
the female ; if three, one being a female resembling the mother,

then that female will be the best of the three pups; if amongst
the three there be only one male, it will be the best of the three.

Take the pups while too young to stand on their legs and place

them in a room, and then call them to you. The one that comes
to you on all four legs without much stumbling, is the best of the

litter.

<s
\

I Tide JI. As. Soc. Beng., Tol. III. No. 2, 1907.
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<s^Vl i^ »yf y^U lyxiSt oji, ^f^ Ajyi ^^x. jyi ^y(^ jj^^ij aaI^Ji o^Jj

* ' * ' * '-^ ^-s ^ ^ .—-»



72* Note on the Common Merlin (^snlon regulns)

Bj LiEUT.-CoLOjSEL D. C. Philloit, Secretary^ Board of
Examiners.

In tlie Kapurthala State this little falcon is called Retal
Turumtl or " Sandy Turumti,"^ but in the Derajat and in some
other parts of the Paiijab Begi, a name m the Kapurthala
State applied to the Common Kestril. In Persia it is called
TurumtaJ^ It is a winter visitant only to the Panjab. The
latest date I observed this falcon was a 26th Febiuary, at Kohat,
when I observed a newly-arrived haggard on the Jarma plain.
The weight of an immature male caught at Kohat on a 1st

October was 5J oz.

In the Derajat it is caught in the following manner :

—

To a wire hoop of telegraph-wire about 26 upright horse-
hair nooses are attached, so that each noose slightly ovei-laps
its fellow. Each noose, made of about eight twisted horse-hairs,
when set, measures about 2^'' in diameter. When the noose is

pulled out straight, it measures eight inches from its slip-knot
to the wire hoop, A fine invisible cord is fastened taut across
the hoop so as to form a diameter, and to the centie of this

diameter the live bait, sparrow or quail, is tethered by a cord
four inches in length.

Tlie horse-hair nooses are made as follows. First the horse-
hairs are well washed with soap. Then, to make a single noose,

eight to ten hairs are selected and a double knot is made at one
end. This knot is held by the right hand, while the fingers^ of

the left sever the hairs into two equal portions. Then by twisting

the knot with tlie right hand and by gradually running the

fingers of the left hand downwards, the hairs are twisted into

a rope. This rope is then stretched, the nails of the finger and
thumb being afterwards run up and down to remove any uneven-
ness. The otiier end is then knotted; a loop is made for a slip.

knot, and the far end is passed through the slip-knot. To fasten

the noose to the hoop, the end is passed under the wire and then up,

and is next bound, four or five times, round itself, being finished

off with a half hitch downwards. It is then drawn tight over
the wire. Before setting, the nooses should be well wetted
and arranged : dry nooses do liot run, or hold properly.

The merlin cannot be caught in a bal-chhatrt. In a wild

state, in the Panjah, it seems to prey chiefly on larks. Freeman
in his Practical Falconry states that in Eugland it kills mice, and

^ Vide Jourh. Asiatic Soo. Bengal, No. 6, Vol. HI, 1907.

* ' Vide * Bdz-ndma-yi Ndfiru
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also cockchafers on tlie wmg. It is better at ringing up than
the Red-headed Merlin {^salon cJitquera). Its well-known
pluck is not infrequently referred to in old English ballads.

In one version of the '' Ballad of Sir Aldingar/' Queen Elinor
has a prophetic ' sweven '

:

" Saving there came a little gray hawk,
A merlin him they call,

Wliich until the ground did strike the grype.

That dead he down did fall."

• -

In the Panjab the merlin is principally flown at the Lar^^e

Crested Lark (Galerida cristata) called cTiandul and chandur in

the Derajat, I have had a series of excellent flij^hts with a wild
merlin, the lark on each occasion at last dropping from a great

height and taking refuge under a clod.

Merlins are easily tamed, and should be trained as quickly
as possible. They should be cf*lled to the lure, wbich need only
be a dead bird {kushta)^ sparrow or lark, at least twice a day, and
should then be given one or two bagged larks as * trains. * ^ As
larks are their natural quarry, there is, of course, no difficulty

in entering to them. Merlins are delicate birds and must be kept
in high condition and fed twice a day on small birds. It is not
necessary to 6reafe them to the hood. They raay be cast before
being hooded, i.e., held in the right hand while the hood is

quietly slipped on with the left. They require to be hooded only
when in the field, t have never heard of the Common Merlin
being kept through the moult in India.

n

i For a method of snaring desert larks vide the Bdz-Ndma-yi Ndsirt.
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73. Indian Hawking-glovcs*
r

By LiEUT.-CoLONEL D. C. Phillott, Secretary, Boanl of
ExaTYiinerSy Galcutta.

In the East, where falconers are usually mounted, the hawk
is carried on the right-hand and not, as in the West, on the
hridle-hand. In the East, too, there is usually an attendant to
each hawk ; consequently each leash has its glove attached to it.

In Indian gloves, the third and little fingers are usually bare.
In one of the Tardiyat or poems on sport, of AhU-Nic^d.-^', the famous
poet-jester of the Court of Knrun^ 'r-Bashid, occur the lines :

—

«t * # * # #
r

I clothed my hand in a glove, well-lined with thick squir-

rel-fur, soft and comfortable
That guards the fingers from the numbing cold, and from

the clasp of the goshawk leaving the fist.

It clothes the whole hand leaving only the little-finger

free * * *

4^ « •is- # »»

ttems

For peregrines and shahins, however, the glove has usually
four fingers. Good, plain gloves can be bought at Amritsar and
Kapurthala for as little as six annas ; but, for a European, unless

he has an exceptionally smnll hand, those gloves are too narrow.
Gold-embroidered hawking-gloves are made in many parts of

India, but these are only worn on full-dress occasions, or attached
to the leash of a hawk sent as a present to a big person.

Figs. I, II and III are the pattern of a rigfit-hand glove for

a native hand, and, in each case, the smooth side of the leather

is supposed to be uppermost. For a left-hand glove, the reverse

will be the caf^e. For a large hand, the p:

tenth oF an inch larger all round. The squares in the figures are

supposed to have sides of one inch.

The glove should be mnde of nari or goat-skin, and that por-

tion of the skin that was the back of the animal should alone be

used. After the patterns have been cut out, the dotted lines ah

Fig. I, cd Fig. II, and on Fig. Ill should be cut through.

First sew in Fig. TI, between the first and second fingers of

Fig. I, at the back. The slit portions of Fig. II are let into

the sides of the two fingers Fig. T, the bottom or unslit portion

of Fig. II being let into the hand of Fig. I.

Next sew tocjether EF, Fig. I, and mL, Fig. III. Now join B
and A, Fig. I, and sew BE to AQ, Fig. I (i.e., up to Q), and also

Lk, Fig. Ill, along QC, Fig. I. The line U, Fig. Ill, will join

the line QC, Figr. I and the two will be sewn together.
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Leave from C to V, Fig. I, and from k to W, Fig- III, uixsewn,

for the third and little-fiugers to come through.. Now commence
sewing from V, Fig. I, a«d W, Fig. Ill, and sew all round the

fingers to F, Fig. I, and w, Fig. III.

When the sewing is finished, the glove must be reversed

so that the rough side of the leather is outermost. The stitches

must he very close together, otherwise the points of the hawk's
claws will penetrate between t-hem.

In the under seam of the glove AC, Fig. I, at about an inch

from C, a small loop of leather is inserted to which the leash may
he attached.

The dotted line CDH, Fig. I, shows how the pattern should
he cut if a four- fingered glove is required, and a similar allow-

ance must be made in Fig. Ill for the extra two fingers. A second
piece of leathet* as in Fig, II will also be required for insertion
between the third and fourth fingers.

Figui'es IV to IX represent another pattern of glove. Fig.
V. is for insertion between the first and second fingers ; Fig. VI
between the third and little fingers and Fig. VIII between the
thumb and the first finger.

•-
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74. Nyaya-pravesa, or the earliest work extant on
Buddhist Logic by Dignaga.

By MAHiMAHOi>ADHYAYA SaTIS ChANDKA ViDYAHHU§ANA, M.A

The Njaya-prnvesa is a work on Biiddliist Logic by Uigna^a

( S^^'9]^' ). The Sanskrit original of this work is lost. A Tib-

etan version of it is contained in the Tangyur, Mdo, Ce (folios 183-

188). The work in Tibetan is called Tshad-ma-rigs-par-hjng-

pahi-sgo ( Cb^'^'-^^^'^^'^l^'^^'lj )
signifying*' Entrance

to Logic/' or rather, the *' Door of Rnfrance to Loij^ic." The work
was translated into Tibetan by the Kasmirian Paadita Sarvajna-

srl-rakeita and the S'dkya monk Graqfs-pa-rgyal-uitshau-dpal-bzaa,

in the great Sn-skya monastery of Western Tibet.

It. opens thus ^
:

" Demonstration and refutation together with their fallacies

are for arguing against others; and perception and inference to-

gether with their fallacies are for self-understanding : so this

lustra is compiled.'"

Demonstration or reasoning is carried on by means of a subject

(also called the minor term, X{1^ or yf^«J ^^^ or (5^'^f3J\

a predicate (also called the major term, W\^ o^' ^^ ^ctJ"^'^^'

or cB^ ) reason (also called the mark or middle term. |%^ or ^g^

^^T^^^), and examples
( f^^T^fT ^-I'^t^ ) as follows:—

i

s^-f'^^'^'g^'^3^"nii

N3
(Nyaya-prareSa)
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This Mil (subject) is fiery (predicate), because it has smoJce

(reason), like a kitchea (a bomogeneous example), unlike a Zate

(a heterogeneous example).
The reason, mark or middle term must possess three charac-

teristics as noted below :

(1) It must be connected wilh the subject, e.^., smoke (reason)

is connected with the hill (subject) in the above-mentioned
reasoning.

(2) It must be included only in the cases which are homo-
geneous with tlie predicate, e.g., the smoke (leason) is found in a

kitclien wldch is homogeneous with the fiery things,

(3) It must he totally excluded from cases which are hetero-

geneous fiom the predicate, e.g., the smoke (lea^^on) is not found in

a lake which is heterogeneous from the fiery things.
. The aboYe-mentioned characteristics may be symbolised as

follows :

(1) All S is R, \ ^i^^^g ^ stands for the subject,

(2) All R is P, C ^ f^^ ^^^ reason, and P for the

(3; Is^Risnon^P, ) predicate.

The subject and piedicate comUined tog-eiher constitute a

proposition, e.g.. This hill ( subject i is fiery (piedicate). A propo-
sition which is offered foi- proof is a thesis.

Fallacies of the ^
7^'^ undermentioned nine types

Thesis, thesis are fallacious :

1. Thesis inconsistent with perception, ^C^oi'^^*^?^

q^q-q
, e.g

Sound is inaudible.?

2. Thesis inconsistent with inference, ^^'^'^^^'^^

^^(srq
,

^-g-

A pot is eternal.

3. Thesis inconsistent with tbe public understanding

Man's head is pure,
Because it is the limb of an animate being,

4, Thesis inconsistent with one's belief or doctrine,

^^'Wq^'^^-^'CI^ eg.
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The Valsesikas maintain that sound is eternal (as a fact the
Vaisesikas do not so maintain),

5. Tiiesis inconsistent with one's own statement, ^C^

My mother is barren,
« —

6. Thesis with the subject unpopular or nofc well known,

e.g,

The Buddhist against the Sarbkhya :

Sound is perishable.

7. Thesis with the predicate unpopular or not well known,

The Samkliya against the Buddhist

:

Self is possessed of a soul.

8. Thesis with both tlie subject and predicate unpopular

or not well known, ^^^"n]'-=;q'Y^]=T]^-q'?I'ysT5j':;i^ e.g.

The Yaiseslka ao^ainsfc the Buddhist:

The soul is possessed of pleasure and other feelings.

9. Thesis universally known, ^^^'^^'^^f^'^^ e.g.

Fire is warm.
Owing to the violatioti of one or more of the three charac-

teristics of the reason already mentioned, there occur fallacies of

the reason.

Fallacies of the Fallacies of the z^eason, mark or

^_ 1 middle term are principally of three

c^ kinds, each of which is af^ain subdivided

(a) The unproved ( ^if^^S, ^'^^ )
are the fallacies which

occur

(I) Whea tlie lack of [trafch in the reason Is recognised by

both ti.e parties, cnf^'Tl'ftJ'^q'g^'CI, e.g

Sound is non-eteinal,

Because it is vidhle (reason).

Here neitlier paitj admits that sound is visible.
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(ii) When the lack of truth iu the reason is recognised bj one

party only, eqci'y^r^c^-q-aj'Si'gq'q^ €,(?.

Sound IS manifest,

Because it is a product.

i The Mlmaihsakas do not admit tliat sound is a product).

(iii) When the truth in the reason is questioned ^'-^^^'S**^^'^'
r

^^•^, e.g.-

The hill is fiery,

Because it has vapour.

(It is a matter of douht whether vapour is'an effect of fire),

(iv) When the existence of that signified by the reason, in the

subject, is doubted, ^ ^'S^'^Tj^'C] e^^

The sky is a substance,
Because it is a seat of qualities.

(It is doubtful whether there are qualities in the sky).

(b) The unceitain (^Orf^cT, ^"C;^'^ ) are the fallacies

which occur

(v) When things denoted by the reason consist of all things

homogeneous with and all things heterogeneous from

things denoted by the predicate, i^<3v*5^CZ* e.^

Sound is eternal,

Because it is knowable.

(vi) Wh
the cases which are homogeneous with or hetero-

geneous from the predicate ^^'5^C'3^'U<<5'CJ e,a.

Sound is eternnl,
7

Because it is anclible.

(vii) When things denoted by the reason consist of some

things liomogeneous with and all tilings heterogeneous

from things denoted by the predicate, S^^^*^^^'!^'

'^^•^5=Ti-q-u^r^-aj-|i-^T^^-|q]^.q-gq-q^ ^^
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Sound is not a product of effort,

Because it is non-etemal.

(viii) When thiugs denoted by the roason consist oP some

things heterogeneous from and all things homogene-

ous with things denoted by the predicate, 3^*3^^^'

'^^•^'g^^^'^s^'^^S'^'f^'y^

q-fiiq-q e.q.

Sound is a product of effort,

Because it is non-eternal.

(ix) When things denoted by the reason consist of some tilings

homogeneous with aiidsome things heterogeneous from

things denoted by the piedicate, ^'J^'^^'g^^P

^q|-q]-53q-q-uqr^'q^ e.g.-

Sound is eternal,

Because it is incorporeal.

(x) When the contradiction (between the reasons advanced

by two parties respectivrly) is unenoneous, Q^Onttl'^'flJ*

o 1 - i 1 / Sound is eternal,
bound IS non-cternai, i

r» M . J i. \ Because it is always
Because it is a product^ J

ludible

(c) The Inconsistent ( fV^^j ^^'^'^) are the fallacies

which occur.

(xi) When the reason is inconsistent with the predicate itself,

Sound is eternal,

Because it is a product.

: xii) When the reason is inconsistent with the implied predi-

The eye, etc., are serviceable to some being,

Because tlioy are compounds.
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Here the word "being " isnmbi^uous, signifying (1) tbebody
as well as (2) the soul. It is in this second meaning wbicli is

implied in the predicate, that the reason is inconsistent with it

according to the Sarhkhja philosoplij which describes the soul as

free from all attributes.

(xiii) When the reason is consistent with the subject itself,

\

e.g

Class (or generality) is neither substance, quality

nor action.

Becansf^ it depends upon one sabstance, and possesses

quality and action

Here "class" does Tiot depend upon one substance

(xiv) When the reason is inconsistent with the implied subject

^^^'^^'3'13'^'^'^'S^'^'^^Ty^S^'^'^'S'^'^,
e.g

Objects are the stimuli of actions,

Because they are apprehended by the senses.

Here the word "objects'* is ambiguons, meaning (1) things
as well as (2) purposes. In the second meaniniz which is implied
in the subject, that the reason is iuctmsistent with it.

Fallacies of the homo- Fallacies of the homogeneous ex-

geneous example, ample occur

cB^'^^y^q-^^^^'

rq-

1, When an example is not homogeneous with the reason,

§^'^^'3^'^-^'^^'3^'gq, e.g.

Sound is eternal,

Because it is incorporeal,

All things incorporeal are eternal,

Like the atoms of dust.

Here the atoms of dust cannot serve as an example because
they are not homogeneous with the "incorporeal *' which is the
reason. This is called the fallacy of excluded reason.

s not homogeneous with the predicate,2. When 1

^|^'^'=^'g'^S^'rf5^r5^'gq'q, e g.
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Sound is eternal.

Because it is incorporeal,

Whatever is iucorporeal is eternal,

Like intelligence.

Here intellis*ence cannot serve ns an example because it is not
homogeneous with the ''eternal " which is the predicate. This is

called the fallacy of excluded predicate.

3. When an example is homogeneous with neither the leason

nor the predicate, ^'J^'^:a^'c5^'^'gq'q^ e.g.

Sound is eternal.

Because it is incorporeal,

Whatever is incorporeal is eternal,

Like a pot.

Here the pot cannot serve as an example because it is homo-
geneous with neirher (he "incorporeal" which is the reason, nor
the "eternal " which is the p?*edicate. This is called the fallacy

of excluded reason and predicate.

When there is an absence of connection between the i*ea-

son and the predicate, ^^"^'^^'^"^S"^, ^•.9-

This person is full of passions,

Because he is a speaker.

Whoever is a speaker is full of passions,

Like a cert^nn man in Magadha-

This Is called the fallacy of the absence of coimection.

5. Wlien there is an inverted connection between the reason

and the predicate, ^^'g'^g'^'S^^j'S-GI^'q, e.y

Sonnd is adventitious,

Because it is non-eternal,

Whatever is non-eternal, is adventitious,

Like a pot.

This is called the inverted affirmation of the example.

Fallacies of the hetero- Fallacies of the heterogeneous ex

geneous example, ample occur

cB^'sq-^^^j-^q-

^^•^jcq-
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1. When an example is not heterogeneous from the opposite

of the reason, g^'^^'S^'^'^^'^"^^'^, e.g

Sound is eternal,

Becanse it is incorporeal,

Whatever is non-eternal is not incorporeal,

Like the atoms of dust.
^^^b

Here the atoms of dust cannot serve as an example becanse

they are not heterogeneous from those which are opposite of the
** incorporeal " which is the reason. This is called the fallacy of

included reason.

2. When an example is not lieterogeneous from the opposite

of tbe predicate,
g^'^^'g'^''^=T^*5^^'^, e.g

Sound is eternal,

Because it is incorporeal,

Whatever is non-eterual is not incorporeal,
Like intelligence.

Here intelligence cannot serve as an example becanse it is not
heterotreneous fi'om the contrary of the " eternal " which is the
predicate. '

3. An example heterogeneous from neither the contrary of the

reason nor the contrary of the predicate, ^^^'^'^^'

^•3^^'^, e.g.

Sound is eternal,
^

Because it is incorporeal,

Whatever is non-eternal is not incorporeal,
Like a pot.

Here the pot cannot serve as an example because it is hetero-
geneous from neither the contrary of the " incorporeal " which is

the reason, nor the contrary of the *' eternal " which is the predicate.
This is called the fallacy of included reason and predicate,

If

4. When there is no connection between the reason and the

predicate, ^'q;^^^'^^ e.g.

This person is passionate,
Because he is a speaker,
Whoever is non-passionate is not a speakei*,
Like a piece of stone.

4 r

This is called the fallacy of the absence of disconnection
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5. When there is an inverted connection between the reason

and the predicate, ^^'^'g<3j*^'OT'^^ e.g,~

Sound is adventitious,

Because it is non- eternal,

Whatever is non-adventitions is not non-eternal,
Like the sky,

P

Valid knowledge,
^^^'^"^^ ^'^^ ^""^^ ^^''"^^ ^^ vaM knoAv-

^?TT5F^ ledge, viz.^ perception (ST^'^, ^Cc^J'^^SI)

<35^'5|-
and inference ( ^^^R 1^1'^'^^^"^).

Perception is that which is freed from illnsoiy experiences. It is

the knowledge which is derived through the channels of the senses
without reflection of the objects of sense, name, genus, etc.

Inference is the knowledge of an object through the reason or
w

middle term, such as a pot is non- eternal because it is a prorluctt

There are fallacies of perception (^r^^T^T^, ^^E^-^'^ISI'^^'

|JC;'q) and of inference ( ^^T^JTHW, l^^^^'^^'I^C'^ ).

Refutation
( T^?!!, ^'^'^S^ ) *^^^s^'^*-s i" finding out any of

the fallacies enumerated above in the speecli of the opponent. The

semblance of refutation ( ^^TffTKm, ^'3j'P^clj''^'^'^!C^'j consists

in alleging fallacies in a speech which is really not fallacious. '

^ I bog to acknowledge with tliauks that I have derived much help from
Dr. Sngiora's " Hindu Logic as preserved in China and Japan."
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Bj LiEUT.-CoLOis'EL D. C. Phtllott, Secretary, Board of
Examiners,

Apart fi'om. the mercantile sign-langnasre and the horse-
dealer*s j^'gon of India, mentioned in Nos. 7 and 10 of the Jour-
nal of 1906, are the signs, signals, and g-esfures, secret or other-

wise, used by the Persians in their everyday life. To the following,

in daily nse amongst the Persians, reference is frequently made in

tlie idioms of writers, ancient and modern :

4

Silence : AngnsM hi-sar-i dimagh zadan^ i^dj a^^djM KiJLt

(1) The rii/ht hand is clo-^ed, with the exce[>tion of the fore-

finger wliicli is placed perpendicnhady, point n[>\vai'ds, so that its

middle joint tomrhes the tip of the nose, the front of the finger

being to the left; or (2) the tip of the forefinger is laid on the

nose; or (8) very rarely the tif> of the forefinger is placed on
the closed lips as in England, (4) Biting the lower lip is a secret

sign to keep quiet.

Come herk: Biya^ Uj.—As in India, /.e., the right arm is

raised and partially extended on a level with the shoulderj the

palm of the hand being downwards. The signal is then made
either by closing the fingers towards the palm a few times, or by
scooping the hand downwards and towards the speaker.

IS'o: a5.— As in India. Either (1) the open right hand,

palm to the front, is held level Avith the head and ngitated

from side to side, additional emphasis being sometimes given by
turning the bead to the left, chasing the eyes nnd smiling idioti-

cally witli closed lips; or (2) the head is slightly thrown back and

the eyes closed. This, also, whenKignalle*! f^ecvetly, =jnzV'i}iava ast

'' he's talking rot." (3 ) Secretly and slightly raising the eyebrows

signifies " Xo '' or " Don't do it, *' and also *' Ask him." In the

latter case the head is slightly turned towards the person to be

questioned.

Yes: Dast har chashm nihadan.—(l) The dosed fingers

of the open right hand, back to the f ront, are placed on tbe

right eye : this action, often accompanied by the ref»ly " Chashm,''

signifies implicit obedience. (2) The right hand is placed on the

left breast and a bow is made. (3) As a secret sign, by lowering

the eyelids.

Astonishment : Angnsht gazidnn or angush{-i tahayyur, etc.,

gaztdan. The tip of the forefinger of tlie right hand, is laid on

the front teeth of the lower jaw. This action is commonly
depicted in pnintings of the first meeting of Farhnd with

Shlrin,
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The Afghans place the forefinger, front foremost, (the

remaining fingers heinjr closed, palm of the hand to the front),

transveisely between the Jaws, and bite it, opening the eyes at

the same time in an astonished gaze.

Halt : Va ist. o^t [^-—(1) The right arm is held up hori-

zontally as in the British Cavalry signal ; or (2) the right .hand,

open and 'extended, is held up, palm to the front, a little above

the level of the shoulder.

Go OUT ; B'lrun li-rau^ J?^ cJlrfc?- 'i'te chin is slightly poked

forwards.

He's Cracked : Dimagh-ash khusJc ast, »^«»l \S£^ tA'^*^*

(1) The inght side of the nose or the right temple is tapped

with the tip of the forefinger.

All Gas or he's Talking Rot.—The open right hand is

drawn down across the mouth from the wrist to the tips of the

fingers, being blown on at the same time.

The key to spoken secret-languages is usually to be found in

certain letters or syllables inserted after each syllahle of the

word proper. Thus, in the zaban-i murghl or " the fowl's lan-

guage," the letter ra
( j ) is added to the first, and the letter

giagn ( i ) to the second, syllable; kitah "book'' becomes hirti-

ghah \ hi-dih ^'' gi\e^^^ birdi^a
'^ hir-mi-ghnn~'bi-man\ nirghan

nan. In the zdban-i zargari or *' goldsmiths' language '^ a ;sa
( j ) is

inserted after each letter and vowelled as shewn in the following
examples : kitah becomes kizitazab ; qali becomes qizalizt ; ^nnshar-

raf becomes miizishazarrazaf. Slmztanaza bz-zu bi-zugtizash kaz

shuzwnaza fazardazd biziyazaynzid khazanazamazSi — ^^ U^r^ J^ ^•^

to Aili ^Lj ]s^ji [^
In other secret Persian languages, which appear to have no

special distinguishing nances, the key lies, (1) In a lam-i mu$-

haddad
{ J ) inserted after each letter and vowelled as shewn in

the examples : nan = nillan\ kitah — killa tillab. (2) In a single vav

ij) instead oi the la m-i muahaddnd'y thus kitob — kauki-tautQb\
bi-dih= baiibi-daudih. (3) In changing the fir.st letter of every

word into sin
( ^^ endof

the word. If the first letter of the word proper is stn it is

changed into jhn ( ^ ). (4) In making palindromes or even

anagrams of every word ; as slitr^rlsh ; kitnb— bikat or tikab. To
an ordinary European this is extremely difficult.

Similar systems are in vogue in English girl-scliools. The
key to one common English system lies in rig which is added
after every syllable. Thus '* I " is I-rig-I ; "speak" is spe-rig-

eak\ *' blossom " is hlo-rig-os— so-rig-om.

The ladies of a Persian household often have a code-word of

their own. For instance, if the attendant be addressed as Banaf-
.>^fea or "Violet, '* a common name of negresses, it might signi
"Bring coffee," whereas Bdji "Sister'* might signify "Bring
the Second-best sweets/'
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There is, or perLaps was, a kind of " Language of Flowers "

by which "object letters," as Rudyard Kipling styles them,

may be sent. For instance, cai^damoms, hil Jbk, signify haldk-am

^^ ,
" I am dead (on your account) "; pomegranates anrtr

j^\ ,
bimar-am CJ^^ " I ^^ ^^^k ^o^-' thee," or mi-sUzam Ay^ ,

"I burn in thy love*'; ttiranj ''citron," dar ^ishg-i tu nnij

(tab) daram ^jt^ (waj) ^j>»<3^*>j^, " I am fevered for love of
Ll »1 7:=^ 7-- • ^ 7T- 7-1 -. • .•r*

a

thee "
; dar-chmi cinnamon, dar khana hich nJst c:>*-J^ ^i*^ Si'AL j^^

"there is nothing in the house,' «*.e., I am too poor to give

yon anything " ; apples sib = bu-sa ml-khipflham >»A|j.db.A-« A^j

,

I want a kiss "
;
pistachio nuts pista ^ aJ-mj — bu^xi^yi labha-yi

turd mt-khivoliam i*^l>^^ \y ci'^t^*'*^-? >
'' I want a kiss of

thy lips"; the jujube fruit ^tmnfib — diMio. Stb, *' npples,"

however, tnay signify sirt "satiety," z.e., " I am weary of you.
"

A Persian fiiend of the writer told him that once in his family

a qufUTel arose from tlie misinterpretation of a present of ap[)les

sent by him to his cousin^ to wham ho was half-engaged.

In the patheiic stDry of ^^ Hzeez and ^zeezeh^^ in the first

volume of Lane's Arabian Nights, there ai-e many instances of

the Eastern siern-lar»e"aaoro at which Eastern women are such

adepts.

The fourth story of the Nafhnt^ l-Yuman relates how an

Arab fell in love with a damsel at first sight and wrote proposing

an assignation. The reply was merely a gold button and a bit of

ambeigris. The recipient was puijzh d, but his small daughter

at once solved the difficulty and explained that j) zmr " button "

signified jj zur (Imperative) " visit,'' while the black amber-

gris meant " the sececy of night,"

The Ua^bat^ H-Ktimayt, au Arabic treatise on wine, relates

that a certain Sultan, an<rered with Al-Mutjinabbi the famous

poet, threatened to kill him. To entice him back into his

power the Sultayi directed his secretary to write him a flattering

letter. The secretary was an old friend of Al-Mutanabbi.

When he reached the customary words that end many Arabic

letters, namely, In sJia* Allah ^1 >Li d\, lie placed a tashd>d

over the vun of tlie first word, writing it lyt. Tiie Sultan

read the letter and affixed his seal. Al-Matanabbi however noticed

the incorrect tashdul, pondered on it, and then fled ;
for amongst tlie

lDtf>= Arabic "house"; chldaji {rt. chin)''var chldan : cjnnanion

is hollow.
« Poets compare a mi^tresa's lips to the pMa. When boiled the shell

Ke Tiisfa nnfins likft njirfed lioa iiTid shows a red streak inside.of the pista opens like pjurted lipa fttid show
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"Si

many passages of the Qui>an commencing witli e)l is the fol

lowing :
—

0-

o

^ ** ^ X ' c^ O -^o**" ^ O^^O^ • ^^ O^ ^^ ^x-xO-« J^^ ^

?zf

" Verily the chiefs are deliberating to kill them ; so depart,
I give thee sage ndvice."— Qur., XXVfllj 19.

Al-jMutanahbi replied to the Sultan, adding an <

wordcil of the terminating words of the letter, and the secretary on

reading the reply guessed that the reference was to the passage
beginning

%

'' Verily we will never enter it so Iotir- as thev are there."
Qnr., V, 27.

^ '

For the Khntt-i jS/io/arf or Tree-writing, and for several other
adaptations of the Ahjud system to secret signalling—methods used
by Dervishes—viie Browne's " A Year Amongst the Persians."

v.
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Wed
Meeti

G. Thibaufc, Esq., Ph.D., CJ.E., in the chair.

The following' members were present:

—

Mr. L H. Burkill, Mr. J. A. Clmpman, Mr. A. W. Deiitith,
Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr. D, Hooper, Captain E. E. Llojd, I. M.S.,
Lient.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, Maliamaliopadhpaya Sfitis Chandra
Vidyabhusana, Rev. E. C. Woodley and Hev. A. W. Young.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Two hundred and fourteen presentations were announced.
+

Tfie General Secretary announced that the Rev. H. B. Hyde,
and Sir J. A. Bourdillon had expressed a wish to withdraw from
the Society.

The General Secretary also announced the death of Lieut.-

Colonel H. J, Dyson, an Ordinary Member of the Society.

The Cliairman announced tliat €lie Council had appointed
Captjiiu R. E. Lloyd, I.M.S., to act as Anthxopological Secretary

vice Dr. N", Annandale, on leave.

The following eiojht gentlemen were elected Ordinary Members
during the rece.^s, in accordance with Rule 7

:

Dr. Olin Eakins, M^D.^ Chief Medical Officer, New York
Assurance, and Vice-Consul-Geneml of the U.S. of America; A/r.

0. F. Jenkins^ LG.S.^ Officiating Joint Mat:i.strate, Budaon, U.P.
;

Bahoo Prnmoda Prnkash Ghafterji ; Dt . A. Martin Leake, F.B C.S ,

VG,, Chief Medical Officer, B.-N". Railway; Contain CM. Oibbou^

89th Royal Irish Fusiliers; Dr. Birendra Nath Ghosh, LM.S,
Medical Practitioner; "Rev. Preston Marshall Conner^ Philadelphia;

and 3/r, Sri Earn Dixit, B,A,^ Secretary, Pratabgarh State,

Rajputana.

The following gentleman was ballotted for as an Ordinary

Member:

Gojplain L. L. Epppevy Royal Artillery, Maymyo, Burma, pro-

posed by Lieut.-Colonel D. C, Pliillott, seconded by Captain R.E.
Lloyd.

The following pnpers were read :

1. A note on Sigfi-, Gesture-, Code-, and Secret-language, etc.

By LiEUT.-CoLONEL D. C. Phillott.
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2. Note on the Common English Merlin (Aesalon regalus).

—

By LiEDT.-CoLONEL D. C. Phillott.

3. On Bimting Dogs: being an extract from the ^' KitSb^ H-

JamharifhfiHlm^H'BazyaraK''—'By Likut.-Colonel D. C. Phil-

LOTT a7id Mr. E. F. Azoo.

4 Indian Hawking-gloves.—By Liedt.-Colon el D. C
Philloi't.

5. A case of Lateral Floral Prolification of the Inilo^'escence of

the Pine-apple (Annas sativus, Schult. f,)—By A. T. Gage.
K

6. Note on Indian Haivlc-hells.—By Lieut.-Coloxel D. C.

PHrLLOTT.
i

-

7. Narnaul and its Buildings, Part L—By Ghitlam Yazdani.
Coinmiinicated hy the Philological Secretary,

These two papers liave been published in the Jotirnal and Pro-
ceedivgs for August, 1907.

8. Gandhakuti—the Buddha's private abode.—By H. C.
NOEMAN,

r

This paper will ba published in a subsequent number of the
Journal,

9. Nyaya-pravesa^ or the earliest work extant on Buddhist
Logic by Dignaga,—By Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandea
VlDYABBUSANA.

10. An Arabic translation of Controversial Pamphlets in
Urdu and Persian by Baft Al-Khuh,—By Harinath De.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section was held at
the Society's Rooms, on Wednesday, Norember 13th, 1907, at 9-15
P.M.

Dr. Arnold Caddy, M.D., F.E.C.S., in the cliair.

The following members were present :

_
Major J. T. Calvert, T.M.3., Captain F. P. Con..or, T.M.S.,

Major W. D Hayward, I.M.S., Dr. W. C. Hossack, Dr. E. R.
Moaseman, CaiUain R. E. Lloyd, I.M.S., Dr. M. M. Masoom,

W M. Mackelvie. I M
u. .ue-aw. l.M.S , Major J. Mulvanv, I.M.S., Major L.

Kogers, I.M.S., Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., Honorary
r5ecretary.

Vi<itor$.
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1. Lt.-Col. ilaynard showed cases of (1) Angioma of the
thigh; (2) infantile scurvy; (3) high myopia (20 D) operated
upon by FukahVs method.

Major 0. R. Stevens sliowed cases of (1) Wrist injury with
skiagrams; (2) a patient from whom a sarcomatous kidney had
been removed by trans{>eritorieal operation; (3) faultily united
fractui^e of leg corrected by the use of an aluminium plate and
screws.

Major Calvert showed a child operated upon by abdominal
section for obstruction due to impaction with 37 round worms.

2. Major Leonard Rogers, I.M.S., read a ''IN'ote on tbe rela-

tionship of the incidence of heat-stroke to meteorological

conditions.
*'

Drs. Caddy, Hossack, Stevens, and Pearse took part in the

discussiouj and Major Rogers replied.

<t
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PRIVILEGES OF ORDINARY MEMBERS.

(a) To be present and vote at all General Meetings, which

are held on the first Wednesday in each month except

in September and October.
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(6) To propose and second candidates for Ordiuarj Jlember-

stip.

(c) To introduce visitors at the Ordinarj General Meetings
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{d) To hare personal access to the Library and other public
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Library.
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76. Description of a Jam^i-ehihil Jcalld^ such as tha
ferrcd to in Lances Modern Egyptians, page 254.

By LiEUT.-CoLONEL D, 0. Phfllott, Secretary^ Board of
Examiners,

1

That now described is a bowl (jam)^ of brass, 6| mclies
in diametet', with a rimmed edg-e and a small dome in the centre.
To a hole in the rim is attached a strinqr, at the end of which
are 40 sm;tll pieces of brass called kaltd or *' keys." On the
Tipper side of the rim of the bowl is engraved the Sura-yi Fatiha.
On the dome is engraved

:

«Ut ill aJf 51 «i^i Mf M 3/

and certain a^ind-i-tiUam^ or numerals ^i^insf the numerical value
of some of the names of God, or of certain passages from the
Qur*an.

On the bottom, round the dome, are the names of God and the

" Pan] Tan,'' ' that is to say c^**^ cr^ **^^» t5^ ^"^^ *^'

I'he space between the bottom and the rini is occupied by the
Ayit^-H'Kfi'si ( which Is part of the Surat^ 'l-Baqarak) and by the
whole of the Svrat^'l-Ikhlas.

On the under side of the rim are numerous other a^dad-i-

tilism.

On the outside of the bowl is the >Swra^* 'n-NdSy at the bottom
being a line of a^iUd-i'tHism.

Each of the '' keys " bears on one side the words aW^
f^^

and on the other i^i^^^l ^^^^a.yf.

Bowls such as th<^se vary in size, and there are often dif-

ferences in the inscriptions.

For usp, the bowl is filled with water, which is stirred with

the forty keys forty times. The fingers are then dir»ped in the

water and applied to tlie eyes and throat of a sick child, and a

small quantity of the holy water U also given it to drink. For

a gri»wn-up person possessed by a devil, the water is sprinkled

over the head and body. The water that remains over, alter use,

is cast into a well or poured over the roots of trees, for it mast
not be trodden under f 'ot.

1 The n^mes of the " Panj Tan^* indicate that this pHrtlcular bowl is

of Shi ah make.





77 Method for producing immediate Germinatio
^* Hardcoatcd '' Seeds,

By R. S. FiNLOW and C. J. Bbrgtheil.

Tlie recent snbstitation of the Java-Natal variety of Indigo
(Indigofera arret ta) for Indigofera sumatrana in Bihar, was at
first hinderedby the fact that the seed of L arrecta possesses a hard
coat which prevents an even germination unless it is treated, before
sowing, in such a way as to break through the outer resistant
material. This difficulty was originally surmounted by Mr. E, F.
Watson of Muzaffarpur, who invented a machine in which the
hard coat was scratched so that water could penetrate it and cause
the seed to germinate. Latterly, a chemical method has been
successfully introduced by one of us (C. J. B,), viz,, treatment of the
seed with concentrated sulphuric acid until the hard coat is dis-

solved. This method, which was probably first used in India by
Dr. B. J. Butler, the Imperial Mycologist, in some experiments with
cotton seed, has now been applied to the seed of a series of wild fibre

plants with satisfactory results. The treatment is simple, con-

sisting, as it does, merely in immersing the seed in concentrated

sulphuric acid for a sufficiently Jong period and subsequently
washing it in water. After drying, it is ready for sowing. Dif-
ferent seeds vary widely in the length of treatment with sulphuric
acid which they require; but the correct time can easily be gauged
by one or two preliminary experiments on a small scale.

It would appear from the results given in the following table

that the development of a hard-coated seed is very common in

jnngle plants ; also that treatment with sulphuric acid is a
generally effective method for dissolving the resistant material

composing the hard coating

:

Name of plant

• «

• *•

m

Indigofera arrecta, HochsL
Pentapetes plioenicea, Linn,

Hibiscus pandaraeformis, Burnt, ,,.

Abatilon iiidicnm, SiveeU

Sida rbombifolia, Linn,

Corchorns, spp
Sida humilis, Cav,
Urena sp.

Corchorus olifcorins, Willd,

Melochia corchorifolia, Linn,

Corchorus acutangnlns. Lam*
Hibiscus ficnlnens, Cav,

Malvastrutn tricuspidatum, Oray ..

Deamodium pnlcherrimam, Shut-

tlew. and Chtseb,

Melilotaa alba, Desr,

# *

«

# *

• «* * v»

Germination
capacity

before treat-

ment-

37o
nil

nil

ml
nil

15 7o
nil

io;/o
nil

nil

nil

nil

i7o

Period of

treatment in

honrs.

i

8|
2i
2
1

3

2
4

2

40 minutes

Germination
capacity after

treatment.

95 7o
92 7„
75 7,
60 7o
90 7,

80 7o
50 :/o

] 00 7„
100 7,
81 7„
85 7,
85 7,
66 7.

90 7.
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78* Hetu-cafcra-hamaru or Dignaga's Wheel of Reasons
recovered from Labrang in Sikkim,

By Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra ViDYABHu?AisrA, M.A.

cakra It was
composed by Di^^naga, the Father of Mediaeval Logic, m Andhra
(modern Telingana of the Madras Presidency) about 500 A.D.
The Sanskrit original of the work is lost, but a Tibetan translation
of it is preserved in the Tangvur, section Mdo, folios 193-194. I

brought a copy of it from the monastery of Labrang in Sikkim,
which I visited in June 1907,

f

The Tibetan translation was prepared by the sage Bodhisattva

of Za-hor and the Bhiksu Dharmasoka. The work in Tibetan is

called Gtan-tshigs-kyi-hkhor-lo-gtan-la-dwab-pa (^^ '5^^ ^*

Q^p^'ofq|!^(3j'ar^qq'q ^ sigiaifying ^'the Wheel of Reasons put

in order," It begins thus:

«

"Bowing down to the Omniscient One (Buddha) who has

destroyed the net of errors, I explain the system of three charac-

teristics of the Keason (Middle Term of a Syllogism)."

Three characteristics of the reason or middle term ( ^^^'

^^•<3i-i|flr^S^) are

1. ^^•|-r^-5=^'^C
I

The' middle term must cover the minor term {paJcsa, -1^)

e.g• •

etem

Because it is adventitious,

unli
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In this reasoning "adventitious/* whicli is the middle term,

covers "soand," which is the minor term.

2. ^^3j'q^-|q]^'|s>^-q'SJ'2^'q^'£^'q-2^c:-
1 ]

All things denoted by the middle term i

with things denoted by the major term, e,g. :

In the above reasoning " all adventitious things
eternal as a pot/'

are non-

3. 3^'5i5j^'q^-gq]^'q-S2^'q-|^^^^
] |

None of the things denoted by the middle term must be hetero-

geneous from things denoted by the major term, e g. :

In the above reasoning *' no adventitious thing is non-non-
ctemal (i.e., eternal) or no non-non-eternal (^^e., eternal) thing is

adventitious as ether.

If we suppose the minor term or subject to be S, the middle
term or reason to be R, and tbe major term or predicate to be P,
then the above-mentioned three cbaracteristics may be symbolically
set forth as follows :

—

w M

1. AH S is R , or simply, S is R.
2. All R is P , or simply, R is P.
3. No non-P is R , or , No R is non-P.

F

w

There are nine possible relations between the middle term and
the major term. Dignaga has examined them all and found that
only two of them conform to the above three characteristics, while
the rest violate one or more of the characteristics. The nine pos-
sible relations are set forth in the following diagram:



NO No

1

•^•^^'l I ^^^'S'^^'^^

2

•^^•^^'f I
^•qS^'l^

I

3

5j5^'5^pc\*^^aj':^c:-g3q-q- g^'q'^c:-^?^'^p^'-^^^I 3^^^-

^'^=T|'

qo^'g^
I

g3q'q-fi^c;-gisTi'«^c;'<3i^

a;jpa^'q(5|<3j
| 5i^5j-qQ^-gq]^-^3^^'

^•«=^c^'3'^'^'q'^<3;-q^*q^=^
1

1

4 5

f^'^'^"Tl 1
5^5^'g-^^'^^'

6

^1 g^*q'^5i'eqpQ^'q(5j3j-3j
I

5q

•^^qfj'^l ^'-q-q^-gi^-qS^

1^
I

3j5|-5^pc^-q^5j-^cg3q-q-s^c:

q^-q.:]^
1

1

^^^•?ri 1

8

gs^-q-q^a^
I

3:^^^-qa,-3^ii^-sTl9^- q^3j| 5ls|3j-q::;^-5'cT|^'CT||^-rT|
I

Ij

9

<!

6q
t2{

O

3

05
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THE WHEEL OF REASONS.

(Nine possible relations hekveen the Middle Term and the Maj
_j "^j

^\

1

Sontid IB eternal,

Becnufie it ih knowable,
. Like ether, atid lil'e a pot.

Here the ' knowable ' (wliich is the rea-

son or miV^flle term) nbides in all t^iirige

homogeiifous with, aud all things hfi.tero-

gonooua from, the * eternar (which is tl»e

major term*.

The rensnn or Tntddle term is too general,

. Truth ifl uiicoi tain.

4
E

Sound IS eternal,

Bocimse ft is adrentitions,

Like ether and like a pot.

Here the * advnnritinus ' (which is the

reason or middle term) abides in nothing
homogencons with, bnt in nil things hetero-
geni'oua from tlie ' eternal * (which is the
major term ).

The reason or middle term is inconsis-

tent witii the major term.

2

Sonnd ia non-eternnl,

Because it is adventitions,

Like a pot and like ether.

Here the * adventitioas * (which is the

reason or middl« term ) abides in all thingfl

JiornogOMooiis with, but does not abide in any
thing hereroi^enooua from the * non-eternal

'

(which is the mnjor rorm'.

The reasoning is valid.
Well!

5
Sound is non-otcrnal,

Because it is nudiblo,

Like a pot^and like ether.

ETere the *andible * (w'lich ia the reason or

middle term) aitides in no^/f iui; hf>mogeneou8
withj and in nothivg heterogeryf^ons fn»m, the
' non-eternal' (which is the major term).

T*»e reason or middle term is not general

enough.
Trnth is uncertain.

^

7
Sound is a non -prod net of effort,

Because it is nou-eternal,
Like lightning? like ether; and like a pnt.

Here the ' non-eternul' {which is the
reason or middle term) abides in some things

hornogeneous with, and in nil things hetero-
geneona frAm, the * prodnct of effort ' (which
is the major term).

Truth is uncertain.

8

Sound is non-eternal,

Because it ia a product of effort,

Like a pot, like lightjunerand like ether.

Here the 'product of effort' (which is

the reason or middle term) abid'-s in some
things homogeneous with, but in Nothing
heterogeneous^ from the 'non-eternal' (which
is the mijor term).

The reasoning is valid. Well \

3
L.

Sound is a product of effort,

Because it is non-eternnf,

Like a pot, like lightning and like ether^

Here the * non-eternal ' f which is the
reason or middle term) abides in nil things
homosreneoua with, and some things hetero-

gerieoua from, the product of effort (which
is the major term).

Truth is uncertain.

6
Sound is eternal,

BecMnse it is a product of effort,

Like ether, like h pot and like lightning.

Here the 'product of effort' fwhich is

the reason or middle term! abides in nothing

homoironeons with, bnt in h'ome things hetero-

geneous from the 'eternal' ywliich is the
mnior term).

The reason or middle term is incon-

sistent wtth the major term.

9

Sound is eternal,

Because it is corporeal,

Like ether, like atoms of dust, like action

and like a pot.

Here the ' corporeal ' (which is the reason

or middle term] abides in some thingrR )»ortio-

goneoua with, nnd in S'tme thintra hetero-
geneous from, the * eternal ' (which is the

niHJor term ).

Truth is uncertain.
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ANALYSIS OF THE WHEEL.

1

Sound is eternal,

Because it is knowable (S is R).

(n) The knowablea are all eternals ae
etlier (R iH all P), that is, all eternals are
knowablca as ethor.

(h) The knowahles are all tion-etornals, as
a pot fR 18 all non.Pj, that is, allnon-oter-
nala are knowables as a pot

1. SIsR
2. RisuU
3. Biflull

P
uon-P

» • right

right
wrong

reasoning
is un-
sound.

4

Sound is eternal,

Because it is adventitious (S is R)»

(fl) The adventitious arc

ether (R ia no P), that is,

not advcntitioas as ether.

not eternal as
the eternals are

(b) The non-oternals are all adventitious

(R is all nouP^, that is, the adventitious are

nou-eternals as a pot.

1. SisR
2. B ia no P
8. R ia all uon-P ...

I h

<tt<

right

wrong
wrong i

reasoning
is im-

sound.

2

Sound is non-eternal,

Because it is advpntitious (S is R).

(a) The adv<*ntit5ons are all non
as a pot iR in all Pi, that is, all non
are adventitious, as a pot.

eternals

eternals

(b) No non-eternals are adventitious as
ether, that ia, non-adventitions are no non-
eternals as ether (R is no nou-Pj.

1.

2.

3.

S IB R
R is all.P

R is no non-P ...

* • *

* • •

rights reasoning
right > is
right) SOUDd.

5

Sound is non-eternal,

Because it is aadible,(S is R),

fa) The audibles are not non-eternals as
pot (R is no Pi, that is, the non-eternals

are not audiblea as a pot,

(h) No non-non-ptf»rnal (that ia, etf^rnal),
ifi au'Uhlo as pther, that is, no audible is non-
nou-eternul as ether (R is no non-P).

a

I.

2.

8.

SisR
R is no P
R is no non-P ...

* -

• 4 t

right

wrong
riglit

reasoning
is un-

sound.

3
Sound is a product of effort,

Becanse it ia non-eternal (S is R),
(a) The non-etprnals are all products-of-

effort as a pot (R is all P), that is, all pro-
dncts-of-fffort are non -eternals as a p«>t.

(b) S<»nie non-prodiiCt-of.ffforfc is non-
eternal «a lightning, tliat is, the not»-eternal
is sarne-non-produot-of-efEort as lightning
(R is some non-P).

(c) Some non- prod not-of-effort is not
non-eternal as ether, that ia, the non-eternal
is notpome-non-prodnct-of-effort as ether
(R is not some non-Pj,

1. S is R ... riffht ]
2. R is all-P ... right I reasoning
8. B is some non-P wroug Y is nn-

and R is nob '

| sound.,

some non-P. J

6
Sound is eternal,

Because it is a product of effort (S is R).
(a ' The products of effort are not eternals

(R is no I* i, that is, the eternals are not pro-
ducts of effort, ns etiier.

(h) The products of effort are some nnn-
eiemalfl, as a pot (R is some non-P), that is,

some non-eternals are products of effort as
a pot.

(c) The products of effort are not some
not some
are not

non-eternals, as lightning (R is

noM-P), that is, some non-eternals
products of effort as lightning

1. SisR
2.

3.

B is no P
K is some non-P
R is not
non-P,

• ••

> I

some

right

wrong

wrong

reason-

^
ing

is un-

sound.

<
o
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o
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ANALYSIS OF THE AVHEEL ont1717led.

7

Sotind is a non-protluct of ofCorh,

Beo«n«e it is non-eternal (S is R).

{a) The non-eternals are some non-pro-

ducts of effort as lightning (R is some P),

that isj aoTxie non-products of effort are non-

eternals as lightning.

(h) The non-oternals are not some non-

products of effort, as liglitning (R is not

Bome-P), that is, some non-products of effort

ar6 not non-eternals an ether.

(c) The non-eternals are all non-products

of effort as a pot (R is all non-P).

S ia R -. right

R ia some P
R is not somo-P
R ia all non-P

•"
j
right

1 • wrong

reason-

ing
is un-

sound.

8

Sound is non-eternal,
,„ ry\

Because it ia n prodnct of effort (S is 11).

(a) The products of effort are some non-

eternals, that is, some non-eternala are pro-

ducts of effort as n pot (R is some P).

{b) The products of effort are not some

non-eternals as lightning (R is not some

P), that is, some non-eternals are not pro-

ducts of effort as lightning.

(c) The non-non-ett^rnals are not products

of effort, as ether, that is, the products of

effort are no non-non-eternals as ether

(R is no non-P).

1. S is R •« right '^

re son-
( R is some-P ..

j
^. y^^

( j^g ^g
^"

I R is not some-P ... ) ^ V an.TnH
3. R is no non-P • • right

Sound is eternal,

Because it is corporeal (S is R) ?

(a) The corporeals are some eternals as

ntoms (R is some P), that is, some eternals

are corporeals ns atoms.

{b) The corporeals are not some eternals,

as ether (R* is not some P), that is, some

eternals are hot corporeals as ether.

(cj The corporeals are some non-eternals

as a pot (R is some non-P).

{d) The corporeals are not some nou-

eternals as an action (R is not some non-P).

1. SisR? ... wrong "^

••] right l''^^^^"-

R is some non-P ...
^

2.
{R is some P
R is not some P

3. R is not
non-P.

some wrong

ing

is un-
sound.

J
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79* On three varieties of Corchorus capsularis^ Linn.,

which are eaten*

By I. H. BuRKiLL and K S. Finlow.

One result of our study of jute tas been the re-discovery
of Buchanan-Hamilton's Corchorus Marua^ which, as it is only a
variety of C- capstdari^y we shall call (). capstclaris^ var., Mama.
We publish in the following pages some notes upon it and upon
other allied comestible forms of G. capsularzsy together with
figures of their characteristic leaves.

Corchorus capsularis^ var. Marua^ was found by Buchanan-
Hamilton on June 30th, 1309, at Gongachora, some ten miles
north of Rangpur, He collected two specimens now preserved at

the Linnean Society's rooms in London, where they were exam-
ined and decided to be (7. cajpsnlaris by Dr. Maxwell Masters
(see his account of the Tiliace^e in Sir Joseph Hooker's Flora of

British India, i,, 1872, p. 397). It was found again in 1905 by
Mr. D. Hooper on a forest clearing at Haz4rikhil near Phiitik-

chari in the District of Chittagong ; and in 1906 we found it in

gardens at Purneah. By the kindness of Mr. B. Daydon Jack-

son, Sec. L.S., we have had most excellent photographs of the

type for comparison with our new material.

A second of our varieties, var. coryltfoUa^ we found in 1907

in gardens at Jalpaiguri ; and the third—var. pyrifolia—was found

in 1906 in gardens at Fakirganj, west of Jalpaiguri. All the

three varieties differ from the type in their small size, in the

shapes of their leaves and in not being bitter in taste.

0. capsularis^ var. Marua^ has narrow, elongated leaves,

characteristically veined, broadest close to the rounded base, and
coarsely doubly dentate-serrate in the lower part.

It grows about 3 feet high, and flowers early. In Rangpur
it was apparently called * Marua,' to Hamilton ; and in Purneah

it is now called ** Chira/'
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Corchorus capsularts, var, Ifarua,
h

Figs. 1 and 2, from Hazarikhil plants. Fig. 3, from a Furoeah
plant* Natural size.
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ifoli

are veined and doubly dentate-serrate in the same way as the fore-

going

Corchorus capsularis^ var. eorylifolia,

Y^T. pyr)folia has typically ovate leaves like the last, bnt the

serration is very fine, and only rarely is it distinctly double ; the

base of the leaf is rounded, and the venatiou like that of typical

G, tap^nhirU,

Uoth the last tu'o are called " Chiramira " or " Chirua dhape-

ling " or " Mirua dhapeling."
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Corchorus capsiilariSf var. pyrifolia

Corchorus eapsularis :

nervis basi

remotis.

Folia elongato-ovata ; berba alta, amara forma typica,

Folia late ovata; berba minor, sapore
1 4 a

dulcis... ^/'

Folia subincisa, nervis majoiibas lateralibns basi approxima-

Folia late ovata
Folia lanceolato-ovata

dulces

« * •

#

« var. corylifolia

var. Marua.

It is interesting tbat out of 0. eapsularis, wbicb is held ir.

some repate ia Bengal as a bitter tonic, we sbould have to cut

three varieties cultivated locally for eating, and not bitter.

The reader will notice that three of the places^ at which these

m
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Pumeah, Jalpaignri and Eangpur, while the fourth is rather far

away in Chittagong. The possession in common by Purneah,
Rangpur and Chittagong of the variety Marua suggests a wider
distribution yet, which we are now endeavouring to ascertain.

Probfibly its dispersal is, more or less, a result of the rarity of

early rains vegetables in Northern and Eastern Bengal. It has

been noted that Hamilton found it full grown and flowering in

early August, and we found it in the same condition in early

August at Purneah; while at Jalpaiguri in early August the

varieties pyrifoUa and corylifolia were in flower and had been con-

siderably plucked over.

"Whatever Hamilton may have written about the plant in his

account of Rangpur we do not know, for Montgomery Martin
chose to close his volumes (History, Topography, etc., of Eastern
India, London, 1838) without Hamilton's chapters on the natural

history of that district. But, from a remark which occurs in the

account of Purneah (iii., p. 236), we know that Hamilton up to

1811 had only found his 0. Marua in Rangpur : but he had been

told that leaves of 0- capsularis were eaten in Purneah. What
form or variety of tJ, capsularis this could have been, we have no
right to guess : evidently Hamilton did not believe it to be var.

Marua, which is now eaten there.

Before closing we wish to refer to the relationships of these

varieties to the type. The following two figures are of the leaves

of C capsularis and G. olitorius, and are intended to show the

Typical Corchorus olitorius Typical Corchorus capsularis.
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characteristic venation as well as the slight double serration,

which is normally present. If the reader will now compare all

the figures, he will see that var. jpyrliolia has the venation of

typical 0. GupsularU't and that vars. Marua and corylifoha have a

different venation. Again van js/yn/o^w. hus the serration of the

leaf as in the type, while the other two varieties have big teetli

bearing one or two smaller ones on their sides.

The varieties may be placed thas in a diagram :

L leaves elongated
r

type VHF.
^

1

Marua
larger lateral larger laterj^l

veiDH not at isiofi^ veins HriftinK low
low down on

L

down on mid-
inid*rib

;

n

r rib ; teeth
teeth sroail. large.

var. var.

Pyrifolia
r

CoryItfolia

leaves ovate

a. -iito-

The close parallel veinlets of G. oUtorius never occur in G.

capsularIS, but the double serrati«*n is exactly the same.
nw* is n^iver bitter, and is widely eaten as well as grown for fibre ;

but still it yields one dw^rf varit^ty at least which, like the
dwarf vjirieties of 6\ cnpsularls, is a garden plant. We shall dis-

cuss it on another occasion.



8o. Narnaul and its Buildings fContiaiied)

Bj G. Yazdani, M.A.

WiLAYA
r

Opposite to Ibrahim Shah's tomb, to the west of it, is

situated the tomb of Shah Wilajat. It is a building of the
Tughlaq period. The author of Gulzar says that the eastern
colonnades and the dome were erected by 'ALamjiKhau Mewati
in 760 A.H. or 1357 A.D. A portion of the enclosure also was

remaining portion of the building is quite
modern. The old portion has all the stern simplicity and grand-
ear whicli are the characteristics of the middle Pathan style.

built by him. The

The arche.^, after the fashion of the time, have the
and the roofs are of the ordinaxy Jaina style,

diagram of roofing, ITo. 114,
Indian Architecture (p. 214).

given m
The tomb

ogee curve,

similar '^to the

Fergusson's History of

itself is surmounted
by a bulbous-shaped dome, crested by a finial of the Pathan
style. The interior of the tomb is a perfect square. It has*Jsome
paintings, but they are quite modern. The corners are decorated
by pendentives. The building is in a very good state of preser-

vation and needs no repairs. But, unfortunately, it has under-
gone a vety bad whitewashing ; if this can be scraped off, the
beauty of the building will be orreatly enhanced. There is 'an

inscription over the doorway of the tomb, which I have read as

follows :

Te^rt.

^ri i^}\jjj^ J (1)

JJ^^ KJ^'Ji J- ^. (2)

6n
Translation

(1) The chief of chiefs, the old Turk, when he departed

from this world

:

(2) The scribe of Wisdom, for the year (the chronogram)
of his death, said, ''Alas! he was a model to saints."— 531
A.H. = 1137 A.D.

(4) The Tomb op Shah Nizam.

The building is of Akbar s time, and though then the style
was gi'eatly changed at the capital, yet in places distant from it

J The nataerical value of the nnderlined sentence gives the xmmber
531, which 13 the kijra year of the saint'a death.
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the old style was still prevalent. The tomb itself is a square
tower of the usual Pathan style. It has an inscription over its

doorway, which reads as follows

:

Text.

t>^ ^^jMt ^ji^b Oo^t (^3^^j^ 3^

5,\i> »s^j9 jliL j^ j^Jjji ^ (2)

Lfj'F^ 1"JV

Translation.

(1) Alas! the leader of the world, the administrator of

religion, has passed away, whose holy nature was kneaded out
of pure light.

(2) The exalted Shai^, as he had an angelic disposition, so
when I counted the date of his death, it came out, ''He was
an angel,"—997 A.H. = 1589 A.D.

The tomb has also a mosque in connection with it, which,
according to the inscription which it bears, is of jahangir's
time. Bat it appears much more modern and it seems that
since then it has undergone considerable repairs. It has the
following inscription :-

Text,

^j^j^ cA^=^j^ *^^y ^i-M.,5 iS ji^^ (^i<^i ^y »U jj^ (1)

^ji ^/ ^yj-^ ^-j jt Ar AiJf ^^ J\j jaW, ^i/ (2)

^>»5JtH^r^ J—^if Jl_*f aiUj wJai i^}j Jio ^ (3)

'-A^lj i>*U»ji cu-^^,^j «f ^t ^T^^--* olix) ^j^ c)^ (5)

j^l*3^3=^ ^^ ar ^f \c^ ^^^ ju w-fiSUj (.0/ c^JLb (6)

(Tl
Translation,

(1) In the reign of the king, Nuru-d-diu Jahangir, whose
hand in generosity is like an ocean

:

(2) The noble-minded visitor, Ni'matu-Mah, who has estab-
lished the custom of generosity

:

(3) In front of the tomb of the axis of the world, the per-
fection of truth, and the administrator of religion and the
world

:

(4) Built this wonderful and grand mosque, which is a
match to the holy mosque at Jerusalem.
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(5) How can I describe the beauties of his (Ni'matu-1-lah's)

taosque, for its qualities are beyond enumeration.

(6) I inquired of the divine inspirer about the date of the
building, a voice came, " The house of the most high God. "

1031 A.H. = 1622 A.D.

(5) Khan Sarwab.

Sarwar in Persian means a tank, Khan Sarwar therefore
means a tank built by the Khan, The Khan referred to here is

Shah Quli Ivhan, the governor of Narnaul. The building is a
fine specimen of the species of architectural display which arose

on account of the great fondness of Indians for water. Khan
Sarwar is a pleasure house built in the middle of a tank. The
central building is reached by a causeway about 60 yards long.

It consists of one hall only, which is surrounded by a gallery-

The building is decorated by cut-plaster work and painting.

On the roof there are five kiosks, four at the angles, and the fifth,

bigger than the others, at the centre. The building is not in a
dilapidated condition, but it needs repairs. Grass and vegetation,

which are tearing it, should be removed; plaster has peeled off in

many places and should be repaired, and the doors which are

filled up by rubble sliould be opened. The building has some
inscriptions, which are as follows :

The inscription over the north arcl

Text.

^y ^j} lSJ^j ^ ji^o ^—^ ^J (1)

3iJ^ Uu ^jii yf\ jsLi «>—^ ji (2)

e)f ^lii e)lS. Jj jsLi o^-f ^^y i^y^ (3)

Ij ^\ ;Li i.o^ tJi.p ,-Ai *a. w*bjHl^ ju* ^j^ <^jp ^-« _^ ^j

TraJislation,

(1) This pleasant building which is the envy of Irani} its

water and air are refreshing like Pax^adise.

(2) It was built in the reign of Akbar, the victorious, the

i Ira7n^ the celebrated bat fabulous gardens, said to have been anciently
made in Arabia Felix by a king named Shaddad bin 'Ad or Iram bin
Omad.
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king who has placed his foot on the heads of the kings of the

world.

(3) As Shah Quli Khan has laid its foundation, God !

make it durable like the palace of the highest heaven.

(4) The far-sighted Wisdom, for the date of its foundation,

said, ** This was built in the year 999 A.H.""-999A.H. = 1591 A.D.
The inscription in the north vestibule

Text.
r

kSU ^Hj ^{L ^ iUi y^S\ ^^ (1)

jA_5 ^_iij ^ JJj ^^j Jiy ^.)i (2)

h^ (3)

I ^jf ^isu *r i^-*J Uj ^^ (4)

r

clf ^:—lyk Jt ^)lAi .\U- £--fj^^

O-^ii t]j 3 ^<i-^ JU Ji^ ^^/ (7)

» j.jt^d. oi—ii i^'<^ ^^T

l--f

his

Translation.

(1) Jamshaid in dignity, Shah Quli Khan, the honour of
country, he who has carried away the ball of valour from
rivals :

(2) Generous like the ocean, grave like the mountain, of
exalted rank

; a second Rustam and the Hatim Tai of this time :

(3) May the wine of joy be ever in his palate, may he be
victorious in the day of battle and prosperous in the day of

entertainment.

(4) He has built a tank which is a second iTan^ar, and a
palace like the garden of Iram in the middle of it.

(5) The water of immortality gives an idea of its water, and
the pleasant air of Paradise is a specimen of its air,

(6) God
! keep it safe from the vicissitudes of time, so that

he may sit in joy and exultation in this house. .
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(7) I inquiry of Wisdom about the date of its completion
;

the reply, "the house of Grace," came to the ear of my soul.

1001 A.H. = 1593 A.D. .

(6) The Tomb of Shah Quli Kha?^.

This huilding is said to have been originally situated in the
midst of an extensive garden, which vv^as enclosed by a high
wall. The founder, during his lifetime, used it as a place of

recreation and feasting, but after his death it became the solemn
resting-place of his mortal remains. The tomb consists of an
octagonal building crowned by a dome. It is made entirely of

black and yellow marble, relieved by panels of red sand-stone.

The building is in unusually good condition and requires no
repairs. The land, originally occupied by gardens, is now cul-

tivated by farmers, and yields good crops, as the soil is very
fertile. We do not find now any trace of the enclosure to this

garden, except a ruined wall and a dilapidated gateway towards
the west. The tomb has the following inscriptions;

The inscription over the south doorway

Text.

LuA y d-^f Ja* L, y^ ^*^.y, o^li< c^j^^ ».>..j^ IcNj^i (1)

U<A« iXib ijjij^ y^y^ u^jj^, clai-Axj (^ftOva )^t* Axj^f ity\ (2)

IajJj ^—Ji^ 0^ \—lkti ^'Ji ^jl5 ^ A?U ^^ (4)

C5/?^ ^AP

Translation

(1) The eye of the sky has not seen its match, for in

elegance it is unique and single.

(2) Its roof is polished like a mirror, and its exterior is

transparent like its interior.

(3) I said in my mind, **^0 God! what would be the chrono-

gram of this pleasant building/'

(4) Wisdom suddenly, for the date of its completion, said,

*'The strong and elegant dome/'—982 A.H. = 1564 A.D.
The inscription over the north arch

—

TeacL

Uj
} ^y^ b h^ ^-* ^^ vl^ ^^'=^ ij^ ^'-^ oj.^^ (1)

^b ^£0^s^j e;l^ ^j^^ ji "^^ *^i^ ^) iJ^ *^^ cr:?! ^^j^ (3)

• •*«## •#•*•##
(4)
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Translation.

(1) The exalted Nawal), Shall Quli Khan, when he founded
this tomb

:

(2) The guardian of Paradise as it were opened a door
from heaven to this place.

(3) Whoever saw this high dome said, " May mercy be upon
the Khan/'

(4)
# « # # # # «

At a small distance from the tomb of Shah Qnli Khan to

the N,E. of it, is situated the tomb of his brother Islam Quli
Khan. It is a brick building and possesses no architectural

beauty.

r^.
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[A first series of these stories was pnblisheri in the Journal and Proceedings

of the Society, Vol. II , No. 9, of 1906. In an introductory note, the
origin of these stories and some pecnliarities of the grammar and idiom
of the Hazramz dialect, in which they are written, were touched upon.]

I.

Story of the Unscrupulous Liar.^

I

There was once an Arab dwelling lu a village, who was a
nuisance to his neighbours, tricking them every day by a lie. On
the day our story opeus he came and stood at the foot of

the mountain opposite to the pass^ and cried out, ** Flesh, flesh."

(Now it is an Arab custom that when a camel breaks down, he
that first sees it cries oat ** Flesh'*; the people then collect and the

owner of the camel distributes its flesh free and without price).

The people heard the cry of the liar, not knowinof that it was he.

So they came out to the cry, but the crier returned to the village,

and arrived at the village and found it empty. He then took up
his basket saying to himself, " Perhaps it*s true." * So he went
out and followed the crowd, thus causing needless trouble to

himself and others. It has now become an Arab proverb, " He
cries 'Flesh,* and he says * Perhaps it's true* "

j meaning that a man
puts people on a false scent about something to be gained and
then says, " Perhaps they really are getting something."

The Story of the Bedouin Thieves and the Poor Villagers.

There was a village of Hazraraaut peopled by harmless* people,

and there were in the neighbourhood Bedouins that used to

harass their village. Now, on the particular night of our story,^

I Zindtq. * ShVh,

I A similar story is told of Ask^ah, who was noted for his greediness ;

Kitdhn~A^dnt,
4 Masakin^ the origin of the French me^quin.

& JOUUl ^ti
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two of them caifie to tlie house of a certain man who was sleeping

with his wife. The couple became aware of the presence of the

thieves. The man shook tip his wife and said, ''Thieves on the

roof." Said his ^"ife, "I^'o, they are not thieves. Were they

thieves, they wouhln'i have come to the east part of the house,

when our valuables are in the south." Now, there was in the

south, a wall so delapidated that were anyone to cross it, it would
fall. A thief overheard what the woman said and called to his

brother, "The woman says so-and-so. Let us go to the south of

the house." " He replied, " Come on.'* They went to the south of

the house and the wall came before them. There was no other

way except across it, so they got on it, Now, there was a well

underneath. The wall fell with them, and they dropped into the

well. The man heard the fall and said to the woman, *' What is

this ? " She said, *' Eight ; those were thieves that you perceived.

They heard me say that our valuables were in the southern portion

of the house. Now my sole idea in saying this was to make them
go to the south of the house, as I knew they had no other way but
over the wall." In tlie morning, the man looked down the well and
saw the thieves. He said to . them, *' Who are these in the
well ?!' They said, '* We ; men of such and such a tribe." He said,

What fii W
house, but fate decreed otherwise. Now, take us out of the well."

He said, " No, no ; die where you are." He went and called the

elders of the village to consult with them. 'J'hey cf»me, and he
said to them, " Such and such is the case. What do you say ?

''

They said, "Cast stones at them till they die; and when dead,
take them out and bury them." As agreed upon, they stoned
them to death and then baried them, only a few persons being
privy to the matter. The friends of the thieves waited for two
months, but the thieves did not make their appearance; so their
friends set out to make enquiries about them. They came to the
village and asked about them. The villagers said, " We have never
seen them," The friends were about to leave, when a bitch of an
old woman said to them, *' What has brought you here, people
of such and such a tribe." They said, *' We have come to enquire
about So-and-so and So-and-so, who have been absent for the last

two months and have not yet made their appearance." She said,

"May the living one save you ! So-and-so and So-and-so were
killed by- the people of this village and buried in such and such
a place ; but do not say 1 said so." *' All right," said they. They
then went to tlie people of the village and addressed them saying,
" You have killed them and baried them in such and such a place.
What have you to say to this ? " The villagers said, " We will con-
sult together and then give you an answer." The people of the vil-

lage consulted together, and agreed to confess the deed. So they
confessed saying, " We killed them ; it is now for you to decide ;

we will agree to jour terms.'* The Bedouins said, ^' We want the
price of blood customary amongst genuine Arabs," They said,
"AH right"; and they paid the blood money. When I left, the
Bedoums were still in the village.
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III.

The Blind Thief.
4

{A true story.)
M

There -was once a man Avho was in the babit of stealing the
ripe fruit from off the date-palms. At night he used to take his

rope, and having bj day studied the trees and marked those that
bore a fine crop, he would climb them and pluck as much as he
wanted. Fate decreed that lie should become blind; but still he
did not give up his old habit. The people cried out and com-
plained against him, and said to one another, '' What can we do to

So-and-so ? " One of them said, "I will show you what to do."
They said, ''What can you do? God has alrendy blinded him for

his evil deeds.'* He replied, '' Right ; in the afternoon he is

always seen sitting close to the water-wheel. When he takes his

seat there, sit around him apd wait for my coming/' They
accordingly went, and they all began to converse together, and
turned their conversation on the date-crop. One said, ''The date
palm of So-and-so has very fine dates." The man who came last

said, " Ah, but not like the dates I have seen on the palm of So-and-
so 1

" The blind man was listeninor. ^ow, this tree w^as withered
and had no longer any leaves. Having sat there for a while, each
went his way, Tfie blind man waited till night; then took his

rope, and went to the palm tree. Having gone there, he tied his

rope round it and went up, feeling all the time for the foliage and
saying to himself, "Now I'll come to them, now I will come to

them," until at last his rope went up into the air over the bare
top of the tree, and he fell to the ground and killed himself. In

the mornine: he was found dead under the date tree, and was
taken away and buried.

But, as the proverb has it, ' No star sets but another yet

brighter appears
'

; when I left these people, another thief had
risen who stole both by day and by night.

lY.
F ^

The Woman who had a Lover.

A certain man met a woman in the market-place ; he was of

mean appearance, while she was very beautiful. He accosted her

and said, " So-and-so, I am in love with thee, and want thee to

give me a meetinfr." She said, '* What art thou saying? Hast
thou ever heard or known of an ass riding a mare ?'* He said, "Am
I an ass ? '* She said, '' To me thou art an ass ; to others, may be
not." He said to her, " Very well," and went his way. Two months
later, a marri?»ge took place in the town where the woman dwelt.

The man went to the marriage feast. He arrived at the town.

Now this woman had a lover. He enquired af^er the woman and
they said to him, *'She is at home, and So-and-so is with her."

He came to her door, and found it shut. He heard talking inside
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and stopped to listen. He heard the man say to the woman, "I
shall wait for thee at such and such a place.*' Now this place was
a lonely one. The woman said, *' Very well I Listen, I will bring

thee some sapper there." The listener caught their words and
went away. At sunset, lie took two lamp-wicks and lighted them.
After a while the woman's lover arrived. Putting the lighted

wicks in. liis ears, he advanced towards the lover. The latter took

him for a devil and fled. A short while after, the woman Qame
with her lover's supper. She arrived at the spot and said to him,

**Take thy supper ; by the time thou fiuishest thy supper I will be
back again." He took the supper and supped. After some time
the woman came and sat down. He caught hold of her, and
while possessing her, he brayed like an ass. The woman cried,

" Ho ! who is this ?^' He said, *' The ass riding the mare." The
woman departed greatly grieved, but the man went off in high
glee.

V,
w

There was once a man of Shibarn^ who had a son. One day he
called his son and said to him, ''You see these coins; go, buy us
meat but bring back the money." The boy went away, and
entered the market. He came to a butcher and bought some meat.
The butcher asked for the price, but the boy said, *' My father
told me to buy meat but to return the money to him." The
butcher said, '^ But who will give you meat without money?"
The boy went round the market in this wise, till he was tired.

Then he went to his father and said, " Father, no one would give
me meat without money." The father then called his nephew,
a very clever* boy, who could catch a bird as it flew. He took
the money from his uncle and went to the market. He went

1 till he came to a piece of meat not to be excelled. He took
a piece of this and gave the butcher the money. He came back to

his uncle and gave him the meat, saying, *' This is the meat and
the money too.'* His uncle said, " Where is the money ? " Point-
ing to the fat he said, '' This is the money" ; and to the lean, "This
is the meat." ^ The uncle said, '*I Jcneta thou wert a man and a
help in need,"

There is an Arab proverb, "Take the meat and return the
money," meaning that if you buy a good article you will not regret
its price,

VI.

The Bedouin akd the Tiger.*

There w^as a Bedouin who once lost a camel and went search-
mg for it from valley to valley. When night overtook him, he

roun

it

1 The name of a valley and of a town in Yanian.
2 ^aqar^ " tlie Saker falcon/' and in Taraan colloquially " clever.
3 The point ia that the meat was a fine piece and worth the money.
In modem colloquial Arabic Namir is "tiger," bat classi

leopard.
classically
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met a tiger who advanced against him -with intent to kill him.^

The Bedouin said to the tiger, ** Thy protection, Ahti *l-Hdrzs !
''

So the tiger turned aside and went on walking by the side of the
man. The Bedouin sat down then and slept near the edge of a

precipice, and the tiger came and lay down on the edge, a little

below him. The Bedouin waited till the tiger was asleep and then
he treated him as Jews treat those who chum^ with them ; giving

him a kick, he landed him at the bottom dead. In the morning
the Bedouin found the tiger dead at the foot of the precipice.

The Bedouin then went his way, but eight days after he was
covered with leprosy. When I left, the Bedouin was segregated,

neither alive nor dead.

yii.

The Shaykh and his Daughter.

There was once a ShayTch^ who had a daughter. He had no
other offspring besides her. When the girl grew up, his brother's

son came, asking her hand in marriage* Her father refused, saying,
" Thou art poor and hast no property. I will not give thee my
daughter.*' After some time, there arrived at the village a
young vagabond, a son of a weaver. The Shaykh saw him and was
pleased with his looks. He said to him, *' Whose son art thou ?

"

He said, ** The son of such and such a Shaykh- I was a supping
with my father, when Satan came between ns,^ and my father

drove me out." The Shaykh then said, "Dost thou wish to stay

with me ? I will take from thee a written agreement that thou
wilt stay with me, and I marry thee to my daughter.'* The boy
said, '* Very well." Next day, the Shaykh called the Qazi and had
the document written ; and, as promised, he married him to the

girl. The night of the marriage the boy went in to the girl ; but

as he approached her, she repulsed him. He was frightened and
slept alone. In the morning, the girl's father cf»me in to see her.

As soon as he entered, she said to him, " This boy yon have given

, nor can he be a Qahill * ; he
is either a weaver's son or a carpenter's son.*' Her father asked

her, " Why, how didst thou find this out ? " She said, '' He is

nothing,"^ The Shaykh took the boy away with him, and pressed

him till he confessed that he was a weaver's son ; so he drove him
away. Next day, he sent for his nephew and manned him to the

girl. That niglit he went in to the girl and drew near her. She
addressed him arrogantly, saying, *' Keep off ! Go over there.^ He
went up to her, caught her by the forelock, threw her on the ground,

and cuffed her with his hand. After that he said to her, " Get up
and light my pipe." Then he said to her, *' Shampoo my feet,"

1 A kunyah for the lion or tiger from £iy^ " to strive for one's living.
ft

2 xjfj
'* to live with another." 8 i.e., we qnarrelled.

QahlUy " one of the fighting claas."

B i.e.,
** he has no spirit in him.'*
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^

r

He passed the whole night"saying, "Do this," and "Do that,"

not allowmg her to close her eyes in sleep. In the morning her
father came. As soon as he enfcei^d, she began to cry. He said

to her, '^ Why dost thou cry ? " She related to him all that her

cousin had done. Her .-father said to her, '' This is the son of So-

and-so, a boy of blood and spirit I He is not a weaver's son!
"

When I left them, the youth and his wife were living together

happily.

vin.
1 L

' r

Story op Yahyd ^XJmar^ the Guitar-player.

[A true story,)

Yahya 'Umar was a native of §an^a^. He left §an'a^ ^nd
came to India. He arrived at Baroda, and there married. After

living with his wife for only fifteen days he divoi-ced her, and
took himself off to Hindustan.^ From Hindustan he went to

Calcutta; and from Calcutta to Madras; and from there, after an

absence of sixteen years, he went back to Baroda. He went to

live with the Arab colon}' which is at Baroda. After some days

the Arabs said to him, ''We think that thou oughtest to marry
here.*' " Very well," said he. Now the woman whom he had first

married had conceived by him, and had given birth to a daughter.

When the girl was seven years old her mother died, and she was
brought up by her maternal uncles, who ki\ew not who her
father was. Tahy

g on whtcn was engrave
^Jlmavi^ This ring was given to the girl the day her mother died.

The Arabs said to Yahya 'Umar, " There is a young girl, an orphan,
and the daughter of an Arab, and she has no relation to bother
you; you had better take her and save her from harm." He said
** Certainly." So they went to the girl*s uncles, who consented,
and the marriaofe was decided on. Tl»e night of the marriage,
Yahya 'JJmar hired a house that had an outer hall. At night he
went in to the girl. Now it was a habit of his not to sleep until

he had played and sang, and in the verses he sang he
always repeated liis name Yahyd 'TJmar} So, before approach-
inor the girl, he took up his guitar, and the girl heard the
words Yahya 'Untan Wfien he had finished his tune, he
approached the trirl. She said to him, " Keep away from me.*'

Hesaid toher, '' Why?*' She asked him, *' Wert thou ever in

this town before?" He said, '*Yes/* "And didst thou many
here ? " He said, " Yes, I did marry." Thereupon she took o^
the rins: from her hand and showed it to him. He saw the ring
and said to her, '' What about this ring ? How didst thou get it ?

This is the ring I gave the woman'I first married." The girl said,
*' She was my mother and thou art my father." When he beard

i ie., Delhi, Agra, etc.
* Persian and Indian poets always mention their taklt<illun or ' nom de

plnme/ bat not so Arab poets. *
.

"

.
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this, he ^vent out and slept alone. The next day, he left Baroda
and journeyed to Arabia, where he married his daughter to a man
of his own tribe—but I was not present at the mairiao-e feast.

IX.
F

Stouy of the Negro Slave.

(^Illustrating the stupidity of negroes.)

There was once an Arab who owned a negro slave. One day
he said to the negro, '' Go and stay in the watch-tower to-ni^ht."
The negro delayed in going, and only set out after sunset. When
he reached half-way, he came upon an irrigation water-wheel. As
he entered it,i an owl hooted. The negro stopped and cried out,
" I am the slave of Ba-Ngetah /* Do you wish us good or evil ?

*'

At tliat moment, an Arab who wns passing by heard the words of
the negro. He stopped and said to himself, '' Has this negro met
with enemies here or what is it ? " Then he heard the cry of the
owl, and saw that whenever it cried, tlie negro cried, " The slave of

Bd'Ngetah. Friend or foe ? " Tlie negro passed the whole night,

standing where he was. In the morning, the owl flew away ; and
the negro, on seeing it, began to abuse it, and said, " God curse thy
father and thy grandfather! It was on\j an owl, and I took it

for enemies." The negro then went to the watch-tower, while the
Arab went to his village, which was also that of the negro. Having
sat in the watch-tower for some time, the negro returned to the
village. Tlie next evening his master again ordered him to go to

the watch-tower. He set out early in the afternoon, and passed
the night in the tower. In the morning a party of men came down
the pass. The negro shouted at them saying, " Stop where you
are!" and he forthwith fired two shots. One of the men said to

him, " Why, how is this, Mubarak ! We are of such and such a

tribe, and we are simple wayfarers.'' The negro said, ''Who is

it?" The man said, ^' I, So-and-so." The negro said, ''My
master So- and-so ? " The other said, "Yes, father of the

piccanniny." Then the negro said, '^ Pass on." When the Arab
who had passed the night listening to the negro and the owl, came
up, he addressed the negro saying, '' Why all this, Mubarak,
when the night before last thou didst pass the whole time iti the

water-wheel together with the owl?" The negro said, "And
where wert thou ? " He said, " I was in my house." He said,

" Who told you then ? " " The devil told me," said he. The negro

thereupoa lighted his matchlock, and firing at the Arab, hit him.

The villagers came and found the Arab still alive. Then the master

of the slave went to the Arab and said, '' What is this, So-and-

so ?" He answered, "As you see." He said, "But what didst

.thou say to the negro ? " He answered, " I said nothing,*' and he

1 Many of these wells have roofs to protect the bullocks.

* Ba for J-fcw and Ngetah for Nuqayfah; lit., the ''father of the mole;
he with the mole."
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related to him the aSair as it happenedj and h.ow the negro had
passed the night in the company of the owl. The wounded man
died, and was carried away and buried ; vv^iile Ba-Ngetah got up
and journeyed with the negro to the port of Makallah ^ and sold

him to Al-G^'aiiti? I was there when Ba-Nqetah took the slave
ft/ ** v *^

away, but was not present when he returned, and so I cannot tell

you for how much he sold him.

X.

Story of the Monkey.

{A true story,

^

There was once a native of Yaman, who brought up a monkey
and trained it to the songs of negroes and to the tune of the guitar

;

and whatever he ordered it to do, it would do. One day, the man
said to himself, *'I'll travel." So he journeyed from country to

country, till he came to Java. There he amused the people with
the pranks of the monkey. One day he gave a performance under
the governor's house; and at night went to the house of two
chums and slept there. These men, becoming aware of the money
he had, rose up in the middle of the night and killed him ; and,

In tbe morning
they let the monkey loose in the market place. The monkey then
ran through the market crying out, till it arrived at the governor's
house. The governor beard the cries of the monktey and said,
" What's that ? " They said, '' It is a monkey crying : we do not
know whose it is ; but probably it belongs to the stranger who
gave a peformance here yesterday." He said, '* See what is the
matter with the monkey/' Then the police came, and the governor
ordered them, saying, '' Go with this monkey." So the monkey
went before and they followed, till it brought them to tbe house
where its master was buried. It went in and they followed it.

It went up to the spot where the man was buried, and began to dig.
The police pushed it aside, and dug, aud found the corpse. They
seized the inmates of tlie house and took them to the governor

g dug a grave

The latter questioned them and they confessed ;
" For the sake of

his money we killed him." Tiie governor sentenced them to six-
teen years' imprisonment. He then took the monkey and sent it to
Aden, and from Aden it was taken to Yaman, and I was there
when it arrived.

The Haunted Mountain Pass.

H
places in the afternoon, and also after nightfall. One night three

^
Makallah in Arabia ; a port of Hazramaut.
AUG'aytl for Al-Qu^ayttj the name of a chief.

^ Natives nf RnTvnmrymt-3 Natives of Hazramaut
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persons were sitting together talking. One of them said, "Any-
one who goes to such and such a pass, as far as the rock-pool, and
comes back— to him I will give four dollars." One of liis hearers
said, *' I'll do it." The other returned, " But on one condition. 1*11

give you a sheep : you must take this sheep to the pool, kill it

there and skin it ; and having killed and skinned it^ you must
roast it ; and afterwards hring it back whole, no portion of it beino-

missing. If you hring it back whole—well, it is only a matter of
four dollars to me. Til pay them to you gladly and ungrudgingly.
But if you go and return with the meat deficient, or if any mishap
befall you, mark my words, I have nothing to do with it, nor
will I be held lesponsible in any way." The man said, '* If any-
thing happens to rae, you are not responsible : this I say before So-
and-so and So-and-so." " Very well," said the other, "* I will now
go and fetch you a ram as agreed upon." *' Go and bring it,"

returned the other. So he went and brought the ram ; and the man
took the ram from him and led it off. When he reached the pool,

he killed the ram and skinned it ; and having lighted a fire, be
began i^oasting it. When he had finished, there appeared befoie him
three females of the Jinn, a mother and two daughters, who said

to him, " Divide it" When they said, " Divide," he was filled with
fear and died on the spot.

The man with whom he had made the wager and his other

friend were waiting for his return, and kept on saying to them-
selves, '* Now he will return, now he will return," until morning.

Getting no news of him, they wended their way to the pass to see

what had happened, and there they found him dead ; so they bore

him away and bui'ied him. As to the meat, they, found not a

trace of it. The next night, another man came and said, *' O So-

and-so, you laid a wager with So-and-so and he died in such and
such a pass. Now, I will lay a wager with you." The other

replied, '* Look here ! you will meet with just the same fate ns

So-and-so." " It is no affair of yours," returned he. " Very well,"

said the other, "but on the same conditions that were between So-

and-so and me, and these men present are our witnesses."
" Right," replied he. So the man went and brought a ram, and
the other took the ram from him and led it off. As soon as he
had reached the pool he was seized with fright and returned at

once, bringing back the ram alive. He came to where the company
was sitting, and said to the owner of the ram, '' Take your ram,

and here are four dollars as agreed upon." So the man
took the four dollars, and also the ram. The third night, yet

another man came and said, " O So-and-so, you laid a wa^rer with
So-and-so and So-and-so; the first died and the second brought
back the ram alive. Now I'll bet with you; either you will win
from me four dollars, or 1*11 win four dollars from you."'* The
other replied, " Look here ; So-and-so died, and So-and-so went half

way and came back with the ram alive ; now I think that you, too,

will either die or bring back the ram alive." The man
said, "If I bring back the ram alive, you shall have four
dollars ; and if I die, you are not responsible ; this in the presence
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of So-and-so and So-at)d-so.** "Very well," said the other. So he
went and brought a ram and gave it to him. The other went off

leading the ram. He arrived at the pool, killed the ram, and
skinned it. Then he gathered some wood, lighted a fire, and
roasted the meat. AVhen he had finished roasting it, the three

females of the Jinn, already mentioned, came and said to him,
" Divide I

'' He said, '* All right, wait a bit/' He then took the

roasted meat and put it into the skin. The old woman came and
caught hold of the skin ; but lie, takintr up a firebrand, struck her
with it in the face, and then ran off, taking the meat with him. The
two girls started after him, and one of them came up so close

behind him that she was able to sprinkle him with some milk from
her breast. He felt her do this; so when she turned back, he, too,

turned ; and hanging the skin on a tree, he followed her at a dis-

tance. When the daughter reached her mother and sister, the mother
said, " Has he escaped both of you ? " She who had sprinkled the
man with her milk said, '' No, he did not escape ns ; I overtook
him and sprinkled him with the milk. He cannot escape ; he
must die of it—unless he cauterizes every joint with a needle, only
then will no harm befall hiuK But if he does not cauterize the
milk, he dies." The man heard the words of the daughter and
turned back. He went to the meat and took it. He then came to

where the company had been seated and found them still there.

He produced the skin, handed it to the man with whom he had
laid the wager, and said to him, '' Take out the meat and examine
it to see whether any portion is wanting, or whether it is whole
and entire/' The other took the meat out of the skin, and found
it whole; so he gave him four dollars and half the meat. The
man then Avent to his h(mse, lighted a fire, threw a needle into the
fire, and cauterized every joint. Thus he met with no injury
and this is the story of the Haunted Pass.

XTI.

Story of Ahu Nu^ds and his Brother.

Ahu Nu^as had a dissolute brother, a gambler and a rake,
One day he met with such bad luck in gambling that he found
himself without even clothes on his back. He went to his

brother, who said to him, " AVhat state is this ? '' He said, " It
is as you see." Then people reasoned with Abu Nu^as and
said, *'Yon are a wealthy miui and this brother of yours is

orocner ot mme is a dissolute person. Nothing stays with him;
whatever he gets, he squanders/' They said, *' ISTo, no; you
must give hi»u a hundred dollars." **All right," said he ; and
he gave him a hundred dollars. The brother left with the
hundred dollars and journeyed till he came to a certain town. He
lound liimself under the walls of a house, and looking up, caught
a glimpse of a girl near the window. Now, there was a negress
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standing at tlie door, so he said to her, >'Whois this in the
house?" She said, "This is my mistress." He said to her,

"Go and ask your mistress if siie will take a hundred dollars to

allovr me to have a good look at her,'* The negress went in and
informed her mistress. Her mistress said, " Hriiig in his hundred
dolUirs.'* The negress went out and Said to him, " Give me your
hundred dollars and my mistress will look oat from the window,
and you can gaze afc her till you are tired/' He gave her the

hundred dollars. She went up with the hundred dollars, and the
girl looked out from the window above. He gazed at her till he

was tired, and then went back to his brother, A few da\s after,

his bro.her asked him, ** What have you done with the hundred
dollars r

" He said, '' Fiiith, a mere girl has robbed me of them.'*

His brother said, '* And how did she manage to do that?'* He
replied, *'

I saw that the girl was very pretty. When I first saw
her I did not get a good look at her? so I asked her slave-girl, who
was standing by the door, who the girl in the house was ; and she

said it was her mistress. 1 then >aid to the slave girl, * Let voiir

mistress take a hundi^ed dollars and allow me to have a good look

at her.' *' His brother said to him, *' Did you botii look at her and
possess her, or simply look at her? " He said, "No; nothing but

a look.'' '* Very well," said Abil Nn^ns, "get up and show me her

house.'* The other answered, " All right, qome alon^-!" Then Abu
Nu^as ro.^e and brought a ram, and went with his brother, leading

the ram. When tbey arrived under the house where the girl lived,

the bi-othei; said, " In this house." Abu Nit^as jumped forward

and said to his brother, "Catch hold of the ram." So he caught

hold of the ram ; then Abu Nii^as kept on saying in a loud voice

under the house, " Hold it for. me, hold it tight." The girl heard

the cries and looked out. Then Ahu Nn'as said to his brother,
'' Have a good look for nothing now that rams are being

slaughtered !
** Having killed the ram, he skinned it, putting the

flesh and bones aside. He then distributed the flesh, j^riving the

slave-girl a large quantity- She took the meat to her mistress,

who said to her, " From whence is this meat ? " She said, " From
the man wl>o killed the lam," At night, Abu Nu^ds said to the

negress, " ITl pass the night here, under the door." ** All riglit,
"

said the slave-giil. When the first watch of the night had

passed, ti»e street dogs came, attracted by the smell of the fl-sh,

Abil Nn^ns thi-ew a bone at them, atjd they nil scrambled round

him. He then shouted out. The negress looked out and said,

'' What is the matt r with you ? " He said, *' The dogs are eating

me up.'' Tfien the girl said, ''Bring liim inside the porch." So
the negt ess came and opened ti»e porch for him and closed the

dooi . After a while, the cats ca-ne, also attracted by the smell of

the flesh* He threw a bone to them, and they scrambled for it.

He cried out, and the trli-l suid to her negress, " Bring him up and
let him stay outside the door." So slie brought him up, and he
remained outside the d*>or. The cats followed and he thr^w them
a bone, and they again scrambled for it, and he again cried oat.

The girl then skid, " Bring him inside the room," So the negress
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brought bim in and showed him a place near the girl's bedside.

Abu Nu^as lay down flat on his back, while the girl looked on.

*
*

there. She
" A stranger.

Who
nother came and saw JJs Nu^as sitting

is this man ? " Her daughter answered,

He has got something so nice that once you have
tasted it you will never give it up." The old woman cried out,

*' This is what produces children !" When ^bw Nu^ns he^»rd this

he began to cry aloud, *'My children, my chiLlren!" The old

woman said, disgra He said, *^I wont listen; I

want my children, my children." She sjiid, **Be quiet; people

will hear us/' He said, *' And what is that to me?" She said,
'' Take a hundred dollars and keep silent." He said, " No."
Two hundrecJ." "No." '^ Three hundred." "No." ''Four

hundred." He agreed four hundred. He took the four

hundred and went away. Half he gave to his brother and half he
took himself. His brother soon lost his two hundred in gambling,
and came back to Ahii Nu^as. The latter said to him, "I gave
you a hundred and you squandered it. I then gave you two
hundred. Now if you were to a?<k me for a single farthing, I

would not give it to you. You are not my brother, and I am not
your brother." This is the story oE Ahu Nu^as and his brother.
When I left them Abu Nd^as was a man of great wealth, while his

brother went in rxet^A of his snunpr.

XIII.

Story of the Kurbu

There is a tribe by the name of J?«r6, which had a blood-feud
against the tribe of Yam ; so three of them met together, and one
of them who had been wronged said, " Let us make a raid upon
the Yam tribe." One i)f the other two replied, '' It won't do ; their
country is far off, and there is nothing on the road," He who had
been wronged said, '* Will yon come along with me, or must I go
alone ? " The others said, '* If you intend to go alone, we must, of
course, join you. If we're killed, we're killed, and if we live, we
live." So they agreed to make the jonrney, and set off, taking with
them o!ily one solitary camel. Two used to ride ou the camel,
while tl)e tliird walked. When the man on foot was tired, one of
the riders would dismount, and he who was walkinjj^ would mount

:

the one who had dismounted would then walk till he got tired : then
the third would dismount and the man on foot would again ride,
and so on. They travelled on thus for about a month -and-a-half,
when one niirht, towards the middle of the night, they reached the
sea, without anyone being aware of the fact. The man who was
walking stayed behind for a little, for a call of nature; but the

pi-oceeded

dro The one who was
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-walking pursued his way after his friends, but when he reached
the sea, he felt the water and so turned back. He sat under a
tree till morning. When it was dajligbt he looked out and saw
the sea l>efore him. He searched for his friends, but they were
nowhere to be seen. Then he walked along the shore of the sea

for three days. In the afternoon of the third day, he came upon
an encampment of Bedouins whose tents were of camel hair. He
entered one of the tents, and there fouud a man and a woman.
The man wished to kill him ; but the womau stopped him, saying,

*' There is uo need to kill him; he is but a stranger." At niglit

they brought him some food. After he had supped, he said to

them, **I wish to sleep." So they pointed out to him a place to

sleep in, which happened to be on the patfi to the tent. Towards
midnight the woman's real husband arrived, and seeing a strange
man sleeping, roused him and said, '' Who are you ? Whence do
you come ? " He answered, " I am a poor man, coming from the

East." The woman's Imsband then went in to his wife and saw
the man with her. He drew out his sword and ^ave him a blow,

which killed him. When he was dead, he dragged him to

the door of the tent and left him there. He then went
and brought a camel, put the dead man on the camel,

and, making the stranger mount, too, bound him tightly,

intending to cast both of them into the sea together. He started

off, leading the camel by the nose, and they arrived at the sea-

shore. Now, there was by the shore a naws tree,* ^nd the man
passed nnder it with the camel. Tlie stranger saw the tree, and,

while passing under it, he laid hold of a branch and let go the

camel. The owner of the camel went along leading it till he
reached the sea. He cut off the c^imeFs gear with a knife and
cast it into the sea, and returned, leading his camel, all the time

thinking that the stranger was with the slain man. After some
time, the stranger came down from the tree and said to himself,

" Where shall I go now ? By God, I will not go anywhere but

to these Bedouins! It's either life or death." So he went to

another tent and saw there an old man and an old woman. He
greeted them and they returned the greeting. They said to him,
" Of what country are you, and where are you going? " He said,

** Faith, I am from the East, and I was going South ; but I now
want to return East." When it w;is morning, the old mnn said,

*'Do you happen to have any news of my son ? " The stranger

asked for a description of the son. They said, *' He is a fair-com-

plexioned man, tall of stature, and bearded." The man answered,
** What will you give me if I give you news of your son ? " The
old man said, "I'll give you whatever you wish." He said, '* I

desire nothing but that you take me to my own country." "I
pledge you my faith," said the old man. " This bt^ing so," said

the stranger, '* listen ; the owner of that tent killed your son and
threw him into the sea." The old man said, *' Ha, is it so ?

"

He said, "Yes." Thereupon the old man sent a summons

i Said to be a kind of low palm.
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to his friends. They came and he said to them, "So-and-so has
killed my son.'* After consulting togefclier they decided to kill the

man who had kilh^d the old man's son. 80 twelve fro'n amonor
them went to the man, and called to him to come out* As he
came out to meet them, thev kdled him : two of them cut hini

down with their swords. The friends of the slain man then came
and said, '* Who killed So-and-so ? " They said, " The men of such
and such a family." The friend.^ then said, ^' Up and at them/*
So they had an encounter, and twelve persons were killed, I'hey

then separated* After that the old man said to his c<>Tr»panions,

>»

they said, '' the young ones will see to this ; since you h^

yourself, they will convey him there." He said, *' I hav

*' This stranger brought me news about my son, how So-and-so had
killed hiTi) ; otherwises my son's blood would have gone unavenged.
Now I have bound myselr to convey him to his country, but I am old
and want the streng;th to do so. Wi:at say you ? " '' Of course/'

have bound
e pledg'ed

my faith to do it." So they sent three men with him. They
journeyed on till they pointed out to him the mountains of

Hazramant. When he had se^n the mountains, they said, "This
is Hazramant ; those a?'e its mountains : now we must return/' He
said, '' Very whII, go back/' So they turned back, while the Kiirhz
continued on his way to Eazramaut. Now, this is the story of the
Kurhi and his companions.

xiy.

Another Story of Abu Nu^as

Ahu Ku^as lived in Yaman.^ Once he journeyed from Yaman
to Shnm with a hundred doUais, foe the purpose of trading. On
his arrival in Shnm, he met with a certain man. The latter said
f « ft

Whence 8 He said, ''From
Yaman/' *' And why did you come p " He said, ''1 came to
trade/'^ The other said, ''But why trade? I will give you
something to do : if you succeed in doing it, I will give you a
hundred dollars ; but if you fail to do it, I will take your hundred
dollars/' *^ Very well/' said Abu Nu^as. The Syrian said, '* To-
morrow morning/' Abu Nn^ns said, ''All right/' Next day the
Syrian rose and brought a team of oxen to Ahu Nu^as, without
any ropes, and also a plough without ropes, and said to him,
*'Go with these oxea to my field: if you can work them without
ropes^ I will give youahundted doUirs; if you cannot, 1 will take
from you the hundred dollars you have." Abu Nu^as sai<J, '' All
right/' He then took the oxen and went to the field. Seizing a
knife he cut a strip of skin from the nape of one ox up to its tail

;

thf-n he went to the other ox and did to it as he had done to its

fellow. He then took one of the strips and yoked the plough by

1 Ahu Nu*ds, tLe famous conrtier of Ildtun''^ W-Bashtd, did not live in
Yaman.

« Lit., " Oh tliou of noble face."
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means of it, and with the other strip he coupled the necks of the
oxen, Wh'-n he had ploughed a first, a second, and athiid furrow,
the oxen died. AhuNu^ffs then went to the owner of the oxen, who
said to him, ''Have you done it?" . "Yes," said J/)fi Nu^ns.^
"And where are the oxen ?

*' .'*The oxen are ori .the field plot."
The owner went to the field and found the oxen dead. He
returned and went up to Ahu Nu^as and abused him freely. Said
Abu Nn^as, " If you are angry, let me have the hundred dollars as
agreed between us, and I'll depart." Said the other, " No, . I'll

give you another job " " All right/' said Ahu Nu^os. Then the
Syriar^ ssud to him, '' Come np with me to my room, and I'll show
yon what to do," AbuNu^ns w^nt up with him. Now the owner
of the oxen had a wife, who was then grinding some com below.
So he went down to his wife and said to her, '* If Ahu Nitons comes
to you, and tells yon to keep quiet, d<m'fc keep quiet." *'A11
right,'* she said. He then went up to Ahil Nu^os and said to him,
" Go down and silence that woman. ^ If she stops, I will give you
the two hundred dollars," "Very well,'* said Ahu Nu^os. He'
went down and fouiid the woman singing. He said to her, *'Keep
quiet." She said, *' I won't." As she wouldn't listen, he went up
to her, took some flour in his hand and stuffed it into her mouth
and nostrils. The woman died. He then went up to the woman's
husband and found him sitting there. The latter said to him,

"Have you silenced her ? " He said, *' Yes." Tlie husband went
down and found his wife dead. He came back to Ahu Ntt^ns and
abnspd him even more than i>efore. Ahii Nn^as SJiid, " Don't abnse

me; if you are angry, give me my mon»^y and I'll ^oV The
Syrian said, " N'o, I am not angry; I'll give you another job."

AhuNu^as said, " Very well." The other said, "Stay here until

I show you what to do." At night the rain began to fall. Then
the SyiMan roused Ahu Nn^os and said to him, " Go down and put

the heads of the sheep ' under cover." *' All riglit," said Abu Nti^as.

He then went down to where the sheep were, cut off their heads,

brought the heads and put them in the pen, and then wetit up to

the owner. The latter said to him, '' Well, did you put the heads

of sheep under shelter ? " " Yes," he said. The owner went down
to see for himself. He found all the sheep slaughtered. He went
b'rick to Abu Nn^as and abused hira roundly. Said Abu Nu^as,
" If you are angry, let me have my money and get rid of me." The
Syrian said. "And could I have greater cfiuse f<»r anger?"
So he brought out the keys of his closet, opened it, and gave
Ahu Nu^as four hundred dollars. Ahu Nu^as took them and
went back to Taman.

.

XV.

Story of the Ladder, the Flute and this Cat.
- - 1

A certain man died, leaving three sons. His only property

con.si^ted of a ladder, a flute and a cat. The sons divided this

f
i She would naf.nrally be singini^ while griniiing the corn.

^ " Tho heads of the sheep " ia an Arabic idiom for " the sheep."
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property among^it them, and tlie one "wrho got the ladder left the

town and wandered from place to place, seeking bis livelihood.

He came to a certain town, and was there met by a woman, who
What Hesaidv" An

instrument for straiirhtening' the crooked.'* She said, "I wish
you would straighten me ; for my husband whenever he opens his

mouth says to me, "You are crooked from heaven to earth."^

Tlie man said, "Very well; what will you give me ? " She said,
" Fifty dollars/^ " All right, '' said he. " Til straighten you/' He
weiit to the woman, made her lie down on the ladder, and bound
her hands, feet, and neck to it, and then went his way. The
woman*s husband came home He said to her, "What is this ?

"

She said, " Smne one has arrived in the town who straightens the
crooked; now whenever you speak to me you say, ' You are crooked
from heaven to earth

' ; so I let him straighten me." The husband
rose and loosened the fastenings. He then beat her with a club,

fjivorced her, and sent her back to her people. As to the owner of

the cat, when his brother returned, he said, " I will now go and try
to pa">^n a living." He tied his cat with a string and went off, travel-

ling from place to place, till one evening he avrived in a certain
town. Night overtook him, sohe came to a shopkeeper and said to

him, " Let me sleep in
~

I'll go off." The owner
come with me into the

T ^^

well," and went with him. ITovv the woman of the house had, with
her, her lover; so she hid him behind some mats. When the
two arrived, the owner of the house brought the stranger some
food. When he had supped, he said to him, '* Sleep." '*A]1
right," said he, "I'll sleep." When it was morning, the master of
the house went to his shop, the owner of the cat remaining in the
hou^'e. He caught sight of the feet of the lover underneath the
niattingf. He drew the cat near him and pinched it. The cat
cried out. He said to the cat, " Keep quiet, do not expose us
before everybody." Th. ," "

^""
, ^

matter with you that you are talking to the cat r " He
cat is fiavine^ sompfhiTic

Wl

asked, "Wf
d I know of." She
matter." She said,

I ask you by God to tell me." He said, " It says there is a man
underneath the matting." The woman said, "Preserve my
honour; do not expose me before people," He said, " I shall go
and tell yonr husband." The woman said, "Don't tell my
husband

; I'll give you as much as you like." .He said, '^What
will you give me ? " So they began to haggle, and at last agreed
upon three hundred dollars. So he took three hundred dollars
from her, and went back to his country and met his brothers.
With the fifty dollars of the owner of the ladder; and tnth these
three hundred dollars, they opened a shop and placed the owner of
Tnenute in it, whUe they themselves went and brought merchaiidise.

« L

L\t., nil the distance from heaven to earth, i e., vou conld not be
more crooked than rou fire. '



n ^

1

&.'^j JU1^1

«J^ ^ V^su ^^j Jf ^ «l4| ^it^- ^ jh J «/!?* !> cj..IT
4"^

1,3 jstHt^ jji^x^J
:
^t^ \ *tiJt jL)laic JxsJl cUj

^
j»^l vSlfi

I

! jsUisJ jpi^ J^jjf Ai^;iu ^SJi , *^-~^l ^«j <^ til ^ ._yJ| ol>il^ i^ycj

Ijm^.^jX^ ^^ J;*«» 6 ^^.Jl ^,< ^*sJj( ^j, < cT^^il ^ jAU

^t;^j
5

' eiiT^i^ >^^:^ . ,A AJf ^^jl^ ^ik
Jlj ^ <3ij4pi O^-e ^ Oy-*i|

iJLwj 8 J:i ^ J.*j ^^ . aJU^ ^JUjf (J.Aa. JU'I ,^Jl ^J - «^' c^t

a>»&j r^i , CnWl crWt Ui

c^ ur ^-- : . OJ-- fi ol^S^I Jli,X«i
t
ssU^ Jli : ^yJt Jltol ^^^

, ai^jLflx^j ^U)t ^li! jii, ^:>r^
o

10^JUI JUl JaIj • (JjJIj^I JbKl 11.

» i^ f
a'^^j**^! j*^ tyl(j . u^fl a OS^yC^^ii* ^ <\Ij *^(^

!
. A^^j ^A

11 /^ -r*j f, ;b t^» ^^'f ^ ^
iliUf eJfi

1

-n

O ^

(3i*V3j '* unbeliever ; hypocrite'*.: coUoq., ** an unscrupulous,
'

h

impious man.

8 "

>J

(C pass " ; also, " valley.
J?

^ *' To the meat !
" A^j^xiJ is dim. of i*^, ** a piece of meat. >j

i

* r**^-*i, '* to be disabled ^ to break its leg (camel, etc.).
i\

*
^

E

^ ^*^, colloq., " to go ; to come. "

« Li^H, '^free; gratis/'

* CU=J14^^ colloq., *Ho take up; lift."

10 PI nf ..^VamjO (M.r.TnK1a. K^i*.»1ai^a .

^ I

**

7 o^», for 0>«AJf ^^U.

^ Pi. of ci;^ -

PI. of cri*"^*. ' humble ;..hinulefes ; helpless " ^vbrighi ot tHie Fr.

me^quxn J 1 M

11 For ^"J.
'^ n

It

^ ->*

j li.ir'",^ •J&'i-J ^ '

1-
i -. r ^

• ' » * - ' .

V, I'
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I
— - E

'»

h

^ ^ i" Ls-;'^
'^ -^^Xj , r^^j^'-ij , !y^ '^i (^)y^ e*^t ^^

c ^
' ^J, *' roof of a Tiouse.

" ' vAj-*, " wall.

"

8 j»fj, " old.
"

%^jh, (with e^-* of the pers.), " to call,"

' ^*^, " let us go, repair to.
" « f>*t\s3i\, " came in their way. "

iS^J^ "to perceive; notice; hear."

8 ^ for ^f, ''to wait."

II

0^0 X -^^9
for

4

^^ ^•'t, prob, coraponnd of ^j and ^
'* <^^ for '^^^ •

* '* A bitch of an old woman '*
; a term of abuse.
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[N.S.]

^
. .

^^i^ ^^yu; : AJ^ .ijjf ja\ -fjji'^'
^
si.^u f^i^ . w^i w lyu

. 8*>V <y ^AjiU j^>^f^ ^^
o

r
ri

V fj^

i,^:^^ ;ji ,^^^1 jbi^ III. :
;

I 'Aisw for c>^^j ^^'^ *^ ^^ *'^^ ^^^ pers, pL clmnging to J*

* ^Slw for t^^f see preceding note-

* UtWi for iif^Vt^
*'*'''"^5 genuine."

^ 3(f for l3t ( = cUIl *^ 'it, ''at un

6 4^^, "crop; fruit, particularly ' the date.

'

jj

^ j<^F, forJ*W, ''to take away.
5»

7 3lo =^3 • Cr-i "edge." ,

9 Ajt-, " waterwheel.

"

" "* .^H, " to begin."



664^
yf the Asiatic Society of [December

t^il^t iUi J %JljJ^ U
^ JI ; fj^ JI5 . .^ i-ij;i W

J(r
i t

AxLa fj*>*i . i-i* •v» V il£ Lo ^ x^jlj iLwJJt ^ ^
^^--Aj j^Slfj

,
UoJ* Jl <>, ^ JOiJjJ ^^,^^ 5j^^ JUi ^

jJJt Jt j^i=5Jf i^ . ^tj

o-

JU^!; lcj:J\ hy^ IV.

aU»-a. &^3J|^ I
^ gSljj

r^

: oJli 9 jl l^'
: Ui Jli f ^>J! w^,^ ;U«Jl ^1 aj

J C5J
t>J SJ^

<>~ w^ .<J*yi

,£»J31^

c'^
Ua \^^'^

^yf
c'^

ij)4*^».Jt &J ^^f oiJf ^* ^fj,3 ^j ^ ^^M>J ^^^^^^
^

.,U

: «J tpii ^ lojxJ\ ^.^ jl
C5>^^ a>

'•

. j« U( cU Uif iJ>XC
C51 lUJ

SxiyaJty
,
-^F

C*'' ^J

.
^^1»' U^j ,c>ixJf-^

-^

'^'i'^". '^

~?,>^, dim. of **r*.
-'* appearance; "

.

' tA*^, for ^ti«, tte <^ of the fern, changing to 'tji:

* u>^ for o^. ". '"' r .

£"

^_k
V>

V-

II ^

I
i:r-> " to. Uglifcr kindle a fire.

" ce f
^ 1

; *
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Ait

±3

Zmj

^1 ^M ^^^ ^^

(^ U^x^ . ioA^j ^yoJ] ^,U ^ j^j ^^« . 4^^*Jj ^'•^\ <^

r *

o

' -

r

r

4.

* _

„>

r J

. 'f^^ V5^ s/^'^S" ^^^^i ^-^
t ^j u*J tiki^y

I
»

r J r ^ H r

* jfl^ orig. '*hawk''| is an epithet, "intelligeat j clev^irl ** '"'t

* A town of Hazruraa^t. '
^'
.-ai:

.

r.
; . ;

'
/»*Ji "tocalh'' ''*'cr^; "small coins; change.r* .'

I » t

* The i^bii/'** refers' ta **^, 'word,* uuderstoo^rf*
'

i

> ^^

f . r>. ^
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r-
*i

^ 1

4«

yjl; i^jc^\ jb^ YI
-» \ S

J^ i)

^ci-^t Jb" Ul AlXajlj 4jr JJ| a.jLii ^uju ,cxi ujf ^

r
U

,jj|i^ .jLk U
O-^' '

-^ •
'i'i'^I^*^isJl .^ <iJ cU/l

jjf

Utj .^li^
cs-^-^*^' <^' ^^ tT^-' *i^^ -^^^ -(^5^' t'^

.'>^t
-K

. ^i^y 3j u5^ ^* S « J5>*^ cs-J-^'j
"^*-;

••

o
^ >

ij

^\) i^ftj

- I

jb^ VII

C5* j| ^^ J><
'5 e>«<

JU ,^).x.
^ •

JU , U.,t 5^ -u UU, j.i| J. u
1

Jt v£l. ^ ^j .'^^'^ Vj^ t
dw J^ 'kij v£JjJ=j:|

AJ
J

t

J^ S (^ *^j ^t : eJL«
^ ^3;^ ^^%«^ aHA'i xf; , t ii^ft oiJ t

>>- 7 Uixj Lo r«- cj
ItuJ fj (^yt5 '-^J Uj

4

L

AiJLc Jasjf k,jj> <^
'ilaji ,.^^ ,.t ,J^^

r-
.^1 . -'•J^ : aJ J^" ^ t/V

^

i^ 1^ ^ v^iJl J* Jii &1J r,3J| xjl^ . i^^L
«

* ^k>t "qnaiter!" 5ff>, ** to associate intimately with. j>

^i, " to kick.

"

a
, *' to fall."

^ «(»^» issue; offspring," 6 V^r " to refuse,
'*

*
i.e.t ** we had words.

"

*J*y "yonng."

* *S^i» V^'l, lit. " I'll write against yon," i,e„ " bind yon in writing.
*f
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,^ Jul^ viU^
^
gi^j ^-ijt ^yi JLi

^
^_^J^ ^* Ix, : o^JU; 5 ^jc jiJj

y 1^
^j>ip ^^ o.ik.j U( Lotj . iSLlsJt 0J5 ,A U ^ Jloi, J^i ^

^jjlU

» O^P^ c^^ ^jj^ ^
o

3
j«^aaUI v>c ;^=^ ^'^ VIII.

^
I

4

J

^ L5^^^*i "oneof the fighting families in a tribe." ^ ^-^^iA. for ^U. .

8 ^j^iU, "one who plavs the o^^^ * a kind of guitar,'''
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: ^^^ ^^ ^
^SlaJt o^iJl \^P- ^ cujLo -^ d^^aaJt , S^ AaIa. ^j^\

M

biOJ ,*lJUt \iti .^^\ £5- ^t^^. ,oJJl Jt^^l Ai* t^Jt i^f;

A)j5j ^UI cu*>-. .
,^^y*iflJt cU ^ ^i>J| Lj^J Jui ,"j*e ^,jjau jj

J-

. 5'jsPf

cXaJi)] i)i^^ IX.

r

•i^e : J^ ^ A^t^l OO.U iUi 6 ^^ Jf ^£ ^ ^i^i By
^
aU.^1 ^^ ^^

V^"^'^'- * *^^' "gnesb room."

* C^ e*j " as soon as.
" * «Ua, " owl.

"

y = f«Sl J . * *J\ : relative pronoun, = cs^^
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IN.8.}

. (^ Jli u;l^=^» : Jl* ? ^ Jli u>^ ,3^ :
aJ Jl^' . o^t w* l^tj

o

I jb^ X.

^^ift)| .-^Jj ^>-Jf ^j^ *J^j r ^>> «^J 1 1^^' ij -^^'^ c)'^

yl^f b Jli
^ ^^( w^li J( ^ . ^J] t^i^w ^

t^^^ aJ J^5j
s aap^ ^,^

I uftkJ, " to expire. "

' ilakalle, a port on the coast of Hazramaut. * *:suu, for *a.l=».

.
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^Jk *^>^' J^i J^3 , 'j^^ J) <-S t
^^ J^ ^^^ ^'^ y'S

urr^ .(iiWtj ,r^'=«J' OJJ c:.>;3?J ^;ak .5r» (^r^ ,,*^>;»v^fi .u-'^ljr^i

f^iA • A*^ <^oJl
^^^jb |^*J£

tf***^^ "^i^J ^
*^'"^

."I

Ci?i
oJ^J^J Jus ^^f

</->
<ijU

U^ - J^» . ur*' *^^*J'
c?"-' cs-*^' ^^1 <3^ "^1

.
t:^*:!j « c^ J^

*•

^1 Jf (^e ti-«j Ul
J
8^ ^^ ^ ^t"'"^

I... ^J'

t^'J « e;"^ u^' 5;^^j ^*^^ f'Jh .^-y^ &i^ j^f^Jf
^
^IsJl ^u

^}=i'J.jC G|j 1^1 ^t (Jw^j tjt^j
. 4;^*^! U ^1 %jidi ^^e

^

o

^
c

VyLJl 4^«aJ! Jb^^ XI.

*i.9y ^..^t oi, <^ ^ 6\y^)l\ ij c;W^' ^'^^* C^ ^;U3J| fy!^

A^l'jj^ .^>i=^Jt
i:)J^^-^!j ^^liif AilJ i_^ ^^,JU1'!^^ aU .tl«J\

• J^; O' *-^*' « *^ >^;-^ ^iiil J-^ 1^1
,
^^! ^LH J\ ^,y^ I

iJi ij
Z^/i

3
u-'j ^i^=! , Jr;^ c/i^ : ii

J'-»
^ J : ^=^\^ J^>

*H?^j ^
, ^^-^^ 4^^!,;,^^^ iUk=B.ji f^U ^ A—a.iiJj ^AsuO.Jj

^
o-la)l

1 cM*, <<
police."

, ^'haunted. '*

3
«^b

((
one head ot aUeep. '*

*

^, "to akin."
5> *'to roast.

»>
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^jk^t ,
lu^ji JI.J 5^;! 5/1 ^l. U ^cUK' Aix^ ^i ^^d ^^ U ^ J.(^

^'- ^- JIfj ,u^"0 ^:^Uf o^, o^^ ^»^ ^y. H, y;^ ^uiii

«# •• «i •• ^ ^^ \

^_-i to

c\cle ^Jt, ,»y»^j <^^*Jt 1^ ^oo.«j^a.
t-^^^ cJJ'^'i

^ J

iJt i,iJt

3i. ,4

» Jl*, " to finish.
» » ^,^L^= t^_,iii

* .y^, '-'noise"; here, "news.'*

je
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, *T^-fc : ^^ J^ !
(—J*t a' ur'^^ < ti-'V^ r'>^'

-^^^ (*ir^' o^ , »^

, g>P-Ju ^Jt jU,
^
UUJ :,^t , aU ^^j ^*^ ^ ^^) 8 ^^^} . 2 l^^

t ^^b ^**' "^ t5^'
cuiJl fcsJ-^j . o*iJ> Ifli

^
* <^«j ^f Ooju ^^ ^j

. ^J*i^i ^ , »!/ I*
e>'j t 8r°i^ L5^ ^^^ -. iJ''*^ els' i^-c 6 ^ »!/

,
^^t Ai. aJ Jli ^ **x XjUiJ ^aU jlkxtj ^J| ^U ^ i^ ^*4-a^

t:r;'j *%^ W^l ^t;j . ^•sJJt .^ft-ai, JL, AAj^t sUs^l I J*!^ ^^suUl

^

.nj-i ^$j iUsu a>'^ ^y^ 0^'<:5* »^ c>j o^»
I

J

t^i^

O

y.ij ^y^i Jbi^ xii.

J^t A^ JIS . JJ^f .xii: Jf U . ^.Ijj 8,ilc
J[,

8 ^^ ^
^^Iflj ^

1 A V
*''

*^**^, '* a piece of Tvood. " * ^^, '* breast "
; prop. " udder. "

* -^-, ''to feel.
» * .>t*^ ^^t i>i*j cJ^, 'c^t a distance."

^j*, "to escape." * *^ = ^^U "needle."

^ b^ t '^entire." *
5
" to return; come away. "
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•• ••

^^:Ji J 21^ ^CL^i. O^Uj J^j . a> Uf cUj
,
Jbj ^l ^»; , JI.J

+ I

A*ji j^iA cuju
. ^j;jUW oJu;^ Af;i?J» o^t^ ,

^ i^^ i^^f ujuj.

*

I

W

^U ^ wbJf o^ 4^'U; ojpf vi)ti t«fl^ ijjUpJl ^fj
, (^ i^tj u

i^tj 51,-. »^i^-t t i^litSj
J(jj

Ax* iip
^
ijlaJJ

I

•V o.—i*J| _L_i^t c>_iu-« ! (^ o^AJf ! ^ u«—^^^

^A-«.^^ j2aSJt ^5 , ^ u^ . u^l^t ^i »i^
, o23l^ O^ : ^i^ ^» Jl5

iSj^t "indigent.
5»

2 kij '' to look up
;
go up to.

"

* \y», /' properly. "
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J
UaU

* e.-iwj
,

gi-if aJ o^rcL^;,
^
Aj^UJf ^^ii , 3 g^^i JLLfi ^Ja^i

t^fc^'l ^^i^-^ ,: ^^j^>^^ '^H^ c^y^'

F

t u*'^' kd^^^P. t
'^^"^ y^' *^^ i^^t^ *-Hs*^ ,^ J^ t

^^ y^'

^ Hi

1

^^f^jj| Ur ^Aj^x: ^^ o^c^. Ijfj 35.i,U j^lji^t Aj'^ <:>* (^^^ to Ij^

l^c AJU . 7 ,
* *^^ ?(»:Lt^ . *^*^ •a.U^/ cF^j^-^!^ ,.4

^ <-W>, "totbrow." * )j^\, '*to scramble."

_ S
» »iX*., 'Ubreshold; main gate.

"

* •^J^S " to close ; sbut.

u'* U^'j ** what 18 it to me ? " * *fr*"^^j " a copper coin

* tP^Jj ''hungry,"
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01 h^c. XIIL

•• ^ ti

'j^^ . h)^-':s ,ji-*^ ^*jr^ ^'j . tk=- ^fj ci,^ U ^ ^if-^i ^*

^i w-i' til
^ ,_^j^ ii,^t^,

^
i>JaM I^j (^ii| Lot

^
^-o ^o^lj *jJs«

F

&.k*J[ Jai^ ^ A^Wf *I^i ^ALk ^ *^^^j yl* JUi J^ AJf Ut

«iJ «3.Xi: Ut L^^j ,_r**^l AjJuJt aJJ f^3R>)| »-ftJ;»« ^^1-c ^S>^ _j.itj /.bl

sl<j:^ Ckie Ji\ ax^aJf jU.j JU.^ ,^ai ^ «3j^f e>-« cu>4^ aJ

' wJJs, '* blood to be avenged.
It

o ^
% ^jf^acxx, '' tl»e man who had received the injury.

S U ^r*^l "there is no water. "

»»
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tiju . ^^^j c-ax-JL Av^j Aft-i^ j*>jI ,
UtsJ^ J'-^y* J.^^^

e^3 ^ »^3^| l^ JU^ U
^ v-i/^t <-U.y» «;»^1 vi^-i^ , »;*^l *:i-H

it ^J uUj^
^ t^Lj 2 ^f^^f

t

!>**35
, r^ ^aiyt^ iC'f i^tj^ ^ wjUf ^j, jii ^ij( j»yt jLw

A*. .!.^yi.j
^
yb ^,*^ J[^ ^J^ ^U U * UaJLIt o^xij, I ^^^

I

U»y, "akiadotpulm.tree." . 2^1^^ "trappings.-

* J'i-^ ''to come down " * 1^5), « encoanter ; fight.

9
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aaLi ^f 4^ aJ o^i ^^3Jf \^j ^
1 A^4A .wi. ^ij ^f,

,
*lii eJ^ A^f

2 V <i>Jj*:^. ,
.-kJ, AJ l^li ? ^^"f U ^1^ lj(^

^
^,^f j^lj

^
*^^f ^^t

l^^l ^
«A=J( ^ *i^ ; ^^j jiS

, ^ji, i] ^aU Ji f3l ,
S AJJ^iJ ^^-^f

•*' . .
••

* *3^a.'^ cr!/-'f fi'^ lir* o)^ ^ '"^

.t

(>

^^Ul^ ^y^j tJ XIV.

» *

8 o^'j /'»%
e f^-^'

^^f '^^
' ^'^ *^ <J^ •

^^"^ *^ «J^ • ^-^ <^'>' >^'

>
^t :

*J JU;^ ,
Jl>- *? ' <^^'»J J^- ^/^l «^!^^t^SI erjr^^ , C^^\

, V^ C^l^^l '*•' JL» . cii-^ t5^( JL;; AiJf ^^ <^i.t
,
l«ilc c^JLr U

o -^

^ **i4^> "one whose blood goes uTiaA"enged,

'

a:
* Uj ^Jri-^i, ** will do it." ^ cAV, '' to cause to reach. "

4 ax»>o = ^,»J, *'we." ^ •^^T ''to go on. »5

Cr^-P, '^ to reach."

''' *^jJ| !<S 1^, •' Sir ! thou of the noble countenance,

^ ** He of Syria ( « theSyrinn)."

9 ^^, ''plough"; also/* furrow.
*'

^ ^
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i si)^ l:>* .^^ i^-Jl iitj
^
Jfl^f ^^f ^t;j ^^\y yj\ ytjJ] :^\

JIa. aJ ^^j ^^flJi 4^^ ^iLU ;,^ ^
3 ^^ 2 ^j,i ^ iLj Ut ^^1

t

r

i

J

hj^y " nape of the neck.

"

« joi, «« to take ont. "

*^' "leather." • t^, for »^f. 6 **ki, "plot."

' 5V or cAU (=^U). 9 JLlj^eU.

again

*• noatrik'* : pi. of K^^Aj.
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•

crJj cuiiT .: «J Jli ^*_iAJ| ^3. o;_ir ! jjlA ^iJ( ^1 iJ JU

J

* cr-^f (jcjl cP' W^y^^ ^)J . J^; *i^j' i^^h t 'e'^J

0'

' dj^]) >>J3 " V^' ^1^
»fti.t^

F

I

t^f . M jUu-«f tjf c^i, g Jli . Jt; tj;*u.*A. 4£jUt*| . a/ viJli

^Uj
^
14^ 1;^

^J^;j l«^f V-^J t
***^l fj^ W, ,

&*;=sJl

'^^

1 jy, " to rouse up.

"

" ^:^^> "toputnnder shelter. )f

* ,.»^. "shelter; pen fsheep) .

"

^» »^,
" what then ! can there be a greater reason for anger ?

99

5 S)'^, " closet.
" '^ ***1^, " ladder.

"

7 js,^. •« cat.

"

" *i>h^y pl- of ^J^'-

5 #^^*, he meaTi8 ** crooked in natnre."

^j$^ ^\ ^U-Jl tr** " from heftven to earth," t>., "entirely."10

, ''to straighten."
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«y oojt Jlij 2 »Lc ^^ ^i^ ^f U ^ Ji"l «J^ j-^^j , Ji^' ^wy

t J\

. i)ij *Uf ill AJ <^j^ L= ^^ ^^ ^^^t ju <; ^^^1 ^^1^3 ^^ j:^! a3

J^' • i*^ J^ *1J b .*Jl3JU : aJ cJli 4^!^ J.)U Ji; 9 J^3 Jiji ii oil

•• . . A . ^ .'. . .

JL,^ ix^^ aI jA^
^
jb^ «^,iHi U uf,(^^ <; ^iJi^ jS^I t^ Jli j(i^3

It^t.
•• 1^

* t^*^, "clab." ^^i^ ''shop." S ^L^^ -very well!"

*ry*, "a lover." 6 AaK»^ " matting of date-palm leaves."

• ijoi, " to pinch.

"

7 «3^, for *Jj^».

8 UjlsOj '« goo^g . merchandise. "



DECEMBER, 1907

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 4th December, 1907, at 9-15 p.m.

Babn Monmohan Chakrararti, M.A., B.L., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. N. Annandnle, Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, Mr. J, A.
Chapman, Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Dr. Birendra Nath Ghosh,
Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr, T. H. Holland, Mr. D. Hooper, Mr. C. H.
Kesteven, Lieut.- Colonel D. C. Phillott, Major L. Rogers,
I.M.S., Mahamaliopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhnsana, Mr. E.

Yredenburg, Mr. H, Walker, and Rev. E. C. Woodley.

Visitors,—Mr. F. Carter, Mr. V. J. Esch, Mr. W, Gross-
mann, Mr. A. C. R. de Righi and Mr M. Stuart.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

One hundred and twenty-two presentations were announced.

The General Secretary announced tl»at Mr. H. B. Kerap-
thorne had expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The following seven candidates were ballotted for as Ordi-

nary Members

;

Miss B, Gohen, M F.R.C.S., Superintendent, Lady
Dufferin Hospital, Calcutta, proposed by Lieut. -Colonel F. P.

Maynard, seconded by Lieut. -Colonel D. C. Phillott ; Major

G. B, Stevens, M.D., F.R.C.S., I. M.S., Professor of Anatomy,

Medical College, Calcutta, proposed by Lieut.-Colonel F. P.

Maynard, seconded by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott ; Major

J, Manners-Smith, Resident in ISTepal, Katmandu, proposed by
Lieut.^Colonel D. C. Phillott, seconded by Dr. N. Annandale;

Mr. J. H, Lindsay, I.C.S,, Sewan, proposed by Mr. T. H. Burkill,

seconded by Captain J. W, D. Megaw; Mr. /. H". Little, Assis-

tant Master, Victoria School, Kurseong, proposed by Lieut.-

Colonel D. C. Phillott, seconded by Cf^ptain R. E. Lloyd ; Dr. T.

M.D..
'^"

— ^ _ _

.

seconded by Mr. 77.

Frederick Pearse, M.D., D.P.H., F.R.G.S., Medical Officer of

Health, Calcutta, proposed by Lieut. -Colonel F. P. ^Maynard
Lieut.-Colonel D. C- Phillott ; and

BosJcer James^ M.A., Bengal Education Service, proposed by
Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard, seconded by Mr. J. A.

Cunningham.

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana exhibited

a photograph of a painting of Dignaga, the Father of Mediseva!

Logic.
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Mr. A. C. Rigo de Righi gave an illi

and exhibited certain Tibetan Curiosities.

The following papers were read

:

1. HetU'CaJcra-hamaru or Dignagas Wheel of Reasons—re-

covered from Lahrang in Sikkim.—By Mahamahopadhyaya Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana.

2. On three varieties of Gorchorus ca^sidaris, Linn.^ which

are eaten,—By I. H. Burkill and R. S. FraLOW.

3. A method of ^producing immediate germination of ^' Hard-

coated " seeds.—By R. S. Finlow and C. J. Bebgtheil,

4. Some Folk-Tales from Eazramauf.—By Lieut.-Colonel
D. C. Phillott and R, F. Azoo.

5< Narnaul and its buildings^ Part IL—By Gholam Yazdanl
Commttnicated hy the Philological Secretary,

6. The Later Mughals (1707-1803).—By W. Irvine,

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the
Journal,

o

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section was held
at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, December 11th, 1907, at
9-15 P.M.

LiEDT.-CoLONEL G. F. A. Harris, M.D,, F.R.C.P., LM,S*,
in the chair.

w
,

The following members were present

:

Lieut.-Colonel W. J. Buclianan, I.M.S., Dr. Adrian Caddy,
Dr. Arnold Caddy, Capt. F. R Connor, I.M S., Lieut.-Colonel
F. J. Drnry, I.M.S., Dr. Birei.dra Nath Ghosh, Lieut.-Colonel
C. R. M, Green, Dr. W. C. Hossack, Dr. E. R. Honseman, Dr.
M. M. Masoom, Captain D. McCay, I.M.S., Captain J. W. D.
Mecraw, I.M.S., Captain J. G. Murray, I.M.S., Major L. Rogers,
I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors :—Dr. J. A. Black and Dr. H. M. Crake.
r '

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Captain P. P. Connor, I.M.S., showed cases of Recurrent
Jiilephantiasis, skin disease treated hy X-rays, and Sympho-
sarcema.

^ j j r

Captain D. McCay, I.M.S., read a paper entitled " The signi-
ficance of a Wenng of the total salts in the blood as a determin-
ing factor m the causation of Black-Water Fever, with special
reference to the use of Quinine Sulphate "
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Lieut. -Colonel Harris, Lieut.-Colonel Green, Dr, A. Caddy,
Major L. Rogers, and Dr, W. C. Hossack took part in the discus-

sion.

Major L. Rogers, T.M.S., read a paper by himself and Captain
J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S., entitled " A Preliminary note on Blood
Pressures as a guide in transfusion for Cholera." Lieut.-Colonel
Harris, Captain Megaw, Dr, W. C. Hossack and Dr, Caddy
took part in the disctission.

meeting for want of time.

next





PRINCIPAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY.

Asiatic Researches, Vols. I—XX and Index, 178S—1839.
Proceedings, 1865—1904 (now amalgamated witb Jonmal).
Memoirs, Vol. 1, etc., 1905, etc.

Journal, Vols. 1—73, 1832—1904. «

Jonmal and Proceedings [N. S-'], Vol. 1, etc., 1905, etc.

Centenary Review, 1781—1883.
T

Bibliotheca Indica, 1848, etc,

A complete list of publications sold by the Society can be

obtained by application to. the Honorary Secretary, 57, Park Street,

Calcutta.

I

r>RfVi?.EriE5 OF ORDINARY MEMBERS.

(a) To be present and vote at all Genei^l Meetirg^, whicli

are held on the first Wednesday in each month except

in September and October,

(6) To propose and second candidates for Ordinary Member

ship.

(c) To introduce visitors at the Ordinary General Meeting!^

and to the grounds and public rooms of the Society

dtoing the hours they are open to members. ,

-a

(d) To have personal access to the Library and other public

rooms of the Society, and to examine ite collections.

(e) To take out books, plates and manuscripts from the

LibrMy.

(f) To receive gratis^ copies of the Jou.fUd and Proceedings

and Memoirs of tL- Society.

(g) To fill any office in the Society on being duly

thereto.
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